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ABSTRACT

At Barton Canyon. Cherry Creek Range, east-central Nevada, a two-meter interval of the BuUwhacker Member of the Late

Steptoean-Sunwaptan Windfall Formation has yielded abundant silicified sclerites. This Late Sunwaptan (Late Cambrian) assem-

blage, assigned to the informal Bowmania lassieae Fauna, is correlative with the Piosaiikia pyreiie Subzone of Texas, and with

the uppermost Illaenunis Fauna of southern Alberta. At least 15 species are present, and these represent 14 genera; Cherrycreekia

and G/ahenispis are new. New species are Prosaukia oldyelleri. Sunwaptia plutoi. Euptychaspis doiigali, Eurekia rinlintini.

Bowmania lassieae. Cherrycreekia be/ijii. and Gluberaspis scoobydooi.

INTRODUCTION

North American silicified trilobites of Ordovician

age were studied intensively in the 1950s by Evitt

(1951), Ross (1951), Hintze (1953), Whittington and

Evitt (1954) and Whittington (1956, 1959), and the

morphologic and ontogenetic information provided by

this work contributed greatly to the understanding of

the phylogenetic relationships of post-Cambrian

groups. In contrast, silicified faunas are virtually un-

known in the Cambrian (see Ludvigsen, 1982, for an

important exception) and their phylogenetic potential

is largely untapped. Here we document a new silicified

fauna from a Late Cambrian (Sunwaptan) sequence in

the Cherry Creek Range of east-central Nevada. Al-

though it lacks early ontogenetic stages, the fauna pro-

vides new insight into the morphology of a variety of

genera. The fauna is also of significance because, al-

though the trilobites of the underlying Steptoean stage

have received considerable attention (Palmer, 1960,

1962, 1965), Sunwaptan trilobites of the Great Basin

are essentially undocumented (see Taylor, 1976, for an

exception).

The fauna was collected from a two-meter interval

of the upper BuUwhacker Member of the Windfall For-

mation (Text-fig. 1 ) on the eastern side of the Cherty

Creek Range, about 10 km north of the town of Cherry

Creek (Text-fig. 2). The measured section runs along

the crest of the ridge that forms the north side of Bar-

ton Canyon. Here, the upper BuUwhacker is composed

of thin-bedded, fossiliferous calcareous sandstones and

sandy bioclastic grainstones, with minor oolitic pack-

and grainstones, intrarudites and thrombolitic micro-

bial buildups (Text-fig. 3). The fauna includes 15 spe-

cies, six of which are new.
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Text-figure \.—A. Steptoean-Early Ibexian lithostratigraphy. Cherry Creek Range. B. Correlation of lithostratigraphic units immediately to

the south of the study area, along an east-west transect from the House Range (west-central Utah) to the Hot Creek Range (central Nevada)

(modified from Osleger and Read, 1993).

STRATIGRAPHIC AND ENVIRONMENTAL
SETTING

Stratigraphy

The Windfall Formation (Nolan et ciL. 1956) was
established in the Eureka Mining District of east-cen-

tral Nevada for a sequence of carbonates that overlies

the shales and interbedded carbonates of the Dunder-

berg Formation. The formation has also been recog-

nized to the east and northeast of Eureka, in the Cheiry

Creek, northern Egan, and northern Schell Creek rang-

es (Palmer, 1971). Nolan et al. (1956) divided the

Windfall into, in ascending order, the Catlin and Bull-

whacker members. In the type area, the Catlin is com-
posed of two distinct lithologies. The lower nine me-
ters consists of thick-bedded, light-colored lime mud-

LU
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Base of Notch Peak Fm.
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Text-figure 4.—Skyline along ridge immediately to the north ot the measured section, showing topographic expression of the Windfall and

Notch Peak formations. D.E. Dunderburg Formation: B.C.L.. Barton Canyon Limestone; CM., Catlin Member; B.M., BuUwhacker Member;
N.P.F., Notch Peak Formation; ?. unstudied cliff-forming carbonates of the "'Pogonip Group." Stratigraphic thickness from the base of the

Catlin Member to the top of the lower, resistant cliff formed by the Notch Peak buildup complex is 514.5 m.

ge.sting shallower, more oxygenated, subtidal condi-

tions. In the upper 60 m of the BuUwhacker (Text-fig.

3). bioturbated lime mudstones are minor components

of a succession that includes sandy bioclastic grain-

stones and calcareous sandstones. Shallow subtidal

conditions (above storm wave base) are indicated by

intraclastic rudstones ("flat pebble conglomerates")

and pebbly intraclastic grainstones. Wave-rippled oo-

litic grainstones and thrombolitic buildups ( 1.5-3 m in

thickness) also point to shallow-water conditions.

The BuUwhacker Member may be interpreted as re-

cording upward-shoaling from deep subtidal condi-

tions, culminating with the appearance of the thick,

microbial buildup complex recorded by the Notch

Peak Formation. Tlie appearance of quart/ sand and

silt in the upper BuUwhacker (about 20 m below the

fauna described herein) may be of more than local sig-

nificance. Osleger (1995; Osleger and Read, 1993)

suggested that a sequence boundary could be recog-

nized within the lower Saiikia Zone throughout south-

ern Laurentia (Virginia-Tennessee. Oklahoma. Texas

and west-central Utah). The biostratigraphic control

presented by Osleger (1995) is limited, but the calcar-

eous sandstones and sandy carbonates of the BuU-
whacker may be an expression of the same sea-level

fall.

AGE AND CORRELATION OF THE FAUNA
The assemblage described here is assigned to an in-

formal biostratigraphic unit, the Bownuiiiia lassieac n.

sp. Fauna. Several species occur in other parts of North

America, including Illaeiuims nionicinensis Kobayashi,

1935. Chcrrycreekia henjii n. sp.. and Corhinia im-

pliiDiis Winston and Nicholls. 1967. At Wilcox Peak,

southern Alberta (Westrop, 1986b, text-fig. 31). /.

titouicineusis and C. henjii have been recorded from

the upper part of the Illaeiuiius Zone, where they are

separated by less than two meters of strata. Prorice-

pluilus scupcine (Longacre. 1970) occurs with C. benjii

in Alberta and is also present in the Prosuukia pyrene

Subzone of the Wilberns Formation, central Texas

(Longacre. 1970).

Corhinia iwphiniis is known from two figured spec-

imens (Winston and Nicholls. 1967. pi. 9. fig. 3; Lon-

gacre, 1970, pi. 3, fig. 13) from Texas that, according

to boundaries defined by Longacre (1970. pp. 1 1-12),

occur in the P. pyrene Subzone. In Alberta, this spe-

cies extends from the upper lUaeniiriis Zone into the

overlying Proricephuhis wilcoxensis Fauna (Westrop,

1986b).

Although the biostratigraphic data support a corre-

lation with the upper Illaeniiriis Zone of Alberta and

the Prosinikici pyrene Subzone of Texas, we have not

assigned the fauna from the silty and sandy carbonates

of the upper BuUwhacker to either of these units.

Quantitative analyses of Late Sunwaptan trilobite

abundance and distribution (Ludvigsen and Westrop,

1983a; Westrop, 1986b. 1995, 1996) have demonstrat-

ed profound facies control, especially in carbonate en-

vironments. Assemblages track lithofacies changes
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(e.g.. Westrop. 1996, fig. 9). and this provides un-

equivocal evidence for the existence of environmen-

tally controlled trilobite biofacies. Ludvigsen and Wes-

trop (1983a; see also Ludvigsen et al.. 1986) advocat-

ed the use of separate zonations for different facies

belts, and argued that correlation between zonations is

best achieved through occurrences of relatively rare,

widespread species. In contrast. Loch et al. (1993) ig-

nored the complexities of facies control, and attempted

to force all shallow-water facies into a single "stan-

dard" zonation based on the succession in southern

Oklahoma and central Texas. They noted that the first

occurrences of Calvinella teniii.scitlpta Walcott, 1914,

a species that occurs at the base of the Saiikiella ser-

otina Subzone in Oklahoma, and Stenopihis glober

(Westrop. 1986b) are within three meters of each other

in Alberta. From this, they concluded that the Steno-

pilus glaber Fauna of the latter region and the Sau-

kiella serotina Subzone were equivalent. Calvinella

tenniii.sciilpta is, however, very rare in the Mistaya

Formation (nine cranidia from three collections rep-

resent less than two percent of the trilobites recovered

from the 5. glaber Fauna; Westrop, 1984), so that it is

unlikely that the first appearance in Alberta is syn-

chronous with that in Oklahoma. As noted by Loch et

al. (1993). C. tenuisciilpta and S. glaber make their

first occunence in the same collection in a section at

Mt. Murchison. They fail to mention, however, that

this is the only collection from the Mistaya Formation

at that locality, and is separated from the closest un-

derlying sample by more than 100 meters (Westrop.

1986b. fig. 24). As such, it says nothing about the

order of appearance of these species. Similarly, their

(Loch et al., 1993. p. 503) observation that the epon-

ymous species is absent from the 5. glaber Zone at

Chaba Creek is inelevant because the single collection

from that locality contains only four trilobite sclerites

(Westrop, 1984). Finally, the species that can be used

to assign their section at Mt. Wilson to the Saiikiella

serotina Subzone are either poorly preserved, very

rare (e.g.. Eiiptychaspis kirki Kobayashi. 1935. is rep-

resented by only one cranidium; Loch et al.. 1993,

Appendix 1) or misidentified (the larger of the two

cranidia assigned to "Briscoia" llatioen.sis Winston

and Nicholls. 1967. by Loch et al. [1993. fig. 6.18]

shows a clearly defined anterior border and short preg-

labellar field that is not present on material from the

type area in Texas [Winston and Nicholls, 1967, pi.

10. figs. 1, 3, 5]). Thus, although an approximate cor-

relation between Alberta and Oklahoma-Texas is pos-

sible (Westrop, 1986b). use of a common zonal no-

menclature implies a degree of accuracy that is not

supported by the available data.

SYSTEMATIC PALEONTOLOGY

Introduction

Our approach to systematic treatment of fossils is

essentially that laid out by Smith ( 1994). and our spe-

cies concept corresponds to what he defined as

"phena." Morphological terminology follows Whit-

tington (1997). Specimens are reposited in the Pale-

ontology Repository, Department of Geoscience, Uni-

versity of Iowa, with specimen numbers prefixed SUI.

Trilobites were photographed using a Leitz Aristophot

macrophotography system and Kodak Technical Pan

film. Negatives were scanned using a Polaroid nega-

tive scanner to produce digital images, which were ma-

nipulated using Adobe Photoshop.

Class TRILOBITA Walch. 1 77

1

Family DIKELOCEPHALIDAE Miller. 1889

Discussion.—The problematic nature of many di-

kelocephalid genera has been discussed often over the

last 25 years (e.g. Taylor, in Taylor and Halley. 1974;

Ludvigsen and Westrop. 1983b; Westrop. 1986b) but

little progress has been made. The large number of

taxa involved and their broad geographic distribution

(e.g.. Shergold. 1975; Ergaliev, 1980; Peng, 1984,

1992) make revision of the Dikelocephalidae a daunt-

ing task that is well beyond the scope of this study.

Genus DIKELOCEPHALUS Owen. 1852

Type species.—Dikelocephalus minnesotensis

Owen, 1852, p. 574.

Discussion.—The presence of a pair of posterolateral

pygidial spines has generally been considered to be a

diagnostic character of Dikelocephalus Owen (e.g..

Westrop. 1986b: Hughes, 1994). Apart from the ab-

sence of marginal spines, pygidia of several species cur-

rently assigned to Briscoia Walcott. 1924. (e.g., Wes-

trop. 1986b. pi. 2. figs. 3. 4) differ little from those of

Dikelocephalus. It is also clear that the holaspid onto-

genetic development of the frontal area in cranidia of

Briscoia. in which the distinction between the pregla-

bellar field and anterior border is lost (e.g.. Westrop,

1986b. pi. 2. figs. 1, 5, 6, 7) is similar to that of Di-

kelocephalus. Indeed, as noted by Westrop (1986b, p.

29), only the more anteriorly positioned palpebral lobe

separates cranidia of Briscoia from Dikelocephalus. but

similarly positioned palpebral lobes occur in a variety

of other dikelocephalid genera (e.g.. Longacre, 1970,

pi. 4, figs. 16, 17: Taylor and Halley. 1974. pi. 2, fig.

2; Westrop, 1986b, pi. 4, figs. 1, 10). Thus, even if well-

developed pygidial spines and posteriorly positioned

palpebral lobes are apomorphies of Dikelocephalus. rec-

ognition of the genus may create paraphyly in Briscoia.
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Resolution of this problem must await a comprehensive

revision of the Dikelocephalidae.

Dikelocephalus minnesotensis Owen, 1852

Plate 1. figures 1-26

Dikelocephalus minnesotensis Owen. 1852. p. 574. pL I. figs. 1. 2

(only), pi. la. fig.s. 3. 6; Hughes. 1994. p. 53. pis. 1-8. pi. 10.

tigs. 14. 15. pi. 1 1 (see for complete synonymy); Stitt iind Slraal-

man. 1997. p, 86.

Figured niatericil.—One cranidium (SUI 99042),

two pygidia (SUI 99048, 99051), one hypostome (SUI

99043). four librigenae (SUI 99045-99047) and two

thoracic segments (SUI 99049, 99050).

Discussion.—Hughes ( 1994), in his analysis of phe-

notypic variation in the type area of the Upper Miss-

sissippi Valley, advocated a broad species concept for

Dikelocephcilits minncsoteusis. At least one other spe-

cies, D. freeheigeiisis Feniak (/;; Bell et al.. 1952;

Hughes, 1994, pi. 9, hgs. 3-5, 17-19), may be repre-

sented in the Sunwaptan of the Upper Mississippi Val-

ley (see Hughes, 1994, p. 57). It differs from D. min-

nesotensis in such pygidial features as longer, stouter

marginal spines and a more transverse posterior py-

gidial margin.

Pygidia from the Bullwhacker Member (Pi. 1, figs.

13, 18, 19, 22-26) possess a fourth axial ring that is

poorly differentiated from the terminal piece and fall

within the range of variation of specimens of D. min-

nesotensis illustrated by Hughes. The pygidial dou-

blure (PI. 1, fig. 26) is very broad, and has a prominent

medial notch beneath the terminal piece of the a.xis. In

contrast, the doublure of Prosmikici olilyeileri n. sp.

(PI. 3, hgs. I. 18) is narrower, with an anterior margin

that is bluntly rounded medially and extends forward

only as far as the end of the postaxial ridge. A dou-

blure similar to that of P. ohlyellcri is also present in

pygidia of Calvinelia palpehra Ludvigsen (1982, hg.

58J) and, judging from the position of the faint para-

doublural furrow or inflexion on the pleural held, in

Hoytaspis speciosa (Walcott) (Ludvigsen and Westrop.

1983b, pi. 15. figs. 1 1-13), P. corriigata Rasetti ( 1959.

pi. 54, figs. 6. 7) and P. stosei (Walcott) (Rasetti, 1959,

pi. 54, fig. 17).

The associated cranidium (Pl.l. figs. 1-4) is much
smaller than any that have been illustrated previously.

It has a shorter frontal area than most larger holaspids

from the Upper Mississippi Valley (e.g., Hughes,

1994, pi. 2, figs. 2, 3, pi. 3, figs. 1-6), although

Hughes (1994, p. 26. figs. 18. 19) demonstrated sub-

stantial variability in frontal area length. A distinct an-

terior border and border furrow is present, and similar

features can be seen on small cranidia from the Upper

Mississippi Valley (e.g., Labandeira and Hughes,

1994, fig. 1.3). In this respect, it resembles small ho-

laspids of Briscoia (Westrop, 1986b, pi. 2, fig. 5). Fi-

nally, the palpebral lobe is relatively long (PI. 1. fig.

1: equal to slightly more than half of glabellar length),

and this is consistent with Hughes's (1994, p. 32, fig.

24) conclusion that palpebral lobe length is size-de-

pendant.

The hypostome of D. minnesotensis (PI. 1. figs. 5,

6, 8) can be identified with confidence because of the

association with complete cephala in Wisconsin (Ul-

rich and Resser, 1930, pi. 10, fig. 2). The expansion

of the flat lateral border opposite the median furrow is

particularly distinctive. Hypostomal borders of other

dikelocephalids are variable. Some are similar to. but

narrower than, those of Dikelocephalus (e.g.. Sher-

gold. 1991, pi. 4, figs. 7, 20), whereas others are con-

vex and rim-like (e.g., Ulrich and Resser, 1933, pi. 36,

fig. 14). A comparable range in moiphologies, from

flat and somewhat expanded (Westrop, 1986b, pi. 7,

fig. 9, pi. 8, fig. 16) to convex rims (Westrop, 1986b.

pi. 8, fig. 4), is seen among species of such outgroups

as the ptychaspidid Ptychaspis Hall, 1863, so that

character polarities are uncertain.

Genus PROSAUKIA Ulrich and Resser, 1933

Type species.—Dikelocepiiahis misa Hall. 1863, p.

144.

Discussion.—As discussed by Ludvigsen and Wes-

trop (1983b. p. 30) and Westrop (1986b. p. 32). Pro-

saitkici and Sankicllu Ulrich and Resser. 1933. are to

some extent gradational and could prove to be syno-

nyms. Pan of the problem stems from the fact that

Scmkiella currently includes two groups of species that

differ in the structure of the frontal area. The type

species. Saukiella pepinensis (Owen. 1852) (Ulrich

and Resser. 1933. pi. 32. figs. 1-4. pi. 33. fig. 22;

Longacre. 1970. pi. 5. figs. 10. 11 ). and S. junia (Wal-

cott. 1914) (Winston and Nicholis. 1967. pi. 9. figs. 8,

10. 12. 14; Longacre. 1970. pi. 5. figs. 13-17. 19. 20)

both possess long frontal areas in which the pregla-

bellar field is barely developed. In contrast. 5. pyrene

(Walcott. 1914) (Ulrich and Resser. 1933. pi. 34. pi.

35. fig. I; Longacre. 1970. pi. 5. figs. 1-7). S. fallax

(Walcott. 1914) (Longacre. 1970. pi. 5. figs. 1. 3) and

S. serotina Longacre (1970. pi. 6. figs. 1-3) are char-

acterized by short, subequally divided frontal areas

that are comparable to those of Prosaukia (e.g.. Lon-

gacre. 1970. pi. 4, figs. 19-21; Ludvigsen and Wes-

trop, 1983b. pi. 11. figs. 1-8; Westrop. 1986b. pi. 4.

figs. 8-11. 13). Indeed, of the criteria suggested by

Longacre (1970. p. 49). only the confluent border fur-

rows of the librigenae separate S. pyrene (e.g.. Ulrich

and Resser. 1933 pi. 34. pi. 35. figs. 2. 3. pi. 36. figs.

7-9) from Prosaukia luirtti (Walcott. 1879) which has

border furrows that do not meet (Ludvigsen and Wes-
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trop, 1983b, pi. 11. fig. 10). Character polarities, how-

ever, are uncertain because both states occur in out-

groups to the Dikelocephalidae (for examples of iso-

lated border furrows similar to those of P. Iiartti. see

Ludvigsen. 1982. fig. 58N. fig. 59S, T; Westrop,

1986b, pi. 7, fig. 5. pi. 8. fig. 5; confluent border fur-

rows occur in Keithiella depressa [Rasetti. 1944], see

Ludvigsen and Westrop. 1983b. pi. 16. fig. 8). Among
dikelocephalid genera, confluent border funows are

present in Culvinella (Walcott. 1914) (Ulrich and Res-

ser, 1933. pi. 37, figs. 22. 24, 27, 28, 31. 32; Ludvig-

sen, 1982, fig. 58F) and Tellehmi Ulrich and Resser

(1933. pi. 44. figs. 4, 19), whereas isolated furrows

occur in Parabhscoia (Palmer, 1968, pi. 15, fig. 1).

Thus, librigenal border morphology is ambiguous and

does not demonstrate monophyly of Saiikiella.

As a tentative first step toward a revision of the

dikelocephalid genera, we suggest restriction of Saii-

kiella to 5. pepinenis and S. jiiiiia. with frontal area

proportions (long frontal area with very short pregla-

bellar field) as a potential apomorphy. Saiikiella py-

rene, S. fallax, and S. serotina are transfened to Pro-

saitkia. and the diagnosis of Ludvigsen and Westrop

(1983b) is followed herein.

Prosaukia oldyelleri, new species

Plate 2. figures 1-39, Plate 3, figures 1-41

Diagnosis.—A species of Prosaukia with small

marginal spines on anteriormost pleura of pygidium.

Anterior end of palpebral lobe reaches glabella, so that

palpebral furrow joins a.xial funow. Short, narrow

frontal area has subtriangular anterior border

Description.—Strongly convex subrectangular gla-

bella occupies about 85 percent of cranidial length and

slightly less than 60 percent of cranidial width across

palpebral lobes. Axial and preglabellar furrows are

finely etched grooves, and are bowed outward at SI

and S2 lobes, especially in larger cranidia; glabella is

weakly constricted opposite anterior ends of palpebral

lobes. Longitudinal profile of glabella is gently convex

between posterior margin and anterior tips of palpebral

lobes, but curves steeply downward anteriorly. Occip-

ital funow is naiTow (sag.), roughly transverse groove.

S 1 furrows are curved gently backward and connected

across glabella, although become somewhat shallower

medially. S2 furrows also curved backward although

are well defined only near axial funows; may be con-

nected across glabella in some individuals. Frontal

area is short and narrow, with maximum width equal

to about 70 percent of cranidial width across palpebral

lobes; unequally divided into short preglabellar field

and longer, convex, subtriangular anterior border by

shallow, forwardly curved border furrow. Long, flat,

strongly curved palpebral lobes are centered slightly

in front of anterior tips of S 1 furrows and extend from

occipital furrow to mid-point of frontal glabellar lobe;

separated posteriorly from glabella by narrow strips of

fixigenae but abut glabella anteriorly. Palpebral fuiTow

is finely etched groove that merges with axial funow

anteriorly; palpebral lobe may be subequally divided

by barely perceptible funow that parallels palpebral

furrow. Posterior branches of facial sutures diverge

sharply backward. Anterior branches moderately di-

vergent near palpebral lobe, curving gradually inward

to become nearly parallel at anterior border funow be-

fore converging abruptly inward along anterior crani-

dial margin. Posterior fixigenae nanow. strap-like; in

anterior view, flexed downward at about 30 degrees.

Posterior border furrow very shallow, finely etched

groove. Glabella, interocular fixigenae and anterior

border have sculpture of tenace ridges; palpebral lobes

and preglabellar field are smooth. Occipital ring may
cany minute occipital spine.

Librigenae separated by median suture. Long, slen-

der genal spine curves gently inward; equal to about

275 percent of length of librigenal field. Moderately

inflated librigenal field separated from convex poste-

rior and lateral border by shallow, confluent border

furrows. Eye socle consists of two wire-like bands sep-

arated by finely etched longitudinal furrow. Inner edge

of doublure lies beneath lateral border furrow but di-

verges posteriorly from posterior border furrow, so

that doublure narrows laterally away from genal angle.

Genal spine, borders, doublure and librigenal field car-

ry sculpture of teirace ridges.

Pygidium subelliptical in outline, with length about

66 percent of maximum width; pair of minute marginal

spines located slightly anterior of posterior tip of axis.

Convex axis accounts for about half of pygidial height

in lateral view, and about 40 percent of pygidial width

at anteriormost axial ring; tapers backward and occu-

pies slightly more than 75 percent of pygidial length;

post-axial ridge terminates close to pygidial border.

Axial furrows are shallow grooves. Four subequal ax-

ial rings and rounded terminal piece separated by sub-

transverse axial ring furrows; semielliptical articulat-

ing half-ring equal to about 75 percent of length of

anteriormost axial ring. Pleural field nearly flat at axial

furrow but flexed downward, becoming nearly flat at

pygidial margin. Inner edge of doublure underlies

point of downward flexure of pleural field and does

not reach posterior end of axis. Pleural and interpleural

furrows well defined and curve outward and backward

to terminate just short of pygidial margin; degree of

curvature decreases in successive furrows so that pos-

teriormost are nearly straight. Apart from anteriormost,

convex anterior and posterior pleural bands subequal

in length. Pleural field and doublure cany fine terrace
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ridges that roughly parallel pygidial margin: axis also

with terrace ridges.

Holotype.—A cranidium (SUI 99054; PI. 2. figs. 3.

4, 7, 11) from the Bullwhacker Member, Windfall For-

mation, Barton Canyon, Cheny Creek Range, Nevada.

Figured material.—Eleven cranidia (SUI 99052-

99062), four librigenae (SUI 99063, 99064, 99080,

99081), and 14 pygidia (SUI 99065-99079).

Etymology.—Named for Old Yellen

Disciis.fion.— Prosaiikia oldyelleri n. sp. is unusual

in possessing palpebral lobes whose anterior tips abut

the glabella. The typical dikelocephalid condition has

the anterior end of the palpebral lobe separated from

the glabella by a strip of h.xigena of variable width

(e.g.. Prosaiikia [Ra.setti, 1959, pi. 54, figs. 4. 5, 9, 16,

22: Longacre, 1970, pi. 4, figs. 19-21: Taylor and Hal-

ley. 1974, pi. 2, figs. 15-17: Ludvigsen and Westrop,

1983b, pi. 10, figs. 1, 3: Westrop, 1986b, pi. 4, figs.

8-11]: Calvinella Walcott, 1914 [Nelson, 1951, pi.

110, fig. 21: Longacre. 1970, pi. 4. figs. 16, 17: Taylor

and Halley, 1974, pi. 2. figs. 2, 3]\ Saiikia Walcott.

1914 [Westrop, 1986b, pi. 3, figs. 8, 9, 11]: Hoytaspis

Ludvigsen and Westrop [1983b, pi. 14, fig. 1. 8]: Sau-

kiella Ulrich and Resser, 1933 [Longacre, 1970, pi. 5,

figs. 10, 12, 17]: Stigmaspis Nelson, 1951 [Westrop,

1986b. pi. 4. figs. 1. 3-5]: Tellerina Ulrich and Resser,

1933 [Nelson. 1951. pi. 1 12, figs. 5, 12]; Briscoia Wal-

cott, 1924 [Walcott, 1925, pi. 20, fig. 1; Westrop.

1986b. pi. 2. figs. 1, 5-7, 10]: Parabriscoiu Kobay-

ashi, 1935 [Palmer, 1968, pi. 15, figs. 2. 5; Westrop.

1995. pi. 1. figs. 28]; Elkia Walcott. 1924 [Walcott.

1925. pi. 18. figs. 1,2]: Dikelocephaln.s Owen, 1952

[Hughes, 1994. pi. 2, figs. 1-3, 6, 7]; Lophosaiikia

Shergold, 1972 [Shergold, 1975, pi. 18. fig. 1: Peng.

1992, fig. 24B]: Mictosaukia Shergold. 1975 [Robison

and Pantoja-Alor. 1968, pi. 104, figs. 13. 18; Shergold,

1975, pi. 24. fig. 10: Peng. 1992, fig. 24H]: Anders-

sonella Kobayashi, 1936b [Shergold, 1975, pi. 20. fig.

4]; Galerosaiikia Shergold [1975. pi. 22. fig. 9|: Caz-

naia Shergold [1975. pi. 25. fig. 1]: Platy.saiikia Ko-

bayashi, 1960 [Shergold, 1991. pi. 3, fig. 8]: Eosuiikia

Lu, 1954 [Shergold, 1991. pi. 5, fig. 21 1). Although

the anterior branches of the facial sutures are sharply

divergent, the position of the palpebral lobes of P. old-

yelleri results in a relatively narrow frontal area that

also differs from typical dikelocephalids. Only Osceo-

lia osceola (Hall, 1863) (Nelson, 1951. pi. 1 10, fig. 9)

and at least some specimens of Prosaiikia pyreiie

(Walcott, 1914) (e.g.. Ulrich and Resser, 1933, pi. 34,

pi. 35. fig. 1; Nelson, 1951, pi. 110, fig. 4) have pal-

pebral lobes in a position that is similar to P. oldyel-

leri. Osceolia osceola, however, is differentiated read-

ily by a much longer frontal area on the cranidium and

a pygidium (Nelson, 1951, pi. 1 10, fig. 10) that lacks

interpleural furrows and has very long, stout marginal

spines on the anteriormost pleura. Prosaiikia pyrene

has less strongly divergent anterior branches of the fa-

cial sutures, and an arcuate anterior border that results

in an evenly rounded anterior cranidial margin.

The minute marginal spines on the anteriormost

pleura and associated embayment of the lateral margin

separate pygidia of P. oldyelleri from those of all pre-

viously described members of Prosaiikia. although

similarly sized spines could perhaps be overlooked or

destroyed in preparation of ""crackout" pygidia of oth-

er species. The only other spinose species is P. spimila

Taylor {in Taylor and Halley, 1974, pi. 2, figs. 18, 20),

but in that species, a single median spine is present.

Apart from the absence of marginal spines, pygidia

of P. pyrene (Longacre. 1970, pi. 5, fig. 8) are very

similar to those of P. oldyelleri. The type species, P.

misa (Hall, 1863) (Westrop, 1986b, pi. 4, fig. 14), pos-

sesses pygidia that differ from those of P. oldyelleri

and P. pyrene in having an axis composed of three,

rather than four, axial rings plus terminal piece, where-

as P. hartti (Walcott, 1879) (Ludvigsen and Westrop,

1983b. pi. 11. fig. 12) has five rings and a terminal

piece.

The thoracic segment illustrated on Plate 17 (figs.

41, 46, 50) probably belongs to a dikelocephalid tri-

lobite. We hesitate to assign it to P. oldyelleri because

the coarse granules on the pleural bands and along the

posterior margin of the axial ring are not present on

any of the sclerites that can be confidently attributed

to this species.

Family PTYCHASPIDIDAE Raymond, 1924

Subfamily PTYCHASPIDINAE Raymond. 1924

Discussion.—The genera of the Ptychaspidinae are

in need of revision. Among North American represen-

tatives of the subfamily, monophyly of Idiomesus Ray-

mond. 1924. is supported by substantial eye reduction

or loss. Keithia Raymond, 1924, is defined by an ex-

panded, bulb-shaped glabella that partly or completely

overhangs the anterior border Proricephalus Westrop,

1986a, (and its probable synonym Plectrella Ludvig-

sen and Westrop. //; Ludvigsen et al., 1989) can be

diagnosed on the structure of the frontal area. The sta-

tus of Ptychaspis Hall, 1863, and Keithiella Rasetti,

1944, is less certain. These genera have been separated

by the expression of the anterior border and border

furrow (e.g.. Longacre, 1970: Westrop, 1986b; Lud-

vigsen et al.. 1989). Keithiella possesses a convex an-

terior border and firmly impressed anterior border fur-

row, whereas Ptychaspis is characterized by an undif-

ferentiated frontal area. By comparison with outgroups

ni the Dikelocephaloidea {e.g.. Westrop, 1986b, pi. 5,
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figs. 1 , 2, 6), the condition in Keithiella is most likely

plesiomorphic. The frontal area morphology of Pty-

chaspis is, however, shared with Idioinesns. Thus, it is

possible that both Ptychaspis and Keithiella are para-

phyletic. Any phylogenetic analysis will need to con-

sider Australian and Chinese representatives of the

subfamily, including Asioptychaspis Kobayashi, 1933

(regarded as a synomym of Ptychaspis by Shergold,

1991). Changia Sun, 1924, and Qiiadralicephahis Sun,

1924.

Genus IDIOMESUS Raymond, 1924

Type species.—Idiomesus tantilhis Raymond. 1924,

p. 397.

Idiomesus levisensis (Rasetti, 1944)

Plate 4, figures 1-20. 22, 23

Stigmamewpiis levisensis Rasetti, 1944. p. 257, pi. 37, figs. 8. 9.

Idiomesus levisensis (Rasetti). Taylor. 1976, p. 686. pi. 3, figs. 12.

13 (see for complete synonymy); Ludvigsen and Westrop. 1986,

p. 305, pi. 20, figs. 5, 6D (see for synonymy): Ludvigsen, Wes-

trop and Kindle. 1989. p. 32, pi. 20, fig.s. 8-13; Westrop, 1995,

p. 24, pi. 7, fig. 24.

Figured material.—Six cranidia (SUI 99082-
99088) and three librigenae (SUI 92089-92091 ).

Discussion.—The spindle-shaped glabella with S2

and S3 lateral glabellar furrows is characteristic of Idi-

omesus levisensis (Rasetti) (see Taylor. 1976, p. 686;

Ludvigsen and Westrop, 1986). The librigena, illus-

trated here for the first time (PI. 4, figs. 19. 20. 22,

23), canies a long, gently curved genal spine that con-

trasts with the minute spine of /. tantilhis Raymond
(Ludvigsen, 1982, fig. 54R)

Subfamily MACRONODINAE Westrop, 1986a

Genus SUNWAPTIA Westrop, 1986a

Type species.—Sunwaptia carinata Westrop, 1986a,

p. 218.

Discussion.—Pygidial morphology offers potential

synapomoiphies for the Macronodinae (Adrain and

Westrop, 2001, fig. 8). so that the discovery of the

pygidium of Sunwaptia (PI. 5. figs. 21-32) is of phy-

logenetic significance. As in Macronoda (Lochman.

1964. pi. 14, figs. 14. 18, 19. 21, 22; Westrop, 1986b,

pi. 11, figs. 6, 7; Loch et al.. 1993, fig. 6.24), it is

subtriangular in outline, with a long axis and narrow

pleural fields. Moreover. Sunwaptia and Macronoda
possess pits in the border furrow, and this character is

an unequivocal synapomorphy. Sunwaptia differs in

that the pits are overlain by swollen protuberances that

extend inward from the border. The two genera also

differ in the segmentation of the pygidial axis. The

axis of Sunwaptia plutoi n. sp. has three or four axial

rings, with a long terminal piece that occupies at least

one-third of axial length. In contrast, pygidia of Ma-
cronoda have multisegmented axes, with up to at least

14 poorly defined axial rings (Loch et al., 1993, p.

512).

Sunwaptia plutoi. new species

Plate 4, figures 21, 24-26, Plate 5, figures 1-32

Diagnosis.—A species of Sunwaptia in which fixi-

genal ridge is poorly defined or absent. Palpebral lobe

relatively small. Anterior cranidial arch weak.

Description.—Cranidium subsemielliptical in out-

line, with length equal to 60 percent maximum width;

posterior margin curved backward, so that posterior

tips of fixigenae extend back well beyond occipital

ring. Glabella strongly convex and accounts for about

75 percent of cranidial height in anterior view; bulb

shaped in outline, and occupies about 90 percent of

cranidial length and nearly 50 percent of cranidial

width across palpebral lobes. Longitudinal profile hor-

izontal between posterior margin and SI funow, be-

coming arched strongly upward at frontal lobe before

curving almost vertically downward at anterior. Axial

and preglabellar furrows moderately impressed

grooves. Occipital funow deeply incised, transverse;

occipital ring equal to about 15 percent of glabellar

length and with posterior margin bowed gently back-

ward. SI firmly impressed transverse groove; LI trans-

verse band, roughly equal in length to occipital ring.

Frontal lobe suboval in outline and strongly inflated,

with maximum height in lateral view equal to 150-

175 percent of height of LI ; maximum width opposite

palpebral ridge and equal to 130-145 percent of width

of LI. Anterior border furrows shallow, diverging for-

ward from anterior corners of glabella to anterior cor-

ners of cranidium; anterior border nearly flat medially

but arched strongly downward in anterior view in all

but smallest cranidium (PI. 5, fig. 9). Palpebral lobe

ill-defined inflated area at abaxial end of conspicuous,

gently curved, wall-like palpebral ridge; located in

front of mid-length of anterior glabellar lobe. Anterior

branches of facial suture run forward and inward from

palpebral lobe; posterior branches diverge gradually

backward before curving slightly inward near posterior

corner of cranidium. Posterior fixigena broad, maxi-

mum width equal to about 300 percent of interocular

fixigena; slopes steeply upward from axial furrow, cre-

ating broad, arcuate, depressed area from palpebral

ridge to SI furrow; reaches maximum convexity be-

hind palpebral lobe before flexing downward to lateral

cranidial margin. Some individuals show low fixigenal

ridge extending for short distance posterolaterally from

palpebral lobe (PI. 4, figs. 25, 26). Posterior border

furrow deeply incised, slot-like, and curves gently

backward from axial furrow; posterior border convex.
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curving gently backward and expanding distally, so

that length is less than length of occipital ring at axial

furrow but is subequal at posterior corner. Well-pre-

served cranidia (PI. 5, figs. 1, 4, 5) with coarse tuber-

cles along crest of glabella, becoming finer along the

sides; larger tubercles perforated by large pore. Near

axial furrow, glabella mostly smooth, as is adjacent

portion of posterior fixigena. Outer parts of posterior

fixigena with closely spaced fine tubercles and scat-

tered coarser tubercles.

Librigena with short, broad-based, subtriangular ge-

nal spine. Librigenal field broad and moderately in-

flated. Lateral border furrow moderately impressed,

running parallel to border posteriorly, then diverges

from border, curving backward and inward as shallow

paradoublural funow; posteriorly, border furrow ill de-

fined, marked by change in slope. Lateral border con-

vex, best defined anteriorly, and merges with rim-like

posterior border at tip of genal spine. Outer edge of

weakly convex doublure follows anterior border and

paradoublural furrows. Sculpture of very fine tenace

ridges on doublure; remainder of librigena smooth.

Pygidium subtriangular in outline, with length slight

less than 70 percent of maximum width. Axis long,

extending back to border and narrow, accounting for

about 25 percent of maximum pygidial width; parallel

sided to gently tapered anteriorly but with terminal

piece expanded posteriorly, and strongly convex,

standing well above pleural fields. Four axial rings and

long terminal piece separated by firmly impressed, for-

wardly curved ring fun'ows; successive rings decrease

slightly in length, so that posteriormost about 75 per-

cent length of anteriormost; terminal piece accounts

for about 40 percent of axis length. Articulating half-

ring short, equal to 25 percent of length of adjacent

axial ring, with very gently curved anterior margin;

articulating funow also gently curved and firmly im-

pressed. Pleural field triangular in outline and flexed

downward from axis; crossed by three pairs of firmly

impressed, oblique pleural fuiTows; inteipleural fur-

rows barely perceptible on broad pleural bands. Border

narrow, convex rim; border funow with four pairs pits

that are overlain by swollen protuberances that extend

inward from the border. Doublure narrow, convex, so

that border is subcircular in cross-section. Dorsal sur-

face of pygidium smooth except for coarse teiTace

ridges on border.

Holotype.—A cranidium (SUl 99092; PI. 4, figs. 21,

24-26) from the Bullwhacker Member, Windfall For-

mation, Barton Canyon, Cherry Creek Range.

Figured material.—Six cranidia (SUl 99092-
99097), three librigenae (SUl 99098-99100), and four

pygidia (SUl 99101-99104).

Etymology.—Named for Pluto Pup.

Di.scii.s.sion.—Siinwaptia plittoi n. sp. is very similar

to the type species, Siinwaptia carinata Westrop

(1986a, figs. 4A-E; 1986b, pi. 11, figs. 9-13), from

the Mistaya Formation of Alberta, but clearly differs

in that the fixigenal ridge extending from the palpebral

lobe to the posterior border furrow is poorly defined,

extending for only a short distance from palpebral lobe

(e.g.. PI. 4, figs. 25. 26), or absent (e.g., PI. 5, figs. 10,

14, 17). Other differences in S. plutoi include a some-

what longer LI glabellar lobe, a less pronounced an-

terior arch, and a smaller palpebral lobe. The smallest

cranidium (PI. 5, figs. 8, 9) has a transverse, rather

than arched, anterior margin, and appears to have a

faint anterior border furrow and rim-like border.

Subfamily EUPTYCHASPIDINAE Hupe, 1953

Discussion.—Ingroup relationships of both the Eup-

tychaspidinae and Macronodinae have been discussed

recently by Adrain and Westrop (2001). As cunently

conceived, the Euptychaspidinae is confined to the Up-

per Sunwaptan (sensu Ludvigsen and Westrop, 1985)

of North America, although Briggs et al. (1988) and

Edgecombe (1992) suggested that Curiaspis Sdzuy,

1955, from the Leimitz Shale of Germany, might be

an Ordovician ptychaspidid. Among the Ptychaspidi-

dae, glabellar structure of Curiaspis (Sdzuy, 1955, p.

7, figs. 1 1-16) is most similar to Eupt^'chaspis. sharing

transglabellar SI and S2 furrows and a rounded ante-

rior lobe. It has comparable palpebral lobes, but lacks

the ridge-like extensions of the border on the occipital

ring, which cames a conventional spine. Unlike Eup-

tychaspis (and any other dikelocephaloidean), Curias-

pis is proparian, with a short, slender genal spine. The

relationship between Curiaspis and the euptychaspi-

dines is uncertain, although discovery of the pygidium

may clarifiy the affinities of this genus.

Calvipelta Westrop, 1986b, a small, effaced, blind

trilobite from the Late Sunwaptan of Alberta, may
prove to be a euptychaspidine. The poorly defined,

parallel-sided glabella shares features with Euptychas-

pis (PI. 6, figs. 1, 2, 4, 8; see also Ludvigsen, 1982,

fig. 58K-M, Q. V, W). Although not connected across

the glabella, distinct SI and S2 lateral furrows are

present, and the frontal lobe may be slightly expanded

(Westrop, 1986b, pi. 41, figs. 33-35). In addition, the

posterior border is curved backward to merge with the

occipital ring. This resembles the structure of the oc-

cipital ring in Euptychaspis. in which the posterior

border is extended backward as ridge (PI. 6, figs. 1, 2,

4, 8; see also Ludvigsen, 1982. fig. 58K-M). The ex-

ternal surface of the pygidial exoskeleton appears to

have been entirely effaced (Westrop. 1986b, pi. 41, fig.

36), but internal molds show that the axial, axial ring

and pleural fuiTows were expressed on the ventral sur-
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face. The axis is similar in width to that of Eiipty-

chaspis (e.g., PI. 6, fig. 39), but the pleural field is

broader. The pleural field is, however, more closely

comparable to that of Larifiigiila leonensis (Winston

and Nicholls. 1967) (Ludvigsen, 1982. fig. 67R),

which was assigned to the Euptychaspidinae by Adrain

and Westrop (2001).

Genus EUPTYCHASPIS Ulrich /;; Bridge, 1931

Type species.—Eiiptycluispis typicalis Ulrich in

Bridge, 1931. p. 218.

Discussion.—EiiptychiLspis has to this point con-

sisted of three named species: E. typicalis, the type

species, E. kirki Kobayashi, 1935, and E. jiigalis Win-

ston and Nicholls. 1967. Euptychaspis frontalis Lon-

gacre, 1970. has been assigned to Kathleenella Lud-

vigsen, 1982. The holotype of Euptychaspis tremato-

cus Hu. 1973, appears to be a shumardiid. and the

pygidium associated by Hu (1973. pi. 2, fig. 14) ap-

pears to represent a missisquoiid.

Euptychaspis typicalis is known in its type occur-

rence in the Eminence Dolomite of Missouri from a

tiny, retouched photograph (Ulrich in Bridge, 1931, pi.

19, fig. 7) of a dolomitic internal mold of cranidium

lacking its occipital spine and posterior fixigenae,

along with two stylized line drawings (Ulrich in

Bridge. 1931. pi. 19. figs. 5, 6). The types have never

been revised, and no other material from the Eminence

Dolomite has ever been figured. Documentation of the

types of Eiipr\chaspis kirki is equally poor. The two

incomplete, poorly preserved cranidia (Kobayashi.

1935. pi. 10, figs 4, 5) from the Windfall Formation

in the Eureka mining district, Nevada, have never been

revised, and no other material from this unit has ever

been illustrated. Euptychaspis jugalis is known from a

tiny stereopair photograph of a single incomplete cran-

idium (Winston and Nicholls, 1967, pi. 9, fig. 13) from

the San Saba Member of the Wilberns Formation, Tex-

as. Longacre ( 1970. pi. 3. fig. 18) figured another ster-

eopair of a large cranidium from the type area but it

is so poorly preserved that it is far from clear that it

is actually conspecific with Winston and Nicholls" ho-

lotype.

Taken together, the type material of the species as-

signed to Euptychaspis provide a woefully inadequate

basis for comparison. Nevertheless, the names E. typ-

icalis and E. kirki have been used for many occur-

rences of Euptychaspis, in widely separated regions of

Laurentia, and both species have come to be regarded

as biostratigraphically important. Material has been as-

signed to Euptychaspis typicalis from Texas (Dake and

Bridge, 1932; Winston and Nicholls. 1967: Longacre,

197()\ Maryland (Rasetti, 1959), Oklahoma (Stitt,

1971 ), New York State (Taylor and Halley, 1974), the

Mackenzie Mountains (Ludvigsen. 1982). and the

southern Canadian Rocky Mountains (Westrop,

1986b). Similarly, Euptychaspis kirki has been report-

ed froin Texas (Winston and Nicholls. 1967: Longacre.

1970). Oklahoma (Stitt. 1971). and the Mackenzie

Mountains (Westrop, 1995). The species have also

been used to support the trilobite biostratigraphy of

potential Cambrian-Ordovician boundary stratotype

sections in western Utah (e.g.. Miller et al.. 1982: see

also Hintze et al.. 1988: Loch et al., 1999). though no

specimens have ever been figured.

Close examination of the range of intra-sample var-

iation in these reports suggests that pervasive morpho-

logical differences exist between some samples from

different regions, and that in the case of both E. typi-

calis and E. kirki, a plexus of related species has been

confused as a single species, largely on the basis of

inadequate documentation. We will deal with the spe-

cies regarded as Euptychaspis kirki in a forthcoming

work. Here we document an unequivocal new species

that would have been assigned under previous practice

to the broad wastebasket of E. typicalis. The status of

other occurrences assigned to E. typicalis is discussed

below.

Euptychaspis dougali, new species

Plate 6, figures 1-44

Diagnosis.—SI only weakly impressed medially in

most specimens: S2 restricted to notches adjacent to

the axial furrows, not impressed medially and not

forming a single transverse furrow: LI and L2 lacking

sharp, scarp-like anterior and posterior margins: eye

ridge not discernible dorsally or ventrally: interocular

fixigenae broad: genal spine very long: pygidium with

three axial rings.

Description.—Cranidium subpentagonal in outline,

with length (excluding occipital spine) equal to about

60 percent of width at posterior: strongly convex with

height opposite palpebral lobes equal to about half of

cranidial length (excluding occipital ring). Glabella

parallel sided, well rounded anteriorly, strongly con-

vex and raised well above adjacent fixigenae at LI

lobe: occupies about 80 percent of cranidial length (ex-

cluding occipital ring) and 40 percent of cranidial

width between the palpebral lobes. In front of occipital

ring, longitudinal profile of glabella curves steadily

downward so that anterior part of anterior lobe weakly

raised above sun'ounding fixigenae. Axial and preg-

labellar fun^ows narrow but well-defined grooves.

Composite occipital ring includes slender, steeply in-

clined occipital spine equal to about 60 percent of pre-

occipital glabellar length: ring and spine enclosed by

raised rims that are extensions of posterior border and

that join beneath posterior tip of spine. Occipital fur-
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row finely etched groove, transverse or bowed gently

forward. SI fuirow transglabellar (PI. 6, fig. 4. 22).

deepest at axial furrow but shallow medially. S2 lateral

furrow well incised, nanow (tr. ), extending inward for

about 15 percent of glabellar width, and not connected

across glabella. LI lobe convex, subtransverse band

and slightly wider (tr. ) than occipital ring. L2 lobe sub-

equal in length and width to LI. Frontal lobe weakly

inflated, well rounded anteriorly, and accounts for

about 50 percent of preoccipital glabellar length. Fron-

tal area slopes forward to terminate at minute trian-

gular border that is little more than expanded sculp-

tural ridge. Palpebral area of fixigenae nearly flat. Pal-

pebral lobe semielliptical, upturned flap, length about

one-third of preoccipital glabellar length; palpebral

furrow finely etched groove. Anterior branches of fa-

cial suture initially gently convergent before swinging

sharply inward along anterior cranidial margin; pos-

terior branches diverge gradually backward. Convex

posterior border slightly shorter (exsag.) than LI lobe

and separated from fixigena by firmly impressed bor-

der furrow. Doublure beneath border short near axial

fuiTow but increases in length (exsag.) distally. Frontal

area with coarse, irregular sculptural ridges that are

roughly parallel to cranidial margin. With exception of

smooth cranidial funows, posterior border and ridge

along occipital spine, remainder of cranidium has

sculpture of inegular, coarse anastomosing ridges.

Sculpture not expressed on ventral surface (PI. 6,

fig. 3).

Librigenae with long genal spine narrowing back-

ward and gently curved distally; length somewhat

more than twice length of genal field. Genal field con-

vex, accounting for more than half of height of libri-

gena in lateral view, with distinct eye socle overlain

by visual surface of eye. Posteriorly, librigenal field

merges with broad, anterior end of carinate ridge ex-

tending along entire length of genal spine. Lateral bor-

der furrow is broad shallow groove; lateral border con-

vex and steeply downsloping. Posterior border funow

firmly impressed and does not join lateral border; ex-

tends along inner edge of genal spine as nanow, weak-

ly concave band that lacks sculpture. Nanow, tubular

doublure beneath borders and raised above adjacent

doublure of genal spine. Genal field, borders and spine

with coarse, weakly anastomosing sculptural ridges

that run roughly parallel to margin; border fuiTows and

doublure smooth.

Pygidium elliptical in outline with length about 60

percent of maximum width; strongly convex, with

height in posterior view equal to about half of pygidial

width. Posterior margin with narrow, upward medial

embayment. Axis and very nanx)w pleural field en-

closed by narrow, rim-like ridges that extend backward

and inward from anterior pygidial margin to join be-

hind axis. Convex axis tapers gently backward and oc-

cupies about 65 percent of pygidial length; width at

anterior axial ring equal to slightly less than 40 percent

of maximum pygidial width. Three axial rings sube-

qual in length and separated by finely etched, trans-

verse ring furrows. Forwardly curved articulating half

ring bounded posteriorly by transverse, finely etched

articulating furrow. Pleural field with firmly impressed

pleural furrow at anterior; remaining pleural and in-

terpleural furrows shallow to barely perceptible. Broad

posterior border slopes steeply downward from ridges

bounding axis and pleural field. Border canies sculp-

ture of anastomosing tenace ridges whereas axis has

coarser anastomising ridges; pleural fields and pygidial

furrows smooth.

Holorype.—A cranidium (SUI 99105; PI. 6, figs. 1,

5, 11, 12, 22) from the Bullwhacker Member, Windfall

Formation, Barton Canyon, Cherry Creek Range.

Fiiiiired material.—Seven cranidia (SUI 99105-

99110. 99115, 99119), seven librigena (SUI 99111-

991 14, 991 16-991 18, 99122. 99123), and two pygidia

(SUI 99120, 99121).

Etynioloi^y.—After Dougal, of the Magic Round-

about.

Discussion.—The most striking feature of Eiipty-

cluispis (loiiiiiili is the presence of S2 furrows that are

not connected across the glabella. A transglabellar S2

furrow is clearly present in Ulrich"s photographed type

specimen of Euptychaspis typicalis (Ulrich //; Bridge,

1931, pi. 19. fig. 7). Moreover, in all reasonably well-

known cranidia that have been assigned to E. typicalis

(Rasetti, 1959. pi. 52, figs. 11-13; Winston and Nich-

olls, 1967. pi. 9. fig. 17; Longacre. 1970. pi. 4. fig. 9;

Stitt, 1971. pi. 6. fig. 19; Taylor m Taylor and HaHey.

1974. pi. 2. figs 4-6; Ludvigsen. 1982. fig. 58K. Q.

V; Westrop. 1986b, pi. 10, figs 22, 23), both SI and

S2 are transglabellar and expressed in the central body

of the glabella as distinct, unsculptured. transverse

trenches. Both LI and L2 are convex, transverse bands

that extend across the glabella and whose anterior and

posterior margins are shaiply defined at a vertical,

scarp-like break in slope. Opposite the notch-like S2

of E. cloiiiiali. the glabellar sculpture of coarse, anas-

tomosing ridges extends without interruption across

the central area of the glabella. S 1 is generally more

weakly developed in E. dougali than in any cranidia

assigned to E. typicalis. Although this furrow is clearly

transverse (confirmed by the presence of a furrow in

ventral view, PI. 6, figs. 3, 22), it is much deeper and

notch-like near the axial funow and very shallow to

nearly indistinct (e.g.. PI. 6, fig. 2) medially. In several

specimens, the glabellar sculpture runs medially across

SI essentially without interruption. This glabellar mor-
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phology is unique within the genus, and it alone serves

to differentiate E. doiigali from all other occurrences

of Eitptychaspis. The species differs in detail in other

ways from various taxa assigned to E. typicalis, and

to clarify these contrasts it is necessary to evaluate

each of these occurrences:

The type material of E. typicalis is totally inade-

quate and cannot be meaningfully compared with other

taxa. Eupnchaspis npicalis should be restricted to its

type specimens, until such time as it is revised on the

basis of new and better material.

OccuiTences in Texas (Winston and NichoUs. 1967;

Longacre, 1970) and Oklahoma (Stitt, 1971) are so

poorly documented that they, too, cannot be meaning-

fully compared with other taxa. Until such time as they

are adequately described, with more cranidia, knowl-

edge of librigena and pygidia, etc., they should be re-

garded as Eupnchaspis cf. npicalis. For the same rea-

sons, two cranidia from Maryland (Rasetti, 1959)

should also be placed in open nomenclature.

We regard occurrences of Eupnchaspis from the

Whitehall Formation of New York (Taylor //; Taylor

and Halley. 1974) and the Rabbitkettle Formation of

northwest Canada (Ludvigsen, 1982) as each repre-

senting a distinct species, but we are reluctant to for-

mally name them in the present state of knowledge.

The Whitehall material is known from three cranidia,

a librigena, and a pygidium (Taylor and Halley, pi. 2,

figs. 4-11). It differs from what little is known of E.

typicalis most prominently in the fact that its LI is

substantially wider than its L2 (this also distinguishes

it from all other material assigned to E. typicalis). Fur-

ther, its anterior glabellar bulb is wider and more in-

flated than in any other material assigned to E. typi-

calis. It has a prominent eye ridge, not visible on Ul-

rich's photograph of E. typicalis or on any other spec-

imens that have been assigned to the species. Finally,

it has very small, subsemicircular palpebral lobes. Ad-
ditional comparisons are made with other taxa below.

The species from the Rabbitkettle Formation is

known from three cranidia, two librigenae, and a py-

gidium, all silicified (Ludvigsen, 1982, fig. 58K-W).
It differs from the Whitehall species in the possession

of an LI that is subequal in width to L2, a considerably

less laterally inflated anterior glabellar lobe, longer

(exsag.) palpebral lobes, librigena with a much shorter

genal spine, a pygidium with two as opposed to three

clearly developed axial rings, and in the absence of

distinct eye ridges. Caution must obviously be exer-

cised in pygidial comparisons, as each species is rep-

resented by only one specimen. However, work in

progress on silicified faunas of the Notch Peak For-

mation of western Utah indicates that in large pygidial

samples of Eupytchaspis. there is no intrasample var-

iation in axial ring number. Indeed, there is no docu-

mented example of variation in this feature in any spe-

cies of Eitptychaspis. The two cranidia from the Mis-

taya Formation of the southern Canadian Rocky
Mountains illustrated by Westrop (1986b) are compa-
rable in all available details to the Rabbitkettle material

(including the presence of fine anastomosing sculpture

at the base of the occipital spine) and may well prove

conspecific.

Euptychaspis dougali shares with the Whitehall spe-

cies a pygidium with three distinct axial rings and a

very similar librigena with a long genal spine. In ad-

dition to its glabellar autapomorphies, E. dougali dif-

fers in that its LI is subequal to, or even narrower

than, its L2, its anterior glabellar bulb is less inflated,

it lacks eye ridges, it lacks a very sharp break in slope

of the frontal area (demarcated in the Whitehall spe-

cies by a prominent, transverse sculptural ridge), and

it has longer, larger palpebral lobes with a much less

prominent palpebral furrow. E. dougali can be differ-

entiated from the Rabbitkettle species (in addition to

its glabellar autapomorphies) in the possession of a

more transverse versus more rounded anterior cranidial

margin in dorsal view (this could be affected by dis-

tortion of the Rabbitkettle specimens), relatively wider

interocular fixigena, less well impressed palpebral fur-

row, much longer genal spine, and a pygidium with

three versus two axial rings. The pygidium of E. dou-

gali has a prominent median notch in its posterior mar-

gin (PI. 6, fig. 44) that is not present in the Rabbitkettle

specimen (Ludvigsen, 1982, fig. 58S), but this appar-

ent difference could be influenced by photographic ori-

entations and should be confirmed on the basis of ad-

ditional specimens.

Family ILLAENURIDAE Vogdes, 1 890

Genus ILLAENURUS Hall, 1863

Type species.—Illaenurus cjuadratus Hall. 1863. p.

176^

Illaenurus montanensis Kobayashi, 1935

Plate 7, figures 1-37, Plate 8, figures 1-35

Illaenurus lutnuaiien.sis Kobayashi, 1935. p. 48. pi. 10. figs. 1, 2;

Westrop. 19S6b p. 70. pi. 34. figs. 13-15 (see for complete syn-

onymy).

Diagnosis.—A species of Illaenurus with divergent

anterior branches of facial sutures; in large individuals,

width at anterior end of cranidium exceeds width

across palpebral lobes.

Discussion.—As revised by Westrop (1986b, pp.

69—71), Illaenurus falls into two stratigraphically seg-

regated groups of species that differ in cranidial length.

A lower group, comprising /. priscus Resser, 1942,
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(Westrop. 1986b. pi. 34, figs. 1-5) and /. holciis Wes-

trop (iy86b, pi. 34, figs. 6-10). is characterized by

relatively short cranidia. The stratigraphically higher

species. /. quaclranis Hall, 1863. (Westrop, 1986b, pi.

33, figs. 1-7) and /. montanensis Kobayashi, 1935,

(Westrop. 1986b. pi. 34. figs. 13-15) have longer cran-

idia. The material illustrated here conforms to the cur-

rent concept of lUaenurus montanensis by possession

of strongly divergent, anterior branches of the facial

sutures. Like cranidia from Alberta (Westrop. 1986b,

pi. 34. fig. 14). width at the anterior end of the cran-

idium of large individuals of /. montanensis from Ne-

vada exceeds width across the palpebral lobes. Cran-

idia from Alberta possess punctac along the axial fur-

rows and frontal area that are absent from cranidia

illustratcci herein. Illaenunis quaclratiis is character-

ized by subparallel to weakly divergent anterior

branches of the sutures and, consequently, the anterior

portion ol the cranidium is relatively naiTower.

Sclerites other than the cranidium have not been il-

lustrated previously. Small Jibrigenae (PI. 8, figs. 5,

12. 14-16) have long, gently curved genal spines and

conspicuous, convex lateral borders. During ontogeny,

this spine is reduced to a small. tht)rn-like structure

(PI. 8. figs. 1. 2. 4. 6) and is lost almost completely in

the largest individuals (PI. 8. fig. 13). The lateral bor-

der is lost posteriorly, but is retained as a rim anteri-

orly (e.g.. PI. 8, figs. 1. 2. 10). The doublure is nanow.

and at least one specimen (PI. 8. figs. 1, 7) suggests

that a functional rostral suture was present. In contrast.

/. pri.scits Resser (Westrop, 1986b, pi. 33, figs. 14, 15)

appears to have had yoked cheeks.

The pygidium of /. montanensis has not been de-

scribed previously. It is subelliptical in outline, with

length slightly less than 40 percent of maximum width,

and is moderately convex, with height along midline

(posterior view) a little less than 25 percent of pygidial

width; anterior corners have well-defined articulating

facets. The lateral profile is evenly curved upward.

The axis is weakly convex and differentiated from the

pleural field in posterior view t)nly by a change in

sk)pe. The axial ring furrows are completely effaced.

The pleural field is effaced except for one pair of pleu-

ral furrows at anterior. The doublure occupies about

33 percent of pygidial length and maintains a roughly

even width; the anterior margin is weakly undulose.

The external surface of the pygidium is smooth except

for terrace ridges near, and parallel to. the posterior

margin.

Figured material.—Thirteen cranidia (SUI 99124-

99137). eleven librigenae (SUI 99138-99149). one

thoracic segment (SUI 99154), and five pygidia (SUI

99150-99153, 99155).

Family CATILLICEPHALIDAE Raymond. 1937

Genus TRIARTHROPSIS Ulrich. in Bridge. 1931

Tvpe species.— Triartliropsis nitida Ulrich. ;/;

Bridge. 1931, p. 214.

Triarthrop.sis limbata Rasetti. 1959

Plate 9, figures 1-25. 28. 32. 33

Tiiairlirop.si.'i limbata Rasetti, 1959, p. 382. pi. 52, figs. 1-8; Lud-

vigsen. 1982. p. 74, fig. 57U (see for complete synonymy).

Figured material.—Seven cranidia (SUI 99156-

99161. 99170) and seven librigenae (SUI 99162-

99169).

Discussion.—Wide fixigenae and. on several speci-

mens, a poorly defined anterior border furrow, are

shared with Triatliropsis limlnita Rasetti ( 1959. pi. 52,

figs. 1-8). Rasetti "s types are variable in glabellar out-

line but tend to have a somewhat more tapered anterior

lobe than the cranidia illustrated herein. Rasetti (1959,

p. 382) described faint median furrows on the anterior

lobes of his specimens, although they are not evident

in his photographs. Triartliropsis nitida Ulrich (in

Bridge. 1931. pi. 19, figs 3. 4; Rasetti. 1959, pi. 55,

figs. 6-13; Westrop, 1986b, pi. 39, figs. 8-13) has nar-

rower fixigenae and lacks an anterior border and bor-

der furrow. In addition, specimens from Pennsylvania

{e.g.. Rasetti, 1959. pi. 55. fig. 12) and Alberta {e.g.,

Westrop. 1986b. pi. 39. figs. 8. 10. 12) have paired

tubercles on the fixigenae and glabella.

Triartliropsis marginata (Rasetti. 1945, pi. 60, figs,

9-13; Ludvigsen et al.. 1989. pi. 35. figs. 17-19). T.

cf. marginata (Westrop. 1986b. pi. 39. figs. 6. 7) and

T. casca Ludvigsen and Westrop (in Ludvigsen et al..

1989. pi. 35. figs. 20-27) all differ from T. limhata in

having much shorter frontal areas and palpebral lobes

that are located close to the glabella. The poorly

known T. princetonensis Kobayashi. 1935. (Winston

and Nicholls. 1967. pi. 11. fig. 26) differs from T.

limhata on the basis of the subrectangular glabella that

is poorly differentiated from a short anterior border,

and palpebral lobes that are centered opposite the S2

glabellar furrow, rather than the L2 lateral lobe.

Librigenae (PI. 9. figs, 12-25) include some speci-

inens that are yoked. They possess long genal spines

and convex lateral borders that caiTy sculpture of

coarse terrace ridges. The librigenal field is narrow and

also carries terrace ridges. Similar librigenae have been

attributed to T. nitida Ulrich (Rasetti, 1959, pi. 55, fig.

9; Westrop. 1986b. pi. 39. fig. 13). and those of Per-

acheilits spinosiis (Rasetti, 1945) (Ludvigsen et al.,

1989, pi. 34, fig. 17) differ in having a shorter, more

slender genal spine and a more convex librigenal field.

Tlieodenisia gihha (Rasetti, 1944) (Ludvigsen et al.,

1989. pi. 32. fig. 10) has a librigena with sculpture of
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coarse terrace ridges and a stout genal spine, but the

lateral border is not differentiated from the iibrigenal

field.

Triarthropsis sp. I

Plate 9. figures 26, 27, 729, 30. 31, 34-38

Figured material.—Three cranidia (SUl 99171-

99173) and three librigenae (SUI 99174-99176).

Discussion.—A few cranidia difler from Triari/irop-

sis limhata (PI. 9, figs. 1-1 1) in having a shorter fron-

tal area and narrower preocular fixigenae. In these re-

spects, they resemble cranidia of T. nuuiiinala (Rasetti,

1945. pi. 60, figs. 9-13; Ludvigsen et ai. 1989, pi.

35. figs. 17-19). T. cf. margimita (Westrop, 1986b. pi.

39. figs. 6, 7). T. casta Ludvigsen and Westrop {in

Ludvigsen et al.. 1989. pi. 35. figs. 20-27) and T.

princetonensis Kobayashi, 1935. (Winston and Nich-

olls, 1967, pi. 1 1. fig. 26). All of these differ from T.

sp. 1. however, in having smaller palpebral lobes that

are located very close to the glabella. In addition, the

palpebral lobes of T. princetonensis are located farther

forward on the cranidium and the anterior end of the

glabella is poorly differentiated from the frontal area.

Librigenae of T. sp. 1 (PI. 9. figs. 34. 35. 37. 38) are

similar to those of T. limlnita (PI. 9. figs. 12-25). dif-

fering in possessing a much longer posterior segment

of the the facial suture that corresponds to a wider

posterior fixigena (PI. 9. fig. 26. 27). Also, the border

furrow of T. sp. 1 is shallower than on similarly sized

librigenae of T. limlniia.

Family EUREKIIDAE Hupe. 1953

Discussion.—Ludvigsen and Westrop (in Ludvigsen

et ai, 1989) suggested that the Eurekiidae could be

assigned to the Remopleuridoidea. Although some

characters [e.g., size and position of the palpebral

lobes) lend support to this view, new information on

the structure of the thorax (PI. 1 1, figs. 30-35. PI. 12.

figs. 1-5) suggests that eurekiids are not remopleuri-

doideans. Thoracic segments of Eurel<ia arc strongly

arched with a well-defined fulcrum and wide inner

portion of the pleura; articulation is fulcrate. In con-

trast, remopleuridoideans have a fulcrum close to the

axial furrow and. consequently, very narrow inner por-

tion of the pleura (Whittington. 1997); articulation in-

cludes well-developed fulcral processes and sockets

(Chatterton and Ludvigsen. 1976. pi. 1, figs. 16-19.

23, 25-29. 31, 49). The Eurekiidae are regarded herein

as of uncertain affinities.

Although the broader relationships of the Eurekiidae

are uncertain, they may be related to such Early Sun-

waptan genera as Monoclieilus Resser, 1937, and 5//,!,'-

ntacepiialus Resser, 1937. Westrop ( 1986b) considered

such a relationship unlikely, but there are striking sim-

ilarities in glabellar furrow morphology and size and

position of the palpebral lobes between small cranidia

of Monocheilos {e.g.. Westrop. 1986b. pi. 15. figs. 7,

8) and eurekiids. Restudy of the poorly known Ma-
laclia Walcott. 1924. generally regarded as an early

member of the Eurekiidae {e.g., Longacre. 1970), may
be helpful in evaluating eurekiid relationships.

Genus EUREKIA Walcott, 1916

Type species.—Ptyclioparia (Euloma)'? clissiuiilis

Walcott, 1884, p. 409 (see Taylor, 1978).

Eurekia rintintini, new species

Plate 10, figures 1-32, Plate 11, figures 1-35, Plate

12. figures 1-29

Diagnosis.—A species of Eurel<ia with sculpture of

closely spaced, irregular, star-shaped tubercles over ex-

ternal surface of cranidium. Iibrigenal field, thoracic

pleurae, and axis and pleural field of pygidium. Cran-

idium with distinct preglabcllar field that is subequal

in length to anterior border. Large pygidium with five

pairs of long, widely spaced, tapered marginal spines.

Description.—Cranidium (excluding pt)steri()r fixi-

genae) subrectangular in outline, with width between

the palpebral lobes equal to cranidal length; maximum
width across posterior fixigenae slightly more than 150

percent of width between palpebral lobes. Convex gla-

bella raised well above level of palpebral lobes and

occupies a little more than 80 percent of cranidial

length; width is 55 percent cranidial width across pal-

pebral lobes. Occipital ring raised above rest of gla-

bella in lateral view; longitudinal profile of preoccip-

ital glabella curved, with curvature increasing sharply

in front of palpebral lobes. Glabellar outline subrect-

angular; rounded anteriorly. Axial furrows firmly im-

pressed and bowed gently outward, so that maximum
glabella width is at SI furrow or L2 lobe. Occipital

furrow well-incised groove, subtransverse medially but

deflected forward near axial furrows; occipital ring oc-

cupies slightly less than 25 percent of glabellar length.

Firmly impressed SI furrow curves backward and in-

ward from axial fuiTow. LI lobe subcircular in outline

and slightly shorter than occipital ring; width equal to

about 25 percent of glabellar length. S2 funow as deep

as, but less strongly curved than. SI furrow. L2 lobe

equal in length to occipital ring. Frontal lobe accounts

for about 27 percent of glabellar length. Frontal area

subequally divided into downsloping preglabellar field

and upturned, triangular anterior border that is strongly

arched in anterior view (PI. 10. fig. 4); anterior border

furrow may be transverse (PI. 10, figs. 1, 22). for-

wardly curved (PI, 10. fig. 16) or bowed gently back-

ward (PI. 10. fig. 3). Interocular fixigenae narrow,

roughly equal in width to palpebral lobe, and upwardly
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sloping. Palpebral lobe flat to gently upsloping, arcuate

band centered opposite L2 lobe: extends from mid-

point of LI to posterior end of frontal lobe. Palpebral

fuiTow finely etched groove. Anterior branches of fa-

cial suture weakly convergent, nearly straight before

swinging abruptly inward along anterior cranidial mar-

gin. Posterior branches diverge at almost 90 degrees

to axial furrow, then curve almost straight back. Pos-

terior fixigenae narrow, nearly transverse bands flexed

downward at about 45 degrees; bisected by firmly im-

pressed posterior border furrow; posterior border ex-

pands abaxially. so that distal widtii is twice width at

axial furrow. Cranidial funows. inner half of palpebral

lobe and preglabellar Held lack sculpture; glabella, fix-

igenae, and anterior border cairy sculpture of closely

spaced, iiregular. star-shaped tubercles; outer part of

palpebral lobe has network of anastomosting ridges

that produce an irregularly punctate appearance.

Hypostome shield shaped in outline with width

about 75 percent of length; posterior margin well

rounded and anterior margin bowed gently forward.

Convex, subelliptical median body divided unequally

by barely perceptible median funow into crescentic

posterior lobe and roughly oval anterior lobe; latter

accounts for about 60 percent of median body length.

Lateral and posterior borders narrow, convex rims sep-

arated from median body by finely etched border fur-

rows; width of posterior border about 50 percent width

of lateral border. Anterior border wall-like, directed

ventrally well below level of adjacent portions of lat-

eral borders. Anterior wings triangular in outline,

flexed dorsally at about 30 degrees; width about 30

percent of hypostome length. Posterior wings narrow,

vertically directed prongs with tips curved gently for-

ward. Sculpture of terrace ridges confined to borders

and anterior wings.

Librigenae separated by median suture and carry

small, thorn-like genal spine. Librigenal field tall, ac-

counting for about 75 percent of librigenal field in lat-

eral view, and slopes steeply downward from eye so-

cle. Socle consists of two bands separated by shallow

longitudinal fun\)w; upper band slightly nanower than

lower band. Convex, tube-like border separated from

librigenal field by broad, shallow border fuiTow; inner

edge of doublure lies beneath border furrow; panderian

notch present near posterior end of doublure. Libri-

genal field with sculpture of closely spaced, irregular,

star-shaped tubercles and coarse, longitudinal ridges

on border; doublure with fine terrace ridges.

Thorax of at least 1 1 segments; tapers gradually

backward, so that width at posterior is about 67 per-

cent width at anterior. Axis occupies about 35 percent

of segment width in dorsal view; strongly arched, ac-

counting for about 45 percent of segment height in

anterior view. Axial furrows shallow, ill-defined

grooves. Subelliptical articulating half-ring depressed

slightly below rest of ring; firmly impressed articulat-

ing furrow transverse medially but curved forward

near axial funows. Pleura with well-defined fulcrum.

Inner portion of pleura horizontal; outer portion slopes

steeply downward from fulcrum to terminate at short,

blunt spine. Well-incised, narrow, nearly transverse

pleural furrow divides pleura into subequal anterior

and posterior pleural bands; outer portion of anterior

band with narrow, subtriangular facet. Facet and artic-

ulating half-ring smooth; pleural spine with terrace

ridges. Sculpture of closely spaced, irregular, star-

shaped tubercles on remainder of segment.

Pygidium subelliptical in outline, with length (ex-

cluding marginal spines) slightly more than 50 percent

of width; triangular facet at anterior corner. Five pairs

of tubular marginal spines that decrease in size pos-

teriorly; posteriormost pair about 33 percent of length

of anteriormost. Spines become longer, more slender,

distinctly tapered, more pointed, and more widely

spaced during holaspid ontogeny (compare PI. 12, figs.

7, 8, 11. 15, 16 and PI. 12. figs. 19-21. 23-27). Axis

strongly convex, raised well above pleural field, and

accounts for about 65 percent of pygidial height in

posterior view; in dorsal view, occupies slightly less

than 90 percent of pygidial length and about 33 per-

cent of maximum pygidal width; tapers gradually

backward, with width at anterior ring about 150 per-

cent of width at terminal piece. Axial furrows broad,

clearly defined grooves. Three axial rings and rounded

terminal piece; anteriormost ring with conspicuous,

semielliptical articulating half-ring and deep, trans-

verse articulating funow. Rings decrease in length pos-

teriorly, so that first ring is almost twice length of

third; terminal piece accounts for about 20 percent of

axial length. Two anterior ring funows firmly im-

pressed, but third furrow shallower. Pleural fields con-

vex, downsloping. Nanow. slot-like pleural and inter-

pleural furrows become shallower and indistinct to-

ward rear; only two pairs usually evident. Subequal

anterior and posterior pleural bands usually evident

only opposite first axial ring. Doublure narrow, with

anterior edge extending to posterior end of axis. Pleu-

ral field and axis with sculpture of irregular tubercles;

marginal spines carry terrace ridges.

Holon'pe.—A cranidium (SUI 99178; PI. 10. figs.

2. 5, 8, 9) from the Bullwhacker Member, Windfall

Formation. Barton Canyon. Cherry Creek Range.

Figured material.—Twelve cranidia (SUI 99177-

99187. 99193). seven hypostomes (SUI 99188-99192,

99195, 99196), five librigenae (SUI 99194, 99197-

99200), one thoracopygon (SUI 99203), two isolated
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thoracic segments (SUI 99201, 99202), and eight py-

gidia (SUI 99204-99211).

Efyntology.—Named for Rin Tin Tin.

Discussion.—Irregular, star-shaped turbercles simi-

lar to those of Enrekia rintinrini n. sp. are scattered

over external surfaces of Enrekia sp. 1 from the Rab-

bitkettle Formation of the Mackenzie Mountains (Wes-

trop, 1995, pi. 6. fig. 1). although their true morphol-

ogy cannot be determined on internal molds. Enrekia

sp. 1 differs from E. rintinrini in lacking a preglabellar

field.

Enrekia lougifrons Westrop (1986b, pi. 6, figs. 1-

5), from the Mistaya Formation of Alberta, is the only

other species with a distinct preglabellar field. This

feature is relatively longer than that of E. rintintini,

and is equal to roughly twice the length of the anterior

border. Enrekia lougifrons also possesses convention-

al, rounded tubercles on the cranidium and has nar-

rower, less strongly curved palpebral lobes than E. rin-

tinrini. Pygidia of these two species possess similar

marginal spines, but can be differentiated on the basis

of sculpture. The type species of Enrekia. E. (li.ssiinilis

(Walcott, 1884) (Taylor, 1978, text-fig. 1) from the

Windfall Formation of Nevada, is much more strongly

convex than E. rintintini. so that the anterior third of

the glabella slopes steeply downward and partly over-

hangs the anterior border. Enrekia nlrichi (Rasetti,

1945) (Ludvigsen, 1982, fig. 61A-Q), from northern

and eastern Canada, has a finely tuberculate sculpture

and lacks a preglabellar field. The pygidium of this

species has shorter, less tapered marginal spines than

E. rintintini. and has faint pleural and axial ring fur-

rows posteriorly. The hypostome attributed to E. nl-

richi is very similar to that of E. rintintini. and cor-

roborates the assignment. Enrekia eos (Hall, 1863)

(Taylor, 1978, pi. 1, figs. 1-17, pi. 2, figs. 1-17). a

species that has been reported widely over North

America, and E. bacata Ludvigsen ( 1982. fig. 62A-J).

from the Rabbitkettle Formation of the Mackenzie

Mountains, both differ from E. rintintini in lacking a

preglabellar field. In addition, the pygidia are differ-

entiated readily from E. rintintini. Enrekia eos has

short, closely spaced, bluntly ended marginal spines

(see also Westrop, 1986b, pi. 6, fig. 11), whereas E.

bacata has a broad axis that overhangs the posterior

pygidial axis. Finally, Enrekia plectocanthns Loch (/;;

Loch et ai. 1993. fig. 6.2, 3, 5-7), from the Survey

Peak Formation, Alberta, is based upon inadequate

material and is probably best restricted to the types. It

appears to have possessed an anteriorly rounded gla-

bella that is quite different from the subquadrate gla-

bella of E. rintintini.

Genus CORBINIA Walcott, 1924

Type species.—Corhinia horatio Walcott, 1924, p.

55.

Corbinia impluniis Winston and Nicholls, 1967

Plate 13, figures 1-28

Corbinia impluniis Vv'inston and Nicholls. 1967. p. 86, pi. 9, fig. 3:

Westrop. 1986b. p. 78, pi. 6. figs. 6. 7 (see for complete synon-

ymy).

Bayfieldia hinodosa (Hall). Stitt and Straatman. 1997. fig. 9.17

(only).

Diagnosis.—A species of Corbinia with coarsely

granulose sculpture on cranidium; pygidium with

sculpture restricted to terrace ridges on or near mar-

ginal spines. Only anterior axial ring and pleural fur-

rows impressed firmly: remaining furrows shallow to

barely perceptible. Terminal piece of axis has pair of

gently rounded protuberances. Bluntly rounded mar-

ginal spines are closely spaced.

Description.—Cranidium (excluding posterior fixi-

genae) subrectangular in outline, with width across

palpebral lobes equal to about 95 percent of length:

width across palpebral lobes 67 percent of width

across posterior fixigenae. Glabella tapers forward,

gently rounded anteriorly and slightly constricted at

LI; occupies about 85 percent of cranidial length and

60—70 percent (lower values in smaller cranidia) of

cranidial width between palpebral lobes; strongly con-

vex and raised well above palpebral lobes in anterior

view. Lateral profile of glabella curved, with occipital

ring barely raised above level of LI; degree of cur-

vature increases in front of palpebral lobes. Axial and

preglabellar furrows narrow, but clearly defined,

grooves. Occipital furrow firmly impressed, transverse

medially but curved forward near axial furrow; bifur-

cates distally, so that occipital ring is composite with

small, gently inflated antero-lateral lobe. Occipital ring

occupies about 17 percent of cranidial length. SI and

S2 lateral furrows are barely perceptible on even small

cranidia (PI. 1 3, figs. 3. 4) and not expressed on ventral

surfaces (PI. 13, fig. 11). Short frontal area with dis-

tinct preglabellar field equal to 20-30 percent of an-

terior border length: border funow may be transverse

or bowed gently backward, so that outline of border

may be subtriangular (PI. 13. fig. 3) to transversely

subelliptical. Border gently upturned in lateral view

and moderately arched in anterior view. Palpebral

lobes flat to weakly upturned, arcuate bands centered

opposite L2; length decreases somewhat through ho-

laspid ontogeny from 45 percent of glabellar length in

smaller cranidia to 36 percent in large specimens. Pal-

pebral furrow finely etched groove. Interocular fixi-

genae narrow, equal in width to palpebral lobe; ante-

rior and posterior tips of palpebral lobes separated
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from glabella by very narrow strips of fixigenae. An-

terior branches of facial sutures very weakly divergent

before swinging inward along anterior cranidial mar-

gin. Posterior branches initially weakly divergent be-

fore diverging abruptly along nearly transverse path;

swing backward at anterior tips of posterior fixigenae

and are subparallel near posterior margin of cranidium.

Posterior fixigenae narrow, nearly transverse bands

flexed downward at about 45 degrees; bisected by

firmly impressed posterior border furrow (shallower in

largest cranidum); posterior border expands abaxially.

so that distal width is twice width at axial furrow. Most

small cranidia with sculpture of closely spaced, fine

tubercles over entire surface; on largest cranidium (PI.

13, fig. I), tubercles subdued, more widely scattered,

and confined to glabella.

Fixigenae separated by median suture and with very

short, sharply pointed genal spine. Eye socle simple,

arcuate band. Tall librigenal field slopes steeply down-

ward from socle to broad, shallow anterior border fur-

row. Anterior border convex, tubular; outer edge of

doublure lies beneath border furrow and is deflected

by panderian notch near posterior margin of librigena.

Sculpture of closely spaced, fine tubercles on librigen-

al field; coarse, longitudinal ridges on border.

Pygidium suhelliptical in outline with length slightly

less than half of width; narrow, triangular facet at an-

terior corner. Five pairs of short, bluntly pointed,

closely spaced marginal spines that become progres-

sively more curved inward and reduced slightly in size

toward rear; posteriormost pair expressed only as

rounded protuberances. Axis convex, gently tapered

and long, occupying almost entire pygidial length;

width at anterior ring about 35 percent of maximum
pygidial width. Axis strongly convex, occupying about

75 percent of pygidial height in posterior view. Two
axial rings and long terminal piece that carries pair of

ill-defined, rounded protuberances at posterior; termi-

nal piece occupies 40 percent of axis length. Anter-

iormost ring includes conspicuous, semielliptical artic-

ulating half-ring and firmly impressed articulating fur-

row. Two transverse axial ring furrows; posteriormost

very shallow and barely perceptible on some speci-

mens. Pleural field flexed steeply downward, becom-

ing flatter near margin. Two pairs of pleural funows

expressed as nairow grooves on most specimens; in-

terpleural furrows weak. Subequal anterior and pos-

terior pleural bands well defined opposite anteriormost

axial ring, but indistinct on remainder of pleural field.

Medially, outer edge of doublure reaches posterior end

of axis; doublure expands abaxially, so that width at

anterior corner of pygidium almost twice width behind

axis. Surface smooth except for terrace ridges on and

near marginal spines, doublure, and posterior tip of

terminal piece.

Figured material.—Four cranidia (SUl 99212-

99215), one librigena (SUI 99216). and three pygidia

(SUl 99217-99219).

Discussion.—Westrop (1986b) restricted the type

species of Bayfieldia. B. twnifrons Clark, 1924, to the

incomplete holotype (Westrop, 1986b, pi. 6, fig. 8),

and suggested that Bayfieldia binodosa (Hall, 1863)

should be assigned to Corbinia Walcott, 1924. Pygidia

(Hall, 1863, pi. 7, fig. 47) and cranidia (Clark, 1924,

pi. 4, fig. 7; see Winston and Nicholls, 1967, p. 84 for

discussion) of C. binodosa are preserved as sandstone

internal molds and have never been illustrated photo-

graphically, so that this species is difficult to interpret.

Cranidia of C. iinpliinus Winston and Nicholls (1967,

pi. 9, fig. 3) are coarsely granulose, whereas cranidia

from Texas (Winston and Nicholls, 1967, pi. 9, fig. 1)

that have been attributed to C. binodosa are smooth.

Although Longacre ( 1970; see also Stitt, 1971) argued

that C. binodosa and C. implumis were synonyms,

Westrop (1986b) suggested that the distinction be-

tween them should be maintained. The material illus-

trated herein supports the latter view. Cranidia (PI. 13,

figs. 1-15) closely resemble the holotype of C. im-

plumis (Winston and Nicholls, 1967, pi. 9, fig. 3), dif-

fering only in having an anterior border furrow that is

less strongly curved backward posteriorly. The coarse-

ly granulose sculpture is retained through a broad size

range, although it is more subdued in the largest (PI.

13, fig. 1, 15) and smallest (PI. 13, figs. 4, 10) speci-

mens. Pygidia of C. implumis have not been described

previously but are quite distinct from those attributed

to C. binodo.sa. including Hall's (1863, pi. 7, fig. 47)

type. On the dorsal surface (PI. 13, figs. 18, 19, 21,

24). pygidia of the former species have one well-de-

fined anterior axial ring, and a second ring that is sep-

arated from the terminal piece by a faint ring furrow.

Pleural furrows also become progressively effaced to-

ward the rear. Expression of axial ring and pleural fur-

rows is equally poor on ventral surfaces (PI. 13, fig.

27) and, therefore, these features will be ill defined on

internal molds. In contrast. Hall (1863, p. 160) noted

the presence of three axial rings and a terminal piece

in the axis of C? binodosa. and described well-defined

ribs on the pleural field. Pygidia attributed to this spe-

cies by other workers {e.g.. Grant. 1965, pi. 15, fig.

18; Winston and Nicholls. 1967, pi. 9, fig. 2; Stitt,

1971. pi. 5, fig. 7) all possess three pairs of firmly

impressed pleural furrows that define convex pleural

bands. In addition, these pygidia are relatively narrow-

er than those illustrated herein.

Pygidia of the type species of Corbinia. C. horatio

Walcott, 1924 (Westrop and Ludvigsen. 1986, fig. 2.6-
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2.8), are closely comparable to those of C. impluinis

in the degree of effacement. Corbinia implumis has

rounded, closely spaced marginal spines, whereas

those of C. horatio are widely spaced and sharply

pointed. In addition, C. horatio lacks the pair of round-

ed protuberances that are present on the terminal piece

of the axis of C. impluinis (e.g.. PI. 13, figs, 18, 24),

and the pleural field carries granulose sculpture. Cran-

idia of C. horatio from Walcott's type lot (Westrop and

Ludvigsen, 1986, fig. 2.1, 2.2, 2.5, 2.9) are mostly ex-

foliated, but demonstrate that the external surface of

the fixigena, frontal area, and at least part of the gla-

bella was smooth. This species is also unique in the

very small size of the palpebral lobes (e.g., Westrop

and Ludvigsen, 1986, fig. 2.9: Westrop, 1986b, pi. 5,

fig. 15). Our cranidia of C. imphonis cover a broad

size range and demonstrate that the relative length of

the palpebral lobe was reduced during holaspid ontog-

eny. Only the largest cranidium (PI. 13, fig. 1) has a

palpebral lobe that approaches the size of that of C.

horatio.

The cranidia of C. impluinis show the bifurcating

occipital furrow and inflated lateral portion of the oc-

cipital ring (e.g.. PI. 13, fig. 3) that was included in

the diagnosis oi Bayfieldia by Longacre (1970, p. 36).

However, the phylogenetic significance of this feature,

which is poorly expressed in C. horatio. is unclear

because it also occurs in "Bayfieldia" simata Winston

and Nicholls, 1967, (especially "B." simata "var A"
Winston and Nicholls, 1967, pi. 9, fig. 24 [regarded

herein as a separate species]) and, apparently, Maladia

Walcott. 1924 (Walcott, 1925, pi. 16, figs. 23, 24).

Family ENTOMASPIDIDAE Ulrich,

in Bridge. 1931

Genus HETEROCARYON Raymond. 1937

Type species.—Heterocaryon platystigma Ray-
mond, 1937, p. 1119.

Heterocaryon vargum Westrop, 1986b

Plate 14, figures 1-33

Heterocaryon vargum Westrop. 1986b. p. 80, pi. 40. figs. 4-6 (see

for complete synonymy); Loch et at, 1993. tig. 6.10.

Figured material.—Five cranidia (SUI 99220—
99224), seven librigenae (SUI 99225-99230, 99232),

and two pygidia (SUI 99231, 99233).

Discussion.—Cranidia from the BuUwhacker Mem-
ber (PI. 14, figs. 1-16) are closely comparable to si-

licified specimens from the Rabbitkettle Formation,

northwest Canada (Ludvigsen. 1982. fig. 55A-F. H, L)

assigned to Helerocaiyon vargum Westrop, 1986b, a

species known from two cranidia from the Mistaya

Formation of the southern Canadian Rocky Mountains.

Pygidia illustrated herein (PI. 14, figs. 26, 27, 29-33)

are somewhat longer than those from the Rabittkettle

Formation, and have a weak medial indentation (PI.

14, figs. 30, 33) in the ventral margin of the steeply

sloping border. Ludvigsen (1982. fig. 55G) illustrated

a single incomplete librigena. New material illustrated

herein (PI. 14, figs. 17-19) demonstrates that the spe-

cies, like Bowmania (PI. 16, figs 18, 21, 22; Ludvig-

sen, 1982. fig. 54F; Westrop, 1995, pi. 14, fig. 5), pos-

sessed yoked librigenae.

Genus BOWMANIA Walcott, 1924

Type species.—Arethusina americana Walcott,

1884, p. 62.

Discussion.—In his revision of the genus, Ludvig-

sen (1982, p. 69) included the presence of marginal

cephalic spines on the librigenae in the diagnosis of

Bowmania. Bowmania lassieae n. sp. from the Bull-

whacker Member at Cherry Creek has a fringe of

closely crowded, very short spines, and possession of

a row of elongate spines can now be interpreted as a

probable autapomoiphy of the type species, B. amer-

icana (Walcott, 1884). Librigenae are unknown for

other species currently assigned to the genus. Ludvig-

sen (1982, p. 72) noted that highly spinose librigenae

occurred with cranidia of Bowmania pennsylvanica

Rasetti, 1959, in the Frederick Limestone of Maryland.

The types of B. pennsylvanica. however, are from the

Conococheague Formation and lack librigenae; crani-

dia from the Frederick Limestone are poorly preserved

and only "tentatively attributed to the species" (Ra-

setti, 1959, p. 396). Thus, the nature of the librigenae

of B. penn.sylvanica remains uncertain.

The dorsal pygidial margins of B. americana (Lud-

vigsen, 1982, figs, 53K, 54H-L: Westrop, 1995, pi. 14.

figs. 7, 9, 11) and B. bridgei (Rasetti, 1952, pi. 117,

fig. 13) have nanow, nearly continuous raised rims,

composed of low, closely spaced subrectangular pleu-

ral spines, and Ludvigsen (1982, p. 69) included this

trait (misconstured as a "pygidial border") in his di-

agnosis. In the pygidium of B. lassieae (PI. 17, figs.

1-16. 18-20, 23, 25, 26, 28) the pleural spines are less

crowded, and are similar to those of Heterocaryon var-

gum (see above) (PI. 14, figs. 26, 29, 30-33).

Bowmania lassieae, new species

Plate 15, figures 1-30, Plate 16, figures 1-30. Plate

17, figures 1-16. 18-20, 23, 25, 26, 28

Diagnosis.—A species of Bowmania with a very

subdued fringe of small spines along cephalic margin;

occipital spine absent in all but smallest holaspids. An-
terior cranidial border long, convex, with length

roughly equal to occipital ring. Cranidial sculpture of

closely spaced tubercles augmented by fine pits. Py-
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gidial border formed by incompletely fused, square-

tipped marginal spines.

Description.—Cranidium subtrapezoidal in outline,

with forwardly curved anterior margin: length 80 per-

cent of width across palpebral lobes, and maximum
width across posterior fixigenae 125 percent of width

at palpebral lobes. Posterior cranidial margin curved

weakly (PI. 15. fig. 1 ) to strongly (PI. 15. fig. 2) back-

ward, so that lateral tips of posterior fixigenae extend

back slightly to well behind occipital ring. Glabella

pai^allel sided and well rounded anteriorly, with length

67 percent of cranidal length and width 33 percent of

cranidial width across palpebral lobes; strongly convex

and stands well above level of fixigenae; in most spec-

imens, accounts for about half of cranidial height in

anterior view. Longitudinal profile of glabella weakly

convex between occipital funow and anterior tips of

palpebral lobes, then sloping forward to become nearly

vertical at preglabellar furrow. Axial and preglabellar

furrows shallow grooves. Finely etched occipital fur-

row is transverse medially but curved forward near

axial fuiTow. Occipital ring accounts for slightly more

than 20 percent of glabellar length; may bear large

median tubercle or. in smallest individuals, minute,

thorn-like occipital spine. Firmly impressed SI fuiTow

short and oblique, terminating close to axial furrow;

S2 similar but more transverse. LI about twice length

of L2 and occupies about 20 percent of glabellar

length; frontal lobe accounts for nearly 40 percent of

glabellar length. Long frontal area with inflated, steep-

ly sloping preglabellar field and shorter, gently convex

anterior border; border occupies 33-40 percent of

frontal area length. Anterior border furrow well-in-

cised groove and curved forward, roughly parallel to

anterior cranidial margin. Small, semicircular, gently

upsloping palpebral lobe centered opposite L2 or, less

commonly, S2 and equal to about 25 percent of gla-

bellar length; differentiated from broad, gently inflated

interocular fixigenae by change in slope. Convex pal-

pebral ridge curved gently forward and reaches gla-

bella near mid-length of frontal lobe. Anterior branch-

es of facial sutures weakly convergent before swinging

inward along anterior cranidial margin. Posterior

branches moderately divergent, but curve inward at

posterior border furrow. Posterior fixigenae with firmly

impressed posterior border funow and convex poste-

rior border; near axial furrow, border equal to about

seven percent of cranidal length and increases some-

what in length distally. Surfaces of fixigenae and preg-

labellar field finely pitted and carry closely spaced tu-

bercles that are perforated by median pores in large

cranidia. Similar tubercles present on glabella, anterior

and posterior border and palpebral ridges, and scat-

tered fine tubercles on inner part of palpebral lobe.

Librigenae yoked anteriorly and cany long genal

spines that curve gently outward and backward, and

may be flexed upward distally; spine equal to 325 per-

cent of length of librigenal field. Eye socle of two

narrow bands separated by finely etched groove; upper

band slightly smaller than lower band. Librigenal field

tall, accounting for about 65 percent of librigenal

height in lateral view, and slopes steeply downward
from socle to borders. Lateral and posterior borders

broad, shallow, confluent grooves. Lateral and poste-

rior borders convex; doublure also convex and outer

edge lies beneath border furrow. Librigenal field with

pitted sculpture augmented with "pitted" tubercles

similar to those on cranidium. Tubercles also present

on lateral and posterior borders, and continue along

proximal 33 percent of genal spine; remainder of genal

spine finely granulose. Doublure carries fine teirace

ridges.

Thoracic segment with very long, gently inclined

axial spine; spine about 14 times length of rest of seg-

ment. Axis narrow, equal to slightly more than 20 per-

cent of segment width, and convex, accounting for

about 50 percent of segment height. Articulating half-

ring slightly more than half of length of axial ring;

articulating furrow transverse. Inner portion of pleura

horizontal; outer portion flexed gently downward at

fulcrum and teminates at slender spine. Pleural fuiTow

transverse, finely etched groove and divides pleura into

subequal anterior and posterior pleural bands. Pleurae

and axial ring with sculpture of fine tubercles; tuber-

cles present on proximal part of axial spine but grade

into granulose scupture distally.

Pygidium subelliptical in outline, with length about

50 percent of maximum width. Axis long and nanow,
occupying about 80 percent of pygidial length and 25

percent of maximum pygidial width; convex, standing

well above pleural field and accounting for about 60

percent of pygidial height. Six axial rings and rounded

terminal piece; anterior ring with semielliptical artic-

ulating half-ring, equal to about 50 percent of length

of ring and transverse, finely etched articulating fur-

row. Ring furrows also transverse and finely etched.

Pleural fields weakly arched in posterior view; flat near

axis but flexed gently downward distally. At least four

pairs of well-incised pleural furrows define subequal

pleural bands. Anterior furrow nearly transverse before

curving gently backward near border. Other furrows

are increasingly oblique toward rear, and posteriormost

does not reach border. Interpleural furrows finely

etched and parallel to pleural funows. Pygidial rim

formed by closely crowded, square-tipped pleural

spines. Border descends steeply from rim. Doublure

extends inward medially to posterior edge of axis, but

widens abaxially to become about 200 percent of me-
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dial width at anterior corners of pygidium. Sculpture

of fine tubercles on axial rings and pleural bands; on

some segments, sculpture is missing on some anterior

pleural bands.

Holotxpe.—A cranidium (SUI 99234; PI. 15, figs.

1. 4. 7, 12. 13) from the Bullwhacker Member, Wind-

fall Formation, Barton Canyon. Cherry Creek Range.

Figured material.—Fifteen cranidia (SUI 99234-

99248, 99250). four librigenae (SUI 99251, 99253-

99255), one thoracic segment (SUI 99249), and nine

pygidia (SUI 99256-99264).

Etymology.—Named for Lassie.

Discussion.—The type species of Bowmcmia, B.

americaiui (Walcott, 1884) is known from a single

cranidium from the Eureka mining district of Nevada.

Specimens from various regions of Laurentia have

been assigned to it, but more data from Nevada are

required to properly evaluate the true range of varia-

tion of the species. Material from elsewhere (Ludvig-

sen. 1982. fig. 53K-S, fig. 54A-0: Westrop. 1995, pi.

14, figs. 1-14), is variable in sculpture, frontal area

length, and glabellar proportions, but all cranidial

morphs are characterized by the presence of an occip-

ital spine and a shorter anterior border than B. lassieae:

librigenae have fringe of long marginal spines (Lud-

vigsen. 1982. figs. 53P, 54F. G. M-O; Westrop. 1995,

pi. 14. figs. 5, 12). The type lot of B. pennsylvanica

Rasetti (1959. pi. 55. figs. 1-5) apparently varies

somewhat in cranidial sculpture (Taylor //; Taylor and

Halley. 1974, p. 21), but all specimens are character-

ized by very short anterior borders. The cranidum

identified as B. cf. B. peimsylvcinica by Taylor (//; Tay-

lor and Halley, 1974. pi. 2, figs. 12-14) also has a

short anterior border, and the preglabellar field de-

scends steeply from the anterior end of the glabella.

Bowmania sagitta Winston and Nicholls (1967, pi. 10.

figs. 19. 20) has a medially pointed anterior margin,

which gives the cranidium a subpentagonal outline.

The less crowded pygidial pleural spines separates

the pygidium of fi. lassiae (PI. 17, figs. 1-16, 18-20,

23, 25. 26, 28) from all other species of the genus for

which this sclerite is known (e.g.. Rasetti, 1952, pi.

1 17, fig. 13; Ludvigsen. 1982. figs. 53K. 54H-L; Wes-
trop. 1995, pi. 14, figs. 7, 9, 11).

Family PLETHOPELTIDAE Raymond, 1 925

Discussion.—The most recent evaluation of the

Plethopeltidae was presented by Ludvigsen and Wes-
trop (//; Ludvigsen et ai. 1989, p. 56). Of the char-

acters listed in their diagnosis, the terminations of the

thoracic pleurae appear to be the most robust of the

potential synapomorphies that define the group. Pleth-

opeltis Raymond, 1913, has distinctive, square-tipped

segments with ill-defined spines that appear to be con-

tinuations of the anterior pleural bands (Ludvigsen et

ai. 1989, pi. 45, figs. 9-11, pi. 46, fig. 2, 3). Identical

thoracic tips are present in Leiocoiyphe Clark, 1924

(Ludvigsen et ai, 1989, pi. 48, fig. II, pi. 49, figs. 7,

11, 12) and on all but the three anterior segments of

Stenopilus pronus Raymond, 1924 (Stitt, 1976, pi. 2,

fig. 1).

A wide range of pygidia have been attributed to

species assigned to Pletliopeltis {e.g.. Rasetti, 1959. pi.

53, figs. 3, 5, 7. 10, 13; Stitt, 1971, pi. 6, figs. 13, 14,

18, pi. 8, fig. 14; Westrop, 1986b, pi. 36, figs. 7, 10.

12. 13. pi. 37. figs. 6. 8-10. 14. 15; Ludvigsen et ai.

1989. pi. 45. figs. 2. 9, 10, pi. 46, figs. 12. 14. 18. 19).

suggesting that the current classification captures only

a fraction of the phylogenetic structure that might be

retrieved from a detailed analysis of the Plethopeltidae.

Recognition of Pletliometopus Ulrich, in Bridge. 1931.

and Pletliopeltis as differently effaced grades, how-
ever, as advocated by Loch et ol. (1993). does not

address this issue and merely creates paraphyly in

Pletliopeltis. Further revision is needed, but is beyond

the scope of this monograph.

CHERRYCREEKIA, new genus

Type species.—Clienycreekia benjii. new species.

Diagnosis.—A genus of? Plethopeltidae with cran-

idial outline bluntly pointed at anterior. Librigenae

with long, slender, outwardly curved genal spine. Py-

gidium with short axis reduced to single axial ring and

terminating at conspicuous ridge that is directed steep-

ly upward and backward. Pleural and interpleural fur-

rows absent.

Etymology.—For the Cheny Creek Range.

Assigned species.—Bynumiellal oklahoniensis Res-

ser. 1942; Clienycreekia benjii n. sp.

Discussion.— Clienycreekia resembles several var-

iably effaced, mostly small and probably polyphyletic

Sunwaptan trilobites, including Calvipelta Westrop,

1986b and Pugionicanda Westrop. 1986b. Westrop

(1986b) initially assigned them to the family Kings-

toniidae but later (Westrop. 1992) argued that differ-

ences in the structure of the occipital ring cast doubt

on a relationship with such genera as Kingstonia Wal-

cott, 1924, and Bynwnia Walcott, 1924. As discussed

above, Calvipelta may prove to be an effaced eupty-

chaspidine, but the affinities of Pugionicanda remain

uncertain.

Cranidia from the Mistaya Formation, Alberta,

(Westrop, 1986b, pi. 41. figs. 11-13) are clearly con-

specific with those illustrated herein (PI. 18. figs. 1-

23, 29. 30). In discussing the affinities of this species,

Westrop (1986b) made comparisons with Acheihis

Clark, 1924, (see Ludvigsen, 1986), but noted that dif-

ferences in the size and position of the palpebral lobes
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made an assignment to that genus questionable. Also,

the glabella of Acheihis is subrectangular in outline

(Ludvigsen et ai. 1989, pi. 37, figs. 6, 12), whereas

C. oklahomensis (Resser, 1942) (Westrop, 1986b, pi.

41, fig. 8) has a glabella that is tapered anteriorly.

Thus, while comparisons between effaced taxa are

fraught with difficulty, the available information

makes a close relationship between Clienycreekia and

Acheiliis unlikely.

Clienycreekia is most likely a member of the family

Plethopeltidae. The new silicified material (PI. 18, figs.

1-23) shows that the cranidial outline of Clienycreek-

ia is very similar to that of Plethopeltis (e.g.. see Lud-

vigsen, 1982, fig. 56T-V; Ludvigsen and Westrop.

1983b, pi. 19, figs. 1-5, 8, 9; Westrop. 1986b, pi. 36,

figs. 1, 2, 14, 16, 17, 19, pi. 37, figs. 1-3, 1 1-13), and

differs only in the bluntly pointed, rather than evenly

rounded, anterior cranidial margin (e.g.. PI. 18, fig. 16)

and the less divergent posterior branches of the facial

sutures. The long, slender, outwardly curved genal

spines differ from the short, stout spines that are de-

veloped in Plethopeltis (e.g.. Ludvigsen and Westrop.

1983b, pi. 18. figs. 7. 8, 13, pi. 19. fig. 10: Westrop.

1986a. pi. 36. fig. 5; Ludvigsen et ai, 1989, pi. 45.

fig. 1 1 , pi. 46, fig. 1 ); other plethopeltid genera possess

rounded genal angles (e.g., Ludvigsen et ai. 1989, pi.

47, fig. 3, pi. 48, figs. 3, 9, pi. 49, fig. 22. pi. 50, figs.

1,
2).^

Square-tipped thoracic segments (Pi. 17, figs. 48,

49) similar to those of Plethopeltis and Leiocoiyphe

(e.g.. Ludvigsen et ai. 1989, pi. 45. figs. 9-11, pi. 46,

fig. 2, 3, pi. 48, fig. 11, pi. 49, figs. 7, 11, 12) may
belong to Cherrycreekia and provide strong support

for an assignment to the Plethopeltidae.

The pygidium of Cherrycreekia has a distinctive

ridge at the posterior end of the short axial lobe that

must have docked with the cephalic doublure during

enrollment. Although a wide diversity of plethopeltid

tails have been described (e.g.. Rasetti, 1959, pi. 3,

figs. 3. 5, 7, 13, 18, 19, 20. 21. 28-30; Stitt. 1971. pi.

4. fig. 10, pi. 6. figs. 13, 14. 18. pi. 8. fig. 14; Westrop,

1986b. pi. 36. figs. 7. 10. 13, pi. 37. figs. 6, 8, 9. 14;

Ludvigsen et ai. 1989. pi. 45. figs. 2, 9, pi. 46. figs.

3. 12. 14, 18, 19, pi. 47, figs. 5, 6, 8, 9, 1 1-14, pi. 48,

figs. 5. 18-20. pi. 49, figs. 3. 7, II, 12, 19), none

possesses a comparable structure. Ridge-shaped struc-

tures that presumably functioned in enrollment also

occur on pygidia of the euptychasidine, Eiiptychaspis

(PI. 6, figs. 37-39. 42-44; see also Taylor and Halley,

1974, pi. 2, fig. 11; Ludvigsen. 1982, fig. 58S-U: Wes-

trop, 1995, pi. 7, fig. 21), but are much lower than in

Cherrycreekia. In both genera, the down-sloping re-

gion of the pygidium outside of the ridge is unfur-

rowed. and cairies a sculpture of anastomosing terrace

ridges or coarser ridges. Despite these general similar-

ities, we are confident the pygidium of Cherrycreekia

is correctly assigned. Sclerites of Cherrycreekia do not

occur in association with cranidia and librigenae of

euptychaspidines. There are numerous differences in

the structure of the cranidia and librigenae between

Eiiptychaspis and Chenycreekia. so that pygidial sim-

ilarities are reasonably interpreted as homoplasious. It

is also worth noting that several features of the pygid-

ium of Chenycreekia also occur in some plethopeltids,

including the overall outline and the convex, down-

sloping pleural field with sculpture of terrace ridges

(e.g.. Rasetti, 1959, pi. 53, figs. 17-19).

Cherrycreekia benjii, new species

Plate 18, figures 1-30, Plate 19, figures 1-11, 17,

?Plate 17, figures 48. 49

.Acheitiis''! cf. oklalumiensis (Resser, 1942). Westrop, 1986b, p. 83,

pi. 41. tigs. 1 l-L'l (only; tig. 10 = Calripelni spinosa).

Diagnosis.—A species of Cherrycreekia with gla-

bella effaced anteriorly and with long, slender occipital

spine.

Description.—Cranidium subrectangular in outline,

with bluntly pointed anterior margin; width across pal-

pebral lobes slightly greater than preoccipital length.

Long, slender occipital spine directed gently upward

at about 10 degrees and equal to at least 50 percent of

preoccipital cranidial length. Lateral cranidial profile

gently convex between occipital furrow and anterior

tips of palpebral lobes, then slopes evenly downward

at about 45 degrees to anterior cranidial margin. Cran-

idial furrows largely effaced, with very shallow, sub-

parallel axial furrows expressed only between poste-

rior margin and anterior tips of palpebral lobes. Gla-

bella moderately arched posteriorly, occupying about

60 percent of width between palpebral lobes, but un-

differentiated from fixigena in front of palpebral lobes.

Faint, transverse occipital furrow evident on most

specimens; occipital ring subtriangular, length (exclud-

ing spine) equal to slightly more than 25 percent of

preoccipital cranidial length. Palpebral lobes semiellip-

tical flaps, horizontal or gently down sloping; differ-

entiated from down-sloping interocular field centered

slightly behind cranidial mid-length; length equal to

about 75 percent of occipital ring length. Anteiior

branches of facial sutures initially subparallel, then

curve smoothly inward to become nearly tranverse at

midline; posterior branches diverge for short distance

before becoming subparallel. Posterior fixigenae sub-

triangular in outline and flexed downward at about 45

degrees; posterior border furrow obsolete. External

surface of cranidium smooth.

Librigena with long, stout, gently tapered, slightly
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advanced genal spine curved outward and backward;

length about 160 percent length of remainder of libri-

gena. Eye socle composed of two parallel bands sep-

arated by shallow, transverse groove; upper band

somewhat smaller than lower band. Librigenal held

slopes steeply downward almost to cranidial margin;

lateral border very naiTow rim separated from libri-

genal field by finely etched groove. Doublure narrow,

gently convex and maintains even width. External sur-

face of librigena smooth, except for coarse terrace

ridges on border.

Pygidium subelliptical in outline, with length about

80 percent of maximum width; strongly convex, with

distinct arch in posterior margin; lateral margins

straight, oblique, and broad posterior margin well

rounded. Axis very short, equal to about 25 percent of

pygidial length, and bounded posteriorly by tall, wall-

like ridge extending upward and backward to termi-

nate well above level of axis; in posterior view, ridge

has inverted v-shape. Single transverse axial ring and

subequal articulating half-ring with gently curved an-

terior margin; articulating furrow shallow, nearly

transverse groove. Pleural field unfurrowed and flexed

steeply down to posterior margin; border and border

fuiTOW absent. Doublure narrow, gently convex and

maintains even width along posterior margin; length

equal to 10 percent of pygidial length. Pleural field

with sculpture of anastomosing terrace ridges; ridge at

end of axis may have small node at apex.

Holon'pe.—A cranidium (SUI 99276; PI. 18, figs.

1, 2, 5, 10, 12) from the Bullwhacker Member, Wind-

fall Formation, Barton Canyon, Cherry Creek Range.

Figured material.—Eight cranidia (SUI 99276-

99282, 99286). three librigenae (SUI 99284. 99285,

99287), three pygidia (Suf 99288-99290) and, possi-

bly, one thoracic segment (SUI 99268).

Etymology.—Named for Benji.

Discussion.— Cherrycreekia oklahomensis (Resser.

1942) (Westrop, 1986b, pi. 41, figs. 8, 9; see also Stitt,

1971, pi. 7, fig. 15) differs from C. benjii n. sp. in the

absence of an occipital spine, and by possession of a

more nasute anterior cranidial margin. Cherrycreekia

oklahomensis is also less effaced, so that the glabella

is outlined completely by axial and preglabellar fur-

rows on both the dorsal surface of the exoskeleton

(Stitt, 1971, pi. 7, fig. 15) and on internal molds (Wes-

trop. 1986b, pi. 41, figs. 8, 9). Faint SI lateral furrows

and a more firmly impressed occipital furrow are pres-

ent, as are palpebral ridges.

As discussed above, cranidia from the Mistaya For-

mation, Alberta, assigned by Westrop (1986b) to Ach-

eilus cf. oklahomensis (Resser. 1942). are unquestion-

ably conspecific with C benji. Westrop (1986b, pi. 41,

fig. 10) also attributed a small, exfoliated pygidium

with a long axis to this species, but it most likely be-

longs to Calvipelta spinosa Westrop, 1986b, which oc-

curs through the same stratigraphic interval (Westrop,

1986b, fig. 31).

GLABERASPIS. new genus

Type species.—Glaberaspis scoobydooi. new spe-

cies.

Diagnosis.—A blind, isopygous genus of ?Pletho-

peltidae with semielliptical pygidium with long, nar-

row axis that consists of four axial rings and terminal

piece. Convex cranidium with conspicuous occipital

ring that is curved strongly backward. Where evident,

glabella is forwardly tapered and subtriangular in out-

line.

Eninology.—From glaber, hairless, bald, smooth,

and aspis, shield, in reference to the strongly effaced

cranidium of this species.

Assigned species.—Leiocoryphe occipitalis Rasetti,

1944; Leiocoryphe longiceps Rasetti. 1963; Bynumiel-

la vescula Stitt, 1971; Glaberaspis scoobydooi n. sp.

Discussion.—In their revision of the plethopeltid

genera, Ludvigsen and Westrop (in Ludvigsen et al.,

1989) assigned Leiocoryphe occipitalis Rasetti and L.

longiceps Rasetti only questionably to that genus in

the absence of information of the pygidium. Cranidia

of both of these species, and a related new species

from the Bullwhacker Member, differ from those of

Leioconphe in possessing conspicuous, backwardly

curved occipital rings. The new species has a pygidi-

um (PI. 19, figs. 24-39) that differs markedly from all

previously described plethopeltid pygidia, and pro-

vides the basis for the establishment of a new genus.

The pygidium of Glaberaspis scoobydooi n. gen. and

sp. is semielliptical in outline, with a long, well-de-

fined axis that consists of four axial rings and a ter-

minal piece. Cranidia and pygidia show a comparable

size range, suggesting that it was isopygous. In con-

trast, Leiocoryphe is micropygous with an effaced len-

ticular pygidium whose axis is broad and convex (Lud-

vigsen et al.. 1989, pi. 48, fig. 11. pi. 49. figs. 3. 4. 7,

11. 12).

Although the dorsal surface of the cranidium of

Glaberaspis is effaced, the ventral surface of the exo-

skeleton shows the barely perceptible outline of an an-

teriorly tapered, subtriangular glabella (PI. 19. figs. 16,

19; the dark, triangular areas near the posterior mar-

gins of the cranidia are shadows created by flash pho-

tography). Taylor (1976) suggested that Bynumiella

vescula Stitt (1 97 1, pi. 7. figs. 16-18) should be as-

signed at least questionably to Leiocoryphe. The well-

defined occipital ring and anteriorly tapered, subtrian-

gular glabella, however, both suggest that this species
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is related to G. scoobydooi. Differences between these

two species are discussed below.

Like Leiocoryphe and Glaberaspis. Meniscocoiyphe

Ludvigsen and Westrop (in Ludvigsen et ciL. 1989) is

blind, and possesses broad, short, transversely semi-

elliptical pygidia. Although expressed only on the ven-

tral surface of the exoskeleton. the long, narrow axis

of Meiisicocoiyphe (e.g.. Ludvigsen el al.. 1989, pi.

49, fig. 19) appears to consist of at least four segments

and, in this respect, resembles the pygidium of Gla-

beraspis. Pygidia of Meni.scocoryphe (e.g., Stitt. 1971,

pi. 4, fig. 10; Westrop, 1986b, pi. 38, fig. 21; Ludvig-

sen et al, 1989, pi. 49, figs. 19, pi. 50, fig. 3) encom-

pass a similar size range as associated cranidia and it

is possible that this genus, like Glaberaspi.^. was iso-

pygous.

Both Steiwpiliis and Pletliopellis differ from Gla-

beraspis in possessing eyes. Cranidia of Stenopihis

(e.g.. Ludvigsen et al.. 1989, pi. 47, figs. 1-4, 7, 16-

22, pi. 48, figs. 1-3, 8, 9, 13-16) are comparable to

Glaberaspis in the degree of effacement, but are more

strongly arched longitudinally. The effaced pygidia of

Stenopihis are typically short and possess broad, con-

vex axes (e.g.. Ludvigsen et al., 1989, pi. 47, figs. 5,

6, 9, 12-14, pi. 48, figs. 4-6, 12). The glabella of

Plethopeltis is defined by axial furrows at least pos-

teriorly and, where fully expressed, is very gently ta-

pered and rounded anteriorly (e.g., Ludvigsen and

Westrop, 1983b, pi. 18, figs. 1-3, 9, 12, pi. 19, figs.

1, 6, 8, 11. 13). In late meraspids of Plethopeltis has-

tatus (Westrop, 1986b, pi. 38, fig. 14), however, the

glabella is subtriangular in outline, and resembles Gla-

beraspis much more closely. Although most species of

Glaberaspis possess posteriorly rounded occipital

rings, G. cf. G. occipitalis from the Shallow Bay For-

mation (Ludvigsen et al.. 1989, pi. 49, figs. 17. 18)

has a tapered, posteriorly pointed occipital ring and

distinct occipital furrow that closely resembles those

of some species of Plethopeltis (e.g.. Westrop, 1986b,

pi. 36, figs, 8, 9, pi. 37. fig. 6; Ludvigsen et al.. 1989.

pi. 46, figs. 6, 8, 13)

In the absence of information on the thoracic seg-

ments, assignment of Glaberaspis (and Meniscocoiy-

phe) to the Plethopeltidae must be tentative. It is also

worth making comparisons with Clelandio Cossman,

a genus whose affinities are currently uncertain. Wes-

trop (1986b) commented on the similarities between

some species of this genus and G. vescula. The gla-

bella of the type species, C. typicalis (Resser, 1942)

(Westrop, 1986b, pi. 41, figs. 20-30) is strongly ta-

pered and subtriangular in outline. Lateral glabellar

furrows are effaced on the external surface of the exo-

skeleton but, as in G. vescula (e.g., Stitt, 1971, pi. 7,

figs., 17, 18), they are expressed on internal molds as

ill-defined pits that are connected across the glabella

by a shallow fuiTow (e.g.. Westrop, 1986b, pi. 41, figs.

23. 24). Pygidia of Clelandia are quite different from

those of Glaberaspis or any other plethopeltid (Nor-

ford, 1969).

Glaberaspis scoobydooi, new species

Plate 19, figures 12-16. 18-39

Diagnosis.—A species of Glaberaspis with con-

spicuous, posteriorly rounded occipital rings that lacks

an occipital furrow. Glabella is poorly defined on ven-

tral surface of exoskelton.

Description.—Cranidium subelliptical in outline,

with width between posterior corners of fixigenae 90-

95 percent of length; strongly convex with highest

point at posterior end of occipital ring; lateral profile

gently curved upward and steeping in slope along an-

terior third of cranidium. All cranidial funows com-

pletely effaced on dorsal surface; strongly tapered,

subtriangular glabella outline barely perceptible on

ventral surface. Occipital rings conspicuous, occupy-

ing about 30 percent of cranidial length and about 70

percent of maximum cranidial width; posterior margin

curved strongly backward. Palpebral lobes absent. In

dorsal view, sutures converge forward in smooth

curve. In anterior view, each branch of the sutures ap-

pears gently curved upward, meeting on midline, so

that anterior tip of cranidium is pointed (PI. 19. fig.

20). External surface of cranidium is smooth.

Pygidium semielliptical in outline with length 67-

80 percent of maximum width (lower proportions in

smaller pygidia). In posterior view, axis and pleural

fields weakly arched, with very weakly concave lateral

margins descending steeply. Axis long, nanow, ta-

pered gradually backward, and gently convex, occu-

pying 33-43 percent of pygidial width at anterior

(lower proportions in smaller pygidia), and nearly 95

percent of pygidial length in dorsal view. Axial fur-

rows very shallow grooves. Axial rings and ring fur-

rows ill defined on dorsal surfaces of larger pygidia;

ventral surfaces of larger pygidia and dorsal surfaces

of some small individuals show four axial rings and

rounded terminal piece separated by nearly transverse

axial funows. Pleural field crossed by faint, oblique

pleural furrows. Border in form of nanow rim at base

of steeply descending flanks of pygidium. External

surface of pygidium is smooth.

Holotype.—A cranidium (SUI 99291; PI. 19, figs.

12, 14, 19, 20) from the Bullwhacker Member of the

Windfall Formation, Barton Canyon, Cherry Creek

Range.

Figured material.—Three cranidia (SUI 99291-

99293) and five pygidia (SUI 99294-99298).

Erymology.—Named for Scooby-Doo.
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Discussion.—The conspicuous, well-rounded occip-

ital ring of Glaberaspis scoobydooi is shared with G.

occipitalis (Rasetti, 1944), a species that has been re-

ported from the south-central United States (e.g.. Bell

and Ellinwood, 1962: Stitt, 1971) and eastern Canada

(Rasetti, 1944: Ludvigsen et ciL. 1989). However, all

cranidia assigned previously to the latter species (Bell

and Ellinwood, 1962, pi. 59, fig. 4; Stitt, 1971, pi. 4,

fig. 13; Ludvigsen et ai. 1989, pi. 49, figs. 15, 16)

possess a well-defined occipital funow on both testate

and exfoliated surfaces, whereas the furrow is absent

on G. scoobydooi. In addition, the occipital ring is the

most elevated portion of the cranidium of G. scooby-

dooi (PI. 19, figs. 14, 18, 21), whereas stereopairs of

G. occipitalis (e.g.. Stitt, 1971, pi. 4, fig. 13) indicate

that the central portions of the cranidium are strongly

convex and are elevated above the occipital ring. Gla-

beraspis cf. G. occipitalis from the Shallow Bay For-

mation of western Newfoundland (Ludvigsen et al..

1989, pi. 49, figs. 17, 18) has a tapered, posteriorly

pointed occipital ring and distinct occipital furrow, and

probably represents an undescribed species. Glaber-

aspis longiceps (Rasetti, 1963, pi. 130, figs. 21-26)

has a relatively narrower cranidium than G. scooby-

dooi and is much more convex, so that the anterior

end slopes almost downward in lateral view. In addi-

tion, an occipital furrow is expressed on at least larger

individuals (Rasetti. 1963. pi. 130. fig. 25).

Glaberaspis vescula (Stitt. 1971, pi. 7, figs. 16-18;

see also Taylor, 1976, pi. 3, fig. 21 ) bears a superficial

resemblance to G. scoobydooi. but shows an anteriorly

tapered glabella on testate (Stitt, 1971, pi. 7, fig. 16)

and exfoliated surfaces (Stitt, 1971, figs. 17, 18; Wes-

trop, 1986b, pi. 41, fig. 31). Stitt (1971, p. 23) de-

scribes "very faint" palpebral lobes and fuiTows, al-

though they are not evident in his photographs (1971,

pi. 7, figs. 16-18). Examination of the holotype (OU
6519) and paratypes (OU 6520, OU 6521), housed at

the Oklahoma Museum of Natural History, showed

that these features are not present. The apparent de-

flection in the suture on the left side of the holotype

(Stitt, 1971, pi. 7, fig. 16) is actually a broken surface,

and the sutures form a smooth curve in lateral view.

At least parts of the lateral cranidial margins of the

paratypes have been damaged during preparation and

do not show the true course of the facial sutures.

Family UNCERTAIN

GEN. AND SP. INDET.
Plate 17, figures 51-53

Figured material.—One cranidium (SUI 99275)

Discussion.—A single cranidium is characterized by

a narrow, convex, gently tapered, anteriorly rounded

glabella with three pairs of shallow lateral furrows.

Palpebral lobes are long, extending from the occipital

furrow to the S3 furrow, and are separated from nar-

row fixigenae by finely etched palpebral furrows. The
short frontal area lacks an anterior border and border

furrow.

The long palpebral lobes invite comparison with

genera of the Dikelocephalidae or, perhaps, Eureki-

idae. However, dikelocephalids typically possess con-

spicuous, transglabellar SI funows throughout the ho-

laspid ontogeny (e.g., PI. 2, figs. 2, 13, 15, 34), where-

as the cranidium described herein has weak lateral fur-

rows only. Some eurekiids have lateral furrows that

approach those of our cranidium (e.g., Ludvigsen,

1982, fig. 61A-F), but those species with long palpe-

bral lobes are characterized by very narrow interocular

fixigenae (e.g., Westrop, 1986b, pi. 6, fig. 15).

UNASSIGNED SCLERITES
Plate 17, figures 17. 21, 22, 24, 27, 29-47, 50

Discussion.—Thoracic segments with naiTow pleu-

rae and extremely long axial spines (PI. 17. figs. 17,

21, 22, 24. 27. 29. 30. 34, 36) are presumably from

the posterior part of a thorax. Similar segments occur

at the end of the thoraces of articulated individuals of

Yukonaspis from the lower Bullwhacker Member at

Cherry Creek (Adrain and Westrop, unpublished data),

although other sclerites of this genus have not been

recovered from the samples described herein.

Hypostomes have been attributed to very few Sun-

waptan trilobites. Eurekiid (Ludvigsen. 1982; PI. 11,

figs. 1-11). plethopeltid (Westrop. 1986b. pl. 36. fig.

3. pl. 37. fig. 16; Ludvigsen et ai, 1989, pl. 46, fig.

15) dikelocephalid (Pl. 1, figs. 5, 6, 8; Ulrich and Res-

ser, 1933. pl. 26. fig. 6. pl. 31. fig. 2, pl. 35, fig. 5, pl.

36, fig. 13, pl. 37, fig. 3; Shergold, 1991. pl. 3. fig.

11. pl. 4, figs. 7, 14, 20) and ptychaspidid (Lochman

and Hu, 1959, pl. 58, fig. 25; Westrop, 1986b, pl. 7,

fig. 9, pl. 8, figs. 4, 16) hypostomes have been docu-

mented and, on this basis, the specimens illustrated

herein are unlikely to belong to Prosaiikia, Eupty-

chaspis, Sunwaptia, Corbinia, Cherrycreekia or Gla-

beraspis.

The hypostomes are similar in outline, convexity

and shape of the median body, expression of the me-

dian funow and the morphology of the lateral and pos-

terior borders. They differ in size and position of the

anterior and posterior wings. On the basis of size, the

larger specimens illustrated herein (Pl. 17, figs. 33, 35,

37, 40, 42, 45) might belong to Illaenurus montanen-

sis.

A single pygidium (Pl. 17, figs. 31. 38. 43) is con-

vex with a well-defined axis of three rings and a ter-

minal piece, weakly furrowed pleural field, narrow
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posterior border and a well-defined median embay-

ment of the posterior margin in posterior view. Only

two genera, Triorthropsis and Gen. Uncertain, are po-

tential candidates for this pygidium, as all others occur

with pygidia that are assigned with confidence. Al-

though a wide variety of pygidia have been attributed

to catillicephalids (e.g., Ludvigsen et al. 1989, pi. 32,

figs. 21, 22, 28, 29, pi. 34, figs. 13. 28, 29, pi. 35, fig.

7), the specimen illustrated herein is unlikely to belong

to either species of Triarthropsis present in our col-

lections. The pygidia associated with holotype of T.

limbata Rasetti in Virginia (Rasetti, 1959, pi. 52, figs.

5-8) are quite different, with long, multi-segmented

axes and pleural fields traversed by up to six pairs of

firmly impressed pleural and intei-pleural furrows. The

pygidia that occur with cranidia of T. nitida Ulrich

(Rasetti. 1959, pi. 55, figs. 6-8) are comparable to

those of T. limbata and are unlike our specimen.

As noted earlier, under the discussion of Prosaiikia

oldyelleri, dikelocephalid thoracic segments (PI. 17,

figs. 41, 46, 50) are left unassigned because they pos-

sess sculpture of coarse granules that is not matched

in either of the species described herein. A librigena

(PI. 17. fig. 47) also belongs to a dikelocephalid tri-

lobite but differs from those of P. oldyelleri (PI. 2,

figs. 35, 37-39; PI. 3, figs. 33, 41) in having a shorter,

more slender and rapidly tapering genal spine.
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Explanation of Plate 1

Figure Page
1-26. Dikcloccpluiliis luiniicsulciisis Owen, 1832 10

1-4. Cranidiiun. SUI 99042. dorsaL left lateral, anterior, and ventral views, XI5.

5. 6, S. Hypostome, SUI 99043, ventral, right lateral, and posterior views, X4.

7. 10. Left librigena. .SUI 99044. external and internal views. Xl2.

9. Left librigena. SUI 99045. external view. x|0.

I I. Right librigena, SUI 99046, external view, XI2.

12. Right librigena, SUI 99047. external view, XIO.

1.^. IS. 22. 23. 26. Pygidium, SUI 99048, dorsal, posterior, oblique, lateral and ventral views, x3.

14, l.T, 21. Thoracic segment. SLU 99049. dorsal, right lateral, and anterior views, X7.5.

16. 17. 20. Thoracic segment. SUI 990.50. dorsal, right lateral, and anterior views, X7.5.

19. 24. 25. Pygidium. SLU 99051. dorsal, posterior, and right lateral views, xlO,
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Explanation of Plate 2

Figure Page

1-39. Prosaukia oldyelleri new species 11

1, 5, 8, 12. Cranidium, SUI 99052, dorsal, left lateral, anterior, and oblique views. x4.

2, 6, 9. Cranidium. SUI 99053, dorsal, left lateral, and anterior views, x7.5

3, 4, 7, 11. Cranidium, holotype, SUI 99054, ventral, dorsal, right lateral, and anterior views, X7.5

10, 14, 16. Cranidium, SUI 99055, dorsal, left lateral, and anterior views, X7.5.

13, 18, 19. Cranidium, SUI 99056, dorsal, anterior, and right lateral views, X7.5.

15, 17, 21. Cranidium, SUI 99057, dorsal, left lateral, and anterior views, XIO.

20, 25, 31. Cranidium, SUI 99058, dorsal, right lateral, and anterior views, X7.5.

22, 27, 33. Cranidium, SUI 99059, dorsal, left lateral, and anterior views, XI5.

23, 24, 28. Cranidium, SUI 99060, left lateral, dorsal, and anterior views, X7.5.

26, 32, 36. Cranidium, SUI 99061, dorsal, right lateral, and anterior views, X7.5.

29, 30, 34. Cranidium. SUI 99062, anterior, left lateral, and dorsal views, x7.5.

35. Right librigena, SUI 99063, external view, X7.5.

37-39. Left librigena, SUI 99064, external, ventrolateral, and internal views, x7.5.
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Explanation of Plate 3

Figure Page

1—41. Prosaukia oldyelleri new species 11

1, 4, 5, 7, 8. Pygidium, SUI 99065, dorsal, posterior, right lateral, ventral, and oblique views, X7.5.

2, 6. Pygidium. SUI 99066, dorsal and left lateral views, X7.5.

3, 9, 10. Pygidium, SUI 99067, dorsal, posterior, and right lateral views. X7.5.

1 1. Pygidium. SUI 99068, dorsal view, xlO.

12. Pygidium. SUI 99069. donsal view, X7.5.

13. 14, 18, 25. Pygidium, SUI 99070, dorsal, posterior, ventral, and right lateral views. X7.5.

15, 19. Pygidium, SUI 99071. dorsal and right lateral views, XlO.

16, Pygidium, SUI 99072, dorsal view, xlO.

17, 20, 21. Pygidium. SUI 99073, dorsal, right lateral, and posterior views, XIO.

22, 26, 27. Pygidium. SUI 99074, dorsal, right lateral, and posterior views, XIO.

23, 28, 29. Pygidium. SUI 99075, dorsal, right lateral, and posterior views, XIO.

24, 34. Pygidium, SUI 99076, dorsal and posterodorsal views, XIO.

30, 35, 36. Pygidium, SUI 99077, dorsal, posterior, and left lateral views, xl2.

31, 37, 38. Pygidium. SUI 99078. dorsal, posterior, and left lateral views, X15.

32, 29, 40. Transitory pygidium. SUI 99079, right lateral, dorsal, and posterior views, X15.

33, Left librigena. SUI 99080. e.xternal view, X7.5.

41. Left librigena, SUI 99081, external view, x5.
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Explanation of Plate 4

Figure Page

1-20, 22. 23. Idioinesiis levisensis (Rasetti, 1944) 13

1. 5, 8. Cranidium. SUI 99082, dorsal, anterior, and right lateral views. X15.

2, 6, 9. Cranidium. SUI 99083. dorsal, anterior, and left lateral views, X15.

3, 7. Cranidium, SUI 99084. dorsal and right lateral views, Xl5.

4. Cranidium, SUI 99085, dorsal view. y\5^

10. 14. 18. Cranidium. SUI 99086. dorsal, anterior, and left lateral views. X15.

11. 15. Cranidium. SUI 99087. dorsal and left lateral views. Xl5.

12. 13. 16. 17. Cranidium. SUI 99088. dorsal, left lateral, ventral, and anterior views, X15.

19. Left librigena. SUI 99089. external view, Xl5.

20. Right librigena. SUI 99090. external view. X15.

22. 23. Left librigena. SUI 99091. external and internal views. xl5.

21. 24-26. Siinwopria phitoi new species 13

21. 24-26. cranidium. holotype, SUI 99092. oblique, dorsal, left lateral, and anterior views. X7.5.
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Explanation of Plate 5

Figure Page

1-32. Siinwaptia /iliitoi new species 13

L 2. 4. 5. Cranidium, SUI 99093. dorsal, ventral, anterior, and right lateral views. X15.

3. 6. 7. Cranidium. SUI 99094. dorsal, anterior, and right lateral views, x 10.

S. 9. 12. Cranidium. SUI 99095. dorsal, anterior, and left lateral views. X20.

10, 14. 17. Cranidium, SUI 99096. dorsal, anterior, and right lateral views, Xl5.

11, 15, 18. Cranidium, SUI 99097, dorsal, anterior, and left lateral views, Xl2.

13, 16. Left librigena, SUI 99098, external and internal views, xlO.

19. Left librigena. SUI 99099, external view, X12.

20. Left librigena. SUI 99100, external view, XlO.

21, 25, 29. Pygidium, SUI 99101, dorsal, right lateral, and posterior views, X 10.

22, 26, 30. Pygidium, SUI 99102, dorsal, right lateral, and posterior views, XIO.

23, 27. 31. Pygidium, SUI 99103, dorsal, left lateral, and posterior views, XIO.

24. 28. 32. Pygidium. SUI 99104. dorsal, right lateral, and posterior views, XI 2.
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Explanation of Plate 6

Figure Page

1-44. Eiiptychaspis doiigali new species 15

1.5, 11, 12, 22. Cranidium. holotype. SUI 99105, dorsal, anterior, oblique, right lateral, and ventral views, XI2.

2, 3, 6, 9. Cranidium, SUI 99106, dorsal, ventral, anterior, and left lateral views, X12.

4, 7, 10. Cranidium, SUI 99107, dorsal, anterior, and left lateral views, X12.

8, 14, 16. Cranidium, SUI 99108, dorsal, anterior, and left lateral views. xlO.

13, 17, 18. Cranidium, SUI 99109, dorsal, left lateral and anterior views, XlO.

15, 20, 21. Cranidium, SUI 99110, dorsal, anterior, and right lateral views. X12.

19. Left librigena. SUI 99111. external view. xlQ.

23. 25. 26. Left librigena. SUI 99112. external, ventrolateral, and internal views. XlO.

24. Left librigena. SUI 991 13. external view, x 10.

27. Right librigena. SUI 99114. external view, x 10.

28-30. Cranidium. SUI 991 15. dorsal, right lateral, and anterior views, x 10.

31. Left librigena. SUI 99116. external view. x|0.

32. Right librigena. SUI 99117. external view. xlO.

33. Left librigena. SUI 99118. external view. Xl2.

34-36. Cranidium. SUI 991 19. dorsal, anterior, and left lateral views. Xl2.

37. 42. 43. Pygidium. SUI 99120, dorsal, left lateral, and posterior views, X15.

38, 39. 44. Pygidium. SUI 99121. left lateral, dorsal, and posterior views, XIO.

40. Left librigena. SUI 99122, external view. XIO.

41. Left librigena. SUI 99123. external view. x20.
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Explanation of Plate 7

Figure Page

1-37. llUwnuius inontanensis Kobayashi, 1935 17

I, 2. 6. 7, 10. Cranidium, SUI 99124, dorsal, ventral, left lateral, anterior, and oblique views. X7.5.

3. Cranidium. SUI 99125. dor.sal view. x7.5.

4. 8. 12. Cranidium. SUI 99126. dorsal, anterior, and right lateial views. XIO.

5. 9. 14. Cranidium. SUI 99127. dorsal, left lateral, and anterior views, X4.

1 I. 13. Cranidium. SUI 99128. dorsal and right lateral views. XIO.

15. 22. 25. Cranidium. SUI 99129. dorsal, left lateral, and anterior views, X7.5.

16, 17, 23. Cranidium. SUI 99130. dorsal, anterior, and right lateral views, XIO.

18-20. Cranidium, SUI 99131, anterior, left lateral, and dorsal views, X7.5,

21. Cranidium, SUI 99132, dorsal view, X7.5.

24, 28. Cranidium, SUI 99133, left lateral and dorsal views, xlO.

26, 27, 29. Cranidium, SUI 99134, right lateral, dorsal, and anterior views, x 10.

30. 31. 37. Cranidium. SUI 99135. left lateral, dorsal, and anterior views. X7.5.

32. 33. Cranidium. SUI 99136. dorsal and right lateral views. X7.5.

34-36. Cranidium. SUI 99137. right lateral, anterior, and dorsal views, XIO.
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Explanation of Plate 8

Figure Page

1-35. Iliaeinirus nionuinensis Kobayashi. 1935 17

1. 7, 10. Left librigena. SUI 99138. external, internal, and ventrolateral views, X7.5.

2. 4. Left librigena, SUI 99139. external and internal views, X7.5.

3. Left librigena, SUI 99140, external view, XIO.

5. Left librigena, SUI 99141, external view, XIO.

6. Right librigena, SUI 99142, external view. X7.5.

8. Left librigena. SUI 99143, external view, X7.5.

9. Right librigena, SUI 99144, external view, x7.5.

11, Right librigena. SUI 99145. external view, x7.5.

12, Left librigena. SUI 99146, external view, xlO.

13, Right librigena, SUI 99147, external view, XIO.

14, 16. Right librigena, SUI 99148, external and ventrolateral views, x 10.

15, Left librigena, SUI 99149. external view, xlO.

17, 18, 22. Pygidiuni, SUI 99150, dorsal, right lateral, and posterior views, x6.

19, 21. 25. Pygidium, SUI 99151, posterior, dorsal, and left lateral views, x5.

20, 23. 24, 28. Pygidium, SUI 99152, dorsal, posterior, left lateral, and ventral views. X7.5.

26. 27, 32. Pygidium. SUI 99153, left lateral, dorsal, and posterior views, X7.5.

29, 30, 35. Thoracic segment. SUI 99154, dorsal, anterior, and right lateral views, XIO.

31, 33, 34. Pygidium, SUI 99155, right lateral, dorsal, and posterior views, XIO.
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Explanation of Plate 9

Figure Page

1-25. 28. -^2. .^3. Triarthropsis limbala Rasetti, 1959 18

1. 2. 6. II. Cranidium. SUI 99156. dorsal, ventral, left lateral, and anterior views. XIO.

3. Cranidium. SUI 99157. dorsal view, XIO.

4. 5. 10. Cranidium. SUI 99158. dorsal, left lateral, and anterior views. xlO.

7. Cranidium. SUI 99159. dorsal view. X15.

8. Cranidium, SUI 99160. dorsal view, XIO.

9. Cranidium. SUI 99161. dorsal view. XIO.

12. Right librigena. SUI 99162. external view, xlO.

13. 15. Left librigena, SUI 99163, external and internal views, XIO.

14. Left librigena. SUI 99164, external view, x 10.

16. 20. 23. Yoked librigenae. SUI 99165, dorsal, right lateral, and anterior views, x 10.

17. 21. 24. Yoked librigenae. SUI 99166, dorsal, left lateral, and anterior views, xlO.

18. 19. Right librigena. SUI 99167. external and internal views. xlO.

22. Right librigena. SUI 99168. external view. xlO.

25, Right librigena. SUI 99169. external view. xlO.

28. 32. 33. Cranidium. SUI 99170. dorsal, anterior, and left lateral views, X12.

26. 27. ?29. 30. 31. 34-38. Trianhropsis sp. 1 19

26, 30, 36. Cranidium. SUI 99171. dorsal, ventral, and left lateral views, x 10.

27, 31. Cranidium. SUI 99172, dorsal and left lateral views, X15.

29. Cranidium. SUI 99173. dorsal view. XIO.

34. Left librigena. SUI 99174. external view. XI 7.

35. 38. Right librigena. SUI 99175, external and internal views, xlO.

37. Right librigena. SUI 99176. external view, XI5,
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Explanation of Plate 10

Figure Page

1-32. Eiirekia riiiliiitini new species 19

1. 4, 7. Cranidium, SUI 99177. dorsal, anterior, and left lateral views. X7.5.

2. 3. 8. 9. Cranidium, holotype, SUI 99178. dorsal, anterior, left lateral, and oblique views, X7.5.

3. 6. 10. Cranidium, SUI 99179, dorsal, left lateral, and anterior views, X7.5.

1 1. 17. Cranidium. SUI 99180. dorsal and right lateral views. XIO.

12. 13. Cranidium, SUI 99181. dorsal and right lateral views. x7.5.

14. 16. 20. 21. Cranidium. SUI 99182. left lateral, dorsal, ventral, and anterior views. X7.5.

15. 18. 19. Cranidium. SUI 99183. left lateral, dorsal, and anterior views, XIO.

22. 28. 29. Cranidium. SUI 99184. dorsal, anterior, and right lateral views, x 10.

23. 30. Cranidium. SUI 9918.5. dorsal and left lateral views. x7.5.

24. 26. 31. Cranidium. SUI 99186, dorsal, anterior, and right lateral views, XIO.

25. 27, 32. Cranidium, SUI 99187, dorsal, anterior, and left lateral views, Xl7.
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Explanation of Plate 1

1

Figure Page

1—35. Eiirekiii niiriiniiii new species 19

1. 6, 7. Hypostonie, SUI 99188. ventral, posterior, and left lateral views. X7.5.

2. 8. Hypostome. SUI 99189. ventral and left lateral views, x 10.

3. 9. Hypostome. SUI 99190. ventral and posterior views. X5.

4. 10. 14. 15. Hypostome. SUI 99191. ventral, posterior, dorsal, and left lateral views. X7.5.

5. 11. 16. Hypostome. SUI 99192. ventral, posterior, and left lateral views, X7.5.

12. 13. 18. 19. Cranidium and thoracic segments. SUI 99193. dorsal view of cranidiiim. dorsal view of thorax, right lateral, and anterior

views. X 15.

17. 24. Left librigena. SUI 99194, external and internal views. x7.5.

20. 22. Hypostome. SUI 99195. ventral and left lateral views. X7.5.

21. 23. Hypostome. SUI 99196, ventral and left lateral views, XIO.

25, 26. Right librigena. SUI 99197. internal and external views. XIO.

27. Left librigena. SUI 99198, external view, XIO.

28. Right librigena, SUI 99199. external view. XIO.

29. Left librigena. SUI 99200. external view. XIO.

30-32. Thoracic segment. SL'l 99201. left lateral, dorsal, and anterior views. x7.5.
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Explanation of Plate 12

Figure Page

1—29. Eurekia rintintini new species 19

1-5. Thoracopygidium. SUI 99203, dorsal, ventral, oblique, posterior, and left lateral views. X15.

6. 9. 10. Pygidium, SUI 99204. dorsal, right lateral, and posterior views, XIO.

7, 8, 13. Pygidium, SUI 99205, dorsal, posterior, and left lateral views, x7.5.

11, 12, 15, 16. Pygidium, SUI 99206, dorsal, right lateral, posterior, and ventral views, X5 (note inverted cranidum of Bowmania lassieae

n. sp. visible in fig. 16).

14, 17, 18. Pygidium. SUI 99207, dorsal, right lateral, and posterior views, XIO,

19, 23. Pygidium. SUI 99208. dorsal and posterior views, x 10.

20, 24, 25. Pygidium, SUI 99209, dorsal, posterior, and right lateral views, x 10.

21, 26, 27. Pygidium, SUI 99210, dorsal, posterior, and right lateral views, Xl2.

22, 28. 29. Pygidium. SUI 99211. dorsal, posterior, and right lateral views, XIO.
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Explanation of Plate 13
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1-28. Corhinia iinplumis Winston and Nicholls. 1967 21

1. 11. 12. 14. 15. Cranidium, SUl 99212. dorsal, ventral, right lateral, anterior, and oblique views, X4.

2, 7, 8, 13. Cranidium, SUI 99213, dorsal, anterior, right lateral, and oblique views, x 10.

3. 5. 9. Cranidium. SUI 99214, dorsal, anterior, and right lateral views, x 10.

4, 6, 10. Cranidium. SUI 99215, dorsal, anterior, and left lateral views, xlO.

16, 20. Right librigena. SUI 99216. external and internal views. XlO.

17, 21, 25. Pygidium, SUI 99217, right lateral, dorsal, and posterior views, X6.

18, 23, 24, 26, 27. Pygidium. SUI 99218. dorsal, right lateral, oblique, posterior, and ventral views. X5.

19, 22, 28. Pygidium. SUI 99219, dorsal, left lateral, and posterior views, x5.
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Explanation of Plate 14

Figure Page

1-33. Helerocaryon rargiim Westrop, 1986b 23

1, 5, 14-16, Cranidium. SUI 99220, dorsal, left lateral, anterior, oblique, and ventral views. XIO.

2, 6, 10. Cranidium, SLU 99221. dorsal, right lateral, and anterior views. XIO.

3, 7. 8. Cranidium, SUI 99222. dorsal, anterior, and right lateral views. xlO.

4, 9. Cranidium. SUI 99223. dorsal and anterior views. X 10.

11-13. Cranidium. SUI 99224, anterior, left lateral, and dorsal views. xl2.

17-19. Yoked librigenae. SUI 99225. anterior, right lateral, and dorsal views. X12.

20. Left librigena. SUI 99226, external view. Xl.^.

21. 22. Left librigena, SUI 99227, external and internal views. X15.

23. Left librigena. SUI 99228, e.xternal view, XI2.

24. Left librigena, SUI 99229, external view, XIO.

25. Right librigena, SUI 99230, external view, xlO.

26. 27. 30-32. Pygidium. SUI 99231. dorsal, ventral, posterior, right lateral, and anterodorsal views, XIO.

28. Left librigena, SUI 99232, external view, x 12.

29, 33. Pygidium, SUI 99233, dorsal and posterior views, XIO.
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Explanation of Plate 15

Figure Page

1-30. Binvnuinia Uiwiecic new species 23

1, 4, 7, 12, 13. Cranidium. holotype, SUI 99234. dorsal, anterior, ventral, right lateral, and oblique views. X7.5.

2, 5, 8. Cranidium. SUI 99235. dorsal, anterior, and right lateral views, X7.5.

3, 6. 10. Cranidium. SUI 99236, dorsal, anterior, and left lateral views. X7.5.

9. 1 1. Cranidium. SUI 99237. dorsal and right lateral views. X7.5.

14. 19. 20. Cranidium, SUI 99238, dorsal, anterior, and left lateral views. XIO.

15. Cranidium. SUI 99239. dorsal view. X7.5.

16. 17. 22. Cranidium, SUI 99240, dorsal, anterior, and right lateral views. X7.5.

18. Cranidium. SUI 99241. dorsal view. X7.5.

21, 26. 30. Cranidium, SUI 99242, dorsal, left lateral, and anterior views, XT. 5.

23, 27, 28. Cranidium, SUI 99243, left lateral, dorsal, and anterior views, X7.5.

24, 25, 29. Cranidium, SUI 99244. dorsal, right lateral, and anterior views, X7.5.
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Explanation of Plate 16

Figure Page

1-30. Bowmania lassieae new species 23

L 5, 9. Cranidium, SUI 99245. dorsal, anterior, and right lateral views, XIO.

2, 6, 10. Cranidium. SUI 99246, dorsal, anterior, and right lateral views, XIO.

3, 7. 11. Cranidium. SUI 99247. dorsal, anterior, and left lateral views, XIO.

4, 8. 12. Cranidium, SUI 99248, dorsal, anterior, and left lateral views, XIO.

13, 14, 19. Thoracic segment, SUI 99249, right lateral, dorsal, and anterior views, XlO.

15-17. Cranidium, SUI 99250, left lateral, anterior, and dorsal views, X15.

18, 21. 22. Yoked librigenae. SUI 99251. dorsal, external of right librigena. and anterior views. x7.5.

20. Hypostome. SUI 99252. ventral view. X15.

23. Left librigena. SUI 99253. external view. X7.5.

24. Left librigena. SUI 99254. external view. xlO.

25. 26. 30. Left librigena. SUI 99255. ventrolateral, external, and internal views, xlO.

27-29. Pygidium. SUI 99256, dorsal, left lateral, and posterior views, x 10.
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Explanation of Plate 17

Figure Page

1-16, 18-20, 23, 25, 26. 28. Bowmania lassieae new species 23

1. 5. 8. Pygidium, SUI 992S7. dorsal, right lateral, and posterior views, XIO.

2. 6, 9. 13. Pygidium, SUI 99258, dorsal, right lateral, posterior, and ventral views, xlO.

3. 4. 7. Pygidium. SUI 99259. dorsal, left lateral, and posterior views. XIO.

1(J. 14. 15. Pygidium, SUI 99260, dorsal, right lateral, and posterior views, xlO.

11. 12. Pygidium, SUI 99261, left lateral and dorsal views, xlO.

16. 23. 25. Pygidium. SUI 99262. dorsal, posterior, and left lateral views, XlO.

18-20. Pygidium. SUI 99263. dorsal, left lateral, and posterior views. XIO.

26. 28. Pygidium. SUI 99264. dorsal and posterior views. XlO.

17. 2L 22. 24. 27. 29. 30. 34. 36. Unidentified thoracic segments.

17. 24. 29. Thoracic segment. SUI 99265. dorsal, left lateral, and anterior views. X7.5.

21. 27. 34. Thoracic segment. SUI 99266. dorsal, left lateral, and anterior views, X7.5.

22. 30. 36. Thoracic segment. SUI 99267. dorsal, left lateral, and anterior views. X7.5.

48. 49. Cherrycreekia henjii new species 26

48, 49. Thoracic segment, SUI 99268. dorsal and anterior views. xlO.

31. 38. 43. Unidentified pygidium, SUI 99269, dorsal, posterior, and left lateral views. x20.

32, 33. 35, 37. 39, 40, 42, 44, 45. Unidentified hypostomes.

32, 39, 44. Hypostome, SUI 99270, ventral, left lateral, and posterior views. XIO.

33, 40. 45. Hypostome. SUI 99271, ventral, left lateral, and posterior views. XIO.

35. 37, 42. Hypostome. SUI 99272. left lateral, ventral, and posterior views, x7.5.

41. 46. 50. Unidentified thoracic segments.

41. 46. 50. Thoracic .segment. SUI 99273. anterior, dor.sal. and right lateral views. X5.

47. Frosaitkia! sp., left librigena. SUI 99274. external view. X7.5.

51-53. Unidentified cranidium. SUI 99275. dorsal, riaht lateral, and anterior views. xl5.
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Explanation of Plate 18

Figure Page

1 -30. Chen-ycreekia benjii new species 26

1. 2. 5, 10, 12. Cranidium, holotype, SUI 99276, dorsal, ventral, left lateral, oblique, and anterior views, X7.5.

3. 6, 8, 11. Cranidium, SUI 99277, dorsal, anterior, right lateral, and oblique views, X7.5.

4. 7, 9. Cranidium, SUI 99278, dorsal, anterior, and left lateral views. XIO.

13-15. Cranidium, SUI 99279. right lateral, anterior, and dorsal views, X7.5.

16. 17, 23. Cranidium. SUI 99280. dorsal, anterior, and right lateral views, XIO.

18. 20. Cranidium. SUI 99281. dorsal and right lateral views. XIO.

21. 22. Cranidium. SUI 99282, dorsal and left lateral views. XIO.

24. Right librigena. SUI 99283. external view. xlO.

25. 27. Left librigena. SUI 99284. e.xternal and dorsal views, XIO.

26. 28. Left librigena. SUI 99285. ventrolateral and external views. XIO.

29. 30. Cranidium. SUI 99286. anterior and dorsal views. xlO.
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Explanation of Plate 19
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1-1 I. 17. Chenycrcekia henjii new species 26

1. 2. Righl librigena, SUI 99287, external and internal views. xlO.

3. 4. 7. 8. Pygidium. SUI W288. dorsal, ventral, posterior, and right lateral views. xlO.

5. 9. 10. Pygidium. SUI 99289. dorsal, left lateral, and posterior views. xlO.

6. 1 1. 17. Pygidium. SUI 99290. dorsal, posterior, and left lateral views. X12.

12—16, 18—39. Ghihenispis sconbydiHii new species 28

12. 14, 19. 20. Cranidium. holotype, SUI 99291. dorsal, left lateral, ventral, and anterior views, X15.

13. l.'i. 16. 21. Cranidium. SUI 99292, anterior, dorsal, ventral, and right lateral views, X15.

18. 22, 23. Cranidium. SUI 99293, left lateral, dorsal, and anterior views, Xl5.

24. 25, 30. 31. Pygidium. SUI 99294. dorsal, posterior, left lateral, and ventral views, xl5.

26-28. Pygidium. SUI 99295. posterior, dorsal, and right lateral views, X15.

29, 34. 35. Pygidium, SUI 99296. dorsal, posterior, and right lateral views. X20.

32, 33, 39. Pygidium, SUI 99297. posterior, right lateral, and dorsal views, X15.

36-38. Pygidium, SUI 99298, left lateral, dorsal, and posterior views, X15.
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THE GENUS LEPICYTHARA (GASTROPODA: TURRIDAE) FROM THE NEOGENE AND
PLEISTOCENE OF TROPICAL AMERICA

Peter Jung

Natural History Musiiem Basel, Augustinergasse 2, CH-4001 Basel, Switzerland

ABSTRACT

The shallow to moderately deep water turrid genus Lepicythara is restricted to the Neogene and Pleistocene of tropical America

including Florida. So far the genus consists of 22 species, twelve of which are specifically identihed. five are identified by means

of open nomenclature, and five are characterized by letters. Four species are described as new: L. Itiiiensis from the Pleistocene

of Pacific Costa Rica. L. lopenzana from the late Early to Middle Miocene Baitoa Formation of the northern Dominican Republic.

L. paradischisa from the Early Pliocene Springvale Formation of the Central Range of Trinidad, and L. loroeiisis from the Early

Pliocene Shark Hole Point Formation of the Valiente Peninsula, Province of Bocas del Toro. Panama.

The geographic distribution of the species is irregular. Of the 13 areas of occurrence six are situated in Panama and Costa

Rica. The amount of material assigned to individual species is also most irregular: only one species (L. polygona) is very well

represented, two species (L. costaricensis and L. termimila) are well represented, but all the other species have to be called rare

or extremely rare. The species diversity through time is fluctuating. After a period of low diversity during the late Early and

Middle Miocene the diversity reached a maximum during Late Miocene times. In the Early Pliocene it was still fairly high, but

during Middle and Late Pliocene times there was a steady decrease in diversity, the genus Lcpicxtluua seemingly became extinct

toward the end of the Pleistocene.

RESUMEN

El genero marino Lepicxihaia (Turridae) vivia en agues de poca hasta mediana profundidad y su distribution se limitaba al

Neogeno y Pleistoceno de la America tropical, includido la Florida. Hasta ahora. el genero se compone de 22 especies, de las

cuales 12 son identificadas especificaments. 5 se caraterizan por la monemclatura abierta. y las otras 5 por letras. Cuatro especies

son nuevas. L. higensis del Pleistoceno de la parte pacifica de Costa Rica, L. lopenzana de la formacio Baitoa (ultima parte del

periodo temprano del Mioceno, hasta lost principios del periodo medio de dicha epoca) de la Republica Dominicana del norte,

L. paradischisa de la formacio Springvale {Plioceno temprano) de la Central Range de Trinidad, y L. toroensis de la formacion

Shark Hole Point (Plioceno temprano) do la peninsula Valiente, Provincia de Bocas del Toro, Panama.

La distribucion geografica de las especies es irregular. De las 13 regiones, en las cuales se conoce Lepicythara. seis se

encuentran en Panama y Costa Rica. Respecto a la frecuencia de los especimenes, solo una especie (L. polygona) es muy bien

representada. dos especies (L. costaricensis y L. lerminiila) son bien representadas, y las otras especies son raras hasta muy raras.

Principiando en el Mioceno tardio inferior, la diversidad de las especies llego a su maximo durante el Mioceno superior. En el

Plioceno temprano, la diversidd todavia era relaiveamente considerable, per durante la epoca del Plioceno medio y tardio ocurrio

una disminucion, u el genero Lepicythara evidentemente resulto extinto a finales del Pleistoceno.

INTRODUCTION

The tuiTid genus Lepicythara Olsson is by no means
common where it occurs. A total of only 176 lots have

been available for this study (Table 1 ). This material

can be subdivided into three categories:

1

)

borrowed from other institutions (60 lots)

2) collections in the Naturhistorisches Museum Basel,

Switzerland (NMB) (70 lots)

3) collections of the Panama Paleontology Project

(PPP) (46 lots)

The NMB material contains 47 lots from the Domin-
ican Republic. 12 from Trinidad, 5 from Costa Rica,

3 from Ecuador, and 3 from Florida. The PPP material

contains 24 lots from Panama, 19 from Costa Rica,

and 3 from Ecuador,

Not only is the material of Lepicythara rather

scarce, but the species diversity is not great either. Out

of the 22 species discussed in this report only three

are represented by a reasonable amount of material: all

the others are rare or extremely rare. Table 1 lists these

species, and the number of the available lots and spec-

imens is indicated for each.

By far best represented is L. polygona: it is followed

by L. costaricensis and L. tenninula. After these three

species the number of available specimens drops dras-

tically. Twelve species are positively identified, five

are identified by means of open nomenclature, and five

are characterized by a letter. Four species are described

as new. They are: L. higensis, L. lopezana, L. para-

dischisa. and L. toroensis. For details of lithostratig-

raphy. exact geographic location of occurrences, and

precise stratigraphic position of localities reference is

made to Coates (1999a-c).
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Table 1.—Total number of lots and specimens of species of Lep-

icytliara discussed in this paper.

Species

Number
of lots

Number of

specimens

basitissa

camaronensis

costaricensis

cf. costaricensis

disclusa

heptagona

cf. heptagona

aff. heptagona

higensis

lopezana

cf. lopezana

paradiscliisa

polygona

lerminula

toroensis

tiinila

aff. riinilci

sp. A
sp. B
sp. C
sp. D
sp. E

Total

5
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Text-figure I.—Map showing areas of occurrence of species of Lepicythara. I, northern Florida; 2, southern Florida; 3, eastern Haiti; 4.

northern Dominican Republic; 5. Trinidad; 6. northern Colombia; 7, Esmeraldas area, northwestern Ecuador; 8, Darien. eastern Panama; 9.

Canal area, Panama; 10, Bocas del Toro Province, northwestern Panama; 11. Limon Basin, Caribbean Costa Rica; 12. Golfo Dulce. Pacific

Costa Rica; 13. Puntarenas Province. Pacific Costa Rica; 14. Santa Rosa, Veracruz. Mexico.

son et al.. 1999, table 3, p. 204, appendix 1. pp. 21 2-

213; for details see Appendix II).

The stratigraphic ranges of the species are shown in

Text-figure 2. The species diversity through time is

visualized in Text-figure 3: after a hesitant beginning

in Late Early and Middle Miocene times, the diversity

increases rapidly to its maximum during Late Miocene

times. During the Early Pliocene the diversity is still

quite large, but after that there is a steady decrease

until the genus disappears toward the end of the Pleis-

tocene.

Text-figure 3 resembles the analogous representa-

tions for genera of the Sfrombina-gTOup (Jung, 1989,

fig. 28), and it is especially similar to the genus 5//;-

lola. There are, however, two basic differences: first

the genus Lepicythara did not survive the Pleistocene,

and second there is not a "bottleneck" during Middle

and Late Pliocene times in Lepicythara. whereas the

genera of the Strombina-group all show it. In Lepicyt-

hara there is a gradual decrease from the Middle Pli-

ocene to the Pleistocene.

The following list is a summary of the distribution

of the 22 discussed species through time and space:

1. L. basilissa: Shoal River Formation (Middle Mio-

cene), northern Florida

2. L. camaronensis: Onzole Formation (Early Plio-

cene), northwestern Ecuador

3. L. costaricensis: Rio Banano, Cayo Agua, and

Shark Hole Point formations (all Pliocene), Carib-

bean Costa Rica and Province of Bocas del Toro,

Panama

4. L. cf. costaricensis: Nancy Point Formation (Late

Miocene), Province of Bocas del Toro, Panama

5. L. discJiisa: Melajo Clay Member of Springvale

Formation (Early Pliocene), Trinidad

6. L. heptagona: Cercado and Gurabo Formations

(Late Miocene), Dominican Republic

7. L. cf. heptagona: Late Miocene, northern Colom-

bia

8. L. aff. heptagona: beds of Late Miocene age, Ve-

racruz, Mexico
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Text-tigure 5.

—

Lepicytharal sp 2. NMB H 181 19. Recent specimen from NMB locality 17671: Tucacas, Falcon. Venezuela. Height 4.9

mm, width 2.1 mm. 1, front view; 2, rear view; 3, enlargement of apical area; 4, apical view.

History. Smithsonian Institution, Washing-

ton. DC. U. S. A.

Diagnostic Features

The most important morphological characteristics of

the species discussed in this paper are summarized in

Table 2. They include the general habitus, the range

of the restored heights, the number of volutions of the

protoconch. the profiles of the early and late whorls,

and the number of axial ribs on the body whorl on one

hand and early whorls on the other hand.

The species of Lepicythara can also be subdivided

into groups of species based on the number of axial

ribs per whorl. A first group with more or less the

same number of axial ribs on early whorls and on the

body whorl includes: L. basilissa, L. camaronensis, L.

costaricensis. L. cf. heptagona. L. lopezana. L. cf. lo-

pezana, L. panulischisa, L. tenninula, L. sp. A. L. sp.

B. and L. sp. D.

A second group of species having more axial ribs

on the body whorl than on early whorls includes: L.

cf. costaricensis. L. dischisa. L. heptagona, L. aff. hep-

tagona, L. higensis, L. polygona, L. toroensis, L. sp.

C. and L. sp. E.

A third group of species with more axial ribs on

early whorls than on the body whorl includes only: L.

turrita and L. aff. tiirrita.

Family Turridae Adams and Adams. 1853

Genus LEPICYTHARA Olsson, 1964

Lepicythara Olsson 1964, p. 1 10.

Type species (by original designation).

—

Cythara
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Table 2.—Summary of the most important
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Text-figure 6.

—

Lepicyihara hasilissa (Gardner). USNM 351224.

Holotype. USGS Station 3742. Shell Bluff, Shoal River. Walton

County. Florida. Shoal River Formation. Height 9.8 mm. width 3.8

mm. 1. front view; 2, rear view; 3. from right side.

the shaip edge of the outer Hp. Columellar callus thin

to moderately prominent. Parietal callus usually incon-

spicuous, rarely thickened near sinus. Anterior canal

straight or slightly twisted to the left, usually naiTOw,

and short to moderately long.

Remarks.—As now known the genus Lepicythani

consists of 22 species, ten of which are not named or

are identified by means of open nomenclature only. Its

occurrence is restricted to tropical America and Florida

and its total stratigraphic range is late Early Miocene
to Pleistocene.

Lepicythara basilissa (Gaidnei. 1937)

Text-figures 6-9

Cythara" hasilissa Gardner. 1937. p. 344. pi. 42. f 23-24.

Description.—Of small size, slender. Protoconch

consists of 3.25 volutions; surface of its first 2.5 vo-

lutions smooth, the remainder sculptured by up to 15

opisthocyrt axial riblets. Number of teleoconch whorls

up to 4.5, their profile slightly convex on early whorls

as well as on late whorls. Teleoconch whorls sculp-

tured by opisthocline to slightly sigmoid axial ribs;

their number per whorl is seven to eight on early

whorls and seven to nine on late whorls. Interspaces

of axial ribs slightly concave, smooth except for sig-

moid growth lines or weakly sculptured by incised spi-

ral lines on the abapical part of the whorl. The crests

of the axial ribs on spire whorls are crossed by a grad-

ually increasing number of incised spiral lines. On the

body whorl these incised spiral lines are present on the

whole surface including the interspaces of the axial

ribs but excluding a narrow zone on the interspaces,

which adjoins the suture. Suture not deep. Aperature

narrow. Outer lip thickened. Sinus adjoining suture

rather shallow. Inner surface of outer lip smooth, with-

out a ridge parallel to the sharp edge of the outer kip.

Columellar and parietal calluses not conspicuous. An-

terior canal straight, moderately long.

'i''.-'

'[

./^'^x^b^-;

«»

1 x12

3 x35

2 x80

Text-figure 1 .—Lepiiyrhara lyosilissa (Gardner). USNM 509803. USGS Station 23979: Shoal River. Walton County, Florida. Shoal River

Formation. Height 5.8 mm. width 2.2 mm. 1. rear view; 2. enlargement of apical area: 3. apical view.
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5 x120

Text-figure 9.-Lep,cr,l,ara hasi/issa (Gardner). UF 102878. Shell Bluff, Shoal Rner. Walton County. Florida. Shoal River Fonnation
Height 3.7 mm. width 1.7 m. 1. rear view: 2. enlargement of apical area: 3, enlargement of body whorl: 4. apical view S enlargement of
apical view. ^
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Table 3.—Measurements (in mm) of Lepicylliani hcisili.wii (Gard-

ner. 1937).
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Text-figure 1 1
.

—

Lepicythara camaroiiensis Olsson. NMB H
18113. NMB locality 128222: km 493.050 of Trans Ecuadorian

Pipeline System (TEPS). Esmeraldas Province, Ecuador. Onzole

Formation. Height 14.0 mm. width 7.3 mm. 1, from view; 2. rear

view; 3. from right side.

orthocline to slightly opisthocline axial ribs per whorl.

Axial ribs more or less alined on successive whorls.

Interspaces of axial ribs slightly concave, sculptured

by three to seven flat topped spiral riblets on spire

whorls, which usually are subdivided centrally by an

incised line. The spiral sculpture is crossing the axial

ribs not only on the body whorl but also on the spire

whorls. Suture not deep. Aperture moderately narrow.

Outer lip thickened. Sinus adjoining suture moderately

deep. Inner surface of outer lip smooth, but with a

ridge parallel to the sharp edge of the outer lip ex-

tending from the sinus to the beginning of the anterior

canal. Columellar and parietal calluses moderately

prominent. Anterior canal almost straight and short.

//o/onyjf.—USNM 644221 (Text-fig. 10).

Dimensions of holoType.—Height 16.5 mm. width

7.7 mm.
Type locality.—VGSG locality 23480 Quebrada Ca-

marones. Esmeraldas Province. Ecuador. Onzole For-

mation (Early Pliocene) (Whittaker, 1988. fig. 2 and

p. 11).

Remarks.—The protoconch of the holotype is not

preserved, and the first 2.5 teleoconch whorls are pre-

served as an internal mold. The figured paratype

/ NMB 12826 = 19137 ( = PPP 3487 )

/ NMB 12825 = 19136 { = PPP 3485)

approx. 500 m

La Daza *

Text-figure 12.—Sketch map of the lower course of the Rio Ca-

marones, about 10 km east of the town of Esmeraldas, Ecuador,

showing NMB localities that have yielded L. camaroiiensis.

(USNM 645311) has a strongly worn protoconch that

consists of about three volutions. The specimen is in-

complete and has about four teleoconch whorls. Ols-

son's figure (1964, pi. 20. fig. 3a) is a misleading re-

construction. All the other specimens at hand are not

well preserved and partly fragmentary. Sculptural de-

tails can hardly be recognized. The early teleoconch

whorls are not preserved well enough to determine

whether they are somewhat angulated near the periph-

ery.

Comparisons.—L. comaronensis may be compared

with L. disdusa from the Early Pliocene Melajo Clay
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10 km

ESMERALDAS

Table 4.—Measurements (in nun) ol Lcpicytlutia aniuirimcnsi.s

Olsson. 1464.

Text-figure \^.—Sl<etch map ol the Esiiieraldas area showing

NMB loealitv I2S22. that has yielded /„ caiminiiiciisis.

Member of the Springvale Formation of Trinidad. L.

cainaroiieiisis is somewhat stouter, its axial ribs are

less prominent, and their number per whorl is higher

in L. dischisa.

Material.—Seven lots with a total of 18 specimens

as listed below (see Text-figs. 12, 13):

1 spec., USNM 64421: holotype. USGS locality

23480: Quebrada Camerones, Esmeraldas Prov-

ince, Ecuador. Onzole Formation (Early Plio-

cene).

1 spec, USNM 64531 1: tigured paratype. USGS lo-

cality 23480: as above.

2 spec, NMB locality 12822: km 493.050 of Trans

Ecuadorian Pipeline System (TEPS), Esmeraldas

Province, Ecuador. On/ole Formation; Globoro-

talia Duuiiariuic Zone (Early Pliocene).

1 spec. NMB locality 12825: Quebrada Camarones.

about 10 km east of Esmeraldas, Ecuador On/ole

Formation: Globorotalia margaritae Zone (Early

Pliocene).

2 spec. NMB locality 12826: Quebrada Camarones,

as above.

4 spec. NMB locality 19136: Quebrada Camarones,

as above.

5 spec, NMB locality 19137: Quebrada Camarones,

as above.

Measurements.—(see Table 4.)

Occurrence.—This species is recorded from the fol-
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Text-figure 15.

—

Lepicytliara coslaricensis (Olsson). PRI 42106.

Paralectotype. Hill la. Banana River. Limon Basin. Cosla Rica. Rio

Banano Formation. Height 13.0 mm. width 3.7 mm. 1. front view;

2. rear view; 3. from right side.

5.25. their profile straight on early spire whorls, slight-

ly convex on later spire whorls. The first two teleo-

conch whorls are angiilated near the adapical suture

and thus overhanging it. Teleoconch whorls sculptured

by orthocline to slightly opisthocline axial ribs. Their

number per whorl is seven to nine on early whorls and

eight to ten on the body whorl. The axial ribs are there-

fore alined or not quite alined on successive whorls.

They usually are nanow adapically and somewhat
wider abapically. Interspaces of axial ribs concave,

sculptured by four to six incised, spiral lines on spire

whorls. On later spire whorls some secondary incised,

spiral lines are introduced. All spiral lines cross the

axial ribs. Suture not deep. Aperature moderately nar-

row. Outer lip thickened. Sinus adjoining suture mod-
erately deep. Inner surface of outer lip smooth, with

or without a ridge parallel to the sharp edge of the

other lip. If present, this ridge extends from the sinus

to the beginning of the anterior canal. Columellar and

parietal calluses thin. Anterior canal straight or slightly

twisted to the left, narrow, and moderately long.

Lectotxpe.—(selected herein) PRI 20951 (Text-fig.

14).

Dimensions of lectotype.—Height 12.3 mm, width

5.5 mm.
Type locality.— "Hill la. Banana River; Gatun

Stage". This indication probably refers to outcrops in

the vicinity of La Bomba on Rio Banano, Limon Prov-

ince, Costa Rica (see Jung, 1989, figs. 15-18). Rio

Banano Formation (Pliocene).

Remarks.—Brann and Kent (1960, p. 309) consid-

1 3

Text-figure 16.

—

Lepicythara coslaricensis (Olsson). NMB H
18148. NMB locality 18721 (=PPP 2224); northeast coast of Cayo
Agua, Bocas del Toro, Panama. Cao Agua Formation. Height 14.4

mm. width 6.9 mm. 1, front view; 2. rear view; 3, from right side.

ered specimen PRI 20951 as the holotype of L. cos-

taricensis citing both figures given by Olsson (Olsson,

1922. pi. 5, figs. 21-22). These two figures, however,

represent two different specimens, which were united

under PRI 20951. A lectotype selection becomes nec-

essary, the lectotype being PRI 29051 (Text-fig. 14).

and the paralectotype is renumbered PRI 42106 (Text-

fig. 15). Olsson unfortunately gave the same height (13

mm) for both speciinens, but they actually differ in

height (see legend of the respective figures). As stated

in the above description there are seven to nine axial

ribs per whorl on early whorls and eight to ten on the

body whorl. There is a remarkable exception: two

specimens from Cayo Agua (NMB locality 18405)

have more axial ribs per whorl: 9-10 on early whorls

and 11 to 15 on the body whorl. Specimens of L. cos-

raricensis from outside the Limon Basin of Costa Rica,

i.e., from the Province of Bocas del Toro, Panama,

seem to have a somewhat larger apical angle, and the

axial ribs seem to be more regularly aligned on suc-

cessive whorls (Text-fig. 16). There is, however, here

is a variability in those two features as can be seen in

the list of height/width ratio values.

Comparisons.—L. costaricensis is similar to L. hep-

tagona (Gabb). There is one constant difference, the
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TeM-figure 17.

—

Lepicylluini coslaricensis (Olsson). NMB H KSI40. NMB locality 17775 (
= PPP 452): La Bomba, Rio Banano. Limon

Province. Costa Rica. Rio Banano Formation. Height 7.7 mm. width 3.6 mm. I. rear view; 2, enlargement of apical area; .^. apical view; 4.

enUirgcnienl of apical view.

pr(itOLH)nch ot L. licpiiiiJoiui consists of 2.25 volutions,

wiiereas that of L. costaiicensis has 2.5 to 2.75. In

addition, the number of axial ribs tends to be higher

in L. costaiicensis.

Material.—36 lots with a total of 139 specimens
as listed below (for e.xact locations see Coates,

I999b-c).

I spec. PRI 2095 1 : lectotype hgured by Olsson

(1922. pi. 5. p. 21); Hill la. Rio Banano, Limon
Province. CR; Rio Banano Formation (Pliocene).

I spec. PRI 42106: paralectotype figured by Ols-

son (1922, pi. 5. p. 22); Hill la. Rio Banano,

Limon Province, CR; Rio Banano Formation

(Pliocene).
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Text-figure 1 8.—/.ty^K y''"'™ cY)iWnfe/i.v/.v (Olsson). NMB H 18141. NMB locality 17775 (=PPP 452): La Bomba. Rio Banano. Limon

ProvincerCosta Rica. Rio Banano Formation. Height 12.0 mm. width 5.8 mm. 1. front view; 2, enlargement of apical \iew; 3. apical view;

4, enlargement of apical view.

10 spec. NMB locality 17445 (=PPP1726): La

Bomba. Rio Banano. Limon Province. CR. Left

Bank. 700 m southwest of railroad bridge. Type

section of Rio Banano Formation (Pliocene).

9 spec. NMB locality 17446 ( = PPP 1727): directly

overlying NMB locality 17445. Type section of

Rio Banano Formation (Pliocene).

4 spec. NMB locality 17447 (=PPP 1728): directly

overlying NMB locality 17446. Type section of

Rio Banano Formation (Pliocene).
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Text-figure 19.—Lepicythani cosrancL-ii.sis (Olsson). NMB H ISI42. NMB kicality 177772 (=PPP 449): QuiUiria. Rio Banano. Limon

Province. Costa Rica. Rio Banano Formation. Height 12.5 mm. width 3.6 mm. I. oblique front view; 2. enlargement of apical view: 3. apical

view.

13 spec, NMB locality 17451 (=PPP 1732): La

Boniba. Rio Banano, Limon Province, CR. Right

bank, about 500 in southwest of raiiioad bridge.

Rio Banano Formation (Pliocene).

13 spec, NMB locality 17775 ( = PPP 452): La

Bomba, Rio Banano, Limon Province, CR. Right

bank, 600 m southwest of railroad bridge. Rio

Banano Formation (Pliocene).

6 spec, NMB locality 17783 ( = PPP 460): La Bom-
ba. Rio Banano, Limon Province, CR. Left bank,

700 m southwest of railroad bridge. Type section

of Rio Banano Formation (Pliocene).

1 spec, NMB locality 18091 ( = PPP 1983): La

Bomba, Rio Banano, Limon Province. CR. Right

bank, about 500 m southwest of railroad bridge.

Rio Banano Formation (Pliocene).

14 spec, NMB locality 18095 (=PPPI984): La
Bomba. Rio Banano, Limon Province. CR. Right

bank, about 500 m southwest of railroad bridge.

Rio Banano Formation (Pliocene).

2 spec. NMB locality I8(W9 (=PPP 686): La Bom-
ba, Rio Banano, Limon Province, CR. Left bank,

700 m southwest of railroad bridge. Type section

of Rio Banano Formation (Pliocene).

2 spec, NMB locality 18100 (
= PPP 1986): La

Bomba, Rio Banano, Limon Province, CR. Left

bank, 700 m southwest of railroad bridge. Type

section of Rio Banano Formation (Pliocene).

4 spec, NMB locality 18101 ( =PPP 691 ): La Bom-

ba, Rio Banano, Limon Province, CR. Left bank,

700 m southwest of railroad bridge. Type section

of Rio Banano Formation (Pliocene).

4 spec, NMB locality 17454 (=PPP 1734): Quita-

ria, Rio Banano, Limon Province, CR. Rio Ba-

nano Formation (Pliocene).

3 spec. NMB locality 17772 (=PPP449): Quitaria,
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Text-figure 20.~Lcpicyrhura cuslariceiisis (Olsson). NMB H 18149. NMB locality 1S733 a(=PPP 2236): 1 km southeast of Punta de

Tiburon, Cayo Agua. Bocas del Toro. Panama. Cayo Agua Formation. Height 11.1 mm. width 5.0 mm. 1, rear view; 2, enlargement of apical

area: 3. further enlargement of apical area: 4. apical view: 5, enlargement of apical view: 6, further enlargement of apical view.
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Text-figure 2L—(Restored) height/width diagram of L. custan-

censis.

Rio Banano, Limon Province. CR. Rio Banano
Formation (Pliocene).

I spec, NMB locality 17773 (=PPP450): Qiiitaria.

Rio Banano, Limon Province. CR. Rio Banano

Formation (Pliocene).

II spec, NMB locality 18096 (=PPP 679); Quita-

ria, Rio Banano, Limon Province, CR. Rio Ba-

nano Formation (Pliocene).

3 spec, NMB locality 18097 (=PPP 1985): Quita-

ria, Rio Banano, Limon Province, CR. Rio Ba-

nano Formation (Pliocene).

1 spec, NMB locality 18270 ( = PPP 1990): Rio Ba-

nanito, road cut near Finca Banaga, Limon Prov-

ince, CR. Rio Banano Formation (Pliocene).

5 spec, NMB locality 18266 (=PPP 932): Rio Viz-

caya, 3.5 km south-southwest of Quitaria, Limon
Province. CR. Rio Banano Formation (Pliocene).

1 spec, NMB locality 18267 ( = PPP 933): Rio Viz-

caya, about 3.5 km south-southeast of Quitaria,

Limon Province, CR. Rio Banano Formation (Pli-

ocene).

1 spec, NMB locality 18268 ( = PPP 935): Rio Viz-

caya, 3.5 km south-southeast of Quitaria. Limon
Province, CR. Rio Banano Formation (Pliocene).

1 spec, NMB locality 17635 ( = PPP 201): northeast

coast of Cayo Agua, Bocas del Toro, Panama.

Cayo Agua Formation (Pliocene).

1 spec. NMB locality 17808 ( = PPP475): northeast

coast of Cayo Agua. Bocas del Toro, Panama.

Cayo Agua Formation (Pliocene).

2 spec, NMB locality 17811 (=PPP 296): west of

Punta de Tiburon, Cayo Agua, Bocas del Toro,

Panama. Cayo Agua Formation (Pliocene).

4 spec, NMB locality 17822 ( =PPP 326): west of

Punta de Nispero, Cayo Agua, Bocas del Toro,

Panama. Cayo Agua Formation (Pliocene).

2 spec, NMB locality 18374 (=PPP 1203): north-

east coast of Cayo Agua, Bocas del Toro, Pana-

ma. Cayo Agua Formation (Pliocene).

2 spec, NMB locality 18405 (=PPP 67): south of

Punta de Nispero. Cayo Agua, Bocas del Toro.

Panama. Cayo Agua Forination (Pliocene).

1 spec, NMB locality 18719 ( = PPP 2222): north-

east coast of Cayo Agua, Bocas del Toro, Pana-

ma. Cayo Agua Formation (Pliocene).

1 spec, NMB "locality 18720 (=PPP 2223): 22 m
south-southeast of Punta Norte, Cayo Agua. Bo-

cas del Toro. Panama. Cayo Agua Formation (Pli-

ocene).

5 spec, NMB locality 18721 ( = PPP 2224): north-

east coast of Cayo Agua, Bocas del Toro, Pana-

ma. Cayo Agua Formation (Pliocene).

3 spec, NMB locality 18722 ( = PPP 2225): north-

east coast of Cayo Agua, Bocas del Toro, Pana-

ma. Cayo Agua Formation (Pliocene).

1 spec, NMB locality 18733 ( = PPP 2236): 1 km
southeast of Punta de Tiburon, Cayo Agua, Bocas

del Toro, Panama. Cayo Agua Formation (Plio-

cene).

3 spec, NMB locality 17864 (=PPP 426): northeast

coast of Isla Popa. Bocas del Toro, Panama. Cayo
Agua Formation (Pliocene).

2 spec, NMB locality 18602 ( = PPP 423): northeast

coast of Isla Popa. Bocas del Toro, Panama. Cayo
Agua Formation (Pliocene).

I spec. NMB locality 18716 (=PPP 2217): Playa

Lorenzo, 5 k southeast of Cayo Patterson, south

coast of Valiente Peninsula. Bocas del Toro, Pan-

ama. Shark Hole Point Formation (Pliocene).
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Table 5.—Measurements (in mm) of Lepicylhara costaricensis

(Olsson, 1922).
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Text-figure 23.

—

Lepicythara disciusa Jung. NMB H 1 329 1 Ho-

lotype NMB locality 18574: Melujo River, soiuth slope of the east-

ern part of the Northern Range, Trinidad. Melajo aClay Member of

Springvale Formation. Height 16.0 mm. width 7.1 mm. 1, front

view; 2, rear view; 3, from right side.

22 opisthocline to strongly opisthocyrt axial riblets.

Apex a little pointed. Number of teleoconch whorls up

to five, their profile straight on early teleoconch whorls

and slightly convex on late whorls. The axial ribs of

the first two teleoconch whorls are somewhat pointed

at the periphery thus projecting a little over the ab-

apical suture. Teleoconch whorls sculptured by eight

to ten orthocline to slightly opisthocline axial ribs per

whorl. The axial ribs may be alined on successive

whorls and those on the body whorl may be somewhat
sigmoid. Interspaces of axial ribs concave, sculptured

by four incised, spiral lines on the first teleoconch

whorl. Their number increases to twelve on the pen-

ultimate whorl. There are few secondary incised, spiral

lines. All spiral lines cross the axial ribs. Suture shal-

low. Aperature narrow. Outer lip thickened. Sinus ad-

joining suture moderately shallow. Inner surface of

outer lip smooth, in rare cases with an inconspicuous

ridge parallel to the slightly crenulated, shaip edge of

the outer lip extending from the sinus to the beginning

of the anterior canal. Coluniellar and parietal calluses

weakly developed. Anterior canal straight, fairly long.

/yo/rmy^e.—NMB H 15291 (Text-fig. 23).

Dimensions of liolonpe.—Height 16.0 mm. width

7. 1 mm.
Type localit}'.—NMB locality 18574 (=PJ 285):

Melajo River on the south slope of the eastern part of

the Northern Range, Trinidad (Jung, 1969, p. 296, text-

fig. 2). Melajo Clay Member of Springvale Formation

(Early Pliocene).

Remarks.—When 1 originally described L. discliisa.

the material from the Savaneta Glauconitic Sandstone

Member of the Springvale Formation of the Central

Range of Trinidad was erroneously included in it

(Jung, 1969, p. 552). The material from the Central

Range is quite a different species; it is considerably

smaller, has a larger apical angle, and is described

herein under the name of L. paradiscliisa.

The above description states that the spiral sculpture

includes a few secondary incised lines. As a matter of

fact, the number of these secondary lines is quite var-

iable. On the penultimate whorl they are present but

on the lower part of the body whorl, they are frequent-

ly missing.

Comparisons.—The differences between L. disclusa

and L. paradiscliisa have been mentioned briefly. L.

toroensis is larger than L. disclusa and has a larger

apical angle. Its protoconch consists of 2.5 volutions

as compared to 2.75 to 3 in L. disclusa. L. disclusa

has many more opisthocline to opisthocyrt axial, rib-

lets on the late part of the protoconch. In addition the

number of axial ribs in L. toroensis is eight to nine on

early teleoconch whorls, but 12-13 on the body whorl.

The corresponding figures in L. disclusa are also eight

to nine on early whorls, but only 9-10 on the body

whorl. The size of L. disclusa is similar to that of L.

heptagona. The protoconch of L. heptagona has only

2.25 volutions, whereas that of L. disclii.sa has 2.75 to

3. In addition the number of axial ribs per whorl is

smaller in L. heptagona on both the early teleoconch

whorls and the body whorl.

Material.—Eight lots with a total of 29 specimens

as listed below. All the specimens come from the Me-
lajo River, stuith slope of the Northern Range, north-

eastern Trinidad, and have been collected fro the Me-
lajo Clay Member of the Springvale Formation (Early

Pliocene. Glohorotalia margaritae Zone). (See Jung,

1969. p. 296, text-fig. 2.)

1 .spec, NMB H 15291: holotype. NMB locality

18574 ( = PJ 285).

1 spec, NMB H 15292: figured paratype. NMB lo-

cality 18574 ( = PJ 285).
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Text-figure 24.

—

Lepicytluud dischtsu Jung. NMB H 18114. Panitype. NMB locality 18574: Melajo River, .south slope of the eastern part

of the Northern Range, Trinidad. Melajo Clay Member of Springvale Formation. Height 5.2 mm. width 2.6 m. I, front view; 2. enlargement

of apical area; 3, enlargement of apical view.

1 spec. NMB H 15293; Hgiired paiatype. NMB lo-

cality 18574 (=PJ 285).

14 specs., NMB H 15290: paratypes. NMB locality

18574 (=PJ 285).

6 specs., NMB H 15286: paratypes. NMB locality

18923 (= Hutch 47).

2 specs., NMB H 15287: paratypes. NMB locality

18925 (= Hutch 51).

2 specs., NMB H 15288: paratypes. NMB locality

18571 (=KR 11862).

2 specs., NMB H 15289: paratypes. NMB locality

18922 ( = RR 293).

Measurements.—(See Table 6.)

Occurrence.—This species occurs only along the

Melajo River on the south slope of the Northern Range

of northeastern Trinidad. It has been found at the fol-

lowing NMB localities: 18571, 1X574, 18922. 18923

and 18925. All these localities are part of the Melajo

Clay Member of the .Springvale Formation (Early Pli-

ocene. Glohorokiliti inari>ciritcie Zone).

Distribution.—So far L. disclusa is not known from

outside Trinidad.

Lepicythara heptagona (Gabb. 1873)

Text-tigures 26—3 1

Maiii^elici hephifiona Gabb. 1873, p. 211.

Cythaia ceicadica Maury. 1917. p. 61. pi. 9. fig. L5.

Cxiluini hephigona (Gabb). Pilsbry. 1922. p. 322. pi. 17. fig. 9 (in

part). Noil Brown and Pilsbry. 191 I. p. 345; see under L. sp. A.

Noil Weisbord. p. 55. pi. 5:13-14; see under L. cf. heptagona.

Noil Lepicytliani heptagona (Gabb). Woodring. 1970. p. 390. pi. 60:

4. pi. 64:11; see under L. sp. A. Noii Peirilliat. 1973. p. 57. pi.

28. figs. 9-12; see under L. aff. heptagona.

Description.—Of medium to large size, biconic,

rather slender to moderately stout. Protoconch consists

of 2.25 volutions. Surface of protoconch smooth ex-

cept for its last part which is sculptured by up to nine

opisthocyrt axial riblets. Apex not pointed. Number of

teleoconch whorls up to 5.5, their profile straight on

early spire whorls, slightly convex on late spire

whorls. The first two teleoconch whorls are somewhat
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Text-figure 25.

—

Lepicylliani disdusa Jung. NMB H 1S115. Paratypc. NMB locality 18574; Melajo River, south slope of the eastern part

of the Northern Range. Trinidad. Melajo Clay Member of Springvale Formation. Height 15.8 mm. width 6.6 mm. 1 . spire whorls; 2, enlargement

of apical area; 3. apical view; 4, enlargement of apical view.

carinated near the abapical suture thus overhanging it

a little. Early teleoconch whorls sculptured by seven,

rarely eight practically orthocline axial ribs, late

whorls usually by nine, sometimes by eight. On the

body whorl the axial ribs may be somewhat sigmoid.

On the spire whorls the axial ribs are narrow adapi-

cally but wider abapically. Interspaces of axial ribs

concave, sculptured by four to seven incised spiral

lines on spire whorls. On late spire whorls secondary

incised spiral lines are introduced. All spiral lines cross

the axial ribs. Suture not deep. Aperature narrow. Out-

er lip thickened. Sinus adjoining suture shallow to

moderately deep. Inner surface of outer lip smooth,

with a more or less well developed ridge parallel to

the sharp edge of the outer lip extending from the sinus

to the beginning of the anterior canal. Columellar and

parietal calluses moderately prominent. Anterior canal

straight to slightly twisted to the left. naiTow and short.

Dimensions of lectotype.—(of lieptagona): Height

15.0 mm, width 6.5 mm.
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Table 6.—MeLisiiremcnts (in mm) cif Lcpicxrlnira cliscliisa Jung.

1969.
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Text-figure 29.

—

Lepicythara heptagona (Gabb). PRI 286?6. Ho-

lotype of Cyrhara cercadica Maury. Rio Mao. Bluff 1 f Maury.

Dominican Republic. Gurabo Formation. Height 14.6 mm. width ."1.4

mm. 1. front view; 2, rear view; 3, from right side.

collected: Rio Mao. Bluff 2 of Maury, Dominican Re-

public. Cercado Formation (Late Miocene). For exact

location see Saunders et al. (1986, text-figs. 29-31).

Holonpe.—(of cercadica) PRI 28656 (Text-fig. 29).

Dimensions of holotype.—(of cercadica) Height

14.6 mm, width 5.4 mm.
Type locality.—(of cercadica) Rio Mao, Bluff 1 of

Maury, Dominican Republic. Gurabo Formation (Late

Miocene).

Remarks.—Pilsbry (1922, p. 322) mentioned the

type (lectotype) and another specimen. This specimen

is the only paralectotype (ANSP 79153). Its proto-

conch is incomplete, but its last volution is sculptured

by nine opisthocline to slightly opisthocyrt axial rib-

lets. The number of its teleoconch whorls is 4.5; these

are sculptured by seven axial ribs, which are alined on

successive whorls. L. heptagona is not a common spe-

cies at all. As interpreted here it occurs only in the

Late Miocene of the Dominican Republic.

Comparisons.—L. heptagona may be compared

with L. costaricensis. but there are some clear differ-

ences mentioned under the latter species. L. lopezana

from the late Early to early Middle Miocene Baitoa

Formation of the Dominican Republic has more pro-

toconch volutions, is smaller than L. heptagona. and

its parietal callus is more strongly developed.

Material.—Ten lots (all from the Dominican Repub-

lic) with a total of only 16 specimens as listed below:

1 spec, ANSP 2915 (lectotype), Ciboa Region. Ex-

act locality and age not known.

1 spec, ANSP 79135 (paralectotype), Cibao Re-

gion. Exact locality and age not known.

1 spec, PRI 28656 (holotype of Cytluira cercadica

Maury): Rio Mao, Bluff 1 of Maury. Gurabo For-

mation (Late Miocene).

1 spec, NMB locality 15871: Rio Gurabo. Gurabo

Formation (Late Miocene).

1 spec, NMB locality 16821: Rio Cana. Gurabo

Formation (Latest Miocene).

1 spec, NMB locality 16842: Rio Cana. Cercado

Formation (Late Miocene).

3 spec, NMB locality 16910: Rio Mao. Bluff 1 of

Maury. Gurabo Formation (Late Miocene).

1 spec, NMB locality 16912: Rio Mao. Bluff 3 of

Maury. Cercado Formation (Late Miocene).

2 spec, NMB locality 16914: Rio Mao. Bluff 2 of

Maury. Cercado Formation (Late Miocene).

4 spec. NMB locality 16832: Rio Mao. Bluff 2 of

Maury. Cercado Formation (Late Miocene).

Measurements.—(See Table 7.)

Occurrences.—This species is recorded from the

following sections in the Dominican Republic (for lo-

cation see Saunders et al.. 1986). Rio Gurabo: NMB
locality 15871: Gurabo Formation (Late Miocene). Rio

Cana: NMB localities 16821: Gurabo Formation (Lat-

est Miocene) and 16842: Cercado Formation (Late

Miocene). Rio Mao: NMB localities 16910: Gurabo

Formation (Late Miocene) and 16912, 16914, and

16932: all Cercado Formation (Late Miocene).

Distribution.—So far this species is not known from

outside the Dominican Republic.

Lepicythara cf. heptagona (Gabb, 1873)

Text-figure 32

Remarks.—The two specimens from Colombia men-

tioned by Woodring (1970, p. 391) under his Lepicyth-

ara heptagona are at hand. They were collected from

a horizon assigned by Woodring to the Middle Miocene

(probably rather Late Miocene), about half a kilometer

east of Usiacuri, northern Columbia (USGS Station

7873). The larger specimen (restored height 13. mm.
width 6.5 mm. ratio 2.09) has a protoconch with a little

less than three volutions carrying nine slightly opistho-

cyrt axial riblets on its last portion. It has a little more

than 4.5 teleoconch whorls carrying eight axial ribs per

whorl on early whorls as well as on the body whorl.

The profile of the teleoconch whorls is straight on the

early whorls with an angulation near the abapical su-

ture, but slightly convex on late whorls. The protoconch

of the smaller specimen (restored height 10.4 mm,
width 4.8 mm. ration 2.17) is not completely preserved,

but carries ten opisthocyrt axial riblets on its last por-

tion. The number of teleoconch whorls is 4.25. They
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Text-figure 30.—Lepicy//iura hepuii-omi (Gabb). NMB H 18122. NMB locality 16842: Rio Cana. Dominican Republic. Cercado Formation.
Height 1 1.9 mm. width 5.0 mm. (Same specimen as Text-fig. 27.) I, front view of spire whorls; 2. enlargement of apical area; 3, apical view;

4. enlargement of apical view.

are sculptured by eight axial ribs per whorl on early

whorls, but by nine on the body wlu>rl. The profile of

the teleoconch whorls is the same as in the larger spec-

iinen. Both specimens from USGS Station 7873 are bi-

conic and moderately slender. Their spiral sculpture

consists of fine, incised lines which cross the axial ribs.

Specimen PRI 22939 is the specimen desciibed and

figured by Weisbord (1929, p. 55, pi. 5, Hgs. 13-14) as

Cyiluini lu'pratioiici? (Gabb), which was been collected

from an unspecified locality and horizon in Colombia. It

is re-figured here under this heading because it is only

the third specimen of Lepicythara recorded from Colom-
bia, if Oinomikado's (1939, p. 624) undocumented rec-

ord of Cyiluira cf. cerciu/lca Maury from southwestein

Colombia is not taken into consideration. The proto-

conch of this weathered specimen is not preserved. The
early teleoconch whorls cairy seven axial ribs per whorl,

the body whorl nine. Its anterior canal is broken.
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Text-figure 3L

—

Lepicythara hepragoiui (Gabb). NMB H 18124. NMB locality 16932: Rio Mao. Bluff 2 of Maury. Dominican Republic,

Cercado Formation. Height 12.3 mm. width 4.5 mm. 1. spire whorls; 2. enlargement of apical area; 3. apical view; 4, enlargement of apical

view.

Due to its rather poor preservation tiie present writer

is not able to determine whether specimen PRI 22939

is conspecific with the two specimens from USGS Sta-

tion 7873. On the other hand he is confident that they

do not belong to L. heptogona (Gabb). Their proto-

conch has a little less than three volutions, whereas

specimens of L. heptogona from the Dominican Re-

public never have more than 2.25 volutions.

Lepicythara aff. heptagona (Gabb. 1873)

Text-figure 33

Lepicythara heptagona (Gabb). Perrilliat. 1973. p. 57. pi. 28. figs.

9-12.

Remarks.—Under the name of L. heptagona Perri-

lliat (1973, p. 57) recorded specimens from Santa

Rosa, Veracruz, Mexico. The location of this locality
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Table 7.—Measuremenls (in mm) iif Lepicvrluini Iwptafidnii

(Gabb. 1873).
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Text-figure 33.—Lepicythara aff. heptagona (Gabb). USNM 495825. USGS Station 23737: Santa Rosa. Veracruz, Mexico. Beds of Late
Miocene age. Height 13.7 mm, width 6.0 mm. 1, from right side; 2, enlargement of apical area; 3, apical view; 4, enlargement of apical view.
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Text-figure 34.

—

Lcpicyrliara higensi.s n. sp. NMB H 1S146. Ho-

lotype. NMB locality 17736: southern end of Golfo Dulce. Pacific

side of Costa Rica: Quebrada El Higo, about 5 km northeat of Punta

Banco; at bridge across Quebrada. Pleistocene. Height 16.1 mm.
width 6.4 mm. 1, front view: 2, rear view; 3, from right side.

Anteritir canal twisted to the left, rather nanow. and

moderately long.

Holorypc—NMB H 18146 (Text-fig. 34).

Dimensions of holotype.—Height 16.1 tnm. width

6.4 mm.
Tyiw locality.—NMB locality 17736 (

= PPP 237):

southern end of Golfo Dulce. Pacific side of Costa

Rica. Quebrada El Higo. about 3 km northeast of Pun-

ta Banco; at bridge across Quebrada. Pleistocene. See

Text-figure 36.

Remarks.—The largest lot of L. higensis consists of

nine specimens, which are part of a float collection.

The specimens are rolled and sculptural details are not

preserved. With the exception of the protoconch most

of them are complete specimens. The protoconch of

the figured paratype is complete but a little weathered.

Comparisons.—Specimens of L. polygonu from the

Cercado and Gurabo Formations (Late Miocene to

Early Pliocene) of the Dominican Republic are smaller

than L. hii^ensis and have many more axial ribs per

whorl. Specimens of L. toroensis from the Early Pli-

ocene Shark Hole Point Formation of the Valiente Pen-

insula, Panama, have the same number of vokitions of

the protoconch, but L. toroensis is a larger and stouter

species with more axial ribs per whorl.

Material.—Five lots with a total of 15 specimens as

listed below (all of the localities are situated in the

Quebrada El Higo, about 5 km northeast of Punta Ban-

co, southern end of Golfo Dulce, Pacific side of Costa

Rica): (see Text-fig. 36).

1 .spec, NMB locality 17736 (=PPP 237): at bridge

across Quebrada El Higo. Pleistocene. Holotype.

9 spec, NMB locality 17745 ( = PPP436): Quebrada

El Higo. Float collected over an air distance of

550 m, i.e.. from near mouth of Quebrada to con-

tact with basalt. Pleistocene. Paratypes.

1 spec, NMB locality 17746 (=PPP 273): Quebrada

El Higo. Float collected over an air distance of

1.5 km above waterfall (basalt). Pleistocene. Pa-

ratype.

3 spec, NMB locality 17752 (=PPP 262): Quebrada

El Higo, about 550 m air distance downstream

from contact with basalt. Pleistocene. Paratypes.

1 spec, NMB locality 17793 ( = PPP268): Quebrada

El Higo, abt)ve waterfall. Pleistocene. Paratype.

Measurements.—(See Table 8.)

Occurrence.—This species is recorded from the fol-

lowing NMB localities, which are all situated in the

Quebrada El Higo, Pacific side of Costa Rica (Text-

fig. 36): 17736,''l7745, 17746. 17752, 17793 (Pleis-

tocene).

Distribution.—So far this species is not known out-

side the type area.

Er\>mology.—Refers to the geographic name of Que-

brada El Higo, Province of Puntarenas, Costa Rica.

Lepicythara lopezana, new species

Text-figures 37-38

Description.—Of medium to large size, moderately

slender. Protoconch consists of 2.75 volutions. The

surface of the first two and a little more volutions is

smooth, the remainder of the protoconch sculptured by

up to eight opisthocline to opisthocyrt axial riblets.

Apex slightly pointed. Number of teleoconch whorls

up to 5.25: their profile is slightly convex on early

whorls and convex on later whorls. Early teleoconch

whorls sculptured by seven to eight orthocline to

slightly opisthocline axial ribs, concave, sculptured by

four incised spiral lines on the first teleoconch whorl

and increasing in number to eight on the penultimate

whorl There are a few secondary incised, spiral lines.

All spiral lines cross the axial ribs. Suture moderately

deep. Aperature narrow. Outer lip thickened. Sinus ad-

joining suture rather deep. Inner surface of outer lip

smooth, with a prominent ridge parallel to the sharp

edge of the t)uter lip extending from the sinus to the

beginning of the anterior canal. Parietal callus thick-

ened near sinus, coknnellar callus moderately promi-
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Text-figure 3S.

—

Lepicythara hii^eii.sis n. sp. NMB H 18147. Paralype. NMB locality 17752: Quebrada EI Higo, about 5 km northeast of

Punta BAnco, southern end of Golfo Dulce. Pacific side of Costa Rica, about 550 m air distance downstream from contact with basalt.

Pleistocene. Height 14.6 mm. width 5.6 mm. 1, rear view: 2, enlargement of apical area: 3. further enlargement of apical area: 4, apical view:

5. enlargement of apical view: 6. further enlargement of apical view.
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PUNTARENAS

Table 8.—Measurements (in mm) of Lepicxihara liiveiisis new
species.

Text-ligure 36.—Sketch map of Quebrada El Higo, Costa Rica,

showing position of NMB localitites that have yielded L. higensis.

nent. Anterior canal slightly twisted to the left and

short.

Holonpe.—NMB H 18126 (Te.\t-fig. 37).

Dimensions of holotype.—Height 13.9 mm, width

6.0 mm.
Type locality.—NMB locality 17288: Lopez section

on Rio Yaque del Norte. Dominican Republic. Baitoa

Formation (Late Early to Early Middle Miocene). For

location and stratigraphic position see Saunders et al.

(1986, text-fig. 21, 25, pi. 9).

Remarks.—This species is based on six specimens

only. The holotype and two paratypes from NMB lo-
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Text-figure 38.

—

Lepicylhara lupezaiui n. sp. NMB H 18125.
Paratype. NMB locality 17287. Lopez .section on Rio Yaque del
Norte, Dominican Republic. Baitoa Formation. Height 6.4 mm,
width 3.0 mm. 1, enlargement of apical area: 2. apcal view; 3, en-
largement of apical view.

Table 9.—Mea.surements (in mm) of Lepicylhara lope-ana new
.species.

Specimen
Restored

height Width

Height;

width

ratio

NMB locality I 7288

NMB locality 17289
14.0

12.4

11.5

6.0

5.7

5.0

2.33

2.17

2.30

mens are listed below. All the lots come from the Lo-
pez section on Rio Yaque del Norte. Dominican Re-
public. Baitoa Fonnation (late Early to early Middle
Miocene):

1 spec. NMB locality 17286. Paratype.

2 specs.. NMB locality 17287. Paratypes.

1 .spec. NMB locality 17288. Holotype.

2 specs.. NMB locality 17289 Paratypes.

Measurements.—(See Table 9.)

Occurrence.—This species occurs only in the Lopez
section on Rio Yaque del Norte. Dominican Republic.
It has been found at the following NMB localities:

17286-17289. All these localities are situated in the
Baitoa Formation (late Early to early Middle Miocene)
(Saunders et al.. 1986. text-figs. 21. 25. pi. 9).

Distribution.—So far L. lopezunu is not known from
outside the type area.

Etymology.—Refers to the Lopez section on Rio Ya-
que del Norte. Dominican Republic.

Lepicythara cf. lopezana, new species

Text-figure 39

Remarks.—At first the present writer was teinpted
to include in L. lopezana. five specimens from the
Thomonde Formation of Haiti, which are of about the
same age as L. lopezana from the Lopez section. Three
of these specimens (USNM 482429) are from USGS
locality 9945: trail from Hinche to Thomassique. at a
crossing of Riviere Roche Salee. left bank. Departe-
ment del FArtibonite. The remaining two specimens
(USNM 482596) are from USGS locality 9946. which
is almost the same locality, but on the right bank of
the river and stratigraphically 1 m above USGS local-

ity 9945. The specimens from Haiti have a protoconch
like that of L. lopezana consisting of 2.75 volutions.
The figured protoconch (see Text-fig. 39.4) is not pre-
served well enough to see this, but a .specimen from
USGS locality 9945 has a protoconch consisting of
2.75 volutions, but other features are incomplete. The
Haitian specimens are smaller and a little more slender
than those from the Lopez section, i.e.. their apical

angle is somewhat smaller There are eight axial ribs

per whorl on early teleoconch whorls, but eight to nine
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Text-figure 39.

—

Lepicriluini cf. lopczaiui n. sp. USNM 482596. USGS Station 9946: trail fro Hinche to Thomassique at crossing of Riviere

Roche Salee, right bank. Departiiienl de I'Ailibonite, Haiti. Thomonde Formation. Height 1 1 .0 mm. width 4.4 mm. 1 , front view; 2, enlargement

of apical area; 3. apical area; 4. enlargement of apical view.

on the body whorl, which is slightly more than in L.

lopezcuui. In addition the spiral sculpture of the Haitian

specimens is not well developed. Because of these dif-

ferences and in view of the scarcity of material the

specimens from Haiti are not considered conspecihc

with L. lopezanu.

Measurements.—(See Table 10.)

Lepicythara paradisclusa, new species

Text-tigures 40—12

"Cylliani" {Bnuliuvllhini!) cf u-nniiniUi Dull. Ruthch. 1942. p.

169. pi. 3. figs. 10-11.
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Table 10.—Measurements (in mm) of Lepicylhara cf. lopezcina

new species.

Specimen

A

USNM 482429

USNM 482596

Restored

height
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Table 11.—Measurements (in mm) of Lepicyrhani parudischisa

new species.

Specimen
Restored

height Width

Height/

width

ratio

NMB locality 13720

NMB H 6250

NMB H 6251

HMB H 6288

8.6
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Tcxt-tigiire 46.

—

Lepicythara polygona (Gabb). ANSP 79154. Paralectotype (with \7> axial rib.s on body whorl). Cibao Region. Dominican

Republic. Exact locality and age unknown. Height 5.8 mm. width 2.7 mm. 1. from right side; 2. enlargement of apical area; 3. enlargement

of apical view.

apical suture. Early teleoconch whorls sculptured by

eight to thirteen practically orthocline axial ribs, late

whorls by 12 to 28. On the body whorl the axial ribs

may be slightly sigmoid. On the spire whorls the axial

ribs have practically the same width from suture to

suture. Interspaces of axial ribs concave. On the first

teleoconch whorl these interspaces are sculptured by

five or six spiral threads with interspaces of varying

width. On later whorls these spiral threads become flat-

topped and their interspaces narrower. On late whorls

these flat-topped and wide spirals may be subdivided

by a median, incised line. All spiral threads of the

teleoconch cross the axial ribs. Suture not deep. Ap-
erture narrow. Outer lip thickened. Sinus adjoining su-

ture shallow to moderately deep. Inner surface of outer

lip smooth, with a more or less well-developed ridge

parallel to the shaip edge of the outer lip. This ridge

extends from the sinus to the beginning of the anterior

canal or only part of this distance. Columellar and pa-

rietal calluses moderately prominent. Anterior canal

slightly twisted to the left, narrow, and short.

Lectotype.—(of polygona) ANSP 2916 (Text-tig.

43).

Dijiiciisioiis of lectotype.—(of polygona) Height

10.9 mm, width 4.6 mm.
Type locality.—(oi' polygona) According to Pilsbry

(1922, p. 307), the exact locality and age of the lec-

totype of L. polygona are not known. For this reason

the type locality is here restricted to NMB locality

16923 (from where 83 specimens are available): Rio

Mao. mouth of Arroyo Bajon, Dominican Republic.

Cercado Formation (Late Miocene). For exact location

and stratigraphic position, see Saunders et al. (1986,

text-figs. 29-30, 32).

Holotype.—{of cainiitica) PRI 28655 (Text-fig. 45).

Dimensions of holotype.—{of caiinitica) Height 9.8

mm, width 4.9 mm.
Type locality.—(of caiinitica) Rio Cana near Cai-

mito, Dominican Republic. Cercado Formation (Late

Miocene).

Remarks.—L. polygona is represented by a total of

1 1 84 specimens from 40 different localities from the

sections of Rio Mao. Rio Cana, and Rio Gurabo. The

provenance of the material is not even; there are 526

specimens from 18 localities along Rio Mao. 23 spec-
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Text-figure 47.

—

Lepicytltaia polygons (Gabbl. ANSP 79314. Paralectotype (with 17 axial ribs on body whorl). Cibao Region. Dominican

Republic. Exact locality and age unknown. Height 7.0 mm. width .^.4 mm. 1. from left side: 2. enlargement of apical area; 3. enlargement of

apical view.

imens from nine localities along Rio Cana. and 635

specimen.s from 13 localities along Rio Gurabo.

It is not surprising that this large amount of material

shows some variability in several respects. As indi-

cated in the description the number of axial ribs on

teleoconch whorls varies greatly but differently from

river to river. The number of axial ribs on early teleo-

conch whorls varies from ten to thirteen on Rio Mao.

from eight to eleven on Rio Cana, and from ten to

thirteen again on Rio Gurabo. The corresponding num-
ber on the body whorl varies from 14 to 23 on Rio

Mao, from 12 to 18 on Rio Cana, and from 13 to 28

on Rio Gurabo.

The protoconch is said to vary from 2.25 to 2.75

volutions in the above description. As a matter of fact,

it varies from 2.5 to 2.74 volutions in the material from

Rio Mao. but from 2.25 to 2.5 in the material from

Rio Cana and Rio Gurabo. In addition the initial vo-

lution in the material from Rio Mao is very slightly

smaller than that in the material from Rio Cana and

Rio Gurabo. Whether this has to be interpreted as a

geographic variation remains undetermined for the

time being. Stratigraphically, the material from Rio

Mao occurs between Bluff 2 and 3 of Maury, which

corresponds to about 45 m of section within the Cer-

cado Formation. In Rio Cana, L. polygona occurs from

170 to 230 m in the section, i.e.. over a thickness of

60 m in the upper part of the Cercado Formation, and

in the Rio Gurabo from 80 to 140 m in the section.

i.e.. also over a thickness of 60 m in the upper pail of

the Cercado Formation. Thus, L. polygona lived at

about the same time in all three river sections. There

is one stratigraphic exception in the Rio Cana section:

NMB locality 16817 has yielded a single specimen of

L. polygona. which belongs to the Early Pliocene part

of the Gurabo Formation (stratigraphic distribution ac-

cording to Saunders el al.. 1986).

As listed under material, there are nine paralecto-

types of L. polygona (ANSP 79154). Three of them

are figured (see Text-fig. 46). Two of them have a pro-

toconch with 2.5 volutions, the third with 2.75 volu-

tions. The surface of the first two volutions is smooth.

The remainder of the protoconch is sculptured by

about twelve axial riblets. The first of these riblets are

faint, but gradually become more conspicuous. At the

same time, their shape is changing from opisthocyrt in

the beginning to opisthocline toward the end of the

protoconch. In the interspaces of the last few axial
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Tcxt-tigure SL

—

Lepuytliara pulygona (Gabb). 1-2, NMB H 18130. NMB locality 16844. Rio Cana, Dominican Republic. Cercado For-

mation. Height 9.0 mm, width 4.3 mm. 1, rear view: 2, enlargement of apical area. 3-5, NMB H 18131. NMB locality 16844. Rio Cana,

Dominican Republic. Cercado Formation. Height 9.0 mm. width 4.3 mm. 3. rear view; 4. enlargement of apica area; 5. enlargement to show

spiral sculpture.

113 spec. NMB 15906: Rio Gurabo.

65 spec, NMB 15907: Rio Gurabo.

55 spec, NMB 15910: Rio Gurabo.

32 spec, NMB 15911: Rio Gurabo.

31 spec, NMB 15912: Rio Gurabo.

3 spec, NMB 15913: Rio Gurabo.

15 spec. NMB 15914: Rio Gurabo.

27 spec. NMB 15915: Rio Gurabo.

14 spec, NMB 15916: Rio Gurabo.

Measurements.—(See Table 12 and Text-figure 56.)

Occurrence.—This species is recorded from the fol-
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Text-figure 'Sl.—Lepicythaia pohy,(ma (Gabb). 1-4, NMB H 1S137. NMB localily l(i856: Rio Canu. Ddiiiinican Republic. Cercado For-

mation. Height 9..S mm. width 4.0 mm. 1, rear view; 2, enlargement of apical area; 3. apical view; 4, enlargement of apical view. 5-7, NMB
H 181,^8. NMB locality 17003; Rio Cana. Dominican Republic. Cercado Formation. Height 5.2 mm, width 2.6 mm. 5, enlargement of apiclarea;

6, apical view; 7, enlargement of apical view.
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Text-figure 34.

—

Lepicythara polygona (Gabb). NMB locality 15906: Rio Gurabo. Dominican Republic. Cercado Formation. 1-2. NMB H
18134. Height 11.4 mm. width 4.4 mm. I. front view; 2, enlargement of apical area. 3-4. NMB H 1X135. Height 10.0 mm. width 4.1 mm.

3. front view; 4. enlargement of apical area.

lowing NMB localities and section in the Dominican

Republic:

Rio Mao: 16912-16918. 16922-16924, 16926-

16929, 17269: all Cercado Formation (Late Mio-

cene).

Rio Cana: 16838, 16844, 16854-16856, 16986,

17003: all Cercado Formation (Late Miocene);

16817: Gurabo Formation (Early Pliocene).

Rio Gurabo: 15900, 15903, 15904, 15906, 15907,

15910-15916: all Cercado Formation (Late Mio-

cene); 15878: Gurabo Formation (Late Miocene).

Distribution.—So far this species is not known from

outside the Dominican Republic.

Lepicythara terminula (Dall, 1890)

Text-hgures 57-64

Mtiiifiiliii {Cyihiinn Uiiiiiniilii Dall, 1890. p. 38. pi. 2, fig. 5.

Lepicylluirci IcniiinuUi Dall. Olsson. 1964. p. 111.
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Text-ligure 55.

—

Lepicytliaia polygoiia (Gabb). NMB H 18136. NMB locality 1590.^: Rio Gurabo. Dominican Republic. Cercado Formation

Height 6.1 mm. width 2.S mm. 1. oblique front view; 2. enlargement of apical area; 3. apical area; 4. enlargement of apical view.

Description.—Of medium to large size, biconic,

moderately slender. Protoconch consists of 2.5 volu-

tions. The surface of the first one and a half volutions

is smooth, the remainder of the protoconch sculptured

by up to 17 slightly opisthocline axial riblets. Apex
not pointed. Number of teleoconch whorls up to 5.75.

their profile straight on early spire whorls, slightly

convex on later spire whorls. The first two teleoconch

whorls are somewhat carinated near the abapical suture

and thus overhanging it. Teleoconch whorls sculptured

by orthocline to slightly opisthocline axial ribs. Their

number per whorl is usually eight or nine, rarely sev-

en, or up to ten. The axial ribs may or may not be

alined on successive whorls. They are narrow adapi-

cally and wider abapically. Interspaces of axial ribs

concave, sculptured by three to seven incised, spiral

lines on spire whorls. On later spire whorls some sec-

ondary incised, spiral lines are introduced. All spiral

lines cross the axial ribs. Suture not deep. Aperture

narrow. Outer lip thickened. Sinus adjoining suture
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Text-figure 36.—(Restored) height/width diagram of L. polygona.

moderately deep. Inner surface of outer lip smooth,

with a slight indication of a ridge parallel to the sharp

edge of the outer lip extending from the sinus to the

beginning of the anterior canal Columellar and parietal

Table 12.—Measurements (in mm) of Lepicylhara polygona

(Gabb. 187.^).

Specimen
Restored

height Width

Height/

width

ratio

PRl 28654

ANSP 2916

ANSP 79154

10.7

11.3

9.1

4.6

4.6

3.6

2.32

2.46

2.53

all x5

Te.xt-figure 57.

—

Lepicylhara rermmiila (Dall). USNM 97338.

Lectotype. Caloosahatchee River, Florida. Caloosahatchee Forma-

tion. Height 14.4 mm. width 6.2 mm. 1, front view; 2. rear view; 3,

from right side.

Text-figure 5H.— Lepicylhara tenninula (Dall). USNM 647034.

Paralectotype. Caloosahatchee River. Florida. Caloosahatchee For-

mation. Height 15.7 mm, width 6.6 mm. 1, front view; 2. rear view;

3, from right side.
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Text-figure 59.

—

Lepicythani tenninula (Dall). USNM 495823 (ex

163902). USGS Station 3300. Shell Creek, De Soto County, Florida.

Caloosahatchee Formation. Height 16.4 mm, width 7.0 mm. 1, front

view; 2. rear view: 3. from right side.

calluses thin. Anterior canal straight or slightly twisted

to the left, narrow, and moderately long.

Lectotxpe.—(selected herein) USNM 97338 (Text-

fig. 57).'

Dimensions of lectotype.—Height 14.4 mm, width

6.2 mm.
Type localin'.—Caloosahatchee River, Florida. Ca-

loosahatchee Formation (Plio-Pleistocene).

Remarks.—Dall (1890, p. 38) apparently had two

specimens available when he described L. tenninula.

He commented that the species is rare. On the label

accompanying specimen USNM 97338 it says "fig-

ured syntype", which is here selected as the lectotype.

The label of specimen USNM 647034 says "measured

syntype". This specimen is the paralectotype (Text-fig.

58). The present writer was first confused about the

identity of these specimens until he found out that Dall

had given the (approximate) measurements of the un-

figured paralectotype in the original description but not

those of the lectotype.

Whenever preserved, the protoconch of this species

consists of 2.5 volutions and therefore represents a

constant feature. The last volution of the protoconch

is sculptured by slightly opisthocline axial riblets. The

1

Text-figure 60.

—

Lepicythara tenninula (Dall). NMB H 18117.

NMB locality 18960: Shell Pit south of Arcadia, De Soto County,

Florida. Caloosahatchee Formation. Height 16.6 mm. width 7.2 mm.
1, front view: 2, rear view: 3, from right side.

number of 17 such riblets given in the above descrip-

tion is rarely observable due to imperfect preservation.

On the other hand, the number of axial ribs per teleo-

conch whorl is somewhat variable with the result that

these axial ribs may be alined on successive whorls or

not.

Comparisons.—L. loroensis from the Early Pliocene

Shark Hole Point Formation of the Valiente Peninsula

of Panama is also a large species, L. toroensis and L.

tenninula both have 2.5 protoconch volutions. L. to-

roensis has a larger apical angle, i.e., it is less slender

than L. tenninula. In addition, L. toroensis has more

axial ribs on the body whorl than on early whorls,

whereas L. tenninula belongs to the group of species

having more or less the same number of axial ribs on

early whorls and on the body whorl. Almost the same

can be said of L. costaricensis except that it has 2.5

to 2.75 protoconch volutions.

Material.—29 lots with a total of 136 specimens as

listed below:
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2 x15
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Text-figure 6\.—Lepicyiluini leniuiuiUi (Dall). USNM 495820 (ex 163902). USGS Station 3300: Shell Creek. De Solo County Florida.

Caloosahatchee Formation. Height I 1.5 mm. width 5.3 mm. 1. front view; 2. apical view; 3, enlargement of apical view.

1 spec, USNM 97338; lectotype. Caloosahatchee

River, Florida. Caloosahatchee Formation (Plio-

Pleistocene).

1 spec, USNM 647034: paralectotype. Caloosahat-

chee River. Florida. Caloosahatchee Formation

(Plio-Pleistocene).

35 spec, USNM 163902, USGS Station 3300: Shell

Creek, DeSoto County, Florida. Caloosahatchee

Formation (Plio-Pleistocene).

3 spec, USNM 113175: Shell Creek, De Soto

County, Florida. Caloosahatchee Formation (Plio-

Pleistocene).

1 spec, NMB locality 11187: Spoil banks, north

side of Caloosahatchee River, 5.5 miles west of

Ortona Lock, Glades County, Florida. Caloosa-

hatchee Formation and unnamed Caloosahatchee

mixed (Plio-Pleistocene).

5 spec, NMB locality 18959: Quality Aggregates

Pit, Sarasota County, Florida (27"21'N,

82"26'W). Pinecrest beds (Pliocene).

4 spec, NMB locality 18960: Shell Pit .south of Ar-

cadia, DeSoto County, Florida (27"03'00"N,

81"49'3()"W). Caloosahatchee Formation (Plio-

Pleistocene).

19 spec, UF 47779: Macasphalt Shell Pit (SOOOl),

Sarasota County, Florida. Plio-Pleistocene.

13 spec, UF61417: Fort Basinger 02 (OB002), Okee-

chobee County, Florida. Pinecrest beds (Pliocene).
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Text-figure 62.—Lepicythara terniimila (Dall). USNM 495821 (ex 163902) USGS Station 3300: Shell Creek, De Soto County. Florida,

Caloosahatchee Formation. Height 16.5 mm, width 7.3 mm. 1, front view of spire whorls: 2, enlargement of apical area: 3, apical area: 4.

enlargement of apical view.

spec, UF 49149: Kissimmee River 01 (HGOOl ),

Highlands County, Florida, Pinecrest beds/Caloo-

sahatchee Formation (Plio-Pleistocene),

spec,. UF 42662: Mule Pen (CR004), Collier

County, Florida. Pinecrest beds (Pliocene),

spec, UF 61635: Fort Basinger 01 (OBOOl),

Okeechobee County, Florida. Pinecrest beds (Pli-

ocene).

spec. UF 11084: Macasphalt Shell Pit (SOOOl),

Sarasota County. Florida. Plio-Pleistocene.

spec. UF 47371: Caloosahatchee Canal 06

(GL025). Glades County. Florida. Pleistocene.

spec, UF 59983: Fort Basinger 02 (OB002).

Okeechobee County, Florida. Pinecrest beds (Pli-

ocene),

spec. UF 62383: Fort Basinger 04 (OB008),
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Text-figure 6i.—Lepicyrlmrci tcmiiniila (Dall). USNM 495822 (ex 163902). USGS Station 3300: Shell Creek, De Soto County. Florida.

Caloosahatchee Formation. Height 14.1 mm, width 5.(i mm. I, view of spire whorls from left side; 2, enlargement of apical area; 3, apical

view; 4, enlargement of apical view.

Okeechobee County. Florida. Pinecrest beds (Pli-

ocene).

1 spec. UF 61394: Fort Basinger 02 (OB()()2).

Okeechobee County. Florida. Pinecrest beds (Pli-

ocene).

2 spec, UF 2835: Caloosahatchee River 01

(HN002). Hendry County. Florida. Pinecrest beds

(Pliocene).

2 spec, UF 61036: Fort Basinger 01 (OBOOl).

Okeechobee County. Florida. Caloosahatchee

Formation (Plit)-Plcistocene).

3 spec. UF 46672: Clewiston (HN017). Hendry
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Text-figure 64.—(Restored) height/width diagram of L. temiiniila.

County, Florida. Caloosahatchee Formation (Plio-

Pleistocene).

4 spec, UF 57865: Caloosahatchee Canal 04

(GL009), Glades County, Florida. Caloosahat-

chee/Berniont formations (Plio-Pleistocene).

2 spec, UF 31933: Macasphah Shell Pit (SOOOl).

Sarasota County, Florida. Plio-Pleistocene.

1 spec. UF 13441: Bird Road (DAOOl), Dade
County, Florida. Pinecrest beds (Pliocene).

6 spec, UF 29119: Macasphalt Shell Pit (SOOOl),

Sarasota County, Florida. Plio-Pleistocene.

1 3

Text-figure 65.

—

Lepicythara toroensis n. sp. NMB H IS 143. Ho-

lotype. NMB locaMty 18724; north side of Valiente Peninsula. Prov-

ince of Bocas del Toro, Panama. Bruno Bluff. Shark Hole Point

Formation. Height 19.3 mm. width 9.0 mm. 1. front view; 2, rear

view; 3, from right side.

spec, UF 50624: Fort Basinger 01 (OBOOl),

Okeechobee County, Florida. Pinecrest beds (Pli-

ocene).

spec, UF 47824: Macasphalt Shell Pit (SOOOl).

Sarasota County, Florida. Plio-Pleistocene.

spec, UF 42992: Mule Pen (CR004). Collier

County. Florida. Pinecrest beds (Pliocene),

spec. UF 60107: Cochran Shell Pit (HN004),

Hendry County, Florida. Caloosahatchee Forma-

tion (Plio-Pleistocene).

spec. UF 22190: Macasphalt Shell Pit (SOOOl).

Sarasota County. Florida. Plio-Pleistocene.
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Table 13.—Measurements (in mm) (if Lcpicxriniia Wniiiiuilii

(Dall, 1890).

Table 13.—Continued.

Specimen

USNM 97338

USNM 647034

USNM 163902

Restored

height Width

Height/

width

ratio

14.5
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Text-figure 66.

—

Lepicythara toroensis n. sp. NMB H 18144. Paratype. NMB locality 18724: north side of Valiente Peninsula, Province of

Bocas del Toro. Panama, Bruno Bluff, Shark Hole Point Formation. Height 5.0 mm, width 2.3 mm. 1. oblique rear view; 2. enlargement of

apcal area; 3, apical view; 4. enlargement of apical view.

Measurements.—(See Table 13. Text-fig. 64.)

Occurrence.—This species is recorded from for-

mations of Pliocene and Pleistocene age of southern

Florida (for details see under "Material").

Distribution.—So far this species is not known from

outside southern Florida.

Lepicythara toroensis, new species

Text-figures 65-66

Description.—Of large size, strongly biconic and

stout. Protoconch consists of 2.5 volutions. The sur-

face of the first two and a little more volutions is
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smooth, the remainder of he protoconch sculptured by

tour opisthocMne to opisthocyrt axial riblets. Apex
slightly pointed. Number of teleoconch whorls up to

5.7.'i; their proHle is straight on early whorls with an

angulation near the abapical suture, but slightly convex

on later whorls. Early teleoconch whorls sculptured by

eight to nine orthocline to slightly opisthocline axial

ribs. The number of axial ribs per whorl gradually in-

creases reaching twelve to thirteen on the body whorl

The axial ribs of the hrst two teleoconch whorls are

somewhat pointed at the periphery thus projecting a

little over the abapical suture. Interspaces of axial ribs

concave, sculptured by four to five incised, spiral lines

on the first teleoconch whorl and increasing in number

to eleven on the penultimate whorl There are a few

secondary incised, spiral lines. All spiral lines cross

the axial ribs. Suture shallow. Aperture narrow. Outer

lip thickened. Sinus adjoining suture moderately deep.

Inner surface of outer lip smooth, with a prominent

ridge parallel to the sharp edge of the outer lip ex-

tending from the sinus to the beginning of the anterior

canal. Parietal callus somewhat thickened near sinus,

columellar callus moderately prominent. Anterior ca-

nal straight and short.

Holotype.—NMB H 18143 (Text-fig. 65).

Dimensions of liolotype.—Height 19.3 mm, width

9.0 mm.
Type localiry.—NMB locality 18724 ( = PPP 2227

north side of Valiente Peninsula, Province of Bocas

del Toro, Panama. Bruno Bluff. Shark Hole Point For-

mation (Early Pliocene). See Coates, 1999b. map 5, p.

290: 1999c, section 12. p. 312.

Rcnuiri<s.—This species is based on seven speci-

mens only. Three of them are adult, but only one—the

holotype—has a moderately well-preserved proto-

conch. The other four specimens are juveniles. The
type lot of L. torooisis from NMB locality 18724 was

collected in 1995. The lot from NMB locality 17851

(=PPP 379) consisting of three paratypes was collected

in 1988. Both localities are exactly the same (Coates,

1999b, map 5, p. 290; 1999c, section 12, p. 312). The
fossils from both were collected from a 20 cm thick

shell bed with leached mollusks situated about 8 m
above sea level and hence were taken from fallen

blocks. The third lot consisting of a single paratype

from NMB locality 17850 (=PPP 376) was collected

about 8 m below the other two localities, i.e., at about

sea level (Coates, 1999b, map 5, p. 290: 1999c, section

12, p. 312).

Comparisons.—L. loroensis is the largest species

described herein and belongs to the group of species

having more axial ribs on the body whorl than on early

wht)rls. L. (liscliisa is smaller than L. toroensis and has

a smaller apical angle, i.e.. it is less stout. Its proto-

all x5

Text-figure 67.

—

Lepicyilutni tiinita (Mansfield). USNM ,169984.

Holotype. UGSG Station 367 1 Ho.sford, Liberty County. Florida.

Jackson BliitT Formation (Choctawhatchee Group). Height 12.2 mm,
width ,s.6 iiini. I, Iront view; 2, rear view; 3. from right side.

conch cotisists of 2.75 to 3 volutions, whereas that of

L. toroensis of only 2.5. The nutnber of opisthocline

to opisthocyrt axial riblets on the late part of the pro-

toconch is fnuch larger in L. discliisu. Finally the nutn-

ber of axial ribs in L. cliscliisa is 8-9 on early teleo-

conch whorls and 9—10 on the body whorl The cor-

respondifig figures in L. toroensis are also 8-9 on early

whorls, but 12-13 on the body whorl.

L. heptugona is also smaller than L. torensis and

also has a smaller apical angle and therefore is more

slender. Its protoconch consists of 2.25 volutions, that

of L. toroensis of 2.5. the number of opisthocline to

opisthocyrt axial riblets on the late part of the proto-

conch is up to eight in L. heptagona. but only up to

four in L. toroensis. The nufiiber of axial ribs in L.

heptcigona is seven to eight on early teleoconch whorls

and eight to nine on the body whorl, which is less than

the coiTesponding nutnbers in L. toroensis. L. toroensis

fiiay also be compared with L. tenniiinia (see p. 55 for

fiiore information).

Miiteriol.—Three lots with a total of only seven

specifiiens as listed below:

1 spec, NMB locality 17850 ( = PPP 376): Bruno

Bluff, outer coast of Valiente Peninsula, Bocas

del Toro, Patumia. Shark Hole Point Fortnation

(Early Pliocene). Paratype.

3 spec, NMB locality 17891 (=PPP 379): Brutio

Bluff (as above). Shark Hole Poifit Fortnation

(Early Pliocene). Paratypes.

3 spec, NMB locality 18724 ( = PPP 2227): Bruno
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Text-figure 6?,.—Lepicyrhnra titrrira (Mansfield). USNM 493824 (ex 369986). USGS Station 3421: Harveys Creek, about half a mile above

the abandoned mill. Leon County. Florida. Jackson Bluff Formation (Choetawhatchee Group). Height 9.7 mm, width 4.5 mm. 1. rear view;

2, enlargement of apical area; 3. apical area; 4. enlargement of apical view.

Bluff (as above). Shark Hole Point Formation

(Early Pliocene). Holotype and two paratypes.

Measurements.—(See Table 14.)

Occurrence.—This species is recorded from the fol-

lowing NMB localities: 17950, 17851, 18724: all Bru-

no Bluff, outer coast of the Valiente Peninsula, Prov-

ince of Bocas del Toro, Panama. Shark Hole Forma-

tion (Early Pliocene).

Distribution.—Not known from outside the type

area.

Etymology.—Refers to the geographic name of the

Province of Bocas del Toro, Panaina.
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Text-figure 64.

—

Lcpicvlhani iiinini (Mansfield). UF 102876 (ex 71582). Alligutor Alley (CR()07), Collier County, Florida. Pinecrest beds.

Height 10.9 mm, widlli 5i) mm. 1. rear view; 2, enlargement of apical area; 3, apical area; 4. enlargement of apical view.

Lepicythara turrita (Mansfield. 1930)

Text-figures 67-70

Bracliyiyrlicira liinila Mansticld, \'-)M). p. 4,^, pi. .1, tig. 8.

Description.—Of small ti) medium size, biconic.

rather stout. Protoconch consists of 2.75 to 3 volutions.

Surface of the first two volutions smooth, remainder

of the protoconch sculptured by thirteen opisthocyrt

a,\ial riblets. Number of teleoconch whorls almost five,

their profile straight on early spire whorls, convex on

late spire whorls. On all spire whorls, there is a slight

concavity adjoining the adapical suture. The first two

to three teleoconch wliorls may be somewhat carinated

near the abapical suture thus overhanging it. Early te-
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Table 14.—Measurements (in mm) oi Lcpicxtluira toroensis new

species.
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Table 15.—Measurements (in mm) o^ Lepicylhani tiirrila (Mans-

field. 1Q30).

Specimen
Restored

height Width

Height/

width

ratio

USNM ^bwsa
USNM 369985

USNM 369986

UF 6952

UF 71582

UF 69302

UF 69296

UF 48019

12.5
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Text-figure 72.

—

Lepicytluira aff. tiirhta (Mansfield). NMB H ISL'il (same specimen as Text-fig. 72) NMB locality 18705: westernmost

part of the south coast of the Valiente Peninsula. Province of Bocas del Toro. Panama. Nancy Point Formation. Height 17.7 mm. width 7.9

mm. I. rear view of spire whorls; 2. enlargement of apical area; .^. further enlargement of apical area; 4. apical view; ."i. enlargement of apical

view; 6. further enlargement of apical view.
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Table 16.—Measurements (in mm) of Lepicvlham aff. niniiii (in

mm).

Table 17.—Measurements (\n mm) oi Lepicythara sp. A (in mm).

Specimen
Restored

height Width

Height/

width

ratio

NMB locality 18705
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^ii^

vf

^

1 xlO 2 x60

'^

,<*••
-i*^

/T'

4 x60 5 x100

Text-tigure 73:—Lepicyrhara sp. A. USNM 509803. USGS Station 16926: westernmost cut on Panama Railroad cutoff south of Fort Davis,
1.9 km northeast of Gatun railroad station. Canal area. Middle part of Gatun Formation. Height 12.8 mm, width 5.0 mm. 1, rear view; 2,
enlargement of apical area; 3, apical view; 4. enlargement of apical view; 5, further enlargement of apical view.
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heptagdiui from the Dominican Republic. Due to the

lack of more and better preserved material it is not

possible to positively identify the Lepicytluini from

Darien. The large PPP collections at the NMB do not

contain a single specimen of this species.

Lepicythara sp. C

Remarks.—There are three specimens from the Late

Miocene Nancy Point Formation of Finger Island, west

of Bluefied Bay. Valiente Peninsula. Province of Bocas

del Toro. Panama, which were collected on different

occassions and therefore carry different locality num-
bers: NMB 17629 ( = PPP 191), NMB 17824 ( = PPP
477). and NMB 1871 1 ( = PPP 2212). For exact loca-

tion see Coates (1999b. map 5. inset A. p. 291; 1999c,

section 14, p. 318).

Two of these specimens are incomplete juveniles,

and the third is a worn adult lacking its protoconch.

One of the juveniles has an incompletely preserved

protoconch, which consists of abut 2.5 volutions. On
its last part a few opisthocryt axial riblets arc recog-

nizable. The adult specimen from NMB locality 17824

is fairly large (restored height 15.1 mm, width 7.2 mm,
ratio 2.10). The profile of the early teleoconch whorls

is straight, with a slight angulation near the abapical

suture, and that of late whorls is slightly convex. The
number of axial ribs per whorl is nine on early whorls

and 12 on the body whorl. The preservation of this

material is insufhcient to allow meaningful compari-

sons with described species.

Lepicythara sp. D
Text-tigure 74

Reimirks.—A single specimen from NMB locality

17757 (=PPP 275) is available. This locality is situ-

ated near Punta Judas on the Pacific coast of the Prov-

ince of Puntarenas, Costa Rica (for exact location see

Jung 1995, p. 44, fig. 1), and the age is probably Late

Miocene. The specimen is fairly large (restored height

14.1 mm, width 7.4 mm, ratio 1.91) and stout, i.e.. it

has a large apical angle. Unfortunately it is worn and

partly encrusted, so that some features cannot be ob-

served. The protoconch is not preserved. The profile

of the early teleoconch whorls is straight, that of late

whorls slightly convex. The number of axial ribs per

whorl on early whorls cannot be determined, but is

probably eight as on the body whorl. The anterior ca-

nal is short and slightly twisted to the left.

Lepicythara sp. E

Remarks.—A single specimen is available from

NMB locality 19126 ( = PPP 3437): Cueva de Angos-
tura on Rio Santaigo, Borbon, northwestern Ecuador;

all X5

Text-tigure 14.—Lepicythara sp. D. NMB H I814.S. NMB locality

\1151: near Pimta Judas. Pacific coast of the Province of Puntarenas.

Costa Rica. Probably Late Miocene. Height 1.^.6 mm. width 7.4 mm.
1. front view; 2, rear view; 3. from right side; 4, apical view.

Angostura Formation (Late Miocene) (Whittaker,

1988, p. 10). The specimen is of medium size (restored

height 12.5 mm. width 4.9 mm, ratio 2.55) and slender.

It is somewhat deformed, its main axis not being quite

straight. Its dorsal side has been exposed to erosion,

and the sculpture is therefore not preserved. The tip

of the protoconch is missing, and the sculpture on the

last volution of the protoconch is hardly recognizable.

The number of teleoconch whorls is 5.25, their profile

is straight on early whorls and slightly convex on late

whorls. The number of axial ribs is seven on early

whorls and nine on the body whorl.
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APPENDIX I. Species excluded from Lepicythura.

Although the species described below does not be-

long to Lepicythara, it is briefly discussed here for the

sake of completeness.

Lepicythara veracruzana Perrilliat

Text-figure 73

1973 Lepicythura veracruzana Perrilliat. Perrilliat, p. 58, pi. 28, pp.

13-14.

Description.—Of small size, not biconic. slender.

Protoconch incomplete, without recognizable axial rib-

lets on its last part. Number of teleoconch whorls 4.25.

their profile convex. First teleoconch whorl sculptured

by eight, subsequent whorls by six opisthocline to op-

sithocyit axial ribs. The width of the axial ribs is about

the same from suture to suture. Interspaces of axial

ribs concave, without spiral sculpture. Suture not deep.

Aperture moderately naiTow. Shape of outer lip not

known. Columellar and parietal calluses not preserved.

Anterior canal broken.

Holotype.—\]S^M 647172 (Text-fig. 75).

Dimensions of holotype.—Height 9.0 mm, width 4.0

mm.
Type locality.—VSGS Station 9995: Santa Rosa,

Veracruz, Mexico. For location see Perrilliat (1972, p.

1 1. fig. 1 ). Beds of late Miocene age. For more infor-

both x5

Text-hgure 75.

—

Lepicythara \eracruzaita Perrilliat. USNM
647172. Holotype. USGS Station 9995. Santa Rosa. Veracruz, Mex-
ico. Beds of Late Miocene age. Height 9.0 mm. width 4.0 mm. I,

front view; 2. rear view.

mation see under L. aff. lieptagona. and Akers (1979,

p. 497) and Yokes (1994, p. 138).

Remarks.—Lepicythara veracruzana is based on a

single, incomplete specimen, the holotype. The above

description is therefore not the description of a species

but the description of a specimen, which the present

writer considers as undesirable to serve as type ma-

terial. This species lacks several features characteriz-

ing other species of the genus Lepicythara. It is not

biconic in general shape, the last part of its protoconch

has no recognizable axial riblets. the teleoconch

whorls are not sculptured spirally, and the axial ribs

of the teleoconch whorls have about the same width

from suture to suture instead of being naiTow adapi-

cally and wider abapically. Due to the poor quality of

preservation, it is not possible to assign it to another

tuiTid genus.

Material.—As mentioned above the holotype is the

only available specimen.

Measurements.—Restored height 9.7 mm. width 4.0

mm. ratio 2.42.

Occurrence.—Known only from USGS Station

9995. the type locality: Santa Rosa. Veracruz. Mexico.

Beds of Late Miocene age. See also under "type lo-

cality", above.
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Appendix II.—In the chapter "Distribution through time and space" reference was made to Jackson et al. (1999, table 3, p. 204. appendix

1. pp. 212-213). In order to be more specific, the cited table 3 and appendix 1 are reproduced hereafter

A. List of 37 faunules (molluscan taxa from a single horizon at a single outcrop or closely grouped outcrops) and descriptive statistics used

for the ordination analyses. Taxa are genera or subgenera. Lists of PPP numbers for each faunule are given in Appendix 3. Documentation

for ages and depths are given in Appendix 1. Estimated ages and depths placed in brackets. L = Limon Basin, B = Bocas del Toro Basin,

NC = North Coast of Panama, C = Panama Canal Basin.
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B. Ages and paleobathynielrie'. of faunules

Faiiniile (with section #)

Age
(Ma) Depth (m) Abundant diagnostic taxa

\. Swan Cay (#2?)

2. Cemetery Pnehlii Nuevo (#3?)

3. Upper Lcimas del Mar East (reel) (#36)

4. Empalnie (#34)

5. Cangrejos Creek (#37)

6. Lomas del Mar East (non-reef) (#36)

7. Northwest Escudo de Veraiiiias (#10)

8. Fish Hole (#22/23)

9. CiroLind Creek (no section)

10. North-central Escudo de Veraguas (#10)

I 1. Rio Linioncito (no section)

12. Chocolate Buenos Aires {#?'?')

13. Boniha (#29)

14. Agua (#29)

\5. Bruno BUiti (#12)

16. Cayo Agua: West side of Punta Norte (#16)

17. Quiteria (#29)

I S. Rio Vizcaya (#.39)

19. .Santa Rita (#32)

20. Northeast Escudo de Veraguas (#10)

2 I . Southeast Escudo de Veraguas (#11)

22. Cayo Agua: Punta Tihuron (#19)

23. Cayo Agua: Punta Nispero West (#19)

24. Cayo Agua: Punta Nispero Southeast (#20)

25. Isla Popa (no section)

26. Cayo Agua: Punta Norte East (#19)

27. Cayo Agua: Punta Piedra Roja West (#17)

1.6-1.2

1.7-1.3

1.7-1.5

1.7-1.5

1 .6- 1 .5

1.9-1.5

2.1-1.9

3.6-3.4

3.5

3.5

3.6-3.5

3.6-3.5

3.6-3.5

80-120'

50- 100

50-100

10-.30

150-250

.50-100

100-150

3.0-2.2
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Appendix II—Continued.

28. Quebrada Brazo Seco (no section) 3.2-4.3 <30','

29. Shark Hole Point and top of Nancy Point (#12) 5.7-5.6 l(X)-200

30. Finger Island (#14) 8.2-5.6 60-100

31. Rio Sand Bo.x (#27)

32. Rio Tuba (no section)

33. Rio Calzones (#9)

34. Miguel de la Borda (#6)

35. Isia Payardi (#1)

36. Mattress Factory (#1)

37. Martin Luther King (#1

)

8.7-7.2

8.2-7.2-'

11.2-5.3'^

1 1.2-5.3''

9.4-8.6

9.4-8.6

11.8-11.4"

1 50-20(.)

1 50-200

25?

25?

1 5-40

15-40
15-40

Based on stratigraphic position between reef

tracts and Rio Banano Fm.
Bolivina hurhata. Bolirinci imporcata. N. allanti-

ca. P. ariminensis, (J. peregrina

A. gihhosa. B. barhata, C. ciimini. E. antilUiniin.

H. concemricci. Hcmzawtiia isidroensa, Lvnlicii-

lina calcar, P. ariminensis, Quinqiieloculina

seminulinn, S. piilchra. U. peregiina

B. imporcata. Bolivina lowmani. Bolivina mcxi-

cana, C. niinuta, N. aiUnnica, P. inagilalcnen-

sis, R. iimhonata

Assumed equivalent to Faunule #31 based on ap-

parent stratigraphic position

Assumed equivalent to Faunule #34

A. beccarii, Bolivina mereciiani. Bolivina vangh-

ani, B. hannai. P. magdalenensis, R. spiniilosa,

R. itmbonata

same as Faunule #35

same as Faunule #35

' We used the maximum rather than the median depth because the sediments are a reef talus slump deposit.

- Assumed Late Pliocene age based on inferred stratigraphic position.

' Assumed equivalent to older Cayo Agua Fm.
• Assumed equivalent to nearby Rio Sandbox.
' Assumed Late Miocene.
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ABSTRACT

The Paleocene (Danian) molluscan fauna of the Lopez de Bertodano and Sobral formations of Seymour Island, Antarctic-

Peninsula, is the only shelf fauna of this age from the continent of Antarctica and provides the critical insight into the emergence

of marine faunas of the Southern Hemisphere following the mass extinction at the end of the Cretaceous. The Danian molluscan

fauna on Seymour Island consists of 58 species of which 40 are new.

Bivalves are represented by 20 species from the Lopez de Bertodano Formation unit 10 and the Sobral Formation. Newly

recognized taxa in the Antarctic Danian include: Nucula sp., Nuculana antarctirostrata n. sp.. Ledinal sp.. Jupiterial sp.,

Saxolucina antarctipleura n. sp., Thyasira austrosulca n. sp. and Periploma'l sp.

The gastropod component of the Danian molluscan fauna of Antarctica is by far the most diverse, with 37 species recorded,

of which the following 30 are newly described: Conotomaria sp. A, Conotomaria sp. B, Conotomaria sp. C, Acmaea submesidia

n. sp.. Bittium {Bittiuml) paleoiwrum n. sp.. Bittium {Zebiniuml) brooksi n. sp., Turritella {Haustatorl) parisi n. sp.. Mesalia

virginiae n. sp., Slruthiochenopus hiirleyi n. sp.. AiUaixtodai-winella austerocallosa n. sp.. Anuuiropsis notoleplos n. sp., Euspini

antarctidia n. sp., AntarctiranelUi tessela n. gen. n. sp., Melanella seymourensis n. sp.. Heteroterma"! n. sp.. Pyropsisl australis

n. sp.. Coins dehioae n. sp., Pseudofax? paiicus n. sp., Levifnsus woolfei n. sp., Probuccinum palaiocosmuim n. sp., Serrifusus

binodosum n. sp., Sycostoma pyrinota n. sp.. Strepsidural polaris n. sp.. Poleopsephaeal nodoprosta n. sp., Taioma sobiali n.

sp., Zygomelon apheles n. sp.. Mitra (Eumirra'}) antarctmella n. sp.. Marshallaria variegata n. sp., Cosmasyhnx {Tholuoma)

antarctigera n. sp., and CyUchnanial cf. C. impar Finlay and Marwick, 1937. These gastropods occupied various niches in

temperate shallow shelf environments and are represented by only a few individuals at any given locality. The Danian gastropod

fauna of Seymour Island is domuiated by carnivores (c. 60%) with epifaunal grazers (c. 17%). deposit feeders (c. 13%). epifaunal

browsers (c. 77r), and a single ectoparasite (c. 3%) composing the remainder of the fauna.

The fauna extends the geologic range of many groups with several crossing the K-T boundary extinction event. Species-level

survivorship is relatively high at 39%. Five gastropod genera (Antarctodanvinella. Anrarcnroiiclla n. gen.. Probuccinum. Sey-

mourosphaera. and Struthiochenopus) are endemic to Seymour Island. All species reported from the Danian of Seymour Island

are endemic, pointing to a strong degree of provincialism and isolation of the fauna from coeval forms in the Southern Hemi-

sphere. These new data suggest that the molluscan faunas of Antarctica belonged to a distinct biotic province by Danian time.

INTRODUCTION

Paleocene molluscan faunas are rare in the Southern

Hemisphere fossil record, and those from the earliest

Paleocene (early Danian) are particularly important, in

that they provide data on the early biotic recovery and

repopulation phase following the Cretaceous-Tertiary

(K-T) boundary extinction event. Paleocene faunas are

characterized by complex evolutionary histories fol-

lowing the end-Cretaceous event. The survivors of the

K-T event and also the appearance of new groups and

migrants in the Danian not only herald the beginnings

of the modern biota, but further mark the initial re-

covery and radiation phase immediately following the

extinction interval. Few diverse Paleocene molluscan

faunas have been recorded in the Southern Hemi-

sphere, and of these faunas, the shallow-marine suc-

cession on Seymour Island, Antarctic Peninsula (Text-

fig. 1 ) represents the only well-preserved molluscan

record across the K-T interval and into the early Pa-

leocene (Danian). The Seymour Island sequence pre-

serves an important record of the composition of Dan-

ian Mollusca, which is providing exciting new data on

the extent of the extinction event in the high southern

latitudes and also the complex processes of biotic re-

covery. These records document changing environ-

mental conditions relating to the final breakup of

Gondwana, lowering sea-surface temperatures, the

KTT extinction event, and the refilling of vacant eco-

space with opportunistic and migrant groups of mol-
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lusks following the impact event at the end of the Cre-

taceous.

Most previous work on Antarctic Paleogene mol-

lusks has focused on the highly diverse Eocene assem-

blages of the La Meseta Formation of Seymour and

Cockburn islands (see Wilckens. 1911; Zinsmeister,

1984; Stilwell and Zinsmeister. 1992; Stilwell and Ga-

zdzicki, 1998: Stilwell, 2003a) and those taxa recov-

ered from Eocene erratics of the McMurdo Sound re-

gion of East Antarctica (Stilwell. 2000; Stilwell and

Zinsmeister, 2000). Stilwell and Zinsmeister (1992)

recognized 170 species of Eocene Antarctic mollusks,

collected from a spectrum of environmental settings

spanning barrier islands to nearshore tidal and wave-

dominated environments. At least 10 species remain

undescribed (JDS. personal observation). Stilwell

(2000) recently described 65 species from McMurdo
Sound glacial deposits in nearshore shelf settings and

facies. Of these, at least 22 species of mollusks, a sin-

gle brachiopod, and a shark were found to be common
to both the Antarctic Peninsula and East Antarctica.

The discovery of a significant number of taxa common
to both regions indicates unequivocal marine links dur-

ing the Eocene and circum-Antarctic circulation (Stil-

well and Zinsmeister, 2000). These authors concluded

that the East Antarctic sea-surface temperatures during

the Eocene may have been temperate, based on the

composition of characteristic warmer water taxa and

the marked percentages of characteristic Indo-Pacific/

Tethyan and cosmopolitan genera and subgenera in the

fauna. Further, approximately 1 1% of the 136 mollusk

genera and subgenera and all of the species recorded

from the Eocene of Antarctica are endemic, indicating

that the continent belonged to a distinct biotic province

by this time. The strong endemicity of the fauna sug-

gests that the isolation of Antarctica commenced by

the early Paleocene.

To date four taxonomic papers have been published

on Antarctic Paleocene mollusks; these include a sca-

phopod Eodentalium grandis Medina and del Valle,

1985, from the Sobral Formation; bivalves from the

Lopez de Bertodano and Sobral formations (Zinsmeis-

ter and Macellari, 1988); one species of aporrhaid gas-

tropod. Stnitliiocheiiopiis hiirleyi n. sp. (= 5. norden-

skjoldi (Wilckens. 1910)). originally thought to be re-

stricted to the latest Cretaceous but now known to span

the K-T boundary into the Danian interval on Seymour
Island (Zinsmeister and Griffin, 1995); and a new ge-

nus of probable pseudolivine gastropod, Seymouros-

phaeni. represented by four species (Oleinik and Zins-

meister, 1996) in the Danian. These studies reveal that

a rich, shallow-marine fauna existed during the early

Paleocene along the Antarctic Peninsula. This research

not only provides additional insight into the immediate

post K-T boundary radiation of marine mollusks in

Antarctica and globally, but further, yields exceptional
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new data on the patterns of biotic recovery of post K-

T extinction faunas in the high southern latitudes.

PALEOCENE STRATIGRAPHY

Seymour Island contains the most complete, well-

exposed section of Upper Cretaceous to lower Tertiary

rocks in the Southern Hemisphere and is composed of

highly fossiliferous marine sandstones and siltstones

reflecting a spectrum of environments along the shal-

low- to mid-shelf. The sequence is exposed over the

southern two-thirds of the island, an area of approxi-

mately 70 km-. The extensive exposures of these rocks

include one of the best K-T boundary sections in the

world, which is providing an important opportunity to

examine in detail the events at the close of the Cre-

taceous, not only in a temporal context, but spatially

as well (see Zinsmeister. 1998a).

Upper Cretaceous and lower Paleocene strata on

Seymour Island consist of approximately 1600 m of

homoclinal, gently eastward-dipping, mid-shelf clastic

to inner shelf concretionary siltstones and silty sand-

stones, comprising strata of gray to tan fine-grained

sandstone and sandy siltstone of the Lopez de Berto-

dano and Sobral formations (Zinsmeister, 1998a). The
Lopez de Bertodano Formation ranges in age from late

Maastrichtian to Danian, and the Sobral Formation is

of Danian age. Faunal diversity is relatively high with

an admirable record of mollusks, corals, brachiopods,

annelids, decapods, echinoderms, and marine reptiles.

Substantial tree fragments up to 1 m in diameter are

abundant at various levels in the succession. Sedimen-

tological evidence, such as extensive bioturbation in

the strata and the absence of primary sedimentological

structures, suggests that deposition was, in all likeli-

hood, mid-shelf below effective wave base (Macellari

and Zinsmeister, 1983; Macellari, 1988; Oleinik and

Zinsmeister. 1996).

The K-T boundary interval is located at the base of

a glauconitic unit referred to as the "K-T Glauconite"

and crops out in a snake-like pattern along strike for

approximately 7 km forming a belt about 2 km wide.

No K-T boundary section in the Northern or elsewhere

in the Southern Hemisphere has aerial exposures that

approach those on Seymour Island. The K-T Glauco-

nite consists of three lithologic units: Lower Glauco-

nite with iridium anomaly (0-1.5 m). Fish Bone Layer

(2-3 m), and Upper Glauconite (0-0.1 m) (Zinsmeis-

ter, 1998a). Precise dating of events through the ex-

tinction-survival-recovery interval on Seymour Island

is limited by the absence of calcareous nannoplankton

and planktic foraminifera in some horizons.

Work by Huber (1988) suggested that the last Cre-

taceous planktic foraminifera are recovered from an

interval 1 to 4 m below the glauconite bed and that

the first Danian species of planktic forms are recog-

nized 1 m below the contact between the Lopez de

Bertodano and Sobral formations approximately 45 m
above the K-T boundary. This places the contact be-

tween these formations with the API Foraminiferal

Zone. Huber ( 1988) referred to this gap in the presence

of planktic microfossils as the "dissolution" zone re-

sulting from the perturbation of the sea chemistry fol-

lowing the K-T boundary event. The ubiquitous pres-

ence of well-preserved macrofossil assemblages

throughout the K-T boundary section indicates that

whatever processes dictated the presence or preserva-

tion of calcareous plankton did not affect calcareous

macrofossils such as mollusks. The K-T boundary is

pinned to the Lower Glauconite based on the presence

of the iridium anomaly at the base of the "K-T Glau-

conite" (Elliot el al.. 1994). The extinction-survival-

recovery phases succeeding the boundary event on

Seymour Island span the approximately 90-m interval

of Unit 10 of the Lopez de Bertodano Formation and

the lower two units of the Sobral Formation (see Text-

fig. 3).

Analysis of the geological range data of species re-

covered from the K-T boundary interval on Seymour
Island (Text-fig. 2) reveals that at least 20 species

(55%) disappeared through a 16-m interval below the

K-T boundary (Zinsmeister, 1998a). Two extinction

steps occur 1.5 m and I m below the Lower Glauco-

nite. Two species (6%) last occur in the "K-T Glau-

conite" and 14 (39%) Maastrichtian species pass

through the boundary event into the Danian. The Low-
er Glauconite is interpreted to represent the boundary

event with the extinction interval commencing I m
below, following the study by Kauffman and Harries

(1996) on biotic recovery. The survival interval is rep-

resented in the Fish Bone Layer and the recovery in-

terval occurs in the Upper Glauconite. Some 1 1 spe-

cies of mollusks are present in the "K-T Glauconite,"

6 species in the Lower Glauconite. 6 in the Fish Layer

and 8 in the Upper Glauconite (WJZ and JDS). Only

two species, bivalves Panopeo claiisa and Seymour-

tula antarctica, become extinct within this interval.

These bivalves were probably suspension feeders,

which were especially hard hit during the K-T bound-

ary event with the significant reduction in primary pro-

duction at the boundary (Rhodes and Thayer. 1991;

Hansen et al.. 1993; Sheehan et al.. 1996). The Fish

Bone Layer (see Zinsmeister, 1998a) is believed to

represent the "crisis zone" immediately following the

boundary event. The significant occurrence of fish de-

bris over an interval of ~2 to 3 m indicates multiple

local kill events, which suggests that the Fish Bone

Layer represents an interval of unstable conditions fol-

lowing the extinction event.
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Text-figure 3.—Stratigraphic distribution and feeding strategies of Danian bivalves from the Lopez de Bertodano and Sobral formations,

with inferred life habits. Symbols: open square, suspension feeders; solid square, infaunal byssate; cross, epifaunal sessile; solid diamond,

deposit feeder; open triangle, shallow infaunal. Acronyms; SF. suspension feeder; DI, deep infaunal; IB, infaunal byssate; SI. shallow infaunal;

ES. epifaunal sessile; DF. deposit feeder. 1, Panopea clausa (SF-DI); 2, Pinna freneixae (SF-IB); 3, Lahillia larseni (SF-SI); A, Acesta webbi.

(SF-ES); 5. Niicula (Leionucula) suboblonga (DF-SI); 6, Cucullaea ellioti (SF-SI); 7. Marwickia woodburnei (SF-SI); 8, Saxolucina antarc-

tipleura n. sp. (SF-SI); 9. Ostrea sp. (SF-ES); 10, Jupiteria"? n. sp. (DF-SI); 11. Ledinal n. sp. (DF-SI); 12, Nucula (Leionucula) hunickeni

(DF-IS); 13, Periploma7 n. sp. (SF-DI); 14, Thyasira austrosuica n. sp. (SF-SI); 15. Nucula sp. (DF-SI); 16. Australoneilo gracilis (DF-SI);

17. Lahillia Inibeii (SF-SI); 18. Australoneilo casei (DF-SI); 19, Nuculana anrarctirostrata n. sp. (DF-SI).

ments. See Text-figures 3 and 4 for the stratigraphic

distribution of primary feeding strategies for the Danian

bivalves and gastropods from the Lopez de Bertodano

unit 10 and the Sobral Formation.

The Paleocene gastropods from the upper units of

the Lopez de Bertodano Formation and the Sobral For-

mation were derived from predominantly sandy, shal-

low- to middle-shelf environments in temperate coastal

waters of normal salinity. Mollusks generally occur in

isolated local shell concentrations throughout the Dan-

ian part of the sequence, the only exception being the

floods of opportunistic species, chiefly Lahillia larseni

and Slruthiochenopiis Inirleyi n. sp. immediately above

the K-T Glauconite at the base of unit 10.

In descending order of species-level diversity and

importance, suspension feeders dominate the bivalve

fauna with 55% of the assemblage belonging to this

category, followed by 45% of deposit feeders. Most of

the suspension feeders are shallow infaunal forms at-

tributed to the Cucullaeidae, Lucinidae, Thyasiridae,

Cardiidae, Veneridae, and Periplomatidae (see Table

1 ). The diversity and abundance of epifaunal bivalves

are suiprisingly rare during the Danian. The occur-

rence of an undescribed species of Ostrea is restricted

to the individuals associated with small biohermal con-

centrations of branching corals that are limited to im-

mediately above the disconformity between unit 10

and the Sobral Formation. Epibyssate suspension feed-

ers are rare and include the rare species, Acesta webbi

Zinsmeister and Macellari, 1988 (Limidae). Equally

uncommon are byssate representatives such as Pinna

frenei.xae Zinsmeister and Macellari, 1988, and Sey-

niourtula antartica (Wilckens, 1910). Deposit feeders

are members of Nuculidae, Nuculanidae and Mallet-

tiidae, and are infaunal burrowers. This is consistent

with the idea that epifaunal suspension feeders were

particularly affected by the phytoplankton crash or the

significant drop in primary production at the K-T

boundary, leading to the demise of many suspension-

feeding groups, compared with deposit feeders (see

Rhodes and Thayer, 1991; Hansen et al., 1993; Shee-

han et al.. 1996). In the Southern Hemisphere, this

pattern of selective extinction is corroborated in the K-
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Symbols (and acronyms): open square, carnivore (C): open diamond, deposit feeder (DF); open triangle, epifaunal grazer (G); solid circle

ectoparasite (EP). 1, Vaiiikomi7sis cirklowskiciiui (Wilckens. 1910) (C); 2. Sti-utluoclie}iopus hurteyi n. sp. (DF); 3. Conotomaiia n. sp. C (EG)

4, Amauropsis notoleptos n. sp. (C); 5, Mesaliu virginiae n. sp. (DF); 6, Seymourosphaera bulloides Oleinik & Zinsmeister, 1996 (C); 7

Acmaea submesidia n. sp. (EG); 8. TiinitelUi (Hatislaror?) parisi n. sp. (DF); 9. Seymourosphaera elevata Oleinik & Zinsmeister, 1996, (C)

10, Cosmasyrinx (Tholitoina) antarciiaera n. sp. (C): 1 1, Cylichnania cf. C. impar Finlay and Marwick, 1937, (C); 12, Euspira antarclidia n

sp. (C); 13, Melanella seyinourensis n. sp. (EG); 14. Bitriiim (Zehitriuin) brooksi n. sp. (EG); 15, Birriiim (Bitlium'}) paleonolum n. sp. (EG)

16, Conotomaria sp. A (EG); 17, Taioma sobrali n. sp. (C); 18, Marsltallaria variegata n. sp. (C); 19, Antarctiranella tessela n. gen. n. sp,

(C); 20, Levifusus woolfei n. sp. (C); 21, Seymourosphaera subglobosa Oleinik & Zinsmeister, 1996, (C); 22, Zygometon apheles n. .sp. (C)

23, Paleopsephaeal nodoprosla n. sp. (C): 24, Probuccinum palaiocoslarum n. sp. (C); 25, Serrifusus binodosum n. sp. (C); 26, Cohis delrioae

n. sp. (C); 27, Pseudofaxl paucus n. sp. (C); 28, Antarctodarwinella austerocallosa n, sp. (EG); 29, Conotomaria sp. B (EG): 30, Seymou-

rosphaera depressa Oleinik & Zinsmeister, 1996 (C); 31, Sycostoma pyrinota n. sp. (C); 32, Heterolerma'f n. sp. (C); 33, Pyropsis'l australis'l

n. sp. (C).

T boundary and early Paleiicene molluscan faunas of

Antarctica and also New Zealand (see Stilwell, 1994).

No bivalves are particularly abundant at any locality

apart from a flood of the presumed opportunistic bi-

valve Lahillici hirseni (Sharman and Newton, 1897) in

the early Danian. Laliillln Uirseni extends in the strati-

graphic record from the late Maastrichtian across the

K-T boundary into the Danian on Seymour Island, and

although it is a relatively common member of the

Maastrichtian benthic community, the bivalve is usu-

ally represented by fewer than live individuals at any

given locality. In the Upper Glauconite on Seymour
Island, L. larseiii is locally abundant, occurring in

floods of thousands of individuals. Although the num-

ber of individuals of L. Uirseni decreases dramatically

above the Upper Glauconite. the species continues to

be a prominent member of the Danian benthic com-

munity remaining. Only general comments about the

Antarctic bivalve community can be made here, as it

is a rather depauperate assemblage of only 18 species,

and most of these species are generally represented by

a few specimens of variable preservation. The number

of articulated specimens of these bivalves is relatively

high, suggesting that the environments in which they

lived were below fair-weather wave base. Indeed, the

absence of shallow-water sedimentary structures in
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Table I.—Systematic checklist of Paleocene bivalves from the

Lopez de Bertodano and Sobral formations. Seymour Island, Ant-

arctic Peninsula, with inferred life habits. Identifications by J. D.

Stilwell and W. J. Zinsmeister. Acronyms used: DF. deposit feeder;

IB. infaunal byssate; SF. suspension feeder; NSI. nonsiphonate in-

faunal; BY. byssate; EB. epifaunal byssate; SI. siphonate infaunal.

Bivalvia

Inferred

Life

Habits

Nuculidae

Nuciila sp.

Nucula (Leionucula) suboblonga (Wilckens. I90.'i)

Nucula (Leionucula) hunickeni Zinsmeister and

Macellari, 1988

DF-IB

DF-IB

DF-IB

Nuculanidae

Niiciilanci anlarclirostrata n. sp.
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Table 2.—Systematic checklist of Paleocene gastropods from the

Lopez de Bertodano and Sobral formations, Seymour Island. Ant-

arctic Peninsula, with inferred life habits. Identifications by J.D. Stil-

well and A.E. Oleinik. Acronyms used: DF. deposit feeder; SE sus-

pension feeder; C. carnivore; EB. epifaunal browser; EG. epifaunal

grazer; EP. ectoparasite; E/I. epifaunal/infaunul; EM. epifaunal mo-

bile.

Table 2.—Continued.

Gastropoda

Inferred

Life

Habits

Gastropoda

Inferred

Life

Habits

Pleurotomariidae

Conolomaria sp. A
Cnnotomaria sp. B
Conolomaria sp. C

Acmaeidae

Acwaea snbmesiclia n. sp.

Cerithiidae

Biiiiiiiii [BilUiim"!) paleononiiti n. sp.

Blitliiiii iZebitTiiiin) brooksi n. sp.

Turritellidae

Tuniwlta iHaiisuiror'J) /Hirisi n. sp.

Mesalla virginiae n. sp.

Aporrhaidae

SlrmhiDclunopii.s Jntrleyi n. sp.

Struthiolariidae

Antarctodanvinellii aiistcrocallnsa n. sp.

Vanikoridae

Viinikoropsis arktowskiaiia (Wilckens. 1910)

Naticidae

Aniauropsis notoleplos n. sp.

Eitspira aularctidia n. sp.

Ranellidae

AnhircUranella tessela n. gen. n. sp.

Eulimidae

Melunella seymoiirensis n. sp.

Tudiclidae

Helerotennal n. sp.

Pympsis'^ aiistnilis n. sp.

Buccinidae

Colas delrioae n. sp.

Pseiulofa.x"! paiicus n. sp.

Levifusus woolfei n. sp.

Prohiicciniim polaiocostauim n. sp.

SenifusHS hinodosum n. sp.

Sycostoma pyrinota n. sp.

Seymourosphaera subglobosa Oleinik & Zinsmeister,

1996

Seymourosphaera depressa Oleinik & Zinsmeister.

1996

Seymourosphaera hulloides Oleinik & Zinsmeister.

1996

Seymourosphaera elevara Oleinik & Zinsmeister.

1996

Strepsidurti'? polaris n. sp.

Fasciolariidae

P{deopsephaea'? nodopmsUi n. sp.

Taionui sobrali n. sp.

EG-C?
EG-C?
EG-C?

EG

E?B
E?B

SF-E/I

SF7-E/I?

DF

DF-E?/I?

r?/E?-c

c-Evr?

C-E7/I?

C-EM

EP

C-EM
C-EM

C-EM
C-EM
C-EM
C-EM
C-EM
C-EM

C-EM

C-EM

C-EM

C-EM
C-EM

C-EM
C-EM

Volutidae

Zyiiomelon apheles n. sp. C-EM

Mitridae

Milra lEuiiiilral) anlarctmella n. sp. C-EM

Turridae

Marshallaria variegata n. sp. C-EM
Cosmasyriiix iTIiolitoma) antarciigera n. sp. C-EM

Cylichnidae

Cyli( liiiania cf. C. impar Finlay and Marwick, 1937 l?-C

invertebrate fauna.s during the earliest Danian resulting

from the mass extinction.

COMPOSITION AND PALEOBIOGEOGRAPHY

Paleocene moHuscan faunas are rare in the Southern

Hemisphere, and earliest Paleocene faunas are partic-

ularly so, and are represented solely by the early Dan-

ian fauna of Seymour Island. This fauna is extremely

important in that it not only fills a major gap in our

knowledge of early Paleocene Austral molluscan fau-

nas, but provides much new data on the steps of biotic

recovery following the K-T boundary event. Other

Austral Paleocene faunas have been thoroughly doc-

umented and/or await further attention, but are either

late early to late Paleocene in age or not particularly

well dated; these include the late early to late Paleo-

cene faunas of New Zealand (Finlay and Marwick,

1937; Stilwell, 1993, 1994; JDS, unpublished data),

late Paleocene of Chatham Islands (Campbell ('/ cil..

1993; Stilwell and Grebneff. 1996; Stilwell, 1997,

2003a; JDS, unpublished data.), mid- to late Paleocene

of Victoria and Western Australia, (Singleton, 1943;

DaiTagh, 1994, 1997; Stilwell, 2003b; JDS, personal

observation), and poorly dated Paleocene faunas of

southern South America, predominantly southern Ar-

gentina (Olivero <^r f//., 1990; Camacho, 1992; Griffin

and Hiinicken, 1994; JDS, personal observation). The
Paleocene fauna of Antarctica provides important in-

formation on the composition of immediate post K-T
faunas during the early recovery phase following the

mass extinction event.

The Antarctic gastropod fauna records taxa that are

either the oldest member of respective genera {e.g.,

Bittium (Zehittiwn). AiUarctodarwinella, Aniauropsis'?,

Mehinella. Heterolerinal. Pseiidofa.x'l. Coins. Levifu-

sus. Probucciiuini. Strepsidura'?. Zygoineloii. Vexilluni

S.I., Marshallaria. Cosmasyrinx (Tholitoma). and Cy-

licluuiiiia) or some that survived the K-T event in the

earliest Danian (e.g., Perotrochus. Conolomaria, Ac-
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maea. Stnithiochenopiis, Vaiiikoropsis. Eitspira. "Pyr-

opsis." Serrifiisus. Sycosloma. Paleopsephaea. and

Taioinu). Others are either members of widespread

genera that may have evolved in the high southern

latitudes or of uncertain origin, representing Indo-Pa-

cific/Tethyan or Temperate forms {e.g., Perotrochus,

Couotomaria. Amauropsis, Antarctiranella n. gen..

Pvropsis'l, Heterotenna'l. Coins, Strepsidura'l, Levi-

fusus, Serrifiisus, and Paleopsephaea). Some 34% of

genera and subgenera make up this category. Only

four genera. Antarctodanvinella, Antarctiranella n.

gen.. Probuccinum, and Seymourosphaera, are endem-

ic to Antarctica, and compose between 12.5% and 16%

of the total fauna. Antarctodanvinella austerocallosa

n. sp. is the progenitor of two Eocene species, A. ellioti

Zinsmeister. 1976. recorded from Units II-III of the

La Meseta Formation, and younger A. nordenskjoldi

(Wilckens. 1911). distributed in Units III-V. Antarc-

todarwinella became extinct during the late Eocene.

These taxa form a lineage with an observed gap in the

late Paleocene to early Eocene record in Antarctica.

This gap in the record may contribute to the observ-

able difference in overall morphology in A. austero-

callosa n. sp. and younger Eocene forms A. ellioti and

A. nordenskjoldi. discussed in detail in the systematics

section of this work (pp. 31-32). Antarctiranella n.

gen. is distinct from other coeval and younger ranellid

gastropods, so probably represents a short-lived group

that evolved during an early stage of the radiation of

this family and became extinct sometime during the

Paleocene. Seymourosphaera is closely related to the

pseudolivine gastropod. Austrosphaera from the Late

Cretaceous to Paleocene of southern Argentina (Tierra

del Fuego). and most likely is descended from Aus-

trosphaera (Oleinik and Zinsmeister. 1996). Probuc-

cinum has been recorded only in Antarctica where it

spans the entire Cenozoic beginning in the earliest Pa-

leocene and today has a circum-Antarctic distribution

in depths of 140 m to more than 600 m (see Dell.

1990). However, there is a gap of nearly 65 m.y. in

the fossil record of this group and it is surprising that

there is no evidence of Probuccinum in the La Meseta

Formation or younger Tertiary marine sediments. This

may reflect the migration of mid-Tertiary forms to

deeper waters, of which we have no record.

Paleoaustral gastropods dominate the fauna at 44%
(including endemic taxa in accordance with Fleming's

(1963) original ideas). Cosmopolitan groups make up

22% of the total fauna. At species level, however, all

taxa are endemic. Thus, the composition of the fauna

has generally a cosmopolitan or at least a widespread

flavor at genus level with relatively few provincial

forms. Further, few taxa recorded in the Antarctic Pa-

leocene are present in the Cretaceous deposits in the

James Ross Basin, apart from Acmaea. Struthiochen-

opus. Euspira, and Taionia, but some are known from

other northern and southern regions in Cretaceous de-

posits (e.g., Perotrochus, Conotomaria, Bittium, Tur-

ritella s.l.. Mesalia, Amauropsis, "Pyropsis." Levifit-

sus'?. Serrifiisus!, Paleopsephaea, and Cylichnania).

Thus, most of the Paleocene Antarctic gastropod fauna

is composed of groups that originated in the Late Cre-

taceous or earliest Tertiary, either from southern cir-

cum-Pacific regions, or the north, or evolved in the

Antarctic region and dispersed further afield during the

Cenozoic. The patterns of composition of the fauna

and biotic recovery in the Paleocene reflect several

factors, among them the final breakup of the super-

continent Gondwana with ensuing changes to oceanic

circulation and climate, and all of these factors play

significant roles in the observed biodiversity patterns.

The marked endemism at species level for the Ant-

arctic Peninsula region during the Paleocene points to

a strong degree of provincialism and also isolation

from other coeval recorded faunas around the southern

circum-Pacific. However, on a higher grade of paleo-

biogeographic scale, there is a moderate degree of sim-

ilarity of faunas around the southern circum-Pacific

margin. This reinforces the proposition posed by Crame

(1996) and Stilwell (1997) that the occurrence of dis-

junct species of congeners around the southern circum-

Pacific reflects evolution in isolation, resulting from

retracted distributions of cosmopolitan taxa during the

latter part of the Cretaceous. Further, the breakup of

Gondwana would have increased the sea-surface tem-

perature gradient and maximized shelf area for dis-

persal of marine invertebrate taxa. but it would have

also enhanced provinciality of faunas due to segmen-

tation of presumed oceanic circulation patterns during

the latest Cretaceous and early Tertiary (Stilwell.

1997). Progressive continental reshuffling and associ-

ated changes in oceanic circulation played a large role

in disrupting biotic distributions late in the Mesozoic

and early Cenozoic. This trend commenced during the

latter part of the Mesozoic. especially during the mid-

to Late Cretaceous period, when the final breakup of

Gondwana was well underway. During this time the

Antarctic fauna belonged to the Austral Province of

Kauffman (1973).

Preliminary biodiversity and paleobiogeographic

trends are relatively consistent with data on the tec-

tonic and paleo-oceanographic history of the Austral

region, but still require much refinement and rigorous

testing. The Early Cretaceous period saw the breakup

of East Gondwana, including Australasia, especially

by 130 Ma when initial rifting had begun between

Australia and greater India (see review of Gondwana

breakup by Lawver et al., 1992). Provinciality of shelf
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faunas increased throughout the Late Jurassic and Ear-

ly Cretaceous when most of the Southern Hemisphere

belonged to the Austral Province. Although this pro-

vinciality decreased from Aptian to Maastrichtian

times in the Australian region (Kauffman. 1973; Veev-

ers. 1984; Stilwell and Crampton in Henderson et cil..

2000; Stilwell and Henderson, 2002). so did the genus-

level diversity, reflecting gradual contraction and with-

drawal of shallow epicontinental seas with fluctuations

throughout the Late Cretaceous (Frakes el aL, 1987).

Seaways were most widespread during the Aptian-Al-

bian in Australia, but were most extensive during the

latest Cretaceous for Antarctica, New Zealand, Chat-

ham Islands, and New Caledonia, reflecting the final

fragmentation of these regions from the Gondwana
margin and resultant thermal subsidence and trans-

gression. As such, there was increased shelf area re-

sulting from the transgression, but oceanic circulation

patterns were becoming increasingly segmented.

Zmsmeister (1982) and Huber and Watkins (1992)

proposed that the southern Pacific margin was domi-

nated by counterclockwise circulation with a western

boundary cuiTent flowing southward along Australia

and New Zealand comparable to the present-day Ku-
roshio Cunent of the North Pacific. Hence, the south-

ern circum-Pacific was. for the most part, isolated by

the prevailing oceanic circulation from other major

oceans in the Southern Hemisphere. However, during

the late Campanian and early Maastrichtian (c. 79 Ma),

microfossil evidence, including the presence of latest

Cretaceous microfossils in reworked glacial diamicti-

tes in the Transantarctic Mountains (Huber and Wat-

kins, 1992), points to circum-Antarctic flow of shallow

surface waters and the presence of a Trans-Antarctic

seaway.

Stilwell ( 1997) presented two scenarios for dispersal

of molluscan larvae along shallow, southern circum-

Pacific shelves during the latest Cretaceous. First, it is

possible that larvae were dispersed from currents flow-

ing from the New Zealand-Chatham Rise region to the

margins of Marie Byrd Land-Antarctic Peninsula and

through the shallow gateway between the Antarctic

Peninsula and southern South America. Second, cur-

rents originated from the New Zealand-Chatham Rise

region and eventually progressed northward through

the Trans-Antarctic seaway to reach the Antarctic Pen-

insula. Because part of Western Antarctica was thought

to be a series of islands (Zinsmeister, 1987), larvae

may have been distributed through these areas, not-

withstanding the probability of a Trans-Antarctic sea-

way. But did this occur? The distances between the

New Zealand-Chatham Rise and Antarctic Peninsula/

southern South America regions were still immense
during the Late Cretaceous, despite their high-latitude

position (approximately 90° of longitude or an esti-

mated 4000 km), such that of macroinvertebrates, only

those with planktotrophic teleplanic larvae capabilities

would have been the most successful of marine organ-

isms to make the long journey along the increasingly

dissected Gondwana margin. No species-level gastro-

pods have a wide distribution in the Southern Hemi-
sphere during the latest Cretaceous and only four re-

corded gastropods traversed the nearly 1000-km dis-

tance along the Chatham Rise-New Zealand subcon-

tinent (Stilwell, 1997, 1998).

With the final breakup of Gondwana at the close of

the Mesozoic, the Austral Province lost its identity.

One of the smaller faunal provinces, the Weddellian

Province (Zinsmeister, 1979). resulting from the dis-

solution of the Austral Province, occupied the region

south of the northeastern coast of Australia and New
Zealand, extending westward and including the con-

tinental shelf areas along Antarctica and southern

South America. The concept of the Province can be

expanded to include New Caledonia and Chatham Is-

lands, based on quantitative analyses of molluscan

similarities (Stilwell, 1991, 1994, 1997). Another re-

cent study on Maastrichtian gastropods of Antarctica

supports the existence of the Weddellian Province dur-

ing the latest Cretaceous (Fricker, 1999).

Faunal comparisons around the southern circum-Pa-

cific indicate that Western Australia can be excluded

from the Weddellian Province. Evidence supports the

idea that there was virtually no faunal interchange be-

tween Western Australia and the southern circum-Pa-

cific during the latest Cretaceous (Dan^agh and Ken-

drick, 1991), and also Paleocene faunas of southeast-

ern Australia and other Austral localities (Danagh,

1994, 1997). Molluscan evidence (Stilwell, 1994, and

JDS, unpublished data) supports the contention that the

Weddellian Province was probably short-lived, exist-

ing only through the Campanian-Maastrichtian time,

after which the province was either reduced quite con-

siderably or had broken up into smaller biogeographic

entities by the earliest Tertiary, much earlier than the

Eocene proposed by Zinsmeister (1979, 1982). Distri-

butions of Paleogene Austral mollusks indicate that the

Weddellian Province was reduced during the earliest

Tertiary to the area of southeastern Australia, New
Zealand, and possibly the Chatham Islands, and that

the Antarctic Peninsula and southern South America

probably also belonged to separate provinces or sub-

provinces (Stilwell, 1991, 1994). This pattern most

likely reflects the environmental perturbations at the

end of the Cretaceous resulting from the continental

redistribution (Stilwell, 1997).

The Paleocene bivalve fauna of Antarctica is the

oldest recorded Austral Cenozoic assemblage and as
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such, provides an important data set for early Paleo-

cene faunal composition and paleobiogeographic dis-

tributions. As stated by Stilwell (2000). the Paleocene

molluscan faunas of Antarctica yield significant infor-

mation on the composition of immediate post-K-T fau-

nas in the Southern Hemisphere, not found elsewhere,

and also patterns of the early recovery phases follow-

ing the mass extinction event. The composition of the

bivalve fauna corroborates the findings of Stilwell

(2000) on the paleobiogeographic history of Paleocene

Antarctic gastropods, the details of which will not be

repeated herein.

In summary, at species level all Antarctic Paleocene

bivalves are endemic, indicating that this marked en-

demisni points to a strong degree of provinciality and

also isolation of the Antarctic Peninsula faunas with

other Paleocene faunas around the southern circum-

Pacific. The Paleocene Antarctic faunas, in all likeli-

hood, belonged to a distinct biotic province by Paleo-

cene time. The distribution of Paleogene Austral mol-

lusks suggests that the Weddellian Province of Zins-

meister (1979) was greatly reduced by the early

Tertiary and had dissipated into separate biotic entities

by this time (see Stilwell, 1997).

At genus level the composition of the bivalve fauna

has a strong cosmopolitan flavor with a weaker Pa-

leoaustral component. Widespread and long-ranging

bivalves dominate the assemblage at approximately

75% of the recorded genera of bivalves, including M^-

cula, LeioniiciiUi. Nuculana. Ledinal, Jupiteria'?. Cii-

ciillaea. Pinna. Acesta. Saxohicina. Thyasira, and Per-

iploina'?. Most of these genera provide new and addi-

tional records of these groups in the fossil record of

Antarctica by extending stratigraphic ranges. As an ex-

ample, Saxohicina and Pehplonia'l were previously

recognized in the Eocene of Seymour Island (Stilwell

and Zinsmeister, 1992). but the Paleocene records ex-

pand the range to include first occunences in the Dan-

ian. The possible record of Ledina may indicate an

Austral origin for this nuculanid group, previously re-

ported from the late early Paleocene of New Zealand

(see review by Stilwell, 1994), and subsequent youn-

ger Paleogene deposits elsewhere.

Only 25% of the bivalves are Paleoaustral forms

with a long history in the Southern Hemisphere; these

include Aiisrraloneilo. Lahillia. Manvickia and Cy-

clorisnia. Of note, three groups, apart from Manvickia.

have latest Cretaceous representatives in the Austral

realm, indicating that they crossed the K-T boundary

into the Tertiary. Aiistrakmeilo and Cyclorisnia dis-

appeared from the fossil record sometime during the

Eocene in Antarctica, whereas Lahillia became extinct

during the Miocene in South America. The earliest Pa-

leocene Antarctic record of Manvickia predates the

New Zealand record (Beu and Maxwell. 1990: Stil-

well, 1994) by a few million years. Thus, many of the

bivalve and gastropod groups present in the Antarctic

Paleocene originated in the Late Cretaceous, either

from southern circum-Pacific regions, or the north.

Some taxa such as Pinna have had a very long history

in Antarctica, being first recorded in Upper Jurassic

sediments (Willey, 1975), but disappeared from the

fossil record in the Eocene. The disappearance oi Aiis-

traloneilo. Lahillia. Cyclorisnia. and other mollusk

groups in the Eocene of Antarctica most likely corre-

sponds to deteriorating climatic condition at the close

of the Eocene.

One aspect of the Paleogene faunas of Antarctica

that is not commonly recognized is that the shelf re-

gion along Antarctica was the source for a number of

groups of benthic invertebrates that have a wide and

varied distribution in mid- and low latitudes during the

latter part of the Cenozoic. Zinsmeister and Feldmann

(1984) discussed the phenomenon of heterochroneity

of the marine faunas of the Southern Hemisphere. The

recognition of the earliest occunence of a number of

mollusks, arthropods and echinoderms on Seymour Is-

land clearly indicates that the high southern latitudes

around Antarctica during the Paleogene were the site

of diversification of the marine faunas associated with

climatic change and the development of marked sea-

sonality. These newly evolved groups were restricted

to the shelf region around Antarctica until conditions

in the mid-latitudes cooled enough to allow them to

migrate northward. In addition to the northward mi-

gration of shallow-water taxa, a number of taxa (Me-

tachmis (crinoid), Zoroaster and Ctenophoraster (sea

stars), and Lyreidus (decopod)) migrated into deep ma-

rine environments as cooling of the deep-sea environ-

ment developed during the Eocene.

Summary

The early Danian molluscan fauna from the Lopez

de Bertodano and Sobral formations provides a unique

insight into the origin of the Cenozoic marine fauna

following the terminal Cretaceous extinction event. It

is clear that climatic cooling during the Maastrichtian

and the final breakup of Gondwana had initiated major

changes in the composition of marine faunas in the

southern high latitudes and set the stage of the mass

extinction at the end of the Cretaceous. Although di-

versity dropped dramatically at the K-T boundary,

—39% of the molluscan fauna survived the boundary

event. Initial recovery of the shelf faunas was char-

acterized by floods of opportunitistic groups such as

Lahillia and Stnithiochenopus followed by the reap-

pearance of cosmopolitan and refugia Lazarus species.

As the diversification within the faunas began to in-
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crease, the isolation of Antarctica became more pro-

nounced as the other southern continents moved north-

ward. Major changes in oceanic circulation associated

with the final breakup of Gondwana enhanced the iso-

lation of the marine faunas along Antarctica. Only with

the onset of glacial conditions and marked cooling of

both the shallow and deep-sea realms, did the Antarc-

tic faunas begin to migrate northward into the mid-

latitudes.

SYSTEMATIC PALEONTOLOGY

There are of number of nomenclatural problems

with several of the taxa described and hgured by Otto

Wilckens (1910). To understand the source of these

problems a brief review of field activities of the Swed-

ish South Polar Expedition is necessary. Fossil mate-

rial from Seymour Island was collected by Otto Nor-

denskjold. Gunnar Andersson and other members of

the Swedish South Polar Expedition. Only Gunnar An-

dersson was a trained geologist and his work on the

island was limited to the last days of the expedition's

stay in Antarctica. Nordenskjold's field work on Sey-

mour Island was hindered by circumstances which pre-

vented them from recognizing the remarkable pale-

ontologic record on the island.

During the two and a half years spent in the James

Ross Basin only a limited amount of time was spent

collecting fossils. Seven sledging trips to Seymour Is-

land were made during this period; except for the last

trip led by Gunnar Andersson during late October and

early November of 1903, each visit was three days or

less in length and none of the personnel on these visits

was a trained geologist. Another factor that played a

central role in the limited success of their work on

Seymour Island was that all sledging trips along the

coast were restricted to the east coast which is the least

fossiliferous region of the island. The only exception

was the Bodman party during November 21 through

25 of 1902, which went along the west coast of the

island and crossed through Cross Valley to the east

coast to collect penguin eggs at the penguin rookery.

Although the Bodman party passed through some of

the most fossil-rich regions of the Upper Cretaceous

and Danian strata on the island, none of the personnel

in Bodman's party had any scientific training and only

a few fossils without any locality data were collected.

As a consequence, many of the fossils Wilckens de-

scribed had only the most superficial locality data.

Only during the last visit to Seymour Island in the

spring of 1903 by Andersson were any fossils collect-

ed with adequate field data. Combined with the fact

that nothing was known about stratigraphy of the Late

Cretaceous/earliest Tertiary, several of Wilckens' taxa

were based on material collected from different strati-

graphic horizons and ages. Another factor that influ-

ences Wilckens' systematic study of the fauna was the

common belief during the early part of the 20th cen-

tury that the Danian was the uppermost part of the

Cretaceous. It is interesting to note that Andersson

(1904) felt that because of the absence of any am-

monites, the fossils from the Swedish South Polar Ex-

pedition (SSPE) locality 9 were, indeed. Tertiary, but

Wilckens included them with the Cretaceous taxa he

described.

The mollusks described and figured in this paper are

housed at the National Museum of Natural History,

Washington. DC (USNM); Department of Earth and

Atmospheric Sciences. Purdue University (PU); Uni-

versity of Buenos Aires. Argentina (UBA); Institute of

Geological Sciences. London (IGS): and the Natur-

hisktoriska Riksmuseet. Stockholm, Sweden (Mo).

Additional material from Seymour Island is housed in

the British Museum of Natural History; British Ant-

arctic Survey. Cambridge; and the Centro de Investi-

gaciones en Recursos Geologicos. Buenos Aires. Ar-

gentina. The systematic paleontology section in this

work incorporates a complete catalogue of all mollus-

can species recorded from the Paleocene of Antarctica.

Where appropriate, in some species, the taxonomy is

updated and modernized, in accordance with recent ad-

vances in molluscan systematics.

The Appendix (p. 51 ) contains stratigraphic data for

Maastrichtian and Danian localities on Seymour Is-

land, as well as individual occurrences and abundance

data for Danian species.

Phylum MOLLUSCA Linnaeus. 1758

Class BIVALVIA Linnaeus. 1758

Subclass PALAEOTAXODONTA Korobkov. 1954

Order NUCULOIDA Dall. 1889

Superfamily NUCULOIDP^A Gray. 1824

Family NUCULIDAE Gray, 1 824

Subfamily NUCDLINAE Gray, 1824

Genus NUCULA Lamarck. 1 799

Type species (by monotypy).

—

Ana nucleus Lin-

naeus, 1758.

Subgenus Leionucula Quenstedt. 1930

Type species (by original designation).

—

Nucula al-

bensis d'Ovbigny. 1844

Nucula (Leionucula) suboblonga (Wilckens, 1907)

Plate I, Figures 1-4. 8

Nianhi suhobUmga Wilckens. 1907, pp. 53; 1910. pp. 22-24, pi. 2,

tigs. la,b, 2; Zin.smeister and Macellari, 1988 p. 256, figs. 3.1-5.
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Niiciiloma (Palaeonucula) poyaensis Freneix. 1958 (1956). pp. 157-

158. pi. figs. la. b.

Leioiniciila poyaensis (Freneixl. Freneix. 1980. pp. 1^-11 . pi. 1. figs.

1-4.

Dimensions.—Hypotype USNM 404809. length 44

mm; height 30 mm.
Type.—Lectotype MO 1424a.

Localities.—9. 459. 477, 497. .514. 725. 754. 757.

762. 776. 777. 1119. 1130, 1131. 11.^4. 1135. 1136.

1148. 14,-^0. 1431. 1432. 1467. 1473, 1502. 1505.

1506. 1510, 1519, 1697, 1529, 1531, 1533, 1534,

1535. 1536. 1537. 1548. 1586.

Material.— 150 specimens.

Stratigraphic distribution.— 1040 to 1216 m.

Discussion.—This species was originally described

from the Upper Cretaceous sequence at Ceno Cazado in

southern Patagonia (Wilckens, 1907). hi the same paper.

Wilckens described a second species of Niiciila (L.) ob-

longa and separated the two by the more centrally lo-

cated umbones of N. (L.) suboblonga. Unfoilunately he

did not figure N. (L.) suboblonga because he did not

have a "perfect" specimen. Wilckens (1910) subsequent-

ly reported the occurrence of this species on Seymour

Island and included the first figure of the species. Freneix

(1958) described a similar species {N. (L.) poyaensis)

from New Caledonia. Because the dimensions of A'. (L.

)

poyaensis and A'. (L.) suboblonga are nearly identical,

we believe that the two are conspecific.

Nucula (L.) suboblonga has an extensive range on

Seymour Island, first appearing in the middle part of

the Maastrichtian of the Lopez de Beitodano and ex-

tending through the Sobral Formation. Although it is

not very abundant in the Maastrichtian. it becomes a

very common element throughout the Danian on Sey-

mour Island.

Nucula (Leionucula) hunickeni Zinsmeister and

Macellari, 1988

Plate 1, figures 6. 7

Nucula {Leionucula) hunickeni Zinsmeister and Macellari. 1988,

256-257. figs. 3.10, 3.11.

Dimensions.—HoXotyipc USNM 404814; length 23

mm, height 17 mm, width of paired valves 12 mm.
7:v/7i'.—Holotype USNM 404814.

Stratigraphic occurrence.—Middle part of unit 1 of

the Sobral Formation.

Localities.—9 (type), 497, 746, 1104, 1505. 1519,

1534.

Material.—31 specimens.

Stratigraphic range.— 1072 to 1375 m.

Discussion.—This species of Leionucula may be

distinguished from Nucula (L.) suboblonga by its

smaller size and straighter anterior, which slopes at a

steeper angle. Nucula (L. ) hunickeni has only been en-

countered in a dark-brown silty sandstone facies of the

Sobral Formation.

Nucula species

Plate 1, figures 13, 16

Locality.— 1535.

Material examined.—One poorly preserved speci-

men.

Stratigraphic range.— 1078 m.

Discussion.—The affinity of this poorly preserved,

minute nuculid bivalve is uncertain, as the delicate,

disarticulated shell is partly immersed in fine matrix.

The specimen is 2.5 mm in length and 2.0 mm high,

circular to slightly ovate, gently inflated, with orna-

mentation of closely spaced commarginal riblets that

become coarser and broader near the ventral margin.

There is also evidence of a poorly developed radial

element. The specimen is reminiscent of Linuculal

mcmurdoensis Stilwell, 2000 (p. 265, pi. 1, figs. D. J)

from the Eocene of East Antarctica in size and outline,

but Nucula sp. has more developed commarginal or-

namentation. The sculpture of Nucula sp. is compa-

rable to Nucula (Leionucula) palmeri (Zinsmeister.

1984) (pp. 1501-1502, fig. 3A, B; Stilwell and Zins-

meister. 1992. pp. 47-48. pi. 1, figs. a. b). from Unit

III of the La Meseta Formation, also Eocene, of Sey-

mour Island, but Nucula sp. is more ovate, whereas N.

(L.) palmeri has a subtrigonal outline and more evenly

spaced commarginal riblets of mostly equal strength.

More material is needed to assess the relationships of

this species in detail. Nucula sp. is distinct from N.

(L.) suboblonga (Wilckens, 1907) and N. (L.) hunick-

eni Zinsmeister and Macellari, 1988, both recorded

from the Danian of Seymour Island.

Superfamily NUCULANOIDEA H. and A. Adams,

1858

Family NUCULANIDAE H. and A. Adams, 1858

Subfamily NUCULANINAE H. and A. Adams,

1858

Genus NUCULANA Link, 1807

Type species (by original designation).

—

Area ros-

trata Chemnitz, 1774 (= Area pernula Miiller, 1771).

Nuculana antarctirostrata, new species

Plate 1. figures 11, 12. 15

Diagnosis.—Small- to medium-sized Nuculana with

a nan-owly elongate, moderately rostrate, moderately

inflated shell; posterior end moderately pointed; um-

bones strongly opisthogyrous, small; escutcheon bor-

dered by moderately developed, weakly concave um-

bonal ridge; ornamentation of closely spaced commar-

ginal riblets, overprinted by discordant riblets that be-
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come more concordant anteriorly and posteriorly;

posterior part of hinge 70% of length of shell.

Description.—Shell small- to medium-sized for ge-

nus (length 10.3 mm), thin, narrowly elongate, mod-
erately rostrate; shell moderately inflated, more so cen-

trally on disk becoming less so at anterior and poste-

rior margins; umbones small, strongly opisthogyrous,

located more anteriorly; lunule poorly developed; es-

cutcheon long, narrow, with weak threads, bordered by

gently convex to nearly straight umbonal ridge; anter-

odorsal margin short, steeply sloping, scarcely convex,

more straight, merging with well-rounded anterior

margin; posterodorsal margin long, gently concave,

merging with narrowly rounded to subangular. pointed

posterior margin; ventral margin moderately broadly

convex; more rounded near anterior margin; sculpture

of closely spaced commarginal riblets (>10 per I mm)
with some marked growth pauses, and moderately pro-

nounced discordant riblets, more distinctive on central

part of disc and ventrally; discordant riblets become
more concordant near anterior and posterior margins;

posterior hinge 70% of length of shell; many chevron-

shaped hinge teeth becoming weaker near posterior

and anterior margins; pallial line poorly developed; in-

ner margins smooth.

D/;»t';;.s7Vw5.—Holotype USNM 517001 . length 10.3

mm. height 6.5 mm. width of paired valves 6.0 mm;
paratype USNM 517002, length 7.5 mm, height 5.0

mm (internal).

Types.—Ho]otype USNM 517001; paratype USNM
517002.

Locality.— \5H9.

Material examined.—Two specimens.

Stratigraphic range.— 1149 m.

Discussion.—Nucitlana antarctirostrata n. sp., one

of three nuculanid species newly recorded from the

Antarctic Paleocene, belongs to a characteristic latest

Cretaceous-early Paleogene gi"oup ornamented with

discordant commarginal riblets. Nnciilana n. sp. of

Stilwell (1994, pp. 268-270, pi. 3, tigs. 1-2, 5) from

the Maastrichtian of Northland, New Zealand, is mor-

phologically very similar to N. antarctirostrata. dif-

fering in the Antarctic species being slightly smaller

with a more narrowly rounded and convex ventral

margin and more unevenly spaced, commarginal rib-

lets that are more discordant along the central part of

the disc. No other Paleocene nuculanid has a compa-
rable sculptural configuration.

Etymology.—Species named for its endemic Antarc-

tic occunence and its moderately developed rostrum.

Genus LEDINA Dall. 1898

Type species (by original designation).

—

Leda ebo-

rea Conrad, 1860 (non Conrad. 1846) (= Leda (Led-

ina) sminia Dall. 1898).

Ledina.' species

Plate 1. figures 5. 9. 10

Description.—Shell relatively small (length 7.5 mm
nearly complete), thin, polished, subtrigonally elon-

gate-ovate, moderately inflated, scarcely rostrate; um-
bones subcentral. just more anterior, suborthogyrous,

just slightly curved toward posterior; lunule and es-

cutcheon poorly differentiated; anterodorsal margin

short, steep, gently convex; anterior margin incomplete

on available specimen; posterodorsal margin moder-

ately long and steep, very gently convex to nearly

straight, merging with blunt, nanowly rounded, pos-

terior margin; ventral margin broadly rounded; sculp-

ture of many, closely spaced commarginal threads and

riblets. becoming more spaced and raised ventrally;

hinge details unknown; inner margin smooth.

Dimensions.—XJSnM 517003. length 7.5 mm.
height 5.5 mm. width of paired valves 4.5 mm.

Locality.— \5\9.

Material.—One specimen.

Stratigraphic range.— 1072 m.

Discussion.—This new species is probably assign-

able to the Paleocene to Eocene genus Ledina Dall,

1898. but as there are no internal details available and

part of the anterior end of the shell is missing, only a

tentative assignment is made here. The subovate out-

line and slightly rostrate shell, sculpture of slightly

variable commarginal riblets. and poorly defined lu-

nule and escutcheon in the Antarctic species are all

characteristics of Ledina. type species L. smirna (Dall,

1898) (see Pun in Moore, 1969, p. N237, fig. A7-3;

Toulmin, 1977, pp. 149-150, pi. 2, figs. 8-9) from the

Paleocene of North America. Ledina smirna is larger

with finer ornamentation, a slightly broader ventral

margin, and a scarcely more developed rostrum, com-

pared with Ledina'? sp. The rostrum in Ledinal sp. is

more pronounced, compared with L. taioma (Finlay

and Marwick. 1937) (pp. 16-17. pi. 1, figs. 1, 3, 6;

Fleming, 1966, p. 106, pi. 4. fig. 59-61; Stilwell,

1994, pp. 727-730, pi. 47, figs. 16, 19-20) from the

late early Paleocene of New Zealand, which is also

twice the size of the Antarctic species with more pro-

nounced growth pauses and a more inflated shell. Led-

ina paiicigradata (Singleton, 1943) (p. 268, pi. 12, fig.

la-b; Danagh. 1994. pp. 77. 79. fig. lH-1, O-R R-S,

U-V) from the mid-Paleocene of southeastern Victo-

ria. Australia, is not a closely related form, as it has a

much larger, more elongated shell and more indistinct

commarginal ornamentation, compared with Ledinal

n. sp.

Genus JUPITERIA Bellardi. 1875

Type species (by subsequent designation, Dall,

1898).

—

Nncula concava Bronn, 1831.
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Jupiteria? species

Plate 1. figures 14, 17

Description.—Shell average-sized for family (8 mm
in length), thin, moderately inflated, subtrigonally

elongate-broadly ovate; length to height ratio 1.15:1:

very weakly rostrate: umbones slightly inflated, sub-

central, weakly opisthogyrous; umbonal ridge poorly

developed; anterodorsal margin moderately sloping,

very weakly convex, merging with rounded anterior

margin; posterodorsal margin moderately long and de-

scending, nearly straight; ventral margin broadly con-

vex; shell polished, weakly ornamented with many,

closely spaced commarginal striae; inner details un-

known.

Dimensions.—\JSnM 517004, length 8.0 mm,
height 7.0 mm, width of single left valve, -2.3 mm.
Type.—Wypoiype USNM 5 1 7004.

Localities.— \5\9, 1538.

Material examined.—One specimen.

Stratigraphic range.— 1072 m.

Discussion.—This probable new nuculanid species

is of uncertain affinity. Only one nearly complete ex-

ternal valve is available. Without hinge details, it is

often difficult to distinguish nuculanid genera, but the

scarcely rostrate, broad, subtrigonally ovate, smooth

and polished shell of closely spaced commarginal stri-

ae in this species is reminiscent of Tertiary species of

Jupiteria Bellardi, 1875, type species J. concava

Bronn, 1831, from the Pliocene of Italy. We can find

no closely related species in the Paleogene record in

the Southern Hemisphere. Some species of Jupiteria.

such as Jupiteria sp. of Maxwell (1992, p. 57, pi. 2,

fig. k) from the late Eocene of New Zealand, have

similar sculpture or near lack thereof, but Jupiteria?

sp. has a more elongate shell and more developed ros-

trum, compared with the Antarctic species. Further,

few North American species are similar apart from a

superficial resemblance to Tindaria sp. 2 of Peterson

and Vedelsby (2000, pp. 34-35, fig. 19A-B) from the

Paleocene of Nuussuaq, Greenland, but Jupiteria? n.

sp. from Seymour Island has less well-defined com-

marginal sculpture, less inflated umbones and a less

steeply sloping posterodorsal margin, compared with

the Greenland species.

Family MALLETIIDAE H. and A. Adams, 1858

Genus AUSTRALONEILO Zinsmeister, 1984

Type species (by original designation).

—

Australo-

neilo rossi Zinsmeister, 1984.

Discus.'iion.—Australoneilo is much more wide-

spread than previously recognized, being recorded

from the latest Cretaceous? to Paleocene of southern

Argentina and Paleocene to Eocene of Antarctica

(Zinsmeister and Macellari, 1988), latest Cretaceous of

New Zealand (Stilwell, 1994), and mid-Paleocene of

southeastern Australia (DaiTagh, 1994). Reduction in

valve inflation and lengthening of shell seem to be the

most prominent changes in Australoneilo species from

late Campanian? or Maastrichtian to Eocene time, after

which the group disappears from the fossil record.

Australoneilo gracilis (Wilckens, 1905) and A. casei

Zinsmeister and Macellari, 1988. also from the Paleo-

cene of Antarctica, appear to be inorphologically in-

termediate forms between an undescribed species from

New Zealand and A. rossi Zinsmeister, 1984, which

both share a moderate degree of valve inflation and

shell elongation. Australoneilo gracilis. A. casei. and

A. cultrata Darragh. 1994, are of close lineal descent

and Australoneilo n. sp. may be ancestral as indicated

by their close morphological affinity.

Australoneilo gracilis (Wilckens, 1905)

Plate 1, figures 19, 20. 23

Malletia gracilis Wilckens, 1905, p. 35, pi. 5. fig. 10; Wilcken.s,

1910. p. 25, pi. 2. fig. 4.

Australoneilo gracilis (Wilckens). Zinsmeister and Macellari. 1988,

p. 258. fig. 3.6, 3.7; Stilwell. 1994. p. 302.

Neilo (Australoneilo) gracilis (Wilckens). Darragh. 1994, p. 79.

Dimensions.—USNM 517005. length 34.0 mm.
height 17.0 mm (right valve and part of hinge).

Localities.—9.491. 1104 1137. 1138. 1414. 1434.

Material.—27 specimens.

Stratigraphic distribution.— 1107 to 1375 m.

Discussion.—Zinsmeister and Macellari (1988. p.

258) re-evaluated Australoneilo gracilis (Wilckens.

1905), which is recognized both in uppermost Creta-

ceous?-Paleocene deposits of southern Patagonia and

in the Danian of Seymour Island. New well-preserved

material from Seymour Island and the discovery of a

similar species in New Zealand improves our knowl-

edge of the relationships of this species. Austaloneilo

gracilis is most closely related to Austaloneilo n. sp.

of Stilwell (1994, pp. 300-303, pi. 4, figs. 14, 15, pi.

5, figs. 1-6) from the Maastrichtian of Northland, New
Zealand. Australoneilo gracilis is slightly more elon-

gate and more compressed with a slightly concave pos-

terodorsal margin and slightly more pointed posterior

margin, compared with the new New Zealand species.

See Plate 1. figure 23 for the complete external form

of A. gracilis and partial hinge details, previously not

figured for this species.

Australoneilo casei Zinsmeister and Macellari, 1988

Plate 1, figures 18, 21, 22, 24

Australoneilo casei Zinsmeister and Macellari. 1988. p. 258. figs.

3.8, 3.9: Stilwell, 1994. pp. 302-303.

Neilo {Australoneilo) casei (Zinsmeister and Macellari). Darragh.

1994, p. 79.
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Dimensions.—USNM 517006, length 36.0 mm.
height 18.0 mm. width of paired valves 15.3 mm (par-

tial hinge exposed): USNM 517007, length 28.5 mm,
height 17.0 mm. width of paired valves 13.0 mm.

Types.—Hypotype USNM 517006; hypotype

USNM 517007.

Material examined.—Eight specimens.

Localin:—746.

Stratigraphic range.— 1 168 m.

Discussion.—Australoneilo casei Zinsmeister and

Macellari, 1988, is most closely allied with A. cidtrata

Dairagh. 1994 (p. 79, fig. lA-G) from the mid-Paleo-

cene of southestern Australia, but is differentiated

from the Australian species in having a slightly larger

shell and a smooth shell nearly void of ornamentation

apart from very fine commarginal striae. The outlines

and convex ventral margins of A. casei and A. ciiltrata

are strikingly similar. The dorsal margin and partial

hinge of A. casei are depicted herein in Plate 1 . figs.

21. 22 to illustrate the hinge teeth, external ligament

and articulated left and right valves, not clearly visible

in Zinsmeister and Macellari (1988).

Subclass PTERIOMORPHIA Beurlen. 1944

Order ARCOIDA Stoliczka 1871

Superfamily ARCOIDEA Larmarck. 1809

Family CUCULLAEIDAE Stewart. 1930

Genus CUCULLAEA Lamarck, 1801

Type species (by subsequent designation. Children,

1823).

—

CitcuUaea aiiriculifera Lamarck, 1801.

Cucullaea ellioti Zinsmeister and Macellari. 1988

Plate 2. figures 1-6

Cucullaea ellioti Zinsmeister and Macellari, 1988, p. 261. figs. 5.1-

10.

Cucullaea n. sp. Zinsmeister and Macellari. 198,^. p. 68, Fig. 2al.

Dimensions.—USNM 404838, length 51 mm,
height 35 mm, width of single valve 16 mm.
Type.—Holotype USNM 404838.

Localities.—9 (type), 477, 485, 496, 497, 631, 746,

1119, 1130, 1131, 1135, 1136, 1161, 1189, 1192,

1430, 1431, 1434, 1435, 1508, 1510, 1529, 1531,

1534, 1536, 1537, 1601.

Material.— 158 specimens.

Stratigraphic distribution.— 1051 to 1369 m.

Discussion.—Cucullaea ellioti is easily separated

from the Maastrichtian C. aniarctica by its smaller

size, less inflation of valves, greater elongation, and

narrow ligamental region. The absence of a myophoric

flange also serves to distinguish C. ellioti from C an-

atarctica.

Cucullaea ellioti makes its first appearance withm

the "K-T Glauconite" and forms an important element

of the Danian bivalve fauna in Unit 10 and the Sobral

Formation. Although it was originally believed to have

made its first appearance below the K-T boundary

(Zinsmeister and Macellari, 1983), C. ellioti is now

considered to make its first appearance in the Danian.

All occunences in the "K-T Glauconite" are above

the Lower Glauconite which marks the K-T boundary.

Order MYTILOIDA Ferussac, 1822

Superfamily PINNOIDEA Leach, 1819

Family PINNIDAE Leach. 1819

Genus PINNA Linnaeus. 1758

Type species (by subsequent designation. Children,

1823).

—

Pin?ia rudis Linnaeus, 1758.

Discussion.—Pinna had a long presence in Antarc-

tica, with the oldest records extending into the Late

Jurassic (Tithonian) (Willey, 1975). and disappeared in

the fossil record during the late Eocene (see Stilwell

and Zinsmeister. 1992).

Pinna freneixae Zinsmeister and Macellari. 1988

Plate 2. figures 7-10

Pinna freneixae Zinsmeister and Macellari. 19i^8. p. 265, fig. 3.16;

Stilwell. 1994. p. 3.54; Stilwell. 1998. p. 37.

Dimensions.—USNM 517008, length 83.5 mm in-

complete; USNM 517009, length 83.0 mm.
7;v/,t..—Hypotype USNM 517008; hypotype USNM

517009.

Localities.^97. 746, 769, 772, 776, 763, 764,

1132, 1134, 1136, 1139, 1150, 1179. 1181. 1698.

Material examined.— 18 specimens.

Stratigraphic range.—431 to 1369 m.

Discussion.—Pinna freneixae Zinsmeister and Ma-

cellari, 1988, previously thought to have become ex-

tinct at the close of the Maastrichtian, is now known

to have crossed the K-T boundary in the earliest Dan-

ian. Adding to discussion of this species by Zinsmeis-

ter and Macellari (1988, p. 265), P. freneixae has also

an apical angle ranging from 23° to 26°, very close to

Pintw sp. of Stilwell (1994, pp. 353-354, pi. 9, fig. 1,

3: Stilwell, 1998, pp. 36-37, fig. 3F G), from the Cam-

panian? tt) Maastrichtian of New Zealand and Chat-

ham Islands, which has an apical angle of 20°. Pinna

sohrali Zinsmeister. 1984 (p. 1510. fig. 5G, H; Stilwell

and Zinsmeister, 1992, pp. 59-60, pi. 3, figs, j, k) from

the uppermost Unit Vll of the La Meseta Formation

(upper Eocene) of Seymour Island, is a closely related

species and probably the descendant of P. freneixae.
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Order PTERIOIDA Newell, 1965

Suborder PTERIINA Newell. 1965

Superfamily LIMOIDEA Rafinesque. 1815

Family LIMIDAE Rafinesque, 1815

Genus ACESTA Adams and Adams, 1858

Txpe species (by monotypy).

—

Ostrea excavato Fa-

bricius, 1780.

Acesta webbi Zinsmeister and Macellari, 1988

Acesia webbi Zinsmeister and Macellari. 1988, pp. 267-268, figs.

9.1-3.

Dimensions—USNM 405769, length 56 mm, height

71 mm, width of paired valves 30 mm.
Tvpe.—Holotype USNM 405769.

Localities.— 1119. 1134, 1135. 1139, 1548.

Material.—Seven specimens.

Stratigraphic range.—900-1145 m.

Discussion.—Acesta webbi is easily separated from

A. shackeltoni by its smaller size, more elongated shell

outline, and near absence of radial sculpture. The al-

most total absence of radial ornamentation is uncom-

mon aiTiong members of the family Limidae. "Lima''

cf. L. latgens Feruglio 1936 (pi. 14, figs. 10, 11) from

the Maastrichtian of Lago Argentino in Patagonia is

very similar to A. webbi, but the posterior auricle is

not as broad and the shell is not as inflated.

Genus SEYMOURTULA Zinsmeister //; Zinsmeister

and Macellari. 1988

Type species (by original designation).

—

Lima an-

tarctica Wilckens, 1910.

Seymourtula antarctica (Wilckens, 1910)

Lima {LiimiTula) aiUaraica Wilckens, 1910. pp. 16-17. pi. 1. fig. 8:

Fleming, 1978, p. 52, fig. 26 (not S. ontarcrica Wilckens).

Seymourtula antartica (Wilckens, 1910). Zinsmeister and Macellari,

1988, figs. 8.12. 8.13.

Dimensions.—USNM 405787, length 32 mm,
height 18 mm.

Types.—Holotype Mo 1636; hypotypes USNM
405787, 405788, 405789, 405790.

Localities.—754. 757, 763, 776. 1109. 1110, 1116,

1143, 1172, 1178, 1190, 1468. 1591. 1620, 1632.

Material.—33 specimens.

Stratigraphic range.—692 to 1053 m.

Discussion.—Although Seymourtula antarctica is

not a common bivalve and is not represented by a large

number of individuals, it does have has an extensive

range through all the Maastrichtian on Seymour Island

and finally disappears in the earliest Danian in the Fish

bed horizon of the "K-T Glauconite." When encoun-

tered, S. antarctica normally is represented by several

individuals. The co-occurrence of several individuals

probably represents the gregarious habit of some spe-

cies of limids of attaching in clusters to some solid

surface.

Suborder OSTREINA Ferussac, 1822

Superfamily OSTREOIDEA Rafinesque, 1815

Family OSTREIDAE Rafinesque, 1815

Subfamily OSTREINAE Rafinesque, 1815

Genus OSTREA Linnaeus, 1758

Type species (by subsequent designation, ICZN
Opinion 94).

—

Ostrea edulls Linnaeus, 1758.

Ostrea species

Localities.— \U\. 1483.

Material.—Two specimens.

Stratigraphic occurrence.— 1065 to 1125 m.

Discussion.—Oysters are very rare in the Danian of

either the Lopez de Bertodano or Sobral formations.

Likewise they are also very rare in the Maastrichtian

of the Lopez de Bertodano and the Eocene La Meseta

formations. The near absence in the Maastrichtian and

the Danian probably reflects unfavorable facies for the

group, but the limited occurrence of oysters in the

shallow-water tidal-dominated facies of the La Meseta

Formation is puzzling. The rareness of the ostreids on

Seymour Island may reflect the high-latitude location

of the island during the Late Cretaceous and early Ce-

nozoic.

Subclass HETERODONTA Neumayr, 1884

Order VENEROIDA H. and A. Adams, 1856

Suborder LUCININA Dall, 1889

Superfamily LUCINOIDEA Fleming, 1828

Family LUCINIDAE Fleming, 1828

Subfamily LUCININAE Fleming, 1828

Genus SAXOLUCINA Stewart, 1930

Type species (by original designation).

—

Luclna

saxorutn Lamarck, 1 806.

Saxolucina antarctipleura, new species

Plate 3. figures 7-13

Diagnosis.—Medium-sized lucinid with subcircular

shape and near 1:1 length to height ratio; lunule pro-

nounced, narrow, subclavate; escutcheon long, narrow;

sculpture of closely spaced, mostly even commarginal

riblets (about 3 per 1 mm), and many secondary

threads; ligament external, narrow, elongated, pencil-

shaped.

Description.—Shell medium-sized for family (up to

30 mm in length), moderately thick, subcircular, dis-
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coidal, moderately compressed: equivalved; length to

height ratio nearly 1:1; lunule well-developed, but nar-

row, elongated, subclavate, slightly depressed, mod-

erately deep, escutcheon long, narrow, moderately

deep; anterodorsal margin short, slightly concave,

moderately steep, merging with well-rounded anterior

margin; posterodorsal margin moderately long, nearly

straight, margin with somewhat bluntly angular pos-

terior margin; ventral margin strongly convex; orna-

mentation of evenly spaced, moderately developed,

primary riblets (~3 per 1 mm) and many weak, inter-

stitial striae, primaries gradually strengthening from

umbones to ventral margin; left valve with two car-

dinal teeth, anterior one triangular and posterior one

elongated, details of teeth uncertain as hinges poorly

preserved; external ligament strongly developed, elon-

gated, narrow, pencil-shaped; inner margin smooth.

Dimensions.~-Ho\otype USNM 517010, length 21.0

mm. height 18.5 mm. width of paired valves —8.0

mm; paratype USNM 51701 1. length 30.0 mm. height

28.0 mm; paratype USNM 517012, length 22.0 mm,
height 22.0 mm, width of paired valves 8.0 mm.

Types.—Holotype USNM 517010; paratypes

USNM 517011, 517012.

Localmes.^746, 1105. 1131 (type), 1137, 1161,

1430. 1467, 1535.

Material examined.—33 specimens.

Stratigraphic range.— 1065 to 1369 m.

Discussion.—The ancestor-descendant relationship

of Saxolucina antarctipleitra n. sp. and S. shannani

(Wilckens, 1911) (p. 12, pi. 1, fig. 11; Zinsmeister,

1984, p. 1513. fig. 7M-N; Stilwell and Zinsmeister.

1992, p. 64, pi. 4, figs, j, n; Stilwell, 2000, pp. 278-

279. pi. 3, fig. C-D, F, H), from the middle to late

Eocene of Seymour Island and McMurdo Sound, East

Antarctica, is secure. There is little to distinguish be-

tween S. antarctiplcura n. sp. and S. shannani, except

that the Paleocene species is generally larger with a

slightly more inflated shell and the commarginal riblets

tend to flatten out slightly posteroventrally. compared

to the circum-Antarctic Eocene species. Liicina scotti

(Wilckens. 1910) (p. 57, pi. 3, fig. 2a, b; Zinsmeister

and Macellari, 1988, p. 273, figs. 9.5, 9.6) from the

late Maastrichtian of Seymour Island is not a closely

related form, as the umbones are nearly central and the

ornamentation is of much more pronounced commar-

ginal ribs. The Tertiary South Ainerican species, Lii-

cino promaucana Philippi, 1887 (p. 175, pi. 24, fig. 6;

see Ortmann, 1902, pp. 130-131, pi. 27, fig. 4a, b), is

also a closely related form and may be congeneric,

differing from the Paleocene Antarctic species in hav-

ing a longer anterodorsal margin and more projecting

umbones.

Etymology.—Species named for its endemic pres-

ence in Antarctica and from the Greek pleiiron (equiv-

alent to "rib, side") for its closely spaced, commar-

ginal riblets.

Family THYASIRIDAE Dall. 1901

Genus THYASIRA Leach //; Lamarck. 1818

Type species (by original designation).

—

Amphides-

ma flexuosa Lamarck. 1818.

Thyasira austrosulca, new species

Plate 3. figures 14-17

Diagnosis.—Minute, moderately inflated, subcircu-

lar thyasirid (maximum height 5.5 mm), umbones

strongly prosogyrous; posterior sulcus strongly devel-

oped, situated nearly flush with posterior margin; shell

polished with poorly developed ornamentation of com-

marginal threads that increase in strength slightly from

umbones to ventral margin.

Description.—Shell small for genus and family (up

to 5.5 mm high), thin, moderately inflated, subcircular;

length to height ratio nearly 1:1; umbones small,

slightly pointed, situated centrally along dorsal mar-

gin; strongly prosogyrous, anterodorsal margin steeply

sloping, short, very gently concave, merging with

strongly convex anterior margin; posterodorsal margin

with strong sulcation, positioned nearly flush with pos-

terior margin about 10% of distance of length of shell

from posterior margin; posterior margin moderately

long, only marginally convex, merging with bluntly

truncated sulcation; outer margins of posterior sulcus

gently concave; ventral margin well-rounded, convex;

shell polished, mostly smooth, apart from very weak

ornamentation of many, commarginal threads, increas-

ing in strength slightly from umbones to ventral mar-

gin, where they become a bit more spaced and un-

equal; hinge and inner details unknown.

Dimensions.—^Uo\otype USNM 517013. length 5.3

mm, height 5.5 mm; paratype USNM 517015, length

5.3 mm, height 4.5 mm.
Types.—Ho\otype USNM 517013. paratype USNM

517015.

Locality.— 1519 (type).

Material examined.—Two specimens.

Stratigraphic range.—1073 m.

Discussion.—This new small thyasirid bivalve is

represented by one articulated specimen and also by a

slightly decorticated left valve. Thyasira austrosulca

n. sp. has no recorded close relative in the Cenozoic

record of Antarctica, and seems to be most closely

allied to a Recent circum-Antarctic species, T. dear-

borni Nicol, 1965 (p. 79, pi. 8, figs. 1, 2; Nicol, 1966,

p. 62, figs. 7, 8; Dell, 1964, p. 207. fig. 4, nos. 10, 11;

Dell, 1990, p. 56, figs. 91, 92), found today in depths

between 351 and 836 m. Thyasira austrosulca is a bit
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smaller and has a slightly broader posterior sulcus

compared with T. dearbomi. but there is little else to

distinguish these closely related forms. In all likeli-

hood, T. austrosulca is the ancestor of T. dearbomi.

Dell (1990) noted intraspecific variation in the mor-

phology of the posterior sulcus in T. dearbomi. but

we can find no differences in the two specimens of T.

aiistro.siilca. Another closely related Austral species is

Thyasira sp. of Darragh (1994. p. 89. hg. 4P. Q) from

the mid-Paleocene of Australia, which reaches a length

and height of 7.2 mm. Thyasira sp. of Darragh (1994)

has a more circular, slightly larger shell and a margin-

ally weaker sulcus compared with the Paleocene Ant-

arctic species, but again there is little to differentiate

these taxa. which are seemingly from the same stock.

Thyasira austrosulca may be separated from the Maas-

trichtian T. townseiidi White from the Lopez de Ber-

todano Formation by its small size and the absence of

a broad, very deep sulcus that characterizes the pos-

terioventral margin of T. townsendi.

Etxiuology.—Species named for its Austral occur-

rence and from the Latin sulcus (equivalent to "fur-

row, groove") for its prominent posterior sulcus.

Superfamily CARDIOIDEA Lamarck. 1809

Family LAHILLIIDAE Finlay and Marwick, 1937

Genus LAHILLIA Cossmann, 1899

Txpe species (by subsequent designation. Finlay and

Marwick. 1937).

—

Aiiiathusia angulata Philippi, 1887.

Lahillia larseni (Sharman and Newton, 1897)

Plate 2, figures 11-14

Cypiina larseni Sharman and Newton, 1897. pp. 59-60. pi. 1.

Lahillia liisia Wilckens. 1910, pp. 58-63. pi. 3. figs. 4, 5, 6, 7a-c.

11: Zinsmeister and Macellari, 1983, p. 68. fig. 2. B3.

Lahillia larseni (Sharman and Newton). Zinsmeister and Macellari.

1988. pp. 276-277, figs. 15.1-5.

Dimeusious.—\JiS,nM 405803, length 105 mm,
height 94 mm, width of paired valves 72 mm.
Type.—Holotype IGS 4053.

Type locality.—No locality given by Sharman and

Newton (1897) other than Seymour Island.

Localities.—9. 411, 485, 496, 631. 757. 776. 777.

778. 1130. 1131. 1134, 1135, 1136. 1137. 1148. 1161.

1192, 1430, 1431, 1432, 1435, 1473. 1499. 1501.

1504. 1510, 1529, 1531, 1532.

Material.— 110 specimens.

Stratigraphic range.—867 to 1200 m.

Discussion.—Lahillia larseni was originally de-

scribed by Sharman and Newton (1897) from a me-

dium-sized paired-bivalved specimen collected by

Captain A. Larsen during his first visit to Seymour

Island during the austral summer of 1892-93. Since

the material Sharman and Newton had previously de-

scribed from Seymour Island was Tertiary and they

were not aware of Cretaceous strata on the island, they

assumed that the undescribed species of Lahillia was

also of Tertiary age. The existence of Cretaceous age

sediments was not recognized until the Swedish South

Polar Expedition at the beginning of the 20th century.

As a consequence, Sharman and Newton referred L.

larseni to the Tertiary, which Wilckens (1911) fol-

lowed. Wilckens (1911) refeired the Cretaceous spe-

cies collected by the Swedish South Polar expedition

to the South American species L. lusia. Examination

of Larsen's specimen and the collection of a large

number of additional specimens from the Eocene La

Meseta Formation has revealed that Larsen's specimen

is distinct from the Eocene species. Comparison of the

Sharman and Newton specimen with the Maastrich-

tian/Danian Lahillia clearly shows the two to be con-

specific. It is also clear that the Seymour Island species

is distinct from the L. lusia from Patagonia (Zins-

meister and Mascellari, 1988). As a consequence, the

specific name L. larseni is now applied to the Maas-

trichtian/Danian species of Lahillia in the Lopez de

Bertodano and Sobral formations. The eroded nature

of the shell together with extensive fieldwork on Sey-

mour Island suggest that the specimen of L. larseni

that Larsen found most likely was found on the beach

north of Penguin Point. Eroded Cretaceous fossils are

occasionally encountered along the beach in this area.

This is the area where Larsen and his men landed on

their first visit to the island.

Lahillia larseni makes its first appearance in unit 8

of the Lopez de Bertodano Formation and though pre-

sent at most localities, it forms a relatively minor com-

ponent of the molluscan fauna. In the lowermost Dan-

ian, immediately above the "K-T Glauconite." the

abundance of L. larseni increases dramatically and is

characterized by floods of thousands of individuals.

This sudden increase in abundance is believed to re-

flect the opportunistic nature of the species. The ab-

sence of competition following the mass extinction at

the end of the Cretaceous enabled L. larseni to become

the dominant element in the shelf faunas in the Sey-

mour Island region during the earliest Danian. With

the diversification and appearance of new benthic taxa,

the floods of lahillia disappeared. Although L. larseni

remains an important element of the Danian shelf fau-

nas in the Seymour Island region, the floods of thou-

sands of individuals are restricted to the interval dur-

ing the period immediately following the extinction

event.

Lahillia huberi Zinsmeister and Macellari, 1988

Plate 3, figures 1, 2

Dimensions.—USNM 405817, length 71 mm.
height 64 mm. width of paired valves 44 mm.
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Types.—Holotype USNM 4058 17: paratypes

USNM 405818. 405810.

Localities.—9, 496, 631. 746 (type). 1136, 1148.

1192, 1698.

Material.—41 specimens.

Stratigraphic range.— 1134 to 1179 in.

Discussion.—Lahillia hiiberi may be distinguished

from L. larseni by its smaller size, subtrigonal shell

outline, orthogyrate beaks, and an only moderately

concave anterior margin. The nymph of L. larseni is

considerably more massive, longer, and extends above

the margin of the valves.

Suborder ARCTICINA Newell. 1965

Superfamily VENEROIDEA Refinesque. 1815

Family VENERIDAE Rafinesque. 1815

Subfamily PITARINAE Stewart. 1930

Genus MARWICKIA Finlay. 1927

Type species (by original designation).

—

Finlaya

parthlanii Marwick, 1927.

Marwickia woodburnei Zinsmeister and Macellari,

1988

Plate 3. figures 3-6

Asliirte cf. A. venciuiiititi WilckeiLS. 1910. pp. 49-50. pi. 2. figs. 28a.

b. not figs. 29 a. b.

Dimensions.—VlSnM 405804. length 30 mm.
height 29 mm. width of paired valves 16 mm.

rv/?e.v.—Holotype USNM 405804; paratypes

USNM 405805. 405834.

Localities.—9 (type). 746. 1 130. 1131. 1 134. 1 135.

1136. 1137. 1138. 1139. 1148. 1149. 1189. 1414.

1432. 1434. 1435. 1448. 1467. 1502. 1504. 1507,

1508. 1510. 1529. 1530, 1531, 1532, 1533. 1534,

1536. 1537. 1538. 1586. 1589. 1695. 1697.

Material.— 1 37 specimens.

Stratigraphic range.— 1052 to 1216 m.

Discussion.—Venerid bivalves are rare in the Lopez

de Bertodano and Sobral formations and are charac-

terized by a similar inflated ovate shell. Species are

separated by variation of the hinge elements. Wilckens

(1910) tentatively refeired specimens from SSPE lo-

cality 8 on Snow Hill Island and SSPE 9 on Seymour
Island to the genus Astarte. Zinsmeister and Macellari

( 1988) believed that the assignment of the specimens

from Seymour Island to Astarte was based on the as-

tarte-like hinge of the fragmented specimens from

Snow Hill Island. The presence of an anterior lateral

tooth on specimens from Seymour Island clearly

shows that they belong to the venerid subfamily Pi-

tarinae and not in the family Astartidae. Marwickia

woodburnei is easily separated from the Maastrichtian

venerid species Cyclorisnia cbaneyi Zinsmeister and

Macellari. 1988. by the presence of an elongated an-

terior lateral and by a more centrally located umbone.

Order MYOIDA Stoliczka. 1 870

Suborder MYINA Stoliczka. 1870

Superfamily HIATELLOIDEA Gray, 1824

Family HIATELLIDAE Gray, 1824

Genus PANOPEA Menard de la Groye. 1 807

Type species.—Mya glyciiueris Born. 1778.

Panopea clausa Wilckens. 1910

Plate 3. tigures 20-22

Panopcii (Plciiniinyci"!) cUiiisa Wilckens. 1910. 68-69. pi. 3. figs.

10a. b.

Panopea clausa Wilckens. Woods. 1917. p. 33. pi. 18. figs. 6a, b.

7; Freneix. 1958. p. 343. pi. 3. fig. 6; Warren and Speden, 1978,

p. 40. fig. 26-13: Zinsmeister and Macellari 1988. pp. 280-282.

figs. 16.1-3.

Locallties.^5H. 459. 757. 769. 776. 1116. 1146.

1176. 1178. 1180. 1190. 1426. 1471. 1476. 1489.

1492. 1540. 1584. 1595. 1614. 1615. 1620. 1622.

Material.— 15 specimens.

Stratigraphic range.—344 to 1056 m.

Discussion.—Although Panopea cUnisa is not a

common bivalve and is not represented by a large

number of indi\'iduals. it does have an extensive range

through all the Maastrichtian on Seymour Island and

finally disappears in the earliest Danian in the ""K-T

Glauconite" rtsh bed horizon. Surprisingly. P. clausa

or related species of Pcuiopea are not present in either

Danian of Unit 10 or the .Sobral Formation. The genus

reappears in the Eocene La Meseta formation at the

north end of the island.

Subclass ANOMALODESMATA Dall. 1889

Order PHOLADOMYOIDA Newell. 1965

Superfamily PANDOROIDEA Rafinesque. 1815

Family PERIPLOMATIDAE Dall, 1895

Genus PERIPLOMA Schumacher. 1817

Type species (by monotypy).

—

Corbuhi niargarita-

cea Lamarck. 1801

.

Periploma, new species

Plate 3. figures 18. 19

Description.—Shell moderate-sized for family and

genus (25.0 mm long), thin, slightly inflated, obliquely

subovate, attenuate and compressed anteriorly: nearly

equivalved: inequilateral: umbones small, scarcely in-

flated, prosogyrous: anterodorsal margin short, mod-
erately sloping, straight, merging with obliquely trun-

cated anterior margin: posterodorsal margin moderate-
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ly long, gently sloping, broadly convex, merging with

well-rounded posterior margin; ventral margin strong-

ly convex: ornamentation of low. rounded, closely

spaced, commarginal riblets, growing in strength only

slightly towards ventral margin: posterior gape only

slightly developed: internal details unknown.

Dimensions.—USNM 517014. length 25.0 mm.
height 21.8 mm, width of paired valves 9.5 mm.

Lorfl//0'.— 1138, 1484, 1519. 1538.

Material examined.—Four specimens.

Stratigraphic range.— 1051 to 1104 m.

Discussion.—This new species represents a member

of the Periplomatidae, and is tentatively assigned to

Periploma Schumacher. 1817. as it has the character-

istic thin, obliquely subovate shell with an attenuate,

compressed and slightly truncated anterior end: slight-

ly gaping posterior end: small umbones; and closely

spaced commarginal riblets. comparable to Cenozoic

members of the family and genus. In outline, no other

Antarctic fossil or Recent form approaches Periploma'l

n. sp. Periploma topei Zinsmeister. 1984 (pp. 1525—

1526. fig. lOF. G; Stilwell and Zinsmeister. 1992, p.

89. pi. 10. fig. e. 1) and Periploma n. sp.? cf P. topei

Zinsmeister of Stilwell (2000. p. 290. pi. 5, fig. G)

from the middle Eocene of Seymour Island and Mc-

Murdo Sound have much larger, more compressed and

obliquely ovate shells, compared with Pehplomal n.

sp. Periploma topei is doubtfully the descendant of

Periploma'^ sp. Thracia siibgracilis (Whitfield. 1880)

(p. 419. pi. 11. figs. 29-30: Stanton. 1920. pp. 26-27.

pi. 3. figs. 4a, b, 5a, b, Anatiiur. Cvancara. 1966. pp.

357-358. pi. 9. figs. 19. 20. Latenuila'?) from the Pa-

leocene of North America has a similar outline and

sculpture, more so than any other coeval forms from

the Northern or Southern Hemisphere, except that T.

siibgracilis has a slightly less circular shell with a cor-

responding more convex posterodorsal margin and

marginally more attentuate anterior margin, compared

with Periploma'l n. sp. The genus-level assignment of

T. siibgracilis is in a state of flux. The compressed

nature of both T. siibgracilis and Periploma'? n. sp. is

identical. Of note. Thracia siibgracilis doubtfully be-

longs in Thracia. and is most likely a member of Per-

iplomatidae.

Class GASTROPODA Cuvier. 1797

Subclass STREPTONEURA Spengel. 1881

Order ARCHAEOGASTROPODA Thiele. 1925

Suborder PLEUROTOMARIINA Cox and Knight,

1960

Superfamily PLEUROTOMARIOIDEA Swainson,

1840

Family PLEUROTOMARIIDAE Swainson, 1840

Genus CONOTOMARIA Cox, 1959

Type species (by original designation).

—

Pleiiroto-

maria mailleana d'Orbigny. 1843.

Conotomaria species A
Plate 4. figures 1. 2

Description.—Shell large with maximum diameter

to 106.7 mm. thin (0.9 mm at base of last whorl),

trochiform, broadly conical, as broad as high; spire

angle —69.8°; IV2 whorls preserved; region between

suture and selenizone convex; region between seleni-

zone and periphery straight: suture abutting below pe-

ripheral keel; selenizone moderately broad (5.6 mm;
0.15 ramp width), entirely below peripheral keel, flush

to slightly convex: sculpture of fine spiral cords stron-

gest at shoulder, 10-12 between selenizone and suture,

along keel; base very weakly convex with only axial

growth lines; periphery with pronounced keel: colu-

mellar callus thin, nacreous, spanning 0.25 mm base

radius: aperture ovate (height/width = 0.69 mm); um-

bilicus deep and narrow.

Dimensions.—\JSnM 51 1842. height 62.5 mm. di-

ameter of last whorl 106.7 mm.
Localities.—9. 1105. 1535.

Material.—Three specimens.

Stratigraphic range.— 1077 to 1169 m.

Discussion.—This species, assignable to Conoto-

maria. differs from Pleiirotomaria tardensis Stanton,

1901 (pp. 29-30, pi. 7, figs. 1, 2), from the Upper

Cretaceous Belgrano Beds of Argentina (Patagonia),

in having a higher spire, thinner and much larger shell,

narrower selenizone, lack of spiral sculpture on the

base of the shell, presence of a shaip peripheral keel,

and in having a nanower and thinner columellar cal-

lus. It is also distinguished from Perotrochus? larsen-

iana (Wilckens, 1910), from the late Maastrichtian and

early Paleocene of Seymour Island, in having a more

angular outline, convex whorls, broader umbilicus, and

position of selenizone on the mid-whorl, as well as the

presence of thin, but prominent spiral threads. Cono-

tomaria sp. A is closely allied with the Cretaceous

type species, C. mailleana (d"Orbigny, 1842) (pp.

253-254, pi. 195), from France, but has slightly more

convex whorls, a less distinct selenizone, and a slightly

less developed peripheral keel.

Conotomaria species B
Plate 4, figures 3, 4

Description.—Shell small (maximum diameter of

last whorl 44.8 mm), relatively thick ( 1 .2 mm on ramp
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of last whorl), trochiform. broadly conical, extrapolat-

ed to be broader than high; spire angle —86.4°; three

whorls preserved; region between suture and seleni-

zone and periphery straight to concave; suture abutting

below peripheral keel; selenizone moderately broad

(1.8 mm; 0.16 mm ramp width), spanning mid-whorl;

sculpture of numerous, thin, spiral cords (8 between

suture and selenizone, 3 on selenizone, 6 between se-

lenizone and periphery) and fine, oblique growth lines;

periphery with prominent rounded keel; base poorly

preserved, weakly convex, with fine spiral cords; shell

anomphalous, with remains of strong columellar cal-

lus; aperture nanowly ovate, height to width ratio of

0.40: 1

.

Dimensions.—USNM 511843. height 32.5 mm, di-

ameter of last whorl 44.8 mm.
Locality.—9.

Material.—Four specimens.

Stratigraphic occurrence.— 1 168 m.

Discussion.—This small species is very distinct

among all other Pleurotomariidae on Seymour Island,

in having a comparatively small size, distinctly angu-

lated appearance, and prominent spiral sculpture. It

also has a significantly thicker shell, in proportion to

the size. In outline and size, Conotoniaria sp. B is

comparable with Pleurotomaria gurgitis Brongniart //;

Cuvier and Brongniart. 1822 (p. 96. pi. 9, fig. 7A, B;

d'Orbigny, 1842. pp. 249-250, pi. 192, figs. 4-6) from

the Gault region. France, but the whorls in Conoto-

niaria sp. B are slightly more flush and less convex,

and the ornamentation is a bit weaker, compared with

P. gurgitis. The specimen figured in Cuvier and

Brongniart (1822) (see especially pi. 9, fig. 7A) is

higher spired with no details of a selenizone.

Conotoniaria species C
Plate 4, figures 5. 6

Description.—Shell medium- to large-sized (maxi-

mum diameter of last whorl 89.2 mm), thick (—1.3

mm on ramp of last whorl), broadly conical, slightly

broader than high; spire angle -81.9°; 8.5 whorls pre-

served; region between suture and selenizone convex,

between selenizone and periphery straight to slightly

convex; suture shallow, canaliculate; selenizone mod-
erately broad (2.7 mm. 0.18 mm ramp width), slightly

concave spanning mid-whorl; sculpture of thin, raised

cords (from 7 on juvenile specimen to 16-18 on

adults) between suture and selenizone, from 6-7 on

juvenile to 11-12 on adults between selenizone and

periphery, and fine, oblique growth lines; periphery

marked with prominent angulated shoulder; base

weakly convex, with fine spiral cords and axial growth

lines; remains of the columellar callus nacreous and

thin; umbilicus closed; aperture broad, roundly rect-

angular.

Dimensions.—USHM 51 1844. height 69.0 mm, di-

ameter of last whorl 86.9 mm.
Material.—Eight specimens.

Localities.—9.1'Xe, 1104, 1149.

Stratigraphic range.— 1052 to 1375 m.

Discussion.—This species closely resembles Cono-

tomaria sp. A. It differs, however, in having a broader,

distinctly concave selenizone. canaliculated suture,

thicker shell, presence of spiral threads on the base,

generally lower and more compressed spire, closed

umbilicus, and broader subrectangular aperture. As
with Conotomtiria sp. A and B. this species is left in

open nomenclature until better preserved specimens

are collected.

Order PATELLOGASTROPODA Lindberg, 1986

Suborder DOCOGLOSSA Troschel, 1866

Superfamily PATELLOIDEA Rafinesque, 1815

Family ACMAEIDAE Carpenter. 1857

Genus ACMAEA Esch.scholtz. 1830

Type species (by subsequent designation).

—

Acmaea
mitra Eschscholtz, 1833.

Discussion.—Acmaea species are characterized by

variably smooth or radially ribbed limpet-like shells

with generally an ovate outline and subcentral apex

(Abbott, 1974, p. 28; see Lindberg. 1988). The geo-

logic range of Acmaea is Cenomanian to Recent

(Dockery, 1993, p. 43). although some workers sug-

gest that fossil Acmaea-Wk'i gastropods belong else-

where (Lindberg. 1988; W. Ponder, personal commu-
nication. 2001). The range of the group in Antarctica

is restricted to the latest Cretaceous to the earliest Pa-

leocene on Seymour Island.

Acmaea .subniesidia, new species

Plate 5. figures 1-4

Acmaea n. sp. 2 Zinsniei.ster t't at. I'^SQ, p. 7.'13. fig. 2.

Diagnosis.—Somewhat small Acmaea species with

a maximum shell diameter of just over 10 mm and a

thin, ovate shell of 0.5 mm thick; apex, although sub-

central, is more anterior, located about a quarter of the

length of shell from anterior margin; differs from type,

A. mitra. in having a less elevated shell, a more ovate

outline and more anteriorly situated apex.

Description.—Shell relatively thin, porcelaneous,

ovate with maximum diameter of just over 10 mm;
conic in shape with rounded base; apex strongly ele-

vated and pointed, but not shaiply so, subcentral, sit-

uated approximately a quarter of length of shell from

anterior margin; surface of shell smooth, as is interior;
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muscle scars broadly crescent-shaped, connected by

thin anterior line which is elevated above the base.

Dimensions.—Holotype USNM 51 1846. length 14.5

mm, maximum diameter 15.5 mm. height 7.5 mm;
paratype USNM 511847, length 7.25 mm. maximum
diameter 6.0 mm, height -3.5 mm.

Types.—\io\oXypQ USNM 5 1 1 846; paratype USNM
511847.

Localities.-^ll . 1131, 1534, 1548, 156U (type).

Stratigraphic range.— 1058 to 1074 m.

Material.—23 mostly decorticated specimens.

Discussion.—Acmaea submesidia n. sp. is curiously

quite distinct from Acmaea n. sp. of Zinsmeister

( 1990, fig. 1 ) from the uppermost Lopez de Bertodano

Formation, and lacks the crenulate margin present in

the older latest Maastrichtian species. Acmaea sub-

mesidia n. sp. is smaller, less rounded in outline and

has a more anterior apex.

Etymology.—Species named from the Greek mesi-

dios (equivalent to "middle") for its subcentrally lo-

cated apex.

Order CAENOGASTROPODA Cox, 1 959

Suborder NEOTAENIOGLOSSA Haller, 1892

Superfamily CERITHIOIDEA Fleming, 1822

Family CERITHIIDAE Fleming, 1822

Genus BITTIUM Gray, 1847

Type species (by subsequent designation. Gray,

1847).

—

Mure.x reticulatus Montagu (= Strombiformis

reticulatus Da Costa, 1778).

Subgenus BITTIUM sensu stricto

Bittium (Bittium?) paleonotuni, new species

Plate 5, figure 5

Cerithiiiiu n. sp. Zinsmeister, 1998a. p. 565, fig. 9.

Diagnosis.—Moderately sized Bittium species with

high spire of at least 8 well-rounded convex whorls,

and spire angle of some 22°; sculptural configuration

of approximately 25 somewhat clathrose, pustule-bear-

ing axial ribs and 7 closely spaced spirals with inter-

stitial threads; differs from closely related B. antarc-

tonodosum Stilwell and Zinsmeister, 1992. in having

a slightly smaller shell, more pronounced clathrose

sculpture, more spirals, and more impressed sutures.

Description.—Shell medium-sized for genus (
— 18

mm high), rather thin- to medium-shelled, high-spired

turritelliform; spire high, consisting of at least 8 mod-
erately rounded, inflated, convex, and slightly com-

pressed whorls; sutures impressed; spire whorl infla-

tion mostly constant; spire angle —22°; protoconch de-

tails unknown; last whorl incomplete, but moderately

inflated and convex; growth lines weakly developed.

opisthocyrt; ornamentation of —25 moderately strong

nodulose axial ribs extending from suture to suture and

7 closely and evenly spaced, moderately strong spirals

and fine interstitial spiral threads, most abapical rib

subsuturally the weakest; sculpture attains a somewhat

clathrose pattern with the even crossing of axials and

spirals, creating weakly nodulose ribs; aperture details

wanting on holotype.

Dimensions.—Ho\oiype USNM 51 1848, height 18.0

mm nearly complete, diameter of last whorl 6 mm.
7;v/J?.—Holotype USNM 511848.

Type locality.— \5S\.

Material.—One specimen.

Stratigraphic range.— 1165 m.

Discussion.—Bittium (Bittium?) paleonotuni n. sp.

was collected in association with a dense coral colony

and is represented solely by the partially decorticated

holotype. Despite the imperfect nature of the holotype,

the preserved features of this cerithioid gastropod

compare well with Bittium Gray, 1847, which is char-

acterized by high-spired shells with dominant axial

ribs that are overridden by spiral riblets or threads that

are swollen into beads, creating a moderately strong

clathrose pattern. Bittium (Bittium'!) paleonotum n. sp.

is apparently closely related to B. antarctonodosum

Stilwell and Zinsmeister, 1992 (p. 98, pi. 12, figs, c,

d), from Unit V of the La Meseta Formation on Sey-

mour Island, differing in having a slightly smaller

shell, fewer spirals, and slightly less impressed sutures.

The clathrose sculpture is stronger in B. pcdeonotum

n. sp. Although the subgenus is in question, B. (B.'l)

paleonotuni n. sp. is strikingly similar to many extant

North American species of the genus (see Abbott,

1974, pp. 106-107, figs. 1012-1031). We know of no

other Paleocene species of the genus in the Southern

Hemisphere apart from B. (/?.'?) paleonotum n. sp.

Etymology.—Species named from its early occur-

rence in the fossil record of Antarctica and from the

Greek notos (equivalent to "south").

Subgenus ZEBITTIUM Finlay, 1927

Type species (by original designation).

—

Ceritliiuni

e.xilis Hutton, 1873.

Discussion.—The presence of Bittium (Zebittium) in

the Sobral Formation of Seymour extends the range

from the middle Eocene of Antarctica and New Zea-

land (Stilwell and Zinsmeister, 1992) to the earliest

Paleocene. Bittium (Zebittium) is rather common today

in shallow to deep (up to 260 m) New Zealand waters

(Powefl, 1979, p. 132).

Bittium (Zebittium) brooksi, new species

Plate 5, figures 11-15

Diagnosis.—Moderately sized, high-spired Bittium

(Zebittium) with a spire of 6 convex whorls, orna-
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mented with 12-13 sinuous axial ribs and 6-7 spiral

threads, that create weak clathrose pattern, but axials

still stronger than spirals: aperture ovate to subrhom-

boid with poorly developed canal; differs from Recent

type species. B. (Z ) exile (Hutton. 1873). in having

less impressed sutures, more spirals, and rounded, op-

isthocyrt-trending axials.

Description.—Shell average-sized for genus, but

small for family (—6.5 mm high), moderately robust,

high-spired turritelliform: spire relatively high with at

least 6 moderately convex, moderately compressed,

well-rounded whorls: spire angle approximately 27°:

whorl inflation gradual from early teleoconch whorls

to last whorl; sutures impressed; protoconch details

eroded in available material: last whorl slightly inflat-

ed, ornamented with 12-13 poorly developed, sinuous

axial ribs with an apex situated midway on the last

whorl at maximum diameter or outer periphery, and

— 13 nanowly and semi-equally spaced spiral threads:

adapical slope on last whorl steep, short: axials on last

whorl weaker than on teleoconch whorls: growth lines

weak and strongly opisthocyrt; teleoconch whorls with

6-7 spiral threads, including sutural and subsutural

ones, and opisthocyrt-trending axials; the crossing of

axials and spiral create a weakly clathrose pattern of

poorly developed nodulose ribs: basal constriction

generally gradual; aperture small, ovate to subrhom-

boid-shaped, with a poorly developed and very weak

notch; columella smooth, short, concave: outer lip thin.

Dimensions.—Holotype USNM 51 1849, height 4.5

mm incomplete, diameter of last whorl 2.25 mm; para-

type USNM 511850, height 4.5 mm incomplete, di-

ameter of last whorl —2.3 mm: paratype USNM
51 1851. diameter of last whorl (apertural view) —2.25

mm; paratype USNM 51 1852. height of shell 4.0 mm
incomplete (showing aperture and sectioned whorls);

paratype USNM 51 1853, height of spire fragment 3.5

mm; paratype USNM 511910, length of block with

many specimens, —68 mm.
Types.—Holotype USNM 511849: paratypes

USNM 511910, 511850-511853.

Type locality.— 1535 (type locality), 1537.

Material.—Several hundred mostly incomplete

specimens.

Stratigrapliic distribution.— 1078 to 1099 m.

Discussion.—Bittiuni (Zebittiiim) brooksi n. sp.

from the Sobral Formation is not only the earliest

member of this Austral cerithiid group, but is also the

most abundant of Antarctic Paleocene mollusks with

dense nearly monotypic concentrations of these gas-

tropods present at Loc. 1535. As the minute shell of

B. (Z. ) brooksi is rather fragile, no complete specimen

with protoconch preserved is available for study. How-
ever, enough characters are preserved in the type ma-

terial to enable us to easily differentiate this early spe-

cies with other members of the group. Bittiuni (Zebit-

tiuni) brooksi is a distinct member of this subgenus,

as the axial ribs are generally just slightly more de-

veloped than the spirals, which is generally not the

case in most species of Bittium (Zebittium). in which

the spirals tend to dominate the axials resulting in a

relatively weaker or obsolete nodulation (Powell,

1979, p. 132).

The Recent type species, B. (Z) e.xilc (Hutton, 1873)

(p. 27; Powell, 1979, p. 132, fig. 32-1) is strikingly

similar to B. (Z) brooksi n. sp., and differs predomi-

nantly in whorl shape and minor sculptural differences.

Bittium (Zebittium) brooksi is slightly larger with less

impressed sutures and has more spirals that are also

less nodulose, compared to B. (Z) e.\ile. The whorl

outline of B. (Z) brooksi is more reminiscent of the

Recent New Zealand (Three Kings Islands) species, B.

(Z) editum (Powell. 1930) (see Powell. 1979. p. 132,

pi. 29, fig. 15). with a steep subsutural adapical slope,

but the axials in the Antarctic species are more pro-

nounced and opisthocyrt.

The only other Antarctic species of Bittium (Zebit-

tium), B. (Z.) granchii Stilwell and Zinsmeister, 1992

(p. 98-99, pi. 12. figs. 1, m). from Unit V of the La

Meseta Formation, is quite distinct from, and probably

not closely related to, Z (fi. ) brooksi. as the Sobral

Formation species is much smaller with more but

weaker spirals, and has more impressed sutures. A lin-

eage from B. (Z.) brooksi to B. (Z) granchii is un-

likely.

Etymology.—Species named for Velma May Brooks

Paris for her continued support of WJZ over the years.

Family TURRITELLIDAE Woodward. 1851

Subfamily TURRITELLINAE Woodward. 1851

Genus TURRITELLA Lamarck. 1799, p. 74

Type species (by monotypy).

—

Turbo terebra Lin-

naeus, 1758.

Subgenus HAUSTATOR Montfoit. 1810

Type species (by original designation).

—

Haustator

gallicus Montfort, 1810 (= Turritclla imbricataria La-

marck, 1804).

Discussion.—Genus-level systematics and nomen-

clature in turritellines are as yet unresolved and in a

state of flux (Allmon. 1996). We have therefore chosen

to use the generic name Turritella s.l. Only one spec-

imen of a turritelline was collected from the Sobral

Formation and it is incomplete. This specimen. USNM
511854, has characteristic features of generally flat-

tened to very gently convex and solid whorls, weakly

impressed sutures, and strong spiral sculpture, similar
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to Tiinitella (Haustotor). type species Tunitella

(Haitstalor) gallicus (Montfoit, 1810). but it is as-

signed to Tunitella (Haiistalorl) until better material

is obtained.

Turritella (Haustator?) parisi, new species

Plate 5. figure 17

TtirritclUi n. sp. Zinsmeister. 1998a. p. .'i63, fig. 9.

Diagnosis.—Moderately sized turritellid with acute

spire of more than 5 gently convex to nearly subquad-

rate whorls, ornamented with dominantly spiral sculp-

ture of 5 primary cords with excavated and gently

wavy interspaces and a weak axial, nodulose compo-

nent in early whorls; growth lines shallowly opistho-

cyrt with apex of sinus in lower third of whorls; differs

from Eocene type species, T. (H.) imhricataria La-

marck, in having a shorter spire, slightly stronger spi-

ral cords, and broader opisthocyrt growth lines.

Description.—Shell medium-sized for family, mod-

erately thick, moderately high-spired tunitelliform;

spire moderately high to high of more than 5 subquad-

rate, gently convex to nearly flush whorls; spire angle

acute at approximately 23°; protoconch unknown; su-

tures very slight impressed to almost flush; last whorl

incomplete: spire whorls sculptured with 5 pronounced

primary spiral cords that have slightly wavy, excavated

interspaces, generally weakening only slightly adapi-

cally; in early whorls a weakly nodulose axial com-

ponent of poorly developed opisthocyrt-trending

growth elements that become weaker on younger

whorls where there are very fine growth lines; apex of

growth lines on lower third of each whorl; base with

rapid constriction that is nearly flat to gently convex;

aperture incomplete, but remnants indicate a subquad-

rate outline.

Dimensions.—Holotype USNM 51 1854, height 16.0

mm incomplete, diameter of last whorl 7.5 mm.
Type.—Hololype USNM 511854.

Type locality.— 1716.

Material.—Holotype.

Stratigraphic range.— 1066 m.

Discussion.—The whorl profile, outline and sculp-

ture of this new Antarctic turritellid, named here Tur-

ritella (Haustator!) parisi. matches coeval and slightly

younger Eocene species of Turritella (Haustator). type

species T. (H.) imhricataria Lamarck, 1804 (p. 216;

Montfort, 1810, pp. 182-184. full-page woodcut (p.

182); Cossmann, 1888, p. 300: see Wenz. 1939. pp.

653-654, fig. 1860), from the middle Eocene of

France, in having a relatively high-spired shell with

subquadrate to gently convex, nearly flush, whorls.

The sutures are, indeed, only weakly impressed to al-

most flush in T. (H.) imbricataria. The Antarctic spe-

cies has these features and also the prominent spiral

cords found in the type, but with respect to the growth

lines the apex of the sinus is shallower than the type.

Few other Paleocene taxa compare well with T.

(//.?) parisi n. sp. apart from the highly variable spe-

cies T. (H.) nigeriensis Adegoke. 1977 (pp. 95-96, pi.

16, especially fig. 7) from the Paleocene of Nigeria,

but the Antarctic species has fewer and comparatively

weaker spiral cords and less impressed sutures. There

are no other related Antarctic turritellids.

Etymology.—Species named in honor of Dr. David

Paris MD for his untiring support of WJZ during the

early years of his career.

Subfamily PAREORINAE Finlay and Marwick,

1937

Genus MESALIA Gray. 1847

Type species, (by original designation).

—

Cerithium

mesal Adanson (= Turritella brevialis Lamarck,

1822).

Mesalia virginiae, new species

Plate 5, figures 6-10

Mesalia n. sp. B. Zinsmeister et al., 1989. p. 734. fig. 3.

Diagnosis.—Moderately sized, high-spired, rather

delicate thin-shelled Mesalia with at least 7 strongly

unicarinate whorls, ornamented with 3-4 spiral cords

and weaker, beaded, spiral threads on upper adapical

half, strongest cord at peripheral angulation, becoming

weaker abapically; growth lines broadly opisthocyrt;

canal distinct, narrow and small, spout-like, twisted

obliquely and abaxially.

Description.—Shell medium-sized for genus (less

than 30 mm high), relatively thin-walled, broadly

high-spired of at least 7 strongly carinate, subquadrate.

compressed whorls; spire angle 33°; protoconch in-

complete, but apparently polygyrate of smooth, round-

ed whorls; whorl inflation moderately rapid; sutures

impressed; last whorl slightly to moderately inflated,

strongly unicarinate with only spiral sculpture of 6

marked spiral cords on lower abapical half of shell,

the strongest cord at peripheral angulation, and weak,

beaded, spiral threads on short steep, weakly concave,

adapical ramp; teleoconch whorls ornamented with

weak spiral threads on upper halves of whorls and 3

to 4 moderately strong primary cords, cord at angu-

lation the strongest, and quite weak secondary spiral

threads; adapical slopes on teleoconch whorls steep,

short; growth lines poorly developed, weak, closely

spaced, broadly opisthocyrt; basal constriction rapid,

culminating in a short, narrow, twisted, abaxially-

trending, spout-like canal; aperture broadly D-shaped;
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columella short, mostly straight with narrow callus;

outer lip thin.

Dimensions.—Ho]otype USNM 51 1855, height 28.0

mm, diameter of last whorl 13.5 mm; paratype USNM
511911, height 21.5 mm. diameter of last whorl 16.5

mm incomplete; paratype USNM 511912. height 29.5

mm, diameter of last whorl 12.5 mm; USNM 511913,

length of block of specimens 80.5 mm.
Types.—Holotype USNM 511855; paratypes

USNM 511911, USNM 511912, USNM 511913.

Localities.—491, 746. 1104. 1139, 1548, 1591.

1715 (type).

Material.—20 specimens.

Stratigraphic range.— 1053 to 1375 m.

Discussion.—Mesalia is recognized in the fossil re-

cord of Antarctica for the first time, represented by the

relatively rare occurrence of M. virginiae n. sp., except

at locality 1139 where it occurs in large numbers. In

the Southern Hemisphere, species of Mesalia are an

uncommon element of Paleocene faunas. Mesalia vir-

giniae n. sp. is easily distinguished from other coeval

species in having strongly unicarinate whorls and a

short, but distinct, spout-like siphonal canal that is

twisted obliquely and abaxially. Mesalia sp. 1 and 2

of Kollmann and Peel (1983. pp. 42-43, figs. 70. 71)

from the Paleocene of Greenland have nearly the same

outline with a similar spire angle, but the whorls are

nearly flush with sculpture of even spiral cords. The

canal is not nearly as distinct in the Greenland species.

No unicarinate species are present in the Paleocene of

Nigeria (Adegoke, 1977), and all have relatively reg-

ular spiral sculpture. The Recent African type species,

M. brevialis (Lamarck. 1822) (p. 58, not figured;

Wenz, 1939, p. 651, fig. 1851; Abbott and Dance,

1983, p. 59, figure upper left corner), has a much high-

er spire, more rounded whorl profiles, a more rudi-

mentary siphonal canal, and flatter spiral ribs, com-

pared to M. virginiae. The phylogeny of M. virginiae

is uncertain, as it disappeared from the Antarctic fossil

record after the Paleocene.

Etymology.—This species is named in honor of Dr
Virginia Ann Paris Zinsmeister for keeping the home
fires going during my numerous trips to Seymour Island

and for also providing support to JS and AO while they

were graduate students at Purdue University.

Superfamily STROMBOIDEA Rafinesque. 1815

Family APORRHAIDAE Gray. 1850

Genus STRUTHIOCHENOPUS Zinsmeister and

Griffin. 1995

Type species (by original designation).

—

Perissop-

tera nordenskjolcli Steinmann and Wilckens, 1908.

Discussion.—Struthiochenopus Zinsmeister and

Griffin, 1995, is one of few apoiThaid gastropods that

survived the K-T boundary well into the Tertiary with

species spanning Campanian to early Miocene time

from Antarctica to South America (Chile, Argentina).

In Antarctica, the group spans the Campanian to Pa-

leocene interval, represented by S. nordenskjoldi

(Wilckens) (Campanian). from Snow Hill Island (pos-

sibly also Vega and James Ross islands), and S. hurleyi

n. sp. (Wilckens, 1910) (latest Maastrichtian to Paleo-

cene) of Seymour Island.

Struthiochenopus hurleyi, new species

Plate 5, figures 18-20; Plate 6, figures 1-6

Pcrissopreia luinlcnskjoldi Wilckens, 1910, pp. 83-86. pi. 4, fig. 5

only; Macellari. 1984. pi. 34. figs. 5-8; Zinsmeister and Macel-

lari, 1983. fig. B4; Zinsmeister et at.. 1989. p. 733, fig. 2, p. 734,

fig. 3, p. 736. fig. 6.

Aporrhaidae .spp. Palamarczuk et at. 1984. p. 401.

SinitliiochenopKs nordenskjoldi (Wilckens). Zinsmeister and Griffin,

1995. pp. 699-700. fig. 3.11-3.19.

Description.—Shell medium-sized with moderately

low spire consisting of 7 to 8 convex whorls, spire an-

gle 45° to 47°; protoconch of 2.5 smooth whorls with

faint keel; keel strengthens rapidly becoming shaip on

later whorls eventually merging with posterior digita-

tion, second less pronounced more abapically keel de-

veloped on body whorl, merges with anterior digitation;

20 to 24 weak rounded nodes present on primary keel

becoming obsolete on body whorl; shoulder posterior

to primary keel flat merging with slightly impressed

suture; medial portion of whorl between keels flat to

concave; body whorl anterior to secondary keel drawn

out into nanow siphon; surface covered with faint nar-

row spiral threads; aperture elongated, pyrifomi with

moderately long and straight canal; outer lip expanded

into broad moderately thick wing, inclined at about 50°

or more to shell axis; moderately broad shallow sinus

along posterior margin of wing; primary keel merges

with long curved posterior digitation; posterior digita-

tion frequently dorsally curved; anterior digitation

blunt, anteriorly oriented; posterior margin of wing be-

tween posterior digitation and suture thickened; medial

apertural surface of wing digitation thickened; inner lip

of aperture covered with moderate callus.

Dimensions.—\JSnM 405836, height 57.0 mm,
width of last whorl without wing 16.0 mm (figured

specimen).

Types.—Holotype 405857; paratypes USNM
405858, PU783/2.

Localities.—9, 447, 497, 783, 1104, 1119, 1131,

1134, 1135. 1136, 1137, 1148, 1161, 1189, 1205,

1430, 1431, 1433, 1434, 1435, 1442, 1456. 1467,

1479. 1502, 1503, 1.S05, 1506. 1507, 1508, 1510,

1519. 1529, 1531, 1532, 1534. 1535. 1536, 1537,
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1538, 1548. 1574. 1577. 1587. 1589. 1601. 1697.

1698. 1699. 1700.

Material.—327 specimens.

Stratigraphic range.—1037 to 1375 m.

Di.scii.s.^ion.—Although Zinsmeister and Griffin

( 1995) refened all of the aponhaid gastropods figured

by Wilckens ( 1910) to S. nordenskjoldi, it is clear from

the examination of Nordenskjold's material that there

are two distinct species. Wilckens" figures 2, 3, and 4

on plate 4 come from latest Campanian to early Maas-

trichtian from Snow Hill Island while figure 5 without

the wing is distinct and comes from the Danian of

Seymour Island. This confusion stems from the fact

that Andersson and Nordenskjold had only crude un-

derstanding of the stratigraphic relationships between

Snow Hill and Seymour islands and locality informa-

tion was limited. Locality data concerning many of the

fossils collected by Nordenskjold"s party prior to the

arrival of Andersson in 1903 are absent and the strati-

graphic horizon from which these fossils were col-

lected can only be estimated from the nature of pres-

ervation and the supposed track of the field parties to

Seymour Island in 1902. It is now known that there

are two horizons on Snow Hill and Seymour islands

where Struthiochenopits occurs.

The specimens referred to as S. nordenskjoldi in

Wilckens (1910), figures 2-4, and Zinsmeister and

Griffin (1995), figures 3.9 and 3.10, are from Snow
Hill Island, where they typically occur as casts and

molds in dark reddish brown concretions. Wilckens's

figure 3 actually shows a steinkern of S. nordenskjoldi

in one of these concretions. His figures 2 and 4 are

casts made from these steinkerns. It is interesting to

note that the locality where this material was collected

is only a short distance from Nordenskjold"s hut on

Snow Hill Island and is probably the first fossil local-

ity that Nordenskjold discovered on his arrival on the

island. The two specimens figured by Zinsmeister and

Griffin are latex molds from concretions collected by

Zinsmeister from near Nordenskjold's hut in a visit to

Snow Hill Island in 1981. Struthiochenopiis hiirleyi n.

sp.. Wilckens's figure 5 and Zinsmeister and Griffin's

figures 3.1 1-3.19, is restricted to the uppermost Maas-

trichtian level of unit 9 of the Lopez de Bertodano

Formation and the Danian unit 10 of the Lopez de

Bertodano Formation and the Sobral Formation.

Although Siriithiochenopus Imrleyi and 5. norden-

skjoldi are closely related, S. hurleyi is about two-thirds

the size of 5. nordenskjoldi. The shoulder of S. norden-

skjoldi is typically concave between the primary keel

and the suture. In addition, the siphonal canal of S.

nordenskjoldi is long and straight compared to the rel-

atively shorter and curved siphon of S. hurleyi.

It is possible that Rostellaria patagonensis von Iher-

ing, 1903 (p. 209. 221, not figured: 1904, pp. 13-14.

fig. 11; 1907, p. 29). and R. chuhiitensis von Ihering.

1903 (p. 220, pi. 2, fig. 17; 1907. p. 29). from the

Paleocene Roca and Salamanca formations of Pata-

gonia belong to Struihiochenopus. but the poor pres-

ervation of these taxa prevents an accurate assessment.

The mostly smooth unicarinate teleoconch whorls that

are ornamented with poorly developed axial ribs are.

however, consistent with Struihiochenopus.

The disjunct stratigraphic distribution of Struthioch-

enopus on Snow Hill and Seymour islands is a bit

surprising. Although the genus is absent throughout

the Maastrichtian on Seymour Island except for its re-

appearance in the uppermost part of unit 9 just below

the K-T boundary, Austroaporrhais. another genus of

aponhaid gastropod, is extremely abundant throughout

the late Maastrichtian, but disappears prior to the re-

appearance of Struthiochenopus. Immediately follow-

ing the K-T extinction. S. hurleyi becomes very abun-

dant and remains a prominent element in the Danian

molluscan assemblage on Seymour Island.

Etymology.—This species is named in honor of phe-

nomenal photographer, Frank Hurley, on Ernst Shack-

leton's ill-fated attempt to cross the continent of Ant-

arctica. The photographs that Hurley took during the

expedition are considered to be some of the finest ever

taken in Antarctica.

Family STRUTHIOLARIIDAE Fischer. 1887

Genus ANTARCTODARWINELLA Zinsmeister,

1976

Type species (by original designation).

—

Antarcto-

darwinella ellioti Zinsmeister, 1976.

Discussion.—Presence of Antarctodanvinella in the

Sobral Formation extends the stratigraphic range of

this endemic characteristic struthiolariid into the early

Paleocene. The heavily callused and globose nature of

Antarctodarwinella is reminiscent of only one other

struthiolariid gastropod, Conchothyra, recorded from

the Campanian (or possibly Santonian) to Danian, of

New Zealand. Although beyond the scope of this pa-

per, the relationships between species of Conchothyra.

Antarctodarwinella. and Australian Tylospira (espe-

cially early forms such as T. glonierata Dairagh. 1991.

from the early Miocene) require further assessment

and clarification. The absence of Cretaceous struthio-

lariids in the fossil record of Antarctica suggests that

its dispersal from New Zealand was associated with

the population of the shelf faunas along the southern

Pacific margin during the recovery stage following the

K-T boundary event.
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Antarctodarwinella austerocallosa, new species

Plate 6. figures 7-15

Conchothyia or Antanldchirw iiullti sp. Palaniarc/.uk cr ui. 1984.

p. 401.

AiuarclodanniiwUa n. sp. Stilwell. 2002. p. 404.

Diagnosis.—Medium-sized, robust, subglobose An-

larctodanvinella with at least 4 weakly angled to gent-

ly rounded whorls: last whorl bicarinate with strongly

projecting wing, ornamented with poorly developed

tubercle development, slightly stronger on adapical

keel; last whorl with sinuous growth rugae, stronger

near wing and more spaced on older whorls; adapical

or posterior sinus angle approximately 52.5"; callus de-

velopment pronounced, partially enveloping spire, but

only to penultimate whorl; distinguished from type

species, A. ellioti Zinsmeister. 1976, in having a nar-

rower less globose shell, stronger tubercle develop-

ment, higher spire, and broader aperture.

Description.—Shell moderately sized for genus and

family (up to 35 mm high), semi-globose, thick and

robust, low to moderately elevated spire of at least 4

compressed, weakly angled to gently convex, strongly

ornamented whorls; protoconch paucispiral. smooth,

only partially preserved in available material; spire an-

gle variable from approximately 62° to just over 80°;

whorl inflation rapid, especially from penultimate to

last whorl; sutures encroaching on succeeding whorls,

moderately declivous; last whorl capacious, well-in-

flated with diameter of last whorl just under height of

shell; last whorl bicarinate with projected wing,

strongly ornamented with rugose, sinuous, varix-like

growth increments, posterior or adapical sinus angle

—52.5 °; moderately spaced, rather blunt, axially ex-

tending tubercles, present only on poorly developed

carinae that are 5 mm apart, and with interspaces

smooth; growth increments closer spaced on last

whorl, especially more bunched on wing, compared to

more spaced ones on older wiiorls; last whorl with

distinct digitation. that is partially truncated to weakly

convex and rounded on the distal portion of wing

abaxially; spire whorls with sparse sculpture apart

from 10-12 weakly developed, only slightly axially

extending, tubercles that commence on antepenulti-

mate whorl; last whorl with extensive callus that en-

croaches on earlier whorls, extending completely over

penultimate whorl, but does not completely envelop

the spire, still creating a subglobose outline; fasciole

forms a moderately developed low ridge on the ab-

apical part of the last whorl; aperture moderately

small, sublenticular to narrowly subovate with distinct

raised callus pad extending to the parietal region, be-

coming slightly narrower at poorly developed canal;

columella very gently curved, especially in the parietal

area; outer lip thickened.

D;/;;(';(.s7(>;(,s.—Holotype USNM 51 1856, height 35.5

mm. diameter of last whorl including wing 30.5 mm;
paratype USNM 51 1857. height 32.5 mm. diameter of

last whorl 22.5 mm (without wing preserved); para-

type USNM 511858. height 33.25 mm. diameter of

last whorl 22.5 mm; paratype USNM 51 1859. height

30.5 mm. most of last whorl incomplete; paratype

USNM 51 1914. external mold height of specimen 34.5

mm, height of concretion 61.0 mm.
Types.—Holotype USNM 511856; paratypes

USNM 511858, USNM 511859, USNM 51 1914.

Localities.—497. 1434 (type).

Material.—Four moderately well-preserved speci-

mens and one external mold.

Stralii>rapliic clistrilnition.— 1 166 to 1369 m.

Discussion.—The presence of a species of Antarc-

todarwinella. herein named A. austerocallosa n. sp..

in the Paleocene of Antarctica not only extends the

stratigraphic range from the Eocene to the Paleocene,

but also presents new data on the phylogeny of this

biostratigraphically significant group. Althcnigh only

three species of Antarctoclanyiiiella have been record-

ed, A. austerocallosa n. sp., A. ellioti Zinsmeister,

1976 (Units 1!. Ill only. La Meseta Formation), and A.

nordenskJoUli (Wilckens, 1911) (Units IIl-V. La Mes-

eta Formation), the phylogeny of the genus is curi-

ously not at all clear-cut. as the oldest Paleocene spe-

cies, A. austerocallosa n. sp., is enigmatically much

more similar to the youngest species, A. nordenskjoldi.

The growth line symmetry is nearly identical in all

three species. However, the adapical or posterior sinus

angle (PSA) is similar in A. austerocallosa and A. nor-

denskjoldi at just over 50°. whereas in the oldest Eo-

cene species the angle is approximately 30°. Zins-

meister and Camacho (1980, pp. 3-4) presented evi-

dence of a large increase in the PSA through time in

Antarctodarwinella. but measurements on the new Pa-

leocene species falsifies this perceived trend. Antarc-

todarwinella ellioti is larger and much more globose

with a lower spire, compared to both A. austerocallosa

and A. nordenskjoldi. The extensive callus develop-

ment in A. ellioti is more reminiscent of Concliotliyra

parasitica Hutton. 1877. from the Santonian'.'-Cam-

panian. and C. australis (Marshall. 1916) of New Zea-

land, in which the callus nearly envelops the spire. It

seems likely that A. nordenskjoldi was derived from

A. austerocallosa. as growth lines and sculpture are

comparable, except for the more developed wing in A.

austerocallosa. Also, the last whorl in A. austerocal-

losa is more strongly bicarinate with a marginally

shaiper abapical keel and the labial callus less devel-

oped than in A. nordenskjoldi. The disparity in mor-
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phology between the three species of Antarctodanvi-

nella indicates that the fossil record of this group is

far from complete, and other intermediate forms prob-

ably existed, of which we have no fossil record. In-

deed, no Anrarctodanviiiella-Uke struthiolariids are re-

corded from upper Paleocene to lower Eocene depos-

its, as there is a paucity of deposits of this age in the

Southern Hemisphere.

Etymoloiiv.—Species named from the Latin callosus

(equivalent to "hard skin, callus") and Latin ouster

(equivalent to "south") for its heavily callused shell

and endemic presence in Antarctica.

Superfamily VANIKOROIDEA Gray. 1840

Family VANIKORIDAE Gray. 1840

Genus VANIKOROPSIS Meek. 1876

Type species (by original designation).

—

Natica toit-

meyana Meek and Hayden. 1856.

Discussion.—Vanikoropsis is one of the oldest Cre-

taceous gastropods with records extending back to the

Barremian-Aptian of Japan (Tracey et al.. 1993. p.

148). Vanikoropsis had a wide distribution during the

Cretaceous with reports of the genus from Europe.

West India. North America. Australia, New Zealand

and Antarctica (see Wenz. 1938; Pricker. 1999). The

genus survived the K-T boundary extinction event and

apparently inhabited northern and southern polar re-

gions only (Kollmann and Peel, 1983; Zinsmeister et

al., 1989).

Vanikoropsis arktowskiana (Wilckens, 1910)

Plate 6, figures 16-19

Ennaricina? arklowskiaua Wilckens, 1910, pp. 78—80, pi. 3, figs.

29a. b. pi. 4. figs. 17, 18.

Eitnaricina arctowskiana Wilckens. Macellari. 1984. pi. 34, figs. 1
1-

12, pi. 35. fig. 11. error /-WO V. arklowskiaua; Stilwell and Zins-

meister, 1987a, p. 9, error pro V. arklowskiaua: Stilwell and Zins-

meister, 1 987b, p. 8, error pro V. arklowskiaua.

Eimalicina arclowskiana Wilckens. Zinsmeister el al. 1989, p. 733.

fig. 2, p. 734, fig. 3, p. 736. fig. 6. error pro V. arklowskiaua;

Stilwell, 1994, p. 661; Zinsmeister, 1998a. p. 565. fig. 9, error

pro V. arklowskiaua.

Vanikoropsis. n, sp, Fricker. 1999. pp. 146-152, pi. 3, figs. 5-10,

V. arclowskiana (Wilckens). Fricker, 1999, pp, 153-155, pi. 3, figs.

II, 12. pi. 4, figs. 1-3, error pro V. arklowskiaua (Wilckens.

imoi.

Dimensions.—VSNM 51 1860. height 44.5 mm. di-

ameter of last whori 36.5 mm; USNM 51 1861. height

34.0 mm. diameter of last whorl 29.5 mm.
Types.~Mo 1330, Mo 1339, Mo. 1340.

Localitie.'i.—9. 496. 1134. 1135, 1205, 1414, 1430,

1431, 1432, 1434. 1505. 1506, 1507, 1508, 1510,

1548, 1589, 1596, 1601, 1698. 1700.

Material.—98 specimens.

Stratigrapliic range.—900 to 1201 m.

Di.<icussion.—The abundant, characteristic natici-

form gastropod Eunaticinal arklowskiana Wilckens.

1910 (p. 78, pi. 3, fig. 29a. b. pi, 4. figs. 17, 18), from

the latest Cretaceous to Danian of the James Ross Is-

land Group (recorded from Snow Hill, Seymour and

James Ross islands), was divided recently by Fricker

(1999. pp. 145-155) into two species, one new. In our

opinion, this division may not be warranted, especially

given the variable nature of Vanikoropsis (see Sohl,

1967; Erickson. 1974). A scatter diagram of height

versus diameter provided by Fricker (1999, p. 152)

does not yield evidence for such a separation of V.

arktow.skiana and, for example, the figured specimen

of Vanikoropsis n. sp. (see pi. 3, fig. 3a, b) can hardly

be distinguished from V^. arklowskiana depicted on the

same plate (see fig. 9a. b). The sculptural configuration

of V. arktowskiana is diverse with differences from

individual to individual of strength, width, spacing,

and number of spirals. The convexity of the whorl out-

line is also variable in the species, as is the expanded

nature of the outer lip,

Vanikoropsis arktowskiana is one of the longest

ranging species in Antarctica with records extending

from probably Campanian time to at least the early

Danian, crossing the K-T boundary unscathed. We can

cite no differences in Paleocene forms, compared with

their Cretaceous counterparts. The affinity of probable

older Antarctic forms such as Vanikoropsis! sp, of

Thomson (1971) from Alexander Island is uncertain,

as the material is poorly preserved.

Superfamily NATICOIDEA Gray, 1 840

Family NATICIDAE Gray, 1840

Subfamily POLINICINAE Gray, 1847

Genus AMAUROPSIS Morch, 1857, p. 81

Type species (by subsequent designation, Dall.

1909).

—

Natica helicoides Johnston, 1835 (= Nerita

islandica Gmelin, 1791).

Discussion.—Amauropsis is one of few gastropods

with a stratigraphic range of Paleocene to Recent in

Antarctica (see extant species described by Dell.

1990). Of note, Amauropsis is not present in the Eo-

cene La Meseta Formation. Dell (1990. pp. 139-140)

could see no evidence to separate the Arctic and Ant-

arctic forms of Amauropsis, despite the absence of a

channeled suture in Antarctic species, and advised that

the concept of Amauropsis be expanded rather than to

divide the northern and southern forms when the state

of present knowledge of the significance of sutural dif-

ferences has not been adequately evaluated.
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Amauropsis notoleptos, new species

Plate 6, figures 20-22

Diagnosis.—Early, small Amauropsis with a mod-

erately high spire of at least three convex whorls, and

spire angle of —92°; no sculpture as shell polished and

smooth apart from weak prosocline growth lines and

equally weak, numerous microscopic growth lines;

umbilicus poorly developed; labial callus well raised,

but rather narrow extending to parietal area; differs

from closely related A. rossiaiui Smith, 1907, in hav-

ing a much smaller shell, slightly less developed spiral

sculpture of microscopic threads, a more raised callus,

and slightly shallower umbilicus.

Description.—Shell relatively small for genus (less

than 10 mm high), thin, polished, strong, moderately

high-spired naticiform, umbilicate; ratio of height to

diameter of last whorl 1.25:1; spire moderately high,

consisting of at least three convex whorls with naiTow-

ly channeled sutures or subsutural furrows; spire angle

— 92°; apical whorls low, paucispiral, worn in available

material; inflation rapid, especially from penultimate

to last whorl; last whorl moderately inflated, convex,

smooth apart from weak prosocline growth lines and

weak microscopic spiral threads; sculpture on penul-

timate whorls similar of very weak growth lines and

spirals; aperture holostomatous. moderately ovate,

open; columella gently concave; labium with raised,

well-defined, moderately narrow callus; outer lip thin.

£)/h;('/;.s7V;;;.s.—Holotype USNM .511862, height 8.0

mm, diameter of last whorl 7.0 mm; paratype USNM
511863, height 6.5 mm. diameter of last whorl 5.0

mm.
rv/7f.v.—Holotype USNM 5 II 862; paratype USNM

511863.

Localities.— 1519. 1531 (type).

Material.—Two specimens and other fragments.

Stratigrciphic distribution.— 1053 to 1073 m.

Discussion.—Amauropsis notoleptos n. sp. is the

oldest record of the genus in Antarctica and the only

species known from the Paleogene. A. notoleptos is

apparently allied to and is probably the ancestor to

living Antarctic species such as A. rossiana Smith,

1907 (p. 5, pi. 1, figs. 6, 6a; Dell. 1990. p. 140, figs.

247, 276), and A. powelli Dell, 1990 (p. 144, figs. 246,

268), but differs in its much smaller size and narrower,

slightly taller spire. The aperture and callus of A. ros-

siana is strikingly similar to A. notoleptos, but the Pa-

leocene species has a marginally more developed um-
bilicus. The Recent (also known as fossil, but ages

unknown) type species, A. islandica (Gmelin, 1791)

(p. 3675; Wenz, 1938-1944, p. 1035. fig. 2965; Mar-

incovich, 1977, pp. 217-218, pi. 17, figs. 1-4. pi. 22,

fig. I, text-fig. 12), is largely a magnified version of

and is very similar to A. notoleptos n. sp., and differs

in having a much larger shell with a higher spire and

more distinct prosocline growth lines. Other Paleocene

species of Amauropsis. such as A. meierensis Zins-

meister, 1983 (pp. 1292-1293. fig. 2L. M) and A. niar-

tinezensis Dickerson, 1914 (p. 142, pi. 13, fig. 4a, b;

Marincovich, 1977, pp. 221-222; pi. 17, figs. 5-10),

from the Paleocene of Western North America have

higher spires and much larger shells, compared to A.

notoleptos, and are not closely related. The origin of

A. notoleptos is uncertain, given the patchy strati-

graphic distribution of the group in the earliest Tertia-

ry.

Etymology.—Species named from the Greek word

notos (equivalent to "south") and Greek word leptos

(equivalent to "fine, small") for its endemic Antarctic

occurrence and small size for the genus.

Genus EUSPIRA Agassiz ;/( J. Sowerby, 1837

Type species (by subsequent designation, Bucquoy,

Dautzenberg, and Dollfus, 1883)

—

Natica glaucinoides

J. Soweiby. 1812 inon Deshayes, 1832) (= Natica la-

hellata Lamarck, 1804) (Kabat, 1991, p. 429).

Euspira antarctidia, new species

Plate 7, figures 7-10

Diagnosis.—Relatively small but robust Euspira

with nearly 1 : 1 ratio of height to diameter of last

whorl; weakly channeled sutures, and dome-like pro-

toconch of no more than 2 whorls; no sculpture, just

weak prosocline growth lines and microscopic spirals;

umbilicus moderately developed; funicle present; ap-

erture D-shaped to broadly oval-shaped; differs from

closely related Antarctic species, Euspira n. sp. of

Fricker (1999), in being minute in comparison, with

weaker growth lines, a funicle, and a more D-shaped

aperture.

Description.—Small-to medium-sized for genus (up

to 13.0 mm high), moderately high-spired, robust, glo-

bose naticiform, umbilicate; spire of at least 2 small,

weakly inflated, convex whorls with weakly channeled

sutures; ratio of height to diameter of last whorl just

over 1.1:1; protoconch paucispiral. dome-like, smooth,

slightly covered in matrix on holotype; spire angle ob-

tuse of approximately 1 12.5°; whorl inflation quite rap-

id, especially from penultimate to last whorl; last

whorl greatly inflated, with faint, weak microscopic

threads and prosocline growth lines only; teleoconch

whorls similarly smooth with only prosocline growth

lines; aperture large, holostomatous; broadly ovate to

D-shaped; umbilicus moderately deep; columella dis-

tinctly curved with distinct but rather thin funicle; pa-

rietal region with thin glaze; outer lip thin.

Dimensions.—Holotype USNM 51 1864. height 13.0
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mm. diameter of last whorl 1 1.5 mm; paratype USNM
511865. height 7.0 mm, diameter of last whorl 6.5

mm; paratype USNM 511866. height 6.0 mm, diam-

eter of last whorl 5.5 mm.
Types.—Holotype USNM 511864; paratypes

USNM 511865, USNM 511866.

Loca/mVi.—1519 (type). 1535. 1538.

Material.—Seven specimens.

Stratigraphic range.— 1072 to 1130 m.

Discussion.—Euspira is recognized in Antarctic Pa-

leocene deposits for the first time, previously recorded

from the latest Cretaceous (Fricker, 1999) and mid-

Eocene (Stilwell. 2000). Euspira antarctidia n. sp.. de-

scribed herein from the Sobral Formation, is closely

related to Euspira n. sp. of Fricker (1999, pp. 158-

161, pi. 4, figs. 4a. b. 5a. b) from the Maastrichtian

(perhaps even older record of Campanian. also) of the

Lopez de Bertodano Formation, but is comparatively

small to moderate in size with more defined prosocline

growth lines, a slightly more compressed last whorl, a

more D-shaped aperture, and a less open umbilicus.

Euspira bohatyi Stilwell. 2000 (p. 303. pi. 8. figs, a-c)

from the middle Eocene of McMurdo Sound, East

Antarctica, has a much larger shell, a more compressed

last whorl, stronger prosocline growth lines, and a

much wider umbilicus. The European Eocene type

species, E. labellata (Lamarck. 1804) (see Brown,

1849, p. 89 (error p. 99 in index), pi. 43. figs. 30-31.

Natica glauciiioides: Wenz. 1941. p. 1042. fig. 2986).

is also quite comparable to E. antarctidia, but differs

again in its much larger size, a more inflated spire, and

stronger growth lines.

Other Austral Paleocene species are apparently only

distantly related to E. antarctidia n. sp.; these include

E. fyfei (Marwick. 1924) from South Island. New Zea-

land. Euspira sp. cf. E. pueyrredonensis (Stanton,

1901) of Griffin and Hunicken (1994) from south-

western Patagonia, and E. saxosulensis Darragh. 1997.

from Victoria, Australia. These records indicate that

the genus was well distributed and established in

Southern Hemisphere Paleocene shallow waters.

Etymology.—Species named from the Latin dimin-

utive prefix -idium and for its occurrence in Antarctica.

Superfamily TONNOIDEA Suter. 1913

Family RANELLIDAE Gray. 1854

Subfamily CYMATIINAE? Iredale. 1913

Genus ANTARCTIRANELLA, new genus

Type species (by original designation).

—

Antarctir-

anella tesella n. gen. n. sp.

Diagnosis.—Moderately high-spired ranelliform or

fusiform shell with highly ornamented shell of can-

cellate sculpture that approaches a tesselate or "check-

er-board" pattern on the central part of last whorl and

penultimate whorl with rounded nodes at the intersec-

tion of spiral and axial elements; spiral ornamentation

of two strong carinae and spiral cords; outer lip broken

on available material, but preserved sections indicate

a definite flare or varix; inner lip with moderately

broad callus, concave; aperture broadly ovate; inner

labrum with furrows corresponding to spiral elements;

siphonal canal moderately long, slightly twisted, nar-

rowly notched.

Discussion.—Antarcfiranella n. gen. is erected here-

in for an enigmatic Paleocene Antarctic gastropod with

a moderately twisted siphonal canal, flared outer lip

and shell form reminiscent of groups within the Ra-

nellidae. Only one specimen of this gastropod was

available for study, but a new species described by

Fricker (1999) from the Lopez de Bertodano Forma-

tion of Seymour Island is probably congeneric if not

perhaps conspecific as well, but the penultimate whorl

is more convex and the sutures more impressed. Frick-

er (1999) (pp. 175-177) considered the Maastrichtian

Antarctic species to be an aberrant member of the Ra-

nellidae as it does not appear to have either a definite

varix, columellar plications, or a rugose inner lip callus

compared with many ranellid gastropods. Fricker sug-

gested that a possible relationship to Buccinidae can-

not be discounted, but we suggest that the overall form

and flared outer lip is more indicative of Ranellidae.

Further. Fricker was apparently unaware of a specimen

collected from the Paleocene Sobral Formation of Sey-

mour Island. This individual has an outer lip that can

be described as a definite varix. There is no other

member of the Ranellidae that approaches this new

group apart from Cymatiuin s.l. (A. Beu. personal

communication, 2000), so it is highly likely that An-

tarcfiranella n. gen. was short-lived and became ex-

tinct sometime during the Paleocene.

Etymology.—Named based on its sole early pres-

ence in Antarctica and for its relationship to Ranelli-

dae.

Antarctiranella tessela, new species

Plate 7, figures 5, 6

Diagnosis.—As for genus.

Description.—Shell moderately large for family

(slightly more than 38 mm high), robust, moderately

thick-shelled, ranelliform to fusiform; spire moderately

high of more than 2 unicarinate. nearly quadrate,

slightly convex whorls, about a third of total height of

shell; whorl inflation rapid from penultimate to last

whorl; spire angle approximately 66.5°; protoconch

unknown; suture barely impressed, slightly clasping.
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last whorl wrapping around noded axials of penulti-

mate whorl; sculpture elaborate of tesselate or "check-

er-board'" pattern of cancellate spiral ribs and equally

strong axials, especially centrally on last whorl, bear-

ing 10-11 axially aligned nodes on the two central

carina, which are concave between; last whorl with

more than 17 strong, but unequally developed spiral

cords and many microscopic interstitial threads; last

whorl broadly convex with 10-11 axials and nodes,

slightly concave between carinas; sutural ramp mod-

erately steep, gently concave, merging with carina; ax-

ials on penultimate whorl extend from adapical carina

abapically to suture; some 12 nodes on penultimate

whorl; axials on penultimate whorl not aligned with

those on last whorl; growth lines poorly defined; base

of last whorl strongly contracted to moderately short,

slightly twisted, naiTowly notched canal; aperture

broadly ovate with narrow channels conesponding to

carina on last whorl; labium with moderately narrow

callus; columella seemingly smooth, concave; outer lip

flared abaxially into thickened varix. smooth internal-

ly-

Dimensions.—Holotype USNM 511867, height

slightly more than 38.0 mm if complete, diameter of

last whorl 29.0 mm.
Type.—Hololype USNM 511867.

Type locality.— 1431.

Materid I.—Holotype

Stratigraphic range.— 1 144 m.

Discussion.—Antarctiranella tessela n. gen. n. sp.

represents an early member of the Ranellidae that has

no other coeval or older Late Cretaceous relatives. It

is probably a short-lived taxon that evolved during the

K-T boundary marine revolution that became extinct

sometime during the Paleocene. As reviewed by Beu

( 1988), the oldest recorded ranellid is Turonian in age,

Sassia kanahensis (Stanton, 1893) from the Western

Interior of North America, and most of the six record-

ed species are Maastrichtian. None of these approach

the new Antarctic Paleocene species. Paleocene mem-
bers of the group are rare and consist of Gyrineiini'!

judithae Zinsmeister, 1983, from the Danian, Sassia

sp. of Darragh (1997. p. 74, tig. 3G, H) from the mid-

Paleocene of southeastern Australia, and Ranella

louellae Beu, 1988, from the late Paleocene of Cali-

fornia. Ranellids described by Kollmann and Peel

(1983) from the Paleocene of Greenland do not belong

in this family (A. Beu, personal communication,

2000).

Etymology.—Species named from the Latin tesella

(equivalent to "inlaid with small, square stones, check-

ered") for its checkered sculptural configuration of ax-

ials and spirals on the last and penultimate whorls.

Superfamily EULIMOIDEA Philippi, 1853

Family EULIMIDAE Philippi. 1853

Genus MELANELLA Bowdich, 1822, p. 120

Type species (by monotypy).

—

Melanella dufresnei

Bowdich. 1822 (non diifresnii. error, Abbott. 1974, p.

125).

Discussion.—The Paleocene distribution of this eu-

limid is extended to Antarctica, previously recorded

from the Paleocene of New Zealand (Finlay and Mar-

wick, 1937), and Eocene to Recent of Europe, North

Africa, South India, Japan. West Indies, and North and

South America (Wenz, 1940, p. 835). Balcis Leach,

1847, is a synonym (Waren, 1984; Maxwell, 1992).

Unless the available fossil material is well-preserved,

in practice it is often difficult to distinguish Melanella

from pyramidellid groups such as Odostomia Fleming,

1817, which has a variably strong plait on the adapical

part of the columella. The Antarctic material, which is

nicely preserved, belongs in Melanella.

Melanella seymourensis, new species

Plate 7, figures 1-4

Diagnosis.—High-spired Melanella with more than

five gently inflated, subtrapeziform whorls with only

slightly impressed sutures; whorls polished, smooth,

with only closely spaced microscopic spiral threads,

opisthocyrt growth lines and a few groove-like varices;

aperture tear-shaped; easily distinguished from M.

pontilis Maxwell, 1992, in having opisthocyrt growth

lines and more swollen whorls that have more im-

pressed sutures.

Description.—Species small- to medium-sized for

genus, thin-shelled, high-spired, subulate, polished,

imperforate; spire high, subgradate, of at least five sub-

trapeziform, gently swollen whorls; spire angle acute;

sutures only slightly impressed; whorl inflation grad-

ual; protoconch unknown, broken on available mate-

rial; last whorl weakly inflated and convex, mostly

smooth apart from many, closely spaced microscopic

spiral threads and closely spaced, sinuous opisthocyrt

growth lines; teleoconch whorls similarly sculptured;

aperture moderately small, tear-shaped, holostomatous;

pillar smooth, straight to only slightly concave, with

very narrow, slightly raised callus; outer lip thin,

smooth.

Dimensions.—Holotype USNM 511868, height 5.5

mm, diameter of last whorl 2.0 mm; paratype USNM
511869, height 6.25 mm, diameter of last whorl 2.5

mm; paratype USNM 51 1870, height 4.0 mm incom-

plete.

Types.—Holotype USNM 511868; paratypes,

USNM 511869, USNM 511870.

Localities.— 1519, 1535 (type).
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Material.—Two mostly complete specimens and

several fragments.

Stratigraphic range.— 1072 to 1078 m.

Discussion.—The oldest records of Melanella are in

the Southern Hemisphere and are represented by M.

seymoiirensis n. sp. from the Sobral Formation, M.

laiitoides Finlay and Marwick. 1937. from the late ear-

ly Paleocene of the Wangaloa Formation of New Zea-

land, and Melanella'? n. sp. of Stilwell ( 1994) from the

mid-Paleocene Kauru Formation, also of New Zea-

land. The Kauru Formation species (Stilwell. 1994, pp.

937-938. pi. 68, fig. 6) is most like M. seynwurensis

in having a subulate, high-spired, polished shell, but

the growth lines of M. seymoiirensis are opisthocyrt,

whereas those of Melanella? n. sp. are more opisth-

ocline. The Kauru Formation species was tentatively

placed in Melanella as the aperture in the only known
specimen is incomplete. All preserved features of this

shell point to an allocation to Melanella. M. lautoides

Finlay and Marwick, 1937 (p. 66, pi. 5, fig. 1 I: Flem-

ing, 1966, p. 388, pi. 145, fig. 1748; Stilwell. 1994.

pp. 935-937, pi. 68, figs. 1-5) has a much lower spired

shell with a more gradate spire and deeper, more or-

thocline growth lines, and more channeled sutures.

Melanella pontilis Maxwell, 1992 (p. 120, pi. 16. figs.

e, f) from the late Eocene of New Zealand is strikingly

like M. seymoiirensis. but M. pontilis has a taller spire,

more flush whorls and less distinctive opisthocline

growth lines, compared to the Antarctic species.

Of note, Melanella sp. of Finlay and Marwick
(1937. p. 66. pi. 5. figs. 18, 19; Fleming, 1966, p. 388,

figs. 1749. 1750) from the mid-Paleocene of Boulder

Hill. South Island. New Zealand, doubtfully belongs

to Melanella and may represent a species of Odosto-

mia because of the preserved plait situated high on the

pillar adapically.

Etymology.—Species named for its endemic occur-

rence on Seymour Island.

Superfamily MURICOIDEA Rafinesque. 1815

Family TUDICLIDAE Cossmann. 1901. emend.

Finlay and Marwick. 1937

Genus HETEROTERMA Gabb, 1869

Type species (by monotypy).

—

Heteroterma tro-

choidea Gabb, 1869.

Heteroterma?, new species

Plate 7. figures 13. 14

Description.—Shell small- to medium-sized (up to

18.5 mm), moderately thick-shelled, low-spired bicon-

ic; spire moderately low. of at least 3 weakly convex,

noded whorls; protoconch paucispiral. smooth, only

partially preserved on available specimen; spire angle

approximately 77°; whorl inflation rapid from penul-

timate to last whorl; suture slightly impressed, last

whorl nearly clasping around noded penultimate

whorl; sutural ramp steep; last whorl uniangulate. in-

flated, with noded central keel; ornamentation of 12

well-developed tubercles centrally on keel and more
than 25 spiral cords that are more bunched on base;

growth lines weak, opisthocyrt; tubercled keel on pen-

ultimate whorl located just adapical of suture; base

contracting to short neck; aperture broad, ovate; col-

umella obscured by matrix; outer lip slightly thickened

at keel.

Dimensions.—USNM 511871, height 18.5 mm, di-

ameter of last whorl 14.5 mm.
Locality.—WQA.

Material.—One specimen.

Stratigraphic occurrence.— 1375 m.

Discussion.—The biconic outline and sculpture of

strong tubercles and spiral cords of this probable tud-

iclid approaches Heteroterma trochoidea Gabb, 1869

(p. 152. pi. 26. figs. 30. 30a; see review by Saul.

1988a. pp. 13-14, figs. 12. 72-76) and //.? acrita Saul.

1988a (pp. 14-16, figs. 13, 77-84) from the late Pa-

leocene of California, but the shell of Heteroterma! n.

sp. is somewhat abraded with loss of part of the si-

phonal canal and sculpture details. It is not known
whether or not a fasciole is present in this new Ant-

arctic species. The suture of Heteroterma? n. sp. is

somewhat clasping with the nodose keel of the pen-

ultimate whorl just visible, as in H. trochoidea, where-

as in //.? acrita the last whorl envelops the nodose

keel of the penultimate whorl and takes the form of a

steep collar or subsutural welt. More specimens are

needed to confirm a genus-level assignment.

Genus PYROPSIS Conrad, 1 860

Type species (by monotypy).

—

Tudicla (Pyropsis)

perlata Conrad. 1860.

Discussion.—Although beyond the scope of this pa-

per, further research on the problematic "Wangaloan"

Paleocene New Zealand species Heteroterma zelan-

dica Marshall, 1917. and related Cretaceous and Pa-

leocene taxa such as Cominellal praecursor Wilckens.

1905 (= Struthilariopsisl tumida Wilckens. 1905).

Heteroterma elegans Griffin and Hiinicken. 1994. Pyr-

opsis! gabbi (Stanton. 1896) [Heteroterma] and Het-

eroterma! acrita Saul. 1988a. is necessary to clarify

relationships of these closely related groups (Stilwell,

1993. 1994). Heteroterma zelandica is not a Hetero-

terma as it is very much distinct from the type species,

H. trochoidea Gabb, 1869, which has a developed fas-

ciole, narrower and less expanded lip, moderately short

siphonal canal, and a suture that does not cover the

adapical series of nodes, very much distinct from H.
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zelaudica. The new Antarctic species, Pyropsis? aits-

tralis n. sp. described below, is very closely related to

H. zelaudica and both are congeneric and probably

derived from the same stock. A full review of these

taxa is being prepared by one of us (JDS), and until

this work is completed in conjunction with the well-

preserved New Zealand material, the Austral forms

will be retained in closely allied Pyropsis.

Pyropsis? australis, new species

Plate 7, figures 9, 10

Diagnosis.—Moderately sized, robust, low-spired

Pyropsis'7 with apical angle of 82°; 12-13 axially ex-

tending tubercles and some 25 wavy spirals; steep sub-

sutural ramp that wraps around tubercles of penulti-

mate whorl yielding a band that has a wavy appear-

ance, penultimate whorl with slightly swollen subsu-

tural band giving a gently concave profile;

distinguished from closely allied New Zealand species,

"P." zelaudica (Marshall, 1917), in having a higher

spire, steeper adapical slope, less developed sutural

band and fewer axials and spirals.

Description.—Shell medium-sized for family (up to

47.5 mm high), relatively robust, thick, pyriform; spire

low, conical, consisting of at least 4 compressed, gent-

ly convex whorls; protoconch small, paucispiral, con-

ical, a bit eroded on holotype; spire angle 82°; whorl

inflation very rapid from penultimate to last whorl;

suture complex with ill-defined, relatively blunt, axi-

ally extending tubercles, bounded adapically by nar-

row, wavy zone on extreme abapical part of last whorl

that essentially wraps around adapical nodulation of

penultimate whorl like a wavy band, on swollen, most-

ly spirally sculptured, obliquely truncated, abapical an-

gulation; last whorl capacious with short, rather steep

adapical ramp that is gently concave, merging with

distinctly angled periphery of —12-13 moderately

strong, broad, axially extending tubercles and spiral

ornamentation of more than 25 wavy spiral cords that

are more spaced on angulation; penultimate whorl with

6 narrow spiral cords; growth lines on last whorl op-

isthocyrt on ramp becoming orthocline and just slight-

ly sinuous on angulation and canal; basal constriction

rapid; growth lines on teleoconch whorls opisthocyrt;

aperture well open, broadly lenticular, with mostly

straight columella; callus moderately thick, spreading

into parietal glaze; siphonal canal moderately long,

nanow, tapered; outer lip thickened.

D//»f/i.v/Vw.v.—Holotype USNM 5 1 1872, height 47.5

mm, diameter of last whorl 30.0 mm.
rvp^'.—Holotype USNM 51 1872.

Locality.— \ [04.

Material.—One specimen.

Stratigraphic occurrence.— 1375 m.

Discussion.—Pyropsis? australis n. sp. is congener-

ic with, and most closely allied to, Heterotenna zelau-

dica Marshall, 1917 (pp. 453-454, pi. 35, figs. 20, 21;

Finlay and Marwick, 1937, pp. 84-85, pi. 10, figs. 8-

10; Fleming, 1966, p. 322, pL 112, figs. 1367-1369;

Beu and Maxwell, 1990, pp. 84-86, pi. 2, fig. p; Stil-

well, 1994, pp. 986-997, pi. 70, figs. 5, 9, 13-18) (
=

n. gen. aff. Pyropsis), one of the most characteristic

and commonly figured Paleocene gastropods of New
Zealand. These two taxa are strikingly similar, and dif-

fer mainly in height of spire and minor sculptural at-

tributes. Pyropsi.il australis is distinguished from P.?

zelaudica in having a slightly higher spire, a slightly

steeper adapical ramp on the last whorl, a less devel-

oped sutural band, fewer axially extending tubercles,

and fewer spiral cords. The Antarctic species is prob-

ably slightly older than the New Zealand species,

which is considered to be late early Paleocene in age

(Stilwell, 1994). Heterotenna elegans Griffin and

Hunicken. 1994 (pp. 267-269, figs. 7.1, 7.2) from the

Paleocene of Patagonia is also a congeneric form that

has a longer siphonal canal, poorly developed tuber-

cles, a less swollen subsutural band, compared to P.l

australis and P.l zelaudica. Of note, the only species

comparable to P.l australis in the Northern Hemi-

sphere are H.l acrita Saul, 1988a (pp. 14-16, figs. 13,

77-84) (= Pyropsisl) and H. .striata Stanton. 1896 (p.

1046, pi. 67, fig. 5; Dickerson, p. 151. pi. 17, fig. 1;

Zinsmeister, 1983, p. 1299, figs. 30, P; Saul, 1988b,

pp. 885-886, figs. 2.3. 3.26-3.30) (= Pyropsisl). from

the Paleocene of California, but these taxa have small-

er shells, slightly more developed tubercles, and a

more swollen subsutural band, compared to P.l aus-

tralis. The distribution of these species of Pyropsisl

suggests that the group was well established in Danian

shallow waters extending from western North America

to the southern rim of the southern circum-Pacirtc.

Etymology.—Species named for its Austral occur-

rence.

Superfamily BUCCINOIDEA Rafinesque, 1815

Family BUCCINIDAE Rafinesque, 1815

Subfamily BUCCININAE Rafinesque, 1815

Genus COLUS Roding, 1798

Type species (by original designation).

—

Colus is-

landicus (Gnielin. 1791).

Colus delrioae, new species

Plate 7, figures 15-20

Diagnosis.—Large smooth Colus with moderately

high spire of at least 7 rather compressed and weakly

convex to almost flush whorls; spire angle approxi-

mately 36° to 38°; shell nearly void of sculpture apart
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from widely spaced, very weak spirals, and equally

weak growth lines: base well contracted: siphonal ca-

nal moderately long, gently twisted abaxially; colu-

mella smooth and concave; differs from Recent type

species. C. islandiciis (Gmelin, 1791 ) in having a high-

er spire with less convex and more flattened, flush

whorls and weaker spiral ornamentation.

Description.—Shell large (up to 90 mm high), rath-

er slender, moderately thick-shelled, high-spired fusi-

form; spire moderately high to high of at least 7 com-

pressed, very weakly rounded to nearly flush whorls

that approach a near gradate outline; protoconch par-

tially present, paucispiral. smooth; spire angle acute of

between 36° to 38°; whorl inflation moderately slow

on spire increasing rapidly from penultimate to last

whorl; sutures very weakly impressed; last whorl in-

flated, convex, smooth and polished apart from weak,

but broad, spiral ribs that are widely spaced, and weak

growth lines that are opisthocline medially becoming

more prosocline near base; spire whorls void of sculp-

ture apart from microscopic spiral threads and faint

opisthocyrt growth lines; last whorl contracts abruptly

at base, producing a moderately long, gently oblique

and twisted canal that is narrowly channeled; colu-

mella moderately long, smooth, concave with narrow

callus; outer lip thin, smooth.

Dimensions.—Holotype UBA 16816. height 90.0

mm, diameter of last whorl 44.0 mm; paratype USNM
51 1873, height 51.5 mm. diameter of last whorl 24.0

mm (immature individual); paratype USNM 511874,

height 38.5 mm. diameter of last whorl 25.5 mm.
Types.—Holotype UBA 16816; paratypes, USNM

511873. USNM 511874.

Localities.-~\43\. 1535. 1556.

Material.—Three specimens.

Stratigraphic range.— 1077 to 1 144 m.

Discussion.—This enigmatic high-spired gastropod

is rare in the Sobral Formation and is represented by

three specimens, of which only one is moderately well

preserved (an immature individual. USNM 511873).

No other related species are recorded from the Ant-

arctic fossil record or from the Recent. The outline and

weak spiral sculpture is consistent with the Tertiary to

Recent genus Coins Roding, 1798. type species C. is-

landiciis (Gmelin, 1791) (see Abbott and Dance. 1983,

p. 163. colored figure), from Labrador to Norway. The

siphonal canal is longer in C. islandicus and the whorls

are more convex, but the Seymour Island species fits

comfortably in the group, acknowledging the variable

nature of this buccinid. Few fossil members of Coins

approach the Antarctic species, but Fasciolaria rhom-

hoidea Rogers, 1839 (p. 376, pi. 30, fig. 3) (= Cohi.sl)

from the mid-Tertiary of Virginia is similar. Colus'l

rhomboidea has more rounded, convex whorls, com-

pared with C. delrioae n. sp.

The evolutionary history of Coins delrioae is un-

certain and the group apparently did not survive after

the Paleocene in Antarctica. This species is in all like-

lihood a migrant species, but the imperfect preserva-

tion of the available material prevents an in-depth in-

vestigation of this unusual new group.

Etymology.—This species is named for Dr. Claudia

del Rio. University of Buenos Aires, who found the

magnificent holotype of this species.

Genus PSEUDOFAX Finlay and Marwick. 1937

Type species (by original designation).

—

Phos or-

dinarins Marshall, 1917.

Discussion.—Pseudofa.\ was one of the most wide-

spread buccinid gastropods in lower Tertiary shallow-

marine deposits in the Southern Hemisphere. This

group is represented in the early late Paleocene to mid-

dle Eocene of New Zealand. Paleocene of southern

Patagonia. mid-Paleocene of southeastern Australia,

and from this work from earliest Paleocene to middle

Eocene of Antarctica (see Finlay and Marwick, 1937;

Stilwell and Zinsmeister, 1992; Stilwell, 1994; Griffin

and Hunicken, 1994; Dan-agh, 1997; Stilwell. 2000).

Psendofa.x. a generalized buccinid. was recently re-

viewed in detail by Beu and Maxwell (1990, p. 83)

and Stilwell and Zinsmeister (1992, pp. 124-125), so

only a brief summary is appropriate here, with addi-

tional records of this representative of a post K-T
boundary "bloom taxon." Psendofa.x. as the name
suggests, has an affinity with Fa.x Iredale, 1925, but

protoconch differences separate the two groups: Psen-

dofa.x has a broadly conical protoconch, different from

the cylindrical protoconch in Fax. Psendofa.x is con-

sidered to be intermediate morphologically among
Nassicola. Zelandiella, Eucominia. Cominnla. and

Procominnla. all Finlay (1926) buccinid genera. Wenz
(1941. p. 1 176) believed Psendofa.x to be a subgenus

of Phos Montfort. 1810. type species P. senticosns

(Linnaeus. 1758) (see Wenz. 1941. p. 1175. fig. 3338).

but the distinctive highly ornamental shell and aperture

of P. senticosns effectively separates these groups at

genus level.

Pseudofax? paucus, new species

Plate 8, figures 25, 26

Diagnosis.—Average-sized Pseudofax. but small for

Buccinidae, relatively thin-shelled, moderately high-

spired fusiform to elongate-ovate in outline; more than

3 convex spire whorls; spire angle about 59°; orna-

mentation of some 1 5 equally spaced spiral cords and

about 10 poorly developed, rounded axials; inner part

of outer lip lirate; distinguished from type species, P.
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onliiiariiis (Marshall. 1917). in having generally more

inflated whorls, less wavy spiral cords, reflecting a

more subdued axial component, and broader more

ovate aperture.

Description.—Shell small for family (height 14

mm), broadly fusiform to elongate-ovate: spire mod-

erately high of more than 3 rather squat, convex

whorls; whorl inflation relatively rapid; spire angle ap-

proximately 59°; protoconch details unknown; sutures

impressed; last whorl moderately inflated, convex, or-

namented with 15 equally spaced spiral cords and in-

cised interspaces, and about 10 rounded, poorly de-

fined, axial ridges; growth lines weak, poorly defined,

orthocline to barely opisthocyrt; spire whorls with 5-

6 spiral cords and no perceptible axials; base contract-

ed abruptly to short, notched, oblique, siphonal canal;

columella short, concave with thin, narrow callus; fas-

ciole poorly developed; aperture broad, ovate; inner

part of outer lip lirate; outer lip relatively thin.

Dinieiisicms.—Ho\olype USNM 51 1875. height 14.0

mm, diameter of last whorl 9.5 mm.
Type.—Holotype USNM 511875.

Type /offl//r\'.— 1589.

Material.—Holotype.

Stratigraphic range.— 1 149 m.

Di.scnssion.—This rare species compares well with

the Paleogene buccinid Pseudofa.x. type species P. or-

dinorius (Marshall, 1917) (p. 456, pi. 35, figs. 24. 25;

Wenz, 1941, p. 1176, fig. 3341; Finlay and Marwick.

1937, p. 80. pi. 9. figs. 16, 18; Beu and Maxwell,

1990, p. 83, pi. 2. fig. t), but the shell outline of the

new Antarctic species is relatively broader, the spiral

cords are more uniform and less wavy, and the aper-

ture is more open and ovate. Phos conica Marshall,

1917, was relegated to subspecies-level status by Fin-

lay and Marwick, (1937, p. 80). who believed it to be

a subspecies of Pseudofax ordinarius. Beu and Max-

well ( 1990) recognized the variability of P. ordinarius

and considered P. coniciis to be a morphotype. albeit

extreme, of P. ordinarius. Stilwell (1994) supported

Beu and Maxwell's conclusions by collecting a large

number of these morphotypes. Other Paleocene Aus-

tral taxa, such as P. costellatus Griffin and Hiinicken,

1994, from southwestern Patagonia, and P. cf. P. or-

dinarius from southeastern Australia, are not closely

related. Although the preservation of the holotype is

not overly well-preserved, there is evidence to suggest

that P. paucus'l n. sp. is the ancestor to P. weddellensis

Stilwell and Zinsmeister, 1992, and P. suroinflatus

Stilwell and Zinsmeister, 1992, from the La Meseta

Formation. Pseudofa.x? paucus has narrower spiral

cords and a much weaker axial component, compared

with the Eocene Antarctic species. Pseudofa.x weddel-

lensis (see Stilwell and Zinsmeister. 1992. pi. 16, figs.

x-z) is morphologically very close to P.'l paucus and

probably represents a lineage.

Etymology.—Species named from the Latin paucus

(equivalent to "few. little") for its rare occurrence on

Seymour Island.

Subfamily MELONGENIINAE Gill, 1867

Genus LEVIFUSUS Conrad, 1865

Type species (by original designation).

—

Fusus tra-

beatus Conrad, 1833.

Discussion.—Levifusus is recorded from Antarctica

for the first time, previously cited from Paleocene to

Eocene rocks of southeastern United States (Toulmin.

1977). East and West Africa (Adegoke. 1977; Gliozzi

and Malatesta, 1985). and probably Austraha (Dar-

ragh. 1997). Southern Hemisphere records of the

group are rare, compared to the much higher diversity

in North America.

Levifusus woolfei, new species

Plate 9. figures 23-29

Diagnosis.—Relatively large Levifusus. with mod-

erately high-spired, robust shell; whorls well shoul-

dered with greatly inflated last whorl bearing 3 keels,

the adapical one strongest with 11-12 spirally extend-

ing tubercles: spire angle 120°; rows of tubercles not

all aligned; penultimate whorl with strong angulation,

bearing 14 small nodes; siphonal canal short, twisted

abaxially; outer lip relatively thin without tubercles;

distinguished from type species, L. trabeatus (Conrad,

1833). in having a more inflated last whorl, lower

spire, more projecting tubercles, and short canal.

Description.—Shell large (up to 57 mm high), ro-

bust, moderately high-spired for genus, pyriform, with

modestly elevated spire of at least 3 nodulose, well-

shouldered whorls; somewhat enveloped from suc-

ceeding whorls; spire angle obtuse, approximately

120°; whorl inflation very rapid from penultimate to

last whorl; protoconch minute, paucispiral, dome-

like?; sutures clasping around succeeding whorls and

wavy; last whorl capacious, very inflated, tricarinate,

highly ornamented with rows of nodes that are not all

aligned; adapical ramp of last whorl moderately steep,

short, mostly straight to only marginally concave,

merging with a strong adapical peripheral angulation

of 11-12 variable, spirally extending, inflated tuber-

cles, central angulation spaced ~5 mm from adapical

angulation, ornamented with —12 slightly weaker,

spaced tubercles; lowermost abapical keel rather weak,

close to medial one, spaced about 3-4 mm, orna-

mented with weak, only slightly rai.sed tubercles; pen-

ultimate whorl with strong medial angulation, bearing

— 14 projecting, closely spaced nodes with moderately

steep adapical ramp and very steep, nearly vertical
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slope below angulation, meeting suture of last whoii;

only weak angulation and poorly developed nodes on

antepenultimate whorl; growth lines very weak, mostly

prosocline; last whorl abruptly contracted by strong

basal constriction to short, twisted canal; aperture

large, broadly ovate to sublenticular; columella long,

smooth, concave with broad callus pad, that spreads in

parietal region over medial and abapical rows of tu-

bercles; siphonal canal moderately broad, twisted

slightly abaxially; outer lip relatively thin, void of tu-

bercles in adult specimens.

Dimensions.—HoXoiypc USNM 51 1876, height 57.0

mm, diameter of last whorl 43.5 mm; paratype USNM
51 1877, height 44.0 mm. diameter of last whorl 40.5

mm; paratype USNM 511878, height 51.5 mm, di-

ameter of last whorl 43.0 mm.
Types.—Holotype USNM 511876; paratypes

USNM 511877, USNM 511878.

Localities.—9 (type). 479, 496, 1434, 1435, 1505,

1538, 1587.

Material.—39 specimens.

Stratigraphic range.— 1168 to 1179 m.

Discussion.—Levifusus woolfei n. sp. is most close-

ly related to L.l quadrifunifer Darragh. 1997 (pp. 76-

77, fig. 3S, U) from the Paleocene of Australia, the

only other member of the group in the Southern Hemi-

sphere. No post-Paleocene records of the genus are

known in the Austral Realm. Levifusus woolfei has a

tricarinate profile like L.? quadrifunifer. but it is not

as well-developed as in the Australian species. The

spire in L. woolfei is also higher, compared with L.l

quadrifunifer, which further has less projecting tuber-

cles. The type species, L. trabeatus (Conrad, 1833) (p.

53, pi. 18. fig. 1 (see Harris, 1893, for discussion of

the pagination of this complicated and rare original

work); Wenz. 1943, p. 1222, fig. 3473), has a more

gracile, high-spired shell, a longer siphonal canal, and

a less inflated last whorl, but the relationship of the

Antarctic species to the type is secure. In our opinion,

L. mortonii (I. Lea, 1833) (p. 145, pi. 5, fig. 145; see

also Toulmin, 1977, pp. 289-290, pi. 48, fig. 8), and

L. mortoniopsis (Gabb, 1860) (p. 377, pi. 67. fig. 15;

see also Toulmin, 1977, p. 290, pi. 48, fig. 6) from the

eastern Gulf Coast are probably not congeneric, as

there is an axial component and strong spiral element

along with a straight canal, not present in the type.

Levifusus maputi Gliozzi and Malatesta, 1983 (pp.

105-106, pi. 7, figs. 3-5), from the Paleocene of Moz-
ambique is also not a close relative of L. woolfei, as

the Mozambique species has a very marked shoulder

angulation and higher spire, unlike L. woolfei. The Af-

rican species described in Adegoke (1977) (see pp.

180-182. pi. 28, figs. 16-19) may not belong in Lev-

ifusus either, as both the axial and spiral ornament is

marked.

Etymology.—Species named in honor of our late

young colleague. Ken Woolfe, James Cook University,

who passed on tragically in December 1999, for his

ceaseless enthusiasm and voluminous contributions to

Antarctic geology.

Genus PROBUCCINUM Thiele, 1912

Type species (by original designation).

—

Neobuccin-

uni tenerum Smith, 1907.

Probuccinum palaiocostatum, new species

Plate 10, figures 1-3

Diagnosis.—Teleoconch of 5 convex whorls, axial

sculpture of broad folds, spiral ornamentation of thin

threads, siphonal canal slightly curved, fasciole weak

to inconspicuous.

Description.—Shell of small size (up to 50.2 mm
high), thin to moderately thick in larger specimens,

with up to 5 convex rounded whorls, separated by ad-

pressed suture; protoconch not preserved; aperture

semi-ovate, moderately wide; axial sculpture of

straight to slightly curved folds, becoming wider and

lower, to completely obsolete, in some specimens on

the last whorl; spacing between folds is approximately

equal to the width of the folds; examined specimens

with 15-17 folds on last and penultimate whorls; spiral

sculpture fine, slightly raised threads separated by in-

terspaces of equal width; aperture subovate, tapering

anteriorly and posteriorly; siphonal canal slightly

curved, fasciole weak, inconspicuous on most speci-

mens; outer lip thin, simple; inner lip smooth, gently

concave; siphonal canal slightly curved sinistrally.

Dimensions.—Woloiype USNM 51 1879. height 26.0

mm. diameter of last whorl 21.0 mm; paratype USNM
5 1 1 880, height 54.0 mm, diameter of last whorl 3 1 .0

mm; paratype USNM 51 1881, height 44.0 mm incom-

plete, diameter of last whorl 28.0 mm.
Types.—Holotype USNM 511879; paratypes

511880, USNM 511881.

Localities.—9,1^6 1434. 1699, 1701.

Material.—Eight specimens.

Stratigraphic range.— 1 134 to 1 167 m.

Discussion.—The holotype of Probuccinum palaio-

costatum n. sp. is apparently an immature individual

without distinct axial sculpture developed on the last

whorl. It differs from the Recent circum-Antarctic spe-

cies P. costatum Thiele, 1912 (p. 211, pi. 13. fig. 22;

see Dell, 1990, p. 171. fig. 285). in having a lower

spire, a more rounded and convex whorl profile, and

wider axial folds, separated by interspaces of equal

width. Probuccinum palaiocostatum is the oldest

member of this endemic Antarctic group.
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Etymology.—Species named from the Latin pcdaios

(equivalent to "ancient, old") and Latin costa (equiv-

alent to "rib").

Genus SERRIFUSUS Meek. 1876

Type species (by monotypy).

—

Fusiis dakotensis

Meek and Hayden, 1856.

Discussion.—Serrifiisiis is a rare gastropod, known
previously from North America by two species, the

type S. dakotensis (Meek and Hayden. 1856). from the

latest Campanian-Maastrichtian of Wyoming (perhaps

also known from Hormby Island. Vancouver Island

area. Canada: see Whiteaves. 1879. and Sohl. 1967. p.

B29). and S. joaqninensis Anderson, 1958, from the

Campanian of California. The Antarctic record from

the Sobral Formation is the only one outside North

America and also the only record from the Tertiary.

Serrifusus binodosum, new species

Plate 9, Hgures 1-5, 8-10

Diagnosis.—Moderately sized Senifiisns with at

least 4 shouldered whorls with steep adapical slopes;

last whorl bicarinate with moderately developed close-

ly spaced noded keels, small, sharp nodes nearly

aligned with weakly opisthocyrt. sinuous growth lines;

outer lip slightly thickened, sinuous, with moderately

developed flare below lower keel; canal short, slightly

twisted; distinguished from type, S. dakotensis (Meek
and Hayden, 1856), in having a smaller shell, closer

more sharply noded keels, and a shorter canal.

Description.—Shell medium-sized, short-spired fu-

siform, moderately thick; spire of at least 4 shouldered,

compressed whorls with moderately steep slopes; pro-

toconch medium-sized, dome-like, of at least one

smooth whorl, slightly eroded in available material;

whorl inflation very rapid from penultimate to last

whorl; spire angle approximately 62°; sutures chan-

neled, encroaching on penultimate whorl at outer lip;

last whorl moderately inflated, bicarinate, keels closely

spaced and slightly concave between, bearing 20-21

only slightly axially extending, small, sharp tubercles,

that are nearly parallel and connected by slightly ex-

cavated raised rib, and follow the moderately weak
opisthocyrt growth lines; adapical ramp of last whorl

long, steep, contracting greatly to a short canal except

for contour of outer lip which hardly contracts, and is

slightly flared and convex; spiral sculpture weak of

equally and closely spaced threads only apart from

noded keels; additional weakly noded spirals variably

present on last whorl, but subsidiary to noded keels;

spire whorls of weak spiral lines and two weakly nod-

ed spiral ribs, located just adapical of suture; aperture

large, ovate, some 70% of height of shell, contracting

to short, slightly obliquely twisted, naiTow canal; col-

umella concave with moderately developed callus pad;

outer lip sinuous, moderately thick and varix-like on

adult holotype, and flared abapically just below low-

ermost row of tubercles producing a curved concavity.

Dimensions.—Holotype USNM 51 1882. height 41.0

mm. diameter of last whorl 26.5 mm; paratype USNM
51 1883. height 35.0 mm, diameter of last whorl 23.5

mm; paratype USNM 511884. height 38.0 mm, di-

ameter of last whorl 24.0 mm (specimen showing se-

vere repaired break); paratype USNM 511885. height

33.5 mm, diameter of last whorl 25.0 mm, most of

canal missing; paratype USNM 511886. height 32.0

mm. diameter of last whorl 21.0 mm. immature indi-

vidual.

Types.—Hololype USNM 511882; paratypes

USNM 511883. USNM 511884. USNM 511885
USNM 511886.

Localities.—497.74b. 1104, 1138. 1431.

Material.—39 specimens.

Stratigraphic range.— 1134 to 1375 m.

Discussion.—Serrifusus binodosum n. sp., a K-T
boundary survivor, is the only Tertiary representative

of this genus in the fossil record and can be separated

from the latest Cretaceous North American type spe-

cies, 5. dakotensis (Meek and Hayden, 1856) (p. 65;

Meek. 1876, p. 374, pi. 31, fig. II. pi, 32. figs. a. c,

also same paper S. goniophorus Meek. p. 375. pi. 32,

fig. 7a, b?; Wenz, 1941. p. 1262. fig. 3594; Sohl, 1967,

p. B29-B30, pi. 6, figs. 12, 13. r8-21). in having a

smaller shell, more closely spaced noded keels, sharper

nodes, and a more expanded sinuous outer lip. Serri-

fusus joaquinensis Anderson, 1958 (pp. 171-172, pi.

49. fig. 3) from the latest Cretaceous of the Pacific

Coast is not closely allied with 5. binodosum. as it has

a much higher, more strongly unicarinate spire and last

whorl. We believe that the Antarctic species falls into

the limit of variability of this genus. Intraspecific var-

iation is apparent in S. binodosum with various

strengths of noded keels present in the type material.

On the holotype, USNM 51 1882, a third adapical .spi-

ral row of nodes disappears gradually on the last whorl

midway on the volution. Another specimen, paratype

LJSNM 51 1884. has a severe repaired break, affecting

the sculpture of the last whorl, making it quite irreg-

ular. This break was probably made by a "lip-peeler"

such as a decapod crustacean.

Etymology.—Species named from the Latin nodosus

(equivalent to "full of knots") for its distinctive two

spiral rows of nodes or tubercles.

Genus SYCOSTOMA L. R. Cox 1931

Type species (by original designation).

—

Fusus bul-

biforme Lamarck, 1803.

Discussion.—Sycosroma has been recorded in Up-
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per Cretaceous to Paleogene rocks of Europe, Mada-

gascar and North America (Wenz. 1943, p. 1222). up-

permost Cretaceous rocks of New Zealand (Fleming

in Wellman. 1959: Stilwell, 1994). and Paleocene of

Greenland (Kollmann and Peel, 1983). Austroficopsis

Stilwell and Zinsmeister, 1992, may be a closely re-

lated form. Melongenine gastropods are rare in Austral

Cretaceous and Paleogene deposits. Sycostoma is re-

ported herein from Antarctica for the first time.

Sycostoma pyrinota, new species

Plate 8. figures 23, 24

Diagnosis.—Small to moderately sized Sycostoma

with low spire with at least two weakly convex whorls:

spire angle about 74°: length of last whorl about 80%
total height of shell; sculpture of rather weak, closely

spaced, spiral threads, ~3 per mm; siphonal canal

moderately long and broadly notched; most closely re-

lated to latest Cretaceous New Zealand species, 5. n.

sp. of Stilwell (1994), differing by the new Antarctic

species being half the size with weaker spirals and

longer canal.

Description.—Shell small- to medium-sized for ge-

nus (27 mm high), low-spired, moderately robust, pyr-

iform; spire obtuse, low, paucispiral, of at least two

weakly convex, steeply sided whorls; whorl inflation

rapid, especially from penultimate to last whorl; pro-

toconch unknown; spire angle approximately 74°; su-

tures weakly impressed; last whorl length about 80%
of total height of shell; last whorl moderately inflated,

ovately elongated, moderately convex, sutural ramp

steep, ornamented with equally and closely spaced,

weak spiral cords, --3 per mm, equally strong from

canal to suture; penultimate whorl similarly sculp-

tured; growth lines very weak, nearly opisthocline;

base contracted to a moderately long neck; siphonal

canal moderately broad, notched; columella smooth,

convex, long; outer lip thin.

Dimensions.—Ho\oiype USNM 511887, height,

27.5 mm, diameter of last whorl 17.0 mm.
Type.—Holotype USNM 51 1887.

Locality.—9.

Material.—One specimen.

Stratigraphic occurrence.— 1168 m.

Discussion.—Sycostoma pyrinota n. sp. is the only

member of this genus in Antarctica and is closely re-

lated to a slightly older Maastrichtian form, Sycostoma

n. sp., from Northland. New Zealand (see Stilwell,

1994, pp. 673-676, pi. 43, figs. 1-4). Sycostoma pyr-

inota may be the descendant of Sycostoma n. sp. from

New Zealand, as the outline and sculpture is nearly

identical, except that the Antarctic species is half the

size with a slightly shorter, broader canal. No other

member of this group has been recorded from the

Southern Hemisphere, so the genus may have evolved

in the north, where there is a much better and diverse

record. The European Eocene type species, S. I?ulbi-

forme (Lamarck, 1803) (p. 287; see Swainson, 1840,

p. 308, fig. 75: Cossmann, 1889. p. 168; Wenz, 1943,

p. 1222, fig. 3475; Oleinik and Zinsmeister, 1996, p.

927, fig. 4), is also larger than 5. pyrinota with a high-

er spire, slightly more inflated whorls, and a more de-

veloped labial callus. Sycostoma jonesi Adegoke, 1977

(pp. 146—147, pi. 23, figs. 1-6) from the Paleocene of

Nigeria is not a closely related species and has much
more compressed spire whorls and is more globose,

compared with S. pyrinota. Sycostoma disappeared

from the fossil record in Antarctica after the early Pa-

leocene.

Etymology.—Species named for its pyriform outline

and from the Greek notes (equivalent to "south") for

its sole presence in Antarctica.

Subfamily PSEUDOLIVINAE? Cossmann, 1901

Genus SEYMOUROSPHAERA Oleinik and

Zinsmeister, 1996

Type species (by original designation).

—

Seymoit-

rosphaera biilloicles Oleinik and Zinsmeister. 1996.

Discussion.—Seymourospliaera is seemingly allied

with Austrosphaera Camacho, 1949, and is distin-

guished from the Argentine group in having "[a] more

concave columella, generally broader and thicker cal-

lus, naiTower and shallower parietal and siphonal ca-

nals, lacking a fasciole. and prominent spiral sculp-

ture" (Oleinik and Zinsmeister. 1996. p. 926). This

characteristic endemic group is associated with the re-

population phase in Antarctica immediately following

the K-T boundary (WJZ and JDS). Seymourospliaera

shares features in common with both Buccinidae and

Nassariidae, so it is tentatively placed in Buccinidae

Pseudolivinae. Four species have been recognized in

the Paleocene sequence of Seymour Island. Details are

provided below. See Oleinik and Zinsmeister (1996)

for detailed discussion of distinguishing features of

these species, and their relationships to other closely

related forms, not repeated herein.

Seymourosphaera bulloides Oleinik and

Zinsmeister, 1996

Plate 8, figures 1-7

Seyinouiospluieiu bulloides Oleinik and Zinsmeister. 1996. pp. 926.

929-930. figs. 2.1. 2.3. .S. 1-5.6. 5.10-5.1 1. 5.20. 5.21.

Dimensions.—HoXoiy^e USNM 487298. height 41.3

mm, diameter of last whorl 27.3 mm (see Table 1,

Oleinik and Zinsmeister, 1996, p. 930) for dimensions

of paratypes.

Tv'pei-.—Holotype USNM 487298; paratypes
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USNM 487294. USNM 487296, USNM 487289.

USNM 487300. PU 496. PU 746. PU 995. PU 1135.

PU 1430. PU 1432.

Localities.—9. 1 19, 496. 746. 1 1 34. I 135. I 136. 1430.

1431, 1432 (type), 1434. 1506. 1538. 1589. 1601.

1694, 1700.

Material.—98 specimens.

Stratigraphic distribution.— 1058 to 1 168 m.

Discussion.—Seyniourosphaera hulloides is easily

separated from Austrosphaera glabra Comacho, 1949,

by having a more elevated and wider callus, generally

elongated shape, lack of fasciole and presence of well-

developed spiral sculpture on the upper part of the

body whorl. Austrosphaera patag<nuca (Feruglio,

1936) has a narrower callus, and a much wider aper-

ture, well-developed fasciole and siphonal notch. Sey-

mourosphaera subglobosa Oleinik and Zinsmeister,

1996, has a less elongated shell, lower spire, and wider

apical angle. Seyrnourosphaera elevata Oleinik and

Zinsmeister. 1996. has a more elongated shell, elevated

spire, smaller apical angle and four rather than five

whorls. Seyrnourosphaera depressa Oleinik and Zins-

meister, 1996, has a lower spire, broader aperture and

lacks radial sculpture on the spire whorls.

Seyrnourosphaera subglobosa Oleinik and

Zinsmeister, 1996

Plate 8, figures 10-13. 20

SeyinoKiiisplHwra suhglohosa Oleinik and Zinsmeister. 1W6. p. 930.

tigs. 2.2. 5.9. 5.12-5.17.

Dimensions.—WoXoiype USNM 487292. height 33.3

mm, diameter of last whorl 26.3 mm.
Types.—WoXoiypc USNM 487292; paratypes

USNM 487293, USNM 487295, USNM 487297. PU
9. PU 496. PU 1135, PU 1430

Localities.— \\3}>. 1136 (type), 1430.

Material.— 15 specimens.

Stratigraphic range.— 1 145 to I 165 m.

Discussion.—Austrosphaera gUdira Camacho,

1949, differs from Seyniourosphaeni subglobosa in

lacking distinct spiral sculpture, narrower callus,

broader aperture, straight columella, and by the pres-

ence of a fasciole. Seyniourosphaera depressa has a

less elevated spire, broader apical angle. Austros-

phaera patagonia (Feruglio. 1936) has a fasciole. si-

phonal notch, and a nanower callus and a generally

more elongated shell.

Seyrnourosphaera depressa Oleinik and

Zinsmeister. 1996

Plate 8, figures 8, 9

Seymourospliaeia depressa Oleinik and Zinsmeister. 1996. p. 9.30.

figs. 5.7-5.8.

D/wc'/(.s7o/(.v.—Holotype USNM 487290, height 38.3

mm, diameter of last whorl 28.7 mm.
7v/,f,._Holotype USNM 487290; paratypes PU 9,

PU 1135.

Localities.—9, 1104. 1434 (type).

Material.—Five specimens.

Stratigraphic distribution.— 1168 to 1375 m.

Discussion.—Austrosphaera glabra Camacho,

1949, differs in having a generally narrow and thicker

callus, absence of spiral sculpture on the spire whorls

and by the presence of a fasciole. The shell of Sey-

inourosphaera subglobosa is more inflated and the ap-

erture is narrower with a more concave columella. Sey-

nu>urosphaera bulloides may be separated by is nar-

rower aperture, higher spire, and more prominent spi-

ral sculpture.

Seyniourosphaera elevata Oleinik and Zinsmeister,

1996

Plate 8, figures 14-19, 21, 22

Sevinourospliacra elfvala Oleinik and Zinsmeister. 1996. p. 931,

figs. 5. IS. 5,19, 5.22-5.27.

D//;7rt;.s7V)/;.s.—Holotype USNM 487288, height 37.4

mm, diameter of last whorl 26.0 mm.
Tvpe.—Holotype USNM 487288, paratypes, USNM

487287, USNM 487291, USNM 487299, PU 9, PU
496, PU 1430.

Localities.^X9b, 1119, 1135 (type), 1136, 1148,

1189, 1430, 1432, 1433, 1506, 1577. 1586.

Material. specmiens.

Stratigraphic range.— 1071 to 1215 m.

Discussion.—This is the most distinctive and easily

recognizable species of Seyniourosphaera on Seymour

Island. It differs from the other species by the absence

of regular spiral sculpture, smaller apical angle, and

higher spire consisting of five whorls. Seyrnouros-

phaera elevata differs from Austrosphaera glabra Ca-

macho. 1949, in having a more elongated shape, high-

er spire, and broader callus with a concave columella.

Compared to A. patagonica (Feruglio. 1936), S. ele-

vata has a more elongated shell, higher spire, concave

columella and the absence of regular spiral sculpture,

a well-developed fasciole and a siphonal notch.

Genus STREPSIDURA Swainson, 1840

Txpe species (by original designation).

—

Mure.x tur-

gidus (Solander, 1766).

Strepsidura? polaris, new species

Plate 8, figures 27, 28

Diagnosis.—Relatively small to moderately sized

buccinid with moderately high, slightly concave to

near papillate, spire and subfusiform outline; spire an-
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gle about 54°: last whorl inflated with broadly cancel-

late sculpture of rounded, broad axial costae and many
incised spirals; base contracted to notched, oblique,

spout-like canal; differs from type species, Strepsidiira

tiirgida (Solander. 1766). in having a higher, more con-

cave spire, more robust ornamentation, and a shorter

siphonal canal.

Description.—Shell small- to medium-sized (23.5

mm high), moderately high-spired, moderately robust,

subfusiform to somewhat inflated biconical outline;

spire with slightly concave to near papillate outline, of

at least 4. nearly stacked whorls; spire angle appro,\i-

mately 54°; whorl inflation slow then rapid from pen-

ultimate to last whorl; protoconch apparently large, in-

complete on holotype; suture weakly impressed; last

whorl moderately inflated, convex, ornamented with

near opisthocline-trending. cancellate. broad, axial ribs

and many incised, equally spaced, spiral ribs; spire

whorl sculpture obscured by diagenetic alteration of

shell; base contracted gradually to curved, abaxially

twisted, spout-like, moderately broadly notched canal;

columella moderately short, concave; smooth; outer lip

smooth, thin.

Dimensions.—Ho\oiyp(t USNM 51 1888. height 23.5

mm. diameter of last whorl 16.0 mm.
Type.—Holotype USNM 511888.

Locality.—9.

Material.—One specimen.

Stratigraphic occurrence.— 1 167 m.

Discussion.—The only collected specimen of this

species of buccinid gastropod has been slightly dia-

genetically altered such that the ornamentation is not

clearly preserved, especially on the spire. The subfus-

iform outline and cancellate sculpture is consistent

with members of the Pseudolivinae. and the Tertiary

genus Strepsidura may be a likely candidate for genus-

level assignment, as apart from the apparent lack of a

plication on the columella, there is general agreement

in shell outline, sculpture and the oblique-trending,

notched siphonal canal. The Eocene European type

species. S. turgida (Solander, 1766) (p. 26. pi. 4. fig.

51; see also Sowerby, 1821. pi. 291, fig. 7: Cossmann,

1889. pp. 162-163: Wenz, 1943, p. 1270, fig. 3611)

has a lower spire, two columellar plaits, and a slightly

longer siphonal canal. This species may represent a

new group, but more material is needed to make a

more concrete assessment. Other Paleocene species

such as S. kerstingi Oppenheim. 1914 (p. 58, pi. 5,

figs. 4a. b; Adegoke, 1977, pp. 158-159, pi. 24, figs.

22-26), from Nigeria and Strepsidura sp. of Kollmann

and Peel (1983) (pp. 86-87. fig. 192) from Greenland

are not closely related forms.

Etymology.—Species named for its polar occur-

rence.

Family FASCIOLARIIDAE Gray. 1853

Subfamily FASCIOLARIINAE Gray. 1853

Genus PALEOPSEPHAEA Wade, 1926

Type species (by original designation).

—

Paleopse-

phaea mutabilis Wade. 1926.

Paleosephaea? nodoprosta. new species

Plate 9. figures 6. 7. 11-16

Palenpsephaea n. sp. Zinsmeisler el uL. 1989, p. 733. tig. 2. p. 734.

tig. 3.

Diagnosis.—Moderately sized Paleopsephaea with

moderately low spire of more than 5 strongly noded

whorls; spire whorls and last whorl bearing 12-14 pro-

jecting tubercles, some more axially extending; si-

phonal canal short, only gently twisted, with moder-

ately broad notch; columella with at least two oblique

plaits; distinguished from type species. P. mutabilis. in

having peripheral projecting nodes most of which do

not axially extend and a much shorter, notched canal.

Description.—Shell medium-sized (up to —45 mm
high), solid, moderately high-spired biconic-fusiform;

spire of more than 5 strongly noded whorls, about 40%
of total shell height; protoconch incomplete, but seem-

ingly polygyrate of more than 2 smooth whorls; whorl

inflation generally constant, increasing from penulti-

mate to last whorl; spire angle varies from 43" to 52°;

sutures gently declivous, encroaching on previous

whorls; last whorl with steep, moderately concave

adapical slope, merging with strongly noded medial

periphery: basal constriction moderately rapid below

medial angulation; sculpture on last whorl of 12-14

variably sharp to axially extending nodes and weak
spiral threads: growth lines with broad sinus, apex sit-

uated at center of periphery on nodes; spire whorls

with medial or just adapical of suture angulation bear-

ing 13-14 strong tubercles, some slightly extending

axially; aperture moderately nanow, sublenticular,

with moderately short broadly notched, only slightly

twisted, canal; columella long, mostly straight, bearing

at least two oblique folds; outer lip moderately thick,

smooth.

Dimensions.—Uo\oXyp<^ USNM 51 1889. height 39.5

mm. diameter of last whorl 20.5 mm; paratype USNM
51 1890, height 44.5 mm, diameter of last whorl 24.5

mm: paratype USNM 511891, height 38.5 mm. di-

ameter of last whorl 23.5 mm.
Type species.—Holotype USNM 511889; paratypes

USNM 511890, USNM 511891, USNM 511892.

Localities.—146. 1104. 1586, 1701.

Material.— 12 specimens.

Stratigraphic distribution.— 1134 to 1375 m.

Discussion.—The siphonal canal of Paleopsephaea'?
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nodoprosta n. sp. is relatively short and the peripheries

of spire whorls and last whorl bear strong tubercles,

compared to the latest Cretaceous type species, P. mu-

tabilis Wade. 1926 (p. 123, pi. 40. figs. 4, 5. 8; Wenz,

1943. p. 1328. fig. 3772: Sohl. 1964. pp. 209-210. pi.

28. figs. 1-6) from the Gulf Coast of North America,

but the slender outline, contracted whorls, and position

of columellar folds are consistent with Pcdeopsepliaea.

Further. P. iiinUihilis has three columellar folds, but

only two are visible on P.? nodoprosta. A possible

fourth specimen of P.? nodoprosta. USNM 511892

(see Plate 6, figures 15, 16), is recorded from Loc.

746-4 and is incomplete, but is more slender with ax-

ially extending peripheral nodes.

Etymology.—Species named from the Latin prosto

(equivalent to "stand out, project") and the Latin no-

dus (equivalent to "knot, swelling") for its protruding

tubercles or nodes.

Subfamily FUSININAE Swamson, 1840?

Genus TAIOMA Finlay and Marwick, 1937

Type species (by original designation).

—

Taionia tri-

carinata Finlay and Marwick. 1937.

Discussion.—The family-level placement of Taioina

is contentious in the literature as this characteristic

Austral Late Cretaceous to Paleogene group has been

placed in its own family Taiomidae (Finlay and Mar-

wick. 1937; Stilwell and Zinsmeister. 1992; Griffin and

Hiinicken. 1994). Fasciolariidae: Taiominae (Wenz,

1943), Turridae: Thatcheriinae (Stilwell, 1994), and

Fasciolariidae: Fusininae (Fricker, 1999). This confu-

sion of relationship between Taioina and especially the

Turridae and Fasciolariidae hinges on common fea-

tures shared between these groups. Until a detailed

study of this genus is completed, we concur with Wenz
(1943) and Fricker ( 1999) that Taioma can be included

in the Fasciolariidae as it shares a similar size and shell

form, a long siphonal canal, a smooth columella and

a similar growth line sinus that many fasciolariids have

and can be confused with Turridae. However, the turrid

genus Clinura Bellardi. 1875. combines features of

Taioina and Turridae. and cannot be easily dismissed

as unrelated. Taioma is recorded from the Late Cre-

taceous to Eocene of Antarctica. Paleocene of New
Zealand, Paleocene of Patagonia, and perhaps the Pa-

leocene of Greenland (see Stilwell. 1994. for review).

Taioma sobrali, new species

Plate 9. figures 17-22

Diagnosis.—Moderately sized, rather timiid, pago-

daform to broadly fusiform Taioma with at least 5

noded, low-keeled, pagodaform whorls; whorls par-

tially enveloped by succeeding whorls, so that abapical

part of whorl just below tubercled keels are hidden.

marked by suture line; last whorl bicarinate, spiral

sculpture weaker than growth lines, spiral ribs more

spaced abapically below keel: growth lines separate

and in some instances dissect tubercles: separated from

likely descendent. T. bicarinata Stilwell and Zins-

meister. 1992. in having a smaller shell, weaker spiral

sculpture and tubercle development.

Description.—Shell medium-sized for genus (more

than 39.0 mm high), solid, tumid, broadly fusiform to

pagodaform; spire moderately high, of at least 5 nod-

ed. keeled, slightly compressed, pagodaform whorls;

whorl inflation very rapid from penultimate to last

whorl; protoconch conical, small, paucispiral of seem-

ingly two smooth whorls: spire angle approximately

75°: sutures partially clasping, abutting against keel of

previous whorls: last whorl capacious, moderately in-

flated, bicarinate, subsutural ramp very steep, short,

shoulder steep and mostly straight, merging with a

strong, projecting, noded keel with some 18-20 poorly

to moderately defined tubercles, excavated below

abapically, merging with secondary abapical angula-

tion or rather week keel; basal constriction moderately

rapid; spiral ornamentation weak of closely spaced,

weakly beaded threads and rather broadly spaced cords

on lower abapical half of last whorl below primary

keel; growth lines strong, especially between each tu-

bercle, broadly opisthocyrt. with moderately deep si-

nus with apex situated midway on shoulder: spire

whorls with strong subsutural keel bearing shai"p nodes

sitting directly on suture: whorls partially envelop suc-

ceeding whorl, so that area of whorl abapical of keel

hidden; aperture moderately open, broadly lenticular

to subovate: siphonal canal incomplete; columella

broadly concave, smooth, with moderately broad cal-

lus; outer lip moderately thick with distinct sinus on

shoulder

Dimensions.—HoXoiype USNM 51 1893. height 40.0

mm. diameter of last whorl 30.5 mm: paratype USNM
511894. height 23.5 mm. diameter of last whorl 16.5

mm: paratype USNM 51 1895. height 27.0 mm nearly

complete, diameter of last whorl 21.5 mm.
Types.—Holotype USNM 511893: paratypes

USNM 51 1894. USNM 51 1895.

Localities.—A91 . 1 104 (type), 1105, 1130. 1431.

Material.— 1 9 specimens.

Stratigrapliic range.— 1095 to 1375 m.

Di.scussion.—Taioma sobrali n. sp. fills a gap in the

Antarctic lineage of this Late Cretaceous to Eocene

group. Until this record from the Sobral Formation,

Taioma was recognized from the Campanian—Maas-

trichtian deposits of Seymour. Humps and James Ross

islands (Macellari, 1984; Stilwell and Zinsmeister,

1987c: Aguine-Urreta and Olivero. 1992) and Eocene

shallow-marine deposits of Seymour Island (Zinsmeis-
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ten 1982; Stilwell and Zinsmeister. 1992). A lineal re-

lationship between T. sobrali and T. bicarinata Stil-

well and Zinsmeister, 1992 (pp. 137-138. pi. 19, figs,

a-d) is highly probable, as these taxa are extremely

close morphologically. Minor differences in size of

shell, tubercle development and spiral ornamentation

serve to distinguish these Antarctic taxa. Taionia so-

brali has a smaller shell, less developed tubercles cre-

ating a slightly weaker keel, and weaker spiral sculp-

ture, compared with T. bicarinata. Although the ho-

lotype and two other recorded specimens of T. sobrali

are slightly crushed from compaction, a bit abraded

and slightly incomplete, it would be rather difficult to

differentiate these specimens from others of T. bicar-

inata if they were recovered from the same unit. Taio-

tna cliarcotianiis (Wilckens, 1910) (pp. 91-93, pi. 4,

figs. 6a, b, 8, II: Macellari, 1984, pi. 35. figs. 6-8:

Fricker, 1999, pp. 202-205, pi. 6, figs. 6, 7) from the

Campanian-Maastrichtian of Antarctica is much closer

in age to T. sobrali than this species is to T. bicarinata,

but a close relationship is not probable, as T. cliarco-

tianiis has a very high-spired fusiform shell with more

centrally located keels, unlike the tumid nature of T.

sobrali and T. bicarinata. The New Zealand Paleocene

type species, T. tricarinata Finlay and Marwick, 1937

(p. 72, pi. 10, figs. 5-7; Wenz, 1943, p. 1256, fig.

3579: Fleming, 1966, p. 320. pi. Ill, figs. 1361-1363:

Stilwell, 1994. pp. 1087-1090, pi. 76, figs. 10-17),

also has a high spire and is tricarinate, unlike T. so-

brali. Of note, Cliniira sp. 1 of Kollmann and Peel

(1983) (p. 97, fig. 220, especially C, D) from the Pa-

leocene of Greenland may be a congeneric form, but

the position of the keel on the spire whorl is more

adapically positioned above the suture and has stron-

ger spiral sculpture, but weaker growth lines, com-

pared with T. sobrali.

The greatly disjunct, bi-polar distribution of Taionia

during the Paleocene is difficult to reconcile if Clinura

sp. 1 proves to be more appropriately allocated to

Taioma. Perhaps Taionia had a more widespread dis-

tribution during the Late Cretaceous than previously

thought, or the groups are indeed homeomorphs.

Etymology.—Species named for its presence in the

Sobral Formation.

Superfamily VOLUTOIDEA Rafinesque, 1815

Family VOLUTIDAE Rafinesque, 1815

Subfamily ZIDONINAE Pilsbry and Olsson, 1954

Genus ZYGOMELON Harasewych and Marshall,

1995

Type species (by original designation).

—

Zygomelon

zodion Harasewych and Marshall. 1995.

Discussion.—The stratigraphic range of Zygomelon

is extended into the early Paleocene with the descrip-

tion herein of Z. aplieles n. sp. from the Sobral For-

mation. The genus is represented only by Z. siiropsilos

(Stilwell and Zinsmeister, 1992), from the Eocene La
Meseta Formation (Units V-VI), and the New Zealand

type species, Z. zodion Harasewych and Marshall,

1995.

Zygomelon apheles, new species

Plate 10, figures 4-10

Diagnosis.—Teleoconch of 6-7 smooth, rounded or

weakly angulated whorls, callus thin, columella with

a single oblique fold, and siphonal fasciole inconspic-

uous.

Description.—Shell of medium size (up to 77.2

mm), moderately thin for size, biconic, with fusiform

spire, rounded anteriorly; protoconch not preserved;

teleoconch of up to 7 convex, rounded or weakly an-

gulated whorls. Suture adpressed; shell surface smooth

except for thin axial growth lines: aperture ovate, ta-

pering anteriorly and posteriorly; siphonal fasciole

weak and inconspicuous on some specimens: outer lip

smooth and simple; columella smooth with one

oblique fold, located in the middle or slightly below

the middle.

Dimensi(ms.—Ho\olype USNM 51 1896, height 53.0

mm, diameter of last whorl 25.0 mm; paratype USNM
51 1897, height 58.0 mm, diameter of last whorl 26.0

mm; paratype USNM 511898, height 70.5 mm, di-

ameter of last whorl incomplete; paratype USNM
51 1899, height, 40.0 mm, diameter of last whorl 20.0

mm; paratype USNM 51 1900, height 47.0 mm nearly

complete, diameter of last whorl 23.0 mm.
Types.—Holotype USNM 511896; paratypes

USNM 511897, USNM 511898, USNM 511899,

USNM 51 1900.

Localities.—9.1A6. 1104, 1192, 1431, 1442, 1601.

Stratigraphic range.— 1124 to 1375 m.

Material.— 13 specimens.

Discussion.—Zygomelon aplieles n. sp. is distin-

guished from the Recent New Zealand type species,

Zygomelon zodion Harasewych and Marshall, 1995

(pp. 145-150, figs. 1-13), in having a larger size,

thicker shell, lack of spiral and axial sculpture, other

than growth lines, single oblique columellar plait, and

narrower aperture tapering anteriorly and posteriorly.

Etymology.—Named from the Greek apheles

(equivalent to "even, smooth, simple" for its smooth,

unornamented shell.

Family MITRIDAE Swainson, 1831

Subfamily MITRINAE Swainson, 1831

Genus MITRA Swainson, 1831

Type species (by tautonomy).

—

Valuta mitra Lin-

naeus, 1758.
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Subgenus EUMITRA Tate. 1889

Type species (by subsequent designation. Cotton.

1957).

—

Mitra alokiz.a Tenison-Woods, 1880.

Mitra (Eumitra?) antarctmella, new species

Plate 10. tigures I 1-14

Diagnosis.—Moderately sized mitiid with a ovately

fusiform outline and characteristic telescoped whorl

profiles; spire subgradate; sculpture poorly defined of

weak spiral threads and mostly orthocline growth

lines; short canal with distinct notch; columella with

two folds (a possible adapical third poorly preserved);

distinguished from Mitrii {Euniirni) sadleri Stilwell

and Zinsmeister. 1992. in having a higher spire, more

elongate last whorl, weaker spiral sculpture and dis-

tinct telescoped whorls.

Description.—Shell medium-sized for genus and

subgenus (at least 33.0 mm high), moderately robust,

moderately high-spired elongate-fusiform; spire of at

least 3. gradate, telescoped, subsuturally swollen, sub-

quadrate whorls; spire 38% of total shell height; whorl

inflation relatively rapid from penultimate to last

whorl; spire angle acute, approximately 33°; sutures

weakly impressed to nearly channeled; protoconch un-

known; last whorl capacious, but t)nly moderately in-

flated axially. with subsutural swollen "collar" just ab-

apical of suture, becoming concave with a constriction

between swollen "collar" and lower abapical swollen

region followed by moderate tapering of siphonal ca-

nal; sculpture poorly defined on holotype, but of weak

spiral threads and mostly orthocline growth lines; only

growth lines on spire whorls; aperture nearly half of

length of shell, narrowly lenticular; canal short, with

moderately broad spout; columella gently concave,

with at least two. closely spaced, moderately devel-

oped, columellar folds, a possible third adapical plait

present, but poorly preserved on holotype. and a nar-

row callus; outer lip thin.

D//H£'/;.s-/V;n.v.—Holotype USNM 51 1901. height 33.0

mm. diameter of last whorl 16.0 mm; paratype USNM
511902. height 19.5 mm, diameter of last whorl 9.5

mm.
7;v/,(..v._Holotype USNM 51 1901; paratype USNM

511902.

Localities.— 1 108. 1635. Material for both localities

was collected as surface float. Precise stratigraphic ho-

rizon can only be approximated: locality 1108—1210

m. locality 1635-1175 m.

Material.—Two specimens.

Discussion.—The holotype and paratype of Mitra

(Eumitral) antarctmella n. sp. are coarsely preserved

and worn, so that detail of ornamentation and colu-

mella are ill defined. Thus, although clearly a member

of the Mitra Lamarck, 1798, group, a subgenus-level

assignment is tentative at the time of this writing. The

specimens have a moderately high-spired fusiform out-

line, at least two folds (a possible adapical third poorly

preserved on the holotype). a subgradate spire, irreg-

ular growth lines, a distinct notch, a slightly produced

canal, all characters consistent with Mitra (Eumitra)

(see review by Cernohorsky. 1970. pp. 36-37). If pos-

itively identified, this specimen is the oldest member

of this Tertiary group that became extinct in Australia

and New Zealand during the early Pliocene. Previous-

ly, the oldest record was from the Eocene of Antarc-

tica, where two species were described, M. (E.) mon-

opllcata and M. (E.) sadleri. by Stilwell and Zins-

meister ( 1992) from the La Meseta Formation.

Mitra ( Eumitra'?) antarctmella n. sp. is most closely

allied with M. (£. ) sadleri Stilwell and Zinsmeister,

1992 (p. 148, pi. 21, fig. e) from Units 11-V of the La

Meseta Formation, but the Sobral species has a higher

spire, more elongate last whorl with a swollen subsu-

tural collar, and also spire whorls that are more su-

bquadrate and telescoped. The sculpture and whorl

shape of M. {E.'!) antarctmella is also reminiscent of

M. (E.) waitematiaensis (Powell and Bartrum. 1929)

(see Cernohorsky. 1970. p. 37. pi. 3, fig. 5) from the

Miocene of New Zealand, but the Antarctic species is

slightly smaller with more telescoped whorls and more

developed subsutural "collars."

Etymology.—Species named from the Latin melliim

(equivalent to "collar"), for its swollen, collar-like

subsutural inflation and for its Antarctic occurrence.

Order STYLOMATOPHORA A. Schmidt. 1865

Suborder TOXOGLOSSA Troschel ui Troschel and

Ruthe. 1848

Superfamily CONOIDEA Rafinesque. 1815

Family TURRIDAE Swainson. 1840

Subfanfily PSEUDOTOMINAE Bellardi. 1875

Genus MARSHALLARIA Finlay and Marwick,

1937

Type species (by original designation).

—

Verconella

spiralis Allan. 1926.

Discussion.—A solely Austral group, the geograph-

ic range of Marsliallaria Finlay and Marwick, 1937,

is expanded herein to include the Paleocene of Ant-

arctica, previously recorded from the late early Paleo-

cene to late early Miocene of New Zealand (Beu and

Maxwell, 1990) and mid-Paleocene to early Oligocene

of Victoria, Australia (Long, 1981; Darragh. 1997).

Beu and Maxwell (1990, p. 124) stated that the few

records of this turrid indicate that species during the

Tertiary favored mid-shelf to upper bathyal zones;
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however, M. iiiiiltldiuta (Marshall, 1917) horn the

New Zealand Paleocene and M. variegota n. sp. from

the Antarctic Paleocene lived in nearshore, subtidal en-

vironments along the inner shelf suggesting a possible

gradual shift from shallower to deeper waters through-

out the Tertiary.

Further research on early Tertiary tuirids is required

to clarify the relationships of seemingly closely related

groups such as MarshaUaha and the Tertiary Euro-

pean PseudotoiiKi Bellardi, 1875. Species of Marshal-

laria have a slightly more produced siphonal canal and

a narrower callus on the inner lip compared to species

of Pseiidoloma which have shorter less produced si-

phonal canals and broader labial calluses. Additional

study on these taxa may result in the abandonment of

Mctrshallaria or at least reduction to subgenus level

especially in light of the marked similarities between

these two groups. Of note, another closely related

group, Austrotoma Finlay, 1924, has a ridge-margined

fasciole and a pronounced siphonal notch compared

with Marshallaria (Beu and Maxwell, 1990, p. 124).

MarshaUenci Allan, 1927, is another closely related

taxon, but Marshallena has a more poorly defined si-

nus and a regularly conic polygyrate protoconch in

contrast to Marshallaria which has a more defined

shallowly concave sinus on the adapical shoulder slope

and polygyrate dome-shaped protoconch (see Powell.

1966, p. 27).

Marshallaria variegata, new species

Plate 10. figures 17-22

Diagnosis.—Relatively big Marshallaria with mod-
erately high spire of at least 4.5 angulate. subtrapezi-

form whorls; whorls partially envelop succeeding

whorls variably, so that angulation on penultimate

whorl either nearly abutting suture or well above adap-

ically; spire angle varies from 56° to 67°; last whorl

with strong medial angulation, bearing poorly devel-

oped tubercles and weaker secondary one just below

at onset of basal constriction; spiral sculpture stronger

than growth lines; callus narrow, but rather thick;

notch barely developed: outer lip moderately thick

with sinus on shoulder; distinguished from closely al-

lied type species, M. spiralis (Allan, 1926) in having

a stronger peripheral angulation and an additional sec-

ondary angulation below abapically. lower spire, and

a longer, steeper, more concave adapical ramp on

shoulder.

Description.—Shell large for genus (up to 46.5 mm
high), moderately thick-shelled, robust, relatively tu-

mid, bioconic-fusiform; spire moderately high of at

least 4.5, angulate, moderately compressed, subtrape-

ziform whorls that partially envelop succeeding whorl;

protoconch relatively large, dome-shaped, probably

polygyrate, smooth, incomplete on available material;

spire angle varies from 56° to 67°; whorl inflation rel-

atively rapid, especially from penultimate to last

whorl; sutures slightly impressed, gently declivous;

last whorl capacious, biangulate, adapical ramp steep,

moderately long, concave, merging with strong pe-

ripheral angulation, bearing weak axially extending tu-

bercles, and lower abapical secondary angulation,

marked by onset of basal constriction, gently concave

between angulations; sculpture of —37-40 evenly and

closely spaced spiral cords, more bunched on adapical

sutural ramp on last whorl, and sinuous growth lines;

sinus moderately concave on shoulder slope; spiral

sculpture stronger than growth lines; ornamentation on

spire whorls of —15 spiral ribs and —20 rather poorly

defined tubercles on abapically positioned angulation;

angulation on penultimate whorl variably positioned

either just above suture or occupying a more medial

whorl position; aperture over half the length of shell

at 57% of shell height, moderately open, sublenticular

with parietal canal and short, straight, virtually un-

notched canal; columella long, concave above, straight

below on pillar, callus narrow, thick, even along col-

umella; fasciole poorly developed; outer lip moderate-

ly thick with sinus on shoulder.

Dimensions.—Holotype USNM 511904, 46.5 mm,
diameter of last whorl 28.0 mm; paratype USNM
51 1905, height 45.0 mm, diameter of last whorl 28.5

mm; paratype USNM 511906, height 41.5 mm, di-

ameter of last whorl 27.0 mm.
Types.—Holotype USNM 511904; paratypes

USNM 511905. USNM 511906.

Lwrt//rv.—746 (type), 1104, 1119, 1431, 1548.

Material.— 16 specimens.

Stratigraphic range.— 1096 to 1375 m.

Discussion.—Marshallaria variegata n. sp., the old-

est member of this group, fits comfortably in this Pa-

leocene to Miocene genus, and greatly expands its

geographic range. The late Eocene type species, M.

spiralis (Allan. 1926) (p. 340. pi. 76. fig. 9; Wenz,

1943. p. 1389. fig. 3925; Powell, 1966, p. 27, pi. 1,

fig. 13; Beu and Maxwell, 1990, p. 124, pi. 8, fig. x;

Maxwell, 1992. p. 155, pi. 22, figs, b, c, 1) has a higher

spire, steeper and longer shoulder, and single angula-

tion on the last whorl, compared with M. variegata.

These two taxa are closely allied forms. Marshallaria

multicincta (Marshall, 1917) (p. 457, pi. 35, fig. 30;

Finlay and Marwick, 1937, p. 84. pi. 11, figs. 10-12;

Fleming, 1966, p. 368. pi. 135. figs. 1588-1590) (
=

Daphnella ovata Marshall, 1917, p. 457, pi. 35, figs.

28, 29) from the New Zealand Paleocene and M. tii-

mefacta Darragh. 1997 (p. 82, 84, fig. 5Q, X, Y) from

the Australian Paleocene are not closely related forms,

but Marshallaria sp. a of Darragh (1997) (p. 84, fig.
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5M. N) from the early Eocene is reminiscent of M.

vciriegata. differing in the AustraHan species having a

more tumid shell and a steeper, more concave. longer

adapical ramp. Although the Tunidae is speciose in

the Antarctic Eocene, no Marshallaria species have

been recorded, although Austrotoma oliveroi Stilwell

and Zinsmeister. 1992 (pp. 155-156, pi. 23, figs, a-d)

comes closest to M. vciriegula. but has a much weaker

peripheral angulation, narrower callus, and longer

steeper adapical slope. Further, the available material

of M. variegata reveals some interesting intraspecific

variation, mainly in shell outline (either tumid or less

so), strength of tubercles on angulation, and position

of angulation on penultimate whorl (e.g., extent to

which last whorl envelops penultimate whorl).

Etymology.—Species named from the Latin varie-

gatus (equivalent to "of different sorts") for its vari-

able nature in terms of shell outline and especially or-

namentation.

Subfamily TURRINAE Swainson. 1840

Genus COSMASYRINX Marwick, 1931

Type species (by original designation).

—

Cosmasy-
riiLx luoiulifera Marwick, 1931.

Subgenus THOLITOMA Finlay and Marwick, 1937

Type species (by original designation).

—

Tholitoma

dolorosa Finlay and Marwick, 1937.

Discussion.—Recent work on Cosmasyriii.x (Tliali-

tonia) indicates that this subgenus is more widespread

than previously thought. The presence of the group in

the Paleocene of Antarctica extends its range from

middle to late Eocene, recorded by C. brychiosinus

Stilwell and Zinsmeister, 1992. Danagh (1997) de-

scribed C (T.) levicristata from the Paleocene Pebble

Point Formation of Victoria, Australia, and Cosmasy-

rin.x (Tholitoma) sp. of Long ( 1981 ) is the only known
late Eocene species from Victoria, Australia. In New
Zealand. Cosma.syrinx (Tholitoma) ranges from late

early Paleocene to late Eocene (see Finlay and Mar-

wick, 1937: Maxwell, 1992; Stilwell, 1994).

Cosmasyrinx (Tholitoma) antarctigera,

new species

Plate 10, figures 15, 16

Diagnosis.—Small- to medium-sized for group,

somewhat fusiform to pagodaform: spire angle about

63°: last whorl inflated with strong angulation or keel,

bearing about 18 strong tubercles or nodes, some ax-

ially extending, and spiral ornamentation of about 25

gemmuliform threads: apex of moderately deep anal

sinus on middle part of shoulder slope, positioned just

above appearance of tubercles: distinguished from type

species, Cosmasyrinx (Tholitoma) dolorosa Finlay and

Marwick, 1937, in having a more tumid pagodaform

outline, stronger keel, weaker spiral ornamentation,

and less developed subsutural submoniliform spiral

cord.

Description.—Shell small- to medium-sized for ge-

nus and subgenus, moderately thin, polished in well-

preserved specimens, moderately fusiform to pagoda-

form: spire moderately high of at least four keel

whorls, bearing strong tubercles: whorl inflation rapid;

spire angle approximately 63°; suture moderately im-

pressed, gently descending; protoconch moderately

large, incomplete on types, but apparently polygyrate,

dome-shaped; last whorl capacious, strongly unicari-

nate with prominent keel bearing —18 moderately de-

veloped, slightly axially extending, collabral tubercles,

and rather weak sculpture of 25 somewhat irregular,

gemmuliform, closely spaced riblets; adapical shoulder

slope of last whorl steep, slightly concave, merging

with strong peripheral angulation and contracting rap-

idly abapically below to moderately long neck: pres-

ence of subsutural riblets poorly developed, closely

spaced gemmules on margining submoniliform inflat-

ed cord; gemmules on subsutural cord trend opposite

to tubercles on periphery and generally follow growth

lines; growth lines moderately strong with deep sinus

midway on shoulder slope: spire whorls strongly car-

inate with 16 nodules on slightly inflated keel sitting

directly on suture and some 20 weak spiral threads;

aperture long, nanow, sublenticular: outer lip thin;

anal sinus moderately deep, U-shaped, apex situated

just abapical of midpoint on adapical ramp, just above

the appearance of collabral tubercles.

D//;;('/;.s7(w;.s.—Holotype USNM 511907, height 7.0

mm, diameter of last whorl 5.5 mm: paratype USNM
511908, height 6.5 mm. diameter of last whorl 4.5

mm.
Types.—\io\oiype USNM 51 1907: paratype USNM

511908.

Localities.—496, 1519 (type), 1535.

Material.—Three specimens.

Stratigraphic distribution.— 1073 to 1179 m.

Discussion.—Cosmasyrinx ( Tholitoma) antarctig-

era n. sp. is the oldest recorded member of the group,

as it is present in the early Danian of Antarctica. The

next oldest species is the type, C (7".) dolorosa Finlay

and Marwick, 1937 (pp. 85-86, pi. 12, figs. 6, 7: Flem-

ing, 1966, p. 364, pi. 133, figs. 1570-1572; Powell,

1966, p. 37, pi. 3, fig. 22; Stilwell, 1994, pp. 1059-

1063, pi. 75, figs. 1-8), from the late early Paleocene

of New Zealand, which differs from C. (T) antarctig-

era in having a slightly larger, more slender, more

high-spired shell, a stronger subsutural moniliform spi-

ral cord, and a more prominent keel. Another closely
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related species is the mid-Paleocene species, C. (T.)

levicristata Darragh, 1997 (p. 82, fig. 5R. V, W, Z)

from Victoria, Australia, but differs from the Sobral

Formation species in having a more slender, higher

spired shell, and fewer, more spaced collabral tubercles

on the peripheral angulation. Cosmasyriux (Tholitomo)

antarctigera is a most likely candidate as the ancestor

of C brychiosimis Stilwell and Zinsmeister, 1992 (p.

159. pi. 22, figs, i-1), from Units III-VII of the La

Meseta Formation of Seymour Island, and is separated

from the younger Eocene C. brychiosimis in having a

larger more inflated last whorl, a shorter spire, finer

spiral ornamentation, and stronger tubercles on the

keel.

Emnology.—Species named from the Greek geras

(equivalent to ""old") for its earliest recorded occur-

rence in Antarctica.

Subclass OPISTHOBRANCHIA Milne-Edwards,

1848

Order CEPHALOSPIDEA Fischer, 1883

Suborder ACTEONOIDA d'Orbigny, 1842

Superfamily PHILINOIDEA Gray, 1 850

Family CYLICHNIDAE A. Adams, 1850

Genus CYLICHNANIA Marwick, 1931

Type species (by original designation).

—

Cylichnan-

ia bartninii Marwick, 1931.

Discussion.—Cylichnania Marwick. 1931, is re-

corded from Antarctica for the first time, previously

known only from the Late Cretaceous to late Pliocene?

of New Zealand (Stilwell, 1994) and mid-Paleocene to

late Eocene of Australia (Darragh, 1997). Cylichnania

is distinct in having a subcylindrical outline, ornamen-

tation of even, low, flat-topped spiral cords, and its

deep apical depression, with labrum extending well

adapically to the labium (Beu and Maxwell, 1990, p.

238). Species of closely related Cylichna Loven, 1846,

are characterized by small and cylindrical shells with

a truncated abapical end, an involute spire reflecting a

tightly coiled and multi-whorled shell, a small apical

concavity and a columella with a single oblique fold

(Abbott, 1974. p. 314; cf. Stilwell and Zinsmeister,

1992, p. 173). Species of Cylichnania are eurybathyal,

ranging from at least inner shelf to upper bathyal en-

vironments (cf. Beu and Maxwell, 1990, p. 238). Pa-

leocene representatives C impar Finlay and Marwick,

1937, and Cylichnania n. sp. of Stilwell (1994), from

the Wangaloa and Kauru formations of New Zealand

are present in sandstones inteipreted to have been de-

posited along the inner shelf in a protected environ-

ment (Stilwell, 1994, p. 1159). Cylichnania cf. C im-

par described below is also from an inner shelf envi-

ronment.

Cylichnania cf. C. impar Finlay and Marwick,

1937

Plate 10. figure 23

Description.—Shell average-sized for genus (10

mm high), thin, moderately slender, subcylindrical to

nanowly ovate, involute, apex sunken (eroded on

available specimen), subhorizontally truncated; orna-

mentation of many, closely spaced, slightly wavy, re-

volving spiral riblets (—15 per mm), generally weaker

centrally on last whorl; growth lines weak becoming

slightly stronger on edge of labrum, mostly orthocline

apart from tendency to become weakly prosocline

abapically near base; aperture very narrow, constrict-

ing with parallel sides adapically, widening greatly at

base; aperture at abapical end ovate; columella mostly

straight, short, slightly truncated below, bearing a

moderately developed plait, situated flush against col-

umellar wall at base (covered by matrix more adapi-

cally); umbilicus poorly developed; outer lip thin,

probably finely crenulated. partially fragmented on

available specimen; large break in shell during growth

(damage by lip peeler?), which affected growth only

slightly pathologically, in which spiral riblets along

break are "warped."

Dimensions.—USNM 511915, height. 10.0 mm. di-

ameter of last whorl 5.5 mm.
7;vpe.—Hypotype USNM 511915.

Localities.— \5\9. 1538.

Material.—Three specimens.

Stratigraphic range.— 1073 to 1104 m.

Discussion.—Only one opisthobranch gastropod has

been reported from the Paleocene of Antarctica. It is

surprising that acteonid and ringiculid gastropods are

absent in Antarctic Paleocene deposits, being present

in uppermost Cretaceous units in Antarctica and also

in coeval shallow-marine deposits of New Zealand,

Australia, and South America, where opisthobranchs

are moderately to highly diverse. The sole specimen

belongs to the Cylichnidae and has a close affinity

with Cylichnania impar Finlay and Marwick. 1937 (p.

93, pi. 13. fig. 1; Fleming. 1966, p. 382. pi. 142. fig.

1690; Stilwell. 1994. pp. 1159-1161. pi. 81. figs. 1-

3) and Cylichnania n. sp. of Stilwell ( 1994, pp. 1161-

1163. pi. 81, figs. 4, 5, 9, 13, 18) from the late early

Paleocene of New Zealand, differing slightly in orna-

mentation and shell outline. The Antarctic species has

a slightly smaller, less ovate and more cylindrical shell

with finer and more abundant, wavy spiral riblets,

compared to C. impar and Cylichnania n. sp. of Stil-

well (1994). but overall is more comparable to C. im-

par. Although probably a new species, the Antarctic

species is left in open nomenclature until more mate-

rial is discovered.
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Text-figure 5.—Stratigraphic plane analysis is a graphical tech-

nique that produces two-dimensional geometric projections to vi-

sualize simultaneously spatial and stratigraphic distribution of fossil

occurrences using two intersecting planes (Reference and Strati-

graphic) with a datum, which is defined by a specified elevation.

The Reference Plane is a vertically oriented plane parallel to the

strike of the sequence and is used to locate the spatial occurrence

of .V, y. and ; coordinates of locality Z, where the y-axis is the strike

of the sequence, the .v-axis is normal to y. and the vertical j-axis

defines the elevation. The Stratigraphic Plane is an arbitrarily des-

ignated plane oriented parallel to the regional strike and dip of the

bedding, where \ is the angle of dip. X is the distance from the

Reference Plane to Z and Z„ represents the stratigraphic interval

between locality Z and the Stratigraphic Plane.

APPENDIX

Maastrichtian/Danian Seymour Island Data Base

William J. Zinsmeister

The controversy about the nature, sequence, and

timing of the extinction event at the K-T boundary has

revealed several inherent limitations in the traditional

biostratigraphic methods. The foundation of biostratig-

raphy has been the measured section. Range data from

measured sections, by convention, are combined into

composite range charts that are intended to represent

the temporal ranges of the taxa portrayed in the chart.

An inherent problem with the use of measured sections

is the integration of data that do not occur along any

of the sections. The traditional approach when con-

structing composite range figures is to determine the

stratigraphic interval between an isolated fossil locality

and a horizon that can be correlated into the measured

section. In those cases where it is not practical or pos-

sible to assign a locality to a known horizon, the strati-

graphic location of the fossil occurrence is, as a con-

sequence, estimated. In both approaches, the accuracy

of the stratigraphic location of an isolated fossil local-

ity is less than that obtained along a measured section.

Another serious limitation in presenting occurrence

data in composite range charts is the loss of the geo-

graphic component with the data set. Although the

data represented in a composite range chart may have

Z„ = tan XX

Z„ = cosX(Z|,)

Text-figure 6.—Determination of Z„ values (relative stratigraphic

occurrence): Z, location of the locality, is equal to the elevation at

that point: X, distance from Z to the Reference Plane RP: \, angle

of dip of the Stratigraphic Plane (equal to dip of bedding); Zg, ver-

tical distance from Z located on the datum to the stratigraphic plane;

Z„, the stratigraphic distance from Z to the stratigraphic plane. If Z
is located above the datum (Z,). the value of Z' is equal to the

difference between the elevation Z, and Z,, (when Z is located on

the datum. Z, equals Z„). The conversion of spatial to stratigraphic

data is expressed by the formulae to the right of the figure.

been based on a number of measured sections from a

broad geographic area, the spatial components within

the data are suppressed when the data are merged in

a single-dimensional (temporal) range chart. Zinsmeis-

ter (1996) discussed the need to evaluate biostrati-

graphic data from a spatial perspective and presented

the first two-dimensional figures (spatial and strati-

graphic) of the distribution of ammonites from Sey-

mour Island. Zinsineister ( 1998b) proposed a graphical

technique. Projection Plane Analysis, which uses or-

thographic projections to locate simultaneously spatial

and stratigraphic fossil occurrences. This technique al-

lows for the determination of the relative stratigraphic

occuiTcnce of any locality not located along a mea-

sured section. For a detailed description of the tech-

Straligraphic Plane

Projection

Text-figure 7.—Geometric relationship of stratigraphic plane with

spatial occurrence of location data. Regardless of the location of the

data point, when the data are projected against the Stratigraphic

Plane, the relative stratigraphic position of the data point in relation

to other data points may be determined. Stratigraphic projections

also highlight any stratigraphic or structural anomalies which may

compromise the data .set.
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Table 3.—Continued

relative stratigrapnic loc

calities from the L6pez
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Table 3.—Continued. Table 3.—Continued.

Locality
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Table 3.—Continued. Table 3.—Continued.

Locality Y X Locality

I??5

1 ??6

1557

1558

1559

1560

1561

1562

1563

1564

1565

1566

1567

1570

1572

1573

1574

1575

1576

1579

1581

1582

1583

1584

1585

1586

1587

1589

1590

1591

1592

1 593

1 594

1 595

1596

1598

1599

1 600

1601

1603

1604

1605

1607

1608

1609

1610

1612

1613

1614

1615

1616

1617

1620

1621

1622

1623

1624

1625

1626

1628

1629

5460

5470

4720

5140

4990

5960

5250

6020

6370

4440

4390

4270

1420

3820

1820

1490

3260

1250

4450

1 390

3280

3430

3200

4440

1390

2990

2450

3110

6160

6160

5950

3690

3550

3250

1 370

3440

3390

6580

6610

3950

5300

5700

5880

4910

5360

6440

5700

1520

1170

4160

4040

4260

4680

1720

3910

920

170

2580

4440

2660

4820

7540

7780

7370

7730

8340

5930

6150

6145

6230

7320

7400

7320

7120

6060

4910

4740

4960

4595

6225

4720

4880

7090

7310

11090

4795

4480

4490

4630

6130

6140

6110

6260

6380

6560

6080

6050

5900

5660

5590

6980

7470

7430

7250

7050

7310

6740

5770

4820

7470

9850

6610

7490

8650

7720

6910

5940

6840

8010

8810

7720

5650

34

46

68

57

86

33

42

30

30

84

83

82

84

98

45

50

76

45

95

46

91

91

92

17

42

93

56

52

29

29

32

81

87

77

94

107

111

44

53

94

43

28

36

76

39

48

50

28

44

22

96

79

41

53

100

39

68

56

42

40

124

856.65

837.98

885.39

843.91

788.62

1078.70

1036.43

1049.78

1048.45

896.39

883.01

887.23

837.98

885.39

843.91

1037.68

1 137.86

1035.54

1048.74

1029.74

1 1 64.05

886.94

847.98

344.39

1016.12

1202.49

I 134.66

I 148.82

1054.69

1053.40

1054.23

996.55

980.31

932.26

900.86

1037.25

1(L58.05

1141.05

1159.72

928.79

869.16

872.65

909.29

941.86

887.86

1002.42

1 108.26

1007.51

658.88

497.11

982.49

861.93

692.18

671.61

94 1 .94

833.81

692.14

688.70

662.83

714.67

1 166.34

1630

1631

1679

1690

1694

1695

1697

1700

1703

1705

1706

1707

1708

1709

1710

1711

1712

1713

1714

1716

1717

1718

1719

1720

1721

1722

1723

1725

1726

1727

1728

1729

1758

5630

2500

3440

680

3300

2260

3440

4830

4780

2020

4050

4020

3920

1270

1150

2840

5780

1890

1980

6250

6230

5930

1700

2240

6240

1860

5850

5600

4920

4870

4800

5210

1 690

8910

5780

8150

5520

5040

5770

8 1 50

5660

6850

5120

6420

6690

6120

4600

4620

5850

6130

5230

5230

6140

6130

6110

4760

4720

7380

5440

609(1

4970

4970

4970

5340

7260

4785

73

61

53

51

72

58

53

125

85

60

96

92

100

46

48

130

34

73

73

39

38

32

35

35

17

137

35

161

162

163

159

41

26

724.43

976.33

713.23

882.85

1125.62

960.73

713.23

1166.43

971.57

1032.05

1007.41

967.32

1044.14

1037.23

1028.56

1054.67

1048.52

1022.79

1028.33

1065.78

1065.53

1053.64

1033.73

1 07 1 .97

883.99

1057.35

1056.80

1318.19

1295.41

1294.51

1240.21

891.07

1020.95

a distance of I km. Plotting the stratigraphic data in

respect to the Projection Plane, which is by definition

a plane, eliminates any possibility of compromising

faunal range as a consequence of surface relief along

a physical datum (Text-hg. 7).

By using Projection Plane techniques it is possible

to merge both spatial and stratigraphic components of

paleontologic data into two-dimensional Hgures (ZnY
and ZnX projections). The ability to retain the spatial

component within a data set has the potential to pro-

vide insights into paleontologic or stratigraphic rela-

tionships that are obscured by conventional single-di-

mensional graphical presentations of biostratigraphic

data. Text-figure 8 presents the relative stratigraphic

location of 327 Maastrichtian and Danian fossil oc-

currences located over approximately 70 km- of the

southern two-thirds of Seymour Island. Geographic

and stratigraphic locations of Maastrichtian and Dan-

ian localities are listed in Table 3, and individual oc-

cun-ences and abundances in Tables 4 and 5.
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Table 4.—Danian locality/species occurrence registry. Table 4.—Continued.

Locality Meters Species

9 1167.94

447 10S8.45

477

496 1179.42

497 1369.31

631 1138.29

746 1134.22

No.

speci-

Locality Meters Species

Auslraloneilo gracilis
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Table 4.—Continued. Table 4.—Continued.
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Table 4.—Continued. Table 4.—Continued.
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Table 4.—Continued. Table 4.—Continued.
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Table 5.—Danian species occurrence registry. Table 5.—Continued.

Ta.xon
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Table 5.—Continued. Table 5.—Conliniied.

Taxon

Total

Ledina"! sp.

Total

Li'vijusiis woolfei n. sp.

Total

Marshallaria variegata n. sp.

Total

Manvickia woodhitniei

Total

Melanella seymourensis n. sp.

Locality No. specimens Ta,\on Locality No. specimens

1508
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Table 5.—Continued. Table 5.—Continued.

Taxon Locality No. specimens Taxon

Ostrea sp.

Total

Paleopsephaea'l nodoprosta n. sp.

Total

Panopea clausa

Periploiua sp.

Pinna freneixae

Total

Total

Total

Probiicciniim palaiocostarum n. sp.

Total

Pseudofaxl pouciis n. sp.

Total

Pyropsis'7 australis n. sp.

Total

Saxoliicma cmtarctipleura n. sp.

Total

Serrifusiis binodosiini n. sp.

Total

Seymoiiro.sphaera buUoides

11.^1

1483

746

1104

1586

1701

1161

1138

1519

1484

1538

497

746

1132

1134

I 136

1 1 39

1 1 50

1 179

1 181

9

746

1434

1699

1701

1589

1 1 04

262
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Table 5.—Continued. Table 5.—Continued.

Tuxon
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Explanation of Plate 1

Figure Page

I—t. S. Niiciila (LeiiiiiKiiilii) siihoh/diii^ii (Wilckens. 19071 16

L Right valve, liypolype. USNM 404X09. localily SSPE 9. Sobral Formation. XI.

2. Left valve, hypotype. USNM 404X10. locality SSPE 9. Sobral Formation. X|.

3. Dorsal view of paired valves, hypotype. USNM 4()4SI.3. locality SSPE 9. Sobral Formation. XI.

4. Internal cast, hypotype. USNM 404SI I. localily SSPE 9. Sobral Formation, xl.

5. Right hinge, hypotype. USNM 404812. locality SSPE 9. Sobral Formation. < I.

6. 7. NiiciiUi iLeioiiMii/u) hiinickeni Zinsmeister and Macellari. 1988 17

6. Right valve, holotype. USNM 404814. localily 9. Sobral Formation, XI.

7. dorsal view of paired valves, same specimen. ' I

.

5. 9. 10. Udinal species 18

5. SEM of microsculpture. hypotype. USNM .'^1700.^, locality 1.'^I9, X8.

9. Left valve, hypotype, USNM 517003, locality I? 19. x2.4.

10. dorsal view of paired valves, same specimen. 2.4.

II. 12. 1,5. Nuciilana anianlirostralci new species 17

I 1. Left valve, holotype, USNM 517001, locality 1589, Sobral Formation, xl.8.

12. View of dorsal margin, same specimen, xl.8.

15. Internal of right valve, paratype. LISNM 517002, locality 1589, Sobral Formation, x5.5.

13, 16. Nik Ilia species l"?

13. SEM of imperfect left valve, hypotype. USNM 517000. locality 1535. X20.

16. SEM of coinmarginal riblets. same specimen. X6().

19, 20, 23. Aiistniloneilo i;nicilis (Wilckens, 1905) 19

19. Dorsal view, hypotype, USNM 404817, locality SSPE 9, Sobral Formation, XI.

20. Right valve, same specimen, x 1

.

23. Right valve and partial hinge, hypotype, USNM 517005. locality 1589. I.

18. 21. 22. 24. Aiislniloiiei/ii casei Zinsmeister and Macellari. 1988 19

18. Partial hinge, hypotype, USNM 517006. locality 74(i. Sobral Formation. X2.

21. View of dorsal margin of paired with partial ligament preserved, hypotype. USNM 517007. locality 746, Sobral

Formation, x I

.

22. Dorsal view, holotype, USNM 404818. locality 746. Sobral Formation. XI.

24. Left hinge, same specimen. XI.

14. 17. .Iiipiwrici'! species 18

14. SEM of left valve, hypotype, USNM 517004, locality 1519, x7.

17. Same specimen, magnified anterodorsal margin showing fine, commarginal growth increments. X~15.
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Explanation of Plate 2

Figure Page

1-6. Cucuilaea ellioti Zinsmeister and Macellari. 1988 20

1. Hinge view of left valve, paratype. USNM 404839. locality 9. Sobral Formation, XI.

2. Hinge view of right valve, holotype, USNM 404838, locality 9. Sobral Formation, xl.

3. Hinge view of right valve, paratype. USNM 404842. locality 9, Sobral Formation, x],

4. Right valve, holotype. USNM 404838. locality 9. Sobral Formation, xl.

5. Left valve, paratype, USNM 404840, locality 9. Sobral Formation, xl.

6. Left valve, paratype, USNM 404841. locality 9. Sobral Formation, xl.

7-10. Pinini freneixae Zinsmefster and Macellari. 1988 20

7. External view of right valve, hypotype. USNM SI 7008. locality 746. Sobral Formation. XI.

8. Left valve, same specimen, x 1

.

9. E.xternal view of left valve, hypotype. USNM 517009. locality 746. Sobral Formation, XI.

10. External view of right valve, same specimen, xl.

1 1-14. Ldliilliii larseni (Sharman and Newton. 1897) 23

1 1. Right valve, hypotype, USNM 405803, locality 477, Lopez de Bertodano Formation, xl.

12. Left hinge, hypotype. USNM 405801, locality 477. Lopez de Bertodano Formation. X I.

13. Right hinge view, hypotype. USNM 405800. locality 477, Lopez de Bertodano Formation, XI.

14. Dorsal view of paired valves, hypotype, USNM 405801, locality 477, Lopez de Bertodano Formation, XI.
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Explanation of Plate 3

Figure Page

I. 2. Lahillui hiihcri Zinsmeister and Macellari. 1988 23

L Right liiiige. Paratype. USNM 405819. locality 746. Sobral Formation. XL
2. Right valve, holotype. USNM 405817. locality 746. Sobral Formation. XL

3-6. Manvickia wnodhiirnei Zinsmeister and Macellari. 1988 24

3. Left valve, holotype. USNM 405804. locality 9. Sobral Formation. XI.

4. Right valve, paratype. USNM 405805. locality 9. Sobral Formation. XL
5. Right valve, paratype. USNM 405834. locality 9. Sobral Formation. XL
6. Dorsal view of paired valves, same specimen. XL

7-13. Sa.xolticiiui aiuannpleiini, new species 21

7. Left valve, paratype USNM 517012. locality 1131, X2.

8. 9. Right valve and left valve, holotype. USNM 517010. locality 1131. -2.

10. Dorsal margin showing paired valves, holotype. USNM 517010. x2.5.

1 1. Left valve, paratype. USNM 51701 1, locality 1 105. < 1.

12. SEM of left valve. USNM 517022. locality 1131. x9.

13. Same specimen SEM of comniarginal riblets. length = 5.0 mm. xl8.

14-17. Thyasira ini.srrosiilcii. new species 22

14. Detail of posterior sulcus, paratype USNM 517015. locality L519. x~25.

15. Left valve, paratype USNM 517015, locality 1519, x6
16. Right valve, holotype. USNM 517013. locality 1519. x3.

17. SEM of posterodorsal margin, holotype. USNM 517013. locality 1519. X5.

1 8- 1 9. Periplimni'^ species 24

18. Dorsal margin showing articulated valves, hypotype. USNM 517014. locality 1519. X2.7.

19. Left valve, same specimen. < 1.

20-22. Panopeci chnisa Wilckens. 1910 24

20. Right valve, hypotype. USNM 405813. locality 459. XL
21. Right valve, hypotype. USNM 405812. locality 4.59. XL
22. Dorsal view of paired valves, hypotype LISNM 405813. locality 459. .x 1.
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Explanation of Plate 4

Figure Page
1 . 2. Conoromaiia species A 25

\. Abapertural view, USNM 5II842, locality 1105. Sobral Formation, XL
2. Apertural view, same specimen. XL

3, 4. Cdiuiioiuaiia species B 25
3. Abapertural view, USNM 51 1843, locality 9, Sobral Formation, xl.5

4. Apertural view, same specimen. Xl.5.

5. 6. Coiioroiiuiria species C 26
6. Abapertural view. USNM 51 1844. locality 746. Sobral Formation, XL
7. Apertural view, same specimen. XL
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Explanation of Plate 5

Figure Page

1

—

I. Acinaea siihnu'siilia. new species 26

1. Internal apical view, holotype. USNM 51 1846. locality 1560. Lopez de Bertodano Formation, X2.

2. Internal apical view, paratype, USNM 511847. locality 1560. Lopez de Bertodano Formation. x4.5.

3. Lateral view, holotype. USNM 51 1846. locality 1560. Lopez de Bertodano Formation. x2.

4. View of holotype in matrix, x 1

.

5. Billhim (Bittiiim!) paleonolum. new species 27

5. Abapertural view, holotype. USNM 51 1X4S. locality 1581. Sobral Formation. X3.

6-10. Mfsalici virginiac. new species 29

6. Apertural view, holotype. USNM 51 1855. locality 1715. LiSpez de Bertodano Formation. x|.

7. Abapertural view, holotype. USNM 511855. locality 1715. Lopez de Bertodano Formation. X2.

8. Apertural view, paratype. USNM 511911. locality 1 104. Sobral Formation. X2.

9. Abapertual view, paratype, USNM 51 1912. locality 1591. Lopez de Bertodano Formation, xl.

10. Block of specimens, paratype, USNM 511913. locality 1548. Sobral Formation, xl.

1 1-15. Bitriiim (Zebittiuin) brooksi. new species 27

11. Apertural view, paratype. USNM 511851. SEM. x|5.

12. Paratype. USNM 51 1910. length of block 68 mm. xo.8.

13. SEM of microsculpture, holotype. USNM 511849. locality 1535. Lopez de Bertodano Formation. x|5.

14. Apertural view, holotype. USNM 51 1849. locality 1535. Lope/ de Bertodano Formation. SEM. x8,

15. Partial aperture and sectioned, paratype. USNM 51 1852. locality 1535, Lopez de Bertodano Formation, SEM. x 10.

17. Turrilella {Hanstcitorl) pciri.si. new species 29

17. Apertural view, holotype. USNM 51 1854. locality 1716. Lopez de Bertodano Formation. x3.5.

18-20. Stnithiochenopus hitrleyi new species 30

18. Apertural view, holotype. USNM 405857. locality 783. XL
19. Apical view, same specimen, xl.

20. Abapertural view, same specimen. XI.
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Early Paleocene Mollusks of Antarctica: Stilwell et al. 79

Explanation of Plate 6

Figure Page
1-6. Suiithiochenopus hurley i. new species 30

1. 3, 4. Apertural. apical and abapertural views, respectively, paratype, PU783/2, locality 783. Lopez de Bertodano Formation.

XL
2. 5. 6. Apical, adapertural. and apertural views, respectively, paratype. LISNM 405858. locality 783. Lopez de Bertodano

Formation, x 1.

7—15. Antarclodanvinella austerocallosa, new species 31

7. 8, 9. Lateral, abapertural. and apertural views, respectively, holotype. USNM 511856. locality 1434. Sobral Formation.

XL
10. External mold in concretion, paratype. USNM 511914. locality 497. Sobral Formation. XL

II. 12. Abapertural and apertural views, respectively, paratype. USNM 511858. locality 1434. Sobral Formation. XL
13. 14. 15. Lateral view, apenural and abapertural views, respectively, paratype. USNM 51 1857. locality 1434. Sobral Formation.

XL

16—19. Vanikoropsis arktowskiana (Wilckens. 1910) 33

16, 17. Abapenural and apertural views, respectively, hypotype. USNM 511860. locality 9, Sobral Formation. XL
18, 19. Abapertural and apertural views, respectively, hypotype. USNM 511861. locality 9. Sobral Formation. XL

20-22. Amauropsis notoleptos. new species 33

20. 21. SEM of abapertural and apertural views, respectively, paratype. USNM 511863. locality 1519. Lopez de Bertodano

Formation. X7.5.

22. Apertural view, holotype. USNM 51 1862, locality 1531. Lopez de Bertodano Formation, X6.5.
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Explanation of Plate 7

Figure Page

1—t. Mcianella seymoiirensis. new species 36

1. SEM of apertural view, hololype, USNM 5I1S61S, locality 1535. Lope/ de Bertodano Formation. x9.

2. SEM of apertural view, paratype. USNM 511869. locality 1519. Lope/ de Bertodano Formation. <9.5.

3. SEM of apertural view, paratype. USNM 511870. locality 1519. Lope/ de Bertodano Formation. ^^13.

4. SEM of spiral microsculpture and suture, paratype. USNM 51 1869. locality 1519. Lope/ de Bertodano Formation. X~45.

5. 6. Amarctiranellii tesseUi. new genus new species 35

5. 6. Abapertural and apertural views, respectively, holotype. USNM 511867. locality 1431. Sobral Formation. XL
7-10. Eiispini antarctidia. new species 34

7. SEM of oblique apical view, paratype, USNM 51 1866, locality 1535, Lopez de Bertodano Formation. '< 10.

8, 10. SEM of abapertural and apertural views, respectively, paratype. USNM 511865, locality 1519, Lopez de Bertodano

Formation, x 4 and XIO, respectively.

9. Abapertural view, holotype, USNM 51 1864. locality 1519. Lope/ de Bertodano Formation. x2.5.

9, 10. Pyropsis'l ausimlis. new species 37

9, 10. Apertural and abapertural views, respectively, holotype, USNM 511872, locality 1104, Sobral Formation, XL

13, 14. Hererolfrnia'! new species 37

13. Adapertural view, USNM 511871, locality 1104, Sobral Formation, X2,

14. Adapertural view, same specimen, slightly different view, x'2.

15-20. Coins dchitiiic. new species 38

15, 16. Abapertural and apertural views, paratype, USNM 51 1874, locality 1431, Sobral Formation, xl,

17, 18. Apertural and abapertural views, respectively, paratype. USNM 511873, locality 1535, Sobral Formation, xl.

19, 20. Abapertural and apertural views, respectively, holotype, UBA 16816, locality uncertain, Sobral Formation, Xl.
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Explanation of Plate 8

Figure Page

1-7. Scyinourospluicra hiilloiclcs Oleinik and Zinsineister, l'-W6 43

\. 2. Apertural and abapertural views, respectively, holotype. USNM 487298. locality 1432. Sobral Formation. Xl.

3. 4. Apertural and abapertural views, respectively, paratype. USNM 487294. locality 1433. Sobral Formation. XO.8.

S. Abapertural view, paratype. USNM 487289. locality 9, Sobral Formation, xl.

6. 7. Apertural and abapertural views, respectively, paratype. USNM 487300. locality 9. Sobral Formation, X1.5.

8. 9. Seynwiirosphaem depressa Oleinik and Zinsnieister. 1996 44

8. 9. Apertural and abapertural views, respectively, holotype. USNM 487290, locality 1434, Sobral Formation, Xl.

10-13, 20. SeyiuiHiiosplnwra subglohosa Oleinik and Zinsnieister, 1996 44

10, 11. Apertural and abapertural views, respectively, holotype, USNM 487292, locality 1136, Sobral Fi>rmation, xO.8.

12. Abapertural view, paratype, USNM 487293, locality 1133, Sobral Formation, XO.6.

13. Apertural view, paratype, USNM 487295. locality 1133. xO.8.

20. Abapertural view, paratype, USNM 487297. locality 1430. Sobral Formation, xO.8.

14-19. 21. 22. Seymourosphaera elevata Oleinik and Zinsnieister. 1996 44

14. 15. Apertural and abapertural views, respectively, holotype, LISNM 487288, locality 1135, Sobral Formation, xl.

16, 17. Apertural and abapenural views, respectively, paratype, USNM 487291, locality 1188, Lope/, de Bertodano Formation,

xO.8.

18, 19. Abapenural and apertural views, respectively, paratype, USNM 487291, locality 1430, Sobral Formation, xO.6.

21. 22. Abapertural and apertural views, respectively, paratype. USNM 487287. locality 1430, Sobral Formation, xO.6.

23, 24. Sycostoma pyriuoia. new species 42

23, 24. Abapertural and apertural views, respectively, holotype, LISNM 51 1887, locality 9, Sobral Formation, X2.3.

25, 26. PseiidofiLx? paiiciis. new species 39

25, 26. Abapertural and apertural views, respectively, holotype, USNM 511875, locality 1589, Sobral Formation, X3.5

and X3, respectively.

27, 28. Strepsichiral polaris, new species 44

27, 28. Apertural and abapertural views, respectively, holotype, USNM 51 1888, locality 9, Lopez de Bertodano Forma-

tion, X2,5 and X2.7, respectively.
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Explanation of Plate 9

Figure Page

1-5. 8-10. Serrifiisiis hiiiodosiim, new species 42

1. 2. Abapertural and apertiiral views, respectively, holotype. USNM .5 11882. locality 746. Sobral Formation, xl.

3. Apical view, paratype. LISNM 511883. locality 746. Sobral Formation, xl.

4. 5. Abapertural and apertural views, respectively, paratype. USNM 51 1885. locality 746. Sobral Formation. X 1.

8. 9. Abapertural view, illustrating repaired break made by probable lip peeler (decapod'.'), and apertural view, respec-

tively, paratype. USNM 51 1884. locality 746. Sobral Formation. 1.

10. Apertural view, paratype. USNM 511886. locality 746. Sobral Formation, xl.

6. 7. 11-16. Palcopst'i'ltaea? iioiloproshi, new species 45

6. 7. Abapertural and apertural views, respectively, paratype USNM 51 1891. locality 746. Sobral Formation. XI.

11. 12. Abapertural and apertural views, respectively, holotype, USNM 51 1889. locality 746. Sobral Formation, xl.

13. 14. Abapertural and apertural views, respectively, paratype. USNM 51 1890. locality 746. Sobral Formation, xl.

15, 16. Abapertural and apertural views, respectively, paratype. USNM 511892, locality 746. Sobral Formation, xl.

17-22. Taiimni sohrali. new species 46

17. 18. Apertural and abapertural views, respectively, paratype. USNM 511894, locality 1104, Sobral Formation, xl.

19. 20. Abapertural and apertural views, respectively, paratype, USNM 511895, locality 1105, Sobral Formation, xl.

21. 22. Abapertural and apertural views, respectively, holotype, USNM 51 1893, locality 1431, Sobral Formation, x2.

23-29. Levifusiis wnolfci. new species 40

23. 25. Apertural and adapertural respectively, paratype. USNM 51 1877. locality 9. Sobral Formation. xO.9.

24. 26. 27. Apical, abapertural and apertural views, respectively, holotype. USNM 51 1876. locality 9, Sobral Formation,

XO.9.

28. 29. Abapertural and apertural views, respectively, paratype. USNM 511878. locality 9, Sobral Formation, xO.8.
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Explanation of Plate 10

Figure Page

1, 2, 3. Probuccinum palaiocostatiim. new species 41

L 2. Abapertural and apertural views, respectively, hoiotype. USNM 51 1879, locality 746, Sobral Formation, XI.

3. Abapertural view, paratype. USNM 31 1880, locality 746, Sobral Formation, xl.

4-10. Zygomelon apbeles. new species 47

4. Apertural view, paratype. USNM 51 1898. locality 9. Sobral Formation, xl.

5, 6. Abapertural and apertural views, respectively, hoiotype. USNM 511896. locality 9. Sobral Formation, XI.

7, 8. Abapertural and apertural views, respectively, paratype. USNM 511897. locality 9, Sobral Formation, xl.

9. 10. Apertural and abapertural views, respectively, paratype, USNM 511899, locality 1431, Sobral Formation, x2.

11-14. Mitra [Eumitral) antarctmella. new species 47

1 1, 12. Apertural and abapertural views, respectively, paratype. USNM 51 1902, locality 1635, Sobral Formation, X2,

13, 14. Abapertural and apertural views, respectively, hoiotype, USNM 511901, locality I 108, Sobral Formation, XI.

15, 16. Cosmasyrinx (Tholiroma) antarctigera. new species 50

15. Adapertural view, hoiotype, USNM 511907, locality 1519, Lopez de Bertodano Formation, X15.

22, Abapertural view, paratype, USNM 51 1908. locality 1535. Lopez de Bertodano Formation, X6.5.

17-22. Marshallaria variegata, new species 49

17-18. Abapertural and apertural views, respectively, paratype, USNM 511905. locality 746, Sobral Formation, xl.

19-20. Abapertural and apertural views, respectively, hoiotype. USNM 511904. locality 746, Sobral Formation. XI.

21. 22. Apertural and abapertural views, respectively, paratype, USNM 51 1906, locality 746, Sobral Formation, xl.

23. Cylichnania cf. C. iinpar Finlay and Marwick. 1937 51

23. Abapertural view. SEM photo. USNM 51 1915, locality 1519, Lopez de Bertodano Formation, X2.
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Concothyra 31. 32

Concolhyra parasilica Hutlon. 1877 32

conica. Phos 39

conicns. Psendofux 40

Conotomaria 5. 8. 10, 12. 13, 25, 57. 59. 61. 80. 81. 4

Conotomaria mailleana d'Orbigny 1842 25

Conolomaiia sp. A 5. 8, 10, 12, 25, 57, 59, 61. 80. 81, 4

Conotomaria sp. B 5, 8. 10, 12, 25. 26. 61. 80. 81, 4

Conotomaria sp. C 5, 8, 10, 12, 26, 57, 61. 80. 81, 4

coral(s) 7, 9, 57, 58

Corbnia 24

Corbnia margaritacea Lamarck, 1801 24

Cosmasyrin.x [Tholiloma) antarctigera n. sp

5, 8. 10. 12. 50. 51. 59. 61, 92, 93. 10

Cosmasyritvc (Tboliloma) levicristata Darragh. 1997 50

Cosmasyrinx 5. 8. 10. 12. 57. 59. 61. 92. 93. 10

Cosmasyritvc brychiosinns Stilwell and Zinsmeister. 1992 .... 50

Cosmasyrinx monilifera 50

cosmopolitan 6. 8. 13. 15

costatnm, Probnccinum 41

costellatns, Psendofax 40

Cretaceous-Tertiary boundary extinction

5, 6, 7, 8, 1 1. 12. 14. 15. 51

crinoid(s) 57. 58. 59, 60

crisis progenitor 8

crisis zone 7

Ctenophoraster 15

Cncnilaea .... 8. 9. 1 1 . 12. 15. 20. 57. 58. 59. 60. 61. 76. 77. 2

Cncnilaea antarctica 8

Cncnilaea auricniifera Lamarck. 1801 20

Cncnilaea ellioti Zinsmeister and Macellari. 1988

8, 9, 1 1, 20, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 76, 77, 2

cnltrata, Australoneilo 19, 20

Cyclorismina 8, 11, 15, 24

Cvc/or/^mma c/ianevi Zinsmeister and Macellari, 1988 ... 8, 1

1

Cyliclmania 5. 10. 12. 13. 51. 57. 59. 60. 61. 92. 93. 10

Cyliclmania bartrnini Marwick. 1931 51

Cylicliiuinia cf. C. impar Finlay and Marwick. 1937

5. 10. 12. 51, 59, 60, 61, 92, 93, 10

Cymatinm s. 1 35

Cyprina 23

Cyprina larseni Sharman and Newton. 1897 23

dakotensis. Fnsns . . .

dakotensis. Serrifnsns

Duphnella

, . . 41

41, 42

, . . 49

Daphnella ovata Marshall. 1917 49

dearborni. Thyasira 22 23

decapod(s) 7. 15

deep infaunal 9

delrioae. Coins n. ,sp 5. 8. 10. 12, 38, 39, 58, 59, 61, 86, 87, 7

densicostatns, Maorites 8

deposit feeder 9. 10. 1 1. 12

depressa. Seymonrosphaera

5. 8. 10, 12, 44, 57, 59, 63, 88. 89, 8

Diplomoceras 8

Diplomoceras maximntn 8

dolorosa, Tholiloma 50

Dozyia 8

Dozyia diygalskiana 8

drygalskiana. Dozyia 8

dufresnei. Melanella 36

eborea. Ledina 18

echinoderm(s) 7. 11, 15

echinoid spines 57, 58

ectoparasite 10. 1 1. 12

editnm. Bittinm (Zebittinm) 28

ednlis. Ostrea 21

elegans, Heteroterma 37. 38

elevala, Seymonrosphaera

5. 8, 10, 12. 44. 57, 58. 59. 60. 63. 88, 89, 8

ellioti. Antarctodarwinella 13, 31, 32

ellioti. Cncnilaea 8, 9, 20, 57, 58, 59. 60. 61. 76, 77, 2

endemic 13, 15

Entolinm 8

Entolinm seymonrensis 8

Eodentalinm 6

Eodentalinm grundis Medina and del Valle. 1985 6

epifaunal browser 12

epifaunal byssate 11

epifaunal grazer 10. 1 1. 12

epifaunal mobile 11.12

epifaunal sessile 9

Eselaevitrigonia 8

Eselaevitrigonia regina 8

Encominia 39

Eumitra 5, 12. 47. 48. 62. 92, 93. 10

Ewmticitia 33

Ennaticina? arklowskiatia Wilckens, 1910 33

Enspira 5, 8. 10. 12. 13, 34, 35. 54. 59. 60. 61. 86. 87. 7

Euspira antarctidia n. sp

5. 8. 10. 12. 34. 35. 59. 60. 61. 86. 87. 7

Enspira bohatyi Stilwell. 2000 35

Enspira fifei (Marwick. 1924) 35

Enspira labellata (Lamarck, 1804) 35

Euspira saxosulensis Darragh, 1997 35

Euspira sp. cf. E. pueyrredonensis (Stanton. 1901) 35

excavata, Ostrea 20

exile. Bittium (Zebittinm) 27. 28

exilis. Cerithium 27

Fasciolaria rhomboidea Rogers. 1839 39

Finlaya 24

Finlaya parthiana Marwick, 1927 24

Fish Bone Layer 7. 8. 1

1

flexuosa, Amphidesma 22

freneixae. Pinna 8. 9. 1 1. 20. 57. 58. 63. 76. 77. 2

Fusus 8. 40. 4

1

Fusus bulbiforme Lamarck, 1803 42
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Fii.siis diik<)rcii.\is Meek ;ind Hayden. IS56 41

Fusits [)hi!ippiatni 8

Fusils trahecilus Conrad. 1833 40

fyfei. Eiispira 35

gahhi. Pyropsis? [Heterorernia] 37

geminaliis. Gossoiiveiites 8

glabra. Aiistrosphaera 43

glacial diamictites 14

glaiicinoides, Narica 34. 35

glauconite bed 7

glomi'nita, Tylospira 31

glycitiwrls. Mva 24

Gondwana 5. ]?.. 14. LS

Goniimiya 8

Gonioinya hyriiformas 8

goniophonis. Serrifiisus 42

gracilis. Aiistraloneilo 9. II. 19. 57, 58. 61. 74. 75. 1

gracilis. Haiistator 28

gracilis. Mallclia 19

gracilis. Neilo {.Aiistraloneilo) 19

granchii. Birriiini {Zehiriiitm} 28

grandis. Eodeiilaliiiiii 6

Grossouveriles 8

Grossouveriles gcininaliis 8

gurgitis, Pleiiroiotiiaria 26

Gyrineiitn 36

Gyrineiiiii.' jitclithac ZinMiieister. 1983 36

Haushilor 5. 10. I 2, 28. 29. 60. 64. 82. 83. 5

Haiislator gracilis Monttbrt. 1810 28

helicoides. Nalica 33

heterochronelty 15

Heteroterma 5. 10, 12, 37, 37, 38, 57, 61. 86. 87. 7

Hereroterma elegans Grit'fen and Hunicken, 1994 37, 38

Heterorernia striata Stanton, 1896 38

Heteroterma Iroclwidea Gabb, 1 869 37

Heteroterma zelandica Marshall, 1917 37, 38

Heteroterma? acrita Saul, 1988a 37

Heteroterma? n. sp 5, 10. 12. 37. 57. 61. 86. 87, 7

huheri. Laliillia 8. 9. U, 23. 24. 57. 58. 78. 79, 7

himickcni. NiiciiUi (Lcioniiciila) . . 9, II, 17. 57. 59. 62. 74, 75, 1

liiirleyi. Striithiocliciiopiis n. sp. ... 5. 6, 8, 9, 10, II, 12, 30, 31,

57. 58. 59. 60. 63, 64, 82, 83, 84. 85. 5, 6

Inriiforniis. Oonioniva 8

inibricataria. Tiirritella (Haiistator) 28. 29

impar. Cylichnania cf. C 10, 12, 51, 59, 60, 61, 92. 93. 10

Indo-Pacific/Tethyan 6. 1

2

infaunal byssate 9. I I

iridium anomaly 7

islandica. Amauropsis 34

islandica. Nerita 33, 34

islanilicus. Coins 38, 39

James Ross Basin 13

joacpiinensis. Serrifiisus 41, 42

jonesi. Sycostoina 43

Juditliae. Gvrineum 36

.lupiteria 5, 9, I I, 15. 18. 19. 59. 60. 61. 74. 75, 1

.liipiieria? sp 5. 9. I 1 . 18, 19, 59, 60. 61. 74. 75. 1

kanuhensis. Sassia 36

kerstingi. Strepsidura 45

Kitcliiniles 8

Kitcliitiites laurae 8

K-T boundary extinction 5. 6. 7. 8. I I. 12. 14. 15. 51

K-T Glauconite 7, 9

lahellata. Eiispira 35

labellata. Natica 34

Lahillia

8. 9. 10. 11, 15, 23. 24. 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 76, 77, 78, 79, 2,3

Laliillia floods 11

Lahillia liiibcri Zinsmeister and Maccllari, 1988

9, I I. 23. 24, 57, 58, 61, 78, 79, 3

Lahillia larscni (Sharmen and Newton. 1897)

8, 9, 10, 11, 23, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 76, 77, 2

Lahillia luisa Wilckens, 1910 23

larseni. Aiistroaporrhais 8

larseni. Cyprina 23

larseni. Lahillia 8, 9, 10, 1 1, 23, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61

lai'scnitiiia. Ferotrot liiis 8, 25

Lateniiila 25

latgens. Lima ct. L 21

laurae. Kitchinitcs 8

lautoides. MeUniclla 36, 37

Lazttrns 15

, 1

18

18

18

18

, 1

. 1

16

50

. 9

41

41

41

41

Ledimi 5, 9, 1 1. 15, 18, 59, 62, 74, 75

Lediiia chorea Conrad. I860

Ledina paiicigradata Singleton. 1943

Lediiia smirna Dall. 1898

Ledina taioma Finlay and Marwick. 1937

Ledina? sp 5. 9. I I. 15. 18. 59. 62. 74. 75

Leioniiciiki ... 8. 9, I I. 15. 16. 17. 57, 58. 59. 60, 62, 74, 75

Leioniicnla povaensis Freneiv. 1958

levicristttta. Cosmasvrinv {Tholitonia)

Levifiisiis . . 5. 8, 10. 12. 13. 40. 41. 57. 58. 59. 60, 62, 90, 91

Levifiisiis inapiili Glio//,i and Malalesta, 1983

Levifnsus morlonii (1. Lea, 1833)

Levifiisus morumiopsis (Gabb, I860)

Levifiisiis quadrifimifer Danagli, 1997

Levifiisiis woolfei n. sp

5. 8. 10. 12. 40. 41. 57. 58. 59, 60, 62, 90, 91,9

Lima 21

Lima antarctica Wilckens. 1910 21

Lima d. L. latgens Feruglio, 1936 21

toryi. Fseiidophyllites 8

louellac. Ranclla 36

Lower Glauconite 7

Liicina 8, 21, 22

Liicina proniaiicann Pliilippi. 1887 22

Liicina saxoriim Lamarck. 1806 21

Liicina scotri 8

luisa. Lahilliti 23

Lyrciiliis 15

niailleana. Conolomaria 25

niailleana. Plciirotomaria 25

Malletia 19

Mallctia gracilis Wilckens. 1905 19

Maoritcs 8

Maoritcs densicostatiis 8

margaritacea. Corhiila 24

Marie Byrd Land 14

marine reptiles 7

Mar.shalluria 5. 10, 12, 48, 49, 50. 57, 58, 62, 92. 93, 10

Marshallaria multicincla (Marshall, 1917) 48, 49
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Marshallaria tumefacta Darragh. 1997 49

Marshallaria variegala n. sp

5. 10. I :. 48. 49. 50. 57. 58. 62. 92, 93. 10

Manxickia 8. 9. 1 1, 15. 24, 57. 58. 59. 60. 62. 78. 79. 3

Manvickia wooJhiiruei Zin.smeister and Macellari. 1988 ....

8. 9. 1 1. 24. 57. 58. 59. 60. 62. 78. 79. 3

iihixiiiiiiiii, Diploinoceras 8

incierensis. Amauropsis 34

MeUmclla 5. 10. 1 1. 12. 36. 37. 59. 62. 86. 87. 7

Melanella dufresnei Bowdich, 1 822 36

Mekmella lautoides Finlay and Marwick. 1937 36, 37

Melanella pontilis Maxwell. 1992 36, 37

Melanella seymoiirensis n. sp

5, 10. 12. 36. 37. 59. 62. 86. 87. 7

mesal. Cerirliinni 29

Mesalia 5. 8. 10. 12. 13. 29. 30. 57, 58. 60. 62. 82. 83. 5

Mesalia brevialis (Lamarck. 1822) 30

Mesalia virginiae n. sp

5. 8. 12. 29. 30. 57. 58. 60. 62. 82. 83. 5

Metacriniis 15

mirahilis. Cassidaria 8

Mitra 5. 12. 47. 48. 62. 92. 93. 10

Milra alokiza Tenison-Woods. 1880 47

Mitra [Eiimirra) antaixtinella n. sp. 5. 12. 47. 48. 62. 92. 93. 10

Milra (Eiiniiira) sadleri Stilwell and Zinsmeister. 1992 48

Mitra (.Eiimirra) waiteniauaensis (Powell and Bartrum. 1929) 48

milra. Acmaea 26

milra. Valuta 47

Modiolus 8

Modiolus pontotocensis 8

monilifera. Cosmasyrinx 50

mortonii. Levifusus 41

mortoniopsis. Levifusus 41

multicincta. Marshallaria 48, 49

Murex 27

Murex reticulatus (Da Costa. 1778) 27

Murex lurgidus (Solander. 1766) 44

mutahilis. Paleopsephaea 45

Mya 24

Mya glycimeris Born. 1778 24

Nassicola 39

Natica 33

Natica glaucinoides J. Sowerby. 1 892 34. 35

Natica helicoides Johnston. 1 835 33

Natica labellata Lamarck. 1804 34

Neilo (Australoneilo) gracilis (Wilckens. 1905) 19

Neilo 19

Nekewis n. sp 8

Neohuccinum 41

Neohuccinum lenerum Smith. 1907 41

Nerila 33

Nerita islandica Gmelin. 1791 33. 34

nigeriensis. Tiirritella iHaustator) 29

nodoprosta. Paleopsephaea n. sp

5. 10. 12. 45, 46, 57. 60. 63, 90. 91.9
nonsiphonate infaunal 11

nordenskjoldi, Antarctodarwinella 13

nordenskjoldi, Nordenskjoldia 8

nordenskjoldi. Perissoptera 30

nordenskjoldi. Stnilhiochenopus 30, 31

Nordenskjoldia 8

Nordenskjoldia nordenskjoldi 8

notoleptus. Amauropsis n. sp. 5, 10, 12. 33-34. 59. 61. 84, 85, 6

nucleus. Area 16

Nucula 5, 9, 1 1, 15, 16, 17, 57, 58, 59. 60. 62. 74. 75, 1

Nucula alhensis. d'Orbigny. 1844 16

Nucula concava Bronn. 1831 18

Nucula sp 9, 1 1 . 1 7. 60. 62

Nucula (Leionucnla) hunickeni . . 9. 1 1. 17. 57. 59. 62. 74. 75. 1

Nucula (Leioiiucula) suboblonga

8. 9. 11. 16. 17. 57. 58. 59, 60, 62. 74. 75, 1

Nuculana 5. 8. 9. 1 1. 15. 60. 62. 74. 75. 1

Nuculana aniarctirostrata n. sp

5. 8. 9. 1 1. 17. 18. 60. 62. 74. 75. 1

Nuculoma (Palaeonuculaj poyaensis Freneix, 1958 16

Nuculoma 16

Odostomia Fleming, 1817 36, 37

Oistolrigonia 8

Oistothgonia pygoscellium 8

oliveroi. Austrocucullaea 8

oliveroi. Austrotoma 49

omnivores 11

Opportunistic Species Floods 8

ordinarius. Phos 39

ordinarius. Pseudofax 39, 40

Ostrea 20, 2 1 , 59, 63

Ostrea edulis Linnaeus. 1758 21

Ostrea excavara Fabricius. 1780 20

Ostrea sp 8, 9, 1 1, 21. 58. 59. 63

ovata. Daphnella 49

Pacliydiscus 8

Pachydisciis ultimas 8

Palaeoaustral 13. 15

palaiocostatum. Prohuccinum n. sp

5. 10, 12, 41, 59, 63, 92, 93, 10

paleonotuin. BilFiuiii iSittiuni'?)

5, 8, 10, 12. 27. 60. 61. 82. 83. 5

Paleopsephaea 5. 10. 12, 13. 45. 46. 57. 60. 63. 90. 91. 9

Paleopsephaea mutahilis Wade. 1926 45

Paleopsephaea? nodoprosta n. sp

5. 10. 12. 45. 46. 57. 60. 63. 90. 91. 9

Panopea 7. 8. 9. 1 1. 24. 57. 3

Panopea clausa 7, 8, 9, 1 1. 24. 57. pi. 3

parasitica. Concothyra 31

parisi. Turriiclla [Haustator) 5. 10. 12. 29. 60. 64. 5

parthiana. Finlaya 24

patagonensis, Rostellaria 31

patagonica. Austrosphaera 43. 44

paucigradata. Ledina 18

paucus. P.seudofax"! n. sp. . . . 5. 8, 10. 12, 39, 40, 60, 63, 88. 89. 8

Periploma 5. 8. 9. 1 1. 15. 24. 25. 58. 59, 60, 63, 78, 79, 3

Periploma topei Zinsmeister. 1984 25

Periploma^: n. sp

5. 8. 9, 1 1. 15. 24. 25. 58. 59. 60. 63. 78. 79. 3

Perissoptera nordenskjoldi Steinmann and Wilckens. 1908 ... 30

perlata. Tudicia (Pyropsis) 37

Perotrochus 8. 12. 13. 25

Perotrochus larseniuna 8. 25

philippiana. Fusus 8

Phos 39. 40

Phos conica Marshall. 1917 39

Phos ordinarius Marshall. 1917 39

Phos senticosus (Linnaeus. 1758) 39

phosphate nodules 8

phytoplankton 9
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Pinna 8. 9. 1 1. L5. 20. S7. 58, 63, 76, 77, 2

Pinna freuei.xae Zinsmeister and Macellari. 1988

8. 9. 1 1, 20, 57, 38, 63, 76, 77. 2

Pinna sohrali Zinsmeister. 1984 20

planlitic f'oraminit'era 7

Pleurotomaria 25. 26

Plenrotomaria f>iirgiris 26

Pleurotomaria nuiilleana d'Orbigny. 1843 25

Pleurotomaria tardensis Stanton. 1901 25

polaris. Sirepsidura n. sp 5. 44. 45. 57. 63. 88. 89. 8

pontilis. Melanella 36. 37

ponlotocensis. Modiolus 8

poyaensis, Leionucula 16

poyaensis. Nuculoma (Paliwonucula) 16

praecursor. Cominella'' 37

primary production 9

Priscaphander 12

Prohuccinum 5. 10. 12. 13. 41. 59. 63. 92. 93. pi. 10

Probuccinum costatuni Thiele. 1912 41

Prohuccinum pidaioco.\Ui!um n. sp

5. 10. 12. 41. 57. 59. 63, 92, 93, pi. 10

Procominula 39

Projection Plan Analysis 52

promaucana. Lucina 22

Pseudofax 5. 8. 10. 12. 39. 40. 60. 63. 88, 89. 8

Pseudofax conicus (Marshall. 1917) 40

Pseudofax costellatus Griffen and Hiniicken. 1994 40

Pseudofax ordinarius Marshall. 1917 39, 40

Pseudofax suroinflalus Stilwell and Zinsmeister. 1992 40

Pseudofax weddellensis Stilwell and Zinsmeister, 1992 40

Pseudofax'! paucus n. sp. ... 5. 8, 10. 12, 39, 40, 60, 63. 88. 89. 8

Pscudopliyllites 8

Pseudophyllites loiyi 8

Pseudotoma 48. 49

pueyrredonensis, Euspira sp. cf E. 35

Pulvinites 8

Puhinires antarcticus 8

Pycnodonlc 8

Pyciuidonte seymourensis 8

pygoscellium. Oistoirigonia 8

pyrinota. Sycosioma n. sp 5. 8. 10. 12, 42. 43. 57. 64. 88. 89, 8

Pyropsis 5, 10, 12, 13, 37. 38. 57. 63. 86. 87. 7

Pyropsis zelandica (Marshall. 1917) 37

Pyropsis? auslralis n. sp. ... 5. 10. 12. 37. 38. 57. 63. 86. 87. 7

Pyropsis'.' gabhi (Stanton. 1896) [Heteroterma] 37

ijUiulriJunifer, Lcvifusus 41

Ranella 36

Ranella hniellae Beu. 1988 36

refugia 8, 15

retina. Eselue\ilrif>onia 8

reticulalus. Murex 27

rhomboidea. Coins? 39

rhomboidea, Fasciolaria 39

rossiana. Amauropsis 33

rossiana. Solemya 8

Rostellariu chubutensis von Ihering. 1903 31

Rostellaria patagonensis von Ihering. 1903 31

sudlcri, Mitra (Eumiira) 48

Sas.fia kanabensis (Stanton. 1893) 36

Sa.xolucina . . 5. 8, 9. 1 1. 15. 21. 22. 57, 58. 59. 60. 63, 78, 79. 3

Saxolncina antarcliplcura n. sp

5. 8. 9. 1 1, 21. 22. 57. 58. 59. 60. 63. 78. 79, 3

Sa.xolucina sluirmani Wilckens, 191 1 22

sa.xorum. Lucina 21

sa.xosulensis, Euspira 35

scaphopod(s) 6, 57

scotri, Lucina 8

sea-surface temperatures 6

selective extinction 9

senticosus. Phos 39

Serrifiisus 5. 1(1. 12. 13. 41. 42. 57. 58. 63. 89. 90. 9

Serrifusus binodosum n. sp. . . 5. 10. 12. 42. 57. 58. 63. 90. 91, 9

Serrifusus dakotensis Meek and Hayden. 1856 41. 42

Serrifusus goniophorus Meek. 1876 42

Serrifusus joai/uinensis Anderson. 1958 41. 42

seymourensis. Anagaudryceras 8

seymourensis. Entoliuiu 8

seymourensis. Melanella n. sp

5. 10. 12. 36. 37. 59. 62. 86. 87, 7

seymourensis. Pycnodonte 8

Seymourosphaera

5. 6. 8. 10. 12, 13, 43. 44. 57, 58, 59. 60. 63. 88, 89. 8

Seymourosphaera bulloides Oleinik and Zinsmeister. 1996 . . .

8. 12. 43. 44. 57. 59. 63. 88. 89. 8

Seymourosphaera depressa Oleinik and Zinsmeister. 1996 . . .

8. 12. 44, 57, 59. 63. 88, 89. 8

Seymmirosphaera elevata Oleinik and Zinsmeister, 1996 ....

8. 10, 12, 44, 57, 58, 59. 60. 63. 88. 89. 8

Seymourosphaera suhglobosa Oleinik and Zinsmeister. 1996 ....

8. 10. 12. 44. 58. 59. 63. 88. 89, 8

SeymouriuUi 7. 8. 9. I 1. 21, 60, 63

Seymourtula antarctica Wilckens, 1910 . . 7. 8, 9, 11, 21. 60, 63

shallow infaunal 9

shark 6

sharnumi, Sti.xolucina 22

siphonate infaunal 11

sniirna. Lcdina 18

sohrali. Pinna 20

sohrali. Taioma n. sp 5. 10, 12. 46, 47. 58, 90. 91. 9

Sftlemya 8

Solemya rossiana 8

spinigera. Amberleya 8

spiralis, Verconella 48, 49

Stratigraphic Plan Analysis 7, 52

Strepsidura kerstingi Oppenheim. 1914 45

Strepsidura polaris n. sp 5. 44. 45, 57. 63. 88. 89. 8

Strepsidura lurgiila (Si>lander. 1766) 44. 45

Strepsidura.' 5. 12. 44. 45. 57. 63, 88, 89, 8

striata. Heteroterma 38

Strombiformis 27

strontium isotope 8

Stnithilariopsis'.' tunnda Wilckens, 1905 37

Strulhiochenopus . . 5. 6. 8. 9. 1 1. 12. 13. 15. .30, 31. 57. 58. 59.

60. 63. 64. 82. 83. 5. 6

Struthiochcnopus hurlcyi n. sp. 5. 6. 8. 9. II. 12. 30. 31. 57, 58,

59. 60. 63. 64. 82. 83. pi. 5. 84. 85. 6

Struthiochcnopus nordenskjoldi (Wilckens) 30, 31

suhglobosa. Seymourosphaera

8, 10, I 2, 44, 58. 59. 63. 88. 89, 8

suhgracilis, Thracia 25

suhmcsit/iti. Acnuicii n. sp

5, 8. 10, 12, 26, 27, 58, 59, 61, 82, S3, 5

stihohlongii. Nucula {Leionucula)

8, 9, I 1, 16, 17, 57. 58. 59, 60, 62. 74. 75. 1
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suri>inflanis. Pseuilofax 40

suropsilos. Zygomelon 47

suspension feeders 7, 9. 1

1

Swedish South Polar Expedition 16

Sycosioma 5. 8. 10. 12. 42. 43. 57, 64, 88. 89. 8

Sycostoma bitlbiforine Lamarck. 1 803 43

Svcostoina Jonesi Adegoke. 1 977 43

Sycosronui pynnoia n. sp. 5, S. 10. 12. 42. 43. 57. 64. 88. 89. 8

Taioma 5. 8. 10. 12. 13. 46. 47. 5S. 64. 90. 91.9

Taioma bicarinata Stilwell and Zinsnieister. 1992 46. 47

Taioma chcirconaniis 8. 47

Taioma sobiali n. sp 5. 10. 12. 46, 47. 58. 64. 90, 91, 9

Taioma tricarinata Finlay and Marwick, 1937 46. 47
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ABSTRACT

Echinoderm faunas are described from 18 stratigraphic horizons of Visean into Moscovian age from the Bechar Basin of

northwestern Algeria. Two of these faunas are the first Bashkirian camerate-dominated faunas recognized when Pennsylvanian

crinoid faunas worldwide are dominated by advanced cladids.

Additional results of this study include: 1 . Emendation of the Actinocrinitidae. Sunwaptacrinidae. and Amphoracrinidae. 2.

Upward extension of the ranges of Ectocrinus. Aacocrinus. Sampsonociinus. and Eiicladocrinus into the Bashkirian. 3. Downward
extension of the ranges of Hydriocrinus, Dicroinyocrinus. and Mooreocriniis into the Late Mississipppian (Serpukhovian). 4.

First recognition of a partial cladid crown with three entoneural canals in the brachials. 5. First description and report of several

genera from the northern border of Gondwana. 6. Discussion of biogeographic links between European/North American Early

Carboniferous, as well as Japanese Morrowan and Atokan faunas, with the Tethyan Permian faunas.

New taxa proposed are the new family Ampullacrinidae; two new genera, Hebohenociinus and AmpiiUacrinus: and 28 new
species: Ectocrinus mezereltensis. Ectocrinus redactus. Actinocrinites becharensis, Actinocrinites combinatus. Aacocrinus alger-

iaensis, Sampsonocrinus clieguigaensis. Blairocrinus grafensis, Pimlicocrinus octobrachiatus, Platycrinites reouienensis, Platy-

crinites aouidjaensis. Platycrinites djihaniensis. Platycrinites hamarensis, Pleurocrinus glomerosiis, Pleurocrinus folliculus, Eii-

cladocrinus'l asymmetricus. Balearocrimis pareyni. Hebohenocrinus quasipatellus. Hydriocrinus'l confusus. Ampullacrinus mar-

ieae. Ampullacrinus tritubulus. Dicromyocrinus vastus. Dicromyocrinus catillus. Dicroinyocrinus'^ invaginatus. Mooreocriniis

glomerosus. Ureocrinus commus. Paianocrinusl carinatus. Amphicrinus formosus. and Amphicrinus prinsi.

INTRODUCTION

This study is based on 363 undescribed echinoderm

specimens from three echinoderm collections from the

Bechar Basin of northwestern Algeria made indepen-

dently between 1952 and 1973. The largest and most

diverse collection, approximately two-thirds of the

specimens, was made by C. Pareyn (retired, formerly

with the Universite de Caen) during field studies be-

tween 1952 through 1954. This collection contains

representatives from 16 of the 18 stratigraphic inter-

vals from which echinoderms are herein reported (Ap-

pendi.v). The second collection is that made between

1964 and 1966 by M. Legrand-Blain. Universite de

Bordeaux III. and contains specimens that are mostly

from the Bashkirian, especially from the upper and

lower parts of the Hassi Kerma Formation. The third

collection was made in 1973 by C. Winkler Prins, Na-

tionaal Natuurhistorisch Museum. Leiden, and con-

tains the only specimens from the Moscovian Oued

* Present address: Desert Research Institute, 2215 Raggio Parkway.

Reno. NV 89512
** Present address: Department of Geology. Appalachian State Uni-

versity, 195 Rankin Science, 572 Rivers Street. Boone. NC 28608

Bel Groun Formation. Some specimens from all three

collections were collected at the same localities, others

were found in the same stratigraphic unit at different

localities within a few kilometers proximity, and some
specimens are exclusive. The collectors are identified

for each of the taxa described under the Material sec-

tions in the systematics.

Pareyn (1961) provided lists, but no descriptions or

illustrations, of Visean to Bashkirian crinoids through-

out the first volume of his descriptions of the Carbon-

iferous massifs of northwestern Algeria and a strati-

graphic list and brief analysis of some of the taxa iden-

tified by J. Wright and G. Ubaghs in the second vol-

ume. Breimer and Macurda (1972), as modified by

Macurda (1983), described blastoids from the Visean

and Namurian of Algeria. Strimple and Pareyn (1982)

described Namurian cibolocrinids from Algeria. Iden-

tified specimens in Pareyn (1961), Breimer and Ma-
curda (1972), and Strimple and Pareyn (1982) are all

from the Pareyn collections and except for the blas-

toids described by Breimer and Macurda (1972) are a

part of the material studied herein. The Legrand-Blain

and Winkler Prins collections have not been listed pre-

viously.
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Earlier descriptions and comparisons of Algerian

echinoderms are few. Pomel ( 1885-1887) reported the

first fossil echinoderms from Algeria, when he de-

scribed some Cenozoic comatulids and ophiuroids

from part of northern Africa which would later become

Algeria. Carboniferous crinoid crowns, cups, and col-

umnals were first reported from the Algerian part of

Morocco by Termier and Termier (1950). Their de-

scriptions or comparisons are minimal and illustrations

are line sketches, which are mostly of insufficient qual-

ity for comparative studies. Many of the columnals are

assigned generic identifications that are without com-

parative morphologic basis. Webster el al. (2001) not-

ed a few mutual faunal occuixences between Iranian

and North African Carboniferous faunas of Morocco
and Algeria.

The Bechar Basin region (Text-fig. 1 ) was mapped
by Deleau (1951) and later by Pareyn (1961). Missis-

sippian and Pennsylvanian strata (Text-fig. 2) of the

Bechar region are dominated by shallow-marine lime-

stones, marls and claystones, with minor sandstones

and siltstones (Pareyn, 1961: Legrand-Blain, 1967; Le-

mosquet and Pareyn in Weyant, 1985). Claystones and

marls dominate the Tournaisian and Visean parts of

the section, including reefal limestones in the late Vi-

sean and basal Serpukhovian. Marls and carbonates,

interrupted and eroded by several fluvial channel sys-

tems which are filled by plant-bearing sandstone, in-

crease upward and dominate the Serpukhovian into

Moscovian part of the section. A few small reefs in a

platform setting are also present (Lemosquet and Par-

eyn in Weyant, 1985). The stratigraphic terminology

of Lemosquet and Pareyn //( Weyant (1985) is fol-

lowed herein for the Bechar Basin. Reference to earlier

reports from North America and Europe cite the strati-

graphic terms as used therein.

Pareyn (1961) reported several small reefs in the

carbonates, especially in the lower part of the section,

some with associated crinoids and other invertebrates.

Among other invertebrates and floras, the stratigraphic

section of the Bechar region has yielded numerous
cephalopods. brachiopods, foraminifers, and cono-

donts, as summarized on individual range charts by

several authors in Weyant (1985). The stratigraphic

section is well dated on the basis of the diverse fauna,

especially the ammonoids (Lemosquet and Manger /;(

Weyant, 1985) and conodonts (Weyant /;; Weyant,

1985). Faunas reflect a moderate to shallow depth in

a platform environment.

The puipose of this report is to provide a description

of the Visean to Moscovian crinoids, blastoids, and

echinoids from the Bechar Basin area of western Al-

geria, relate them to correlative faunas worldwide, and

establish a preliminary crinoidal biostratigraphic

framework in the Bechar Basin to complement those

completed for other phyla by various authors in Wey-
ant (1985). Interested readers are refened to the nu-

merous excellent air photos, cross-sections of local

stratigraphic sections, photographs of exposures, and

geologic maps of the Bechar Basin and adjacent area

given in Pareyn (1961) and updated information, es-

pecially on the associated faunas in Weyant (1985).
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FAUNAL SIGNIFICANCE AND COMPARISONS

Echinoderms are recognized from 18 stratigraphic

horizons, members, or formations of Visean into Mos-

covian age in the Bechar Basin (Text-fig. 2). Collec-

tions from each of these horizons are referred to herein

as a fauna. In some collections all specimens came
from a single bed or surface, whereas others came
from more than one bed or stratigraphic layer within

a naneiw stratigraphic interval. Locality information

cited for each species is given as stated on original

field or collection labels with the specimens from each

of the three collections.

Most specimens are free of matrix, which precludes

some inteipretations of depositional and environmental

relationships. The few crowns and partial crowns in

the collections may reflect localized conditions of low

cunent activity, rapid burial, or lack of scavenging pri-

or to burial. Most specimens show varying degrees of

wind abrasion and minor surface solution, reflecting

the weathering conditions of the desert environs. Most

specimens are unbroken cups and thecae, some of

which are slightly distorted or crushed from compac-

tion. The condition of all of these specimens is con-

sidered the result of taphonomic loss of arms and stem

prior to burial and suggests some specimens may have

been transported short distances or were exposed to

currents and scavengers for short periods of time prior

to burial. A few specimens have encrusting organisms

on them, clearly reflecting exposure for some time pri-

or to final burial. The lack of sets of arms, holdfasts.
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and abundant pluiicolumnals in the collections might

provide additional support for minor distances of

transport or sorting with transport unless their absence

reflects collection bias, which is a real possibility for

columnals which are often considered to have little

paleontological utility.

The extent of collection bias is uncertain. It is con-

sidered a strong factor concerning the lack of colum-

nals, however, because it is uncommon to find cups

and thecae without associated columnals or pluricol-

umnals. Until the Algerian area is more accessible for

recollection and study, questions concerning collection

bias with sedimentary and environmental relationships

remain unanswered.

Each of the 18 faunas listed (See Appendix, p. 70)

is followed by comments on the diversity, dominance,

and comparisons to equivalent faunas. It should be

noted that none of these faunas compares with the

large diversity of some time-equivalent faunas from

Scotland (Wright. 1950-1960) and the United States

(Bassler and Moodey, 1943). Stratigraphic information

is insufficient to determine the exact horizon from

which a few of the specimens were collected. These

specimens are indicated by an asterisk (*) and are in-

cluded in all of the faunas in which they might have

been found. Columnal taxa are preceded by the symbol

0. Numbers in brackets following each taxon are the

number of specimens. The faunas are discussed in or-

der of oldest to youngest (Text-fig. 2).

Akacha Formation (Visean)

Koiyschisma sahanie (Breimer and Macurda. l'-)72) [I]

Eclocriniis roiichi (Delpey, 1941) n. comb. [11

1

Barycrinidae? indeterminate [5]

Balearocriniis pareyni n. sp. [1]

Cromyocrinid? indeterminate | I ]

Cladid indeterminate 3 1 1

1

Sagenocrinid indeterminate 2 1 1

1

The fauna of the Akacha Formation is moderately

diverse for its small size. It is dominated taxonomi-

cally by cladids (four species): however the most

abundant taxon recovered is the camerate Ectocrinus

rouchi n. comb. (11 specimens). Unfortunately, pres-

ervation of four specimens precludes generic identifi-

cation; however, three of the four can be assigned to

a family or order. Although specimens of Koiyschisma

Text-figure 2.—Stratigraphic column ot the crinoid-bearing parts

of the Missi.ssippian and Pennsylvanian strata of the Bechar Basin

area. Standard lithologic symbols used for limestone, sandstone and

shales. Section modified after Pareyn (1961) and Lemosquet and

Pareyn in Weyant ( 198.'S). For member subdivisions of the Zousfana

through Oued el Hamar formations see appendix.
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soharae were not included in specimens studied, one

specimen from the Akacha Formation was reported by

Breimer and Macurda (1972) from the Pareyn collec-

tion. This is the oldest occurrence of A', saluinie. also

known from the Ain Mezerelt and Ain el Mizab mem-
bers, ranging from the late Visean into the early Ser-

pukhovian. The genus is also known from the Kin-

derhookian (Tn2) of Montana in the western part of

the United States (Sprinkle, 1973), from whence K.

sahanie was apparently derived.

Ectocrinus roiichi and Balearocriniis jyareyiii n. sp.

are related to equivalent-age species in England and

Spain, respectively. Barycrinids have been reported

from the Devonian (Emsian) of Spain, the Mississip-

pian (Osagean and Meramecian) of North America

(Moore and Teichert. 1978). and the Tournaisian of

England (Wright, 1942). Pentameric columnals as-

signed to Baiycriiuis sp. were reported from the Chad-

ian of England by Donovan and Veltcamp ( 1990).

Cromyocrinids are most abundant in the Pennsyl-

vanian. but Visean taxa have been reported from the

Mississippian of Russia, Spain, England (Moore and

Teichert, 1978), and the United States (Kammer and

Ausich, 1993). Sagenocrinids are known from Missis-

sippian faunas of Europe and North America but usu-

ally in small numbers. Thus, the Akacha fauna has

affinity with North American and European faunas,

more with the latter. It differs from most middle Vi-

sean faunas by the small number of camerate taxa but

reflects the increasing dominance of the cladids over

the camerates throughout the Mississippian.

Zousfana Formation

A'l'n Guettara Member (Late Visean)

Actiniicrinitid indet. 2 fl]

The single specimen of an actinocrinitid in the Ain

Guettara Member may reflect an isolated preservation.

The specimen is probably from the top of the Ain

Guettara Member from the limestone overlying the

sandstones. Actinocrinitids were at their acme during

the late Tournaisian and Visean.

El Guelmouna Formation

Ain Mezerelt Member (Serpiikhovian)

Koiysclilsma salianie (Breimer and Macurda. 1972) |.^J

Rhodocrinites sp. [ 1 ]

Ectocrinus mezereltensis n. sp. [9]

Ectocrinus redactus n. sp. [1]

Actinocrinites becbarensis n. sp. [1]

Actinocrinites comhincitus n. sp. [1]

Platycrinites reouienensis n. sp. [2]

Synbatbocrinus sp. [ I
]

Zeacrinitid? indeterminate 2 [1]

Pareyn ( 1961 ) recognized a vast meadow of crinoids

dominated by camerates in the Ain Mezerelt Member
in exposures in the El Guelmouna Basin. He reported

(p. 72) five species of camerates, differing from our

identifications. We assume that the taxa listed, but not

illustrated, by Pareyn are included within the species

we have identified from his collections based on the

stratigraphic information. In addition. Pareyn (p. 89)

listed six taxa from the El Guelmouna Formation at

the cliffs of Ain Tagnana. Stratigraphic information

with two of the specimens Pareyn listed as Synbath-

ocrinus nov. sp. and Zeacrinites nov. sp., here identi-

fied as Syubatliocrinus sp. and Zeacrinitid? indeter-

minate, indicates they ate from the Ain Mezerelt Mem-
ber, where we have included them.

The Ain Mezerelt Member fauna has a strongly cos-

mopolitan composition. It contains four equatorial-belt

cosmopolitan genera, which are considered by us to

have had wide ecologic tolerance limits. Actinocrini-

tes, Platycrinites. Rhodocrinites. and Syubatliocrinus

were cosmopolitan in the equatorial belt during the

Tournaisian and Visean. Camerates dominate the fauna

of the Ain Mezerelt Member. Rhodocrinites sp. prob-

ably was derived from Western Saharan Devonian or

Moroccan Visean species and is related to Scottish,

Russian, Chinese, and United States Tournaisian and

Visean species. The two species of Ectocrinus are de-

rived from E. rouchi and closely related to English and

Irish species. The species of Actinocrinites and Pla-

tycrinites are related closely to English, Scottish, and

North American species. Although zeacrinitids are

known from the Visean of England and Scotland

(Bather, 1916), most are known from the United States

where they reached their diversity acme during the

Pennsylvanian.

El Guelmouna Member (Early Serpukhovian)

Pleurocrinus glomerosus n. sp. [S]

Cosmetocriniisl sp. [2]

Dicromyocrinus vastus n. sp. [19]

Ureocrinus commns n. sp. 1 1 ]

The El Guelmouna Member fauna is dominated by

cladids. This may be a reflection of a high clay content

in the living environment as the El Guelmouna Mem-
ber consists of claystones in the lower half and dolo-

mite in the upper half. Pareyn ( 1961, p. 89) listed two

cladids, Phaiu>crinus nov. sp. and Aphelecrinus or Ei-

feocrinus sp., from the El Guelmouna Member. We
identify these specimens as Cosmetocrimisl sp. and

Ureocrinus conwnis n. sp., respectively. Pareyn ( 1961,

p. 89) also listed two flexible crinoids for the El Guel-

mouna Member; however no flexibles were in his col-

lections for our study from the El Guelmouna Member.

The El Guelmouna Member contains the oldest known
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occurrence of Dicroniyocrinus, extending the range

downward from the Morrowan into the Seipukhovian.

Ain El Mizab Formation

El Hanadu Member (Early Serpiikhoviaii)

Eclocriniis sp. [ I

J

Mooreocrinus glomerosiis n. sp. [2]

Zeacrinitid indeterminate 1 [2]

With two cladids and one camerate, the El Hanada
Member fauna is similar at the subclass level to the El

Guelmouna Member fauna and is another low-diver-

sity fauna. The El Hanada Member is oolitic in the

middle and yields crinoid remains in the thinner bed-

ded lower and upper parts (Pareyn, 1961). Pareyn

(1961, p. 89) listed Aniplioracrinus nov. sp. from the

El Hanada Member from the cliffs of Ain Tagnana.

We identify the specimen as Ectocrinits sp. The El

Hanada Member contains the oldest recognized oc-

currence of Mooreocrinus. extending the range down-

ward from the Morrowan into the Serpukhovian.

A'l'n El Mizab Member {Middle Serpukhovian}

Ampiilluciinus trinihuhis n. gen., n. sp. |1]

Pdlaechiiuis sp. [ 1 ]

The echinoderm fauna of the Ain el Mizab Member
is small. Ampullacrinus tritubulus also occurs in the

upper part of the Djenien Formation. This is the lowest

occunence of Ampullacrinus.

Mouizeb El Atchane Member (Middle Serpukhovian)

Koiyschisiiia siihanic (Breimer and Maeuida. 1972) [3]

Megaliocrinus! sp. 1 1

1

Platycrinites aouidjaciisis n. sp. [2J

Scylalocriinis sp. [2|

Dicromyocrinus vtistii.s n. sp. [ 1

1

Mooreocrinus lilonientsus n. sp. |2]

Ampttllacrinif.\ nitiriciw n. gen,, n. sp. [4]

The Mouizeb el Atchane Member fauna is a mixed

fauna of moderate diversity. Cladids taxonomically

outnumber the camerates four to two. It contains the

youngest occurrence of Koiyschisma saharae. Mega-
liocrinits is known from this fauna and from some
Spanish middle late Namurian faunas (reported as Ih-

erocrinus by Sieveits-Doreck, 1951, and referred to

Megaliocrinus by Strimple, 1976). The greater abun-

dance of cladids again reflects their increasing diver-

sity in the late Mississippian and a high clay content

in the sediments. Pareyn (1961) reported crinoids oc-

curring in the uppermost thicker bed of the Mouizeb
el Atchane Member Specifically, he (p. 76) reported

three crinoid taxa. The camerate, listed as Amphora-
crinus nov. sp. A, we identify as Megaliocrinus! sp.

The cladids, listed as Phcmerocrinus [sic] nov. sp. and

Cf. Fifeocrinus tielensis, we identify respectively as

Scytalocrinus sp. and Ampullacrinus marieae n. gen.

n. sp.

Djenien Formation

Hid El Kef Member (Late Serpukhovian)

*Platyciinites aoiiidjacnsis n. sp. (IJ

The faunas of the Hid el Kef Member, boundary

beds of the Hid el Kef and Djenien members, and the

undesignated part of the Djenien Member are perhaps

isolated occurrences. Pareyn (1961) reported crinoids

from the green shales of the Hid el Kef Member The
importance of these faunas is the occurrence of Hy-

driocrinus? confusus n. sp. in the boundary beds of

the Hid El Kef and Djenien members and Paianocri-

nusl carinatus n. sp. in the Djenien Member (undes-

ignated). Although the generic assignments are ques-

tioned, as explained in the systematics, these forms

represent taxa not recognized in any of the other Al-

gerian faunas. They provide significant paleobiogeo-

graphic information and provide new evolutionary lin-

eage links.

Boundcuy Beds of Hid El Kef and Djenien Members
(Late Serpukhovian)

Hyclriocrinusl confusus n. sp. [ 1

)

See comments under Hid el Kef Member above.

Djenien Member (Undesignated) (Late Serpukhovian)

* Paianocrinns"! carinatus n. sp. 1 1

1

See comments under Hid el Kef Member above.

Upper Part of Djenien Member (Late Serpukhovian)

Actinocrinitid? indet. 5 [1]

Platycriniles djiluinicnsis n. sp. |2|

Plalycrinites cf. P. djihaniensis n. sp. 14]

Platycriniles sp. 2 [3|

Ampullacrinus tritubulus n. gen., n. sp. |2]

*Paianocrinus'l carinatus n. sp 1 1
]

Ciholocrinus africanus Strimple and Pareyn, 1982 [3]

Anjphicrinus forniosus n. sp. [2]

Pareyn (1961) reported crinoids occurring in thin

dark detrital beds that are interbedded with massive

white limestones. At the generic level, the fauna from

the upper part of the Djenien Member contains two

camerates, one cladid, and twt) fle.xibles. This is an

unusual faunal assemblage in the late Serpukhovian,

as most faunas of this age are dominated by cladids

with minor numbers of camerates, and even fewer

flexibles (Bassler and Moodey, 1943; Webster, unpub-

lished compilations). Most late Serpukhovian diverse

echinoderm faunas are known from North America

such as the Glen Dean Formation (Bassler and Mood-
ey, 1943), Pitkin Formation (Strimple, 1931a, 1978),

Bangor Limestone and Monteagle Formation (Burdick
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and Strimple. 1983). and Sloans Valley Member of the

Pennington Formation (Chestnut and Ettensohn.

1988). among others. The few late Serpukhovian cri-

noids reported from Russia and Europe are often sin-

gle-taxon occurrences. Cromyocrinids are rare in

North American faunas of late Serpukhovian age,

whereas scytalocrinid genera generally dominate the

cladid-dominated faunas. This upper part of the Djen-

ien fauna is more like Meramecian faunas of North

America, which have higher camerate diversity with

cladids and rare, but fairly ubiquitous, flexibles.

Tagnana Formation

(Late Serpukhovian-Early Bashkirian)

Hehohenochnus quasipatellus n. gen., n. sp. [I]

Dicromyocrimts vastus n. sp. [2]

One dendrocrinid and one cladid are insufficient to

evaluate the Tagnana fauna with more than broad gen-

eralizations. Hebohenocrimis quasipatellus n. gen., n.

sp. is an endemic taxon questionably assigned to the

Mastigocrinidae. The continuation of the cromyocrin-

ids in the fauna is a carryover from older faunas. The
exact horizon from which the crinoids are derived is

not specified, but they are from the interbedded shales

and limestones of the upper half of the formation. The
Serpukhovian-Bashkirian boundary occurs within the

middle of the Tagana Formation. Therefore, the age of

this fauna is earliest Bashkirian.

Hassi Kerma Formation

Lower Pari of Hassi Kerma Forniatioii

(Early Bashkirian)

Dicromyocriinis? sp. [7]

Cladid indeterminate 2 [3]

0Floricyclus cf. F. angusrimargo Moore and Jeffords. 1 968 1 1 ]

i/iPlummeranteris'l sp. [ 1 ]

Taxocrinid indeterminate [1]

Sagenocrinid indeterminate 1 [5]

The fauna from the lower part of the Hassi Kerma
Formation is mostly disarticulated cup ossicles, col-

uninals, and fragmentary cups. This fauna is distinc-

tive in the absence of camerates and the near codom-
inance of flexibles and cladids. The continuation of the

cromyocrinids corresponds with their common occur-

rence in Pennsylvanian faunas in North America

(Webster. 1981) and presence in 14 of the 18 faunas

recognized herein. This collection and that from the

upper part of the Hassi Kerma Formation are the only

two containing abundant disarticulated ossicles, in-

cluding columnals. It is not known if this is a result

of taphonomy, collecting bias, or both.

Upper Part of Hassi Kerma Formation

(Early Bashkirian)

Aacocriiiiis algeriuensis n. sp. |5|

Aucocrinus algeriuensisl 1 2 ]

Blairocriniis grafensis n. sp. 1 1 ]

Actinocrinitid indet. 4 [5]

Plarycriniles hamurensis n. sp. [I]

Platycrinites sp. -3(1]

Platycrinites sp. 4 [2]

Platycrinites sp. _^ [2]

Dicromyocriiuis catilhis n. sp. [ i ]

Mathericriniis wallacei n. comb.[l]

Cladid indeterminate 2 [3\

Cladid indeterminate 4 [2)

Cladid indeterminate 5 [1|

Cladid indeterminate 6 1 1

1

Cladid indeterminate 7 [4]

0PliimmeraiUeris'^ sp. [ 1

1

0Columnal undesignated 1 1
]

Aniphicriniis priiisi n. sp. [7]

Crinoid Indeterminate 1 [1]

Crinoid Indeterminate 2 [2]

Crinoids Indeterminate |17]

Although the list of taxa for the fauna from the up-

per part of the Hassi Kerma Formation is the largest

of the Algerian faunas, it cannot be considered to be

a true count of the number or diversity of taxa rec-

ognized. Two or three of the indeterminate taxa may
be from a single taxon, Platycrinites sp. 3, 4, and 5

may be parts of one or two species, and some of the

columnal taxa may belong to one of the other taxa

listed.

The estimated composition of this fauna, occurring

in limestones, is four camerates, six to eight cladids,

and one flexible. The large number of camerates in a

Bashkirian fauna is unusual. Most Bashkirian faunas

worldwide either lack camerates or have only platy-

crinitid columnals, which are often not reported. The
occurrence of Aacocriniis is of particular significance

because it extends the range of the genus upward from

the Early Carboniferous (Osagean) into the Late Car-

boniferous. Blairocrinus is also of significance because

this is only the second reported occurrence of the ge-

nus in the Late Carboniferous, the other from Des-

moinesian strata of Japan (Hashimoto, 2001).

Oued el Hamar Formation

Lower Part of Oued El Hamar Formation

(Late Bashkirian)

*Pimlicociiinis octohrachiatiis n. sp. [8]

Pimlicocriniis sp. [ i ]

*Platycrinites hcimarensis n. sp. [4]

Mathericriniis wallacei n. comb. [28]

*Archaeocidaris sp. |2]

Three of the taxa listed may belong in the upper

part of the Oued el Hamar Formation, which contains
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a much larger fauna. If all of the identified taxa belong

here, the crinoid fauna is camerate-dominated with an

associated cromyocrinid and echinoid.

Upper Part of Lower Part of Oued El Hainar

Forniation (Late Bashkirian)

*Pimlicocriniis octohnuhiatus n. sp. |S|

Actinocrinitid indeterminate 1 |2|

All of the small number of taxa are camerates. Ac-

tinocrinitid indeterminate 1 may not be from this ho-

rizon, but we are uncertain in which part of the Oued
el Hamar Formation it may have been found.

Upper Part Of Oued El Hainar Eonnatiou

{Late Bashkirian)

Sampsonocrinus clwguiiiaensis n. sp. |74]

*Pimlicocrinus octohnuhiatus n. .sp. |.S|

Actinociinitid indeterminate 3 1 1

1

*Platycrinitcs luunarciisis n. sp. |3]

Platycrinites sp. [ 1

1

Pleurocrinus folticutus n. sp. 2 [3]

Euckulocrinus'l asynmiclricus n. sp. [8]

Euclailocrinus'l sp. [2|

Mallu'ricriniis wiilUuci n. comb. [28]

Cladid indeterminate 111]

*Arcluieociihiri\ sp. [2]

Even without the three questionable occurrences this

fauna is dominated at the generic level by camerates.

This may suggest, however, that the questionable oc-

currences are from this interval. As noted above this

is atypical of known Bashkirian faunas, and many of

the same comments can be made about this fauna as

that of the upper part of the Hassi Kerman Formation.

The fauna occurs in a clay-dominated sequence of in-

terbedded claystones and thin limestones. These li-

thologies are generally cladid dominated. Of particular

importance in this fauna is the occurrence of Sainp-

sonocriinis and Eiicladocriniis. This is an upward ex-

tension into the Bashkirian of their previously record-

ed ranges from the Kinderhookian and Osagean.

Oued Bel Groun Formation (Moscovian)

Platycritiitcs? sp. [ 1

)

Dicromyocrinus'l inviii;inatu.s n. sp. [5]

Mctcurotnyocrinus'^ sp. [ 1
]

Flexible indeterminate [1]

The Oued Bel Groun fauna is the youngest known
Paleozoic echinoderm fauna from Algeria. It is dom-
inated by cromyocrinids, a group reaching their diver-

sity acme during the early and middle Late Carbonif-

erous. The occurrence of a platycrinitid in the fauna is

not unexpected since platycrinitids, although rare, are

found in the equatorial belt worldwide throughout the

Late Carboniferous (Bowsher and Strimple, 1986).

Faunal Summary

Several generalizations may be made when com-

paring the various Algerian faunas to time-correlative

faunas worldwide. The Algerian faunas provide con-

siderable new inteipretations regarding evolution and

paleobiogeographic distributions of some taxa.

With the exception of Koryschisma saharae. Ecto-

criniis roiichi n. comb.. Mathericriinis wallacei n.

comb., Cibolocriims africaiiiis. and 0Floricyclus cf. F.

angustimargo. all named species in the Algerian fau-

nas are new species. With the exception of Rhodocrin-

ites, Ectucrinus (as Amphoracriinis). Actinocriiiites (as

Actinocrinus), Platycrinites (as Platycrinus), Pleuro-

crinus, Cibolocrinus. and Archaeocidaris this is the

first report of Megaliocriniis. Aacocrinns. Sampsono-

crinus, Blairocrinus, Pimlicocrinus, Eucladocrinus,

Synbathocriiuts, Hebohenocrinus n. gen., Balearocri-

nus, Scytalocrinus, Ampullacrinus n. gen., Hydriocri-

nus, Cosmetocrimis, Dicromyocrinus, Mooreocrinus,

Metacromyocriuus, Mathericrinus, Paianocrinus, Am-
phicrinus, 0Floricyclus, 0Plummeranteris, and Palae-

chinus, from North Africa, extending geographic rang-

es for various genera from Europe, North America,

Russia, China, Australia, and Japan.

The stratigraphic ranges are extended downward
into the Serpukhovian for Hydriocrinus, Dicromyocri-

nus, and Mooreocrinus. Hydriocrinus was previously

known from Desmoinesian into Virgilian strata. Di-

cromyocrinus and Mooreocrinus were previously

known from Monowan through Desmoinesian strata.

Stratigraphic ranges are extended upward into the

Bashkirian for Ectocrinus. Aacocrinus, Sampsonocri-

nus, and Eucladocrinus. The upper range of all of

these genera was previously recognized as Visean.

Four species in the Algerian faunas are reported

from more than one horizon. Koryschisma saharae

ranges from the Akacha Formation into the IVIouizeb

el Atchane Member (Visean-Serpukhovian). Dicro-

niyocriiuts vastus n. sp. occurs in the El Guelmouna

Formation, Mouizeb el Atchane Member, and bound-

ary beds of the Hid el Kef Member and Djenien Mem-
ber (all Seipukhovian). Platycrinites aouidjaensis n.

sp. occurs in the Mouizeb el Atchane and Hid el Kef

members (both Serpukhovian). Ampullacrinus tritu-

bulus n. gen. n. sp. occurs in the Am el Mizab and

Djenien formations (both Serpukhovian).

Actinocrinitids and platycrinitids were exceedingly

abundant during the Mississippian of Europe and

North America, as shown on the distribution lists com-

piled by Bassler and Moodey (1943) and more recently

reported in China (Chen and Yao, 1993) and Australia

(Lindley, 1979, 1988; Web.ster and Jell, 1999a). Actin-

ocrinitids and platycrinitids were essentially equatori-
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al-belt cosmopolitan taxa during the Mississippian.

Piatycrinitids, although they became less common,
continued as equatorial cosmopolitan taxa through the

Pennsylvanian and into the Permian, whereas the ac-

tinocrinitids were restricted to the Tethys during this

time. Actinocrinitids have been reported in Japan

(Hashimoto. 2001) and Iran (Webster et al.. 2001)

from the Early Pennsylvanian (MoiTowan or Bashki-

rian). Although their occurrence in Algeria expands

their paleogeographic distribution within the Tethys

and explains where they continued to evolve during

the Early Pennsylvanian before their presence in the

Permian of Timor (Wanner. 1916. 1924, 1937) and

Late Permian extinction, a large time gap still exists

between these Early Pennsylvanian and Permian oc-

currences. The actinocrinitids must have been some-

where during this time, but where remains to be dis-

covered.

Disparid crinoids are minor elements of the Algerian

faunas, occurring in two of the oldest three faunas.

Cladid crinoids taxonomically dominate the fauna

from the Akacha Formation, but do not occur in abun-

dance. Balearochmis is also known from the island of

Minorca in the Meditenanean and appears to be a

western Tethys endemic of Visean age. The dendro-

crinid Heboherwcrinus n. gen. may be an early Bash-

kirian western Tethys endemic.

Cromyocrinids dominate the cladids in the Algerian

faunas. The occurrences of cromyocrinids in most of

the Algerian faunas, with the downward extension of

the ranges of Dicromyocrinus, Mathericri)ni.s. and

Mooreocriinis. suggest that major evolution was oc-

curring in this clade in northern Africa during the Ser-

pukhovian. Although cromyocrinids are present in the

Visean and Serpukhovian in Europe and North Amer-
ica, often they are relatively insignificant in numbers

and diversity. Their greatest diversity and abundance

are in the Pennsylvanian of North America (Webster,

1981).

Scytalocrinacids are the second most common clad-

id in the Algerian faunas, but they do not occur in

abundance and are restricted to the Serpukhovian fau-

nas. Some of the indeterminate crinoids in the upper

part of the Hassi Kerman Formation may be scytalo-

crinids. Recognition of a cladid crown with three en-

toneural canals shows that evolution of entoneural ca-

nals occurred in more than one clade, and by itself, is

not a diagnostic character of the articulates. The oc-

currence of the pirasocrinacid Paianocrinu.'i'l carinatiis

n. sp. possibly extends the geographic range of the

genus from North America; whereas the occurrences

of two zeacrinitids in the late Visean Ain Mezerelt

Member and the early Serpukhovian El Hanada Mem-

ber show relationship with both European and North

American faunas.

Flexible crinoids are generally few in number and

low in diversity, occuning in five of the 18 faunas of

Algeria. Of particular significance is the occurrence of

Cibolocriiiiis in the late Seipukhovian part of the Djen-

ien Formation as reported by Strimple and Pareyn

(1982), the oldest record of this genus. Ciholocrimis

apparently spread from Algeria into North America,

where it is known from several species during the Late

Carboniferous and Early Permian. It reached its acme
during the Permian, and is known from various shelf

basins along the southeast (especially Timor), western,

and northern margins of the Tethys, as well as Bolivia

(Webster, 2003). This is the first record of Amphicrinu.s

from the Seipukhovian. It was recognized previously

in the Visean of Scotland and Russia and the Morro-

wan and Desmoinesian of the United States (Webster,

2003).

Archaeocidarid spines and interambulacral plates

are common elements in many Late Paleozoic faunas,

whereas coronas seldom are preserved. The preserva-

tion of a partial corona suggests lapid burial of the

specimen.

SYSTEMATIC PALEONTOLOGY

Introduction

Generic and specific concepts followed herein are

based on morphologic characters used in the Treatise

(Moore and Teichert, 1978). Crinoid species are more
variable than was realized by most researchers in the

nineteenth and first half of the twentieth century.

Where large populations are available for study, char-

acters such as the number of arms, disposition of the

anal plates, and degree of ornamentation are found to

vary considerably (see, for example, Ausich and Se-

vastopulo 2001; Lane 1963; Wright 1927). A character

that is commonly variable in one clade, however, is

not necessarily so in another. Where a large number
of specimens were available in this study, as, for ex-

ample, in Ectocrinus, it was possible to assess intra-

specific versus interspecific variation. In the majority

of taxa, however, large populations were not available.

New species erected, however, are sufficiently distinct

morphologically from previously described congeneric

species that it is unlikely that they will be found to be

junior synonyms. The delimitation of supraspecific

taxonomic categories in crinoids in the past has not

been consistent, and many examples of polyphyletic

and paraphyletic groupings are evident in the Treatise.

In this study, we have tried to ensure that genera are

monophyletic clades. The characters that serve to dif-

ferentiate genera vary from clade to clade.
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Terminology

Crinoid terminology follows Ubaghs et al. in Moore
and Teichert (1978). with nioditications by Webster

(1974) and Webster and Lane (1987). Blastoid termi-

nology follows the Treatise (Moore, 1967). as modi-

fied by Breimer and Macurda (1972). Columnal nod-

itaxis formulae are after Webster ( 1974), and measure-

ment and curvature teminology are after Webster and

Jell (1999a).

Basal Cup aud Proximal Stent

The terms stem impression, basal concavity, and

basal invagination have been used interchangeably and

indiscriminantly by various authors in the past. For

uniformity of description, we propose and apply the

following terminology when describing the base of the

cup (Te.\t-fig. 3).

Horizontal infrahasal or basal circlet.—forms a

planar fused (one single plate) or articulated (two to

five plates) plate at the base of the cup normal to the

linear axis of the crinoid, irrespective of the living ori-

entation of the animal (Text-hg. 3A). There is no flex-

ure in the plate(s) although the exterior surface distal

to the stem facet may contain elevated or depressed

ornamentation.

Stem facet.— is the circular or polygonal attachment

scar formed where the stem attaches to the base of the

cup. Stem facet refers only to the configuration of the

attachment scar, which may or may not be horizontal

and may or may not have a central depression (Text-

tig. 3B). The stem facet may be flush with the external

surface of the cup (usually the infrabasal or basal cir-

clet) or, more commonly, at the base of an impression.

Stem facet is distinct from articular facet. Articular

facet is applied to the proximal and distal articular sur-

faces of columnals, but these are easily distinguished

in context, and usually referred to as columnal facets.

Stem impression.— is the depression on the external

surface of the cup (usually the infrabasal or basal cir-

clet) formed by an inset of the proximal columnal into

the cup with or without any flexure of the cup plate(s)

(Text-hg. 3C). The stem impression may be tilled by

part or all of the proximal columnal and may become
deeper with growth of the plates. Often the proximal

columnal is preserved attached to the cup and when
in a basal concavity may be difficult to recognize with-

out having a cross-section of the specimen cutting

through the stem facet.

Basal concavity (= basal invaiiination).— is a dis-

tinct flexure of the base of the cup, usually the basal

(Text-fig. 3D) or infrabasal (Text-Hg. 3F) plates, pro-

ducing an invagination or concavity at the base of the

cup with the stem facet at the deepest part of the in-

r -SI- -1

D \- »^

E h--— "^
1

C
C

-SI
:3
^1

- Sl-

PBC -J
Text-figure 3.—Diagrams ot base of cup demonstrating plate re-

lationship of stem impression, and basal concavity or invagination.

Symbols and abbreviations: Basal plates in black; LA—linear axis.

SI—stem impression, BC—basal concavity. PBC—pseudobasal

concavity. A. Orientation of linear axis of crinoid and "horizontar"

infrabasal or basal circlet. Living organism may tilt to a great angle

laterally or even hang upside down. Linear axis may curve laterally

in one or both directions distally from circlet. Centrally positioned

axial canal dashed. B. Exterior surface of fused infrabasal or basal

circlet showing stem facet and central axial canal. C. Cross-section

through axial canal of horizontal infrabasal or basal circlet with stem

impression on exterior surface. D. Cross-section through axial canal

of part of crinoid cup with horizontal infrabasal circlet with stem

impression at base of basal concavity or invagination. Note the

downward flexure in the proximal part and recurving upward flexure

in the distal part of the basals (in black). E. Cross-section through

axial canal of part of crinoid cup with downflaring infrabasal circlet

with stem impression (SI) at base of basal concavity (BC) or invag-

ination. The basals (in black) are recurved. E Cross-section through

axial canal of an infrabasal circlet. Infrabasals downflaring proxi-

mally and extend beyond the basal plane recurving distally flaring

upward and are visible in lateral view. G. Cross-section through

axial canal of horizontal infrabasal circlet with bulbous basals (in

black) forming a pseudobasal concavity (PBC) or invagination. Note

the lack of any downward flexure in the infrabasals or basals.

vagination. Distal from the deepest part of the invag-

ination the basal or infrabasal plates recurve to form

the basal part of the walls of the cup. The distal parts

of the infrabasals and proximal parts of the basals may
be downflaied (Text-tig. 3E) to form the basal concav-

ity in some crinoids. Rarely the proximal parts of the

radials also are downfiared, such as in some genera of

the Zeacrinitidae. To avoid confusion, it is recom-

iTiended that stem invagination not be used when dis-

cussing the cup, because invaginations sometimes oc-

cur on the stem, such as where cini attach. These

could be referred to as stem invaginations although
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they are more appropriately referrred to as cirnil or

cirrus invagiiiatiinis.

Pseudobasal concavity {= pseiiclohciscil iin'(ii;iiHi-

tioii).—is tlie concavity formed by externally inflated

cup plates adjacent to the stem facet without any

downward inflection of the interior surface of the in-

flated plates as observed in cross-section (Text-Hg.

3G). In some instances, immature stages have a fiat or

upflared base. With growth, the plates become inflated

and a pseudobasal concavity develops. Without an in-

terior view of the stem facet, it is sometimes impos-

sible to determine if a basal concavity or pseudobasal

concavity exists.

Radial Facet Width

Terms to describe the relative width of the radial

facet compared to the width of the radial are angustary,

peneplenary, and plenary. Plenary has been accepted

as the facet occupying the full width of the radial to

the lateral suture with adjacent radials or anals. The
use of peneplenary and angustary has been subjective

and what one author might call angustary another

would call peneplenary. The Treatise (Moore and

Teichert, 1978, pp. 231, 232) defined angustary as

"very much narrower than width of plate," and pe-

neplenary "occupying most but not all of distal ex-

tremity of plate, leaving nonarticular surfaces (gener-

ally narrow) next to sutures at plate margins." In order

to standardize the meaning of these two terms, we pro-

pose that angustary be defined as occupying 70% or

less of the radial width at the distal ends of the lateral

suture of the radial with adjacent plates. Peneplenary

is defined as occupying greater than 70% but less than

100% of the width of the radial at the distal ends of

the lateral suture with adjacent plates.

CIadid AnaIs

Cladid anals have been referred to as radianal. anal

X, and right-tube plate by most crinoid workers since

the early 1900s. Prior to that time a number of no-

menclature systems were used by various authors.

Webster et al. (2003) used primanal, secundanal, and

tertanal respectively for the cladid anal plates. Webster

and Maples (2003) noted that the use of anal X is often

a misnomer and recommended following the usage of

Webster et al. (2003). That recommendation is fol-

lowed herein.

Classification

Problems within higher level classifications of Pa-

leozoic crinoids have been discussed by numerous au-

thors over the past 20 years, as briefly summarized by

Webster (1997) and Mcintosh (2001). Currently the

classification is undergoing critical review by several

crinoid workers, some of who have proposed different

classifications {e.g., Simms and Sevastopulo, 1993;

Ausich. 1998a). Modification of these classifications

was propt)sed to include Paleozoic articulates by Web-
ster and Jell (1999b). Undoubtedly there will be ad-

ditional modifications within the next few years, es-

pecially within the Inadunata. a subclass that was dis-

carded by both Simms and Sevastopulo (1993) and
Ausich (1998b). Also, there will be considerable

change in the classification of crinoids currently in the

Suborder Poteriocrinina, which may be polyphyletic

and was discarded by Mcintosh (2001) and Webster

(2003). Webster (1997) discussed some of the prob-

lems within the Poteriocrinina and considered the

Family Poteriocrinitidae to be derived from the cyath-

ocrinitids, whereas Mcintosh (2001) considered the

Poteriocrinitidae to be derived from the dendrocrinids.

REPOSITOR'i'

All specimens are reposited in the Nationaal Natu-

urhistorisch Museum, Leiden, The Netherlands, under

six-digit numbers preceded by RGM, except as noted

under Ciholocrinits africaniis.

Subphylum CRINOZOA Matsumoto. 1929

Class BLASTOIDEA Say, 1 825

Order FISSICULATA Jaekel. 1918

Family PHAENOSCHISMATIDAE Etheridge and

Caipenter. 1886

Genus KORYSCHISMA Sprinkle and Gutschick,

1990

Koryschisma saharae (Breimer and Macurda), 1972

Plate 3, figures 15, 16

Peniremiie.'i sp. Pareyn. 1961, p. 223-224.

Phaenoscliisma'l saliarue Breimer and Macurda. 1972, p. lX-20.

387, pi. 5. figs. 4. 5. 10; Macurda. 19S3. p. 6\-()^. pi. 14. figs.

1-13, table 21.

Koryschi.snui salianw (Breimer and Macurda. 1972). Sprinkle and

Gutschick. 1990. p. 120.

Diagnosis.—Theca large, elongate conical, L/W av-

erages 1.71, pelvis much longer than vault, V/P aver-

ages 0.23, pelvic angle averages 38°; deltoid crests low

to medium, hypodeltoid large, other deltoids appear

confined to ambulacral sinuses; ambulacra nearly lin-

ear, lancet making up about V4 of width; 5-9 hydrospire

slits per group, number reduced by % on anal side;

subdued secondary deposits at tip of basals.

Remarks.—The original description of Koryschisma

saharae by Breimer and Macurda (1972) was based

on three specimens collected by Pareyn from the un-

differentiated Akacha and Mazzer formations, Missis-

sippian (late Visean, P2) at Djebel loucha (two spec-

imens), and from the top of the El Guelmouna For-
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Table I
.—Measurements in mm for Kon'schisma saharae.
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(Serpukhovian. El), at Mouizeb Reouien, Pareyn col-

lection.

Order MONOBATHRIDA Moore and Laudon,

1943

Suborder COMPSOCRININA Ubaghs //; Moore
and Teichert, 1978

Superfamily PERIECHOCRINACEA Bronn. 1 849

Family PARAGARICOCRINIDAE Moore and

Laudon. 1942

Genus MEGALIOCRINUS Moore and Laudon,

1942

Megaliocrinus ? sp.

Plate 1. figure 13

AitipluinHrinu.s nov. sp. A Pareyn. 1961. p. 76.

Description.—Partial theca with calyx plates poorly

preserved, numerous ungrouped arm openings, and

numerous bulbous tegmen plates leading to terminal

large central plate.

Remarks.—The cup is not preserved and the tegmen

is crushed inward on the opposite side. The preserved

part of the specimen is similar to Megaliocrinus apla-

tus Moore and Laudon ( 1 942 ) from the Morrowan
(Early Pennsylvanian) of North America. The two

rows of larger distal tegmen plates below the terminal

plates on this specimen, however, distinguish it from

M. aplatus. Provisionally this extends the range of the

genus downward into the Mississippian. The genus is

also known from the Early Pennsylvanian (Bashkirian)

of Spain (Strimple, 1976).

Material.—One partial theca (RGM 361 175) from

the Mississippian (Serpukhovian. E2; Pareyn, 1961)

Mouizeb el Atchane Member of the Ain el Mizab For-

mation, at Mader el Mahjib, synclinal bed 14, Pareyn

collection.

Family AMPHORACRINIDAE Bather, 1899

Emended diagnosis.—Actinocrinoid-like crinoids

possessing five large oral plates at the tegmen summit,

having the anal opening on a short anal tube or

obliquely oriented beneath the large posterior oral

plate, and commonly with meshwork ornamenation on

calyx plates.

Remarks.—The families Amphoracrinidae and Ac-

tinocrinitidae are in need of systematic reevaluation.

Currently, the Family Amphoracrinidae contains three

genera: Amphoracriniis, Ectocrinus, and Pimlicocri-

niis. The main features that distinguish Pinilicocrinus

from the other two genera are an extremely low calyx

to tegmen length ratio (as opposed to longer calyx to

tegmen length ratios in the other genera), the absence

of five large oral plates at the tegmen summit (as op-

posed to presence of five large orals at the summits of

the tegmens in the other genera), and the presence of

a central to subcentral anal opening at the tegmen sum-

mit (as opposed to an anal opening at the end of a

laterally directed anal tube positioned beneath the large

posterior oral plate in the other genera).

We consider that Pinilicocrinus is more closely re-

lated to actinocrinitids than to amphoracrinids. Be-

cause the arms are grouped rather strongly on our

specimens of Pimlicocrinus. which also is the case for

the specimens of Pindicocrimts figured by Wright

(1955), and following the classificatory key to subfam-

ilies and genera of the Actinocrinitidae presented in

Webster and Lane (1987), we here remove Pindico-

crimis from the Amphoracrinidae and place it within

the Subfamily Actinocrinitinae, Family Actinocriniti-

dae.

In addition to Amplwracrinus and Ectocrinus, two

genera that were erected since publication of the Trea-

tise (Moore and Teichert, 1978), Ancalocrinus and

Displodocrinus Webster and Lane ( 1987) possess large

spinose orals at the tegmen summit and an obliquely

directed anal opening. Ancalocrinus was placed in the

family Actinocrinitidae and Displodocrinus was
placed in the Sunwaptacrinidae. Based on their shared

characters with the two other genera of amphoracrin-

ids, however, we here remove Ancalocrinus from the

Family Actinocrinitidae and Displodocrinus from the

Family Sunwaptacrinidae and place them both within

the Family Amphoracrinidae. These changes in the

family Amphoracrinidae now restrict its range to the

Mississippian (Tournaisian, Visean, and Serpukhovian)

of North America. Europe, southwest China, and

North Africa.

Genus ECTOCRINUS Wright. 1955

Remarks.—Wright (1955) discussed the early rec-

ognition of Amphoracrinus. noted the previous rec-

ognition of A. gilbertsoni (Miller /;; Phillips, 1836) as

the type species by Wachsmuth and Springer (1897).

established the neotype for A. gilbertsoni, and erected

Ectocrinus. Although he did not specify the generic

differences between the two genera, his description of

Ectocrinus mentions that the tegmen has very steep or

concave sides and the cup has a more inflated bowl

shape. All three species that Wright ( 1955) assigned to

Ectocrinus (E. olla, E. expansus. and E. macneanensis)

are distinguished from Amphoracrinus by the concave

sides of the tegmen. a more inflated cup. and the pres-

ence of five very large orals with projecting transverse

ridges at the summit of the tegmen. The extreme de-

velopment of the orals (large blade-like transverse pro-

trusions ending in three short rounded nodes) also oc-

curs on A. anthodeus Chen and Yao ( 1993). which we
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assign to Eciocriiiii.s. One could argue tliai ilie mor-

phologic (Jift'erences between Aiuplioracriiius and Ec-

tocriniis are insignilicant Tor generic recognition be-

cause Anipluiracrinus also has 5 large orals at the sum-

mit. In AiiipliorncriiiKs. however, the orals tend to be

smaller, connnonly are very bulbous or have rounded

protrusions, and lack the transverse ridge. Currently

the 17 species assigned to /\/»/)/;r'/Y((/7/»/.v (Bassier and

Moodey, 1943: Wright, 195.^; Webster and l.ane, 1987;

Chen mmA Ymi. 1993) are known Irom northwestern

Europe, North America, and China. Ectovrinus prob-

ably evolved li\im Aiitphorcivriiius by modilication of

the orals ami. including those below, currently has sev-

en species assigned to it tV(Mn England, Ireland. Mo-
rocco, Algeria, and China.

Ectocrinus roiichi (Delpey. 1941). new combination

Pkite 1. Huures 4-12

Table 2.—Measurements in mm for Ectocrinus nnichi n. comb.
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Table 3.—Number of sides of primibrachial plates of Ectocrinns

rotichi. Axillary primibrachials followed by capital A.

Spec. no.

(RGM) A rav B rav C ray D ray E ray

361
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Table 4.—Measurements in mm for Ectocrinus mezerehensis sp.

Holotype

361 165

Type

Paratype I Paralype 2

Spec. No. (RGM)

361 166
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and above ambulacral openings small, numerous, ir-

regular up to large central plate followed by single

larger plate below large orals. Interambulacral plates

of intermediate size. 2 rows interlocking up to large

orals. Anal opening on protruded interambulacral se-

ries of small plates, directed obliquely upward, incom-

plete. Stem facet transversely round, diameter 4.5 mm,
crenularium very nanow along wide areola; lumen

large, broadly pentalobate. Distal arms and stem un-

known.

Remarks.—Ectocrimis reclactiis n. sp. was derived

from E. roiichi or E. inezereltensis by reduction of the

primibrachials to a single axillary primibrachial in

most rays. As noted in the descriptions, both E. rouchi

and E. inezereltensis have considerable variability in

the number of primibrachials (mostly two, but some-

times one), and E. redacius approaches the condition

of a single primibrachial in all rays. Perhaps more im-

portant is the loss of intermediate-size plates between

the small ambulacrals and the larger distal ambulacrals

below the large orals at the tegmen summit of E. re-

dactus. This results in E. redacnis having a relatively

shorter calyx length.

Second secundibrachials of the holotype are lost by

weathering or breakage on all rays, but facets for their

attachment to the tegmen plates are present on the

plates along the sides of the ambulacral openings. The

nanow intersecundibrachial plate is preserved in two

rays.

Material.—Holotype, RGM 361 174. from the Ain

Mezerelt Member, El Guelmouna Formation. Missis-

sippian (early Serpukhovian. El), at Mouizeb Reouien:

Pareyn collection.

Etymology.—redactiis. Latin, meaning reduced,

which refers to the reduced number of primibrachials.

Ectocrinus? sp.

Plate 3. figures 5. 6

Remarks.—A fragmentary infrabasal circlet (two

large, one small infrabasal plates) and partial basal cir-

clet with three columnals has very fine granular to ver-

miform ornament. It is questionably assigned to Ec-

tocrinus, lacking the proximal arm plates and tegmen

needed for unquestioned generic assignment.

Material.—Figured specimen (RGM 361 350) from

the El Harrada Member, Ain el Mizab Formation, Mis-

sissippian (Seipukhovian, El), Cirque de Tagnana

(Oued Narkla); Pareyn collection.

Family ACTINOCRINITIDAE Austin and Austin.

1842

Subfamily ACTINOCRINITINAE Ubaghs in

Moore and Teichert. 1978

Genus ACTINOCRINITES J. S. Miller. 1821

Remarks.—The stratigraphic range of Actinocrinites

is Middle Devonian to Permian (Webster. 2003). The

acme of the genus is in the Tournaisian. where it is

cosmopolitan in the equatorial belt. Discovery of the

Algerian Serpukhovian species fills a gap in the pre-

viously recognized range. Actinocrinites is cun"ently

unknown in the Pennsylvanian and known only from

the Permian of Timor and Australia.

Actinocrinites becharensis, new species

Plate 3. figures 17-20

Diagnosis.—Distinguished by the combination of

cup equal to tegmen length, lesser degree of arm pro-

trusion, smaller number of arms, and enlarged bulbous

ornament on proximal half of radials.

Description.—Theca turbinate, length 34.1 mm (in-

complete), width 32.6 mm; calyx medium bowl-

shaped, length 15.9 mm, width 17.5 mm; tegmen con-

ical with slightly excentric anal tube: fixed arms

grouped, brachial lobes protruded: pentalobate in oral

view; strongly inflated along E ray from base of cup

to tegmen summit. Basal circlet 8.2 mm diameter,

formed of 3 subequal plates with stem facet impression

proximally surrounded by basal flange, distally upfla-

red with tips projecting slightly beyond basal flange.

Radials 5, hexagonal in contact with 2 basals (B and

E), pentagonal in contact with 1 basal (A, C, and D).

upflared. wider than long; radial facet plenary, concave

exterior suture. Primanal hexagonal, equidimensional

(4.7 mm), in line of radials; anitaxisl-2-3-3-3-tegmen

plates. First primibrachial hexagonal where in contact

with 2 inteiprimibrachials. pentagonal where in contact

with 1 inteiprimibrachial (C ray only), length 4.7 mm.
width 7 mm. gently convex longitudinally and trans-

versely. Second primibrachial axillary, heptagonal.

length 5.3 mm, width 5.8 mm. Axillary secundibra-

chial heptagonal or octagonal. Two tertibrachials fixed,

arms free above, second tertibrachial on outer half of

ray axillary. Arms flare with first secundibrachial, 6

arms per ray where free. Inteiprimibrachial series 1-2-

3-3-tegmen plates. Intersecundibrachial series 1-2-teg-

men plates. Intertertibrachial series 1-1-2- or 1-2-2-

tegmen plates. Tegmen plates medium size, with cen-

tral node irregularly along center of ambulacral plates.

Interambulacral plates lack nodes. Ornament on cup

plates enlarged bulbous area on proximal half of radial

leading to broadly rounded ray ridges extending onto

tertibrachials. Finer ornament of anastomosing ridges

on cup and tegmen plates, most strongly developed at

top cup to base tegmen. Anal tube excentric. incom-

plete, extending at least 4.4 mm above tegmen summit.

Stem facet round in outline. 6.2 mm diameter, axial

canal pentalobate. Distal arms and stem not preserved.

Remarks.—Late Tournaisian and Visean species of

Actinocrinites have relatively long cups, most consid-

erably longer than the tegmen, giving the specimen a
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long turbinate appearance with straight to concave cup

walls; the arms are strongly grouped and widely pro-

truded: and the ornament varies from rounded nodose

to coarse nodose to ray ridge. These contrast markedly

to the inflated convex walls, cup length equal to teg-

men length, and less protruded bunched arms of A.

bccliureiisis n. sp.

Mciwrial.—Holotype, RGM 361 176. is from the

A'l'n Me/erelt Member, El Guelmoima Formation. Mis-

sissippian (early Serpukhovian. El; Pareyn, 1961),

from Mouizeb Reouien; Pareyn collection.

Etymoloiiy.—The species name refers to the region

in which the sjiecimen was found.

Actinocrinites conibinatus, new species

Plate 4, figures 6-9

Diiii^nosis.—Distinguished by one or a combination

of some of the following features: cup equal to tegmen

length, strongly protruded grouped arms, eight arms at

thecal rim, and elongated nodose ornament.

Description.—Theca spindle-shaped, lengtii 21.7

mm (incomplete), width 30.3 mm: calyx medium
bowl-shaped, length 15.4 mm, width 23.3 mm; tegmen

inverted medium bowl shape, excentric anal tube of

unknown length: fixed arms grouped, brachial lobes

strongly protruded: pentalobate in oral view. Calyx or-

nament coarse nodes elongated to form ray ridges from

base radials onto tertibrachials, inverted V ridges from

base radials to first interprimibrachials, and flange

around proximal edge of basal circlet. Basal circlet 6.6

mm diameter, formed of 3 subequal plates with hori-

zontal? stem facet proximally, distally upflared with

tips not visible in lateral view obscured by flange on

radials. Radials 5. hexagonal in ct)ntact witii 2 basals

(B and E). pentagonal in ct)ntact with I basal (A. C,

and D). upflared, wider (6.1 mm) than long (4.3 mm);
radial facet plenary, concave exterior suture. Primanal

hexagonal, slightly longer (4.4 mm) than wide (4.1

mm), in line of radials; anitaxisl-2-3-5-3-tegmen

plates. First primibrachial hexagonal where in contact

with 2 interprimibrachials. jientagonal where in contact

with 1 interprimibrachial, quadrangular if not in con-

tact with inteiprimibrachials, length 4.6 mm, width 6.3

mm, strongly convex longitudinally and transversely.

Second primibrachial axillary, pentagonal, hexagonal

or heptagonal depending on contacts with inteiprimi-

brachials. length 4.7 mm. width 6 mm. Axillary se-

cundibrachial pentagonal or hexagonal depending on

contacts with primibrachials, flares outward. Tertibra-

chials 2 or 3, second tertibrachial on outer half ray

axillary, third tertibrachial axillary on inner half ray.

Arms flare with Hrst secundibrachial. 8 arms per ray

where free. Inteiprimibrachial series 1-2-2-3 or 4-teg-

men plates. Tegmen plates small, numerous, tumid or

with coarse central node. Anal tube excentric, extend-

ing above tegmen summit unknown distance. Proximal

columnals round in transverse section. 5.2 mm diam-

eter, heteromorphic, noditaxis Nl minimal. Columnals

with roundly convex latus, subpentagonal lumen, sym-

plectial articulation. Axial canal pentalobate. Distal

arms and stem not preserved.

Remarks.—The calyx ornament and number of arms

at the thecal rim distinguishes Actinocrinites hecluir-

ensis n. sp. (six arms per ray at tegmen ring) from A.

conihiniitiis n. sp. (much coarser cup ornament and

eight arms per ray at tegmen ring). Both A. becluir-

ensis and A. coinhiiuitiis may have evolved from a

form similar to A. siihpiilclwlhis Miller and Gurley

(1896), an Osagean form from the Burlington Lime-

stone of Iowa. The ornamentation is similar to that of

A. becluirensis n. sp.. but the calyx of /4. siihpulclieUus

has the elongate appearance of most late Tournaisian

and Visean actinocrinitids.

Material.—Holotype. RGM 361 177 from the Ain

Mezerelt Member, El Guelmouna Formation, Missis-

sippian (early Seipukhovian, El ), at Mouizeb Reouien;

Pareyn collection.

Etymology.—From the Latin comljino referring to

the combination of morphologic characters which dis-

tinguish the species.

Genus AACOCRINUS Bowsher, 1955

Aacocrinus algeriaensis, new species

Plate 4. flgures 1-5

Diagnosis.—Distinguished by the combinaion of a

medium bowl-shaped calyx, four arms per ray at thecal

rim. reduced fixed interbrachials, and longer tegmen.

Description.—Calyx medium bowl-shaped, wider

than high to nearly equidimensional. pentalobate in

oral view, walls convex, brachial lobes shaiply ex-

tended in lateral view, flaring out on axillary secun-

dibrachials, widely flared with tertibrachials, 4 arms

per ray at thecal rim. Stellate ornamentation aligned

along rays with secondary ridges to center of interbra-

chials, on all cup plates, extending minimally to prox-

imal tertibrachial. Tegmen inflated, plates bulbous.

Basals 3. equal in size, sutures nearly ankylosed. form

gently upflared base, truncated by circular stem im-

pression. Radials 5, hexagonal, wider than long, mod-

erately convex transversely and longitudinally, largest

plates in calyx. First primibrachial wider than long,

quadrangular, rounded sides, moderately convex trans-

versely and longitudinally. Primibrachial 2 axillary,

pentagonal, wider than long, moderately convex trans-

versely, gently convex becoming moderately concave

longitudinally. Secundibrachial axillary, heptagonal,

wider than long, rtxed in brachial lobe, widely out-
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Table 6.—Measurements in mm for Acicocriints algeriaensis n. sp.:

Holotype

361 178
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Table 7.—Measurements in mm for Sumpsonocrinus cheguigaensis n. sp.

Holotype

361 185
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which is consistently at the axillary secundibrachials

on S. chegidgaensi.s. In older species of the genus the

fixed arms in the cup begin to flare with the axillary

primibrachial. The numerous small plates of the teg-

men also distinguish S. cheguigaensis from other spe-

cies.

The axillary first primibrachial occurs in the A ray

on specimen RGM 361 196, the B ray on specimen

RGM 361 197. and the C ray on specimen RGM 361

193. Because these are collections and not populations

it is uncertain if these are abnormal specimens or if

they reflect genetic variability within the species.

The number of free arms at the tegmen ring varies

from four to six. Specimens from Foum ech Cheguiga

and Teniet Aissa ben Azzi consistently have six arms,

whereas specimens from Chebket Mennouna are var-

iable. It is uncertain if the variation is the result of loss

by weathering, growth stage, or actual number of free

arms at the tegmen ring. Where six arms are present,

the fifth and sixth arms are developed along the outer

half of each half ray and first appear as small impres-

sions of the ambulacral tract in the plates along the

sides of the brachial plates. These subordinate ambu-

lacral tracts appear to join the main ambulacral tracts

above the impression within the axillary brachial.

The 48 specimens from north of Chebket Mennouna
are not as well preserved as those from Foum ech Che-

guiga or Teniet Aissa ben Azzi. Stellate ray ornament

on the Foum ech Cheguiga and Teniet Aissa ben Azzi

specimens is obvious, whereas that on the Chebket

Mennouna is vague on a few, and obliterated on most,

specimens. This is interpreted as a taphonomic differ-

ence among the three collections. The best preserva-

tion of the ornament on the Chebket Mennouna spec-

imens is commonly in relatively sheltered areas around

the flared brachials, but variation is noted on the de-

gree of sharpness of the ornament among the speci-

mens. Based on this, the Chebket Mennouna speci-

mens apparently remained at the sediment-water inter-

face for a greater length of time than those from Foum
ech Cheguiga or Teniet Aissa ben Azzi.

This is the first report of Sampsonocrimis from the

late Bashkirian and the first known from northern Af-

rica. The genus previously was reported from the Kin-

derhookian and Osagean of North America, late Tour-

naisian of England, late Tournaisian and early Visean

of Ireland, and ?Visean of Australia. The European

species have been assigned to a new genus Thinocri-

nus by Ausich and Sevastopulo (2001 ).

Material.—Seventy four specimens, all from the

Oued el Hamar Formation, Pennsylvanian (late Bash-

kirian) in age; Pareyn collection. Holotype, RGM 361

185. Paratypes 1-7, RGM 361 186-RGM 361 192,

mentioned specimen RGM 361 193, and two lots

(RGM 361 194, 2 specimens; RGM 361 195, 8 spec-

imens) from Foum ech Cheguiga. Two mentioned

specimens (RGM 361 196. RGM 361 197), three listed

specimens (RGM 361 198-RGM 361 200), one fig-

ured specimen (RGM 361 201), plus 42 specimens (lot

RGM 361 202) are all from north of Chebket Men-

nouna. Two specimens (lot RGM 361 203) are from

south of Teniet Aissa ben Azzi. Five specimens (RGM
361 204) are probably from Foum ech Cheguiga.

Etymology.—The species name refers to Foum ech

Cheguiga where the type specimens were found.

Genus BLAIROCRINUS S.A. Miller, 1891a

Remarks.—Blairocriiuis is known from North

America, represented by a Kinderhookian species (B.

trijugis S.A. Miller, 1891a) and an undesignated Osa-

gean specimen (B. sp. Lane and Dubar, 1983) and from

Japan by a Desmoinesian specimen questionably re-

ferred to the genus (B.'l sp. Hashimoto, 2001). Lane

et al. (1997) reported the genus Blairocrimis from Late

Devonian (Famennian) rocks in northwestern China.

Waters et al. (2003) reexamined this material and not-

ed that the first primibrachials were either pentagonal

or hexagonal. In both cases, however, the primibra-

chials appeared quadrangular because the pentagonal

or hexagonal shape was created by very small trun-

cations of the distal corners for contact with interbra-

chial plates. Consequently, Waters et al. (2003) placed

the specimen in Actiiiocriiiites. This is the first report

of the genus from the Early Pennsylvanian.

Blairocrinus grafensis, new species

Plate 4. figures 13-15

Diagiio.sis.—Distinguished by a much wider calyx

and tumid rather than nodose or spinose tegmen plates.

Description.—Theca ovoid, much wider (31.4 mm)
than long (19.7 mm), tegmen arched as much above

thecal rim as medium bowl-shaped calyx length below

rim. pentalobate in oral view. Basal circlet flat. 6.5 mm
diameter, formed of 3 subequal plates, not visible in

lateral view. Radials 5. wider (7.8 mm) than long (5.5

mm), hexagonal where in contact with 1 basal or hep-

tagonal where in contact with 2 basals. widely out-

flared, barely visible in lateral view. Primanal hexag-

onal, length 5.9 mm. width 5.1 mm. in line of radials;

anitaxis 1-2-3-tegmen plates. Primibrachials 2; first

primibrachial quadrangular, wider (6 mm) than long

(4.5 mm); second primibrachial axillary, wider (6.9

mm) than long (3.5 mm), hexagonal where in contact

with 2 interprimibrachials or heptagonal where in con-

tact with 3 interprimibrachials. Secundibrachial axil-

lary, wider than long, normally pentagonal, hexagonal

if in contact with 3 interbrachials. First tertibrachial on

outer half of half ray axillary; second tertibrachial on
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inner half of half ray nonaxillary. Arms free above

second tertibrachial. 8 arms per ray at tegmen ring.

Interprimibrachial series 1-2-tegmen. Intersecundibra-

chial slender, elongate. Tegmen plates tumid; ambii-

lacral plates very small and numerous above ambula-

cral openings increasing to medium size distally; in-

terambulacral plates very small above inteiprimibra-

chials increasing to medium size distally; excentric

anal opening on anal tube of indeterminate length at

tegmen summit. Axial canal pentalobate. Stem and

distal arms unknown.

Remarks.—The calyx of BUiirociiuus grafeusis n.

sp. is inflated in the C ray, and the tegmen is inflated

in the posterior, giving the specimen an asymmetrical,

unbalanced appearance. Solution weathering has de-

stroyed plate ornament except along the thecal rim.

Ambulacral openings of the eight arms at the tegmen

ring are preserved only on the D ray. In lateral view

the ambulacral openings appear to alternate in size

(small-intermediate-small-large) from the outer to in-

ner part of the half ray (Plate 4. figure 13). Branching

occurs along both sides of the outer arms of each half

ray above the secundibrachials. It is unknown if the

largest ambulacral opening on the inner arm of the

tertibrachials and the intermediate-sized ambulacral

opening on the outer part of the same half ray repre-

sent the coalesced ambulacral tracts of one or more

distal branchings within the free arms leading to these

openings or if they simply are larger than the other

arms of that half ray at the tegmen ring. It is also

unknown if the size of the openings corresponds to the

relative number of distal branchings. The calyx is

much wider, and the tegmen is not nodose or spinose

and much shorter in B. grafensis than that of the only

other species B. trijiigis Miller. 1891a. from the Mis-

sissippian (Osagean) of North America.

Material.—Holotype RGM 361 205 from the upper

part of the Hassi Kerma Formation. Pennsylvanian

(Bashkirian. R; Pareyn. 1961), from south of Teniet

Oum el Graf; Pareyn collection.

Etynuilogy.—The species name refers to Teniet

Oum el Graf where the specimen was found.

Genus PIMLICOCRINUS Wright. 1943

Pimlicocrinus octobrachiatus, new species

Plate 7. figures 1-11

Diagnosis.—Distinguished by eight arms where free

and coarse nodes on distal tegmen plates.

Description.—Theca medium size, pear-shaped in

lateral view, pentalobate in basal or oral view with

strongly grouped arms projecting horizontally; tegmen
highly inflated with central anal opening on anal tube

of unknown length at summit. Calyx discoid to shal-

low, wide bowl shape, all plates strongly inflated with

stellate ornament with apical pits. Basal circlet tripar-

tite, 3 subequal plates, proximally bearing circular

stem facet, horizontal to slightly upflared distally. Ra-

dials 3, pentagonal (A, D. C) or hexagonal (B, E),

wider than long, subhorizontal to weakly upflared. D
radial more equidimensional. Primanal hexagonal, ap-

proximately equidimensional. in radial circlet; anal se-

ries 1-2-5-tegmen plates. Primibrachials 2; first pri-

mibrachial wider than long, rectangular, pentagonal, or

hexagonal, may be in contact on distal shoulders with

1 or 2 interprimibrachial plates; second primibrachial

wider than long, axillary, pentagonal, hexagonal, or

heptagonal, laterally in contact with 1 or 2 interpri-

mibrachials. Tertibrachials 1 per ray. axillary, wider

than long, normally pentagonal, hexagonal if interter-

tibrachial present. First quartibrachial nonaxillary in

inner half of ray. axillary in outer half of ray. Second

quartibrachial axillary in inner half of ray. Arms 8 per

ray. projecting horizontally to slightly downflaring.

free above branchings on second quartibrachial. Inter-

primibrachial plates large, series 1-2-tegmen. Single

intertertibrachiai not common, very small. Tegmen ta-

pers distally; plates increase in size distally. very tumid

or with very coarse nodes on all distal plates. Ambu-
lacral plates above ambulacral openings small, increas-

ing in size distally; ambulacral plates smaller than in-

terambulacral plates proximally. forming rounded cov-

ering above arm bases. Tegmen summit capped by 6

or 7 larger plates followed by smaller plates forming

anal tube. Proximal columnal circular in transverse

section, narrow crenularium and areola, wide lumen

round, rounded latus. Free arms and distal stem un-

known. Measurements given in Table 8.

Remarks.—Pimlicocrinus octobrachiatus n. sp. dif-

fers from the three English species (Wright, 19.55) and

the three Chinese species (Chen and Yao, 1993) by

having coarser nodes on the distal tegmen plates and

eight arms where free. In addition, the shape of the

theca differs from that of some of the species. The
theca is relatively higher in P. octobrachiatus than in

P. latus Wright, 1955. Pimlicocrinus has been reported

from the Tournaisian of England (Wright, 1955) and

China (Chen and Yao, 1993), Pennsylvanian (Namu-

rian and Moscovian) of Spain (Breimer. 1962). and

Moscovian of Morocco {fide Breimer, 1962, p. 82).

Preservation of the specimens is good to poor. Or-

namentation commonly has been modified or de-

stroyed, presumably by solution and abrasion process-

es. The tips of the fixed arms rarely are preserved be-

yond the tertibrachials.

Material.—Eight specimens from the Pennsylvanian

(upper Bashkirian) Oued el Hamar Formation; Pareyn

collection. Holotype (RGM 361 206), paratype 2
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Table 8.—Measurements in mm for Piinlicocriniis octohrachiattts n. sp.

Holotype

361 206

Type

Paratype 1

Spec. no. (RGM)

361 207

Paratype 2

361 208

Thecal length

Thecal width (maximum)

Tegmen length (incomplete)

Diameter basal circlet

Radial length

Radial width

First primibrachial length

First primibrachial width

Primanal length

Primanal width

Diameter proximal columnal

23

2S.7

16.8

6.1

3.7

6.6

3

5.5

4.6

4.3

21.5

29.2

13.6

7.3

4.1

6.6

3

6

4.8

4.8

4.1

26

35.9

16.4

7.4

5.4

8.2

4.2

6.4

5.1

5

(RGM 361 208). paratype 4 (RGM 361 210). and

specimen (RGM 361 21 1) are from the north flank of

Chebket Mennouna. Paratypes 1 (RGM 361 207) anci

two specimens (lot RGM 361 212) are from southwest

of Djebel Hoixeit. Paratype 3 (RGM 361 209) is from

south of Teniet Aissa ben Azzi.

Eryniology.—Octohrachiutas. Greek, refers to eight

arms where free.

Pimlicocrinus sp.

Plate 7, hgures 18. 19

Description.—Calyx medium size, 23 mm long (in-

complete), 26.7 mm wide, pear-shaped in lateral view,

pentalobate in basal or oral view with weakly grouped

arms. Calyx discoid, subhorizontal, sutures deeply im-

pressed, all plates strongly tumid. Basal circlet small,

7.4 mm diameter, subhorizontal, with 1.7 mm circular

invagination for stem attachment. Basals 3, subequal,

length 3.2 mm, width 4.9 mm. Radials 5. wider (5.9

mm) than long (2.9 mm), hexagonal, slightly elevated

above basal circlet; D radial more equidimensional.

Primanal in radial circlet, pentagonal, length 3.2 mm,
width 3.6 mm; anal series 1-2-5-tegmen. Primibrachi-

als 2; first primibrachial hexagonal, second primibra-

chial hexagonal or heptagonal depending on number
of interray plates in contact. First secundibrachial wid-

er than long, nonaxillary. Second secundibrachial wid-

er than long, normally nonaxillary, may be axillary in

anterior half of D ray. Arms 4 per ray where free,

miniinum 20 total, project downward slightly at base

of free arms. Tegmen highly inflated, tapering distally;

all plates bulbous, bearing coarse nodose ornament;

ambulacral plates elevated above intervening inter-

ambulacral areas. Anal opening probably central at

distal end of teginen, not preserved. Free arms and

stem not preserved.

Remarks.—There are three small circular borings,

each 2 mm diameter, of an unknown organism on the

calyx of Pimlicocrinus sp. (Text-fig. 4; PI. 7, fig. 19).

One is at the junction of the D radial, primanal. and

basal circlet and may have resulted in deformation of

the D radial. The second boring is between the D radial

and first primibrachial toward the anal side. A third

boring is between the A radial and the first primibra-

chial toward the E ray side. All borings are filled with

matrix, and it is uncertain if they completely penetrate

the plates or not. All are located at plate sutures, one

Text-figure 4.—Plate diagram of lower part of calyx of Pimlico-

crinus sp. showing location of drill holes. Central stem impression

surrounded by tripartite basal circlet. A ray at top. Radials—

A

through E, primanal—P. drill holes—black circles.
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a triple junction, and suggest selection of the boring

site was made by the boring organism at points of

weakness of the calyx. AH of these sites were well

below the anal opening and made while the crinoid

was living. Baumiller (1990) documented gastropod

drilling of crinoid tegmens. Although he did not spe-

cifically note that the drilling occurred at triple junc-

tions, it would appear that most of the drillings he

illustrated were situated at plate junctions, mostly tri-

ple junctions. Donovan (1991) illustrated a cup of 5y/?-

hathocriims coiiiciis from the Mississippian of Eng-

land with a boring site at a triple junction, which re-

sulted in a deformation of the cup. He suggested that

this site was located in a protected position, well ele-

vated, and up current. We agree that the boring site

would have been up current in an elevated position,

but it depends upon the living orientation of the cri-

noid as to how direct the exposure was within the cur-

rent.

The calyx lacks parts of A and E rays above the

base of the arms and the distal part of the tegmen.

Abrasion has obliterated most of the ornament on the

cup and the tegmen. The four arms per ray distingish

Pliulicocrinits sp. from the eight arms per ray of P.

octobrachiatiis. This is not thought to be a growth

stage difference because comparable and smaller spec-

imens of P. octohrachiatiis have eight arms per ray.

Material.—Figured specimen RGM 290 871 is from

the Pennsylvanian (upper Bashkirian) Oued El Hamar
Formation, lower member limestone above level

ML 176 at Mouizeb El Atchane. 300 m north of Be-

char; Winkler Prins collection.

Actinocrinitids indeterminate

Remarks.—Several specimens of actinocrinitids are

similar to Samp.soiwcriims, but are inct)mplete or so

poorly preserved that they are unidentifiable with cer-

tainty below the family level. They are mentioned for

completeness of the fauna.

Actinocrinitid indeterminate 1

Renuirk.s.—Two unfigured weathered thecae (lot

RGM 361 213) with nodose tegmen plates similar to

those of Sainpsoiiocriniis are from the Oued el Hamar
Formation, southwest of Djebel Honeit; Pareyn col-

lection.

Actinocrinitid indeterminate 2

Plate 4. figure 12

RemarLs.—One partial calyx (RGM 361 214) lack-

ing the D ray plates and most plates of the thecal rim.

possibly belonging to Sampsonocriniis. is from the

Chabet Kerkour Formation ( = Ain Guettara Member)

at laouerta. southwest of Djebel Honeit; Pareyn col-

lection.

Actinocrinitid indeterminate 3

Plate 4, figures 10, 1 1

Remarks.—One abnormal partial theca, lacking the

D ray and anal interray, has a small nanow extra plate

in the B ray of the basal circlet, two primibrachials,

an axillary secundibrachial. an axillary tertibrachial on

the outer half ray. and two nonaxillary tertibrachials

on the inner half ray. The arms flare with the axillary

second primibrachial and are free above second terti-

brachial or first quartibrachical. There are six arms per

ray where free and the tegmen plates are all tumid to

nodose. The tegmen is approximately the same length

as the calyx. It is possibly a Sampsoiwcriinis. The

specimen (RGM 361 251) is from the upper part of

the Oued el Hamar Formation. Pennsylvanian (Bash-

kirian). at Foum ech Cheguiga; Pareyn collection.

Actinocrinitid indeterminate 4

Plate 7. figures 12-17

Remarks.—Five tegmen fragments, perhaps from

the same specimen, consist of numerous small vari-

able-sized bulbous to blunt-spined polygonal plates.

The largest specimen (RGM 361 216) formed less than

'/, of the tegmen and is formed by more than 50 plates.

One specimen (RGM 361 220) has several very small

elevated ambulacral plates along one edge that are the

outflared thecal rim plates immediately above the am-

bulacral openings of one ray. Two specimens (RGM
361 216, RGM 361 218) lack the very small ambu-

lacral plates, but have the converging smooth ambu-

lacra trackways on the interior. Specimen RGM 361

217 has three plates along one edge that bordered the

anal opening, which would have been ventrally di-

rected and projected as an anal tube of undetermined

length.

These tegmen fragments are much larger and have

higher bulbous to spinous surfaces than those of Aa-

cocriniis algeriaensis. The tegmen would have con-

tained many more plates than that of A. algeriaensis.

Features preserved in these fragments show general

morphology common to the aacocrinids and actino-

crinids. thus they are conservatively referred to the

actinocrinitids.

Material.—Five fragmentary specimens. RGM 361

216-RGM 361 220. from the upper part of the Hassi

Kerma Formation, Pennsylvanian (Bashkirian). at

Djebel Bechar; Legrand-Blain collection.

Actinocrinitid? indeterminate 5

Remarks.—One tripartite basal circlet, 3.9 mm long,

9.6 mm diameter, has irregular anastomosing ridge or-
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nament surrounding the stem facet, has a pentalobate

axial canal, and retains the proximal and part of the

second columnal.

Moterial.—Basa\ circlet, RGM 361 221. from the

top of the Djenien Formation, Late Mississippian (Ser-

pukhovian, E2), at Chebket Djihani; Pareyn collection.

Suborder GLYPTOCRININA Moore, 1952

Superfamily PLATYCRINITACEA Austin and

Austin. 1842

Family PLATYCRINITIDAE Austin and Austin,

1842

Genus PLATYCRINITES J. S. Miller, 1821

Remarks.—Approximately 175 named species,

based on cups and crowns, currently are assigned to

Platychnites (Webster, 2003). All Silurian and most

Devonian species assigned to the genus were judged

not to belong to Platycrinites but were not reassigned

(see Lane et al., 2001). Slightly over 100 species of

Platycrinites are of Tournaisian and early Visean age,

with most reported from North America (70 species)

and Europe (23 species), followed by China (6 spe-

cies), Australia (1 species), and Japan (1 species).

Even though some of the North American and Euro-

pean Tournaisian and Visean species are probably syn-

onyms, this time interval represents the acme of the

genus. During this acme. Platycrinites was a cosmo-

politan equatorial-belt taxon occuning between a max-

imum of 40° S (Australian block) to 30° N (northern

part of the North American block), based on paleo-

geographic reconstructions of Scotese and McKeiTow
(1990).

From the late Visean through the Guadalupian only

14 named species have been reported world wide, with

10 of these between the Mississippian (late Visean)

and Pennsylvanian (late Bashkirian) from North Amer-

ica (6 species). Scotland (2 species). Russia (1 spe-

cies), and Morocco (1 species). Permian species are

known from Canada (1 species), Russia (1 species),

Australia (1 species), and Timor ( 1 species). A number

of unnamed species based on cups, crowns, and col-

umnals have been reported from this same time inter-

val from these same areas. An excellent review of the

columnals assigned to Platyplateium Moore and Jef-

fords, 1968, and Platycrinites for this time interval

was given by Bowsher and Strimple (1986).

Species of Platycrinites from Algeria occur in five

horizons from the basal part of the Late Mississippian

(Serpukhovian) into Pennsylvanian (basal Bashkirian)

strata. Thus they provide significant new information

about the genus during a time interval when relatively

few species are known elsewhere. The species are con-

sidered part of an evolutionary lineage that probably

evolved from one of the Tournaisian or Visean taxa of

Platycrinites with nodose ornament illustrated by

Wright (1956), such as P. granulatus Miller. 1821. and

P. striatus Miller. 1821. from Tournaisian strata of Ire-

land, or from one of the numerous spinose or nodose

species illustrated by Wachsmuth and Springer (1897),

such as P. hemisphericiis (Meek and Worthen, 1865).

P. nodostriatus (Wachsmuth and Springer. 1897). P.

pocillifonnis (Hall, 1858). P. ,S7Jm//i?r (Wachsmuth and

Springer. 1897). P. spinifer elongatiis (Washsmuth and

Springer, 1897), and P. verrucosus (White, 1865),

among others, from North America.

Nodes, anastomosing coalesced nodes, and ridge or-

nament on the cups of Carboniferous species of Pla-

t\'vrinites show an extreme range of development, in-

cluding a few aligned nodes (P. parvinodus (Hall.

1861)). many aligned nodes {P. pocillifonnis (Hall,

1858)). many aligned granules {P. ornogranuhis

(McChesney, I860)), aligned very coarse nodes to

blunt spines {P. verrucosus (White. 1865)), aligned to

anastomosing coalesced nodes (P. saffordi (Hall.

1858)). parallel ridges (P. regalis (Hall, 1861)), and

more. Several patterns within this wide range of or-

nament development are obvious with only a cursory

scanning of the specimens. Multiple types of patterns

may occur on a single specimen. These patterns in-

clude a variety of types at specific locations on the cup

that we inteipret to represent morphologic develop-

ment by the crinoid to thwart platyceratid gastropods

or other unwanted organisms from crawling up the

stem and across the cup before reaching the base of

the arms or the tegmen. Each type is described here,

followed by an interpretation for its position.

1

.

Aligned nodes to ridges around stem attachment:

obstruct or discourage organisms from crawling onto

the cup.

2. Aligned nodes to ridges radially across the basal

circlet from the stem facet to distal edge in intertay

position: obstruct or discourage organisms from crawl-

ing along the inteiTay onto the radials and then onto

the tegmen.

3. Aligned nodes to ridges radially across the basal

circlet from the stem facet to distal edge in line of ray

axes: obstruct organisms from crawling along the ray

axes onto the radials and then to the base of the arms.

4. Aligned nodes, ridge, or parallel rows of ridges

between stem facet and distal edge or along distal edge

of basal circlet: obstruct organisms from crawling onto

the radials and thence onto the tegmen or reaching the

base of the arms.

5. Aligned nodes to ridges radially along the lateral

edges of the radial: obstruct organisms from crawling

across the radial to reach the tegmen.

6. Aligned nodes to ridges radially along the axes
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of the radial from the proximal edge to the base of the

arms: obstruct organisms from crawling across the ra-

dial to reach the base of the arms.

7. Aligned nodes, ridge, or parallel rows of ridges

along proximal edge to base of arms: obstruct organ-

isms from crawling across the radial to reach the base

of the arms.

8. Aligned nodes or ridge forming inverted V from

base of radial facet to proximal apices of radials: ob-

struct organisms from crawling onto the radials and

thence onto the tegmen or reaching the base of the

arms. This ornament may continue onto the basal cir-

clet.

9. Aligned nodes or ridge along proximal side of

radial facet: obstruct organisms from obtaining access

to tissue of base of arm.

10. Aligned nodes or ridge along distal edge of ra-

dials lateral of facet: obstruct organisms crawling

across radial onto tegmen.

11. Radially aligned nodes or ridge on first inter-

ambulacral: obstruct organisms crawling across plate

onto tegmen.

Nodes or short spines on tegmen plates and the de-

velopment of anal tubes also are inteipreted as obstruc-

tions to organisms trying to crawl across and settling

on the tegmen. Development of spines on columnals

would have been an additional deterent to organisms

crawling along or attaching to the stem. Similar node

and ridge ornament is found in some of the other gen-

era of the platycrinitids. such as Eucladocriims and

Plemnocrinus, and probably served the same purposes.

The development of nodose plates and stellate ridge

ornament among some genera of the glyptocrinids,

melocrinitids, rhodocrinitids, coelocrinids. acrocrinids.

batocrinids, and actinocrinitids is considered to have

served the same puiposes as was node devek)pment.

Genera within each of these taxonomic groups with

platyceratids still attached to the calyx have been re-

ported by several authors (Keyes. 1888; Clarke, 1921:

Bowsher, 1955a; Yakovlev. 1956. among others). In

the Visean as most of the camerates declined, the pla-

tyceratids adapted to living on the crt)myocrinids, and

continued to do so into the Permian. In the Late Car-

boniferous the cromycrinids developed nodose orna-

ment similar to that of the more nodose platycrinitids.

Platycrinites reouienensi.s, new species

Plate 8, figures 1-8

Diagnosis.—Distinguished from non-Algerian Mis-

sissippian and Permian species by the combination of

the globose theca. tegmen moderately arched, cup

bowl-shaped, basal circlet shallow bowl, walls sub-

vertical, radial facets elongate horseshoe-shaped on ra-

dial platform, single axillary primibrachial. and anal

opening projecting obliquely. Distinguished from other

Algerian species by the coarse nodose ornament form-

ing an inverted-V pattern from radial facet to basal-

radial apices, aligned along lateral sides of radials. and

a few irregular nodes along the proximal part of the

radials.

Description.—Theca globose, medium size, length

13.6 mm (crushed inward and laterally), width 16 mm
(average). Cup bowl-shaped, length 10.9 mm. width

16 mm (average), walls subvertical, sutures slightly

impressed. Basal circlet shallow bowl, 10.5 mm di-

ameter, formed of 3 plates, 2 larger of equal size,

smaller in EA intenay; proximal tips downflared be-

low stem facet in shallow impression or basal concav-

ity, distally upflared forming 3.5 mm of cup length;

with coarse nodes aligned along inteirays and less

aligned along distal sides of plates. Radials 5, 8.3 mm
long, 8.6 mm wide, widest at distal end of inteiTadial

sutures, moderately convex longitudinally and trans-

versely; ornamented with coarse nodes forming in-

verted V from radial facet to basal-radial apices.

aligned along lateral sides of radials. and a few irreg-

ular nodes along the proximal part of radials. Radial

facet angustary. nanow. elongate, horseshoe-shaped,

on slight radial platform, subvertical to slightly upward

projecting. Single primibrachial axillary, overlapped

laterally by first secundibrachials. Arms unknown,

minimum 2 per ray. Tegmen crushed, proximal plates

bulbous, distal plates with very coarse nodes; ambu-

lacral plates small adjacent to ambuiacral openings,

distally become larger; interambulacrals with single

large plate followed by 3 smaller plates and medium
to larger plates distally. Anal opening separated from

radials minimally by single row of small plates, may
have had short anal tube. Opening projecting obliquely

well below radial summit. Stem facet circular, 2 mm
diameter, concave. Axial canal weathered, probably

pentalobate.

Remarks.—The tegmen is crushed, with plates of

the anterior side doubled against one another and pro-

jected over the AB interray on the holotype (RGM 361

222) of Platycrinites reoiiienensis n. sp. Before crush-

ing, the tegmen would have been moderately arched,

approximately half the height of the cup. The cup is

t)nly slightly distorted with the A radial extended out-

ward. C- and D-ray primibrachials are weathered, and

only two are preserved. Small facets on the outer edg-

es of the radial facets are for the outer parts of first

secundibrachials. A small holdfast is attached to the

posterior side of the radial facet of the E radial. The

paratype (RGM 361 223) is uncrushed and shows the

large tegmen plates of the moderately inflated tegmen

but lacks the plates around the anal opening. Although

the specimen is abraded and the nodes on the radials
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are greatly subdued, it still shows the same pattern as

that of the holotype.

Arrangement of the nodose ornamentation of Pki-

tycrinites reoiiienensis is similar to. but specimens lack

the keels present on, P. faberi (Miller. 1889), a Late

Mississippian (Meramecian or Chesterian) form from

North America. The disarticulated cup plates identified

as P. spinifer eloniicitus Wachsmuth and Springer.

1897. by Termier and Termier ( 1950) from the Visean

of Morroco may have been the progenitor of the youn-

ger Algerian species of Platyciiuites described herein.

The Moroccan specimens are not considered conspe-

cific because they have less spinose tegmen plates, fin-

er nodes, and a longer basal circlet than the holotype

figured by Wachsmuth and Springer ( 1897. pi. 67. fig.

7). The Morocco specimens have a longer (i.e.. more

highly arched) tegmen than the Algerian specimens.

Material.—Two specimens: Holotype. RGM 361

222, (CP52.27b) from the Ain Mezerelt Member. El

Guelmouna Formation. Mississippian (Seipukhovian.

early El ). at Moi'zeb Reouien; Pareyn collection. Para-

type, RGM 361 223, from the Ain Mezerelt Member,

El Guelmouna Formation, Mississippian (Seijiukhov-

ian. early El ). at El Aouidja; Legrand-Blain ct)liection.

Etyiuology.—Named for the locality where the spec-

imen was found. MoVzeb Reou'ien.

Platycrinites aouidjaensis, new species

Plate 8. figures 20, 21

IPlatycrimis spinifer elongatus (Wachsmuth and Springer. 1897).

Termier and Termier. 1950. p. 86. pi. 226. figs. 36-37.

Diagnosi.s.—Distinguished from non-Algerian Mis-

sissippian and Permian species by the combination of

the globose theca. tegmen flat, cup bowl-shaped, su-

tures flush, basal circlet medium bowl, walls subvert-

ical, radial facets elongate horseshoe-shaped on radial

platform, single axillary primibrachial. and anal open-

ing projecting subvertical. Distinguished from other

Algerian species by the combination of the irregularly

spaced coarse nodose ornament, which may form a

poorly developed inverted-V pattern from radial facet

to basal-radial apices, a ring of nodes sunrounding the

stem facet, and a flat tegmen.

Description.—Theca globose, large, length 22.2 mm
(distal apex not exposed), width 24.6 mm. pentagonal

in basal view. Cup medium bowl-shaped, length 17.7

mm. width 24.6 mm. base truncated for stem attach-

ment, distal half of walls subvertical, sutures flush.

Basal circlet medium bowl. 16.9 mm diameter. 7.6 mm
length, plates fused, proximal tips subhorizontal for

stem attachment, distally upflared at approximately

45°; with coarse nodes aligned along midline of inter-

rays, ringed around stem facet, and some irregular. Ra-

dials 5. 6.5 mm long. 8.2 mm wide, widest at distal

end of intenadial sutures, moderately convex longi-

tudinally and transversely; ornamented with coarse

nodes inegularly spaced to forming poorly developed

inverted Vs radiating from the radial facets to the basal

radial apices. Radial facet angustary. narrt>w. elongate,

horseshoe-shaped, on slight radial platform, subverti-

cal to slightly upward projecting, laterally bear small

facets for ends of first secundibrachials. Arms un-

known, minimum 4 per ray. Tegmen flat, one-fourth

length of cup. plates large with coarse nodes; ambu-

lacral plates small adjacent to ambulacral openings,

distally larger; interambulacrals with single large plate

followed by 3 smaller (but large) node-bearing plates

distally. Inflated anal area affecting subjacent radials.

visible in basal view as obvious bulge in CD interray.

Anal opening separated from radials minimally by sin-

gle row of small plates, on anal tube of indeterminate

length; opening projecting subvertical below radial

summit near rim of tegmen. Stem facet circular. 4.8

mm diameter, concave areola.

Remarks.—The holotype (RGM 361 224) of Pla-

tycrinites aouidjaensis n. sp. is well preserved, with

matrix covering most of the tegmen. The paratype

(RGM 361 225), similarly preserved, has lost the basal

circlet and proximal parts of some radials but shows

the anal opening. A single radial (RGM 361 226) as-

signed to P. aouidjaensis shows the proximal ends of

four ambulacral grooves on the interior and retains the

triangular-shaped axillary primibrachial and axillary

single secundibrachials. The facets for the tertibrachi-

als on the outer half of the ray are much smaller than

those for the tertibrachials on the inner half of the ray,

perhaps implying that the inner ones branch again. If

so, there would be six arms per ray.

Platycrinites aouidjaensis is distinguished from P.

reouienensis by the flat rather than moderately arched

tegmen, medium rather than shallow bowl-shaped bas-

al circlet, poorly developed inverted-V nodes rather

than aligned nodes on the radials. presence of a ring

of nodes around the stem facet, and flush sutures.

Material.—Three specimens. The holotype (RGM
361 224. measured specimen) is from the Mouizeb el

Atchane Member. Ain el Mizab Formation, Mississip-

pian (Seipukhovian. E2). from Teniet el Aouidja. The

paratype (RGM 361 225) was found between the Djen-

ien and El Guelmouna formations, probably from the

Mouizeb el Atchane Member of the Ain el Mizab For-

mation, Mississippian (Seipukhovian, E2), from Teniet

el Aouidja. A partial radial (RGM 361 226) is from

the Mouizeb el Atchane Member of the Ain el Mizab

Formation. Mississippian (Serpukhovian, E2). from

the ravine at Djenien. All Pareyn collection.
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Efymoloiiy.—Named for the locality where the spec-

imens were found. Teniet el Aouidja.

Platycrinites djihaniensis, new species

Plate 8. Hgiires 14-19

Diagnosis.—Distinguished from non-Algerian Mis-

sissippian and Permian species by the combination of

the globose calyx, tegmen low flat, cup bowl-shaped,

basal circlet shallow bowl, walls subvertical. radial

facets elongate horseshoe-shaped on radial platform,

single axillary primibrachial, and anal opening pro-

jecting obliquely. Distinguished from other Algerian

species by the combination of coarse nodose ornament

forming inverted V from radial facet to basal-radial

apices, aligned nodes along lateral sides of radials,

nodes forming an inverted T below the radial facet

along the ray axis, and anal opening projecting

obliquely.

Description.—Theca globose, small, length 14.6

mm. width 16.3 mm. base flat, tegmen low flat, cir-

cular in oral view. Cup bowl-shaped, length 19.4 mm.
width 16.3 mm, walls subvertical at top, sutures slight-

ly impressed. Basal circlet fused, shallow bowl, 1 1 .4

mm diameter, length 3.1 mm. with coarse nodes

aligned along inteiTays, ringing stem facet and forming

a T in central part of each ray. Radials .'>, 8 mm long,

8.8 mm wide, widest at distal end of interradial su-

tures, moderately convex longitudinally and trans-

versely, ornamented with coarse nodes forming in-

verted V from radial facet to basal-radial apices,

aligned along lateral sides of radials. and forming an

inveiled T below the radial facet along the ray axis.

Radial facet angustary, nanow. elongate, horseshoe-

shaped, upward projecting 20° above horizontal; with

single axillary primibrachial overlapped laterally by

first secundibrachial. Arms unknown, minimum 2 per

ray. Tegmen low, flat lopped, plates with very coarse

nodes to short spines; ambulacral plates small adjacent

to ambulacral openings, distally become larger; inter-

ambulacrals with single large plate followed by 2 or 3

smaller plates and larger plates distally. Anal opening

separated from radials by single large interambulacral

followed by minimum of 1 row of small plates, may
have had short anal tube, with opening projecting ver-

tically. Stem facet circular, 2.9 mm diameter, shallowly

concave, wide crenularium and areola, pentalobate ax-

ial canal.

Remarks.—Platycrinites reoiiienensis, P. aonidjaen-

sis, and P. djihaniensis n. sp. are closely related. Pla-

tycrinites aouidjaensis and P. djiiianiensis probably

are derived from P. reoiiienensis by flattening of the

tegmen, increased development of the nodose orna-

ment, and slight differences in plate sizes and anange-

ment leading to the anal opening. The radial facets of

P. djiiianiensis are considerably more upflaring than

those of P. reonienensis and P. aouidjaensis, whereas

the basal circlet is relatively longer, and the pentagonal

outline in oral view is best developed on P. aouid-

jaensis. The nodose ornamentation of the tegmen of

P. reouienensis. P. aouidjaensis. and P. djihaniensis

separates them from the bulbous ornament of the teg-

men of P. haniarensis n. sp.

Material.—Two specimens: holotype (RGM 361

227) and paratype (RGM 362 228) are from the top

of the Djenien Formation. Mississippian (Serpukhov-

ian, E2), at Chebket Djihani; Pareyn collection.

Etymology.—Named for the locality where the spec-

imens were foimd. Chebket Djihani.

Platycrinites cf. P. djihaniensis

Plate 8. figures 11-13

Remarks.—One fused partial basal circlet, one near-

ly complete radial, and two partial radials have the

same basic nodose ornamentation pattern as P. djihan-

iensis. except the nodes are much more numerous be-

tween the intenay aligned nodes forming triangles

within triangles on the basal circlet and radials. the

radial facets are relatively narrower with respect to the

width of the radial, and the basal circlet is more up-

flaring. These specimens may represent a variant of P.

djihaniensis or a different species. Because the tegmen

is unknown, all specimens are disarticulated, and most

are fragmentary, they are referred to P. djihaniensis.

Material.—Four specimens, a partial basal circlet

(RGM 361 229), 1 nearly complete (RGM 361 230)

and 2 partial radials (RGM 361 231, RGM 361 232),

from the top of the Djenien Formation. Mississippian

(Serpukhovian, E2), at Chebket Djihani; Pareyn col-

lection.

Platycrinites haniarensis, new species

Plate 9. flgures 15-22

Diagnosis.—Distinguished from non-Algerian Mis-

sissippian and Permian species by the combination of

the globose calyx, tegmen moderately arched, cup

bowl-shaped, basal circlet very shallow bowl, walls

subvertical, sutures impressed, radial facets wide

horseshoe-shaped, single axillary primibrachial, and

anal opening projecting obliquely. Distinguished from

other Algerian species by the combination of coarse

irregular nodose and vermiform ornament.

Description.—Theca globose, large, length 17.1

mm, width 19.2 mm, tegmen moderately arched, pen-

tagonal in oral view. Cup medium bowl-shaped, length

8.3 mm, width 15.8 mm, base very shallowly convex,

walls subvertical. sutures strongly impressed, plates

with broad coarse irregular nodose and vermiform or-

nament. Basal circlet fused or tripartite, very shallow
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bowl, 11.2 mm diameter, length 2.5 mm: base with

shallow concavity, distal edges upfiared. barely visible

in side view; azygous basal in E-A intenay. Radials

5. large, 10.1 mm long, 10.4 mm wide, widest at distal

end of inteiTadial sutures, gently convex longitudinally

and transversely, ornament of low broad nodes. Radial

facet angustary, wide, horseshoe-shaped, sub vertical.

Primibrachial small, a.xillary, triangular in exterior out-

line, moderately convex transversely, with low broad

central node. First secundibrachials much wider than

long, laterally extending beyond primibrachial to at-

tach to radial. Second secundibrachial axillary. Mini-

mum 4 arms per ray. free with Hrst secundibrachial.

Tegmen plates with very bulbous centers; ambulacra!

plates small adjacent to ambulacral openings, distally

become larger; interambulacrals with single plate fol-

lowed by 2 or 3 smaller plates and larger plates dis-

tally. Anal inteiTay has single large plate, larger than

all other first interambulacrals, followed by 3 smaller

plates at base of bulbous anal opening slightly above

central tegmen summit. Anal opening projecting

obliquely at 45°. Stem facet impressed, circular, small,

3.4 mm diameter, moderately concave.

Reimirks.—The holotype (RGM 361 233) of Pla-

Tycriuites hamarensis n. sp. lacks a part of the A radial

and a small part of the basal circlet but has the pro-

truded anal area. Paratype 1 (RGM 361 234) has a

slightly flatter tegmen with more sharply defined or-

namentation. Paratype 2 (RGM 361 235) is weathered

and has lost part of the anal side of the theca. Paratype

3 (RGM 361 236) is partly embedded in matrix. A
fifth specimen (RGM 361 237) is abraded and has a

fragment of the basal circlet missing.

Platycrinites hamarensis is distinguished from P.

reoitienensis. P. aoiikljaensis. and P. djilumicnsis by

its impressed sutures, coarse nodose and vermiform

ornament, bulbous tegmen plates, and obliquely pro-

jecting bulged anal opening.

Material.—Five specimens. Holotype (RGM 361

233) and paratypes 1-3 (RGM 361 234-RGM 361

236) from the Oued el Hamar Formation, Pennsylva-

nian (late Bashkirian), north flank of Chebket Men-
nouna; Pareyn collection. Mentioned specimen (RGM
361 237) is from the Hassi Kerma Formation, Penn-

sylvanian (late Bashkirian), at Oglat Hamia; Legrand-

Blain collection.

Etymology.—Named for the Oued el Hamar For-

mation.

Platycrinites sp. I

Plate 9, figures 23. 24

Remarks.—A single specimen is refened to Platy-

crinites sp. 1. The specimen is of moderate size with

a flat base, gently arched tegmen. outflaring cup walls.

pentagonal in oral view, and has medium-coarse no-

dose ornament forming in three to five semi-aligned

rows massed along the interray edges of the radials

and single spine alignments below the radial facets. It

is poorly preserved, and the radial facets and arm ba-

ses are not exposed. The combination of the above

features allows recognition as a separate form, prob-

ably representing a new species. Lacking knowledge

of the arms, it is left in open nomenclature and men-

tioned for faunal completeness.

Material.—Figured specimen (RGM 361 238) from

the upper part of the Oued el Hamar Formation. Penn-

sylvanian (late Bashkirian). from Foum ech Cheguiga;

Pareyn collection.

Platycrinites sp. 2

Remarks.—Three partial radials are abraded or

weathered, but still retain some nodes and aligned

nodes or ridges. They are possibly variants of P. dji-

haniensis. but so fragmentary they are considered in-

determinate.

Material.—Three partial radials (RGM 361 239), all

from the top of the Djenien Formation. Mississippian

(Seipukhovian. E2). at Chebket Djihani; Pareyn col-

lection.

Platycrinites sp. 3

Remarks.—Platycrinitid partial radial with primibra-

chial and first secundibrachials.

Material.—One partial radial (RGM 362 337). from

the upper part of the Hassi Kerma Formation, lime-

stone below level ML171, Pennsylvanian (Bashkirian),

at Mouizeb El Atchane, 300 m north of the south gul-

ly. Bechar; Winkler Prins collection.

Platycrinites sp. 4

Plate 8. figures 22. 23; Plate 17. figures 1. 2

Remarks.—A large tripartite basal circlet and a

smaller fused basal circlet, both with irregular coarse-

ridge ornament, are assigned to Platycrinites. The

nearly circular stem facet is on a pedestal slightly be-

low the exterior level of the circlet and is bordered by

a round-based, nanow impressed trough. The irregular

ornament is most prominent around the distal margin

of the circlet. The small axial canal is pentalobate.

Material.—Two basal circlets (RGM 361 338;

RGM 361 339) from the upper part of the Hassi Kerma

Formation, limestone below level ML171. Pennsyl-

vanian (Bashkirian). at Mouizeb El Atchane. 300 m
north of the south gully. Bechar; Winkler Prins collec-

tion.
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Platycrinites sp. 5

Plate 8. figures 9, 10

Ri'iuiirks.—Two unornamented platyciinitid twist

coiumnals (from segmented twist stems) with a den-

ticulate fulcal ridge splitting into four finer ridges on

distal ends (RGM 361 344).

Material. ~J^v> coiumnals (RGM 361 344. RGM
361 351 ). from the upper part of the Hassi Kerma For-

mation, limestone below level ML171. Pennsylvanian

(Bashkirian). at Mouizeb El Atchane. 300 m north of

the south gully. Bechar: Winkler Prins collection.

Platycrinites? sp.

Plate 9, figures 25-27

Description.—Calyx medium size, length 20.7 mm.
width 23.4 mm. mushroom-shaped, pentagonal in oral

view. Cup bowl-shaped, length 9.5 mm (estimated),

width 19.5 mm. base shallowly invaginated. walls

nearly vertical. Basal circlet tripartite, subhori/.ontal.

15.8 mm diameter, distal edges slightly upflaring. bear-

ing circular 3.4 mm diameter stem facet. Basals 3. un-

equal. Radials 5. considerably wider (10.4 mm) than

long (6.5 mm estimated), projecting slightly medially

for horseshoe-shaped subvertical angustary radial fac-

et, proximally with extended lip for basal-radial suture,

internally prttximal edges with concave-downward

thickening projection to attach to thick distal edges of

basals. shoulders extend distally well above radial fac-

et. Radial facets deep. Single axillary primibrachial tri-

angular exteriorly. Secundibrachials deep, short,

strongly convex transversely, gently convex longitu-

dinally, minimum of 2 per half ray, bear V-shaped am-

bulacral groove. First secundibrachial overlaps primi-

brachial to contact radial facet. Arms 10, minimum,
project subhori/ontally from radials. Tegmen strongly

inflated, projecting laterally beyond radials, formed of

numerous medium sized bulbous plates bearing coarse

nodose ornament. Single interambulacral plate fol-

lowed by 3 or 4 plates in tegmen. Anal opening not

exposed. Stem facet bears narrow crenularium along

outer edge.

Remarks.—The specimen is slightly distorted and

cup plates are moderately to deeply abraded, especially

ak>ng the basal-radial sutures. The assignment to Pla-

tycrinites is not certain because the anal series is not

exposed. The tegmen is similar to that of P. hainar-

eiisis. Approximately age-equivalent loose radials and

basals bearing similar thickenings of the proximal edg-

es of the radials and distal edges of the basals are

known froin the northwestern part of the People's Re-

public of China (Lane et ai. 1996).

Material.—Figured specimen (RGM 290 857). from

the Oued Bel Groun Formation, Moscovian. Bed Ml

(Deleau, 1951), from Bechar-Djedid. immediately

south of Bechar Winkler Prins collection.

Genus PLEUROCRINUS Austin and Austin, 1843

Emended diai;nosis.—A platycrinitid recognized as

having five prominent orals, with each of the four

smaller orals in contact with the larger central anal oral

forming the summit of the tegmen with a variable

small number of smaller interambulacral and ambula-

cral plates between them and the radials, and an anal

opening directed laterally.

Remarks.—Genera of the Platycrinitidae commonly
are recognized on the position or direction of the anal

opening. An exception is Eitcladocrinus Meek, 1872,

recognized by having two main arm-bearing ramules

in each ray. The excentric anal opening on Platycrin-

ites is commonly on the side of the tegmen slightly

above the radials but may occur much higher on the

tegmen, with or without an anal tube. Pleiirocriniis

was defined on the presence of a laterally directed anal

opening. Otherwise, it is indistinguishable from Pla-

tycrinites, from which it was derived. The significance

of the position of the anal opening, plate structure sur-

rounding it. and overall plate structure of the tegmen

with respect to the anal opening is uncertain. Perhaps

the position of the anal opening on the edge of the

tegmen or on an anal tube was an evolutionary or eco-

phenotypic morphologic response to avoid being cov-

ered by platyceratid gastropods. This suggestion is

supported by the absence of drill holes through the

tegmen of crinoids with platyceratids positioned above

the anal opening and the presence of drill holes

through the tegmen with platyceratids attached but not

above the anal opening (Lane, 1978; Baumiller, 1990).

All anal openings of Platycrinites and Pleiirocriniis

are excentric but the position between the radials and

central linear axis is quite variable, sometimes show-

ing variation within a single species. Species assigned

to these two genera have a complete gradation from

anal openings through the tegmen directly above the

radials without intervening small plates, anal openings

with small intervening plates, and openings separated

from the radials by one or two larger plates with or

without small intervening plates, anal openings well

above the radials separated from the radials by a series

of small to medium plates, to anal openings originating

near the radials to well above the radials at the end of

a short to lengthy anal tube. Except for one late Visean

species (P. grandis Wright. 1938). all other species

currently assignable to Pleiirocriniis are known from

the Tournaisian and early Visean of England. Ireland,

and North America (Wright, 1956: Brower, 1970:

among others) or the Permian of Timor (Wanner. 1916.

1937).
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Review of the nearly 200 species cuiTently assigned

to Platycrinites and Pleiirocriinis is beyond the scope

of this study. One trend that we recognize, however,

is in the number of tegmen plates, which tends to de-

crease throughout the late Paleozoic range of the Pla-

tycrinitidae, with the exception of Oenochocrinus.

which is an early member with Hve large orals. Until

revision of the Platycrinitidae is made, we recommend
that Pleurocrinus be defined as having five prominent

orals, with each of the four smaller orals in contact

with the larger central anal oral forming the summit

of the tegmen with a variable small number of smaller

interambulacral and ambulacral plates between them

and the radials. Five large orals in the tegmen also are

present in Neoplatycrinus Wanner, 1916, Oenochocri-

nus Breimer. 1962. and Plenmocriiuis Kirk, 1946. in

the Platycrinitidae, as well as a number of camerate

and cladid genera, all of which lack the intervening

smaller plates or have a greatly reduced number of

plates between the radials and the large orals.

It is highly probable that the laterally directed anal

openings evolved repeatedly within the Platycrinites

lineage during the late Paleozoic and that species as-

signed to Pleurocrinus are homeomorphs. This inter-

pretation of Pleurocrinus may be supported by anal-

ysis of the stem. Devonian and earliest Carboniferous

species of Platycrinites have a continuous twist stem,

which gave rise to the segmented twist stem (Webster.

1997) in the Early Mississippian (Kinderhookian).

Both types of stems coexisted until Late Mississippian

(Chesterian) when the segmented twist stem prevailed.

To our knowledge, all Pennsylvanian and Permian spe-

cies of Platycrinites have the segmented twist stem

and the continuous stem type is unknown even as dis-

associated columnals. The stem of Pleurocrinus is un-

known except for the proximal-most one or two col-

umnals. which are round to slightly elliptical, probably

becoming elliptical distally as in Platycrinites. If the

Pennsylvanian and Permian species of Pleurocrinus

were shown to have the segmented twist columnal, it

would suggest that the earlier and later species are

homeomorphs, there was convergence in the columns,

or Pleurocrinus species are a repeated variant of Pla-

tycrinites.

Pleurocrinus glomerosus, new species

Plate 9, figures 1-10

Diaiinosis.—Distinguished by having unrounded V-

shaped ambulacral grooves, inset radial facets, coarser

ornament, and deeply inset sutures.

Description.—Calyx globose, small, length 12.9

mm, width 13 mm, widest slightly above tegmen base,

ambulacral openings near midlength, all plates very

tumid, sutures impressed, subpentalobate in oral view.

Cup bowl-shaped, length 8 mm, width 12.8 mm, base

flat, walls vertical, unweathered plates show coarse

subdued fluted ridge ornament. Basal circlet discoid,

7.6 mm diameter, very gently upflared distally, bearing

small ( 1 .5 mm diameter) stem impression centrally.

Basals 3, unequal, azygous in A-E interray, horizontal

proximally, gently upflared distally. Radials 5, wider

(7.2 mm) than long (5.4 mm), slightly convex longi-

tudinally, moderately convex transversely, forming

walls of cup. Radial facet angustary, inset slightly,

subvertical, with deep V-shaped ambulacral groove.

Single primibrachial axillary, small, triangular exterior,

does not fill facet. First secundibrachials wider than

long, extend beyond primibrachial to cover radial fac-

et. Arms minimum 2 per ray, at least 10 in total, pro-

ject horizontally from cup. Primanal large, length 3.5

mm, width 4 mm, adjoined distally by 2 large plates

on each shoulder and shares 2 very small plates with

larger plates. Anal opening directed obliquely upward,

sunounded by 6 large plates and an inner row of 6

disconnected small plates, or variable number of

smaller plates, which may form a double row as a

rudimentary anal tube. Tegmen highly inflated with

flattened summit, extending slightly beyond cup walls

above ambulacral openings, with a central large pos-

terior oral at summit surrounded by 6 large and 2 small

(in anal intenay) plates above large single interam-

bulacral plate in each interray: ambulacral opening

bordered by 2 small ( 1 mm or less) quadrangular

plates, 1 to each side of arm mid-point with or without

a central small diamond-shaped plate centrally located

separating the oral side of the 2 ambulacral tracts join-

ing at the base of the first secundibrachial. Stem and

distal arms unknown.

Remarks.—Pleurocrinus glomerosus n. sp. is more

like Tournaisian and Visean (Wright, 1956) than Perm-

ian species (Wanner, 1916, 1937) assigned to the ge-

nus, in that the basal circlet is wide and nearly discoid.

It differs from those forms by having a shallow basal

invagination, and it differs from all described species

in that the ambulacral grooves are unrounded V-

shaped, the radial facets are inset, the ornament is

coarser, and sutures are deeply inset.

Measurements were made on the holotype (RGM
361 240). All specimens show some degree of abra-

sion destroying most ornamentation. Paratype 1 (RGM
361 241) shows the primibrachial in two rays and first

secundibrachials in one ray. All of the five non-type

specimens (lot RGM 290 875) are broken, distorted,

or partial calices.

Material.—Eight specimens: Holotype (RGM 361

240), two paratypes (RGM 361 241, RGM 361 242),

and five other specimens (RGM 290 875) from the

Mississippian (Serpukhovian, Pendleian), marly lime-
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stone above DZ12 of the El Guelmouna Formation at

Djenien, east of Palmeraie de, before the pass, Bechar;

Winkler Prins collection.

Etymology.—Latin meaning like a ball, round, and

refers to the globose shape.

Pleurocrinus folliculus, new species

Plate 10, figures 1-8

Plutwrinitcs litbcniiUilus Miller. J. S., 182 L Tcnnier and Termier,

1950. p. 86, pi. 212. tigs. 10, 11.

non Plcurocriiuis luherctiUinis Wright. 19.^8. p. 278. pi. 10, figs.

1-+.

Diagnosis.—Distinguished by elliptical ambulacral

tracts and a greater number of small plates in the teg-

men.

Description.—Theca globose, small, length 17 mm.
width 17.7 mm, base flat, tegmen moderately arched,

pentagonal in oral view. Cup medium flat-based bowl-

shaped, length 10.4 mm, width 15.6 mm, walls sub-

vertical, basal-radial sutures impressed, plates with

broad coarse inegular nodose and vermiform orna-

ment. Basal circlet fused or tripartite, discoid to very

shallow bowl, 9.2 mm diameter, distal edges upflared,

barely visible in side view; thickened ridge parallels

distal edges: azygous basal in E-A interray. Radials 5,

large, 6.4 mm long, 9.3 mm wide, widest at distal end

of inteiTadial sutures, straight longitudinally, gently

convex transversely, thickest proxinially forming ridge

overhanging basal circlet. Radial facet angustary,

wide, horseshoe-shaped, subvertical, at distal end of

radial. Primibrachial small, axillary, triangular in ex-

terior outline, moderately convex transversely. First se-

cundibrachials much wider than long, laterally extend-

ing beyond primibrachial to attach to radial. Second

secundibrachial, axillary; elliptical ambulacral tract of

outer heterotomous arm much smaller than inner am-

bulacral tract. Tertibrachials 2, second axillary. Mini-

mum 8 arms per ray, free with second secundibrachial.

Tegmen inflated, gently arched; plates large, bearing

central tumid node; 5 orals at tegmen summit, anal oral

in semicirular contact with 4 others, separated from

ambulacral opening by few small ambulacral and in-

terambulacral plates. Anal interray has single row of

plates above radials. Anal opening on side of tegmen,

directed laterally. Stem facet circular, small, 2.4 mm
diameter. Distal arms and stem unknown.

Remarks.—Pleurocrinus folliculus n. sp. is most

closely related to, but differs from, P. glonierosus by

having elliptical ambulacral tracts, and a greater num-

ber of small plates in the tegmen.

Material.—Three specimens; Holotype (RGM 361

243), paratype 1 (RGM 361 244), and paratype 2

(RGM 361 245) from the Oued el Hamar Formation,

Pennsylvanian (late Bashkirian), at Foum ech Chegui-

ga; Pareyn collection.

Etymology.—Latin, meaning an inflated ball, refer-

ring to the inflated shape of the tegmen.

Genus EUCLADOCRINUS Meek, 1872

Eucladocrinus.' asymmetricus, new species

Plate 10, figures 9-12

Diagnosis.—Distinguished by four arms per ray and

robust size.

Description.—Theca globose, large, length 20.4

mm, width 27 mm, base concave, tegmen low flat to

very gently arched, elevated above ambulacral open-

ings, pentagonal in oral view. Cup medium bowl-

shaped, length 12.6 mm, width 25.1 mm, walls sub-

vertical, trough along basal-radial sutures. Basal circlet

fused, discoid to very shallow bowl, 16.4 mm diam-

eter, length 2.5 mm; base concave with shallow con-

cavity, distal edges upflared, barely visible in side

view. Radials 5, large, 11 mm long, 14.1 mm wide,

widest at distal end of interradial sutures, gently con-

vex longitudinally and transversely, ornament of low

broad nodes. Radial facet angustary, wide, horseshoe-

shaped, subvertical; shows 3 facets, single axillary pri-

mibrachial overlapped laterally by Hrst secundibrachi-

als. Primibrachial small, triangular in exterior outline,

with rounded transverse ridge. First secundibrachials

much wider than long, laterally attach to radial, with

rounded transverse ridge. Second secundibrachial not

preserved, axillary. Minimum 4 arms per ray, free with

first secundibrachial. Tegmen low, flat to slightly

arched; plates large with very coarse bulbous to no-

dose centers; ambulacral plates small adjacent to am-

bulacral openings, distally become larger; interambu-

lacrals with single large plate followed by 2 or 3 small-

er plates and larger plates distally. Anal opening sep-

arated from radials by single large interambulacral

followed by minimum of double row of small plates,

projecting vertically. Stem facet circular, large, mod-

erately concave, very narrow crenularium, wide areo-

la; axial canal small, probably pentalobate.

Remarks.—Euclaclocrinusl asymmetricus n. sp. is

distinguished by its robust size and concave basal cir-

clet. Measurements were taken on the holotype (RGM
361 246). The concave base has an asymmetry with a

greater declivity at the distal ends, commonly greatest

in the D-E intenay area. One specimen (RGM 361

253) has the greater declivity in the CD intenay. These

cups are remarkably similar to that of E. pleurovimen-

us (White, 1862) as illustrated by Wachsmuth and

Springer (1897, pi. 74, fig. 1). The generic assignment

is tentative because Eucladocrinus has two large rami

in each ray giving off pinnulate ramuli distally. It is
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assumed that the four ambulacral openings on £.?

asyminetricus represent the proximal ends of four rami

or arms; it may represent a new genus.

All specimens are solution- and abrasion-weathered

and have lost most ornament. Paratype 1 (RGM 361

247) retains a small part of the broad nodes on one

radial, shows the development of the proximal end of

the two small ambulacral openings on the outer sides

of each half ray in two rays, and retains part of the

stem facet morphology. The bulbous tegmen plates are

best preserved on paratype 2 (RGM 361 248) and

paratype 3 (RGM 361 249). Specimen RGM 361 252

retains the stem facet and is abnormal, as the E and A
radials are fused into one large armless plate. Speci-

men RGM 361 253 has an inflated cup. with more

strongly rounded walls, a more bowl-shaped cup, and

greatest declivity in the CD intenay; features we con-

sider to reflect intraspecific variation.

Material.—Eight specimens: Holotype (RGM 361

246). four paratypes (RGM 361 247-RGM 361 250),

listed specimen (RGM 361 251). and mentioned spec-

imen (RGM 361 252) from the Oued el Hamar For-

maton, Pennsylvanian (late Bashkirian), southwest of

Djebel Horreit. Mentioned specimen (RGM 361 253)

from the Oued el Hamar Formation, Pennsylvanian

(late Bashkirian), from the north flank of Chebket

Mennouna. All Pareyn collection.

Etymology.—From the Greek asyuiiiietros. refening

to the asymmetry of the basal circlet.

Eucladocrinus? sp.

Remarks.—Two specimens are tentatively assigned

to Eucladocrinusl sp. These specimens are similar to

E.'l asymmetricus n. sp., but have gently rounded basal

circlets. It is uncertain if they represent variation or a

separate species. Both specimens are weathered, poor-

ly preserved, and unsuitable to serve as types.

Material.—Two mentioned specimens (RGM 361

254) from the Oued el Hamar Formation, Pennsylva-

nian (late Bashkirian). southwest of Djebel Horreit;

Pareyn collection.

Subclass DISPARIDA Moore and Laudon 1 943

Remarks.—Recent studies of the higher level clas-

sification of the Crinoidea have resulted in major re-

allocation of several taxa above the superfamily level

(Simms and Sevastopulo, 1993; Ausich, 1997, 1998a).

One change with which most echinoderm workers are

in agreement is dropping of the Subclass Inadunata

because taxa within it are considered polyphyletic.

Superfamily BELEMNOCRINACEA S. A. Miller,

1883

Family SYNBATHOCRINIDAE S. A. Miller. 1889

Genus SYNBATHOCRINUS Phillips, 1836

Synbathocrinus sp.

Plate 9, figures 1 1-14

Description.—Cup conical, wider (13.4 mm) than

high (8.2 mm), base truncated, walls gently convex

becoming concave below radial facets. Basal circlet

wider (8.4 mm) than high (2.3 mm), forms lower Vz of

cup. Basals 3. 2 equal. 1 azygous in anal interray, hor-

izontal proximally, steeply upflared distally. Radials 5,

wider (7.3 mm) than long (6.4 mm), widest just below

radial summit, gently convex transversely, gently con-

vex becoming concave distally longitudinally or gently

convex longitudinally. Radial facets plenary, upflaring

adorally. Transverse ridge naiTOw, low, extends full

width of facet. Outer ligament pit nanow, moderately

deep, 0.5 facet width. Narrow transverse ridges and

grooves along transverse ridge from ends of ligament

pit to distal termination. Outer margin naiTow. Muscle

areas triangular with gently arched medial areas bor-

dered by shallow grooves adoral of transverse ridge

and along narrow V-shaped ambulacral groove. No in-

ner ligament pit. Anal notch wider (3.1 mm) than deep

(0.9 mm), almost entirely on C radial. Stem facet cir-

cular, 4.1 mm diameter, impressed in basal circlet.

Remarks.—Synbathocrinus is a long-ranging cos-

mopolitan crinoid, most common in the Mississippian

(Kinderhookian and Osagean) of North America and

Tournaisian of Europe (Kesling and Smith, 1963).

There are a few records from the late Visean of Ireland

(Waters and Sevastopulo, 1984) and the Serpukhovian

(E2) of the Pyrenees (Delvolve et al.. 1996). All Penn-

sylvanian species are known from North America
(Strimple, 1938; Strimple et al, 1971; Strimple,

1975a: Burdick and Strimple, 1983) and have low

bowl-shaped cups with convex radials. Although Syn-

bathocriniis sp. may represent a new species, no name
is designated because the surface is etched. Ornamen-
tation, if developed, is not preserved, and a better

specimen is needed to serve as holotype.

Material.—Figured cup (RGM 361 255) from the

Ain Mezerelt Member. El Guelmouna Formation at El

Aouidja. summit El Hamar, Mississippian (Serpukhov-

ian, El); Legrand-Blain collection.

Subclass CLADIDA Moore and Laudon, 1943

Remarks.—The Order Cladida was elevated to sub-

class status by Simms and Sevastopulo (1993), a pro-

posal that was accepted by Ausich (1997, 1998b), but

not by all authors (Webster, 1997; Webster and Houck,

1998; Webster and Hafley in Webster et al.. 1999).
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Aiisich (1998b) rccogni/cd the cladicl orders Cyalho-

crinida and IlcndrcKrinida, hul sugacslcd that the re-

lationships of llic polei iodines (Suhorder Poterioeri-

nina of the Treatise, Moore and Teieherl. 1978) neetleil

ailditional study, with whieh we eoneur.

Order ("VATIKK'KINIDA Moore and Landon.

194;^

Suborder CYATIKK'KININA Bather. 1899

Suiierfanuly t'VATHOCKINITACKA Bassler. 1938

[•aniiiy BARYC'RINIDAK .laekel. 1918

ReDKirks.—Melntosh (1984) transferred Hdiycriiiiis

to the Botryocrinidae noting thai both had a small pri-

uianal and larger seeunilanal. This was accepted by

Kamnier (2()()()) and CJahn and Kaninier (2002). Al-

though we agree that barycrinids may be more closely

related to the dendrocrinids than the cyathocrinititls.

we do not agree that Bcirycrinus belongs in the Botry-

ocrinidae, because Biirycriniis has a pentameric stem

and Botryoiiiniis niinmo.s.'iiiis Angelin. 1878. the type

species, has a holomeric stem. Also. Hciryerimis has

more advanced radial facets with a transverse ridge

and other secondary grooves and ridges radiating from

the central pit whereas liolryocrinii.s has smooth radial

facets lacking other morphologic features. The Treci-

li.se (Moore and Teichert, 1978) noted that jientameric

stems are developed in some species of noirvocriiiii.s.

The significance of the jientameric stem, anal plates,

and morphoU)gy of the radial facets within the cyath-

oerinitids antl ilendrocrinids needs detailed analysis,

beyond the seojie of this stuily. We would suggest,

however, that the results of such an in\estigatit)n may
result in a much greater shullling of the genera and

families within the cyathocrinititls and ilendrocrinids.

Baryciiniilae '.' intleterminate

Plate 10. ligures 13 17

Description.—Cup moderately large. '.'bo\s I shapeel.

all plates with sharp stellate ridge ornanieiii extentling

across plate boundaries and medium granular orna-

ment. Infrabasals ."i?. large, distal tips upllaretl. \ isible

in lateral \iew. Basals large, length 11.9 mm. wiillh

I I mm, hexagonal (jioslerior basal heptagonal). gently

con\ex longituilinally and transversely. Radials large,

length 12.8. width 15.5, moderately convex longilu-

tlinally and transversely, incurving distally. Radial fac-

et anguslary, 8.7 mm wide, concave, horseshoe-

shaped, subverlical lo slightly updared: transverse

ridge formed by tlouble row of anastomosing ridges;

outer marginal ridge o\' short adorally directed ridges

and grooves; outer ligament furrow wide; muscle areas

large, narrowing adorally; ambulacral groove deep V-

shaped w ith extended slit at base of V. Anals 2; large

primanal rectangular: larger secundanal pentagonal, on

pt)sterior basal, extending above radial summit. Col-

umn circular in transverse section, diameter 8.9 mm.
heteromorphic; noditaxis N.^2.^1323. Columnals with

wide crenularium, pentalobate lumen.

Remarks.—The description of Barycrinidae? inde-

terminate is based on disarticulated plates or parts of

cups as Ibllows: one radial, one fragment of a large

radial; one cup fragment of one radial, two basals, and

the distal tip of an infrabasal plate; one cup fragment

of three basals, three radials, and two anal plates; and

an assi)ciated loose pluriet)lumnal.

Classilication of the material is uncertain. The two

anals and radial facets are similar to those in the bar-

ycrinids (seiisii Moore and Teichert, 1978). The pri-

manal is rectangular, however, it is much larger than

typical in the barycrinids or botryocrinids, which have

a primanal much smaller than the secundanal. Unfor-

tmiately, the tegmen and arms of this specimen are

unknown leaving additional uncertainty concerning the

classilication. The ornament and radial facets are sim-

ilar to those found in some taxa i)f the Poteriocriniti-

dae. The column is holomeric unlike the pentameric

column of Barycriiius. The radial facets have a trans-

verse ridge, an intermediate development in the evo-

lution of the railial facet morphology of the early clad-

ids.

Material.—Five specimens: Two partial cups (RCJM

361 256. RC.M 361 257). one radial (RGM 361 258),

one partial radial (RGM 361 259) and one pluricol-

lunnal (RGM 361 260) from the Akacha-Mazzer For-

matit)n, imit 13 (Pareyn, 1961), Mississippian (late Vi-

sean), at DJebel loucha; Pareyn collection.

Order DKNDKOCRINIDA Bather, 1899

.Suborder DKNDROCRININA Bather, 1899

Superlamily MASTICOCRINACKA Jaekel, 1918

.'Family MASTKJOCRINIDAK .laekel. 1918

Genus IIKHOHKNOCRINI'S, new genus

rvpc speiies.—Heholieiiocrintts ipuisipatcllus new
genus, new species, here designateel.

I^iagnosis.—Cup medium as\ nimeii ical cone-

shaped, small; microscopic granular t)rnamenl on cup

and primibraehials; 5 infrabasals, basals, and radials

strt)ngly uptlared; radial facets peneplenary; interradiai

notches narrow; I anal mostly w ithin cup, distally with

4 facets: '.'single primibrachial axillary, isotomous

branching widely flaring; stem facet horizontal, pen-

tagonal, axial canal circular

Description.—As for the type species.

Remarks.—.Suprageneric classification of this spec-

imen is i^roblematic. The cone-shaped cup is a primi-

tive feature. The peneplenary radial facets and pentag-
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q:)^'3^^^

B

Texl-figure 5.—A. Hebohenociiinis qua.\i/hirrllii.\ n. gen. and sp.,

posterior view, holotype RGM 361 262, X4.3. B. Plate diagram ol

Hehohenocriniis n. gen. based on holotype; R—radial. P—primanal.

onal stem are intermediate evolutionary features in tiie

cladids. Branching on the first primibiachial in at least

one ray and presence of a single anal are advanced

features (Text-fig. 5). The morphologic features of the

steeply inwardly inclined thin radial facets relates them

to the cladids. However, the transverse ridge is non-

denticulate, whereas most cladids have denticulate

transverse ridges. Most high-cone cladids have much
thicker radial facets that are shallowly inclined inward,

subhorizontal, or inclined outward. The genus is ques-

tionably assigned to the Mastigocrinidae based on the

primitive cup features but considered an advanced

form based on the intermediate and advanced features.

Etyiriology.—From the Greek hebos. meaning at the

threshold of manhood, and henos. meaning old or for-

mer, in reference to the advanced and primitive char-

acters of the specimen, combined with kriiion. mean-

ing sea lily.

Hebohenocrinus quasipatellus, new species

Plate 1 1, figures 5-7; Text-figure 5

Diagnosis.—As for the genus.

Description.—Cup medium asymmetrical cone-

shaped, longest on posterior side, small, length 6 mm,
width at radial summit 7 mm, plates thin, with micro-

scopic granular ornament. Infiabasals 5, dart-shaped,

length 1.8 mm, width 1.8 mm, strongly upflaring dis-

tally, gently convex longitudinally and transversely.

Basals 5. hexagonal, except posterior basal heptagonal,

length 2.8 mm, width 2.6 mm. slightly concave lon-

gitudinally, gently convex transversely. Radials 5. wid-

er (3.4 mm) than long (2.4 mm), strongly upfiared.

gently convex longitudinally and transversely, distal

edge scalloped. Radial facets peneplenary. thin, slight-

ly concave transversely, lens-shaped external of trans-

verse ridge, thickest centrally; transverse ridge not

denticulate; outer marginal area moderately wide, with

moderately deep ligament pit; medium-sized muscle

areas slope steeply inward and downward. Interradial

notches narrow. Single anal 2.7 mm long, 2.4 mm
wide, distal tip slightly above radial summit, distally

with 4 small facets. May be primibrachials.

horseshoe-shaped in transverse section, slightly con-

cave longitudinally, strongly convex transversely,

bearing microscopic granular ornament as on cup. Is-

otomous branching widely flaring. More distal arms,

tegmen, and stem unknown. Stem facet horizontal on

infrabasal circlet, pentagonal. 1 mm in diameter; axial

canal circular.

Remarks.—All plates of Hebohenocrinus quasipa-

telius n. sp. have been replaced by iron oxides. Some
of the proximal brachials, including at least one non-

axillary and three axillary primibrachials. are dislo-

cated, but preserved within the cup. The nonaxillary

primibiachial is slightly disk)cated from the B radial

into the interior of the cup with an axillary primibra-

chial dislocated to its left. The B ray apparently had

two primibrachials. The other two axillary primibra-

chials have no associated nonaxillary primibrachials in

association. There are two secundibrachals dislocated

into the interior of the cup. There was probably a min-

imum of ten arms total.

Material.—Holotype (RGM 361 262) probably

from between the Hassi Kerma and Djcnien forma-

tions (Tagnana Formation), Mississippian (late Serpu-

khovian, E2). Tiberbatine Anticline, east side of Oued
Guir; Pareyn collection.

Etymology.—From the Latin quasi, meaning ap-

pearing as if. and patella, meaning small dish, and

refers to the patelloid process-like appearance t)f the

radial facets in lateral view.

Family POTERIOCRINITIDAE Austin and Austin,

1842

As used in the '/realise (Mt)ore and Teichert, 1978).

the Suborder Poteriocrinina (of Order Cladida) in-

cludes several superfamilies in addition to the Poter-

iocrinitacea. The poteriocrinids were separated from

the other cladids based on the presence of pinnules.

Webster and Hafley (//; Webster et al.. 1999) did not

accept the development of pinnules as a justifiable

character for classification at the level of suborder,

pointing out that pinnules have evolved repeatedly in

various groups of crinoids during the Paleozoic. They

recommended that the Cupressocrinitidae be removed

from the poteriocrinids and placed under the Gaster-

ocomacea of the Cyathocrinina. Webster and Jell
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(1999b) recognized the Order Ampelocrinida of the

Subclass Articulata as including some genera of the

Ampelocrinidae and Cymbiocrinidae, the families Cor-

ythocrinidae and Calceolispongiidae. and some un-

classified poteriocrinid genera. These changes re-

moved a number of genera from the poteriocrinids. In

addition, there have been several reallocations of gen-

era and families within the Poteriocrinina since pub-

lication of the Treatise (Moore and Teichert, 1978).

We recommend abandonment of the Suborder Po-

teriocrinina. because we believe that the origin of the

Poteriocrinitidae is from the Cyathocrinina on the ev-

idence of the morphology of the radial facets and

structure of the cup. arms, and tegmen. The origin of

the superfamilies Rhenocrinacea and Scytalocrinacea

is through the Dendrocrinina, on the evidence of the

morphology of the radial facet and structure of the

tegmen and arms. Other superfamilies within the Po-

teriocrinina {Treatise usage) also are believed to be

derived from either the Cyathocrinina or Dendrocri-

nina and require study beyond the scope of this paper

for proper reallocation. Taxa described and discussed

herein are assigned to poteriocrinine families as used

in the Treatise, but are not considered poteriocrinids

unless assigned to the Family Poteriocrinitidae.

Genus BALEAROCRINUS Bourrouilh and Termier.

1973

Remarks.—The primibrachials of Balearocrimts are

quite distinctive. They are exceedingly short and the

syzygial articulation leaves them firmly interlocked on

the radial. Proximal primibrachials may be partially

fixed to the radials. In the illustrations of BouiTouilh

and Termier (1973. pi. 27. fig. 4; fig. 3. no. D) it is

apparent that the first primibrachial is overlapped lat-

erally by the second and perhaps higher primibrachials

on the E-ray radial (right side of figure). On the A-ray

radial (center radial, pi. 11, fig. 15) the first primibra-

chial is tapering on the lateral ends and is overlapped

by the second primibrachial near or at the radial mar-

gin. The primibrachials on the B radial (left side of

figure) also taper toward the lateral end but extend to

the end of the facet. Additional evidence of the over-

lapping of the first primibrachial by the second pri-

mibrachial is present on the illustrations of the bra-

chials by Bourrouilh and Termier (1973. pi. 28, figs.

1-3). The crenularium of the brachial of their figure 3

terminates along the sides without reaching horizontal

radiations (i.e.. less than a hemisphere). We interpret

this as a first primibrachial facet, whereas the facets

shown on their figures 1 and 2 radiate in a complete

hemisphere, which we interpret as facets on distal bra-

chials. We consider the narrow first primibrachial be-

ing overlapped by the second primibrachial to be an

important moiphologic character of the genus but are

uncertain how variable this feature is within the genus.

These radial facets are related to the angustary radial

facets of Poteriocrinites and the peneplenary radial

facets of Rhabdocriiuis. neither of which have the first

primibrachial overlapped laterally by the second pri-

mibrachial. The short brachials of Rhabdocrimis with

radiating crenularia are very similar to those of Bal-

earocrimts, but the latter lacks the interprimibrachials

of the former.

Balearocrinus pareyni, new species

Plate 11, figures 13-15

Cf. Rluihdocriniis scolocciibomiriiis (Wright. 1937). Pareyn. 196L

p. 223.

Diagnosis.—Cup high conical, truncated base,

plates smooth, very shallow apical pits. 3 anals in

primitive position; plenary radial facets concave, slope

outward; primibrachials very short, first primibrachial

overlapped laterally by second primibrachial; crenu-

larium on outer margin of brachials and anals; proxi-

mal columnals round, heteromorphic. Nl noditaxis,

syzygial articulation.

Description.—Cup high conical. 18.5 mm long.

14.9 mm wide (minimum). 18.5 mm wide (maximum).

16.7 mm (average), truncated base, shallow apical pits,

plates smooth. Infrabasals 5; proximal half covered by

proximal columnal. probably horizontal; visible distal

half strongly upflared. length 5.5 mm, width 7.3 mm.
Basals 5. slightly longer (9 mm) than wide (7.8 mm),
hexagonal (except posterior heptagonal). straight to

faintly concave longitudinally, gently convex trans-

versely. Radials 5, equidimensional (7.9 mm), strongly

upflared, straight longitudinally, gently convex trans-

versely. Radial facets plenary, concave, strongly

rounded outer rim. slope outward. Anals 3. primitive

position. Primanal largest. 6.6 mm long. 6. 1 mm wide,

pentagonal, supporting third anal distally. Secundanal

pentagonal. 6.4 mm long, 6.1 mm wide, distal tip at

radial summit. Tertanal equidimensional, 4.7 mm, dis-

tal tip above radial summit. Tube plate above tertanal

with externally radiating crenularium of fine culmina

and crenellae. Primibrachials very short, uniserial.

strongly rounded externally, 3 commonly retained in

cup, bear externally radiating crenularium as on tube

plate, syzygial articulation; first primibrachial over-

lapped laterally by second primibrachial. Second pri-

mibrachial tapers on lateral edges, reaching end of ra-

dial facet. Distal arms and tegmen unknown. Proximal

columnals transversely elliptical, long axis 8.6 mm,
short axis 7.8 mm, 8.2 mm average, heteromorphic,

noditaxis Nl. syzygial articulation.

Remarks.—Balearocrinus pareyni n. sp. has a taller
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cup and narrower first primibrachials than B. hreimeri

reported from Visean strata of Minorca (Bourrouilh

and Termier. 1973) and B. cantabricus from the late

Visean of the Cantabrian Mountains, northern Spain

(Herbig. 1982, 1994). This is the first report of the

genus from northern Africa.

The specimen is crushed slightly, normal to the A
ray-posterior plane of symmetry. Attached proximal

columnals are considered originally to have been

round transversely and distorted to the elliptical shape

by compaction.

Material.—Holotype (RGM 361 261) from the

Mazzer Formation. Mississippian (late Visean), Mader

el Mahjib syncline. bed 13; Pareyn collection.

Etymology.—Named for C. Pareyn who found the

specimen.

Superfamily SCYTALOCRINACEA Moore and

Laudon, 1943

Family SCYTALOCRINIDAE Moore and Laudon,

1943

Genus SCYTALOCRINUS Wachsmuth and

Springer, 1880

Scytalocrinus sp.

Plate 1 1, figure 16

Phaneiocriiiits nov. sp. Pareyn, 1961, p. 76 |\/r].

Description.—Cup truncated medium cone, length

8.7 mm, width 16.6 mm (average), medium granular

oranment on all plates including secundibrachials. In-

frabasal circlet with basal concavity, diameter 7.6 mm,
proximally horizontal, distal tips weakly upflared,

barely visible in lateral view: infrabasals 5. Basals 5,

slightly wider (7.1 mm) than long (6.1 mm), hexagonal

(CD basal may be heptagonal if in contact with se-

cundianal), gently convex longitudinally and trans-

versely, form lower half of cup wall. Radials 5, much
wider (10.6 mm) than long (6.6 mm), pentagonal,

gently outflaring, slightly convex longitudinally, mod-

erately convex transversely. Radial facet plenary. An-

als 3. primitive to slightly advanced arrangement. Ra-

dianal largest, pentagonal or hexagonal, either under-

lies both secundanal and tertanal or abuts secundanal

and underlying tertanal. Secundanal mostly in cup, in

line of radials. Tertanal proximal half in cup. Axillary

single primibrachial widest at base, constricted medi-

ally, strongly convex transversely, concave longitudi-

nally. First secundibrachials widest at base, narrowing

distally, slightly cuneate, concave longitudinally, mod-

erately convex transversely. Stem facet round, 2.6 mm
diameter, wide crenularium. no areola, circular axial

canal.

RcDiarks.—Both specimens of Scytalocrinus sp. are

distorted through compaction with the one specimen

with proximal brachials of three rays preserved partly

enclosed in matrix and positioned above the oral sur-

face of the more completely exposed cup of the other

specimen. The shape of the distal brachials and the

distal branching patterns are unknown.

These specimens closely resemble S. rohiistus (Hall.

1861) in cup shape and structure, but differ by the

presence of granular ornament. Ornamentation is not

common in species assigned to Scytalocrinus (most

species are described as having smooth plates or lack-

ing ornamentation). Scytalocrinus disparilis (Miller

and Gurley, 1890) was described as having smooth or

granular plates and 5. cantonensis (Miller and Gurley,

1890) was illustrated (pi. 8, figs. 3, 4) as having gran-

ular ornamentation, but the ornamentation was not

mentioned in the description. Scytalocrinus seafiekJen-

sis (Wright, 1948) was described as having smooth or

very finely frosted plates. Webster (1997) recognized

three clades within Scytalocrinus based principally on

the shape of the brachials. Because the distal brachials

of these specimens are unknown they are left in open

nomenclature, but are thought to represent a new spe-

cies.

Material.—Two specimens (RGM 361 263) from

the base of Mouizeb el Atchane Member. Ai'n el Mizab

Formation, Mississippian (Serpukhovian, E2). at Gadet

Sedra: Pareyn collection.

Genus HYDRIOCRINUS Trautschold, 1867

Hydriocrinus? confusus, new species

Plate 1 1, figures 1-4

Diagnosis.—Distinguished by more elongate pri-

mibrachials, an advanced primitive anal condition with

the secundanal not in contact with the posterior basal,

and a round stem.

Description.—Cup elongate vase-shaped, length 8.4

mm, width 5.8 mm, widest slightly below distal end

of basals, surface ornament of microscopic granules.

Infrabasals 5. dart-shaped widening distally, visible

length 3 mm, width 2. 1 mm, straight longitudinally,

gently convex transversely. Basals 5, large, length 3.7

mm, width 2.1 mm, hexagonal, moderately convex

longitudinally and transversely, inflaring gently distal-

ly. Radials 5, large, length 3.1 mm, width 3.6 mm,
pentagonal, gently outflaring proximally, inflaring dis-

tally, gently convex transversely. Radial facets plena-

ry, slope inward moderately, bear transverse ridge,

sharp outer marginal ridge, moderately deep outer lig-

ament pit, and deep wide muscle areas. Anals 3. Pri-

manal hexagonal, in contact with C radial. BC (nar-

rowly) and CD basals. D radial, secundanal, and ter-

tanal. Secundanal pentagonal, distal tip slightly above
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radial summit adjoined by 2 tube plates, tertanal. pri-

manal, and D radial. Tertanal hexagonal, distal half

above radial summit, adjoined distally by 2 tube plates,

one in common with secundanal. E ray primibrachial

elongate, nonaxillary, strongly rounded transversely,

slight hour-glass shape. Axillary C and D ray primi-

brachials much shorter (2 mm) than E ray primibra-

chial (3.2 mm). Secundibrachial on anal side of D ray

primibrachial slightly cuneate. More distal brachials

and tegmen unknown. Proximal columnals transverse-

ly round, tapering from 2.1 mm diameter at infrabasal

facet to 2 mm on distal end of second columnal. Col-

umnal facet with crenularium and areola of equal

width; lumen shape unknown.

Remarks.—The single specimen of Hydriocriiins'l

confitsus n. sp. is replaced with iron oxides and un-

crushed. The anals are in a slightly advanced primitive

condition with the secundanal not in contact with the

posterior basal.

The small size and vase shape of the cup are similar

to Hydriocriinis pusilhis Trautschold. 1867, reported

from the Moscovian of Russia. Hydriocriinis. however,

has a pentagonal stem, relatively short medially con-

stricted primibrachials, rectilinear brachials, and arms

that branch at least twice in some rays. It is uncertain

from the original description and illustrations of Hy-

driocriniis if all the primibrachials are the same length

and if all are axillary. The two primibrachials of H.'l

confitsus are constricted medially, but relatively much
longer than those of H. pusilhis Trautschold. The only

single secundibrachial preserved on //.? confusus is

slightly cuneate. Also, the round stem of//.? confusus

is in contrast to the pentagonal stem of H. pusilhis.

Hydriocrinus'l confusus with the slightly advanced po-

sition of the anals occurs stratigraphically earlier (Ser-

pukhovian) than H. pusilhis. a Moscovian form, in

which the anals are in the primitive position with the

secundanal in contact with the posterior basal.

Comparison of Hydriocrinus'l confusus with other

Carboniferous species assigned to the genus led us to

question the generic assignment of each. In discussions

with other crinoid workers, it was suggested that all

Devonian and Early Carboniferous species assigned to

Hydriocrinits actually belong to other genera (N. G.

Lane, personal communication). The partially exposed

cup of //. mjcissoedowae Yakovlev { 1926) has a more
bowl shape, impressed sutures, and a round stem facet.

It is not considered a Hydriocrinus. Two species, H.

lorrciinecie Strimple and Watkins (1969) and H. tiir-

binatus Strimple ( 1971 ), have conical-shaped cups, 10

arms, isotomous branching on the axillary primibra-

chial, cuneate brachials, and pentagonal stems with

round lumens. These two species are considered to be-

long to the same genus but not to Hydriocrinus. The

second set of arms (Strimple and Watkins, 1969, pi.

34, figs. 6, 7) assigned to //. lorrciinecie have much
more cuneate brachials and are not from the same spe-

cies. The dorsal cup of //. acehillensis Pabian and

Strimple (1985) is a conical cup, possibly belonging

to the same genus as //. lorrciinecie and H. turbincitus.

Their description states that the specimen has three

anals, as shown in the posterior view of the cup (Pa-

bian and Strimple, 1985, fig. 25i), however the oral

view (fig. 25k) shows a specimen with six radial facets

and no anals. It appears that two different specimens

are illustrated, but the description and remarks are

based on a single specimen. Another dorsal cup, H.'l

rosei Moore and Plummer, 1938, referred to Phacel-

ocrinus by Strimple (1971), was considered to be the

progenitor of Hydriocrinus in North America by

Strimple and Watkins (1969) and Pabian and Strimple

(1985). This specimen has an asymmetrical conical

cup, considerably larger than Hydriocrinus cups, and

probably belongs to a scytalocrinid, perhaps Hypse-

locrinus or Pluicelocrinus.

The anal structure of Melhcicrinus has been consid-

ered to be comparable to that of Hydriocrinus (Strim-

ple, 1971 ). The lower conical cup, elongate primibra-

chials, and round stem of Melbacrinus. however, are

quite distinct. The elongate primibrachials and round

stem are comparable to those of H.'l confusus, but the

cup shapes differentiate these two genera.

Material.—Holotype (RGM 361 264) from a hori-

zon between the Hid el Kef and Djenien members,

Djenien Formation, Mississippian (Seipukhovian, E2),

north of Djebel Arlal; Pareyn collection.

Etymology.—From the Latin confiisio meaning mix-

ture, disorder.

Family AMPDLLACRINIDAE, new family

Type genus.—Ampullacrinus n. gen.

Diagnosis.—Crown slender elongate, cup medium
bowl or globe shape, shallow basal concavity, radial

facets plenary, 3 anals in primitive position with se-

cundanal in contact with posterior basal, arms 10,

branching isotomously on single primibrachial, 3 en-

toneural canals in brachials, advanced articular facets

with transverse ridges on all proximal brachials, bra-

chials slightly cuneate, proximal columnals round to

weakly pentagonal, axial canal pentalobate.

Remarks.—Sevastopulo and Keegan (1980) report-

ed the discovery of triple aboral nerve canals, in an

isolated brachial from the Mississippian (late Visean)

Charlestown Main Limestone of Scotland, when de-

scribing a technique to study stereom structure of fos-

sil crinoids. Ampullacrinus is the first report of the

triple canals in an articulated partial crown. If it did

not have the three entoneural canals in the brachials.
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AmpiiUacrhnis would be considered a scytalocrinid.

Entoneiiral canals and advanced articular facets on the

brachials are two features of AiiipiilUicriiuis shared

with the articulates.

Entoneural canals evolved several times in crinoids.

They are present in crotalocrinids, euspirocrinids,

some codiacrinids. gasterocomacids, encrinids, and the

articulates as illustrated in the Treatise (Moore and

Teichert. 1978. among others). Except for the articu-

lates and encrinids, all of these groups became extinct

in the Paleozoic. The encrinids became extinct in the

Triassic. Crotalocrinids. euspirocrinids, codiacrinids,

and gasterocomacids lack advanced articular facets on

the brachials, except at arm divisions, and have a sin-

gle entoneural canal (Moore and Teichert. 1978). The

articulates have two entoneural canals and advanced

articular facets on the brachials (Webster and Jell,

1999b). The encrinid Clielocriiuis has two entoneural

canals and have advanced articular facets on the un-

iserial brachials, and two entoneural canals on the dis-

tal biserial brachials (Hagdorn, 1982).

Webster and Jell (1999b) considered the synapo-

morphic feature that defines the Articulala to be the

development of syzygial brachial pairs in the arms.

Aiupiilhicriiuis lacks the distal parts of the arms be-

yond the ninth secundibrachial. There is no indication

of development of syzygial brachial pairs within the

nine secundibrachials. Syzygial brachial pairs are not

developed in Corythocriiuis or Aiclnieoisociinus until

the fourth secundibrachial, and Chlidonocriiuis is de-

fined in Moore and Teichert ( 1978. p. T674) as having

"Arms branching more than twice, some with syzygial

paired brachials."" This latter statement implies either

that not all arms have syzygial paired brachials or that

some species of Chlidonocriiuis do not have syzygial

paired brachials. Those species lacking syzygial paired

brachials may be improperly assigned to Clilidonocri-

niis.

Development of the articular facets on brachials oth-

er than axillary brachials and their distal counterparts

is considered an important morphologic character of

the ampelocrinids. demonstrating that they are primi-

tive articulates. In some instances preservation of ar-

ticulated arms or recrystalliation could easily mask the

small entoneural canals, but the articular facets may
be less affected. Thus, the development of, or combi-

nation of, any one or more of the three synapomorphic

features, two entoneural canals, syzygial brachial pairs,

or articular facets on brachials other than axillary bra-

chials, should be used for recognition of Paleozoic ar-

ticulates.

L(>i>()criiuis Goldring (1923) was considered the

progenitor of the articulate crinoids based on the pres-

ence of syzygial paired brachials by Webster and Haf-

ley (in Webster et al.. 1999). This includes L. i>eni-

ciilatus Goldring, 1923, L. infiindibidiforinis Goldring,

1923, L. kopji (Goldring, 1946) L. brandoni Sigler et

al.. 1971. and 7L. coniciis Kesling. 1968. The arms of

L. coniciis are unknown above the primibrachials, thus

it is questionably assigned to the genus. The arm frag-

ment with syzygially paired brachials, identified as

Cliarientocriniis ithacensis by Goldring (1923, pi. 53,

fig. 3), belongs to L. geniciilatus or L. infiindibidifor-

inis. Logocriniis lacks entoneural canals (George Mc-

intosh, personal communication, December 2000). Lo-

gocriniis probably evolved from an early glossocrinid

and is herein questionably referred to the Family Cor-

ythocrinidae but may be the progenitor of the primitive

articulates. Including Logocriniis. the Corythocrinidae

ranges from Givetian to the Sakmarian-Artinskian

boundary.

Ainpitllacriniis is specifically excluded from the

primitive articulates because it lacks syzygial paired

brachials and has three entoneural canals. Ainpiillacri-

niis is probably derived from a scytalocrinid with de-

velopment of the three entoneural canals. This is an-

other instance of polymorphic evolution of entoneural

canals not in the lineage of the articulates. Hagdorn

(1995) reported that encrinids were derived (Encrini-

dae, Traumatocrinidae, and Ainigmacrinidae) from a

proto-articulate crinoid. Because encrinids lack syzyg-

ial paired brachials they are excluded from the artic-

ulate lineage. Encrinids are a separate example of evo-

lutionary development of entoneural canals from an

unspecified late Paleozoic cladid, perhaps like Aesi-

ocrinus or one of the scytalocrinids with two primi-

brachials. Their evolution included loss of the anals,

development of biserial brachials distally, articulation

facets with transverse ridges on proximal brachials

minimally, and entoneural canals.

AMPULLACRINUS, new genus

Text-figure 6 E

T\pe species.—Ainpullacriniis niarieae n. gen., new

species, here designated.

Diagnosis.—As for the family.

Description.—As for Ainpullacriniis niarieae. new

species.

Remarks.—Without the presence of the muscular

and ligamentary facets and the entoneural canals, vis-

ible only on the brachial facets, this taxon would be

assigned to Scytalocrinus on the basis of the cup and

arm morphology.

Erymology.—From the Latin, ampulla, meaning

flask and refers to an iiregular flask-like shape of the

enclosed crown.
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Ampullacrinus marieae, new species

Plate 12, figures 1-10; Text-tigiire 6 B-E

Cf. Fifeocriniis rielensis (Wright. \9?,b). Pareyn, 1>J6L p. 76.

Diagnosis.—Distinguished by having a medium

bowl-shaped cup, very fine granular ornament grading

into vermiform and aligned granules, and a weakly

pentagonal stem.

Description.—Cup medium bowl shape, wider than

long, widest at radial summit, sutures flush, not im-

pressed, very fine granular grading into vermiform and

aligned ornamentation. Infrabasal circlet subhorizon-

tal, 6.1 mm diameter. Infrabasals .'i. dart-shaped, slight-

ly longer than wide, distal tips visible in lateral view,

proximal ends downflaring in shallow basal concavity.

Basals 5, wider than long, gently convex transversely

and longitudinally. Radials 5, largest plates in cup,

wider than long, gently convex transversely and lon-

gitudinally. Radial facets plenary; transverse ridge nar-

row, sharp crested; outer ligament pit Vi length trans-

verse ridge, deep, slopes under ridge; outer marginal

ridge with transverse ridges and grooves across facet;

outer margin shelf moderately wide centrally, crescent-

shape; muscle areas not exposed. Anals 3, large, in

primitive position. Primanal largest, oblique position,

adjoined by C radial, BC and CD basals, secundanal

and tertanal. Secundanal elongate, distal half above ra-

dial summit. Primibrachials wider than long, strongly

convex transversely, gently convex longitudinally, ax-

illary; primibrachials unequal in length. A longest, C
and D second longest, B and E shortest. First secun-

dibrachials wider than long, strongly convex trans-

versely, straight longitudinally. Arms 2 per ray, 10 to-

tal if no branching above primibrachials. Brachials

strongly rounded transversely, straight longitudinally,

slightly cuneate. Brachial facets symmetrical to slight-

ly asymmetrical, bear nondenticulate transverse ridge,

medium depth ligament pit. denticulate outer marginal

ridge, and narrow outer ligament fuiTow; muscle areas

large, transversely inegularly ridged, separated from

transverse ridge by wide, coarsely crenulate articular

fields along lateral sides and admedial smooth intera-

reas; intermuscular furrow shallow, lacking recogniz-

able central pit. Three small entoneural canals (Text-

fig. 6); central canal medial between transverse ridge

and intermuscular fuiTow; 2 elliptical lateral canals di-

verging adorally to central canal along aboral end of

intermuscular furrow. Stem facet weakly pentagonal;

axial canal pentagonal; crenularium with 4 to 6 coarse

crenula (longest centrally) per infrabasal. Proximal 2

columnals weakly pentagonal, heteromorphic; latus

rounded; minimum N 1 noditaxis. Measurements given

in Table 9.

Remarks.—The holotype of Anipiillacrimis marieae

Te.xt-tiguie 6.—A-C. Camera-lucida drawings of brachial facet of

AiupulUuriniis showing three entoneural canals. A. Ampidlacrmu.'i

tiitidnilus n. gen., n. sp. Distal facet of second secundibrachial, right

side of A ray. Paratype 2, RGM 361 335, X23. B. AmimUacriinis

marica n. gen., n. sp. Distal facets of first secundibrachials, E ray.

Paratype 2, RGM 361 329, X7.5. C. Ampidlaciiiuis imiriea n. gen.,

n. sp. Distal facet of third or fourth secundibrachial, left side of A
ray. Paratype 2. RGM 361 329, Xl2. D. Ainpullacrinits marieae n.

gen. and sp., posterior view, holotype RGM 361 330, X2.2. E. Plate

diagram of Ampiillaciiiuis n. gen. based on holotype and paiatypes

of ,4. marieae n. sp.; R—radial, P—primanal, S—secundanal. T

—

tertanal.

n. sp. is crushed with elongation in the A ray-posterior

axis, has some chipping of cup plates, has up to 10

secundibrachials preserved, and shows the entoneural

canals and brachial facets. The cup of paratype 1 is

not crushed, lacks the D radial, has crushed arms, and

retains the first and part of the second columnals; it

also retains up to the third secundibrachial. Paratype 2

(RGM 361 329) is crushed with elongation normal to

the A ray-posterior axis, has up to the third secundi-

brachial preserved, and retains the best preservation of
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Table 9.—Measurements in mm for Anipiillacrinus inariea n. gen., n. sp.

Paratype 2

361 329
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Table 10.—Measurements in mm for Cosmetocriniis'l sp.

Cup length

Cup width

Infrabasal length

Infrabasal width

Basal length

Basal widtii

Radial length

Radial width

Primibrachial length

Primibrachial width

Diameter proximal coknnnal or impression
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Table 1 1
.—Measurements in mm for Dicromyocriniis vastus n. sp.
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similar to that of D. niediiis Moore and Strimple

(1973). These two species differ in the lesser degree

of suture impression, the tertanal is in contact with the

primanal. and the infrabasal circlet is slightly upflared

in D. vastus, whereas the sutures are deeply impressed,

the tertanal is not in contact with the primanal, and the

infrabasal circlet is horizontal to slightly impressed in

D. mediiis. It is distinguished from other species of the

genus by the medium-sized ornamentation, not being

as coarse as in D. granulans Easton ( 1962) from Low-

er Pennsylvanian strata from North America. The or-

nament is coarser and the base flatter in D. vastus than

in D.l papillatus Worthen (1882) from Upper Missis-

sippian strata of the Illinois Basin, North America. The

medium bowl-shaped cup of D. vastus is an interme-

diate form between the more primitive high-bowl or

medium-globe shape of D. catillus n. sp. and the ad-

vanced low-bowl shape of D. linvaginatus n. sp., al-

though it occurs stratigraphically below both species.

The arm girdle or constriction of the arms above the

radials in the enclosed position (Webster and Lane,

1967) is a common morphologic feature of most cro-

myocrinids and some other late Paleozoic cladids and

articulates (Webster and ,lell, 1999b).

Dicromyocrinus vastus belongs to the more primi-

tive group of the genus with a rounded base but shows

a slightly advanced condition with a shallow basal in-

vagination involving the proximal parts of the infra-

basal circlet and variation in the anals. The anals show

variation from the normal primitive oblique to slightly

advanced position with the primanal not in contact

with the BC basal and the distal tip nearly at the radial

summit. Variation in the anals is common in other gen-

era of the cromyocrinids, such as Ulociinus as illus-

trated by Wright (1927).

Preservation of the specimens differs with the for-

mation. The two cups from a horizon between the Has-

si Kerma Formation and Djenien Member are uncru-

shed, replaced with iron oxide, and have a shiny to

dull feiTuginous brown appearance. Specimens from

the El Guelmouna Member are partial crowns (lacking

the arms above the proximal secundibrachial or two),

abraded, solution etched, slightly distorted from com-
paction, and weather a dull gray to gray-brown. The

cup from the Mouizeb el Atchane Member is uncru-

shed, retains two primibrachials, is abraded, and

weathers a polished light gray-tan. The species ranges

through the Serpukhovian.

Material.—Twenty-two specimens. Holotype (RGM
361 266), paratype 1 (RGM 361 267), paratype 5

(RGM 361 271), paratype 6 (RGM 361 272), and 15

other specimens (lot RGM 290 876) from the marly

limestone above DZ12 of the El Guelmouna Member,

El Guelmouna Formation, Mississippian (Serpukhov-

ian, El), at Djenien, east of Palmeraie de, before the

pass, Bechar; Winkler Prins collection. Paratypes 2

and 3 (RGM 361 268: RGM 361 269) found between

the Hassi Kerma Formation and Djenien Formation

(Tagnana Formation?), Mississippian (Serpukhovian,

E2), Tiberbatine Anticline, east side of Oued Guir;

Pareyn collection. Paratype 4 (RGM 361 270) from

the Mouizeb el Atchane Member, AVn el Mizab For-

mation, Mississippian (Serpukhovian, E2), at Djebel

Arlal; Legrand-Blain collection.

Etymology.—From the Latin vastus, meaning des-

olate or vast, in reference to the region wherein the

specimens were found.

Dicromyocrinus catillu.s, new species

Plate 13, hgures 10-12

Diagnosis.—Distinguished by the combination of

low bowl shape and tine anastomosing ornament.

Description.—Cup low bowl-shaped, width (16.3

mm) more than twice height (6.8 mm), widest at basal

apices, very shallow basal invagination, walls in-

curved at radial summit, sutures impressed, all plates

ornamented with fine low anastomosing inegular ridg-

es. Infrabasal circlet 8.1 mm diameter, subhorizontal,

not visible in lateral view. Infrabasals 5. slightly wider

(4.0 nnn) than long (3.8 mm). Basals 5, wider (7.9

mm) than long (5.7 mm), strongly convex transversely

and longitudinally, horizontal proximally, vertical dis-

tally. Radials 5, width 8.4 mm, length 4.9 mm, strong-

ly convex transversely and longitudinally, widest be-

tween apices of basals. Radial facets plenary, subhor-

izontal, deep, abraded. Anals 3, in primitive aiTange-

ment. Primanal largest, 5.8 mm long, 3.9 mm wide, in

oblique position, pentagonal, adjoins C radial, BC and

CD basals, secundanal and tertanal. Secundanal elon-

gate, 4.5 mm long, 2.6 mm wide, distal half extends

above radial summit. Stem impression circular, 2.5 mm
diameter: lumen pentagonal.

Remarks.—The cup oi Dicromyocrinus catillus n.

sp. has been slightly distorted normal to the plane of

symmetry, giving it a slightly lop-sided appearance in

lateral view. Weathering has obliterated the fine details

of the articular facets, which had a transverse ridge,

outer ligament pit, and inner muscle areas. Vermiform

ornament is not the coarse nodose ornament normally

developed on Dicromyocrinus (Webster, 1981). This

specimen belongs to the low-bowl lineage of Dicro-

myocrinus. which evolved from the high-bowl form.

The low bowl combined with the fine anastomosing

ornament distinguishes D. catillus from all other spe-

cies of the genus.

Material.—Holotype (RGM 361 273), from the up-

per part of the Hassi Kerma Formation, Pennsylvanian
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(Bashkirian). at Oglat Hamia; Legrand-Blain collec-

tion.

Etymology.—From the Latin catilliis. meaning
bowl, in reference to the shape of the cup.

Dicroniyocrinus? invaginatus, new species

Plate 13, hgures 13-16; Plate 17. figures 9-14

Diagnosis.—Distinguished by the combination of

the moderate to deep basal invagination and coarse

nodose ornament.

Description.—Cup medium flat-bottomed bowl-

shaped, incurved slightly at distal tips of radials. mod-
erate to deep basal invagination; all cup plates bear

coarse nodose ornament; apical pits moderate, sutures

moderately impressed. Infrabasal circlet horizontal

proximally. forming vertical walls of invagination me-
dially, slightly outflaring distally, all within basal in-

vagination. Infrabasals 5, dart-shaped, not visible in

lateral view. Basals 5, equidimensional, hexagonal or

septagonal (BC and CD basals only) where in contact

with anals, strongly convex longitudinally, moderately

convex transversely, proximal tip in basal invagina-

tion, medially form base of cup recurving upward and

outflaring distally forming lower half of cup wall. Ra-

dials 5, much wider than long, widest very slightly

below radial summit, moderately convex longitudinal-

ly and transversely, incurving slightly distally, form
upper half of cup wall. C radial with shortened side

adjacent to anal series; C and D radials not as wide as

A, B. and E radials. Radial facet plenary, wide outer

ligament area, moderately deep ligament pit, straight

transverse ridge, wide muscle areas. Anals 3, primitive

or slightly advanced position: primanal largest, hex-

agonal, oblique, in contact with C radial, BC and CD
basals, D radial, secundanal, and supports tertanal; se-

cundanal pentagonal, directly above but not in contact

with CD basal, more than half above radial summit, if

hexagonal in contact with CD basal; tertanal smallest,

pentagonal, two-thirds above radial summit. Arms un-

known. Stem facet circular, crenularium half radius.

Measurements given in Table 12.

Remarks.—The generic assignment of Dicroniy-

ocrinus'? invaginatus n. sp. is tentative because speci-

mens have a moderate to deep basal invagination that

includes the proximal ends of the basals. As recog-

nized by Webster ( 1981). Dicroniyocrinus may have a

slightly upflared or slightly invaginated base. No spe-

cies assigned to the genus has a moderate to deep basal

invagination. None of the other cromyocrinids in the

Late Carboniferous with three anals and a moderate to

deep basal invagination has ornament. The moderate
to deep basal invagination is an advanced evolutionary

character. If all of these specimens had two anals. they

would possibly be assigned to Ethelocrinus, which has

Table 12.-
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(RGM 361 275, 14.2 mm long. 19.8 mm wide: RGM
361 276, 11.4 mm long, 14.3 mm wide), three non-

BC basals (RGM 361 277. 11 mm long, 13.0 mm
wide: RGM 361 278, 12.2 mm long, 15.4 mm wide:

RGM 361 279, 11.1 mm long, 12.7 mm wide), and

one partial infrabasal circlet (RGM 361 280, 15.6 mm
in diameter): all bearing fine granular ornament that

grades into a vermiform ornament are tentatively re-

ferred to Dicromyocriniis, based on several criteria.

The basals and radials are convex transversely and lon-

gitudinally. Radials are widest at the basal apices, nar-

row upward and wedge inward with plenary radial fac-

ets, as on Aai^luochims, Dicroinyocriniis. and other

cromyocrinids. The infrabasal circlet is upflared gently

distally and was barely visible in lateral view, based

on the curvature of the basals and radials. Three anals

are in the cup in primitive arrangement, which is

shown by the presence of an extra facet for the pri-

manal articulation on the two BC basals positioned

between the radial-tertanal facet, within the radial cir-

clet, and the BC-CD basals suture below. The radial

facets are plenary, subhorizontal, and deep. The trans-

verse ridge is narrow and plenary: the outer ligament

pit is shallow, narrow, and 0.7 length of transverse

ridge. The outer ligament ridges are nanow. shaip

crested, and divided by a narrow shallow furrow. The
muscle areas are wide with furrows adoral to the trans-

verse ridge. The stem facet is round (5.5 mm diameter)

and has a pentalobate lumen. Based on the above fea-

tures the cup would have had a medium globe shape.

This fits the primitive lineage of DIcroniyocrlnus with

a convex base.

Material.—Seven specimens: One radial (RGM 361

274), two BC basals (RGM 361 275, RGM 361 276),

three non-BC basals (RGM 361 277-RGM 361 279),

and one infrabasal circlet (RGM 361 280) from the

lower part of Hassi Kerma Formation, Pennsylvanian

(Bashkirian), at Djebel Bechar: Legrand-Blain collec-

tion.

Genus MOOREOCRINUS Wright and Strimple,

1945

Mooreocrinus glomerosus, new species

Plate 13. Hgures 17-26

Diagnosis.—Distinguished by the combination of

less impressed sutures and lower cup with more round-

ed base.

Description.—Cup medium bowl-shaped, wider

(15.0 mm average) than long (8.5 mm), base flat to

shallow basal invagination, sutures flush to slightly im-

pressed, base walls rounded, distal walls vertical, no

ornamentation. Infrabasal circlet subhorizontal with

shallow central invagination, 6.1 mm diameter, central

stem impression moderately deep. Infrabasals 5, dart-

shaped, slightly longer (2.9 mm) than wide (2.6 mm),
not visible in lateral view, downflaring proximally,

horizontal distally. Basals 5, wider (5.8 mm) than long

(5.2 mm), gently convex transversely and longitudi-

nally. Radials 5, largest plates in cup, 8.1 mm wide,

5.3 mm long, gently convex transversely and longi-

tudinally. Radial facets plenary: transverse ridge nar-

row, sharp crested; outer ligament pit Vi length trans-

verse ridge, deep, slopes under ridge: outer marginal

ridge with transverse ridges and grooves across facet;

outer margin shelf moderately wide centrally, crescent-

shaped; muscle areas not exposed. Anals large, in

primitive position. Primanal largest, 5.6 mm long, 4.0

mm wide, oblique position, adjoined by C radial, BC
and CD basals, secundanal, and tertanal. Secundanal

elongate, 5 mm long, 3.7 mm wide, distal half above

radial summit. Axillary primibrachial wider (8.4 mm)
than long (5.2 mm), strongly convex transversely,

gently convex longitudinally; primibrachials unequal

in length, A longest, C and D second longest, B and

E shortest. First secundibrachial wider (4.5 mm) than

long (3.2 mm), strongly convex transversely, straight

longitudinally. Arms 2 per ray, 10 in total if no branch-

ing occurs above primibrachial. Stem round, 2.7 mm
(average) diameter; lumen pentagonal. Columnals het-

eromoiphic, noditaxis Nl at least; latus rounded.

Remarks.—The holotype (RGM 361 284) of Moor-

eocrinus glomerosus n. sp. is distorted slightly and re-

tains parts of the D, E, and A ray arms up to the sixth

secundibrachial as well as the proximal columnal.

Paratype 1 (RGM 361 285) is a cup with the E, A,

and B ray primibrachials and one of the first secun-

dibrachials in the E and A rays. In addition it retains

the proximal three columnals. Paratype 2 (RGM 361

286) is a crushed partial crown with distorted proximal

parts of the arms and three proximal columnals. Para-

type 3 (RGM 361 287) is a feiTuginous-replaced cup.

Mooreocrinus glomerosus lacks the moderately to

deeply impressed sutures of M. mendesi (Lane, 1964),

M. wilhurnl Strimple and Watkins (1969) and M. gem-

inalus (Trautschold. 1867). It is most similar to M.

magdalenensis Strimple, 1975b, but has a relatively

lower cup and more rounded base with less of the

basals in the vertical cup walls.

This is the first report of Mooreocrinus from the

Mississippian. It is also the first report of the genus

from North Africa.

Material.—Four specimens: Holotype (RGM 361

284) and paratype 3 (RGM 361 287), from the El Har-

rada Member, Ain el Mizab Formation, Mississippian

(Serpukhovian, El), at Cirque de Tagnana (Ued Nark-

la); paratypes 1 and 2, (RGM 361 285, RGM 361 286)

from the Mouizeb el Atchane Member, Ain el Mizab
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Formation. Mississippian (Serpukhovian, E2), at Ra-

vine de Djenien; Pareyn collection.

Etymology.—Latin, meaning like a ball, referring to

the bowl-shaped cup.

Genus METACROMYOCRINUS Strimple. 1961

Metacromyocrinus? sp.

Plate 15, figures 1-4

Description.—Cup globose, small, length 6.2 mm.
width 9.0. all plates with vermiform ornament; apical

depressions shallow, deeper at radial-basal apices than

basal-infrabasal apices. Infrabasals 5. dart-shaped,

length 3.2 mm. width 2.4 mm, gently convex longi-

tudinally and transversely, proximally bear 1.2 mm
shallow invagination for stem attachment, distally up-

flared, visible in lateral view. Basals 5, moderately

large, length 3.9 mm, width 4.3 mm. hexagonal, except

BC and CD basals septagonal in contact with anals.

moderately convex longitudinally and transversely,

form maximum width of cup. Radials 5. nearly twice

as wide as long, length 3.7 mm. width 4.9 mm, nar-

rowing distally, moderately convex longitudinally and

transversely, incurved distally. Radial facets plenary,

slope gently inward. Anals 3. normal position; pri-

manal elongate pentagonal, length 3.7 mm. width 1.9

mm. supporting tertanal on left upper shoulder. Secun-

danal directly above posterior basal, length 2.6 mm,
width 1 .6 mm. distal half above radial summit. Stem
and arms unknown.

Remarks.—The cup of Metacromyocrinii.s'? sp. is

abraded but still shows vestiges of the vermiform or-

nament. The arms, tegmen. and stem are not pre-

served. Although this is probably a new species, pres-

ervation precludes using the specimen for a holotype.

It is tentatively assigned to the genus, because of the

preservation.

Material.—Figured specimen (RGM 290 860) from

the Oued Bel Groun Formation, Pennsylvanian (early

Moscovian), bed M13 (Deleau, 1951), east? of Oglad
Hamia. Kenadza; Winkler Prins collection.

Genus MATHERICRINUS Webster. 1981

Remarks.—Termier and Termier (1950) described

Parulocriiuts wallacei recognizing variation in the cup
shape and questioned whether it should be assigned to

Ulocriiuis or Parulocriims. Webster (1981 ) recognized

variation in the cup shape from globose to an elongate

urn as is common in Mathericriints. Parulocriniis. and

Ulocrinus. Furthermore, some species assigned to each

of these three genera show variation in the number of

anals from three to two. These three genera are dif-

ferentiated by ornamentation on cup plates in Math-
ericrinus. the other two genera lacking ornamentation,

and Ulocriiuis having 10 arms while Parulocriniis has

14 to 18 arms. Some species that have been assigned

to each of these genera are based on cups, lacking the

arms, so that their generic assignments are uncertain,

especially for the unornamented species. Mathericri-

nus ranges from the Early to Middle Pennsylvanian

and is known from the United States and China. Ul-

ocrinus ranges from Middle into early Late Pennsyl-

vanian and is known only from the United States. Pa-

rulocrinus ranges from Middle Pennsylvanian into

Early Permian and is known from the United States

and Brazil (Webster, 2003).

Mathericrinus wallacei (Termier and Termier,

1950), new combination

Plate 13, figures 6-9; Plate 14, figures 1-24

Panilociiiuts wallacei Termier and Termier. 1950. pp. lOO-lOl, pi.

217. tigs. .5-14. 17, 18; pi. 222, tigs. 6-8. 714-22.

Diagnosis.—Distinguished by fine granular to

aligned granular and anastomosing ornament.

Description.—Cup flat based medium bowl to elon-

gate urn shape, widest at basal apices, fine granular to

aligned granular and anastomosing ornament, may
have secondary ornament of 2 or 3 nan^ow ridges re-

stricted to distal parts of plates aligned with corre-

sponding ridges on adjacent plates but never extending

across the central part of the plates, sutures slightly to

moderately impressed, plates slightly inflated. Infra-

basal circlet relatively large, horizontal proximally,

weakly to moderately upflared distally. Infrabasal

plates 5. dart shaped, distal tips not visible to barely

to obviously visible in lateral view. Basals 5. large,

form lower half of cup wall, moderately convex lon-

gitudinally and transversely, proximally may be hori-

zontal forming part of base of cup or outflaring form-

ing base of wall, distally vertical; BC basal heptagonal

for contact with primanal on upper left shoulder, all

other basals hexagonal. Radials 5. large, wider than

long, widest between basal apices, moderately convex

longitudinally, moderately convex transversely, verti-

cal to slightly inflared distally. Radial facet plenary,

slopes inward slightly. Radial facet deep, inner part of

outer ligament furrow and outer ligament ridge dentic-

ulate; ligament pit shallow; transverse ridge denticu-

late on lateral two-thirds; wide triangular muscle areas

slope downward toward intermuscular furrow; central

pit trifurcate at transverse ridge. Anals 2 or 3, variable

positioning, in slightly (tertanal barely in contact with

primanal) to strongly advanced (tertanal not in contact

with primanal, virtually out of cup) primitive condi-

tion. Primanal largest; normally pentagonal in contact

with C radial. BC and CD basals. secundanal. and ter-

tanal; quadrangular when not in contact with tertanal.

Secundanal longer than wide, nanow suture with CD
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Table \?.—Measurements in mm for Mathericrimis wallacei n. comb.

Spec. no. (RGM)

361 241
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of the Oued el Hamar Formation, at Chebket Khouabi.

Specimen 4 (RGM 361 291), two specimens (ROM
361 299) and five specimens (RGM 361 304) from

undesignated part of the Oued el Hamar Formation,

south of Teniet Aissa ben Azzi. Specimen 5 (RGM 361

292) from the upper part of the Hassi Kerma Forma-

tion. Pennsylvanian (Bashkirian), at Oglat Hamia; Le-

grand-Blain collection. Specimen 8 (RGM 361 296),

specimen 9 (RGM 361 297), and three specimens

(RGM 361 303) from an undesignated part of the

Oued el Hamar Formation, on the north flank of Cheb-

ket Mennouna.

Genus UREOCRINUS Wright and Strimple, 1945

Type species.— Ureocriniis bockschii Geinitz, 1846.

Remarks.—The shapes of species of Ureocriinis

range from globose to high globe or vase, with the

majority of species being a medium globe. The high-

globe or vase shape is similar to the high-cone shape

of Hydriocriuiis. Differences in arm structure and anal

arrangement, however, are sufficient to distinguish

these taxa. Lane et al. (2001) removed all Devonian

species from Hydhocriniis. See remarks under Hydrio-

crinusl coiifusus for comments on the Late Carbonif-

erous species of the genus.

Ureocrinus commus, new species

Plate 15. figures 9-13

Diagnosis.—Distinguished by the presence of gran-

ular to vermiform ornament.

Description.—Cup high vase-shaped, base narrow,

widest at lowermost tips of radials, distal tips of ra-

dials incurved; length 14.8 mm: width 10.7 mm min-

imum, 12.1 mm maximum, 11.5 mm average; all

plates with granular to vermiform ornament tending

to discontinuous to continuous ridges parallel to sides

of plates giving appearance of growth rings. Infra-

basals large, longer (7.3 mm) than wide (4.2 mm),
dart-shaped, straight longitudinally, moderately con-

vex transversely; proximal tips horizontal forming

base of cup, covered by proximal columnals; distal %
upflared, forming basal 14 of cup; C ray infrabasal

slighly wider (5.4 mm) than others. Basals 5, longer

(7.5 mm) than wide (6.6 mm), moderately convex

longitudinally and transversely, 4 hexagonal, 3 with

2 equal upper edges; CD basal hexagonal with elon-

gated upper right shoulder in full contact with longest

edge of primanal, slightly longer than all basals ex-

cept BC basal; BC basal heptagonal, in full contact

on upper left shoulder with short edge of radianal,

slightly longer than all other basals. Radials 5, slight-

ly convex longitudinally, moderately convex trans-

versely; A and E wider (6.2 mm) than long (5.5 mm).
B and C about as wide as long, D slightly longer than

wide; posterior sides of C and D radials project slight-

ly higher than, and bottoms of radials not as low as,

other radials to accommodate cup anals. C radial hex-

agonal, all others pentagonal, narrowing slightly dis-

tally. Radial facets poorly preserved, plenary, outer

margin slightly convex, transverse ridge straight. An-
als 3. Radianal largest, hexagonal, length 5.3 mm,
width 3.9 mm. Secundanal small, length uncertain,

width 2.2 mm, situated in notch on left shoulder of

primanal and right shoulder of D radial, projecting

above radial summit. Tertanal pentagonal, not pre-

served, space smaller than secundanal, above priman-

al, projecting above radial summit. Proximal colum-

nal subpentagonal, diameter 3.2 inm, crenulate latus,

lumen weakly pentalobate, crenularium narrow, ap-

proximately V3 radius of facet. Arms and tegmen not

preserved.

Remarks.—The cup of Ureocrinus conu)uis n. sp. is

well preserved and compares most closely in shape

with U. dolioliis (Wright, 1936). It differs from all spe-

cies of Ureocrinus, however, by having ornamentation.

Parts of two primibrachials, lacking the exterior sur-

faces, are in the oral cavity. Their position suggests

that there were gapes along the radial-primibrachial

suture.

Material.—Holotype (RGM 290 873) from marly

limestone above DZ12, El Guelmouna Member, El

Guelmouna Formation. Mississippian (Serpukhovian,

El), at Djenien. east of Palmeraie de, before the pass,

Bechar; Winkler Prins collection.

Etymology.—From the Greek kommos meaning or-

namentation.

Cromyocrinid? indeterminate

Plate 15, figure 19

Description.—Partial cup, medium cone shape,

large (minimum 17 mm long, 27 mm wide); sutures

impressed, stitched, plates thick. Infrabasal circlet (5

plates), large (18.2 mm diameter); deep round basal

invagination. Distally infrabasals form cup base and

walls, visible in lateral view. Basals very wide, out-

flaring. Radials large, outflaring, facets plenary. Anals

uncertain, minimum 2 in cup. probably 3, in primitive

position. Stem and arms unknown.

Remarks.—The fractured and slightly distorted cup

of this indeterminate cromyocrinid? is embedded in

dark red calcareous shale. The impressed stitched su-

tures and thick plates suggest relationship with the

cromyocrinids. Most cromyocrinids have bowl- in-

stead of cone-shaped cups, and most do not have a

deep basal invagination. This specimen may represent

a new genus but is of insufficient quality to serve as

a holotype.

Material.—One cup (RGM 361 305) from the Maz-
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zer Formation, Mississippian (late Visean), Mader El

Madjid (syncline bed 13. Pareyn. 1961): Pareyn col-

lection.

Superfamily PIRASOCRINACEA Moore and

Laudon 1943

Family LAUDONOCRINIDAE Moore and

Strimple. 1973

Genus PAIANOCRINUS Strimple, 1951b

Paianocrinus? carinatus, new species

Plate 15, figures 16-18

Diagnosis.—Distinguished by isotomous arm
branching.

Description.—Crown elongate (53.6 mm long).

flared medially (35.6 mm wide, average), flattened

along C-E rays, more than 40 arms. Cup low bowl-

shaped. 6.9 mm high, 16.4 mm wide (average), base

faintly convex, walls widely flared. Int'rabasal circlet

small. 5.5 mm diameter, horizontal to faintly upflared.

Infrabasals 5. small. 3.6 mm wide, covered proximally

by proximal columnal. Basals 5, small, 4.3 mm long,

5.0 mm wide, gently convex transversely, straight lon-

gitudinally. Radials 5, dominant plate in cup. 5.4 mm
long, 8.7 mm wide, gently convex transversely,

straight longitudinally. Radial facets peneplenary. with

short naiTow deep outer ligament pit and narrow outer

margin, remainder not exposed. Anals 3. in primitive

oblique position. Primanal equidimensional. 4.2 mm
wide and long (may be partly eroded on proximal

end); secundanal largest, elongate. 4.7 mm long. 4.

1

mm wide, distal half above radial summit; tertanal

smallest, proximal Va below radial summit. Primibra-

chials wider (8.2 mm) than long (6.6 mm), moderately

convex transversely, gently convex longitudinally, var-

iable height with A ray shortest. C and D rays longest,

all axillary. First secundibrachials wider (5.2 mm) than

long (3.2 mm), strongly convex transversely, straight

longitudinally. All higher brachials wider than long,

strongly convex or angular transversely. All brachials

rectilinear, above secundibrachials bear medial ridge

which may grade into a very short blunt spine on distal

end. All branchings isotomous on single primibrachial,

secundibrachials 3 to 5, tertibrachials 4 or 5, quarti-

brachial 8. Last branching in E ray only, may be ab-

normal. Normally 8 arms per ray. 41 total. Tegmen
unknown. Stem facet round. 3.8 mm diameter: axial

canal pentagonal.

Remarks.—Width of the radial facet varies with al-

most plenary (least peneplenary) facets of the A and

B rays, more peneplenary E ray. and most peneplenary

D ray of Paianocrinusl carinatus n. sp. The C-ray

radial is not preserved. Variation in relative width of

the radial facets on a single specimen is highly unusu-

al. Generally only slight variation is observed among
specimens of the same species. All arm branching is

isotomous except in the E ray. The last branching in

the E ray is endotomous. occuiTing only on the adanal

side of the adanal half ray. It is possible that this is an

abnormal branching or repair of an injury.

Classification of this crown is difficult because the

cup has affinity with the Laudonocrinidae (possessing

peneplenary radial facets, low bowl shape, and three

anals): however, all arm branching except in the E ray

is isotomous (the laudonocrinids have exotomous

branching after the first branchial). The brachials re-

semble those of Exocriniis Strimple. 1949. but that ge-

nus has plenary radial facets.

We assign P.'l carinatus to the genus Paianocrinus

only tentatively because the shape of the brachials is

quite different and is perhaps of generic significance.

The brachials of P. diiriis are thinly rectilinear (wider

than long) and broadly convex transversely. Axillary

brachials are strongly tumid, bearing distinct protu-

berances, with the primibrachials bearing short blunt

spines. The rectilinear brachials of P.? carinatus are

relatively longer and bear an angular longitudinal me-

dian ridge. Axillary brachials lack the protuberance or

short spine. The brachials of P. aptiis are similar to,

but lack the strong tumidity and short spines of P.

duriis.

The family description for the Laudonocrinidae by

Moore et al. {in Moore and Teichert, 1978) stated that

the arms are endotomous. The arms, however, are

known for only three {Anchicrinus. Paianocrinus.

Schistocrinus) of the six genera assigned to the family.

Under the diagnosis of Paianocrinus. the arms are list-

ed (ibid.) as isotomous. Either the diagnosis of the

family needs revision, or Paianocrinus does not be-

long in the family. The cup of Paianocrinus fits the

diagnosis for the Laudonocrinidae. but there is no rec-

ognized family that matches both cup and arm mor-

phology.

We believe that there are major taxonomic problems

within several families of the "poteriocrinines" that

involve the arm structure. Genera of the Laudonocrin-

idae whose arm structure is known are included within

the taxa in need of reevaluation. Because this problem

is beyond the scope of this report, we tentatively leave

Paianocrinus in the Laudonocrinidae. Paianocrinus

has been reported from Chesterian (Late Mississippi-

an) strata of North America (Strimple. 1951b: Burdick

and Strimple. 1983).

Material.—One crown, holotype (RGM 361 306).

from the basal part of the Djenien Member. Djenien

Formation. Mississippian (early Serpukhovian. E2), at

Djebel Bechar; Legrand-Blain collection.

Etymology.—From the Latin carina, meaning keel
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or ridge, referring to the longitudinal ridge along bra-

chials.

Superfamily ZEACRINITACEA Bassler and

Moodey. 1943

Family ZEACRINITIDAE Bassler and Moodey,
1943

Zeacrinitidae indeterminate 1

Plate 17. figures 32-35

Description.—Cup discoid. 4.3 mm long to end ra-

dial facets. 22.2 mm wide: deep (2.5 mm) basal in-

vagination 10.2 mm wide; all cup plates with proximal

ends in basal invagination. Infrabasals fused, confined

to top of basal invagination, covered by proximal col-

umnal externally. Basals 5. strongly convex longitu-

dinally, concave transversely, longer than wide, distal

tips in basal plane to barely upturned; posterior basal

slightly longer, truncated distally for reception of sec-

ond anal. Radials 5. 6.3 mm long. 11.4 mm wide,

strongly convex longitudinally, moderately convex

transversely, widely outflared. Radial facet plenary,

slope outward at 45°; outer marginal ridge sharp,

bounded internally by moderately deep narrow ver-

miform-covered outer ligament furrow; outer ligament

pit narrow, deep, approximately V3 facet width; trans-

verse ridge full width of facet, vermiform surface, wid-

ening toward center, then narrowing across center of

outer ligament pit; muscle areas deep, wide, with ridge

wider and higher toward center of facet; no central pit,

area built up into an oval high continuing as a low

intermuscular ridge admedially rather than intermus-

cular fuiTow. Anals 3, primitive position. Primanal

pentagonal, adjoining C radial, BC and CD basals, sec-

ond and third anals. Second anal hexagonal, longer

than wide, distal half extends above radial summit.

Tertanal smallest, approximately equidimensional, dis-

tal half extending above radial summit. Arms un-

known. Stem facet indicates stem round transversely

with narrow crenularium. Axial canal round.

Remarks.—The cups of the three genera Zeacrinites,

Alcimocrinus. and Parazeacrinites of the Zeacrinitidae

are indistinguishable from one another. Differences in

arm width and number in combination with the tegmen
shape are the characters used to distinguish these gen-

era. Unfortunately, the Algerian specimens of Zeacrin-

itidae indeterminate 1 lack the arms and cannot be

assigned to a genus. The specimens, which are of the

same size and show the interiors, may represent a new
species.

Material.—Two specimens: Figured specimen
(ROM 361 307) and unfigured cup (ROM 361 308)

are from the El Hanada Member, Ain el Mizab For-

mation, Mississippian (Seipukhovian. El). Cirque de

Tagnana (Oued Narkia); Pareyn collection.

Zeacrinitidae? indeterminate 2

Plate 15. figure 14

Description.—Crown elongate, 52.5 mm long (in-

complete), 31.1 mm wide (average), crushed along bi-

lateral symmetry plane, more than 40 arms, bearing

large tegmen. Cup mostly lost. Radials 5, wider (11.1

mm) than long (6.1 mm), gently convex transversely,

faintly convex to straight longitudinally, radial facet

plenary, not exposed. Anals 3, large, in primitive ar-

rangement. Primanal pentagonal, 7.1 mm long. 6.1 mm
wide, positioned oblique, adjoined by C radial, BC and

CD basals, secundanal and tertanal, gently convex lon-

gitudinally and transversely. Secundanal longer (6.6

mm) than wide (6.0 mm), distal % above radial sum-

mit. Anal interarea wide with large plates continuing

exposure to tertibrach 2. Primibrachial wider (6.2 mm)
than long (4.0 mm), gently convex longtudinally and

transversely, axillary. Secundibrachial 1 wider (7.4

mm) than long (5.9 mm), moderately convex trans-

versely, straight to gently concave longitudinally. Se-

cundibrachial 2 axillary. Tertibrachials through quin-

quibrachials generally rectilinear, some slightly cune-

ate, wider than long proximally becoming more equi-

dimensional distally. All branching isotomous with last

branching endotomous: branching on tertibrachial 3 or

4, quartibrachial 4 or 5; 6 arms per half ray, 12 per

ray, 60 total if branching is the same in all rays. Teg-

men plates hexagonal, bulbous center, interconnecting

stellate ridges between all plates; shape expanding dis-

tally. top not preserved.

Remarks.—The infrabasals and basals are not pre-

served and weathering has destroyed much of the sur-

face ornamentation of the partial crown of Zeacriniti-

dae? indeterminate 2. Classification of the specimen is

provisional. Most genera assigned to the Zeacrinitidae

have large anal plates, a wide anal interarea, endoto-

mous branching on all branchings after the first, a large

elongate tegmen that expands into a mushroom shape

distally (where known), and thin cuneate brachials.

This specimen has the large anal plates and wide anal

interarea. but the endotomous branching does not com-

mence until the third branching. The elongate tegmen

of unknown termination may have continued to ex-

pand into a mushroom shape. The rectilinear brachials

are not typical of most genera assigned to the zeacrin-

itids but are known on Zeacrinites. which has a mush-

room-shaped tegmen (Moore and Teichert, 1978). A
taxonomic review of the Zeacrinitidae is needed to re-

solve the significance of the numerous differences in

arm types among the genera assigned to the family.

Material.—One partial crown (ROM 361 309) from
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the A'ln Mezerelt Member, El Guelmouna Formation,

Mississippian (Serpiikhovian. El) at El Aouidja, sum-

mit El Hamar 1; Legrand-Blain collection.

Cladid indeterminate 1

Plate 17, figures 27-28

Description.—Partial cup, lacking C radial and an-

als; cup medium bowl shape, base shallow basal con-

cavity, fine granular grading into vermiform and

aligned ornamentation: plates slightly inflated. Distal

tips of infrabasals horizontal, forming base of cup;

basals and radials slightly outflaring. Radial facet ple-

nary, moderately deep; transverse ridge denticulate,

outer ligament furrow wide, moderately deep; liga-

ment pit deep; muscle areas wide, upflaring distally.

Facets on EC and CD basals indicate 3 anals in prim-

itive position. Stem facet roundly pentagonal, im-

pressed; lumen pentalobate.

Remcirks.—At first glance, this specimen of cladid

indeterminate 1 is similar to some cromyocrinids. It

lacks the sutured intracup facets of the cromyocrinids,

however, and no cromyocrinid has a proximal roundly

pentagonal stem. The cup is also similar to several

genera of the scytalocrinids. Lacking the stem and

arms, the specimen is not suitable to serve as a holo-

type and is left in open nomenclature.

Material.—One partial cup (RGM 361 310) from

the upper part of the Oued el Hamar Formation, Penn-

sylvanian (late Bashkirian). at Foum ech Cheguiga;

Pareyn collection.

Cladid indeterminate 2

Plate 15, figures 5-8

Description.—Infrabasal circlet 4 plates, 3 small, 1

large, steeply upflared. slightly concave longitudinally,

19.4 mm diameter, base truncated, stem facet round

(7.4 mm diameter); lumen roundly pentalobate, large

(3 mm diameter). Columnals circular in transverse sec-

tion; latus straight, smooth; symplectial articulation.

Articulum full width of columnal; crenularium Va ra-

dius; culmina short, coarse, may branch on distal tip.

Areola wide, diameter % columnal diameter, slightly

concave to flat, margins recessed sharply. Perilumen

very narrow at outer edge of lumen lobes, wide be-

tween lobes; surface nodose where nanow, nodose to

irregular culmina where wide. Lumen large, half col-

umnal diameter, roundly pentalobate; jugula extended

inward, moderately sharply pointed. Noditaxis pattern

Nl, alternating nodals and internodals.

Remarks.—The infrabasal circlet and two of the

pluricolumanls of cladid indeterminate 2 are weathered

and etched. Ornamentation, if initially present, is lost

on the infrabasal circlet, and plates are relatively thin.

The stem facet matches the articulum of the pluricol-

umnals; thus the specimens are considered to belong

to the same species. One holdfast segment judged to

belong with these pluricolumnals has the same artic-

ular facet with noditaxis pattern of Nl and two to five

cirri on each nodal. The diameter of the holdfast (4.3

mm) is smaller than that of any of the other pluricol-

umnals (7.9 to 12.3 mm diameter). The specimen may
represent a stem that tapers distally, it could be a

branchlet of a holdfast, or it may be from an immature

specimen.

The columnals could be assigned to Floricycliis. a

genus reported from the Middle Mississippian (Osa-

gean) to Late Pennsylvanian (Virgilian) of Noith

America (Moore and Jeffords, 1968), the Tournaisian-

Moscovian of Russia (Yeltyschewa and Polyarnaya,

1975; Chernova and Stukalina, 1989), and the Visean

of Poland (Gluchowski, 1981). Chernova and Stukal-

ina (1989) also recognized a Late Devonian species

from Kazakhstan and a Carboniferous species from

Mongolia and China.

The Algerian specimens possibly belong to a bloth-

rocrinid such as Moscovicriinis or Nebraskacrinus,

both of which have large steeply upflaring infrabasal

circlets. Nebraskacrinus also has a pentastellate lumen.

Material.—Six specimens: One infrabasal circlet

(RGM 361 311) and one holdfast segment (RGM 361

312) are from the upper part of the Hassi Kerma For-

mation, Pennsylvanian (Bashkirian), at Djebel Bechar;

and four pluricolumnals RGM 361 313; lot of three

specimens (RGM 361 314) from the lower part of the

Hassi Kerma Formation, Pennsylvanian (Bashkirian),

at Djebel Bechar; all Legrand-Blain collection.

Cladid indeterminate 3

Remarks.—A moderately large partial cup consist-

ing of two radials, part of a third radial, one basal, and

part of a second basal would have had a bowl shape.

All plates bear densely spaced, wavy-aligned, medi-

um-coarse, granular ornament, which may grade into

short anastomosing ridges. Sutures are impressed and

subhorizontal; radial facets are plenary. The ornament

differs from all other ornamented taxa described herein

by its medium size and dense occurrence on all plates.

The cup belongs to an indeterminate cladid and is list-

ed for faunal completeness.

Material.—Partial cup (RGM 361 351) from upper

part of the Akacha-Mazzer formations. loucha 18.

Mississippian (late Visean). southeast of Cirque du

Meharez el Kebir; Pareyn collectit>n.

Cladid indeterminate 4

Plate 17. figures 5-8

Remarks.—A medium-sized basal and radial with

nodose to vermiform ornament is strongly convex
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transversely and longitudinally. The cup probably

would have been bowl shaped with a basal impression.

The basal is encrusted and the nodose ornament is

nearly completely lost as a result of solution. This or-

nament is very similar to, but coarser and more ver-

miform than, that of Dicromyocriniisl sp. These spec-

imens probably belong to a cromyocrinid.

Material.—One basal and one radial (RGM 361

342) from the upper paiT of the Hassi Kerma Forma-

tion, limestone below level ML171. Pennsylvanian

(Bashkirian), at Mouizeb El Atchane, 300 m north of

the south gully, Bechar. Winkler Prins collection.

Cladid indeterminate 5

Remarks.—Cladid indeterminate 5 is a small thin-

plated basal with granular to vermiform ornament.

Material.—One^ basal (RGM 290 862) from the up-

per part of the Hassi Kerma Formation, limestone be-

low level ML171, Pennsylvanian (Bashkirian), at

Mouizeb El Atchane, 300 m north of the south gully,

Bechar, Winkler Prins collection.

Cladid indeterminate 6

Plate 17, figures 15-16

Remarks.—Cladid indeterminate 6 is represented by

a large ( 16 mm wide, 9.7 mm long) pentagonal radial

with fine vermiform ornament and an externally

rounded peneplenary facet.

Material.—One radial (RGM 361 345) from the up-

per part of the Hassi Kerma Formation, limestone be-

low level ML171, Pennsylvanian (Bashkirian), at

Mouizeb El Atchane, 300 m north of the south gully,

Bechar, Winkler Prins collection.

Cladid indeterminate 7

Plate 17, figures 3, 4

Remarks.—Cladid indeterminate 7 is represented by
three small radials (1 mm wide, 5.3 mm long) and one

axillary first primibrachial. All plates are deep, strong-

ly rounded transversely, and the radial facet is pene-

plenary. The exterior surface of the radials is solution

etched and the primibrachial retains a small amount of

fine vermiform ornament along one side.

Material.—Three radials and one primibrachial

(RGM 361 346) from the upper part of the Hassi Ker-

ma Formation, limestone below level ML171, Penn-

sylvanian (Bashkirian), at Mouizeb El Atchane, 300 m
north of the south gully, Bechar, Winkler Prins collec-

tion.

Subclass FLEXIBILIA Zittel, 1895

Order TAXOCRINIDA Springer, 1913

Taxocrinid indeterminate

Plate 16, figure 4

Description.—Infrabasal and basal circlet relatively

thick plated, gently upflared with projected CD basal

for reception of primanal. Stem impression round,

large (8.9 mm diameter), covering infrabasal circlet

and proximal % of basals. Lumen pentalobate.

Remarks.—Flexible crinoids are not common in

most Pennsylvanian crinoid faunas. Three Pennsylva-

nian taxocrinids (Synerocrimts. Enascocriniis, Eiionv-

chocriniis). however, have stem facets covering most

of the basals as on this specimen of taxocrinid inde-

terminate. Unfortunately, the lack of a more complete

specimen prevents generic identification.

Material.—One basal circlet (RGM 361 317) from

the lower part of the Hassi Kerma Formation, Penn-

sylvanian (Bashkirian), at Djebel Bechar; Legrand-

Blain collection.

Order SAGENOCRINIDA Springer, 1913

Superfamily LECANOCRINACEA Springer, 1913

Family MESPILOCRINIDAE Jaekel, 1918

Genus CIBOLOCRINUS Weller, 1909

Cibolocrinus africanus Strimple and Pareyn, 1982

Ciboldcn'mis iifnciinus Strimple and Pareyn. 1982, p. 2,11, lig. 2.

Remarks.—Cibolocrinus africanus is based on three

moderately well-preserved crowns showing the arms

(Strimple and Pareyn, 1982). The genus is known from

the Mississippian (Serpukhovian) of Algeria; Pennsyl-

vanian (MoiTowan) of the United States; Permian (Ar-

tinskian) of the Ural Mountains, southwestern United

States, and Bolivia; Permian (Wordian) of Sicily; and

uncertain Permian horizons in Timor.

Material.—Holotype and two paratypes 70.1147

E2, top of Djenien Formation, Mississippian (Serpu-

khovian. El). Chebket Djihani; Pareyn collection.

Superfamily SAGENOCRINITACEA Roemer, 1854

Family EURYOCRINIDAE Moore and Strimple,

1973

Genus AMPHICRINUS Springer, 1906

Aniphicrinus forniosus, new species

Plate 16, figures 11-15

Diagnosis.—Distinguished by the combination of

the stem covering the infrabasals and proximal parts

of the basals, no ornament, and fewer plates in the

interray series.

Description.—Crown ovoid bowl-shaped, medium
size, length 30.3 mm, width 25.2 mm minimum. 40.8

mm maximum, 33 mm average, plates thick, no or-

nament. Cup very low bowl. Infrabasals covered by

proximal columnal. Basals 5, small, distal tips project

slightly beyond proximal columnal; posterior basal

truncated distally for reception of primanal, extends

above radial summit. Radials 5, 2.8 mm long, 6.8 mm
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wide, gently convex longitudinally and transversely,

heptagonal. adjoin interray plates on distal shoulders;

radial facets plenary, concave transversely. Anals se-

ries 1-?. Primibrachials 2, much wider than long, gent-

ly convex longitudinally and transversely. First pri-

mibrachial 3.7 mm long, 6.7 mm wide; axillary second

primibrachial 3.5 mm long, 7.6 mm wide. InteiTay se-

ries variable, 1-2-1 or 1-1-1. Secundibrachials 3 or 4

in each half ray, A ray 3 and 4, B ray unknown. C ray

4 and 4, D and E rays 3 and 3. Intrasecundibrachial

series variable, 1, 1 — 1, or 1—2-1. Number of tertibra-

chials varies from 4 to 8, most commonly 6. One ad-

ditional branching of quartibrachial 7-11. First 2

branchings isotomous, third branching isotomous or

heterotomous, fourth branching heterotomous. Arms
incurl distally, free but closely abutting. Patelloid pro-

cess poorly developed on secundibrachials, well de-

veloped on tertibrachials and higher. Proximal col-

umnal elliptical transversely from crushing, 6.5 by 7.4

mm. Proximal columnals very short, symplectial artic-

ulation.

Remarks.—The holotype of Amphicriniis fonnosus

n. sp. lacks the proximal part of the B ray and is

crushed along the A-B interray-D ray plane, with the

primanal tilted on edge and other anals covered if pre-

sent. The paratype is a partial set of arms.

The specimens are assigned to Amphicriniis because

they have two primibrachials, interprimibrachials do

not touch the basals. intrasecundibrachials are present

in small number, and the distal arm branching tends

toward heterotomous. Ampliicrimis fonnosus differs

from A. scoticus Springer in Wright ( 1914) and A. tub-

erculatus Yakovlev (1961) (typographical enor as A.

luberculatus Yakolev [1961]), both of which have the

stem completely covering the infrabasals, basals, and

proximal tips of the radials. Also, A. fonnosus has few-

er interray plates than A. scoticus, and A. tuberculatus

has fine granular ornament. Aniphicrinus carbonarius

Springer (1920) is based on an imperfect crown with

the cup and proximal brachials dislocated and jumbled

together. Specimens from the same formation or lat-

erally coeval strata as the holotype and identified as

A. carbonarius by Laudon ( 1937) and Strimple ( 1962)

are better preserved partial crowns showing the prox-

imal stem completely covering the infrabasals, basals,

and proximal tips of the radials. Also, there are many
more plates in the anal and interray series than in A.

fonnosus.

Two other species, A. divergens Strimple (1940a)

and A. simplex Strimple ( 1940b), both from the Penn-

sylvanian, are based on partial crowns with only the

cup, primibrachials, and proximal secundibrachials

preserved. In these species the number of plates in the

anal, interray, and intersecundibrachial series are un-

certain, as are arm branching patterns. The proximal

columnal does not cover the distal tips of the basals

in either species, suggesting relationship with A. for-

mosus.

Material.—Two specimens: Holotype (RGM 361

318) and paratype (RGM 361 319) from the top of the

Djenien Formation, Mississippian (Seipukhovian, E2),

at Chebket Djihani; Pareyn collection.

Etymology.—Latin, meaning beautifully formed.

Aniphicrinus prinsi, new species

Plate 16, figures 7-10

Mcrichrhyiicriim.s sp, Tennier and Teniiier. 1450. p. 92. pL 218, figs.

46-32.

Diagnosis.—Distinguished by the patelloid process

developing higher in the secundibrachials, intersecun-

dibrachials in contact with the first secundibrachials,

five tertibrachials, and asymmetrical first tertibrachials.

Description.—Crown ovoid bowl-shaped, medium
size (estimated 40 to 50 mm diameter), plates thick,

exceedingly fine granular to vermiform ornament

poorly preserved. Cup very low bowl. Infrabasals 3,

very small, covered by proximal columnal. Basals 5,

small, distal tips project slightly beyond proximal col-

umnal; posterior basal truncated distally for reception

of primanal. Radials 5. 3.8 mm long, 6.4 mm wide,

gently convex longitudinally and transversely, heptag-

onal, adjoin interray plates on distal shoulders; radial

facets plenary, concave transversely. Anals series 1-2-

1-1-1-1. Primibrachials 2, much wider than long, gent-

ly convex longitudinally and transversely. First pri-

mibrachial 3 nnn long, 5.5 mm wide; axillary second

primibrachial 3.7 mm long, 8.7 mm wide. Interray se-

ries variable, 1-2-1-1, 1-2-1-1-1, or 2-2-2-1-1-1. Se-

cundibrachials 3 in each half ray in 4 rays preserved.

Intrasecundibrachial series 1-1. Number of tertibra-

chials varies from 4 to 7, most commonly 6. One ad-

ditional branching of quartibrachial 6 in one arm frag-

ment preserved. First two branchings isotomous, third

branching isotomous or heterotomous, fourth branch-

ing heterotomous. Patelloid process poorly developed

on secundibrachials, well developed on tertibrachials

and higher. Proximal columnal round transversely, 7.3

mm diameter; lumen quinquestellate.

Remarks.—The seven specimens of Aniphicrinus

prinsi n. sp. are two partial crowns and five partial ca-

lyx/arm pieces, all showing exterior and interior surfac-

es. Two partial distorted crowns, holotype (RGM 361

320) and paratype 1 (RGM 361 321), were found in

two pieces and reconstnjcted by gluing. The holotype

retains the anal series, part of the proximal columnal,

and the very small tripartite infrabasals, which are vis-

ible on the interior. Paratype 4 (RGM 361 324) has
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distal isotomous arm branching. The internal surface of

most specimens shows the original boxwork stereom

structure of the ossicles. Variation in the number of in-

terray plates and intrasecundibrachials is noted from the

interior to the exterior where some paired plates appear

to be fused. Description of the species is based on the

composite information from the five types.

Aniphicriiuis priiisi n. sp. is similar to A. forniosiis

and likely derived from it. They differ in several mor-

phologic features. The patelloid process is more ob-

vious and first appears lower in the arms of A. for-

niosiis than A. prinsi. Intersecundibrachials and the

stem facet are smaller in A. fonuosiis. Not all inter-

secundibrachials are in contact with the first secundi-

brachial in A. formosus, whereas they are well devel-

oped in A. prinsi. The number of tertibrachials ranges

from five to eight in A. formosus and is consistently

five where known in A. prinsi. First tertibrachials are

asymmetrical in only the C ray in A. forniosiis, where-

as in A. prinsi all preserved rays show marked asym-

metry of first tertibrachials with the outer ray half larg-

er than the inner ray half.

Material.—Seven specimens: Holotype (RGM 361

320) and paratypes 1-4 (RGM 361 321-RGM 361

324) and two partial sets of arms (RGM 29(J 863) are

from the upper part of the Hassi Kerma Formation,

limestone below level ML 171. Pennsylvanian (Bash-

kirian), at Mouizeb El Atchane. 300 m north of the

south gully, Bechar; Winkler Prins collection.

Etymology.—Named for C. Winkler Prins, who
found the specimens.

Sagenocrinid indeterminate 1

Plate 16, figures 1-3

Description.—Based on 2 radials and 3 basals,

plates relatively thin (2.5 mm thick), but large, bearing

medium-coarse sharply-pointed granular ornament
grading into short sharp-crested iiTegular ridge orna-

ment along proximal edges of plates; formed large

bowl-shaped cup with flat or shallow basal invagina-

tion, vertical walls, slight impressions or dimples at

basal-radial apices, unknown number of anals. Basal,

radial and basal-radial facets have shallow excavations

for ligamentary articulation and denticulate edges.

Basals wider than long, averaging 15.7 mm wide and

1 1 .9 mm long, gently convex transversely, moderately

convex longitudinally. Radials wider than long (17.4

mm wide, 10.9 mm long: 18.0 mm wide, 11.7 mm
long), gently convex transversely and longitudinally.

Radial facets peneplenary, slightly protruded on exte-

rior of radial. Transverse ridge sharp-crested, not quite

full width of facet; outer ligament pit moderately deep

with shaip-crested outer ridge. Inner side of transverse

ridge has fine vermiform surface for ligament attach-

ment. Lateral ends of transverse ridge to the end of

radial facet bear short coarse ridges and grooves nor-

mal to ridge. Ligament pit shallow.

Remarks.—The plates of sagenocrinid indeterminate

1 are disarticulated, with two of the basals distorted

and the third weathered. These plates may have be-

longed to a single specimen and, probably, represent

a mespilocrinid, such as Cibolocrinus.

Material.—Five specimens, two radials, three bas-

als: Figured radial (RGM 361 325), figured basal

(RGM 361 326), and one radial and two basals (lot

RGM 361 327) from the lower part of the Hassi Kerma
Fomation, Pennsylvanian (early Bashkirian), at Djebel

Bechar; Legrand-Blain collection.

Sagenocrinid indeterminate 2

Remarks.—A fragmentary cup consists of the infra-

basal circlet, parts of two radials, and 18 distorted

proximal columnals. The cup would have been a mod-
erately large bowl with a large basal impression in-

cluding all of the infrabasals and proximal parts of the

basals. Plates are thin and lack ornament. The stem is

heteromorphic, and the round proximal columnals are

very thin with a naiTow crenularium and moderately

large pentaiohate lumen. The specimen is probably an

indeterminate mespilocrinid.

Material.—Partial cup (RGM 361 352) from upper

part of the Akacha-Mazzer formations, loucha 18,

Mississippian (late Visean), southeast of Cirque du

Meharez el Kebir; Pareyn Collection.

Flexible indeterminate

Plate 16, figures 5, 6

Description.—Infrabasal? or basal circlet? large,

15.6 mm by 14.8 mm widths, low, shallow bowl-

shaped with shallow basal indentation for 4.9 mm di-

ameter circular stem impression, formed by three

plates. One of two nearly equal larger plates extended

on end of mutual sutures to upwardly incurved mod-
erately shaip point, presumably in anal interray. Azy-

gous plate in FA intenay. Ornament of radiating ridges

and grooves on distal half of all plates. Edges of plates

with inegular vermiform facet structure on inner half

and moderately deep rounded groove along outer half

covered by extended lip of outermost surface of plate.

Remarks.—An indeterminate flexible specimen
shows no trace of smaller plates within the tripartite

structure, typical of the infrabasal plate of many flexible

crinoids. The shaiply extended end of the one larger

plate, however, is shaped like the posterior basal of

many flexibles and the plate facets are typical of many
flexibles. Fused basals are unknown in the flexibles and

the azygous plate is normally in the C ray position. It

is uncertain if this is an infrabasal plate with an ex-
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tended end on the one plate, an advanced flexible hav-

ing lost the infrabasals with the basals beginning to

fuse, an abnormal infrabasal circlet, or an abnormal

specimen.

Material.—Figured specimen (RGM 361 328) from

the Oued Bel Groun Formation. Pennsylvanian (Mos-

covian). Bed Ml (Deleau. 1951). from Bechar-Djerid,

immediately south of Bechar: Winkler Prins collection.

Crinoidea unclassified

Remarks.—Disarticulated and fragmentary ossicles

from the upper part of the Hassi Kerma Formation,

limestone below level ML171, Pennsylvanian (Bash-

kirian), at Mouizeb El Atchane, 300 m north of the

south gully, Bechar, include a variety of unidentifiable

specimens. These specimens show that the crinoid fau-

na of the Hassi Kerman Formation may be two to three

times more diverse than that represented by identified

taxa. Caution must be followed, however, in evaluating

the diversity because it is likely that some of the in-

dividual specimens may be from different parts of a

single taxon. For example, the platycrinitid radial and

columnals, as well as one of the possible basal circlets,

listed under Platycrinites spp. 2 to 5 could represent

only one or two species. We believe that these inde-

terminate remains contain a minimum of one camerate

and five cladids that are undescribed. Specimens are

from the Winkler Prins collection.

Crinoid indeterminate 1

Plate 15, figure 15

Remarks.—One medium-sized partial cup shows

only the exterior and is embedded in matrix. This spec-

imen has a low bowl-shaped cup. tripartite infrabasal

circlet consisting of two equally large plates and one

small plate, a distally truncated posterior basal, and sub-

vertical radials with plenary radial facets. It lacks the B
and C radials and the anals. It is uncertain if the spec-

imen had more than one anal. It is possibly a lecano-

crinid.

Material.—(RGM 361 336) upper pait of the Hassi

Kerma Fomiation, limestone below level ML171, Penn-

sylvanian (Bashkirian), at Mouizeb El Atchane, 300 m
north of the south gully, Bechar. Winkler Prins collec-

tion.

Crinoid indeterminate 2

Remarks.—Two small infrabasal circlets of five plates

each and pentalobate axial canals, one (RGM 361 340)

with a rounded ridge around the stem facet and the sec-

ond (RGM 361 341) with an impressed stem facet.

These two specimens may belong to different genera.

Material.—Two infrabasal circlets (RGM 361 340

and RGM 361 341 ) from the upper part of the Hassi

Kerma Formation, limestone below level ML171,
Pennsylvanian (Bashkirian), at Mouizeb El Atchane,

300 m north of the south gully, Bechar, Winkler Prins

collection.

Crinoids indeterminate

Remarks.—Assorted indeterminate tegmen plates,

columnals, and other small ossicles (RGM 290 864)

are from the upper part of the Hassi Kerma Formation,

limestone below level ML171. Pennsylvanian (Bash-

kirian). at Mouizeb El Atchane, 300 m north of the

south gully, Bechar, Winkler Prins collection.

Crinoid Columnals

Genus 0FLORICYCLUS Moore and Jeffords. 1968

0FloricycIus cf. F. angustimargo Moore and

Jeffords, 1968

Plate 17. figures 19. 20

Description.—Pluricolumnal of 2 columnals, 8.7

mm diameter, noditaxis Nl at least. Columnals circular

in transverse section, latus straight, symplectial artic-

ulation. Articulum full width of columnal; crenularium

narrow, V^^ columnal radius; culmina coarse, very

short, unbranched. Areola wide, flat, recesses below

crenularium and perilumen. Perilumen very nanow
along lobes of lumen, wide between lobes, surface no-

dose. Lumen roundly pentalobate, diameter lA colum-

nal diameter Jugula large, rounded adaxial.

Remarks.—This pluricolumnal segment of Floricy-

cliis cf. F. atigustimargo is related to the segments

assigned above to Cladid indeterminate 3. Major dif-

ferences are the much shorter unbranched culmina,

less-recessed areola, and rounded Jugula on this spec-

imen. It could represent a different section (more or

less distal) of the column of Cladid indeterminate 3.

The specimen differs from F. angustimargo by having

a straight latus with less elongate and more rounded

jugula. Moore and Jeffords (1968) reported F. angus-

timargo from the Middle Pennsylvanian (Desmoine-

sian) strata of Colorado.

Material.—Pluricolumnal (RGM 361 315) from the

lower part of the Hassi Kerma Fomiation, Pennsylvanian

(Bashkirian), at Djebel Bechai"; Legrand-Blain collection.

Genus 0PLUMMERANTERIS Moore and Jeffords,

1968

0Plummeranteris? sp.

Plate 17. figures 21-24

Description.—Nodal columnal circular in transverse

section, latus very slightly convex. Articulum full

width facet. Crenularium wide, % radius. Culma full

width crenularium. unbranched, no insertions, slight

taper adaxial. Areola nanow, flat, recessed slightly be-
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low crenularium and perilumen. Perilumen narrow, no-

dose to inegular shaped nodes on surface. Lumen
roundly floriform. Jugula short, rounded adaxial. Cini

facets aligned with lobes of lumen, slightly projected.

Remarks.—Moore and Jeffords (1968) defined

Pluiiimeranteris as having an articulum in which the

broad crenularium extended to a weakly developed

perilumen about a floriform lumen. Their illustration

(pi. 24, fig. 13) of the facet of P. sansaba. however,

shows a narrow areola. We tentatively assign two spec-

imens to Pluwweraiilehs. noting that they differ from

Floricyclus by having a wide crenularium. They may
belong to a cromyocrinid. Phiiunierautens has been

reported from the Middle Pennsylvanian of Texas

(Moore and Jeffords, 1968).

A/rt/e/7«/.—Columnal (RGM 361 316) from the

lower part of the Hassi Kerma Formation, Pennsyl-

vanian (Bashkirian). at Djebel Bechar; Legrand-Blain

collection. Columnal (RGM 361 343) from the upper

part of the Hassi Kerma Formation, limestone below

level MLI71, Pennsylvanian (Bashkirian), at Mouizeb
El Atchane, 300 m north of the south gully. Bechar,

Winkler Prins collection.

Columnal undesignated

Plate 17, figures 17, 18

Remarks.—A slender homomorphic pluricolumnal

with a medium-width crenularium, unbranched culmina,

narrow areola, and large round lumen is partly encrusted

with a massive bryozoan that completely encircles part

of the specimen. This implies that the bryozoan was at-

tached to the stem while the crinoid was living. The
articular facet is similar to Cycloscaplnis Moore and Jef-

fords (1968), which was described as a heteromorphic

taxon. It is unknown if the stem was homomorphic dis-

tally or proximally of the heteromorphic section.

Material.—Pluricolumnal (RGM 290 866) from the

upper part of the Hassi Kerma Formation, limestone

below level ML171, Pennsylvanian (Bashkirian), at

Mouizeb El Atchane. 300 m north of the south gully,

Bechar. Winkler Prins collection.

Subphylum ECHINOZOA Haeckel in Zittel, 1895

Class ECHINOIDEA Leske, 1778

Subclass PERISCHOECHINOIDEA M Coy, 1849

Order PALAECHINOIDA Haeckel, 1866

Family PALAECHINIDAE M'Coy, 1849

Genus PALAECHINUS M'Coy, 1844

Palaechinus sp.

Plate 17. figure 31

Description.—Partial test medium size. 30.5 mm
maximum dimension. 13.3 mm minimum, moderately

convex, plates thick. Oculogenital ring monocyclic;

genitals wider (3.1 mm) than long (2.5 mm), convex

outer side, concave inner side, with 3 or 4 pores; oc-

ulars small, 1.7 mm long, 1.8 mm wide, nanowing
toward periproct, with single pore. Ambulacral tracks

narrow, straight, formed of 2 rows of interlocking

plates, each bearing a double pore on the outer side;

ambulacral plates much wider than long. Interambu-

lacral areas much wider than ambulacral areas, formed

of minimum of 6 rows of hexagonal plates increasing

in size adorally.

Remarks.—This partial corona of Palaechinus sp.

consists of three oculars and three genitals of the ocu-

logenital ring and adoral parts of three ambulacral

tracks and four interambulacral areas. One small frag-

mentary plate within the oculogenital ring probably

was part of the periproct. All plates are strongly weath-

ered and abraded, with loss of all traces of ornament

and other moiphologic features of the exterior surface.

It is uncertain if the corona was fragmented by scav-

engers prior to burial or an artifact of weathering. Pa-

laechinus is known from the Mississippian of Europe

and North America.

Material.—Figured specimen (RGM 361 347) from

the base of the Ain el Mizab Member, AVn el Mizab
Formation, Mississippian (Serpukhovian, El), at Foum
es Sba; Pareyn collection.

Order CIDAROIDA Claus, 1880

Family ARCHAEOCIDARIDAE MCoy, 1844

Genus ARCHAEOCIDARIS M'Coy, 1844

Archaeocidaris sp.

Plate 17, figures 29, 30

Description.—Interambulacral plate hexagonal,

large, 10.5 X 9.4 mm, thin, nodose marginal rim; large

central primary tubercle sunounded by scrobicular

ring of small secondary tubercles around aureole.

Fragment of approximately circular corticate spine

shaft 23.6 mm long, 4.2 mm diameter; ornament of

aligned nodes along 10 low linear ridges.

Remarks.—The interambulacral plate and fragment

of a spine shaft of Archaeocidaris sp. are from the

same locality, probably from the same species, and

thus described together The interambulacral plate has

overgrowths of indeterminate organisms covering

some of the scrobicular spines and has been abraded

or subjected to solution weathering prior to burial. Or-

nament of the spine fragment shows little abrasion or

solution weathering.

Material.—Two specimens; Interambulacral plate

(RGM 361 348) and spine shaft (RGM 361 349) from

the Oued el Hamar Formation, Pennsylvanian (late

Bashkirian), south of Teniet Aissa ben Azzi; Pareyn

collection.
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Appendix.—Systematic list of taxa, giving number of specimens, stratigraphic horizon, and collector of each. P = Pareyn; M = Legrand-

Blain; W = Winkler Prins. An asterisk (*) after the collector's name indicates uncertain of e.xact stratigraphic horizon. B = Breimer and

Macurda who reported Pareyn specimens, which were not studied herein.

.Series Moscovian Bashkirian

Formation Oued Bel Qued el Hamar Hassi Kerma Tagnana Djenien

Groun

Member (upper) (lower) (upper) (lower) Djenien Hid el Mouizab
Kef el

Atchane

Kory.sclusma saluirae (Breimer and Macurda,

1972) [3] B

Rhodocrinites sp. [ 1
]

Megaliocriiuis '.' sp. 1 1
]

P

Ectocriinis roKclii (Delpey, 1941) [.^|

Ectocriniis mezerettensis n sp. |9|

Ectocrinus redactus n. sp. [9]

Ectociinits sp. | 1

1

Aclinotrinites hcchurciisis n. sp.
1 1

|

Actinocriniles combinauis n. sp.
| 1

1

Aucocrlniis algeiiaen.sis n. sp. \>\ M
Aacocrinus algerUwiisis "! |2] M
Sampsonocriniis chegiiigaoxsis n sp. [74] P

Blairocrinus grafensis n. sp. [ 1

1

P
Piinlicncrinii.s octobrachiiiiiis n. sp. |S] P* P*

Pimlicocriniis sp. [ 1

1

W
Actinocrinitid indeterminate 1 [2| P
Actinocrinitid indeterminate 2 |1J

Actinocrinitid indeterminate -^ 1 1

)

P

Actinocrinitid indeterminate 4 1?! M
Actinocrinitid? indeterminate 5 1 1

1

P

Platycriniles reouienensis n. sp. [2]

Platycrinites aouidjaensis n. sp [3] P P

Platycriniles djihaniensis n. sp. [2] P

Platycrinites cf. P, djihaniensis n. sp. [4| . P

Platycriniles liamarensis n. sp. [3] M* P* M*
Platycriniles sp. 1 [ 1

]
P

Platycrinites sp. 2 [3) P
Platycrinites sp. 3 [ 1

1

W
Platycrinites sp. 4 [2] W
Platycriniles sp. 5 |2] W
Platycriniles ? sp. 1 1

1

W
Pleurocriniis ghimeriisns n. sp. [8]

Pleiirocriniis folliculiis n. sp. [3] P*

Eucladocrinus ? asynimelriciis n. sp. [8] P
Eiicladocriniis ? sp. 12] P
Synhathocrinus sp. | I

|

Barycrinidae indeterminate [3]

Hebohenocrinus quusipalellus n. gen., n. sp. 1 1

1

P
Balearocrinns piirevni n. sp. |1]

Scylalocriniis sp, |2| P

HydriocriiiKs '.' confiisiis n. sp. 1 1
]

P

Anipnllacriniis marieae n. gen., n. sp. [4] M. P

Ainpnllacrinns triluhulus n. gen., n. sp. |3] P

Cosmelocrinus ? sp. |2]

Dicromyocriniis vastus n. sp. |22] P M
Dicromyocrinus catillus n. sp. 1 1

]
M

Dicromyocriniis '.' invaginaliis n. sp. [3] W
Dicromyocrinus '.' sp. [7] M
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Appendix.—Extended.

Namurian Visean (part)

Ain el Mi/ab El Guelmouna Zousfana Taouerta Igli Harrez Boulmane Akacha Mazzer

Ain el El Lefa El HaiTada El Giiel- Ain Ourn el Ain

Mizab mouna Mezereit Graf Guettara

M
P

P, M

W

M

W
w
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Appendix.—Continued.

Series
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Appendix.—Extended continued.
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Explanation of Plate 1

Figure Page

1-3 Rliodociiiites sp. El Guelmouna Formation, Ain Mezereit Member 18

1-3. C-Riiy. posterior, and basal views of partial theca, xl.5. RGM 361 1.^3.

4-12. Eclocriniis roiichi (Delpey. 1941 ) new combination. Akacha-Ma//er Formation 20

4-8. Oral, E ray (note plated over unregenerated arm opening), A ray, basal, and posterior views, xl.6. RGM 361 1,S4.

9. B ray view, xl.fi. RGM 361 158.

10. C ray view, xl.6. RGM 361 1.5.5.

11-12. C-D interray and oral views. >-1.5. RGM 361 157.

13. Megaliocriniis sp. Ain el Mi/ab Formation. Moui/eb el Atchane Member 19

13. Lateral view ot partial theca, orientation uncertain, 1.4. RGM 361 175.
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Explanation of Plate 2

Figure Page

1-12. Ectocrinns mezerelteiisis new species. El Guelmouna Formation. Ain Mezerelt Member 21

1-4. Oral, A ray, posterior, and basal views, xl.5. Paratype 3. ROM 361 170.

5-8. Oral. A ray, posterior, and basal views, xl.5. Holotype, ROM 361 165.

9-12. Oral. A ray, basal, and posterior, views. XI.6. Paratype 3. RGM 361 168.
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Explanation of Plate 3

Figure Page

1—1. Ectocrinus redactus new species. El Guclmouna Formation. Ain Mezerelt Member 22

1-4. Oral. A ray. posterior, and basal views, xl.5. Holotype. RGM 361 174.

5. 6. Ectocrinus! sp. Ain el Mizab Formation. El Harrada Member 23

5. 6. Lateral and basal views of partial calyx, x'2. RGM 361 350.

7-14. Ectocrinus mezereltensis new species. El Guelmouna Formation. Ain Mezerelt Member 21

7-10. Oral. A ray. posterior, and basal views, xl.6. Paratype 1. RGM 361 166.

11-14. Oral. A ray. posterior, and basal views, xl.5. Paratype 2. RGM 361 167.

15. 16. Koryschisma saharae (Breimer and Macurda. 1972). El Guelmouna Formation. Ain Mezerelt Member 17

15. 16. Lateral and oral views. x3. ROM 361 150.

17-20. Actiiiocrinites hecharensis new species. El Guelmouna Formation. Ain Mezerelt Member 23

17-20. Oral. A ray. posterior, and basal views. Xl.5. Holotype. RGM 361 176.
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Explanation of Plate 4

Figure Page

1-5. Aacocriiius algeriaensis new species. Hassi Kernia Formation 24

1-5. Oral. A ray. C ray. posterior, and basal views, x'2. Holotype. RGM 361 178.

6—9. Actinocrinites combinatus new species. El Guelmouna Formation, Ain Mezerelt Member 24

6-9. Oral. A ray. posterior, and basal views of distorted thecae, XI. 7. Holotype. RGM 361 177.

10. 11. Actinocrinitid indeterminate 3. Upper part of the Oued el Hamar Formation 30

10. 1 1. A ray and basal views of partial thecae, X2. RGM 361 251.

12. Actinocrinitid indeterminate 2. Chabet Kerkour Formation (= Ain Guettara Member) 30

12. Basal view of partial calyx, X2.1. RGM 361 214.

13-15. Blairocrinus grafensis new species. Hassi Kerma Formation 27

13-15. A ray. oral, and basal views. X1.6. Holotype RGM 361 205.
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Explanation of Plate 5

Figure Page

1-19. Sampsonocriniis chegiiigaensis new species. Oued el Haiiiar Formatiiui 26

I—I. Oral. A ray, posterior, and ba.sal views, X2.2. Paratype 3. RGM ,^61 188.

.^-8. A ray, oral, basal, and posterior views, X2.2. Paratype 2, RGM 361 187.

9-12. Oral. A ray, posterior, and basal views, X2.3. Paratype 4. RGM 361 189.

13-13. A ray, posterior, and basal views, X2. Holotype, RGM 361 18S.

16-19. Oral. A ray. posterior, and basal views. x2.3. Paratype 1. RGM 361 186.
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Explanation of Plate 6

Figure Page

1-15. Sampsonocriniis chegiiigaensis new species. Oued el Hamar Formation 26

1-3. A ray. basal, and posterior views, X2.2. Paratype 6, RGM 361 191.

4-7. Oral. A ray, posterior, and basal views. X2.2. Paratype 7. RGM 361 192.

8-1 1. Oral, A ray, posterior, and basal views, X2.2. Paratype 5, RGM 361 190.

12-15. Oral A ray. posterior, and basal views, X2. RGM 361 201.
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Explanation of Plate 7

Figure Page

1-11. Pimlicocrinus octobrachiatus new species. Oued el Hamar Formation 28

1-4. Oral. A ray. posterior, and basal views, xl.6. Paratype 1 RGM 361 207.

5-7. Oral. A ray, and basal views, x|.7. Holotype RGM 361 206.

8-1 1. Oral. A ray. posterior, and basal views, X2.3. Paratype 3 RGM 361 209.

12-17. Actinocrinitid indeterminate 4. Upper part of the Hassi Kerma Formation 30

12, 13. External and internal views of tegmen plates, X2. RGM 361 21S.

14. 15. External and internal views of tegmen plates, X2. RGM 361 217.

16. 17. External and internal views of tegmen plates, X2. RGM 361 216.

18, 19. Pimlicocrinus sp. Oued El Hamar Formation 29

18. 19. C ray and basal views. Note extra plate between shorter D radial and prinianal in radial eirclet. X2. RGM 290 871.
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Explanation of Plate 8

Figure Page
1-8. Platycrinites rviiiiieiiensis new species. El Guelmouna Formation, AVn Mezerelt Member 32

1-4. Oral, A ray, posterior, and basal views, X2.4. Paratype, RGM 361 223.

5-8. Oral, B ray, DE interray, and basal views, X2.3. Holotype, RGM 361 222.

9, 10. Platycrinites sp. 5. Hassi Kerma Formation, Mouizeb El Atchane 36

9. Articular view of twist columnal. x2. RGM 361 351.

10. Articular view of twist columnal, X2. RGM 361 344.

1 1-13. Platycrinites cf. P. djihaniensis new species. Top of the Djenien Formation 34

11. External view, partial radial, x2.5. RGM 361 232.

12. E-xternal view of nearly complete radial, X2.5. RGM 361 230.

13. Basal view, partial basal circlet, X2.5. RGM 361 229.

14-19. Platycrinites djihaniensis new species. Top of the Djenien Formation 34

14-17. Oral, A ray, posterior, and basal views, X2.5. Holotype, RGM 361 227.

18, 19. External and internal views of basal circlet, X2.6. Paratype, RGM 361 228.

20, 21. Platycrinites aoiiidjaensis new species. Ain el Mi/ab Formation, Mouizeb el Atchane Member 33

20, 21. B ray and basal views, Holotype, RGM 361 224, xl.6.

22, 23. Platycrinites sp. 4. Hassi Kerma Formation, Mouizeb el Atchane Member 35

22, 23. External and internal views of basal circlet, x2. RGM 361 338.
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Explanation of Plate 9

Figure Page

1-10. Pleurocrinits glomerosus new species. El Guelniouna Forniatioii 37

1-3. Oral, posterior, and basal views, X2. Paratype 2, RGM 361 242.

4-6. Oral. E ray, and basal views, X2. Paratype 1, RGM 361 241.

7-10. Oral, A ray, posterior, and basal views. X2. Holotype. RGM 361 240.

1 1-14. Syiihatliocrinus sp. El Guelmouna Formation, Ain Mezerelt Member 39

1 1-14. Oral, A ray, posterior, and basal views, ^^..S. RGM 361 2.'i5.

15-22. Platycrinites hamarensis new species. Oiied el Haniar Formation 34

15-18. Oral, A ray. posterior, and basal views, x2. Holotype, RGM 361 233.

19-22. Oral. A ray. posterior, and basal views, X2.4. Paratype 1, RGM 361 234.

23, 24. Platycrinites sp. 1. Upper part of the Oiied el Hamar Formation 35

23, 24. A ray and basal views, RGM 361 238, x2.

25-27. Platycrinites? sp. Oiied Bel Groun Formation 36

25-27. Basal, oral, and BC intenay views, RGM 290 857, x2.
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Explanation of Plate 10

Figure Page

1-N. Pleurocrimis folliculus new species. Oued el Hamar Formation 38

1—4. Oral, A ray. posterior, and basal views, X2.6. Paratype 1. ROM 361 244.

5-8. Oral. A ray. D-E interray, and basal views. X2. Holotype. ROM 361 243.

9-12. Eucladocriiius? asymmetriciis new species. Oued el Hamar Formation 38

9-12. Oral, B ray, posterior, and basal views, x2. Holotype. RGM 361 246.

13-17. Barycrinidae? indeterminate. Akacha-Mazzer Formation 40

13. Exterior view of radial. x2. RGM 361 258.

14. Exterior view of a radial, two adjoined basals, and distal tip of an infrabasal. X2. RGM 361 257.

15. lateral view of columnal, X2. RGM 361 260.

16. Exterior view of very large partial radial. x2. RGM 361 259.

17. Anal view of partial cup, x2. RGM 361 256.
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Explanation of Plate 1

1

Figure Page

1—I. Hydriocriims'! confiisus new species. Horizon between the Hid el Kef and Djenien members. Djenien Formalion 43

1-4. Oral. A ray. posterior, and basal views, X3.7. Holotype. RGM .^61 264.

5-7. Hebohenocrinus quasipatelliis new species. Between the Hassi Kerma and Djenien formations (Tagnana Formation) 41

3-7. A ray. oral, and posterior views, X3.7. Holotype. RGM 361 262.

8-12. Cosmelocrinus? sp. El Guelmouna Formation, El Guelmouna Member 48

8, 9. A ray and posterior views, x2. RGM 361 265.

10-12. B ray. basal, and posterior views, X2. RGM 290 874.

13-13 Balearocrinus pareyni new species. Mazzer Formation 42

13-13. Basal, posterior, and A ray views, x2.1. Holotype. RGM 361 261.

16. ScYlalocriiiiis sp. Ain el Mi/.ab Formation, Moui/eb el Atchane Member 43

16. Lateral view of the two cups, x2.3. RGM 361 263.

17-23. Ainpiillacriiiiis triluhulus new species 47

1 7-20. Oral, A ray, posterior, and basal views of partial crown, x3.3; base of the Ain el Mizab Member, Ain el Mi/ab Formation.

Holotype, RGM 361 333.

21-23. Oral, posterior, and basal views of partial crown, X3.1; Djenien Formation, Djenien Member Paratype 2, RGM 361 335.
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Explanation of Plate 12

Figure Page

1-1(1. AnipiiUacrintis inur'ua new species. Aiii el Mi/ah Fornialion, Moui/ch el .Aleliane Memher 46

1-4. Oral, basal, posterior, and A ray views of partial crown, x3. Holotype, KGM M^\ ?<?<().

3-8. OraL A ray, po.sterior, and ba.sal views of partial crown, X3. Paralype I. RflM M^\ .^.^1.

'K 10. Posterior and A ray views of parlial crown, -2.4. Paralype 2, RGM .^dl .^2^.

11-21. Dicromyocrinus vastus new species 49

I 1-1.1. Oral, posterior, and basal views. X3.7. Paratype .1. RCiM 361 26'), between the Hassi Kernia Formation and Djenien

Member (Tagnana Formation?).

14-16. A ray, posterior, and basal views, X2.4. Paratype 4, RGM 361 27(1, Ain el Mi/ab Fornialion, Moui/.eb el Alchane Member.

17. Ba.sal view, X2.6. Paratype 6. RGM 361 272, El Guelmoiina Fornialion, El Guelmoiina Member.

18. B ray view, X2.6. Holotype, RGM 361 266, El Guelmoiina Formation, Bl Guclniouna Member.

19-21. Oral, posterior, basal views, X3.7. Paratype 2, RGM 361 268. between the Hassi Kerma Fornialion and Djenien Member

(Tagnana Formation?).
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Explanation of Plate 13

Figure Page

1-?. Dicromyocriniis? sp. Lower part of Hassi Kerma Formation 51

1. External view of indeterminate DE. EA. or AB basal. <2.5. RGM 361 279.

2. External view BC basal. x2.5. RGM 361 276.

3. 4. Oral and external views of radial, X2..'i. RGM 361 274.

5. External view of infrabasal circlet. <2.S. RGM 361 2S().

6—9. Mathericnnus wallacei new combination. Oued el Hamar Formation 53

6-9. Oral. A ray. posterior, and basal views of specimen 6. RGM 361 293. X2.6.

10-12. Dicromyocrinus catillus new species. LIpper part of the Hassi Kerma Formation 50

10-12. A ray. posterior, and basal views. x2. Holotype. RGM 361 273.

13-16. Dicromyocrinus"! inraginatiis new species. Oued Bel Groun Formation 51

13-16. Oral. E ray. posterior, and basal, views. X2. Holotype. RGM 361 2SI.

1 7-26. Mooreocrinus glomerosus new species 52

17-19. A ray. posterior, and basal views. '2.4. Holotype. RGM 361 284. El Hanada Member. Ain el Mizab Formation.

20-23. Oral. A ray. posterior, and basal views, X2.3. Paratype I. RGM 361 285. Ain el Mi/.ab Formation. Mouizeb el Atchane

Member
24-26. Oral, posterior, and basal views, x3.6. Paratype 3. RGM 361 287. El Harrada Member. Ain el Mi/.ab Formation.
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Explanation of Plate 14

Figure Page

1—24. Mathericrinus wallacei (Termier and Termier, 1950) new combinalion. Oued el Hamar Formation 53

1-4. Oral, A ray. posterior, and basal views, note urn shape and ridge ornament, xl.6. Specimen 8. RGM 361 296.

5—8. Oral. A ray. posterior, and basal views, note fine granular ornament, X, 2.5. Specimen 1, RGM 361 288.

9-12. Oral, A ray, posterior, and basal views, note extended urn shape, x2.5. RGM 361 289. specimen 2.

13-16. Oral. A ray, posterior, and basal views, X2.5. Specimen 7, RGM 361 294.

17-20. Oral, A ray, posterior, and basal views, note vermiform ornament and flat base. X2.5. Specimen 4, RGM 361 291.

21-24. Oral, A ray, posterior, and basal views, note ridge ornament and globose form. X2.4. Specimen 3, RGM 361 290.
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Explanation of Plate 15

Figure Page

1
—I. Melacromyocrinus? ^p. Oued Bel Groiin Formation 53

1-4. OraK A ray. po.sterior. and basal views. .\ RGM 290 860.

5-K. Cladid indeterminate 2. Hassi Keinia Formation 58

5. Lateral view of one holdfast segment of stem. x2. RGM 361 312.

6. 7. Lateral and articular views of pluricolumnal. x2. RGM 361 313.

8. Lateral view of infrabasal circlet. -2. RGM 361 311.

9-13. Ureocriniis commits new species. El Guelmouna Formation, El Guelmouna Member 55

9-13. A ray. posterior, AB interray. and basal views, X2; enlargement of AB basal for ornanienlation detail. X3. Holotype.

RGM 290 873.

14. ZeacrinitidaeV indeterminate 2. El Guelmouna Formation, Ain Mezerelt Member 57

14. Posterior view of partial crown. ' 1.5 or 2. RGM 361 309.

15. Crinoid indeterminate 1. Upper part of the Hassi Kerma Foiriiation. limestone below level MLI71. Bashkirian. at Mouizeb El

Atchane. 300 m north of the south gully. Bechar 62

15. Partial cup. x2. RGM 361 336.

16-18. Paiaiiocriiiiis ' carinatus new species. Basal part of the Djenien Member. Djenien Formation 56

16- IS. Posterior. D ray. and A ray views, xl.5. Holotype, RGM 361 306.

19. Cromyocrinid'.' indeterminate. Mazzer Formation 55

19. Ba.sal view of partial cup. Xl.l. RGM 361 305.
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Explanation of Plate 16

Figure Page

1-3. Sagenocrinid indeterminate 1. Lower part ol the Hassi Keriiia Formation 61

1. 2. Oral and external views of radial, X2.2. RGM 361 325.

3. External view of basal, x2.2. RGM 361 326.

4. Taxocrinid indeterminate. Lower part of the Hassi Kerma Formation 59

4. External view of infrabasal and basal circlet, X2.2. RGM 361 317.

5. 6. Flexible indeterminate. Oued Bel Groun Formation 61

5. 6. Internal and external view of infrabasal circlet, X2. RGM 361 328.

7—10. Ampliicriiiiis priiisi new species Upper part of the Hassi Kerma Formation 60

7, 8. Interior and exterior views of two halves of specimen splayed, A ray at top.

9. Two halves enclosed as crushed in original preservation, xl.5. Holotype. RGM 361 320.

10. Exterior view of partial set of arms, X 1.5. Paralype 1. RGM 361 321.

I 1-15. Amphicrinus fortnosus new species. Top of the Djenien Formation 59

1 1. Exterior view of partial set of arms, X2.1. Paratype. RGM 361 319.

12-15. Oral, E ray, CB interray, and basal views, xl.5. Holotype, RGM 361 318.
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Explanation of Plate 17

Figure Page

1 , 2. Platycriiiites sp. 4. Upper part of the Hassi Kerma Formation 35

\. 2. Interior and exterior views of fused basal circlet, X2. RGM 361 339.

3, 4. Cladid indeterminate 7. Upper part of the Hassi Kerma Formation 59

3. Lateral view of primibrachial; 4. lateral view of radial, X2. RGM 361 346.

5-8. Cladid indeterminate 4. Upper part of the Hassi Kerma Formation 58

5, 6. Articular and lateral views of radial: 7. 8, exterior and interior views of basal. '<2. RGM 361 342.

9-14. Dicromyocrinusl invaginatus new species. Oued Bel Groun Formation 51

9-1 1. B ray, posterior, and basal, views, X2. Paratype 2. RGM 361 283.

12-14. E ray, posterior, and basal, views, X2. Paratype 1. RGM 361 282.

15, 16. Cladid indeterminate 6. Upper part of the Hassi Kerma Formation 59

15. 16. Oral and lateral views of radial, X2. RGM 362 345.

17, 18. Columnal undesignated. Upper part of the Hassi Kerma Formation 63

17, 18. Articular and lateral views of pluricolumnal, x2. RGM 290 866,

19, 2(1. Floricyclus cf. F. aiigiistiiiiargo Moore and Jeffords 1968. Lower part of the Hassi Kerma Formation 62

19, 2(1. Articular and lateral views, pluricolumnal, x2.5. RGM 361 315.

21-24. Plummeraiiteris^ sp. Hassi Kerma Formation 62

21. 22. Articular and lateral views, columnal, X2.5. RGM 361 316. Lower part of Hassi Kerma Formation.

23, 24. Articular and lateral views, pluricolumnal, X2. RGM 361 343. Upper part of Hassi Kerma Formation.

25, 26. Dicromyocrinus vastus new species. El Guelmouna Member, El Guelmouna Formation 49

25, 26. A ray and posterior views, X2. Paratype 5, RGM 361 271.

27, 28. Cladid indeterminate 1. Upper part of the Oued el Hamar Formation 58

27. 28. A ray and basal views of partial cup. x2. RGM 361 310.

29. 30. Archaeocidaris sp. Oued el Hamar Formation 63

29. Lateral view, spine shaft, X2. RGM 361 349.

30. External view of interambulacral plate, x2. RGM 361 348.

31. Palaechiniis sp. Base of the Ain el Mizab Member, Ain el Mizab Formation 63

31. External view of partial corona. ^2.1. RGM 361 347.

32-35. Zeacrinitidae indeterminate I . Ain el Mizab Formation, El Harrada Member 57

32-35. Oral, A ray, posterior, and basal views of cup, X2. RGM 361 307.
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Note; Page numbers for descriptions of genera and species are shown in bold type.

Aacociinus Bowsher. 1955 13. 24. 25

A. algeriaensis n. sp 13. 24, 25. 30, 70. 83

A. algeriaensis'? n. sp 13. 25, 70

A. choiireaiiensis (S. A. Miller, 1892) 25

A. tetradactylus Brower. 1967 25

Aaglaocrinus Webster. 1981 52

acrocrinids 32

Aclinocrinites J. Miller, 1821 1 1. 14. 23. 27

A. hecharensis n. sp 11. 23, 24, 7 1 , 80

A. combinatus n. sp 11. 24, 71. 83

A. siihpulclielliis Miller and Gurley. 1896 24

actinocrinitid (s) 14, 15. 19. 24. 30. 32

Actinocrinitid indeterminate I 14. 30, 70

Actinocrinitid indeterminate 2 11, 30, 71. 83

Actinocrinitid indeterminate 3 14, 30, 70. 83

Actinocrinitid indeterininate 4 13. 30, 70. 88

Actinocrinitid? indeterminate 5 12, 30, 70

Actinocrinitidae Austin and Austin. 1842 19, 23

Actinocrinitinae Ubaghs in Moore and Teichert. 1978 ... 19. 23

Actinocrinitids indeterminate 30

Aesiocriniis Miller and Gurley. 1890 45

Africa 8. 14. 15. 18. 19. 24, 27. 43, 52

Ain el Mizab Formation

10, 12. 4S, 63, 71, 73. 76, 91, 96, 99, 100. 108

Ain el Mizab Member 1 1. 12, 48, 63, 71, 73, 96, 108

Ain Guettara Member II, 30, 71, 73. 83

Ain Mezerelt Member
... 11, 15, 18. 22-24, 33, 39, 58, 71, 73, 76, 79, 80, 83, 91, 92

Ain Tagnana 1 1, 12, 104

Ainigmacrinidae Hagdorn, 1988 45

Akacha Formation .... 10. 14, 15, 18, 21, 40, 61. 71. 73. 76, 95

Alcimocrinus Kirk, 1938 57

Algeria (n) 7-9, 12-15, 17, 18, 20, 23. 25. 3 1 -.34, 57-59

Allison. R. C 39, 68

ammonoids 8

Ampelocrinitia Webster and Jell, 1999 42

Ampelocrinidae Kirk, 1942 42

Ampliicrinus Springer. 1906 15, 59, 60

A. carbonariiis Springer, 1920 60

A. divergens Strimple, 1940 60

A. fonnosus n. sp 12, 59, 60, 61, 72. 107

A. luherculatus Yakolev, 1961 60

A. prinsi n. sp 13, 60, 61. 72. 107

A. scoticus Springer in Wright. 1914 60

A. simplex Strimple. 1940 60

A. tuberculalus Yakovlev, 1961 60

Amphoracrinids 19

Amphoracrinidae Bather, 1899 19

Amphoracrinus Austin, 1848 14, 19, 20

A. gilbertsoni (Miller in Phillips, 1836) 19, 20

A. anthodeus Chen and Yao. 1 993 19

A. roiichi Delpey, 1941 20

Amplioracrinus nov. sp 12

Amplioracrinus nov. sp. A. Pareyn, 1961 12, 19

Anipullacrinidae n. fam 44

Ampullacrinus n. gen 12; 14, 44. 45

A. mai-ieae n. sp 12, 45, 46, 47, 70. 99

A. triudndus n. sp 12, 14, 46, 47, 48, 70, 96

Ancaliicriinis Webster and Lane. 1987 19

Ancliicrinus Strimple and Watkins, 1969 56

Angelin, N. R 40, 64

Aphelecrinidae Strimple, 1967 48

Aplielecrinus sp 11

archaeocidarid 15

Archaeocidaridae M'Coy, 1844 63

Archaeocidaris M'Coy, 1844 14. 63

Aichaeocidaris sp 13. 14, 63, 72, 108

Archaeoisocrinus Webster and Jell. 1999 45

Arendt. Yu. A 1 8. 64

Articulata Zittel, 1879 42, 45

articulates 15, 17, 45, 50

Artinskian 45. 59

Ausich, W. 1 1 1, 15, 17, 27. 39. 40. 64. 65

Austin, T. 23, 31, 36, 41, 64

Australia 14, 23, 25, 27, 31

Babin, C 39, 65

Baleaiocrinns Bourrouilh and Termier. 1973 14, 15, 42

B. breiineii Bourrouilh and Termier. 1973 43

B. canlabi-icus Herbig. 1982 43

B. pareyni n. sp 10, I I. 42, 71, 96

Bangor Limestone 12

Barycrinidae Jaekel, 1918 40

Barycrinidae? indeterminate 10. 40, 71, 95

barycrinids 1 1 , 40

Bai-ycrinits Wachsmuth and Springer, 1886 40

Barycrinus sp 11

basal circlet 16

basal concavity 16

basal invagination 16

Bashkirian 7. 10. 13-15.

19, 25-28, 30. 31, 35, 36, 38, 39, 51, 52, 54, 58, 59, 61-63

Bassler, R. S 10, 12, 14, 20, 40, 57, 64

Bather, F. A 1 1, 19, 40, 49, 64

batocrinids 32

Bauniiller, T. K 30, 36. 39, 64

Bechar 8. 9, 18, 30, 35, 36, 38, 49, 50, 51, 55, 59, 61-63

Bechar Basin 7-9

Bechar-Djerid 36, 5 1 , 62

Belemnocrinacea S. A. Miller 1883 39

Blairocrinus S. A. Miller, 1891 13. 27

B. grafensis n. sp 13. 27, 28. 70. 83

B. irijugis S. A. Miller. 1891 28

Blake. D. B .19. 41. 45, 68

Bla.stoidea Say. 1825 7

blastoid(s) 7, 8, 15

Bolivia 15, 59

Botryocrinidae Wachsmuth and Springer, 1886 40

Botryocrinns Angelin. 1878 40

B. raniniossiiis Angelin, 1878 40

Boulmane Formation 10, 71, 73

Bourrouilh, R 42, 43, 64

Bowsher, A. L 14. 24, 31, 32. 64

brachiopods 8

Breimer. A 10-12, 16-18, 37, 64

Bronn, H. G 19, 64
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Brower. J. C 25. 36. 64

Burdick. D. W. 12. 39. 56. 64

10-14. 32. 37.

Calceolispongiidae Teichert. 1954

Camerata Wachsmuth and Spiinger. 1885 .

camerate(s)

Canada

Cantabrian Mountains

Carboniferous 7. 8. 13-15. 31. 32. 37. 44. 51. 55

Carpenter. P. H 17

Cenozoic

cephalopods

Chabet Kerkour Formation 30

Chadian

Chariemocrinus ithacensis Goidring. 1923

Charlestown Main Limestone

Chebket Djihani 31. .34. 35. 48. 59,

Chebket Mcnnouna 9. 27. 29. 35. 39,

Clielocriiuis Von Meyer. 1 837

Chen, Z-T. 14. 19-21. 28

Chernova. G. N 58,

Chesterian 33. 37

Chestnut. D. R 12

Chlidoiiocniuis Strimple and Watkins. 1969

China 14. 19. 20. 27. 28. 31. 36. 53,

cibolocrinids

Cibolocrimis Weller. 1909 14. 15, 59,

C afhcwnis Strimple and Pareyn. 1982 12. 14. 17. 59,

Cidaroida Claus. 1880

cirral (us) invaginations

clade 1 5. 43. 49,

cladid(s) 1 1-15. 17. 37. 40. 41. 45. 49, 50

cladid anals

Cladid indeterminate 1 14. 58. 72,

Cladid indeterminate 2 13, 58, 72,

Cladid indeterminate 3 10, 58, 62,

Cladid indeterminate 4 13, 58, 72,

Cladid indeterminate 5 L^. 59,

Cladid indeterminate 6 L3, 59, 72,

Cladid indeterminate 7 13, 59, 72,

Cladida Moore and Laudon, 1943 39,

Clarke, J. M 32

Claus, C. F, W, 63.

codiaerinids

coelocrinids

Columnal undesignated 13. 63, 72,

comatulids

Compsocrinina Ubaghs /// Moore and Teichert, 197S

conodonts

Corythocrinidae Strimple and Watkins, 1969 42,

Corylhociinus Kirk, 1946

Cosmetncrinus Kirk, 1941

Cosmetocrinus'l sp 11, 48. 7 1

,

Crinoid Indeterminate 1 13. 62, 72,

Crinoid Indeterminate 2 13. 62.

Crinoidea J. S. Miller. 1821 18,

Crinoidea unclassihed

Crinoids Indeterminate 13, 62.

crinoids

7, 8. 11-13. 15. 17. 30. 31. 36. 39. 41. 44, 45, 59, 61

Crinozoa Matsumoto, 1 929

Cromyocrinacea Bather, 1890

cromyocrinid (s) I 1-15, 32, 48, 50, 51, 55, 58, 59.

Cromyocrinid? Indetenninate 10, 55, 73,

42

18

, 62

31

43

, 58

, 65

. 8

. 8

. 83

11

45

44

. 60

, 55

45

64

64

56

64

45

58

. 7

61

72

63

16

51

62

17

108

104

73

108

, 72

108

108

41

64

65

45

32

108

. 7

19

. 8

45

45

48

96

104

,
72

39

62

72

-63

17

49

63

104

Cromyocrinidae Bather, 1890 49

crolalocrinids 45

Cupressocrinitidae Roemer 1854 41

Cyathocrinida Moore and Laudon, 1943 40

Cyathoerinina Bather. 1899 40. 41. 42

Cyathocrinitacea Bassler. 1938 40

cyathocrinitids 17. 40

Cyclosctiphiis Moore and Jeffords, 1968 63

Cymbiocrinidae Strimple and Watkins, 1969 42

Dastanpour, M 8, 15, 17, 23, 31 , 53, 68

Deleau, R 8, 36, 51, 53, 62, 65

Delpey, G 10, 20, 65

Delvolve. J. J 39, 65

Dendrocrinida Bather, 1899 40

dendrocrinids 13, 15, 17, 40

Dendrocrinina Bather, 1899 40, 42

Desmoinesian 13, 14, 15, 27

Devonian 1 1 , 23, 27, 31. 44, 55, 58

Dicroinyocriiuis Jaekel. 1918 11, 14. 15. 49-52. 54

D. catilliis n. sp 13. 50, 70, 100

D. fiiouKhiris Easton. 1962 50

D.? iinaginatiis n. sp 14. 50. 51, 70. 100. 108

D. mediit.s Moore and Strimple. 1973 50

D:> pupilUitii.s Worthen. 1882 50

D. K-asliis n. sp 1 1-14, 49, 50, 70, 71, 99, 108

Dicromyncnnm? sp 13, 51, 59, 70, 100

Diplobathrida Moore and Laudon, 1943 18

disparids 15

Disparida Moore and Laudon 1943 39

Displodocrimis Webster and Lane, 1987 19

Djebel Arlal 44, 50

Djcbel Beehar 9, 26. 30, 47. 52. 56. 57. 61-63

Djebel Honeit 9. 29. 30. 39

Djebel loucha 9. 17. 21. 40

Djenien 13. 33. 38. 47. 49. 50. 53. 55

Djenien Formation 10. 12. 14. 15, 31, 33,

34, 35, 41, 44, 48, 50, 56, 59, (lO, 70, 72, 91, 96, 104. 107

Djenien Member 12. 44. 48. 50. 56. 96. 99. 104

Donovan. S. K 1 1. 30, 65

DuBar. J. R 27, 66

Easton. W. H 50. 65

echinoderm(s) 7. 8. 12. 14. 39

echinoid(s) 8. 13

Echinoidea Leske. 1 778 63

Echinozoa Haeckel in Zittel. 1895 63

Ectocriniis Wright. 1955 1 1. 14. 15, 19. 20

E. iiniluHleiis (Chen and Yao. 1993) 21

E. cxpuiisus Wright. 1955 19. 20

E. macneanensis Wright. 1955 19. 20

E. mezeieltensis n. sp 1 1. 21, 22. 71. 79. 80

E. nlla Wright. 1955 19. 20

E. redactus n. .sp I 1. 19. 20. 22, 23. 71 . 80

E. roiichi (Delpey. 1941 I n. comb 10. 11. 14. 20, 22. 71. 76

Ectocriniis sp 12

Ectocriniis'l sp 23, 71. 80

El Aouidja 33, 39, 58

El Guelmouna Basin 11,17

El Guelmouna Formation 10, II, 14, 17, 18, 22-24, 33, 38, 39,

49, .50. 55. 58. 71. 73. 76. 79. 80. 83. 91. 92. 96. 99. 104. 108

El Guelmouna Member
I 1. 12. 49. 50. 55. 71. 73. 96. 99. 104. 108

El Hamar 39. 58
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El Harrada Member 12. 15. 23. 53. 57. 71. 73. 100, 108

El Lefa Member 71,73

Emsian 11

Enascocriniis Strimple and Watkins. 1969 59

Encrinidae Dujardin and Hupe. 1862 45

Encrinids 45

endemic 15

England 1 1. 20, 27, 28. 30. 36

Erhelocnnus Kirk. 1 937 51

Etheridge. R.. Jr. 17. 65

Ettensohn. F R 12. 64

Eucladocrimis Meek, 1872 14, 32. 36, 38

E.'l asyminelricus n. sp 14. 38, 70. 95

E. pleuroviinemis (White, 1862) 38

Eiicladocrinusl sp 14, 39, 70

Euonychocriiius Strimple, 1940 59

Europe 8, 1 1. 13-15. 18-20, 31, 39, 63

Euryocrinidae Moore and Strimple, 1973 59

eu.spirocrinids 45

Fifeocrimis lielensis (Wright, 1936) 12, 45, 46

Fifeocrinits sp 11

Fissiculata Jaekel. 1918 17

fiexible(s) 1 1-13, 15. 59

Flexible indeterminate 14, 61, 72, 107

Flexibilia Zittel, 1895 59

floras 8

Floricyclus Moore and Jeffords, 1968 14. 58. 62

F. angiistiinargo Moore and Jeffords. 1968 62

Floricyclus cf. F. angustimargo Moore and Jeffords. 1968

13. 14. 62. 72. 108

foraminifera 8

Foum ech Cheguiga 27, 30, 35, 38, 54, 58

Foum es Sba 48, 63

Gahn, F J 40, 65

Gandl, J 39, 65

Gasterocomacea Roenier, 1 854 41

gasterocomacids 45

Geinitz, H. B 55. 65

Givetian 45

Glass, A 39. 41, 45, 68

Glen Dean Formation 12

Gluchowski, E 58, 65

glyptocrinids 32

Glyptocrinina Moore, 1952 31

Goldring, W. 45, 65

Gurley, W. F E 24. 26. 43, 66

Gutschick. R. C 17, 18, 67

Haeckel, E. H 63, 65

Hafley, D. J 39, 41, 45. 68

Hagdorn. H 45. 65

Hall, J 3 1 , 43, 65

Hanez Formation 10. 71. 73

Hashimoto, K 13, 15. 27. 65

Ha.ssi Kerma Formation ... 7. 10, 13. 25, 26, 28, 30, 35, 36, 41,

50, 52, 55, 58, 59, 61-63, 70, 72, 83, 88, 91, 96, 99, 100, 104,

107, 108

Hehohenocrinus n. gen 14. 15, 40

H. qimsipateUus n. sp 13, 40. 41, 70, 96

Herbig, H-G 43. 65

Hid el Kef Formation 12

Hid el Kef Member 12. 14. 45. 71. 73. 96

horizontal basal circlet 16

horizontal infrabasal circlet 16

Hou, H-F 27, 68

Houck, K. J 39, 68

Hydhochuiis Trautschold, 1867 1 4, 43. 44

H. acehillensi.s Pabian and Strimple, 1985 44

//.? confiisus n. sp 12. 43, 44. 70, 96

H. Iprraineae Strimple and Waktins, 1969 44

H. inja.ssoedowcie Yakovlev, 1926 44

H. pusiUus Trautschold, 1 867 44

H."! insei Moore and Plummet. 1938 44

H. rurbiiwtiis Strimple. 1971 44

Hypselocrinus Kirk, 1940 44

laouerta 30

Iherncriiuis Sieverts-Doreck, 1 95 1 12

Igli Formation 10, 71, 73

Illinois Basin 50

Inadunata 15, 39

invertebrates 8

Iranian 8

Ireland 20, 27. 31, 36, 39

Jaekel, O. M. J 17. 40. 49. 59, 65

Japan LV15, 27, 31

Jeffords, R. M 13, 31, 58, 62. 63. 67

Jell, R A 14, 16. 17, 25, 41, 45. 50. 68

Kammer, T. W 8, 1 1 , 40, 65

Kazakhstan 58

Keegan. J. B 44, 67

Kenadza 9, 53

Kesling. R. V 39, 45, 65. 67

Keyes. C. R 32, 65

Kinderhookian 11, 14. 18. 25. 27. 37, 39

Kirk, E 37, 48, 65

Kline, G. L 39, 68

Koryschisma Sprinkle and Gutschick. 1990 17, 18

K. saharae (Breimer and Macurda, 1972)

10-12, 14, 17, 18, 70, 71, 80

Kullmann, J 39, 65

Lake Valley Formation 18

Lane, N. G
... 15. 16. 19. 20. 25. 27. 31, 36. 43. 44. 50, 52, 55, 65, 66, 68

Laudon, L. R 18, 19, 39, 40, 43. 56. 60, 66, 67

Laudonocrinidae Moore and Strimple, 1973 56

Laveine, J. R 39, 65

Lecanocrinacea Springer, 1913 59

Legrand-Blain, M 7, 8, 18,

25, 26, 30, 33, 35. 39. 47. 50-52. 55, 56, 58, 59. 61-63. 65. 66

Lemosquet. Y. 8, 10

Leske. N. G 63, 66

Liao, Z.-T. 27, 36. 66, 68

Lindley. I. D 14. 66

Liu. L 27, 68

Lodgepole Formation 18

Logocrimts Goldring, 1923 45

L. hrandoni Sigler et ai. 1971 45

L. coniciis Kesling. 1968 45

L. geniciilatii.s Goldring. 1923 45

L. infundibiilifonnis Goldring. 1923 45

L. kopfi (Goldring. 1946) 45
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Mackinney. F K 39.

Macurda. D. B.. Jr. 7. 10-12. 16-18, 64.

Mader el Mahjih Syncline 19.

Manger, W
Maples, C. G 8. 15, 17. 2?. 21. 31, 36. 53, 55, 66.

Marcus. S. A 27. 36, 66.

Martinez Chacon, M. L 39.

Mastigocrinacea Jaekel, 1918

Mastigocrinidae Jaekel, 1918 13, 40.

Mallu'riciimis Webster, 1981 14, 15, 53.

M. pcicultu.s Knapp, 1969

A'/, wallacei n. comb 13, 14, 53, 54, 72, 100.

Matsumoto, H 17.

Mawson, R 15, I 7. 23. 31 . 53.

Mazzer Formation

10, 17, 18, 21, 40, 43, 55, 58, 61, 71. 73, 76. 95, 96,

McChesney, J. H 31.

Mcintosh, G. C 17, 40, 45.

McKeiTow, W. S 31.

MToy, F 20.

Meditenancan

Meek, F B 31. 36, 38.

MeiiiiHocriims Moore and Laudon, 1942 12, 14.

Mef;ciUocriniis aplatus Moore and Laudon, 1942

Mef>aliocriinis'! sp 12, 19, 70.

Mehare/, el Kebir 58.

Melhacrimis Strimple. 1939

melocrinitids

Meramecian 11,13.

Mespilocrinid

Mespilocrinidae Jaekel. 1918

Metacromyocriniis Strimple. 1961 14.

MeUicrnmyocriiuisl sp 14. 53, 72,

Miller, J. S 18-20. 23. 31. 38.

Miller. S. A 24-26, 28. 33, 39, 43.

Minorca 15.

Mississippian 8, 10-12, 14, 17-

22-24, 28, 30-35, 37, 39-41, 43, 44. 47-50, 52. 53. 55-61.

Mongolia

Monobathrida Moore and Laudon, 1943

Montana 11.

Monteagle Formation

Moodey. M. W 10, 12, 14, 20, 57.

Moore, R. C
I I. 13, 15, 17-19, 23. 31, .39-45, 50, 56-59, 62, 63.

Mddreocriiuis Wright and Strimple, 1945 .... 12, 14, 15, 48.

M. fieininatii.s (Trautschold, 1867)

M. gtomerosiis n. sp 12, 52. 72, 73,

M. magdaleneusis Strimple. 1975

M. luendesi (Lane. 1964)

M. wllhunii Strimple and Watkins. 1969

Morocco 8, 9, 20. 28, 31.

Morrowan 12. 14, 15, 19.

Moscovian 7, 8, 10, 14, 28, 36. 44, 51, 53, 58.

Moscovicriniis Jaekel, 1918

Mouizeb El Atchane 30, 35. 36. 47. 59, 61

Moui/eb el Atchane Member
12. 14, 18, 43, 47, 50. 52. 70. 72. 76, 91, 96, 99,

Mouizeb Reouien 17, 18, 22

65

66

43

. 8

68

68

65

40

41

54

54

103

66

68

104

66

66

67

66

15

66

19

19

76

61

44

32

33

61

59

53

104

66

66

43

-19.

63

58

19

18

12

64

66

52

52

100
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Gil Klapper enjoying a break at Ishkaruaz, northernmost Pakistan, August. 1999. Photo courtesy of M. Cristina Perri.



PREFACE

It has been with great pleasure that we have acted as editors for this volume in honor of our dear friend and

teacher. Gilbert Klapper, or as we all know him, "Gil." We thank all of those who so kindly and eagerly contributed

their time and efforts to this publication. Although it has been a long time in coming, this volume emphasizes

the high esteem in which we hold Gil. A few of us may dimly remember the overweight, clean-shaven, Lucky-

Strike toting, meat-eating, bourbon-quaffing, irascible version of Gil in the early to mid-1960s. What a contrast

to the ecologically sensitive, health conscious vegetarian and soft-spoken modern version we've all grown to love

and appreciate. Although this metamorphosis may have seemed gradualistic to those who worked day-to-day with

Gil. to those of us who encountered Gil less frequently, these changes were perfect examples of punctuated

equilibria. We often wonder how different will Gil be/look the next time we visit with him? There are always

new passions, new ideas, and new interests, all enthusiastically shared with gusto. Even so, all of us who know

him recognize the many wonderful qualities that Gil has always had. All can agree that his brilliance has been

constant. The cognitive pea soups we normally grope with through daily efforts, although challenging to most of

us, seem no match for Gil. He inherently knows the recipe to solve the problem. One usually leaves a conversation

with Gil renewed, full of curiosity, and with a feeling of direction and purpose. His unselfishness in sharing ideas

and data is another of his many endearing qualities. As a mentor he is peerless. He is always available to review

methods and approaches; he is always giving of his time whether over the microscope or imparting passionately

what he already knows or has gleaned: he is always looking for that spark in the student he can nurture and bring

forward—all the time building on the student's strengths to reach new levels of paleontological understanding.

Gil set a higher standard in both his personal and professional life for his students to emulate. Most of us feel

there was little we could do to match his excellence, but knew that if we could approach his passion and level

of knowledge, we would consider our efforts successful.

So we dedicate this volume to Gil. It is a rather small offering for what he has given and continues to give us,

but it is truly heartfelt and genuine.

James E. Barrick

H. Richard Lane





Regarding Gilbert: Talent

REGARDING GILBERT

John A. Talent

Macquarie University Centre for Ecostratigraphy and Palaeobiology

Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences

Macquarie University, NSW 2109, AUSTRALIA

Excellence is not an act. but a habit.

—Aristotle

Like most paleontologists, Gilbert Klapper started

along traditional paths of biostratigraphy and taxono-

my, but it was not long before he was walking his own
road, much of it unpaved. Though he looked back to

where we have been and produced exemplary studies

in taxonomy and biostratigraphy, it was not long be-

fore multielement taxonomy and, later, graphic corre-

lation and shape analysis, loomed on the horizon. In

these areas he became a practitioner without peer, with

high originality. His performance has been astounding,

but there is much more to him than scientific research.

Gilbert's wide-ranging curiosity is one of his more

astonishing characteristics, but from the beginning of

his university education, and doubtless before that, he

had an ingrained dislike of formal lecturing, grading

and exaiTiinations. During his B. S. (completed in

1956) at Stanford University, his concentration on his

coursework wandered. He preferred golf to laborato-

ries and lecture theatres. He would dearly loved to

have become a disk jockey, wowing listeners with his

already encyclopedic knowledge of jazz, its great per-

formers and memorable performances. His love for

jazz never waned, nor did his passion for classical mu-

sic, including piano recitals and opera, but he never

developed a taste for the loud, aggressive music, turbo-

folk, electro-pop or the incoherent nihilism that came

later. Gilbert moved to the University of Kansas

(Lawrence) for his M. S. (completed in 1958), worked

for 18 months for Shell Oil Company in Baton Rouge,

then went to the State University of Iowa (now the

University of Iowa) for his Ph. D. (awarded in August

1962).

During his Ph. D. candidature, Gilbert became in-

terested in the Upper Devonian Grassy Creek cono-

dont fauna monographed by E. B. Branson and M. G.

Mehl in 1934. Feeling something was wrong with the

fauna, he marshalled the courage to travel to the Uni-

versity of Missouri to visit the venerable Maurice

Mehl. Having arrived unannounced, Gilbert was sur-

prised by the warm reception accorded him. When Gil-

bert expressed interest in the conodont fauna from the

Grassy Creek shale, the genial Maurice Mehl took the

wind from Gilbert's sails with the frank statement:

"My boy, there is no Grassy Creek shale!" It had been

based on a stratigraphic misinterpretation.

After his Ph. D., Gilbert learned much from a one-

year NSF post-doctoral fellowship at the Illinois Sur-

vey and at the Geologisches Landesamt Nordrhein-

Westfalen in Krefeld. This was followed by five years

at the Pan American Petroleum (subsequently Amoco)
Research Center in Tulsa and, finally, 30 years at the

University of Iowa (1968-1998).

Brian Glenister, a colleague of Gilbert for more than

30 years at the University of Iowa, recalls that when
Glenister was offered a chair at Iowa in 1967, he made
acceptance conditional on creation of an additional

teaching position in paleontology. Brian had special-

ized in conodonts for several years and, wishing to

develop conodontology at Iowa, could see there were

two logical candidates for the position: Gilbert and the

late Willi Ziegler. Both were present at the inaugural

meeting of the Pander Society in Iowa City that year,

Gilbert staying at an Iowa City motel, Willi with Ann
and Brian Glenister. After dinner one night at the

Glenisters" and before retiring, Brian ordained that

Willi and Gilbert should decide which one would take

the position, and left them to it. The decision was

made, but so far into the night that Gilbert, locked out

of his motel, had to sleep on the Glenister couch. The

decision that Gilbert should take the Iowa position and

Willi develop his career back in Germany had impor-

tant consequences for conodontology in particular, and

for paleontology in general. Willi became, ultimately,

director of the Senckenberg Museum, a highly effec-

tive member (and often chairman) of numerous Ger-

man national and international scientific committees,

and steadfast defender of paleontology. Both he and

Gilbert were to become noteworthy for their prodi-

gious output of pivotal and innovative publications on

conodonts. It is hard to imagine them having had

equivalent impact had Willi taken the Iowa position

and Gilbert remained with Amoco.

At Iowa, Gilbert supervised 17 graduate students for

Ph. D., and eight for M. S. degrees. He was Visiting
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Professor at Oregon State University, Corvallis, in

1978. Visiting Professor at the University of Chicago

in 1989, and from 1981 to 1989 was a consultant to

Amoco in Tulsa and Houston, and to Amoco Canada.

He has given numerous invited lectures, foremost

among them being the James Hudnall Distinguished

Lecturer at the University of Chicago in 1989. In April

1995, he was awarded the Pander Society Medal for

his seminal contributions to studies of the Conodonta.

Gilbert focused initially on conodont taxonomy and

biostratigraphy, but subsequently rose to the top with

big ones: multielement taxonomy, shape analysis, and

graphic correlation. He wasn't the Hrst to toy with

these ideas, but it was his insight and the sustained

and elegant way in which he elaborated on these ini-

tiatives that changed the world of conodontology to

completely new directions—directions which took

most of us a decade or more to take on board with all

their implications. Many, among them the late Willi

Ziegler, were slow to accept the power of shape anal-

ysis and graphic conelation, prefening eyeballing—in

Willi's case, as in Gilbert's, with an unusually percep-

tive eye. But Gilbert wanted to make taxonomy less

subjective.

Gilbert became impressed by graphic conelation,

pioneered by Alan Shaw, and in the late 1980s and

1990s gave this technique new dimensions. Fascina-

tion with shape analysis developed about the same

time. Again his fervor and his unremitting concentra-

tion brought about a revolution in thinking, but, be-

cause of the drudgery involved, the techniques have

been slow to gain wide acceptance.

Though he contributed elegant conodont studies on

all intervals of time from Silurian to Carboniferous,

with a modicum of Ordovician, he eventually focused

on the Frasnian with characteristic energy, setting

about improving its zonation. His work, particularly

on the Montagne Noire (southern France), Canning

Basin (NW Australia) and western Canada sections,

aligned by graphic correlation, resulted in a scheme of

13 intervals (MN 1-13), the rubric MN being for the

Montagne Noire sequences pivotal in his analysis. He
insisted (and continues to insist) that graphic correla-

tion is more precise than the zonal schemes, each

named for salient taxa, elaborated over the previous

30 years, primarily by the late Willi Ziegler. Charles

Sandberg, and himself.

If we leave aside the five volumes t)f the Caraloiiiw

of Conodonts—a tremendously daunting project to

which he contributed a vast amount of material—and

the Treatise on Invertebrate Paleontology, Part W:
Miscellanea, Supplement 2 (Conodonta), for which he

contributed the material for all genera with Silurian or

Devonian type species, there are still a surprising num-

ber of benchmark papers authored or co-authored by

Gilbert. A glance at the accompanying bibliography is

enough to confirm this.

A few small vignettes will exemplify Gilbert's char-

acter. For many years he lived at 804 Ronald St., Iowa

City, a house teeming with books except for a Spartan

lounge room: a cavernous studio dedicated to stereo

equipment and an immense collection of vinyl rec-

ords—his beloved "pizzas," as he calls them. He pre-

fers "pizzas," insisting that CDs have not equalled the

quality of the best LPs. Ronald Street had been the

abode of two remarkable writers: Bharati Mukherjee

and John Irving, both prominent in the creative writing

program for which the University of Iowa has long

been renowned. In fact, the garage of 804 Ronald St.

was the site of an infamous, fortunately imaginary,

event in Irving's The World According to Garp.

Gilbert is renowned for his writing style, especially

for his precision, attention to detail, and absence of

superfluous wordage. He has always read widely and

critically: poetry, biography, essays, novels, and his-

tory. During his boyhood and youth. Gilbert benefited

from a home with an intellectual atmosphere, a prime

focus of which on Saturday was the Metropolitan Op-

era radio broadcast. From this Gilbert developed a pas-

sion for reading books, a passion which persists. Gil-

bert could have been a novelist, a travel writer or a

poet, but insists, mistakenly, that he lacks the neces-

sary talent. Favorite haunts of Gilbert are the Prairie

Lights bookshop in Iowa City and Powell's in Chica-

go, where he can spend hours in quest of new and

exciting authors. Great novelists and poets have been

prominent among his heroes. There has been a suc-

cession of them: Paul Auster, Peter Carey, and Mark
Helprin among them.

For Gilbert, attendance at a serious theater perfor-

mance, reading of an excellent novel, or witnessing a

brilliant production of one of the great operas, is al-

ways a moving experience. He has an uncommon abil-

ity to completely immerse himself in the lives of the

participants.

Ever since he was a member of the Denver High

School golf team, golf clubs have been semi-sacred

items for Gilbert. In addition to various golf courses

around Laurentia, he has performed at Machrihanish

and Machrie in Scotland, and at Tura Beach, Malla-

coota and Narooma in Australia—the last requiring

that a ball be driven from cliff-top to cliff-top over a

ravine with an arm of the Pacific Ocean below. He
canied a golf club around northern Pakistan and Xin-

jiang in 1999, driving golf balls from high passes

—

the Lowarai, Shandur and Khunjerab passe.s—and

across the ferocious Yarkhun River near the Pakistan-

Afghanistan border. Wherever he goes, a golf club, if
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it can possibly be fitted in. is an essential item in his

paraphernalia.

Gilbert's pursuit of excellence extends to every-

thing. He is renowned for his superb illustrations of

conodonts; he is a meticulous cook. He has been

known to do a 400-mile round-trip to Chicago and

back to purchase better quality garlic and olive oil than

can be found in Iowa City, and for some time he was
importing coffee from the island of Atiu in the Cook
Islands, because of the difficulty in obtaining highest

quality coffee, even by mail-order, from North Amer-
ican sources. Only highest quality arabica coffee is

acceptable; robiista coffee is not allowed to pollute his

coffee pots.

Despite hillsides infested with the prickly Mediter-

ranean vegetation, Gilbert immensely enjoyed collab-

oration with Raimund Feist in sampling sequences in

the Montague Noire, and working with Phillip Play-

ford's group in the Canning Basin. During his several

visits to Australia. Gilbert was quick to adopt elements

of the Australian lifestyle, such as the Akubra hat and

the "G-dae!" greeting, and swiftly added a sheaf of

pivotal Australian items to his arsenal of dates, say-

ings, and knowledge of Australian icons, outgunning

mentor-colleague and expatriate Australian, Brian

Glenister, with his knowledge on such matters. He has

a fondness for Australian films; he includes Breaker

Morant and Cosi among his favorite movies of all

time. Though he enjoyed camping under the stars in

the Canning Basin and relished its conodonts, he failed

to be amused by its insects, especially the billions of

flies with their penchant for suicide by incorporation

into his sandwiches—and he a vegetarian. I recall his

words, articulated with deep feeling, after his first field

season in the Canning: "You didn't tell me about the

flies!"

Gilbert has always had a passion for motorbikes,

especially Harley-Davidsons, but there is no way he

would take off around Laurentia, or around the globe,

on a Harley. Though never a motorbike rider, he would

surely relish the exhilaration of wind through his hair,

somewhere, anywhere; but to grow old disgracefully,

with black leather jacket and eagle on the back? Nev-

er!

As a man, Gilbert is especially private, unassuming

and without hubris; he has made an art of listening.

This tends to give his charm a hint of reserve, even a

modicum of inscrutability. He has a special skill in

judging character and motive, and a generally subtle,

almost telepathic way of responding, in argument, in

ways that take account of the weaknesses or vanity of

those with whom he is exchanging opinions. His crit-

ical acumen and self-discipline are noteworthy. He de-

spises stupidity and misuse of power. He could never

abide the hauteur, the arrogance and the sarcasm of

those occasional academics who should have been

compassionate gurus.

Gilbert is someone who operates out of his own,
intensely personal ethical code, one characterized by

great compassion. Having known many colleagues, in-

cluding Tamara Mashkova, who have died, or may
well have died, from using bromoform and tetrabrom-

oethane (without adequate fume-cupboards) for sepa-

rating conodonts from other acid-insoluble materials,

Gilbert has been a passionate campaigner against use

of these highly toxic and insidious heavy liquids.

For Gilbert, science has always been above politics.

Witness his generosity to colleagues from all parts of

the globe, and the way he will devote hours to scru-

tinizing plates of photos of conodonts. I have seen him
do this on railway platforms, in restaurants, in trains

and buses, responding patiently, often to the same
question asked repeatedly. He has a wonderfully re-

tentive, even photographic, memory. He seems able to

remember every figure on every plate he has ever

seen, and even the position on the plate.

I know of no one who is more profoundly moved
by the countless acts of infamy and the inhumanity

that infest our globe. I recall how deeply moved he

was by an exhibition of photographs—the innocence

of tea workers in Rwanda just prior to the holocaust;

the ship-breakers of the Chittagong shoreline in Bang-

ladesh; the cocoa people of Brazil; the Kafkaesque tex-

tile factories of Kazakhstan; and oil-covered techni-

cians extinguishing tornados of flame in Kuwait—by
Sebastiao Selgado, arguably the greatest photographer

of our time, at the Art Gallery of New South Wales in

1995. In short, he has always had a soft spot for the

destitute, for the countless thousands who lead haunted

lives, for those confronted by frontiers for everything

except dreams, for those who adapt, resist, and sur-

vive.

Gilbert can never be accused of narcissism, nor has

he been one who needs the approval of his peers, yet,

if we had to select the most pivotal 20 or 30 papers

in conodontology, several of them would have Gilbert

as an author. For him, the pursuit of perfection—the

right word to convey the exact meaning, with the pre-

cise spin—has been a lifelong passion. Every task is

undertaken with vigor, with minimal noise! He has no

time for the sloppy, the devious, the bald assertion, the

imprecise observation, or the uninformative illustra-

tion. He is a great admirer of those who can frame

new questions, devise ways of answering them, and

set about doing so.

He fervently admires excellence and innovation,

whether it be the coruscating prose of the late Stephen

Jay Gould, the "Chicago School" of paleontology, su-
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perstar athletes such as Muhammad Ah or basketball's

Michael Jordan, whole galaxies of golfers, including

Tiger Woods, and great jaz/ artists—Louis Armstrong

(I can imagine Gilbert as a jazz trumpeter!). Duke El-

lington. Thelonius Monk. John Coltrane. and Miles

Davis, and. for a while, the new wave of Cubans, Jose

Ferrer and the Buena Vista Social Club, to name a

few—and great classical pianists—Vladimir Horowitz,

Earl Wild, Jorge Bolet, Mitsuko Uchida, Sviatoslav

Richter, Glen Gould and dozens more—violinists, cel-

lists, clarinetists, and that mm avis, the admirable and

heroic Jess Johnson, with whom he co-authored 14

papers.

Gilbert's office at the University of Iowa was no-

torious for its piles of papers and reprints—so enor-

mous as to frequently cause him to work in the nearby

A. K. Miller room. Visitors were discouraged from

looking into his room or photographing what seemed

to be a monumental clutter but. on request for a spe-

cific item. Gilbert would drive adits through the cu-

mulates with uncanny accuracy to extract the desired

items.

Gilbert taught many courses at the University of

Iowa, during his later years team-teaching highly pop-

ular courses on paleontology and evolution with Ann
("Nancy") Budd. Nancy recalls that when they were

team-teaching, "his favorite topics were the Cambrian

explosion, the Burgess Shale, Problematica, and Lag-

erstatten. He particularly loved to discuss Stephen J.

Gould's Wonderful Life with students, early experi-

mentation, and the fad that eviilution is unpredictable

and that the "tape cannot be rewound.' He backed up

his teaching with numerous photos and reconstructions

of the Burgess animals, and spent lots of time going

over their peculiar anatomy and why it was difficult

to assign these animals to higher categories." Gilbert,

she says, "was a superb lecturer in introductory clas-

ses and very popular with students, punctuating his

presentations with lots of stories and lots of puzzles.

He also liked to discuss mass extinctions and the enig-

ma invt)lved in determining their cause, particularly

the K/T boundary and the impact hypothesis. And
then, of coLuse. he enjoyed reviewing the evidence pro

and con on punctuated equilibria. Gilbert despised

grading and exams; he was at his best discussing orig-

inal research papers in small group discussions, espe-

cially with honors students." For Gilbert, conversation

is an art in which he orchestrates his silences with care.

For many years. Gilbert was the department's dili-

gent member of the university's library committee; it

was the perfect committee role for someone with such

a passion for books and intellect. In late 1991. in one

of those "demolition derbies" that seem increasingly

to plague universities around the globe. Gilbert was

prominent in a successful defense of the Geology De-

partment's library from those wanting to subsume it

into storage in the Main Library—to make way for

more trendy initiatives.

Gilbert once participated in a marine ecology/paleo-

ecology venture in Florida, but exposure to the Heron

Island reef (stuithern Great Barrier Reef) and to the

superb Late Cenozoic raised reefs of the Cook Islands

in 1993 provided new perspectives, not only of reefs,

but of their guileless inhabitants, coffee growing, and,

at Oravaru Beach on Atiu, there was the opportunity

to stand on the historic spot where James Cook in

1777, unaware of the magic underfoot, landed on an

ancient reef superbly exhumed by intertidal activity.

How many of our colleagues, as they approach re-

tirement, fade away with increasingly tired lectures?

Some even retire into departments soon after receiving

tenure! Not Gilbert! Through 1996 and 1997. almost

until the day of his retirement, he was industriously

revamping lectures. He found retirement in May 1998

to he especially agreeable. Inevitably, golf has figured

prominently in this phase. His post-retirement peregri-

nations included what was an especially congenial in-

terlude, in September 2000. with old friends in Bel-

gium and northein Italy, including Cristina Perri and

Claudia Spalletta in Bologna, and Alessandro Moretti

in Padova. But he had now met Rose and had found

felicity in her company. In his new domain, in Glencoe

in the northern part of the Chicago agglomeration, he

has a convenient linkage to Northwestern University.

May he and Rose have many future pilgrimages to golf

courses, imnoria and coffeehouses around the world!

The Gilbert Klappers are not only innovators, tread-

ing unexplored pathways, but. because of their insis-

tence on standards, have kept the twin flags of pale-

ontology and biostratigraphy flying vigorously. What
score should we award Gilbert for his achievement?

Ten out-of-lO? The purists, who never award full

marks, may quibble: "You've got no standards!" But

let it be said, honestly: Gilbert's performance definitely

warrants a lO-out-of-IO. or even I l-out-of-IO as one

colleague insists.

Gilbert's performance merits a standing ovation!
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ABSTRACT

A clear distinction inay be drawn between the perpendicular architecture of the feeding apparatus of ozarkodinid. prioniodontid

and prioniodinid conodonts. in which the P elements are situated at a high angle to the M and S elements, and the parallel

architecture of panderodontid and other coniform apparatuses, where two suites of coniform elements lie parallel to each other

and oppose across the midline. The quest for homologies between the two architectures has been fraught with difficulty, at least

in part because of the paucity of natural assemblages of coniform taxa. A diagenetically fused apparatus of Cordylodus lindstroini

elements is here described which is made up of one rounded and two compressed element morphotypes. One of the compressed

elements is bowed and asymmetrical and the other is unbowed and more symmetrical. These compressed elements are considered

to be homologous with those of panderodontid apparatuses and would have lain at the caudal end of the parallel arrays, with the

more symmetrical morphotypes located rostrally to the asymmetrical ones. The bowed and unbowed compressed elements of

Ciirdyloilus thus correspond, respectively, to the pt and pf positions of panderodontid apparatuses. In addition, the presence of

symmetry transition within the rounded elements of Cordylodus, but not the compressed morphotypes, enables correlation of

these with the S and M element locations of o/.arkodinid apparatuses. By extension, the compressed elements must be homologues

of the P elements. Specifically, the asymmetrical pt morphotype is homologous with the P, of ozarkodinids and the more

symmetrical and rostral pf morphotype is homologous with the P, position. However, because of uncertainties over the nature of

topological transformation of the rostral element array (the "rounded" or "costate" suites), it is not possible to recognize specific

homologies between these elements and the M and S elements of ozarkodinids. Morphologic differentiation of P from M and S

element suites thus preceded the topological transformation from parallel to perpendicular apparatus architectures.

INTRODUCTION

The discovery of conodont soft tissue remains has

revolutionized the scientific perception of this long-

enigmatic and extinct animal group. Conodonts are

now almost universally recognized as chordates and,

furthermore, the available evidence indicates that they

are the most primitive vertebrates to possess a miner-

alized skeleton (Donoghue et al.. 2000). Thus, the phy-

logeny of conodonts is no longer a subject of interest

only to a specialist group of paleontologists but ex-

tends beyond, to the evolutionary and developmental

biology of vertebrates. Unfortunately, conodont phy-

logeny is rather poorly understood in a detailed

sense—and it is only through the resolution of cono-

dont relationships that we can begin to elucidate the

early stages of evolution in vertebrate skeletons. The

key to recovering relationships is the identification of

homology between the apparatuses of different taxa.

In the absence of soft tissues, the crucial first step is
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to seek homology in the apparatus composition and

architecture of individual taxa. Although some success

has been achieved in assessing homologies between

taxa with complex apparatuses (Purnell et ai. 2000

and references therein), it is far less certain how the

apparatus composition and architecture of primitive

coniform conodonts relates to that of the more derived

prioniodontids. ozarkodinids and prioniodinids. As an

aside, it should be noted that preliminary cladistic

analysis (Sweet and Donoghue. 2001) indicates that

these taxa cannot be sustained at equal, ordinal, rank

—

the Prioniodontida is paraphyletic with respect to

Ozarkodinida + Prioniodinida. Nevertheless, these

terms encapsulate useful grades of apparatus organi-

sation and, in the interim, their use is informally main-

tained in this paper.

Although the multielement revolution in conodont

studies began with the seminal works of Huckreide

(1958), Walliser (1964), Webers (1966), and Bergs-

trom and Sweet (1966), multielement taxonomy was,

and to some extent remains, slow to be taken up by

workers on post-Early Paleozoic faunas. Gilbert Klap-

per, initially in collaboration with Graeme Philip

(Klapper and Philip. 1971. 1972), was a pioneer in

extending multielement taxonomy to the younger por-

tions of the conodont record. Together with a concept

of homology within the apparatus, Klapper was among
the first to impress upon his peers the importance of

this advance not only for systematic studies, but also

for biostratigraphy. Although we remain far from a

Utopian ideal in which all conodont taxa are known
in a multielement sense, the early work of Klapper and

others has served as a solid foundation from which

later workers have been able to begin elucidating co-

nodont diversity and disparity. For instance, conodont

workers are now in a position to conclude, with a de-

gree of certainty, that all ozarkodinids shared a com-
mon apparatus plan and architecture (Text-fig. 1.1: Ni-

coll and Rexroad, 1987; Purnell and Donoghue, 1998).

It is also possible that this plan may be much more
widely applicable among other conodont groups (Pur-

nell and Donoghue, 1998; Purnell et uL, 2000). How-
ever, forays into resolving the apparatus structure of

coniform conodont taxa have revealed that some pos-

sessed an apparatus of seventeen elements that were

arranged within a radically different architecture (Text-

fig. 1.3; Smith et al.. 1987; Sansom et ai. 1994). and

the recognition of homology between the two archi-

tectural types remains far from resolution (Sansom et

al.. 1994; Purnell and Donoghue. 1998; Purnell et al..

2000). The reasons behind the failure to recognize ho-

mologies are multifarious, but include the difficulty of

identifying P homologues in relatively simple coni-

form morphologies; the problems associated with de-

termining the tcnal number of individual elements

within apparatuses in the absence of complete natural

assemblages; and the fact that most natural assemblag-

es represent relatively derived members of each group.

A key step would be to determine the apparatus com-

position and architecture of less derived taxa that are

more likely to be representative of the common an-

cestor of the two groups. The composition of these

apparatuses is often well understood in terms of the

number of element morphotypes but. in distinct con-

trast, the locational homologies of these morphotypes

are poorly constrained.

As progress is made in comparing the apparatus

plans and architecture of coniform conodonts with

those of ozarkodinids and other derived groups, it is

essentia! that a clear distinction be made between dif-

ferent degrees of inference when assessing homology
within apparatuses. Homologies between conodont ap-

paratuses can be arrived at through direct or indirect

approaches, which correspond to more or less precise

hypotheses of homology. The direct approach requires

evidence of the relative position of each component

element of an apparatus. Such evidence is sparse and

relies upon the fortuitous discovery of articulated re-

mains of conodont apparatuses on bedding plane sur-

faces, or cemented together by early diagenetic min-

erals in the form of a "fused cluster." The indirect

approach extrapolates direct evidence of locational ho-

mologies to the apparatuses of taxa that are known
only from collections of discrete elements. This may
be achieved by comparing element morphotypes in

known apparatus positions to morphotypes in discrete-

element collections. However, as the phylogenetic dis-

tance between taxa grows, the likelihood is greater that

dissimilar morphologies of elements will occupy ho-

mologous element positions, and extrapolations of lo-

cational homology then become more tenuous. Nev-

ertheless, it is possible in such instances to infer ho-

mology based upon element morphotypes possessed

mutually by closely related taxa for which there is no

appropriate architectural template. Thus, although it

will not be possible to infer locational homologies and

relationships with better known taxa represented by

natural assemblages, it remains possible to undertake

phylogenetic analysis within these groups. Further-

more, it is possible that through the identification of

common element morphotypes between taxa, connec-

tions to taxa whose locational homologies are well

constrained may be made. It should be noted, however,

that these are among the weakest hypotheses of ho-

mology and the most likely to be subject to radical

reinterpretation upon the discovery of natural assem-

blages of closely related taxa.

In the past, hypotheses of locational homology be-
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Text-figure 1.— 1 Apparatus architecture of ozarkodinid conodonts (after Purnell and Donoghue, I998I. 2 Apparatus architecture of balog-

nathid prioniodontid conodonts (from Aldridge et al. 1995). 3 Apparatus architecture of panderodontid conodonts (from Sansom el al.. 1994).

Reproduced with the permission of the Palaeontological Association.

tween taxa have been conceptualized in a variety of

notational schemes (e.g., Klapper and Philip, 1971:

Jeppsson, 1971; Sweet and Schonlaub, 1975: Barnes

et al., 1979; Sweet, 1981, 1988; Armstrong, 1990;

Sansom et al., 1994; Purnell and Donoghue, 1998;

Purnell et al., 2000). At the inception of the majority

of these schemes, little was known regarding apparatus

architecture, and the number and variety of notational
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schemes erected underscores the difficulty in estab-

hshing lionmkigy in the absence of Ideational data.

This situation has been remedied in recent years

through the ekicidation of apparatus architecture based

on data derived from natural assemblages (Aldridge et

ciL. 1987; Smith et uL. 1987: Purnell. 1993; Sansom

et uL. 1994; Aldridge et uL. 1995; Purnell and Don-

oghue. 1997. 1998). This has. in turn, enabled the erec-

tion of an entirely apparatus location based scheme of

element homology that directly reflects homology in-

dependently of element morphokigy (Purnell el ciL.

2000).

Despite these advances, the nimiber of taxa for

which locational homologies are known directly re-

mains small. Furthermore, the implicit assumption that

the earlier conceptual schemes reflected statements of

homology has broken down and the explanatory con-

tent of the associated nomenclature has been lost

through overzealous use and misapplication (Piunell

et al.. 2000).

Three approaches have been manifest with respect

to the use of homology within early euconodont fau-

nas. Some authors {e.i>.. Nicoll, 1990, 1994; Nicoll et

al.. 1999; Lofgren. 1997a. b. 1999) have adopted a

utilitarian approach in which the P. M. S notation of

Sweet and Schonlaub (197.5) and Sweet (1981. 1988)

is used, althiHigh in many instances homology may not

be certain. Others (e.g.. Smith, 1990, 1991; Sansom et

al.. 1994) have urged caution and stressed the need to

be certain of locational homology before using o/ar-

kodinid notation. This latter approach has been allied

to the creation oi alternative notational schemes, of

which those introduced by Barnes et al. (1979). and

modified by Armstrong (1990). Ji and Barnes (1994)

and Sansom et al. (1994) are most applicable to con-

iform conodonts. A third approach has been to use

adjectival descriptors for element morphotypes. which

are often based on form-taxonomic names, without any

attempt to identify locational homologues between

genera {e.g., Kennedy, 1980). All of these approaches

have disadvantages. The utilitarian use of ozarkodinid

notation may imply homology where none is present

or the evidence is very weak; the use of alternative

schemes tends to overlook homology with more de-

rived conodonts even where the evidence seems strong

(for example with Sa and M elements) and the third

approach may fail to recognize homology between

even closely related taxa. Clearly, it would be ideal to

establish homology between at least some coniform

taxa and the better-constrained architecture of ozar-

kodinid taxa, but this has proved to be an intractable

problem given the available dataset of natural assem-

blages. Even where coniform architecture is well un-

derstood, as is the case with Panderodus (Sansom et

al.. 1994). the element morphologies are highly de-

rived and comparison with ozarkodinid templates

(Text-hg. 1 ) is difhcult. Architectural information from

a primitive taxon. ideally one that is closely related to

the latest common ancestor of the prioniodontids and

coniform groups, would offer the best opportunity for

comparing apparatus architecture and establishing

more secure homologies.

In this contribution it is our aim to re-examine what

is known regarding the apparatus composition, archi-

tecture and homologies of the Late Cambrian-Early

Ordovician genus Cordylodii.s, based upon discrete-el-

ement collections and upon what little is known from

natural assemblages. Cordylodu.s is a key taxon across

a range of conodont research— it is an important bio-

zonal index in the Cambrian-Ordovician boundary in-

terval; it is one of the earliest conodonts with dentic-

ulated elements and its youngest representatives co-

occur with the earliest prioniodontids (.vcn.vH Sweet,

1988). As part of this review we describe and figure

for the hrst time an incomplete fused cluster of the

apparatus of Cordyladiis liiidstromi Druce and Jones,

1971.
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EVOLVING CONCEPTS OF APPARATUS
COMPOSITION IN CORDYLODUS

Cordyladiis was one of the first conodonts to be

described (Pander. 1856), and is one of three, appar-

ently unrelated, denticulate euconodont genera that oc-

cur in the Late Cambrian and earliest Ordovician, the

others being Eodeiitatiis Nicoll and Shergold, 1991,

and lapetognatliii.s Landing /;; Fortey et al.. 1982 (see

Nicoll el al.. 1999 for review). In considering the tax-

onomy of Coidylailiis. Pander ( 1856) adopted a form-

element approach but the history of. and degree of

conflict between, multielement apparatus reconstruc-

tions of the genus is perhaps more complex than for

any other conodont genus (Table 1 ). Early apparatus

reconstructitins invoked a bimembrate apparatus plan

that included either two "rounded" elements of dif-

ferent morphology (Bergstrom and .Sweet. 1966) or

one "rounded" and one "compressed" element (Mill-
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Table 1.—Development of apparatus concepts within Cordylodus Pander, 1856. and correlations of individual morphotypes made by suc-

cessive authors.
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Texl-rtgure 2.—f-uscd cliislcr ot Ci>rJyli>,liis liiulMioitii Uriicc and Jones. 1^)71 (LLSNM ^\hWl) Ironi Ihexian (Early Ordovician) strata of

Ihc Viiiini Formation, Nevada, USA. Specimen recovered from USGS sample y446-CO and deposited in the National Museum of Natural

History, Washington DC, USA. 1 Lateral view of the rounded element (Element 3), x200; the cusp of the P, homologue is visible behind the

rounded element on the right hand side of the figure. 2 Oblique view of cluster showing the two compressed elements behind the rounded

one, X250. 3 Axial view of the cluster, x200. The asymmetrical P, homologue (Element 1) is situated at the bottom of the figure, adjacent

to the less bowed P, homologue (Element 2) which in turn abuts the rounded element (Elemcni _^). 4 "Anterior" view of the cluster, X230:
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low-abundance faunas from NW Scotland and Green-

land.

The youngest representatives of Cordylodus, C. an-

gulatus, C. intermedius Furnish, 1938, C lindstromi,

and C. prion Lindstrom, 1955, have their last appear-

ances in the aniiiilatus Biozone (early Tremadoc).

Younger species have been assigned to the genus but

are based on homeomoiphic elements that are present

in taxa not closely related to Cordylodus. These in-

clude ^'Cordylodus" horridus Barnes and Poplawski,

1973, which is based on a denticulated Llanvirn spe-

cies of Paroistodus (Lofgrcn, 1995; Albanesi and

Barnes, 2000), and "Cordylodus" ramosus Hadding

which is now considered to be part of the apparatus

of Spinodus spinatus (Hadding, 1913), a Middle Or-

dovician genus of uncertain affinity (D/,ik, 1976;

Armstrong, 1997).

Clearly, there has been little concordance over the

apparatus composition of, and taxonomic concepts for,

Cordylodus despite intensive work related to selection

of the Cambrian-Ordovician global boundary strato-

type and point. Although there is mounting consensus

from Bagnoli et al. (1987) through Nicoll (1990) to

Huselbee ( 1997) for the presence of a suite of rounded

elements defined by differences in symmetry, there is

little agreement on the number of compressed elements

(including makelliform elements) within the apparatus.

Natural assemblages have the capacity to provide tests

for these competing apparatus models.

NATURAL ASSEMBLAGES OF CORDYLODUS

Only two natural assemblages of Cordylodus have

been recorded to date, both of which are fused clusters.

Andres (1988, pi. 13, figs. 1, 2) figured a cluster as-

signed to C. proavus Miillcr elements that incorporates

at least three elements. However, it is not possible to

interpret the element morphologies present from the

plate alone and recourse to the original material will

be necessary for detailed reappraisal. Preliminary

notes on another cluster of elements referred to Cor-

dylodus were made by Repetski (1980) and Repetski

and Szaniawski (1981), but the specimen has never

before been figured or described in detail. The fused

cluster includes three complete elements and three el-

ement fragments assigned to C. lindstromi Druce and

Jones (Text-figs. 2, 3). It was recovered through acid

digestion of U.S. Geological Survey sample 9446-CO
Irom the Vinini Formation, Elko County, Nevada,

U. S. A. (SEy4, sec. 19, T 35 N, R 53 E). The asso-

ciated fauna includes Cordylodus tui(>ulalus Pander,

1856, Cordylodus intermedius Furnish, 1938, lapetoi>-

nathus sprakersi (Landing in Landing et al., 1996) and

Variahiloconus hassleri (Furnish, 1938), indicating an

aniiulatus or early nuuiitouensis Biozone age (Skuil-

rockian, early Ibexian, earliest Ordovician; Ross et al.,

1997). The protoconodont Phakelodus tenuis (Miiller,

1959) is also present, both as isolated elements and

clusters, together with the phosphatized embryos of

bilaterian metazoans.

Description of Cordylodus lindstromi Cluster

The cluster (Text-fig. 2) comprises three complete

elements, together with cusp and denticle fragments of

at least two others—the latter fragments oppose the

more complete elements with the long axes of the

cusps and denticles parallel to each other. The com-

plete elements are fused by their lateral faces and there

is no evidence of post mortem disruption. Element 1

(Text-fig. 2.3-2.6) has compressed cusp which is pro-

clined-erect in the preserved portion. Faint carina at

base of outer face. Outer face broadly convex toward

posterior margin, but more tightly convex at anterior

margin. Inner face flat; cusp therefore asymmetrical in

cross-section and twisted inwards relative to posterior

process. Element strongly bowed, hi lateral aspect,

basal margin has marked 100° inflection. Three den-

ticles. First and second denticles arc asymmetrically

triangular in lateral profile with steeper posterior mar-

gin. Third denticle is more slender and reclined than

more anterior denticles. First denticle has convex outer

face and Hat iimer face. Denticles two and three are

more symmetrical and biconvex in cross-section.

Element 2 (Text-fig. 2.3-2.6) is sandwiched between

the other two elements and, in consequence, the mor-

phology is partly obscured. Cusp as broad as Element

1 and strongly compressed; erect to proclined in pre-

served portion. Outer and inner faces broadly convex

resulting in more symmetrical cross-section than Ele-

ment 1; element gently bowed. Basal margin has sim-

ilar inflection to Element 1 when viewed in lateral pro-

file. Three denticles. First denticle is complete, narrow

and short. Second denticle is more triangular with

steeper posterior margin than anterior margin. Third

denticle more reclined than other two.

Element 3 (Text-figs. 2, 3) is the most complete el-

ement. Cusp narrower and markedly less compressed

I', homologue on the right. 5, 6 Obhque axial and obMc|iie "anterior" views, X200; the P, homologue is the nearest element. 7, 8 Each element

has a distinct basal body, which remains separate until the basal part of the cluster where they become fused into a single mass; X225, X200.

It IS unclear whether this is a primary feature relating to the apparatus or a consequence of the early diagenesis that produced the cluster.
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Tcxt-tigurc 3.—Opposed cusp ;Mid denticle tips in the fused cluster of Cnrdylodus lindstromi Druce and Jones. 1971 (USNM 516497). 1

Lateral view of the rounded element (Element 3 showing the fused cusp and first denticle of the opposing element, X225. 2 Close-up of the

cusps and denticles showing the precise alignment, X500. The similarity in cusp and denticle cross-sections can be seen in Text-figure 2.3.

than Elements 1 and 2; slightly bowed to inner. In-

flection in basal margin beneath posterior margin of

cusp. Three denticles. First denticle is narrow and tri-

angular, with posterior margin markedly steeper than

anterior. Junction of cusp with Hrst denticle lower than

that between first and second denticles. .Second den-

ticle more broadly triangular in lateral profile than ei-

ther of other denticles. Denticles symmetrically bicon-

vex in cross-section. Third denticle more reclined than

first two.

All elements have a basal body, which in Element

3 has a hollow, conical interior surface. Incremental

growth lines are apparent on the inner surface of the

basal body (Text-figs. 2.8, 3.1) The basal bodies of

each element remain distinct for almost their entire

lengths but are fused into a single mass at the base; it

is not certain whether this is a primary or diagenetic

feature.

An opposed and inverted cusp fragment is attached

to the cusp of Element 3 and is of similar morphology;

an inverted denticle, which may belong to the same

element, is attached to the first denticle of Element 3

(Text-fig. 3). An additional inverted denticle is at-

tached to the flank of Element 1. and a third inverted

denticle is attached between Elements 1 and 2 at the

anterior end of the third denticles of these two ele-

ments. The opposing cusp and denticle fragments are

parallel to their counteiparts.

Microspheres, of phosphatic composition and prob-

able bacterial origin, coat many of the element surfaces

(Text-fig. 3.2) and were presumably involved in the

early post morteiii mineralization that resulted in ele-

ment fusion.

COMPARISON WITH MULTIELEMENT
RECONSTRUCTIONS OF CORDYLODUS

Elements 1 and 2 are compressed elements. The

only apparatus reconstructions of Conlylodiis to have

included two morphotypes of compressed element are

those of Nicoll (1900) and Ji and Barnes (1994). El-

ement 1 resembles the Pa element of Nicoll (1990) in

that the cusp is twisted inwards relative to the posterior

process. In turn. Element 2 conforms to the description

of NicolTs Pb element type in being more symmetrical

in cross-section and in being untwisted relative to the

posterior margin. As in NicolFs material, the cusps of

the compressed elements are keeled on their anterior

and posterior margins, and the basal cavity extends

along the posterior process. Ji and Barnes (1994) also

documented variations in the compressed elements and

recognized two types based on differences in cusp cur-

vature, basal cavity shape and symmetry. In particular,

one compressed element niorphotype was considered

to be more compressed than the other (Ji and Barnes,

1994, p. 31) and, on this basis, the less compressed

niorphotype may conelate with the Element 1. It is
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not, however, possible on the basis of their figures to

correlate directly with the elements in the cluster

Element 3 is a "rounded" element and is probably

equivalent to Nicoll's (1990) Sb element. The first den-

ticle is deflected outwards relative to the cusp and sec-

ond denticle; the cusp is biconvex in cross-section and

the anterior margin is rounded in its lower part. It cor-

responds to one of the two categories of "a" morpho-

type recognized by Ji and Barnes (1994).

The two compressed elements within the half ap-

paratus of Cordylodiis Uudstromi are closely compa-

rable to the pf and pt elements of the compressed suite

in Panderodus described by Sansom et al. (1994). Fur-

thermore, the posteriormost pt pair in Panderodus is

markedly asymmetrical and the elements have twisted

cusps similar to that of Element 1.

COMPARATIVE APPARATUS ARCHITECTURE
OF CORDYLODUS

The construction of apparatus architecture models

depends to a large degree on the availability of bed-

ding plane assemblages and fused clusters, which can

provide three-dimensional data on element disposition

once the effects of collapse generated by decay are

removed (see Briggs and Williams, 1981; Aldridge et

al.. 1987; Purnell and Donoghue, 1999 for reviews of

the technique). The vast majority of natural assem-

blages described to date are of prioniodontid, prion-

iodinid and ozarkodinid taxa, with a relatively very

small number of coniform taxa represented. Partly be-

cause of the relative abundance of natural assemblages

and partly because of the presence of associated soft

tissues in the Granton Lagerstdtte, ozarkodinids have

tended to be used as the Bauplan for coinplex cono-

donts (Aldridge et al.. 1987; Purnell and Donoghue.

1998). Ozarkodinid apparatuses contain two pairs of P

elements located at the caudal end of the apparatus,

with the Pi pair rostral to the P, elements (Text-fig.

1.1). The ramiform S elements are oriented with their

long caudal ("posterior") processes parallel to the

long axis of the trunk. M elements flank the battery

of S elements but lie. at rest, in an oblique rostro-

lateral orientation. The long axes of the S and M el-

ements lie at a high angle to those of the P elements,

producing an approximately "perpendicular" architec-

ture.

Prioniodontid conodonts are less derived than ozar-

kodinids and a smaller number are represented by nat-

ural assemblages. Promissum has the best-constrained

architecture (Text-fig. 1.2), and it has been suggested

that its architecture could be typical of the Prionio-

dontida as a whole (Aldridge et al. 1995). Four pairs

of P elements lie in pairs along the midline, but were

located between, and dorsal to, the sinistral and dextral

suites of S elements, not caudal to them (Aldridge et

al.. 1995). The M elements occupy a rostro-lateral po-

sition similar to those in ozarkodinids. However, the

element morphology of Promissum. whilst potentially

typical of the Balognathidae, is not typical of the

Prioniodontida as a whole and the small number of

available natural assemblages from other prioniodontid

taxa suggests that a simpler architecture was charac-

teristic of the group. Clusters and associated isolated

collections of Oepikodus (Smith, 1991), Paracordy-

lodus (Stouge and Bagnoli, 1988. pi. 8, figs. 17a, b;

Tolmacheva and Purnell, 2002) and Phragmodus (Re-

petski et al, 1998; Barrett, 2000) suggest that the pos-

session of four pairs of P elements was not general for

prioniodontids, and that the more common architecture

for the group may have been more similar to that of

ozarkodinids than to Promissum.

The only well-constrained architectural model for a

coniform taxon is that of Panderodus (Text-fig. 1.3).

A large number of fused clusters and a bedding plane

assemblage with associated soft tissue from the Wau-
kesha Lagerstdtte of Wisconsin, U. S. A., have been

used to produce a detailed model for the apparatus of

Panderodus (Smith et al.. 1987; Sansom et al.. 1994).

Eight pairs of elements oppose across the midline of

the apparatus, and Smith et al. (1987, p. 100) con-

cluded that they must have been arranged in life as

parallel and opposed arrays, with either the rostral el-

ements more closely spaced or with all of the elements

located on an arched support. This anangement con-

trasts markedly with the geometry of S elements in

prioniodontids, prioniodinids and ozarkodinids, which

are parallel to the midline. Some morphological dif-

ferentiation is evident in the elements of Panderodus;

Sansom et al. (1994) recognized two principal loca-

tional domains—a rostral costate suite and a caudal

compressed suite—and all of these elements are par-

allel to each other, contrasting with the perpendicular

architecture of the ozarkodinids. A third domain oc-

cupied by a single symmetrical element lies on the

midline. It is immediately tempting to consider the

compressed suite as the homologues of the P locations

in ozarkodinid apparatuses. However, Panderodus

lacks a clearly defined "symmetry transition series"

of morphologically intergrading elements, making un-

equivocal identification of S homologues difficult. In

consequence, it remains a possibility that the two pairs

of compressed elements may be homologues not of P

elements but of other members of the apparatus. San-

som et al. (1994) therefore argued for a conservative

approach until supporting evidence was forthcoming.

Parenthetically, the concept of symmetry transition has

been principally used to differentiate suites of elements

rather than to imply locational homology. Neverthe-
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Text-ticuie J, -Bcsselodus anucus Aldndge, 1982. from the Cincinnatian (Late Oidovieian) Aleqatsiaq Fjord Formation ot Washingtoii

Land western North Greenland (MGUH 15071 ) showing a single cluster that split into two during original preparation. 1, 2 Lateral views of

sub-cluster "a" ( X3^0) 3, 4 Lateral views of sub-cluster "h" ( v330). The original plane of fusion between the two sub-clusters lay between

the lateral faces of the uppermost elements in Text-figures 4.1 and 4.3. The full array comprises six laterally costate. bilaterally symmetrical

non-gemculate elements and one geniculate element, which is located at the end of the array. Reproduced with the permission of the Palaeon-

tolosical Association.

less, some authors have used this concept to infer lo-

cation directly, despite the fact that all available evi-

dence indicates the contrary—symmetry transition

cannot be used as a tool in predicting the sequence of

S elements within the ramiform array ( Aldridge et al..

1987; Purnell and Donoghue, 1998). It is clear, how-

ever, that morphologically intergrading elements do

frequently comprise the suite of S elements and, thus,

this character provides a predictive tool in distinguish-

ing S from M or P elements from elements in other

positions (although this tool appears to be inapplicable

to prioniodinids; Purnell and von Bitter, 1996).

The availability of a well-constrained architectural

model for at least one coniform taxon, albeit a rather

derived form, enables the appraisal of less well-pre-

served and/or less plentiful cluster material of other

taxa. A cluster of Besselodus elements (Text-fig. 4)

figured by Aldridge (1982) is a single half apparatus

with little morphological differentiation. It includes six

laterally costate, bilaterally symmetrical elements

fused by their lateral faces and a single geniculate el-

ement at one end of the array. In the absence of ele-

ments from the opposing half of the apparatus this

cluster could be incorporated into either a pandero-

dontid or an ozarkodinid architectural model and there

is also no direct control over rostro-caudal polarity in

the array. However, Sansom el al. (1994) concluded

that the architecture of Besselodus conformed to the
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panderodontid model on the basis of correlations be-

tween elements present in isolated collections and

would thus be expected to have a parallel architecture.

Critical evidence for the conformity of a given appa-

ratus to either the panderodontid or the ramiform-pec-

tiniform model thus lies in the geometry of the re-

spective halves of the apparatus. In the panderodontid

architectural model, elements are arranged along the

rostral-caudal axis and are opposed cusp tip to cusp

tip, a geometry refened to as parallel-reversed by

Landing (1976, p. 1078).

Although far from complete, the fused cluster of

Cordylodus liiidstromi elements may be used to pro-

vide some constraints on the apparatus architecture of

the genus. Firstly, given the presence of a distinct suite

of morphologically intergrading "symmetry transi-

tion" elements in the apparatus of Cordylodus. we can

discriminate a suite of homologues to the S elements

of ozarkodinids. This leaves a suite of compressed el-

ements that represent either P or M elements. Given

that the compressed elements occur paired in the clus-

ter, it is likely that they represent a pair of P homo-
logues. The occunence of P homologues aligned in

parallel and in juxtaposition to an S homologue indi-

cates that Cordylodus possessed overall apparatus ge-

ometry that was more similar to panderodontids than

to ozarkodinids. Finally, the presence of two com-
pressed elements adjacent to each other, with the more
asymmetrical morphotype at the end of the array, is

consistent with them being locational homologues of

the compressed domain in the apparatus architecture

of Panderodus. Therefore, it follows that the com-
pressed suite in Panderodus is homologous with the P
positions in ozarkodinids and their kin. More specifi-

cally, we can identify the asymmetrical compressed

elements of Panderodus and Cordylodus apparatuses

as P, homologues (sensu Purnell et al.. 2000), and the

more rostral symmetrical elements are P, homologues.

It is tempting to extend from these homologies and

identify specific Sq.j and M locational homologues
among the apparatuses of Cordylodus and Pandero-

dus. However, because of the architectural differences

between the "parallel" apparatuses of Cordylodus and

Panderodus. and the "perpendicular" apparatuses of

prioniodontids and their kin, this is not possible be-

cause we have no knowledge of the transformational

relationship between the S and M versus P locations

in these two fundamentally different architectural

types. For instance, the element position immediately

adjacent to the putative P, of Cordylodus and Pander-
odus could represent either the S, or S4 depending
upon the direction in which the left and right halves

of the S array have rotated relative to each other (Text-

fig. 5). The possibility must also be entertained, how-

'Perpendicular'

architecture

|t| SS M
elements

J P elements

Paraller

arctiitecture

SS M
elements

^ P elements

Text-tigure 5.—Alternative patterns of transformation from the

parallel architecture of Cordylodus. Panderodus and Besselodus. to

the perpendicular apparatus architecture typical of prioniodontids,

prioniodinids and ozarkodinids. The differing methods of transform-

ing the parallel architecture are illustrated in the left and right halves

of the figure. Given these alternatives, it is not possible to identify

specific M and S element homologues in parallel and perpendicular

apparatuses, although it is possible to recognize P, and P, homo-
logues and the overall homology of the M and S array of perpen-

dicular apparatus architecture with the anterior suite of elements

("costate"" or "rounded") in parallel architectures.

ever, that the element position immediately adjacent to

the P; in parallel apparatuses represents the M loca-

tion, or even another P location. In addition, Dzik

(1991) has suggested that the axial (and therefore un-

paired) S,| location of prioniodontids may be homolo-

gous to paired abaxial S„ locations in apparatuses with

parallel architecture. There is simply insufficient evi-

dence to reconcile these competing hypotheses.

One direction in which progress can be made is in

attempting to resolve the primitive apparatus architec-

ture of the earliest euconodonts and its relationship to

locational homologies. To do this, parallel and perpen-

dicular architectures must be considered with respect

to one or more phylogenetic trees. In the absence of a

generally accepted hypothesis of relationships for co-

nodonts, we have adopted and compared the rival

schemes of Sweet (1988) and Dzik (1991) and mapped
onto these trees the architectural characteristics of

those taxa for which data are available. The differing

implications for architectural evolution of the cono-

dont apparatus under these schemes can be seen in

Text-figure 6. Under the hypothesis of relationships

proposed by Sweet (1988), it is not possible to resolve

unequivocally whether parallel or perpendicular archi-

tectures are representative of the latest common an-

cestor of the taxa concerned: both hypotheses are

equally likely. However, under the scheme of relation-

ships proposed by Dzik (1991), it is possible to resolve

unequivocally that the latest common ancestor of all

four taxa possessed a parallel, rather than perpendic-

ular apparatus architecture.

The functional implications of architectural trans-
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Distinct suite of morpliologicaliy

inlergrading elements

Parallel apparatus architecture

Sweet 1 988

Distinct suite of morphologically

intergrading elements

Parallel apparatus architecture

llllltlllll

Dzik1991

Text-figure 6.—Inferences of the relative phylogenetic timing of apparatus architectural transformation in taxa for which data are available,

based upon the hypotheses of relationships proposed by (1 ) Sweet (1988) and (2) Dzik (1991). Given that it is not possible to unequivocally

infer the relative timing of transformation and/or the primitive apparatus architecture of all the conodonts considered, we have presented the

alternative implications of early (ACCTRAN) and late (DELTRAN) transformation. Whilst it is not possible to reconcile primacy between

parallel and perpendicular architectures under the scheme proposed by Sweet ( 1988). following Dzik ( 1991 ) it is possible to infer unequivocally

that parallel architecture is primitive with respect to perpendicular architecture.
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formation of the apparatus, from parallel to perpendic-

ular, are unclear. However, it is clear that morpholog-

ical and, by implication, functional differentiation of

P from M and S elements preceded the transformation

from parallel to perpendicular architectures. Indeed,

since morphological differentiation of the apparatus is

common to all of the taxa considered, it is possible to

conclude that their latest common ancestor possessed

an apparatus composed of morphologically distinct el-

ement suites.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
Further resolution of locational homology in prim-

itive conodonts will require better quality data in the

form of complete natural assemblages. More specifi-

cally, these data are required for taxa that can provide

insight into the transformational pattern/s through

which apparatus architecture was remodelled from the

plesiomorphic parallel arrangement to the perpendic-

ular architecture that is characteristic of all prionio-

dontids currently known from natural assemblages.

Nevertheless, the further resolution and refinement of

locational homologies and architectures among parallel

apparatus-bearing taxa will help to provide a much
clearer understanding of plesiomorphic euconodont

characteristics.

CONCLUSIONS

1) Elements 1 and 2 are "compressed" elements. El-

ement 1 has an asymmetrical cusp cross-section

and is bowed. Element 2 is symmetrical in cross-

section and only gently bowed. The presence of

two morphotypes of compressed element in the

cluster affirms the apparatus reconstructions of Ni-

coll (1990) and Ji and Barnes (1994), the only ap-

paratus reconstructions of Cordylodus that have in-

corporated two morphotypes of compressed ele-

ments.

2) The compressed element suite of the Panderodus
apparatus (sensu Sansom et al.. 1994) may, with

some confidence, be considered as a homologue of

the compressed elements in Cordylodus. The
rounded and compressed elements lay parallel to

each other in the apparatus and, together with the

closely aligned opposing cusp and denticle tips of

the rounded elements, this indicates that Cordylo-

dus lindstromi had a parallel panderodontid archi-

tecture rather than a perpendicular ozarkodinid

type.

3) Consideration of the available natural assemblage

material allows a hypothesis to be advanced that

elements in the compressed suite of Cordylodus

(and Panderodus) may be considered as reasonable

candidates for locational homologues of ozarkodi-

nid P| and P, elements.

4) Although it is possible to differentiate between ho-

mologues of P and S/M elements, it is not possible

to identify specific S -Sj and M homologues.

5) The morphological differentiation of elements into

P, M and S homologues preceded the topological

transformation of the apparatus that produced the

characteristic ramiform-pectiniform apparatus ar-

chitecture of ozarkodinids, prioniodontids and

prioniodinids.
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ABSTRACT

Ranges of conodonts in stratigraphic sections at five localities in the Monitor and Antelope ranges of central Nevada are used

graphically to assemble a standard reference section for the lower Middle Ordovician Whiterockian Series. The base of the series

is officially 0.3 m above the base of the Antelope Valley Limestone in the stratotype in Whiterock Canyon (Monitor Range).

The top is the level at which Baltoiiiodus gerdae makes a brief appearance in an exposure of the Copenhagen Formation on the

flanks of Hill 8308 in the western Antelope Range. Graphic compilation of the sections considered in this report also indicates

that a level correlative with the base of the Whiterockian Series in the stratotype section is 66 m above the base of the Antelope

Valley Limestone in its de facto type section on Martin Ridge in the eastern part of the Monitor Range. Ranges, diversity, and

the composition of the conodont faunas differ markedly in lithofacies adjacent to the basal boundary of the series; hence we are

unable to identify a single conodont species, in a credible developmental sequence, to serve as biological marker of that boundary.

INTRODUCTION

The Whiterockian Series has been recognized since

1982 as the lower of the two series that compose the

North American Middle Ordovician. In the scheme

proposed by Ross et al. (1982) the Whiterockian fol-

lows the Lower Ordovician Ibexian Series and pre-

cedes the upper Middle Ordovician Mohawkian Series.

The Upper Ordovician is the Cincinnatian Series.

Conodonts of the Ibexian Series are well known
(Ethington and Clark. 1982: Ross et al.. 1997). and

their distribution has been thoroughly documented in

the Ibex District of western Utah, which includes the

standard section of that series. In addition. Sweet and

Tolbert (1997) have described a section near Shingle

Pass in the southern Egan Range, Nevada, that is not

only a useful template for the composite Ibexian stan-

dard but also serves as the Ibexian reference section

in a network of Ordovician sections compiled graph-

ically by Sweet (1979: 1984; 1995a, 1995b). In the

latter two publications. Sweet describes the progres-

sive development of a composite standard that in-

cludes rocks assignable to the upper Whiterockian, the

Mohawkian. and the Cincinnatian Series. That com-

posite is based on conodont range-data from more than

80 sections in central and eastern North America.

Although the identity and ranges of conodonts in

different parts of the Whiterockian Series are now fair-

ly well known (e.g., Ethington and Schumacher, 1969:

Bradshaw, 1969; Harris et al.. 1979; Stouge, 1984;

Bauer, 1987; Ross and Ethington, 1991), no reference

section that spans the entire series has been established

in the central Nevada type area. Such a section is es-

sential to linking the Ibexian and the upper Whiter-

ockian-Mohawkian-Cincinnatian standards and thus

completing the graphic framework for the North

American Ordovician recently summarized by Sweet
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Topography from U.S. Geological Survey Ninemlle Peak

and Horse Heaven Mountain Provisional 7.5-min.

quadrangles, 1990
116°20'

Text-figure \.—Location of central Nevada sections considered in this report. WRC = Whilerock Canyon section; BLM = BLM Fence

section; MR-I = Martin Ridge South section; MR-II = Martin Ridge North section; AR = Hill 8308 section. Antelope Range. Inset outline

map of Nevada also shows approximate location of the Meiklejohn Peak. Ibex .-^rea, and Shingle Pass sections with which central Nevada

sections are correlated in this report.

(1995a. 1995b). It is thus the purpose of this report to

describe graphic assembly of a continuous, conodont-

based Whiterockian reference standard using infor-

mation derived from live stratigraphic sections in cen-

tral Nevada, and to show how this composite section

might be used to link previously described reference

sections for the Ibexian, Mohawkian, and Cincinnatian

Series.
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THE SECTIONS

For reasons of structure, access, and facies, we have

not identified a single section that spans the entire

Whiterockian Series in its type area. Hence, the ref-

erence section we describe is a coinposite, assembled

primarily from information at five sites in the Monitor

and Antelope ranges of central Nevada (Text-fig. 1)

but including important data from the Meiklejohn Peak

section of southern Nevada abstracted from reports by

Ross and Ethington (1992) and Harris cf al. (1979).

Whiterock Canyon Section (WRC)

The Whiterock Canyon section, in the Monitor

Range, is located and described in recent publications

by Ross and Ethington (1991, 1992), whose reports

also include diagrains that chart the ranges in the sec-

tion of conodonts and other fossils. The WRC section

includes the upper 43 m of the Ibexian Ninemile For-

mation and the lower 1 20 m of the superjacent Ante-
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lope Valley Limestone. A spike, implanted 0.3 m
above the base of the Antelope Valley Limestone for-

mally marks the base of the Whiterockian Series. In

August 1998. Ethington and Sweet (with the assistance

of R. Ripperdan and J. Cooper) collected additional

samples from the uppermost Ninemile and the lower

few meters of the Antelope Valley. We include in this

report information on the conodonts isolated from

these samples by Ethington.

BLM Fence Section (BLM)

This long section is in the NE^/i sec. 7. T 15 N. R
50 E (Horse Heaven and Ninemile Canyon. Nevada.

7.5-min. quadrangles). The section, is on the east side

of Martin Ridge, in the Monitor Range, and roughly

parallels an east-west fence established by the Bureau

of Land Management. The base of the section is ac-

cessible by vehicle on a track along the fence that joins

the county road at the foot of Martin Ridge about one

mile southeast of the section we here describe as MR-
L The BLM section includes 407 m of Antelope Valley

Limestone succeeded by an unmeasured, unsampled

and poorly exposed succession of largely clastic rocks

representing the Copenhagen Formation. The Antelope

Valley was sampled at 5- to 6-m intervals on July 30,

1966 by Ethington and Dietmar Schumacher and re-

visited by the same persons in June 1968. The Copen-

hagen Formation was not sampled. Conodonts derived

from the 47 samples processed are identified here for

the first time.

Martin Ridge South Section (MR-I)

This readily accessible section on the east side of

Martin Ridge, is the de facto type section of the An-

telope Valley Limestone. It is situated in the center of

the SWy4 of section 6, T 15 N, R 50 E (Horse Heaven

Mountain. Nevada, 1:62,500 quadrangle). On the long

east-trending ridge up which this section was mea-

sured, 342 m of the Antelope Valley Limestone are

exposed. The basal contact of the formation is not ex-

posed at this locality, but sandy beds poorly exposed

in a swale beyond the topmost carbonate beds of the

Antelope Valley suggested to Hams et al. (1979) that

the section includes the upper contact, with the Co-

penhagen Formation. Our studies indicate, on the other

hand, that some 71 m of the upper Antelope Valley

have probably been cut out along a fault.

In August 1975, Anita Harris and Reuben J. Ross,

Jr., measured the MR-I section and collected 49 large

carbonate samples from it at 5- to 6-m intervals. Some
of the conodonts Harris recovered from acid residues

of these samples were illustrated in a 1979 report by

Harris et al., and they were also made available to

Sweet (1995b). who used their ranges in a preliminary

graphic attempt to link his Ibexian and Mohawkian
composite standards.

Martin Ridge North Section (MR-I I)

The short Martin Ridge North section is 3.2 km
north of the MR-I section, in the SE% of section 30.

T 16 N, R 50 E (Horse Heaven Mountain, Nevada, 1:

62.500 quadrangle). In the section at this locality, near

the north end of Martin Ridge (Monitor Range), the

uppermost beds of the Antelope Valley Limestone are

succeeded directly by sandy strata of the Copenhagen

Formation. The section, which is a little more than 16

m thick, was closely sampled in 1975 by Anita G.

Hanis, and a diagrammatic view of it is given in figure

17 of the 1979 report by Harris et al. Conodonts re-

covered from this short section represent a very dif-

ferent fauna from that in the uppermost Antelope Val-

ley Limestone at the MR-I locality, and this led Hairis

et al. ( 1979) to speculate that the upper Antelope Val-

ley in MR-1 had either been cut out along an unrec-

ognized fault, or that "differences in environmental

conditions during deposition resulted in two distinct

but coeval conodont biofacies." Our studies indicate

that the first of these explanations is almost certainly

the correct one.

Hill 8308 Section (AR)

The Hill 8308 section, which includes the upper 50

m of the Antelope Valley Limestone, a complete Co-

penhagen Formation, and the lowermost beds of the

Eureka Quartzite, is situated on the flanks of hill 8308

in the SWy4 of section 24, T 15 N, R 50 E (Horse

Heaven Mountain, Nevada, 1:62,500 quadrangle). The

section was measured and sampled for conodonts in

1975, 1978, and 1982 by Anita G. Harris, Alice W
Spencer, and Reuben J. Ross, Jr., assisted in 1982 by

J. Webber and R. T. Lierman. A diagrammatic view of

the section is given in figure 3 of Harris et al. (1979)

and conodonts recovered from the Copenhagen For-

mation are the subjects of an excellent, unpublished

1984 Bachelor's Thesis by Alice W. Spencer.

THE CONODONTS

In compiling a standard reference section for the

Whiterockian Series we have had available to us in-

formation on the measured ranges of 134 species-level

conodont taxa. However, only the 88 species listed in

Table 1 are known from two or more sections and are

thus usable in graphic correlation. A majority of the

88 species listed in Table 1 are well-known taxa that

have been described and illustrated in recent reports

and require no emendation or modification. A few,

however, are of especial importance in correlating

Whiterockian sections or in characterizing Whiterock-
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Table \.—Whiterockian Conodont species.*

Index No. Index No.

2
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reported from high in the Antelope Valley Limestone

in the Meiklejohn Peak section of southern Nevada

(Harris et al, 1979). Both occunences are of great

importance in effecting the correlations described in

this report.

Histiodella

Species of Histiodella characterize early Whiterock-

ian conodont faunas in the Nevada, Utah, and

Oklahoma sections considered in this report and we

illustrate elements typical of several species in Plate

1. Histiodella altifrons (PI. 1. figs. 23. 24), the earliest

Whiterockian species, has smooth-edged albid, car-

minate and alate elements that are subtriangular in lat-

eral view. The carminate elements of H. minuliserrata

have minutely seiTated margins: those of H. siniiosa

(PI. 1, fig. 22) have crenulate posterior margins; and

comparable elements of H. serrata (PI. 1. fig. 32) dis-

play a distinct cusp, a conspicuously denticulated pos-

terior process, and a steeply sloping, denticulated an-

terior process. H. holodentata. adequately diagnosed

and illustrated by Ethington and Clark (1982, pi. 4,

figs. 1, 3, 4, 16), is the youngest Histiodella species

recognized thus far in central Nevada.

The moiphologic progression from Histiodella al-

tifrons through H. minutiserrata to H. siniiosa. H. ser-

rata, and H. holodentata suggests evolutionary devel-

opment and the sequence is repeated in every section

for which we currently have information. However,

McHargue (1982) demonstrated from study of huge

collections of Histiodella from the Joins Formation of

south-central Oklahoma that carminate elements with

the characters we have used to identify species of the

genus appear gradually in populations so that there is

considerable stratigraphic overlap between elements

with the characters of one species and those with char-

acters of its successor. Thus, for example, elements

typical of H. minutiserrata appear first in Joins collec-

tions dominated by smooth-margined forms like the

ones we have recognized as H. altifrons. In like man-

ner, anteriorly denticulated elements like those of H.

siniiosa appear early in the range of Joins collections

dominated by the minutely serrated elements we iden-

tify as H. minutiserrata. Because most of our samples

from Nevada and Utah contain only a few Histiodella

elements, the composition of the populations from

which they were drawn cannot be determined. Thus,

although Histiodella was a distinctive component of

early Whiterockian conodont faunas, we have found it

difficult to use the ranges of its species very effectively

in graphic correlation.

Neonuiltioistodus compressus

The semi-hyaline elements of Neonuiltioistodus

compressus (PI. 1, figs. 14-19) dominate collections

from the Joins and Oil Creek formations of south-cen-

tral Oklahoma. They also occur in samples from lower

Whiterockian strata in western Utah and eastern Ne-

vada, but are not numerous in those samples or in the

few from central Nevada that yield them. We illustrate

an array of typical specimens from the base of the

Antelope Valley Limestone in the WRC section pri-

marily as e.xamples of a Whiterockian fauna that is

present in central Nevada but only weakly represented

there.

Oistodus n. sp.

Several samples from the BLM, Martin Ridge South

(MR-1) and Whiterock Canyon sections yield large el-

ements (PI. 1, fig. 31 ) reminiscent of those of Oistodus

nuilticorrugatus. but with a tall, posteriorly-inclined

denticle atop the short posterior process. The species

represented by these elements is useful in graphic cor-

relation, but we defer formal diagnosis to a systematic

treatment of Whiterockian conodonts now in prepara-

tion.

Paraprioniodus n. sp.

In their report on Ibexian conodonts, Ethington and

Clark (1982) identified this species as Paraprioniodus

costatus (Mound) and provided excellent illustrations

of components of its multielement apparatus. Studies

of large collections from the Joins and Oil Creek for-

mations of south-central Oklahoma suggest that P.

costatus had a geniculate coniform element in the M
position, rather than the dolabrate form Ethington and

Clark illustrated. Joins and Oil Creek faunas are cur-

rently under study by Jeffrey A. Bauer, of Shawnee

State University, who will name, diagnose and illus-

trate this new species, so we list it here in open no-

menclature.

Periodon gladysi

Periodon gladysi Albanesi, 1998 (PI. 1, figs. 1-3),

based on specimens from the San Juan Formation of

the Argentine Precordillera, has not previously been

reported from North America. It is represented in two

of the sections (BLM. WRC) considered in this report

and is important in correlating those sections. We il-

lustrate three specimens from WRC and compare them

on Plate 1 with elements of Periodon flabellum (PI. 1,

figs. 8-13) which is known from the BLM, MR-I, and

WRC sections in central Nevada, the Meiklejohn Peak

(MJP) section in southern Nevada, and from Ordovi-

cian strata in the Argentine Precordillera regarded by

Albanesi (1998) as of mid- to late Arenigian age.

Tripodus combsi (Plate 1, figs. 25-30)

From elements in lower Whiterockian strata in west-

em Utah, Ethington and Clark (1982) assembled a
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multielement species for which they used the name
Tripodiis laevis Bradshaw. In 1984. Stouge recognized

a species whose apparatus is identical to that of Eth-

ington and Clark's T. laevis, but also includes elements

like those Bradshaw (1969) named Acodiis combsi. We
now agree with Stouge's reconstruction and his choice

of "combsi" as trivial name; however, because the ap-

paratus includes the type form-species of Bradshaw "s

Tripodus. we follow the conservative procedure of as-

signing the species to Tripodus. rather than Acodiis.

whose apparatus anatomy is still unkown.

ASSEMBLY OF WHITEROCKIAN STANDARD

Using the data on stratigraphic ranges of conodonts

summarized in Appendix A and the graphic-correla-

tion procedures described by Shaw (1964), we have

assembled a standard reference section for the Whi-

Plate 1

Figures are digital images of conodonl elements from Whiterockian strata in central Nevada. Numbers prefixed by OSU refer to catalog of

the Orton Museum of Geology. The Ohio State University. Columbus. Ohio. Numbers prefixed by USNM refer to catalog of the U. S. National

Museum, Washington, DC.

1-3. Periodon gladysi Albanesi. 1998

1. Pa element, lateral view, X90. 10 m above base of Antelope Valley Limestone, Whiterock Canyon section. OSU 51151.

2. M element, lateral view, X102. 10 m above base of Antelope Valley Limestone. Whiterock Canyon section. OSU 51152.

3. Sa element, lateral view, X99. 10 m above base of Antelope Valley Limestone. Whiterock Canyon section. OSU 51 153.

4-7. Ansella jemrlandica (Lofgren, 1978)

4. Sb element, lateral view, X55. 4.5 m above base Antelope Valley Limestone. Whiterock Canyon section. OSU 51 154.

5. Sc element, lateral view, X55. 4.5 m above base Antelope Valley Limestone, Whiterock Canyon section. OSU 51155.

6. Sa element, lateral view, X55. 4.5 m above base Antelope Valley Limestone, Whiterock Canyon section. OSU 51 156.

7. M element, lateral view. X55. 4.5 m above base Antelope Valley Limestone, Whiterock Canyon section. OSU 51157.

8-13. Periodon flabelhiin (Lmdiirom, 1955)

8. M element, lateral view, X60. Basal 0.15 m Antelope Valley Limestone. Whiterock Canyon section. OSU 51158.

9. Pa element, lateral view. X55. Basal 0. 15 m Antelope Valley Limestone, Whiterock Canyon section. OSU 51159.

10. Sd element, lateral view, X65. Basal 0.15 m Antelope Valley Limestone. Whiterock Canyon section. OSU 51160.

1 1. Sb element, lateral view, X65. Basal 0.15 m Antelope Valley Limestone, Whiterock Canyon section. OSU 51 161.

12. Sc element, lateral view, X65. Basal 0. 15 m Antelope Valley Limestone, Whiterock Canyon section. OSU 51162.

13. Sa element, lateral view. x70. Basal 0.15 m Antelope Valley Limestone. Whiterock Canyon section. OSU 51 163.

14-19. Neomultioistodiis coinpressus (Harris and Harris. 1965)

14. Sa element, lateral view. X75. Basal ledge of Antelope Valley Limestone. Whiterock Canyon section. OSU 51 164.

15. Sc element, lateral view. X60. Basal ledge of Antelope Valley Limestone. Whiterock Canyon section. OSU 51 165.

16. Pa element, lateral view X75. Basal ledge of Antelope Valley Limestone, Whiterock Canyon section. OSU 51166.

17. Pb? element, lateral view, X60. Basal ledge of Antelope Valley Limestone, Whiterock Canyon section. OSU 51 167.

18. Sb element, lateral view, X75. Basal ledge of Antelope Valley Limestone, Whiterock Canyon section. OSU 51168.

19. M element, lateral view, X50. Basal ledge of Antelope Valley Limestone. Whiterock Canyon section. OSU 51 169.

20. 21. Balroniodiis gerdae (Bergstrom. 1971)

20. "Amorphognathiform" P element, view of upper surface. X33. 126 m above base of Hill 8308 section, Antelope Range.

USNM 258551. [specimen also illustrated as hg. 15, pi. 5, in Harris et al.. 1979]

21. "Prioniodontiform" P element, lateral view, X44. 126 M above base of Hill 8308 section. Antelope Range. USNM 258550.

[specimen also illustrated as fig. 14. pi. 5. in Harris et uL, 1979].

22. Histiodella sinuosa (Graves and Ellison, 1941)

22. P element, lateral view, Xl05. 16.8 m above base of Antelope Valley Limestone. Whiterock Canyon section. OSU 51170.

23, 24. Histiodella altifrons Harris, 1962

23. P element, lateral view, X140. 41.5 m above base Ninemile Formation, Whiterock Canyon section. OSU 51171.

24. Sa element, posterior view, X140. 41.5 m above base Ninemile Formation, Whiterock Canyon section. OSU 51 172.

25-30. Tripodus combsi (Bradshaw. 1969)

25. Sc element, lateral view. x61. Basal ledge of Antelope Valley Limestone. Whiterock Canyon section. OSU 51 173.

26. Sbb element, lateral view. X60. Basal ledge of Antelope Valley Limestone. Whiterock Canyon section. OSU 51 174.

27. M element, lateral view, X60. Basal ledge of Antelope Valley Limestone. Whiterock Canyon section. OSU 51175.

28. Sba element, lateral view, X61. Basal ledge of Antelope Valley Limestone. Whiterock Canyon section. OSU 51 176.

29. Sa element, posterior view, X70. Basal ledge of Antelope Valley Limestone, Whiterock Canyon section. OSU 51 177.

30. P element, lateral view, X62. Basal ledge of Antelope Valley Limestone, Whiterock Canyon section. OSU 51 178.

3 1

.

Oistodus n. sp.

31. Lateral view, X45. 14.5 m above base of Antelope Valley Limestone. Whiterock Canyon section. OSU 51 179.

32. Histiodella serrata Harris, 1962

32. P element, lateral view, X120. 54 m above base Antelope Valley Limestone, Whiterock Canyon section. OSU 51180.
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terockian Series in central Nevada, the type area. Our
procedures are summarized as follows:

Preliminary Step.s

The BLM section includes the greatest thickness of

Antelope Valley Limestone in any of the five sections

for which we have information. Further, the BLM sec-

tion continues upward to the Copenhagen Formation

without any obvious break. Consequently, we chose

this section as the base, or reference section, for com-

pilation of a standard.

Like the BLM section, section MR-H, at the north

end of Martin Ridge includes the upper few meters of

the Antelope Valley, the Antelope Valley/Copenhagen

contact, and the lower few meters of the Copenhagen.

Section MR-II is too short to be integrated graphically,

but it provides important information on stratigraphi-

cally significant conodonts in the boundary interval.

Hence, on the assumption that the Antelope Valley/

Copenhagen contact is at the same level (407 m) in

both BLM and MR-11, we added range information

from MR-II to BLM and used the combined section

as the base for further graphic correlations. Ranges of

conodonts in the combined section are listed in the

column of Appendi.x A headed BLM + MRII.
The graph of Text-figure 2A compares ranges of co-

nodont species common to the AR section and the

combined BLM + Mil section. Although the plotted ar-

ray is rather diffuse, a line of conelation (LOC) with

a slope of 1.0 and an X-axis intercept of 357 bisects

a much naiTower anay that includes the upper range

limits of species 31 (Drepcinoistoclits ani^iileiisis) and

76 (Paraprioniodus n. sp.), the first and last occur-

rences of species 36 {Eaplacoi'iHithus foliacciis-recli-

natus). and the Antelope Valley/Copenhagen contact

(plotted as an "x"). Thus, in the column of Appendix

A headed AR + 357, we have added 357 m to ranges

in the AR column, and. in the column headed CS-1

we have combined BLM-I-MII and AR ranges.

A final step in this preliminary phase of assembly

involved graphic comparison of section MR-I with

CS-1. This comparison is depicted in Text-figure 2B.

Although there was probably little appreciable differ-

ence in rock-accumulation rate between MR-I and

nearby BLM, the slope coefficient (0.93) of the LOC
in Text-figure 2B suggests that rock accumulated

slightly more rapidly at MR-I than at BLM. We sus-

pect, however, that the slight difference in accumula-

tion rate suggested by the lower coefficient is more
probably attributable to differences in section-mea-

surement procedures and placement of samples. In any

event, we used the LOC given in Text-figure 2B to

determine BLM-equivalent ranges for species identi-

fied in MR-I and used these in compiling a composite

section that utilizes range information from the three

Monitor Range sections and the one in the northern

Antelope Range. That composite section is indicated

in Appendix A in the column headed WRCS-1.
Logically, addition of the Whiterock Canyon section

(WRC) would have been the next step in assembly of

a Whiterockian standard section, for that section in-

cludes the "spike"" that officially marks the base of the

series (Ross and Ethington, 1991). However, Appendix

A indicates that there are substantial differences in the

ranges of critical species in the two sections and these

differences would influence graphic correlation. For

example, in WRC. Histiodclla altifrons and Tripndits

comhsi make their debut at the same level (40 m).

whereas in WRCS- 1 the first occunence of T. coinbsi

precedes that of H. cdlifrons by 60 m. Also. H. alrif-

roiis has a very short range (10 m) in WRC, but is

represented through 45 m of strata in WRCS- 1 . Ad-

ditionally, Ninemile Formation samples below the 40

m level in WRC yield many conodonts of Ibexian

stamp that are largely unrepresented in the lower part

of WRCS- 1

.

Integration of Meiklejohn Peak Section

Because of the problems with the Whiterock Can-

yon section (WRC) just mentioned, our next step was

integration of the section at Meiklejohn Peak, Nevada

(MJP), which was established by Ross and Ethington

(1991, 1992) as a reference section for the basal part

of the Whiterockian Series. In composing the graph of

Text-figure 2D. we combined range data for conodonts

from the Orrliidielhi Zone (or Zone L) given by Ross

and Ethington ( 1992) with data from the upper part of

the Antelope Valley Limestone given in text-fig. 13 of

Harris et al. ( 1979). This information was then plotted

(on the Y axis) against ranges (on the X axis) of the

same conodont species in WRCS-1. The LOC of Text-

figure 2D lacks control in its mid-portion, but is oth-

erwise a credible indication of the relation between

Whiterockian strata in these two parts of Nevada. Us-

ing the LOC equation. WRCS = 1.12 MJP - 7, we
then added information from the Meiklejohn Peak sec-

tion to the Whiterock CS. The now more inclusive

WRCS-2 is in Appendix A.

Compilation of Whiterock Canyon Section

With data from Meiklejohn Peak included in

WRCS-2, we then plotted range data from the section

in Whiterock Canyon (WRC) that includes the basal

stratotype of the Whiterockian Series (Ross and Eth-

ington, 1991). This plot, shown in Text-figure 2C, re-

sults in an array that is quite diffuse and might be

interpreted in several ways. The LOC shown in Text-

figure 2C is drawn at the interface between senments
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the base of that section, or 66 in above the base of the

exposed Antelope Valley Limestone in the BLM sec-

tion on the east side of Martin Ridge.

REGIONAL CORRELATIONS

Over the years, conclusions derived from biostrati-

graphic studies at other localities in western North

America have crystallized into concepts of "basal

Whiterockian"" that have been widely applied and ac-

cepted (e.g.. Ross et ai. 1997: Sweet and Tolbert.

1997; Fortey and Droser, 1996). Thus, our next step

in establishing a Whiterockian standard was to com-

pare the Whiterock CS (WRCS-3) graphically with

well-established sections in other parts of the country

known, or reputed to include strata of Whiterockian

age. For this purpose we considered sections in the

Ibex District of western LItah (Hintze, 1952; Ross et

ciL. 1997); the Shingle Pass section in the southern

Egan Range of eastern Nevada (Sweet and Tolbert,

1997); a West Spring Creek-Simpson section on the

southern flank of the Arbuckle Moimlains in south-

central Oklahoma; and the Mohawkian-Cincinnatian

Composite Standard Section (MC-CS) assembled by

Sweet {199.Sa, 1995b) from sections at more than 80

localities in Midcontinent and eastern United States

and including supposed equivalents of the upper Whi-

terockian (=Cha/yan) in its lower part.

Correlation with Midcontinent

Composite Standard

In the graph of Text-figure 3A, we compare ranges

of conodont species in WRCS-3 with ranges of upper

Whiterockian species in the MC-CS. This procedure is

identical to the one employed by Sweet (1995b). but,

with the better-controlled range data of the present

study, yields a LOC described by a slightly different

equation. Using MC-CS = 0.658 WRCS + 559, the

equation of the LOC drawn in Text-figure 3A, ranges

summarized in WRCS-3 were translated into MC-CS
values, with the results listed in the column ol Appen-

dix B headed ''\658 + 559 and a new composite sec-

tion was assembled from the lowest and highest range

values in the two sets. Those values are listed in Ap-

pendix B in the column headed MC-CS- 1.

Correlation with Arbuckle Mountains Section

Following creation of a composite section stated in

terms of MC-CS, we then compared ranges of cono-

dt)nt species assembled in that section graphically with

those in a 557-m section (LOK) on the south flank of

the Arbuckle Mountains in south-central Oklalhoma
that includes the upper part of the West Spring Creek

Formation and the Joins and Oil Creek formations.

The graph of Text-figure 3B displays results of the

comparison of LOK with a MC-CS now augmented

by data from Whiterockian sections in central Nevada.

The LOC of this graph was fitted to an array of range-

limits that are well controlled in both MC-CS and

LOK. LOK values were then converted to MC-CS val-

ues by use of the equation, MC-CS = 0.4 1 LOK + 507

and a new composite was composed by selecting the

lowest and highest range values for each species from

the two data sets. That composite is listed in the col-

umn of Appendix B headed MC-CS-2.

Correlation with Shingle Pass-Ibe.x Area
Composite Section

Finally, in Text-figure 3C we compare MC-CS-2
graphically with data from a regional composite sec-

tion (SPIB) that combines range information from sec-

tions at Shingle Pass, in eastern Nevada, and the Ibex

District of western Utah. This regional composite, giv-

en in detail in Appendix 3 of Sweet and Tolbert

(1997), is primarily of Ibexian conodont species, but

also includes information on the ranges of Whiterock-

ian species in its upper part. The well-controlled LOC
of Text-figure 3C is described by the equation, MC-
CS = 0.52 SPIB -I- 95, and we used this equation to

convert SPIB range values into MC-CS-equivalent

ones. MC-CS and converted SPIB values were then

combined, as previously, into a new MC-CS-3, which

now summarizes range data from central and eastern

Nevada, western LItah. south-central Oklahoma and

the lower part of a Midcontinent composite section.

Ranges in this augmented MC-CS are stated in terms

of the Midcontinent Composite Standard Section,

which now includes information from the base to the

top of the Ordovician System in the LInited States.

CONCLUSIONS

In Text-fig. 4. the results of our conodont-based cor-

relation of Whiterockian sections in Nevada, Utah, and

Oklahoma (Text-fig. 4A) are compared with a dia-

grammatic representation of the facies components of

the Whiterockian shelf published by Ross et al. (1989)

(Text-fig. 4B). In most respects the results of the two

studies agree, but they differ in at least two obvious

aspects. First, the Lipper limit o{ the Orthidiella bra-

chiopod Zone, controlled in Tcxt-ligure 4A by the sec-

tions at Meiklejohn Peak and Whiterock Canyon, pro-

jects into the conodont-based framework at a level

well above the middle of the Kaiu)sh Shale, at Ibex,

and thus to about the mid-point of the supposedly su-

perjacent Aiioiiuilorthis brachiopod Zone shown in

Text-figure 4B. Unfortunately, scaled ranges of the

brachiopod species that define the .Aiioiiuilorthi.^ Zone

are not available for sections in our graphically com-

piled network, so we cannot evaluate this disparity in
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results. It may be noted, however, that Aiumuilorthis

occurs within the Onhicliella Zone at a number of

places, so both lateral and vertical intergradation of the

two biostratigraphic zones is probable.

Second, Ross et al. (1997) drew the Ibexian-Whi-

terockian boundary in the Ibex District of western

Utah at the level 8.5 m below the top of the Wah Wah
Limestone in Hintze's (1952) section J at which bra-

chiopods of Zone L (the Pciralenortliis-Orthidiella

Zone) first appear. Ethington (in Ross el a!.. 1997).

however, drew the same boundary 2.8 m lower in the

Wah Wah. at the level of first appearance of the co-

nodont Tripodiis conibsi (then Tripodiis laevis). Sweet

and Tolbert ( 1997) followed the same procedure in de-

fining the base of the Whiterockian Series in the Shin-

gle Pass section. In the central Nevada sections con-

sidered in this report, however. T. combsi appears for

the first time at least 66 m below the projected level

of the basal stratotype of the Whiterockian Series, and

this certainly limits its usefulness in defining the

Whiterockian base regionally. Furthermore, the base of

the OnhidieUa Zone, controlled in our conodont-based

framework by the Meiklejohn Peak and Whiterock

Canyon sections, projects to a level well above the

base of the Juab Limestone in the Ibexian standard

section. Because control on the ranges of conodonts is

tighter than on ranges of brachiopods critical to defin-

ing the limits of Zone L in the Ibex District, we sus-

pect that slight revision in placement of the Ibexian-

Whiterockian boundary there may be in order.

Finally, we cannot point to a single conodont spe-

cies in a credible developmental sequence that will be

useful regionally in defining the base of the White-

rockian Series, and we suspect that this is also the case

with the brachiopod and trilobite species that have

been used thus far so effectively in Whiterockian bio-

stratigraphy in the western United States. However, in

the graphic procedure we have used in assembling a

standard section for the Whiterockian Series, it is not

necessary to rely on such icons. That is, even though

the stratotypical base of the Whiterockian has been

established in the Whiterock Canyon section at the lev-

el of first occurrence there of the brachiopod Orthi-

diella. that same level may be identified with confi-

dence in sections that lack OnhidieUa if those sections

can be correlated through graphic comparison of the

ranges of the conodont or other species they have in

common.
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Appendix B.—Stratigraphic ranges of conodont species (#'" corresponds to "Index No." in Table 1) in meters, by section. MC-CS =

Midcontinent CS; WR-CS = Whiterock CS; LOK = Arbuckles section; SPIB = Shingle Pass-Ibex CS. *See text for discussion of adjustments.

#
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Appendix B—Continued.

#
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ORDOVICIAN CONODONTS AND STRATIGRAPHY OF THE ST. PETER SANDSTONE AND
GLENWOOD SHALE, CENTRAL UNITED STATES

Brian J. Witzke

Iowa Dept. Natural Resources. Geological Survey

Iowa City. Iowa 52242. U. S. A.

AND

Ronald A. Metzger

Southuesterii Oregon Community College

Coos Bay. Oregon 97420, U. S. A.

ABSTRACT

The age of the St. Peter Sandstone in the central and northern Midcontinent has long been considered equivocal because of

the general absence of biostratigraphically useful fos,sils. Conodonts recovered from the St. Peter Sandstone in Iowa. Minnesota.

Nebraska, and Kansas for this study help place some age constraints on this renowned formation in its northern and western

extent. Faunas from the lower St. Peter include Phiagmodus flexuosiis. Cahabagnathiis sp.. and Leplochirognathus sp.. and a

late Whiterockian (Chazyan) correlation is indicated. Juvenile or immature elements of P. flcMni.sii.s- from these collections show

morphologies trending toward P. cognini!, and P. inflexus. and paedomorphic derivation of these latter species is proposed.

Diverse assemblages of hyaline forms also occur in the St. Peter strata (Erismodiis spp., Erraticodon sp., Ciirtognathus sp.,

Coleodus sp., Archeognathus sp., Stereoconus .sp., others) along with various albid elements (Pleclodina sp., Eoplacognathiis sp..

others). The overlying Glenwood Shale contains abundant conodonts dominated by Phrciginodiis cngnilus. Erismodus sp.. and

Chirognarhus duodacnlus, and the fauna is interpreted as an early Mohawkian (Blackriveran) association. Certain thin shale

units in the St. Peter-Glenwood succession represent condensed intervals, in part reflected by their exceptionally high conodont

abundances. Some organic-rich phosphatic shale units in the lower St. Peter of western Iowa have produced equivalent yields of

tens of thousands of conodonts per kilogram, and many Glenwood Shale samples yield thousands of conodonts per kilogram.

Previous depositional models have proposed that the St. Peter is primarily a succession of littoral and nearshore facies forming

a broadly diachronous transgressive sheet sand. However, broad-scale diachroneity cannot be demonstrated with available bio-

stratigraphic control. The recognition of condensed marine shale units, phosphorites, ironstones, and pyritic hardgrounds in the

western facies tract of the St. Peter Sandstone has necessitated a re-evaluation of previous regional models of St. Peter deposition.

The St. Peter is interpreted to be a composite stratigraphic interval deposited during a succession of transgressive-regressive

sedimentary cycles. Transgressive episodes in some cycles were marked by offshore sediment condensation or starvation within

a stratified seaway.

INTRODUCTION

Discovery of St. Peter Conodonts

The St. Peter Sandstone is a widespread sandstone-

doiiiinated Ordovician stratigraphic unit recognized

across much of the central United States. Because the

St. Peter is bounded below by a major cratonic un-

conformity of unknown duration (Sauk-Tippecanoe

unconformity of Sloss. 1963) and because it failed to

produce any biostratigraphically useful fossils after

many decades of study, its age was long considered

equivocal. In the 1970s indigenous conodonts were

found in the type area of the St. Peter (Olsen. 1976).

Clark and Miller (1971) and Grether and Clark ( 1980)

recovered conodonts from the basal Readstown Mem-
ber of the St. Peter in Wisconsin, but all of these were

reworked from underlying units. Indigenous conodonts

were described and illustrated from the St. Peter Sand-

stone of Indiana by Rexroad et al. (1982). Witzke's

routine logging of a core from northwest Iowa (Loc.

CQ, see Appendix) in 1978 revealed the presence of

rich and abundant conodont faunas during hand-lens

examination of an interbedded shale unit (unit 8, Text-

fig. 1) within the St. Peter succession. Subsequent pro-

cessing of the shales produced large conodont collec-

tions of potential biostratigraphic significance. W. M.

Furnish and Gilbert Klapper generously provided ad-

ditional conodont collections from a core of St. Peter

Sandstone at St. Paul, Minnesota (Loc. SP) that they

acquired from Bruce Olsen and Fred Sawin of the Uni-

versity of Minnesota.

Witzke (1980, 1992) provided some preliminary

statements about the St. Peter conodont faunas from

the St. Paul and Camp Quest cores, and Klapper (;/;
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CAMBRIAN - St. Lawrence Fm.

Text-figure L—Graphic lithologic section of St. Peter-Glenwood

succession from Camp Quest core. Locality CQ, northwest Iowa (see

Appendix). Conodont sample numbers correspond to collections tab-

ulated in Table I.

Klapper and Bergstrom. 1984, p. 968) also examined

these collections as part of the seminal study of Ar-

cheognathus. Although accomplished at a painstaking-

ly slow rate, additional conodont collections were as-

sembled from the St. Peter Sandstone and overlying

Glenwood Shale at additional localities in Iowa, Ne-

braska, and Kansas, and these, together with the Camp
Quest and St. Paul samples, form the basis of this re-

port. To date, over 16,000 conodont elements have

been recovered from the St. Peter-Glenwood interval

in four states (Tables I and 2; Appendix).

Study Area

Core and outcrop sections of the St. Peter-Glen-

wood interval were examined at scattered locations

across a broad area of the central United States in por-

tions of Iowa, Minnesota. Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska,

and Kansas (Text-fig. 2). Some of these sections were

sampled and processed for conodonts with varying de-

grees of success (solid black circles on Text-fig. 2; see

also Text-fig. 3). Outcrop sections in these states are

limited to the greater Mississippi Valley area of north-

east Iowa, southeast Minnesota, and eastern Missouri,

as well as the margins of the Ozark Dome. The great-

est geographic extent of the St. Peter Sandstone in

these states occurs in the subsurface, stretching be-

tween the Ozark Dome to the south and the broad

Transcontinental Arch to the north. Much of the Trans-

continental Arch was emergent during St. Peter-Glen-

wood deposition, and shorelines apparently bordered

the margins of this feature (Witzke, 1980). Later ero-

sional episodes beveled the St. Peter edge around the

Transcontinental Arch, Ozark Dome, and Wisconsin

Dome obscuring the original depositional limits of the

formation. However, a structural sag (Nebraska Sag,

Text-fig. 2) marks the location where Ordovician seas

breached the Transcontintal Arch at times, and a poor-

ly-known stratigraphic linkage between the Winnipeg

Formation of the Williston Basin and equivalent units

in the central United States is preserved in that area.

The St. Peter Sandstone also extends across areas of

Arkansas, Wisconsin. Illinois, Indiana, and Michigan,

but these states are not included in this report.

Conodont Processing and Recovery

Sampling from the St. Peter and Glenwood forma-

tions was limited entirely to shale and mudstone li-

thologies (primarily .S cm diameter NX core splits),

and conodonts were recovered from many of these

samples. No attempt was made to sample the dominant

sandstone lithologies of the St. Peter, although cono-

donts occur within at least some of the sandstone units

as well. Hand lens examination of one sandstone at

Locality CQ (unit 5, Text-fig. 1) revealed denticles of

Archeognutluis. and Rexroad ci al. (1982) and Shaw
(1990) recovered conodonts from sandstones in Indi-

ana and Illinois. The shale and mudstone samples used

for this study were relatively small, varying between

50 and 800 grams (most averaging about 200 gm).

Green and gray shales were initially soaked in Stod-

dard's solvent, then decanted and soaked in water for

partial to complete disaggredation. Organic-rich brown

shales proved much more difficult to disaggregate, but
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Table 2.—St. Peler-Glcinvocid conodcmt iiccurrences. Iowa. Nebraska. Kansas. Minnesota.

Sample SPL SP-U
O-
1477

S-

1162

S-

1 Uil

S-

I 1 54
S-

ILSS

H-

3379
C-

33S7
C-

3.^S6 GN
D-

174S 1021 SS753

Plinifiiiiocliis cL ciiiihiiiiiiis—
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^Winnipeg WISCONSIN
DOME

100 200

Text-figure 2.—Study area and locality map. Hachured lines mark erosional edge of St. Peter Sandstone in the central United States and

lower Winnipeg Formation in South Dakota (edge modified from Bunker er al.. 1988). Starved Rock Sandstone edge after Nunn ( 1986). State

borders (broken lines) and major structural features are shown. Solid black circles show locations of St. Peter-Glenwood conodont samples;

two-letter labels designate localities (see Appendix: all are subsurface core samples except Locality GN). Open circles show locations of

additional St. Peter cores. St. Peter unconformably overlies Cambrian-Lower Ordovician strata across most of area. Area where St. Peter or

Winnipeg overlies Precambrian crystalline basement denoted by diagonal ruling.

St. Peter conodonts in western Iowa led to continuing

investigation. He willingly provided St. Peter conodont

collections from Minnesota that are incorporated in

this study. His help in identifying certain taxa, espe-

cially the enigmatic Archeognatluis, is clearly valued.

Numerous individuals contributed to the goals of

this report, providing materials, information, assis-

tance, and critical discussion along the way. We ac-

knowledge helpful input from Bill Furnish, Steve

Schutter, Ray Anderson, Bill Bunker, Greg Ludvigson,

Bob McKay, John Pope. Tony Runkel, Anita Harris,

and Stig Bergstrom. The cooperation and assistance of

Marv Carlson and Lynn Watney enabled subsurface

core materials to be sampled at the Nebraska and Kan-

sas Geological Surveys, respectively. We gratefully ac-

knowledge the helpful review comments of Stephen

Leslie, Ray Ethington, and Jim Barrick.

STRATIGRAPHY OF THE ST. PETER-
GLENWOOD SUCCESSION

Historic Development of

Stratigraphic Nomenclature

The St. Peter Sandstone was originally named for

sandstone exposures near the mouth of the St. Peter's
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River (now known as the Minnesota River) at St. Paul.

Minnesota (Owen, 1847, pp. 169-170). and the type

locality was designated in that area in the bluff face

below Fort Snelling (Stauffer. 1934; Stauffer and

Thiel. 1941). The St. Peter Sandstone has been applied

as a stratigraphic label for an Ordovician sandstone-

dominated formation across a vast area of the North

American continental interior, and it surely constitutes

one of the most geographically widespread stratigraph-

ic units recogni/ed on the continent. Across most of

its extent, the St. Peter is bounded below by the Sauk-

Tippecanoe cratonic unconformity (Sloss. 1963). and

it is capped by various Ordovician shale, sandstone,

and/or carbonate units. The St. Peter Sandstone is

overlain at its type locality and across most of the

study area by a relatively thin shale interval known as

the Glenwood Shale. The Glenwood type locality was

defined in northeast Iowa (Glenwood Township, Win-

neshiek County), where it is subdivided locally into a

lower arenaceous shale and an upper non-sandy shale

(Calvin, 1906. p. 75). It is a green-gray noncalcareous

shale only 1 to 2 m in thickness across most of its

extent.

Templeton and Willman (1963) united the St. Peter

and Glenwood formations of the Upper Mississippi

Valley within the Ancell Group together with carbon-

ate-dominated facies of the Dutchtown and Joachim

formations to the south (southern Illinois. Missouri,

Indiana). In general, the Dutchtown and Joachim for-

mations have been considered lateral lithofacies equiv-

alents of the St. Peter and Glenwood formations to the

north. Templeton and Willman (1963) further subdi-

vided the St. Peter and Glenwood into a series of

members. The main body of widespread St. Peter sheet

sand was termed the Tonti Member The Starved Rock
Sandstone was originally included as a member of the

St. Peter (ibid.), but its lateral interfingering with and

superposition above characteristic green-gray Glen-

wood shales in southeastern Iowa and northern Mis-

souri has prompted its inclusion within the Glenwood
Formation in those areas (Nunn, 1986; Agnew, 1955,

p. 1733). The Starved Rock Sandstone is an elongate

east-west-trending sandstone body (Text-fig. 2) that

generally serves to separate Glenwood shales to the

north from the Joachim Formation to the south.

Lithofacies of the Ancell Group

Eastern Facies Tract

A general eastern facies tract (Text-tig. 2) of the St.

Peter-Glenwood interval is recognized that extends

from the eastern portion of the study area in central

Iowa and the Upper Mississippi Valley area (eastern

Iowa, Minnesota) eastward across Wisconsin and

northern Illinois into Michigan and northeastern Indi-

ana. The St. Peter Sandstone is by exceptionally pure

quartzarenite lithologies across this region. A re-

worked coarse-grained residual unit in the basal St.

Peter is commonly recognized (variously termed the

Readstown or Kress Member), and thick karst- and

valley-rtlling successions (up to 150 m thick) in the

lower St. Peter locally inhll a complex erosional sur-

face developed on underlying strata (primarily the

Lower Ordovician Prairie du Chien Group). Other than

such valley-filling successions, the St. Peter displays

regional thickness patterns that likely reflect variations

in depositional accommodation and sediment supply.

The St. Peter commonly ranges between 15 and 25 m
in thickness (locally to 125 m) across eastern Iowa,

and it generally thickens northward into the Twin City

Basin of Minnesota (45-50 m thick in the type area).

Thicknesses vary across Wisconsin and northern Illi-

nois (commonly 25-60 m: locally to 200 m), and the

St. Peter dramatically thickens eastward into the Mich-

igan Basin (100-350 m).

The Tonti Member is characterized by fine to me-

dium-grained sandstones (minor coarse horizons) con-

taining limited amounts of argillaceous material over

most of this area. Sedimentary structures are often dif-

ficult to resolve in the sandstones, but burrowing and

cross-stratification are present, and nonmarine aeolian

facies are identified in southern Wisconsin (Dott et ai.

1986). Although dominated by clean quartzarenite, ar-

gillaceous sandstone and silty shale units occur within

the main body of the St. Peter, and burrowed slightly

argillaceous sandstones are present across much of the

area. A silty shale to argillaceous siltstone unit occurs

10 to 20 m above the base of the St. Peter type area

of Minnesota (Thiel, 1935; Stauffer and Thiel, 1941;

Olsen. 1976), and conodonts have been recovered

from this unit (Text-fig. 3, Loc. SP). Thin siltstones

and shales (generally green-gray) as well as sandy do-

lomite beds are present locally within the Tonti Mem-
ber of Illinois (Lainar, 1928), Wisconsin (Mai and

Dott, 1985). and eastern Iowa. Inegular surfaces and

hardgrounds. some impregnated with pyrite and apatite

crusts, exist at several positions within the Tonti inter-

val of eastern Iowa and Minnesota (e.g., Text-fig. 3.

Locs. SS. CC; Thiel. 1935, p. 606). Eastward into the

Michigan Basin the St. Peter includes complex litho-

facies characterized by stacked sequences of quartzose

and quartzo-feldspathic sandstone, dolomite, and thin

shale with minor anhydrite (Barnes ct ii/.. 1992; Nadon

c't a I.. 2000).

A relatively thin (i-3 m) interval of green-gray

Glenw(H>d Shale overlies the St. Peter in Iowa and

Minnesota. This feldspathic shale includes concentra-

tions of skeletal and nonskeletal apatite (Schutter,
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PLATTE

Text-figure 3.—Graphic lithologic sections of St. Peter-Glenwood strata showing position of productive conodont samples used for this
study (solid circles). Datum is base of Platteville Formation. See Appendi.x for locality information and sample depths. Symbols as in Text-
figure 1. Locality SP graphic shows composite lithologic section for St. Paul-Minneapolis area adapted from Olsen (1976), Sardeson (1896)
and Thiel (19.15).
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1996), and argillaceous sandstones or siltstones may
be present. Eastward into Wisconsin the Glenwood is

represented by a thin interval variably displayed as a

phosphatic green shale or an argillaceous bioturbated

phosphatic sandstone (Fraser, 1976; Choi and Simo,

1998). The Glenwood across northern Illinois forms a

thicker facies complex (to 45 m). including silty ar-

gillaceous sandstone, dolomite, and green-gray phos-

phatic shale. The Glenwood in the Michigan Basin (to

80 m) is characterized by complex facies of sandstone,

dolomite, and shale (Nadon et al.. 2000). Shaley strata

locally included in the upper Glenwood may be lateral

facies equivalents of the lower Platteville Formation

(Fraser, 1976; Sloan, 1972; Mossier, 1985).

The eastern facies tract of the Glenwood Formation

interfaces along its southern margin in Illinois and

southeastern Iowa with the Starved Rock Sandstone

(the "Re-Peter" of Agnew, 1955), an elongate body

of marine sandstone. This fine- to coarse-grained, part-

ly argillaceous sandstone reaches thicknesses up to 70

m. and it intercalates with sandstones and shales of the

Glenwood along its northern margin (Templeton and

Willman, 1963; Nunn, 1986). The Glenwood Shale in-

cludes facies of brown organic-rich shale near the mar-

gins of the Starved Rock complex in southern Iowa

and northward into portions of central and eastern

Iowa.

Southern Facies Tract

Although outside the study area of this report, facies

relationships within the Ancell Group south of the

Starved Rock Sandstone body are described here be-

cause these strata have yielded biostratigraphically sig-

nificant conodont faunas that are comparable to St. Pe-

ter-Glenwood faunas to the north (f.,i,'., Branson and

Mehl, 1933b; Youngquist and Cullison. 1946; An-
drews, 1967; Rexroad et al.. 1982; Klapper and Bergs-

trom, 1984; Ethington et al.. 1986). Southward across

eastern Missouri (Thompson, 1991), southern Illinois

(Templeton and Willman, 1963). and Indiana (Droste

et al., 1982), the Ancell Group (reaching thicknesses

to 210 m) becomes dominated by carbonate facies of

the Dutchtown and Joachim formations. The St. Peter

Sandstone occupies the basal Ancell Group in this

area, but the sandstone is replaced progressively south-

ward by carbonate facies of the Dutchtown Formation.

The St. Peter is fine- to medium-grained quartz sand-

stone with minor interbeds of argillaceous sandstone,

green-gray silty shale, and dolomite (Dapples, 1955;

Thompson, 1991; Droste et al., 1982). By contrast, the

Dutchtown is dominated by dark argillaceous dolomite

and limestone facies. sandy in part, with interbeds of

green-gray and brown organic-rich shale.

The upper Ancell Group is formed by the carbonate-

dominated Joachim Formation, which merges with the

southern margin of the Starved Rock Sandstone body.

The dolomite and limestone lithologies are variably

argillaceous, silty, sandy, or stromatolitic, and inter-

beds of anhydrite and green-gray and brown to black

organic shales occur in some intervals (Thompson,

1991; Droste et al.. 1982; Kolata and Noger, 1991).

Regional lithofacies relationships north and south of

the Starved Rock Sandstone suggest general strati-

graphic equivalence of the Glenwood and Joachim for-

mations. From its vertical and lateral stratigraphic re-

lations, the Dutchtown Formation is likely a facies

equivalent of some part of the St. Peter Sandstone in

the northern facies tract.

Western Facies Tract

St. Peter and Glenwood strata across western Iowa,

eastern Nebraska, northwestern Missouri, and north-

eastern Kansas form a distinctive but poorly known
western facies tract of the Ancell Group (Text-fig. 2).

This facies tract, which is restricted to the subsurface,

was the primary focus of this study and the source of

most of our St. Peter conodonts. It is distinguished by

its higher argillaceous and phosphatic content and by

occurrences of interbedded organic shale and oolitic

ironstone. The western facies tract of the Ancell Group

merges with the eastern facies tract across central

Iowa, and lithostratigraphic equivalency is clearly ap-

parent. The Ancell Group in the western facies tract is

similar in thickness to that seen in eastern Iowa, gen-

erally ranging between 15 and 30 m (locally thinner

around the Southeast Nebraska Arch, 9-22 m; see

Text-tig. 2).

The western facies tract of St. Peter Sandstone is

dominated by Hne- to medium-grained sandstone sim-

ilar to that seen in other regions, hut in contrast with

the eastern facies tract, it contains higher proportions

of argillaceous sandstone and interbedded shale. Un-

like the eastern facies, the western St. Peter includes

medium to dark brown, locally black, organic-rich

shale units, commonly with phosphatic clasts and py-

rite cements (.e.g., Locs. CQ, CT OF). Oolitic phos-

phorite, oolitic ironstone (goethite/hematite), or oolitic

pyrite occur as scattered grains to discrete beds and

are associated locally with organic shales. The organic

shales commonly overlie pyrite- and apatite-impreg-

nated sandstone hardgrounds, and coarse quartz grains

are associated with some of these surfaces. Scattered

buiTows (including Clunulrite.s) and silt to sand lami-

nae are seen in the brown shale units. Gray and green-

gray silty shale units, phosphatic to glauconitic in part,

and siltstones also t)ccur in the western St. Peter facies.

The St. Peter sandstones commonly are burrowed.

Horizontal burrows occur above the interbedded
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shales, but vertical iSkoliihos) and U-shaped burrow

forms occur in the upper parts of some sandstone units

(e.g.. units 5. 7, 12-13. Text-fig. 1). Planar and cross

stratification is present in some sandstones. Occur-

rences of oolitic ironstone are restricted to the western

facies of the Ancell Group. Ironstone units (domi-

nantly goethite ooids) occur at several different strati-

graphic positions within the St. Peter Sandstone suc-

cession, locally reaching thicknesses up to 2 to 4 m.

Oolitic ironstones are present at localities in Kansas,

eastern Nebraska, and western Iowa, and they are most

abundant in the area of the Southeast Nebraska Arch

(Leatherock. 1945; Witzke, 1980: Berendsen and

Doveton, 1997).

The Glenwood Shale can be recognized in the west-

ern facies tract, although equivalent strata in Nebraska

and northeast Kansas commonly are included within

an expanded upper St. Peter Sandstone. These strata

generally resemble the Glenwood Shale of the eastern

facies tract and are dominated by relatively thin inter-

vals of green-gray shale, phosphatic in part, or argil-

laceous sandstone. However, minor brown organic-rich

shale and oolitic ironstone units also occur

The western facies tract of the Ancell Group is re-

placed southward into southern Kansas and Oklahoma
by strata included within a portion of the Simpson

Group. Informal lithostratigraphic subdivisions are ap-

plied to this interval in southern Kansas, where the

succession of sandstone, in part highly phosphatic to

pyritic. green sandy shale, and dolomite (Doveton et

uL. 1990). resembles the St. Peter-Platteville interval

to the north. Although exact lithostratigraphic relation-

ships are not known with certainty, most workers have

correlated the St. Peter of northeast Kansas and the

western facies tract with a portion of the McLish-Tulip

Creek succession in Oklahoma (e.g.. Dapples, 1955;

Suhm, 1997; Sweet, 1992).

FOSSILS OF THE ST. PETER-
GLENWOOD INTERVAL

Excluding bioturbation and the conodont microfau-

na of the Glenwood. strata of the Ancell Group com-
monly have been characterized as unfossiliferous

across most of their extent. Nevertheless, a number of

fossils have been identified within the eastern and

western facies tracts during the course of this study,

and previous workers have recognized fossils within

St. Peter-Glenwood strata. Sardeson (1896) collected

and described a mollusk-dominated marine inverte-

brate fauna from the middle part of the St. Peter Sand-

stone in Minnesota that includes a variety of bivalve

and gastropod taxa as well as nautiloids, monoplaco-

phorans. bryozoans. inarticulate brachiopods. and or-

thid brachiopods (also see listing by Sloan, 1987). All

carbonate shell material is dissolved, and Sardeson 's

St. Peter macrofauna is preserved primarily as sand-

stone molds. Bivalve molds have also been recognized

in the lower St. Peter of southeastern Iowa (Loc. CC,
Text-fig. 3). Residues from the St. Peter Sandstone in

the western facies tract have produced, in addition to

the conodonts. scattered to abundant scolecodonts and

phosphatic inarticulate brachiopod shell material (see

Tables 1,2). Whole inarticulate shells have been iden-

tified in some of the cores. Small phosphatized gastro-

pod steinkerns, indeterminate phosphatic tubes, and

ostracodes were also recovered from the St. Peter

shales.

Phosphatic tubercles and dermal plates from two St.

Peter samples (Table 2) resemble vertebrate material

known from other Ordovician localities (Elliot et ciL.

1991). The most abundant sample (0-1977) yielded

common nodose and tuberculated plates similar to

those of astraspid heterostracans (Denison, 1967).

Probable heterostracan material is also known from the

Glenwood Shale of the Upper Mississippi Valley area

(Schutter, 1996), and "fragmental plates of fossil fish"

have been found in phosphatic sandstones of the Simp-

son Group in Kansas (Doveton et ciL, 1990, p. 11).

The Glenwood Shale in both the eastern and western

facies tracts has yielded a poorly preserved inverte-

brate fauna. Bivalve molds and phosphatic steinkerns

of gastropods are known (Schutter, 1996). Inarticulate

brachiopod shell material and scolecodonts are com-
mon in some conodont residues. Various dolomitized,

phosphatized, or pyritized skeletal grains indicate an

open-marine benthic fauna in the formation, including

sponge spicules, echinoderm ossicles, bryozoans, ar-

ticulate brachiopods (orthids, strophomenids, rhyncho-

nellids), graptolites, conularids, ostracodes. and trilo-

bite fragments (Stauffer, 1935; Schutter, 1996; this

study). Bivalve molds occur in the Starved Rock Sand-

stone of Iowa (Loc. CC, Text-fig. 3). Invertebrate car-

bonate shells are dissolved or replaced in most St. Pe-

ter-Glenwood facies, suggesting that calcium carbon-

ate was unstable in the respective depositional and/or

diagenetic environments.

DEPOSITIONAL AND
PALEOECOLOGIC INTERPRETATIONS

Previous Studies

Most previous interpretions have concluded that the

St. Peter Sandstone is primarily a shallow-water ma-

rine shelf sand, although aeolian facies are recognized

in areas of southern Wisconsin (Dott et ai. 1986). Var-

ious workers have stressed nearshore, littoral, shore-

face, peritidal. and/or aeolian sedimentary processes

and environments to explain the transportation and ac-
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cumulation of the mature quartz sands that typify the

St. Peter. The main body of the St. Peter (Tonti Mem-
ber) commonly has been interpreted as a "transgres-

sive sheet sand" (Fraser. 1976). and Dapples ( 1935, p.

466) envisioned "an unbroken series of individual

shorelines integrated along the transgressing sea [to

produce) a blanket or sheet-type sandstone." In a sim-

ilar manner, some have suggested that the St. Peter is

a "composite" sandstone formed by stacked succes-

sions of small-scale transgressive and regressive shal-

low-shelf and shoreface deposits (Thiel, 1935: Sloss,

1963: Maz/ullo and Ehrlich, 1983), and that such os-

cillations resulted in "spasmodic seaward dispersal of

sand superimposed upon a background of continual

transgression" (Dott et ai. 1986. p. 365). Mazzullo

and Ehrlich (1983, p. 117) recognized cyclic succes-

sions marked by variations in grain shape attributed to

aeolian and littoral sediment influx, and they suggested

extremely slow rates of overall sediment accumulation

for the St. Peter.

Deposition of the Glenwood Shale has generally

been attributed to renewed marine transgression

marked by the accumulation of mud and sand in a

variety of nearshore to offshore settings (Fraser, 1976:

Choi and Simo, 1998). Peritidal carbonate facies are

recognized in the Glenwood succession in its eastern

extent, but the Glenwood is entirely characterized by

marine facies in its western extent. Schutter (1996)

interpreted the Glenwood Shale of Iowa and Minne-

sota to be a condensed section reflected, in part, by

high concentrations of conodonts and nonskeletal

phosphate. Lateral stratigraphic equivalency of the

Glenwood in that area (1-3 m thick) with the dramat-

ically thicker Starved Rock Sandstone (to 70 m) to the

south underscores the relative condensation of the

Glenwood Shale. The Starved Rock body has been

inteipreted as an offshore "marine bar complex"

(Nunn, 1986) or a "lowstand shoreline complex"

(Schutter. 1996, p. 62).

Ancell Grolip P.aleoecologic and Depositional

INTERPRETAT10N.S FOR StUDY AREA

The recognition that the St. Peter Sandstone in-

cludes conodont-rich organic and phosphatic brown to

black shale units, phospht)rites, and ironstones in the

western facies tract necessitates a re-evaluation of pre-

viously proposed depositional interpretations. In par-

ticular, the extremely high abundances of conodonts in

some of the brown shales (up to 66,000 conodonts per

kilogram) strongly suggest that these shales represent

condensed marine intervals. Watney et al. ( 1997, pp.

267-8) identified "laterally extensive organic-rich, py-

ritic" shale units in the St. Peter Sandstone of north-

east Kansas that they "inteipreted to be condensed

sections" deposited in "deeper, anoxic-marine, sedi-

ment starved" environments.

The paucity of benthic fauna and the preservation

of abundant organic matter and pyrite in these con-

densed shale units suggests that inhospitable dysoxic

to anoxic benthic environments were present at least

episodically during St. Peter deposition. Relatively

high conodont diversity (>I0 species) in these shale

units is evidence that some portion of the water col-

umn was capable of supporting a marme fauna. While

it is possible that some Ordovician conodont taxa had

a nektobenthic life habit (Barnes and Fahra'us. 1975),

their occunence in dysoxic-anoxic benthic facies

seems more consistent with a pelagic mode of life for

most of the St. Peter conodont taxa. It is likely that a

stratified water column, marked by an oxygenated sur-

face layer and a dysoxic to anoxic bottom layer, char-

acterized areas of the Midcontinent shelf during por-

tions of St. Peter deposition (a quasi-estuarine epicon-

tinental circulation system described by Witzke, 1987).

Oolitic ironstones, phosphorites, and phosphatic

lags in the St. Peter succession also are interpreted to

mark episodes of sediment condensation or starvation.

Some sedimentologists consider ironstone and phos-

phorite occurrences to be products of condensed sed-

imentation during periods of reduced sediment influx

associated with marine transgression (e.g.. Brett el al..

1998: Van Houten. 2000: Witzke and Bunker. 1996).

Starved transgressive surfaces punctuate the sandstone

succession, represented in places by pyrite- and apa-

tite-impregnated hardgrounds. Pyrite encrustations and

ooidal pyrite further indicate that dysoxic to anoxic

conditions were present at least episodically during St.

Peter deposition.

The St. Peter-Glenwood interval in the western fa-

cies tract is characterized by a stacked succession of

depositional cycles. Depending on their duration and

geographic extent, such cycles may represent parase-

quence- or sequence-scale depositional packages. Each

cycle is marked by a condensed shale unit at its base,

which commonly overlies a pyritic hardground sur-

face. The most densely sampled condensed shale in-

terval (Loc. CQ: Text-hg. 1, units 8-9) shows a pro-

gressive upward decrease in relative condensation re-

flected by declining conodont abundances (from

22,400 conodonts/kg at the base to 275 conodonts/kg

at the top: see Table 1 ). Scattered ironstone ooids occur

in some of the condensed shales (e.g.. CQ 762). The

condensed shale unit grades upward into a thicker

sandstone interval in the upper part of each cycle.

Many sandstone units display an upward increase in

bioturbation and vertical bunowing, indicating as an

upward-shallowing succession with increasing oxy-

genation. Recuning cyclic patterns of condensed shale
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SHALE

Text-figure 4.—Proposed stratigraphic correlations of St. Peter through Platteville succession in four core sections, northeast Kansas to

eastern Iowa (localities given in Appendix and shown on Text-fig. 2). Relationships dashed where uncertain. Platteville Formation comprises

the Pecatonica and McGregor members (thinned and condensed in western Iowa). Carimona Member and Spechts Ferry Shale are included

in the lower Decorah Formation; position of the widespread Deicke K-bentonite is shown. Symbols as in Text-figure 1. Additional symbols:

V (vuggy), c (coarse sand), h (horizontal laminae), c/k (conodonts per kilogram), (x) (echinderm debris), # (bryozoans).

and sandstone deposition are displayed in the CQ core

(Text-fig. 1; units 3-4, 4-6, 7. 8-10, 11-13). Similar

and possibly correlative cyclic units are present

throughout the western facies tract (Text-figs. 3, 4).

Although information is insufficient to demonstrate

unequivocal stratigraphic relationships, some of the

condensed shale units in the western facies tract prob-

ably correlate to pyritic hardground surfaces within the

sandstone-dominated succession of eastern Iowa (hy-

pothetical coiTclations shown on Text-fig. 4). We be-

lieve such surfaces mark widespread sediment star-

vation across the eastern shelf corresponding to epi-

sodes of regional transgression and eustatic deepening.

Similarly, the deepening-shallowing sandstone cycles
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recognized in the St. Peter of Minnesota (Mazzullo and

Ehrlich, 1983) may correlate with shale-sandstone cy-

cles of the western facies tract.

Condensed brown shale units with high conodont

abundances have not been recognized within the upper

St. Peter interval in the western facies tract, and chang-

ing patterns of regional sedimentation are proposed,

marked by higher rates of sediment accumulation,

overall shallower depositional conditions, and less pro-

nounced cyclicity. The upper St. Peter is variably dom-

inated by silty shale or massive sandstone, cross-strat-

ified in part. Although less well developed than in the

lower St. Peter, episodes of sediment condensation are

indicated by phosphate-enriched horizons and oolitic

ironstones in the upper St. Peter. A significant regional

transgression is interpreted for the deposition of the

overlying Glenwood Shale, which we consider to be a

widespread condensed interval, characterized by high

conodont abundances and phosphatic enrichment

across a broad region. Organic brown shale facies are

associated locally with the Glenwood interval, sug-

gesting bottom dysoxia or anoxia in areas of the trans-

gressing sea. Following Glenwood transgression,

which onlapped siliciclastic source areas, regional de-

position of subtidal carbonate facies (Platteville For-

mation) ensued. Compared to eastern and southern fa-

cies tracts, the Platteville Formation significantly thins

to the west (Text-fig. 4) where it is interpreted to be,

in part, a condensed interval.

Depositional Summary

The recognition of condensed sedimentary units in

the St. Peter Sandstone of the western facies tract ob-

viates conventional interpretations of the formation as

siinply a composite product of littoral and nearshore

sedimentation forming a broadly diachronous trans-

gressive sheet sand. St. Peter depositional models must

also accommodate organic-rich marine shale, iron-

stone, and phosphatic-pyritic deposition within the

succession. Sediment accumulation became highly at-

tenuated at times across areas of the cratonic shelf,

probably during transgressive sea-level events. Organ-

ic, phosphatic, and pyritic deposition is inteipreted to

have occurred during such deepening episodes within

a stratified dysoxic or anoxic water mass under general

quasi-estuarine circulatit)n (Witzke. 1987). The general

absence of carbonate material in the Ancell Group
across vast areas of the central Midcontinent suggests

episodic calcite undersaturation within the stratified

water mass (Witzke. 2001). High proportions of ju-

venile or immature conodont elements are character-

istic of some of the condensed shales. Witzke (2001)

proposed that fluctuations and sporadic overturn of the

pycnocline may have triggered bioevents within the

seaway, resulting in high juvenile and adult mortality

of the pelagic conodont faunas.

The St. Peter sandstone units of the western facies

tract (and likely the eastern tract as well) probably ac-

cumulated as the seaway shallowed and sandy sedi-

ments were transported across the shelf. Regional shal-

lowing broke down seaway stratification, enabling ox-

ygenated benthic environments to become widespread.

Multiple transgressions and regressions of the St. Peter

seaway resulted in a complex stack of depositional cy-

cles in the eastern and western facies tracts, as pro-

posed by previous workers. The extreme sediment

condensation proposed for the organic conodont-rich

shales of the western facies tract suggests that depo-

sition of the St. Peter Sandstone was a geologically

slow process in the cratonic sea. This interpretation

echoes the earlier suggestions of Mazzullo and Ehrlich

( 1983, p. 117) that St. Peter sands accumulated at ex-

tremely slow rates. Interpretations of the western fa-

cies tract have necessitated a re-evaluation of regional

models of St. Peter deposition to incorporate ideas of

episodic sediment condensation and starvation.

BIOSTRATIGRAPHIC INTERPRETATIONS OF
THE ST. PETER CONODONTS

Previous Correlations and Age Interpretations

OF THE St. Peter Sandstone

Because the St. Peter Sandstone overlies a major

cratonic megasequence boundary (the Sauk-Tippeca-

noe boundary of Sloss. 1963) across most of its extent

and because of the general absence of biostratigraph-

ically useful faunas from the sandstone lithologies, the

age of the formation has been difficult to resolve. Rich

conodont faunas recovered from the overlying Glen-

wood Shale in the Upper Mississippi Valley area in-

dicated a Mohawkian age for that unit (Stauffer, 1935,

p. 131 ), thereby constraining the age at the top of the

St. Peter Sandstone. Various authors have proposed

correlations and age relationships of the St. Peter

Sandstone based primarily on extrapolated regional

lithostratigraphic inferences. Sardeson (1896, p. 83)

was the first to propose a specific correlation: "The

Saint Peter thus remains to be correlated with the Cha-

zy, [but] this correlation cannot be said to be undoubt-

edly established." Many subsequent workers followed

suit in considering the St. Peter to be primarily of Cha-

zyan age (e.g.. Stauffer and Thiel, 1941; Dapples.

1955: Agnew. 1955). Dapples (1955) and Suhm
( 1997) proposed correlation of the St. Peter Sandstone

with the McLish and Tulip Creek formations of

Oklahoma of presumed "late Chazy" age. However,

other stratigraphers suggested that the St. Peter was

primarily of Blackriveran age {e.g.. Templeton and
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Willman. 1963: Thompson, 1991). Sweet and Bergs-

trom ( 1976) considered the St. Peter-Glenwood inter-

val in the Iowa-Minnesota area to be primarily of

Blackxiveran age (uppermost Chazyan locally at base),

but the St. Peter of Missouri-Arkansas was shown to

be an older unit of Chazyan age.

A graphic conelation of conodont faunas from the

Upper Mississippi Valley Ordovician succession pro-

posed by Sweet (1984, 1987) extrapolates a line of

correlation which projects the St. Peter Sandstone

within the Beloclinu compressu and possibly the up-

permost Plectodina aciileata chrono/.ones (i.e., middle

to late Blackriveran) on his constructed Composite

Standard Section. Sweet (1987) considered the over-

lying Glenwood Shale at St. Paul and in northeast

Iowa to lie within the Phrai>iuocIiis iiiulatiis chrono-

zone (of latest Blackriveran to earliest "Trentonian""

age). Straight-line graphic extrapolations require rela-

tively constant rates of sediment accumulation for the

duration of the section under consideration, and the

possibility of condensed sedimentation for portions of

the St. Peter-Glenwood interval could modify such

con-elations. However, Sweet ( 1987. p. 168) suggested

that the Glenwood Shale "may have accumulated rath-

er rapidly relative to those that represent the same in-

terval of time in the standard reference section in Ken-

tucky."

Previous Correlations of St. Peter

Conodont Faunas

Clark and Miller (1971) and Grelher and Clark

(1980) recovered conodonts from the basal St. Peter.

Readstown Member, but these are all reworked forms

derived from underlying strata of the Lower Ordovi-

cian Prairie du Chien Group. The Hrst non-reworked

conodonts reported from the St. Peter Sandstone were

recovered in Minnesota (Loc. SP) and western Iowa

(Loc. CQ). and Witzke (1980. p. 5) listed form and

multielement taxa (including Phmgniodus fie.xuosiis)

from these localities suggestive of a "late Chazyan"

correlation. Witzke (1992) subsequently expanded the

listing of St. Peter conodonts from these localities as

well as localities in Nebraska and Kansas, and reported

occurrences of P. flexiiosus. Cahahagnathiis. Eopla-

cognathiis. Enaticodon cf. balticiis. 'ILeptochirogna-

thits, and other forms. He suggested similarities with

upper Simpson and Dutchtown faunas and proposed a

"late Chazyan—early Blackriveran" age for the cono-

dont faunas of the St. Peter Sandstone. Witzke's sug-

gested correlations were disputed by subsequent work-

ers. Ethington et al. (1986, p. 10) wrote: "Witzke

[1980] inteipreted the St. Peter conodonts to be indic-

ative of Chazyan age, although the genera he listed

were not characteristic of Chazyan faunas elsewhere."

Barnes el al. ( 1996, p. 48) further indicated that "some

of the faunal elements identified by Witzke ( 1992) ap-

pear to be late Paleozoic contaminants." In both cases,

the taxa in question were not identified.

Rexroad et al. ( 1982) recovered elements of of sev-

en species of conodonts from the St. Peter Sandstone

in southwestern Indiana. They correlated this fauna

with the Dutchtown Formation of Chazyan age. Shaw
(1990) later recovered conodonts from the St. Peter

Sandstone (basal Tonti Member) of northern Illinois

(LaSalle Co.), including Coleodiis sp., Luiiiideus vi-

treiis. and Scapulidens primus. The latter two species

were previously known only from the Dutchtown For-

mation of Indiana (see Ethington et al.. 1986). and a

"late Whiterockian | Chazyan] or early Mohawkian
age" was tentatively proposed for the St. Peter (Shaw,

1990).

Sweet (1992) reported a succession of Ordovician

conodont faunas from the subsurface of Kansas, al-

though only informal lithostratigraphic labels were

used to describe the stratigraphic succession. "Sub-

surface Unit A" yielded a conodont fauna that included

Phragiiiodu.s aiuhigmis (= P. flexiiosus morphotype

B), Cahahagiuithus friend.svillensis, Erraticodoii cf.

halticus. and others. He correlated "Subsurface Unit

A" with the Mclish Formation of Oklahoma and in-

dicated a late Whiterockian (Chazyan) age. The Kan-

sas Geological Survey assigned this stratigraphic in-

terval at one of Sweet's subsurface localities (Loc. CT
of this report) to the St. Peter Sandstone (see Watney

et al.. 1997). However, Sweet (1992, p. 187) consid-

ered this interval to be considerably older than any

portion of the St. Peter Sandstone of southeast Min-

nesota.

Additional conodont collections have been noted

from the subsurface St. Peter Sandstone of the Mich-

igan Basin, where the formation reaches considerably

greater thicknesses than elsewhere in the Midconti-

onent (up to 330 m; Barnes et al.. 1992: Nadon et al.,

2000). Bergstrom et al. (1994) identified "Archeog-

iiathus and Miiltioistodiis faunas" as well as occur-

rences of Leptoctiirognatluis and Paraprioiiiodiis from

the St. Peter of the Michigan Basin: they recognized

a "diversity of Mohawkian assemblages in the [over-

lying] Glenwood Fm." Barnes et al. (1996) reported

occurrences of .Arclieogiiatlius spp., Muliioistodus

spp.. Coleodiis spp.. and Erisiiiodus spp. from the up-

per St. Peter in Michigan, and they noted Phraginodus

fle.xuosus (morphotype A) from the Glenwood. They

indicated a "medial to late Whiterockian age" for the

Michigan St. Peter which they regarded as "older than

the bulk of the St. Peter of the Upper Mississippi Val-

ley" where the formation "appears to be, in part, Mo-

hawkian in age" (Barnes et al.. 1996, p. 49).
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BlOSTRATlGRAPHlC RELATIONS OF- ST. PETER-

Glenwood Conodont Faunas

The collections of conodonts from the St. Peter and

Glenwood recovered for this study include forms of

potential biostratigraphic significance. The abimdance

of Phragmodus Jiexiiosiis from the lower and middle

St. Peter in the CQ core is important, as this species

was considered to be restricted to the Chazyan (upper

Whiterockian ) by Klapper and others (1981. p. 256)

and Sweet and Bergstriim ( 1976). The North American

Composite Standard Section later constructed by

Sweet (1984) extended the range upward from the

Chazyan into the basal Mohawkian (lower Blackriv-

eran), overlapping with the lower range off. Inflcxiis

in its upper part (see also Leslie and Bergstrom, 1995:

Bauer. 1994). Occurrences of P. cf. aiuhii;uiis in the

St. Peter of Nebraska and Kansas is consistent with a

similar age range, as P. cimhii;iiii.s is kn(.>wn only from

Chazyan and basal Blackriveran strata (Bauer. 1994;

highest occurrences overlap slightly with the lowest

Eophivoiiiniiluis cloiii^dtiis in the lower Bromide Fm.).

Occurrences of Caluihcii^iiat/iii.s in the St. Peter of

Iowa and Kansas are of particular importance, even

though the small to fragmentary aspect of our speci-

mens does not permit a clear species-level classifica-

tion. Calhihcigiuitlius is primarily a Chazyan genus

(Sweet, 1984), but a late form (C caniesi) apparently

extends into the lowermost Blackriveran (Bergstriim

and Carnes, 1976; Bergstrom. 1983). The presence of

a continuous denticle row on the stelliplanate element

joining anterior and posterior processes on the St. Peter

specimens precludes assignment of these forms to late

species of Cahabagnathiis that show a denticle gap

between the processes (i.e., C. sweeti, C. carnesi). This

indicates a pre-C sweeti Zone age and supports cor-

relation within some portion of the C. friendsvilleusis

Zone (see zonal subdivisions of Sweet, 1984). The St.

Peter specimens most closely resemble C. directits

(from the McLish) and C. friendsvillensis. Sweet

(1992) previously reported C. friendsvillensis from the

same Kansas core (Loc. CT) used in this report. The
occurrences of Cahabagnathiis in the lower St. Peter

obviate a Blackriveran age and are most consistent

with an early to middle Chazyan (C. friendsvillensis

Zone) correlation (or a late Llanvirnian age in the Brit-

ish Series; see Bergstrom, 1983; Webby. 1998). Frag-

mentary elements of Eoplacognathiis from the St. Pe-

ter of Iowa and Kansas are not identifiable at the spe-

cies level, but the preserved material is similar to E.

foliaceus and E. recUnatus (see Systematic discus-

sion). If this evaluation is correct, these forms likely

pre-date E. elongatus and would support a Chazyan
correlation.

Leptochirognatlnis is restricted to the upper White-

rockian (Sweet. 1984), supporting a Chazyan age for

the shale interval within the St. Peter Sandstone at St.

Paul. Minnesota (Loc. SP). Erraticodon sp. is a locally

common conodont in the St. Peter, and the genus is

not known to occur above the Whiterockian. However,

the species represented in the St. Peter is more derived

than other described Erraticodon species (reduction or

loss of lateral or posterior processes), and any bio-

stratigraphic significance remains to be demonstrated.

Occurrences of diverse assemblages of other hyaline

conodont taxa in the St. Peter collections are generally

consistent with a Chazyan and/or Blackriveran age, but

the biostratigraphic ranges of many of these taxa re-

main uncertain. The lower St. Peter has yielded an

Erisniodus species resembling E. arbucklensis (a spe-

cies not known to range above the Chazyan; Bauer,

1987, 1994). Indeterminate Genus and species B from

the St. Peter of Iowa may represent a late surviving

form within the senate Histiodella clade, possibly sup-

porting a Whiterockian age. However, the phylogenet-

ic identity of this taxon remains unclear, and any bio-

stratigraphic inferences are tentative. Although serrate

Histiodella are most characteristic of mid-Whiterock-

ian associations (Sweet, 1984), senate forms are noted

to locally overlap with the range of P. flexuosus (Har-

ris et al.. 1979; Moskalenko, 1973). An upward range

extension of such forms into the Chazyan is postulated

consistent with the composited range of serrate His-

tiodella (H. serrata) reported by Sweet (1995).

The preponderance of biostratigraphic evidence in-

dicates a Chazyan age for the lower to middle St. Peter

succession even in the paleogeographically most

shoreward areas of St. Peter deposition bordering the

Transcontinental Arch {e.g.. Locs. CQ, SP). Broad-

scale regional diachroneity of the lower St. Peter can-

not be demonstrated with the available biostratigraphic

control. In general, the lower St. Peter faunas share

similarities with associations reported from the Dutch-

town Formation of Missouri (Klapper and Bergstrom,

1984, p. 954; Youngquist and Cullison, 1946) and

McLish Formation of Oklahoma (Bauer, 1987). How-
ever, the upper part of the St. Peter Sandstone has pro-

duced sparse conodont collections of limited biostrati-

graphic significance, and the correlation of this inter-

val remains micertain. The stratigraphic position of

these strata above Chazyan faunas and below the Glen-

wood Shale (interpreted to be of Blackriveran age)

suggests a late Chazyan or early Blackriveran age for

the upper St. Peter.

The conodont faunas of the overlying Glenwood

Shale were initially interpreted by Stauffer (1935, p.

131) to be of Mohawkian age. Sweet (1984, 1987)

constructed a graphic correlation that incorporated
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Glenwood Shale conodont collections from southeast

Minnesota (data of Webers, 1966) and northeast Iowa.

The positions of the Glenwood faunas were plotted

against his Composite Standard Section (CSS) result-

ing in a graphic correlation of the Glenwood Shale

with a relatively short interval on the CSS. Sweet's

( 1984. 1987) correlations proposed that the Glenwood

Shale in the Upper Mississippi Valley is primarily of

post-Blackiiveran age corresponding to the lower part

of the Phiagmodus undatns Zone (and locally into the

highest part of the Belodina campressa Zone). The

overlying Platteville Formation was included as a post-

Blackriveran unit within the P. iindaliis 'Lone. Sweet

(1987. p. 168) discussed plotting anomalies for north-

east Iowa between the K-bentonites (higher in the suc-

cession) and the "line of congelation"" defined by the

Hrst- and last-occurrence positions of certain conodont

taxa. If the Glenwood is a condensed section as pro-

posed by Schutter (1996). a straight-line graphic ex-

trapolation through the St. Peter-Glenwood may sig-

nificantly underestimate the duration of that interval.

The presence of the Deicke K-bentonite higher in the

succession firmly constrains an upper age limit of the

St. Peter and Glenwood faunas of Iowa and Minnesota

(Kolata et ai, 1986).

The well-known invertebrate faunas of the overlying

Platteville Formation (sub-Carimona Member) in the

Upper Mississippi Valley have been interpreted con-

sistently to be of Blackriveran age (e.g.. Cooper. 1956;

Kolata, 1975; DeMott et ai. 1987). If these conela-

tions are correct, the underlying Glenwood Shale must

also be no younger than Blackriveran. However, a

Blackriveran age for the Glenwood-Platteville interval

is at odds with the correlations of Sweet ( 1984. 1987).

It is unclear if the modified base of the Mohawkian
noted for Sweet"s (1995) CSS changes the earlier

Glenwood-Platteville correlations, as the composite

ranges for some Glenwood-Platteville taxa {PolypUi-

cognathiis ramosiis. Plinigmodiis iiijie.xiis) have been

modified from that given in earlier versions. The rang-

es of certain Glenwood-Platteville taxa given for

Sweet's ( 1984. 1987) CSS indicate first appearances at

or above the highest Blackriveran (including Phrag-

niodits cognitus, Polyplacognathiis rciniosii.'i. Scy-

pliitidiis prinuis, Chirognathns diiodactyltis, Bryanto-

diiui rypicalls). However, some of these taxa are

known to co-occur with Blackriveran and Chazyan

faunas elsewhere, and significant range modifications

are suggested. Scyphiodiis and P. niiuosus co-occur

with Appcdachiguatluis delicatiiliis and other Blackriv-

eran taxa in the Mackenzie Mountains (Tipnis er ai.

1979. p. 58). Scyphiodiis primus co-occurs with

Phiagmodus jiexuosiis and Cahahcigiuithiis friendsvil-

leiisis in Chazyan strata of Kansas (Sweet. 1982, p.

1045). and Chirognuthits diiodactylns co-occurs with

CaluihagiHithiis sweeti in Oklahoma (Bauer. 1994). We
recommend that the Glenwood and Platteville cono-

dont faunas of the Upper Mississippi Valley be re-

conelated to accommodate Blackriveran ranges in the

Ordovician CSS. Further study is needed to resolve the

apparent discrepencies between the Blackriveran age

indicated by the Platteville invertebrate fauna and the

Glenwood-Platteville coirelations of Sweet (1984,

1987).

Our present intei-pretation is that the Glenwood

Shale in Iowa. Minnesota, and Nebraska is a relatively

condensed unit of Blackriveran age. Polyplacognathiis

ramosiis and Belodina compressa were identified from

the Glenwood Shale by Stauffer (1935). Webers

(1966). and Sweet (1987). These species were not rec-

ognized in any of the Glenwood collections used for

this study nor in the Washington Avenue (Minneapo-

lis) Glenwood collections of Webers ( 1966) and Stauf-

fer (1935). but they are common in overlying Platte-

ville strata. Strata included in the upper Glenwood

Shale in parts of Minnesota are considered to be lateral

lithofacies equivalents of lower Platteville strata else-

where (Sloan. 1972; Mossier. 1985). Therefore, it is

likely that some of the Minnesota Glenwood conodont

collections may include samples that post-date the

Glenwood Shale succession in sections across most of

Iowa and the Twin Cities area of Minnesota. Further

study of the lithostratigraphic relations of Glenwood

strata in Minnesota is needed, but two separate litho-

stratigraphic units may be inadvertently lumped to-

gether under this label (i.e.. a lower "true Glenwood"

and an upper shale unit correlative with the lower

Platteville).

SYSTEMATIC PALEONTOLOGY

Introduction

A full systematic paleontologic treatment of the St.

Peter-Glenwood conodont faunas is not presented in

this report for several reasons. First, the conodont col-

lections are dominated by a few well-known taxa

whose classification, diagnoses, descriptions, synony-

mies, and occunences are well established in the lit-

erature (e.g.. Phiagmodus flexitosiis. P. cognitus, Dre-

panoistodiis erectus). Second, many of the rarer taxa

are represented in the collections by fragmentary or

problematic materials that are not well suited for for-

mal systematic treatment. Additional specimens and

further study are deemed necessary to resolve the spe-

cies-level (and in some cases genus-level) taxonomic

placement of these taxa. Finally, certain taxa, some

abundantly represented in the collections, display a

broad range of inoiphologic variation that has proven
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difficult tn constrain in a clear systematic manner with-

out additional study. Further study may clarify the spe-

cies-level taxonomy of forms left in indeterminate sta-

tus (open nomenclature) for this report, especially el-

ements assigned to the genera Erisiinulits. Erraticoddii.

and Curtognathiis.

All ct)nodont collections are permanently reposited

in the Paleontology Repository. Department of Geo-

science. University of Iowa (Iowa City. Iowa). Illus-

trated specimens and selected reference materials are

assigned catalog numbers (SUI prefix). Terminology

and element locational notation largely follow Sweet

(1981. 1988).

Order PROTOPANDERODONTIDA Sweet. 1988

Family PROTOPANDERODONTIDAE
Lindstrom. 1970

Genus ONEOTODUS Lmdstrom. 1955

Oneotodus? ovatus (Stauffer. 1935)

Plate 4, figure 5

Discussion.—Distictive small coniform elements

with albid cusps and an expanded flat sub-circular hy-

aline base are assigned to Oneotodus ivatiis. This

species is scattered in samples from the St. Peter Sand-

stone (Locs. CQ. SR OF CT) and Glenwood Shale

(Locs. CQ. GN. DL. SS: see also Stauffer. 1935; We-
bers. 1966). Bauer ( 1987, p. 23) questioned the generic

assignment of this species, as the flat base does not

conform with the diagnosis of Oneotodus given by

Ethington and Brand (1981).

Genus PSEUDOONEOTODUS Drygant, 1974

Pseudooneotodus species

Discussion.—A few specimens from the Glenwood
Shale of Iowa (GN. J-1021) are squat conical forms

with a pointed apical denticle (centrally to posteriorly

located), thin walls, an oval basal outline, and a broad-

ly excavated base. These specimens (SUI 99484,

99485) are assigned to an indeterminate species of

Pseudooneotodus (similar to P. cf. beckinanni of Les-

lie, 2000). Squat conical elements from other Ordo-

vician units include Lepodus minutus Branson and

Mehl, 1933a, L. sp. Webers, 1966, and Ambcdodus mi-

tralus Moskalenko, 1973 (= P. niitratus, see Leslie.

2000), but these forms all differ from the Iowa spec-

imens in possessing lobate to triangular basal outlines.

Genus STAUFFERELLA Sweet. Thompson, and

Satterfield. 1975

Staufferella cf. S. falcata (Stauffer, 1935)

Plate 4. figure 10

Discussion.—A few fragmentary symmetrical (Sa)

elements from the Glenwood Shale of Iowa are as-

signed to Staufferella sp. cf. S. falcata (type S. falcata

from the Glenwood Shale of Minnesota. Stauffer,

1935). Symmetrical specimens from the St. Peter

Sandstone (C-3387, CQ-776.7) possess lateral costae

that are slightly narrower and not basally alate as in

S. falcata. It is unclear if a posterior groove or keel is

present, as the posterior faces are broken on these

specimens. An unassigned species oi Staufferella from

the McLish and Tulip Creek formations of Oklahoma
(Bauer. 1987) is more narrowly tapered at the tip.

Family DREPANOISTODONTIDAE Fahraeus and

Nowlan. 1978

Genus DREPANOISTODUS Lindstrom, 1971

Drepanoi.stodu.s suberectu.s (Branson and Mehl,

1933b)

Plate 4. figures 1, 2. 6. 7

Discussion.—Coniform elements assigned to Dre-

panoistodus suberectus are scattered to common in

samples from the St. Peter and Glenwood formations

in the study area. The skeletal apparatus of this well-

known and widespread Ordovician species includes

several types of coniform elements (Bergstrcim and

Sweet. 1966; Sweet, 1988; Bauer, 1987), and the St.

Peter-Glenwood specimens are largely indistinguish-

able from previously published descriptions of the spe-

cies. However, a few specimens of geniculate coniform

elements (e.g.. PI. 4, fig. 2) from the lowermost sample

in the CQ core (CQ-776.7) display a smaller cusp an-

gle than generally seen for D. suberectus. and these

bear some resemblance to D. angulensis (see descrip-

tion by Bauer, 1987, p. 16).

Indeterminate ?drepanoistodontid species

Discussion.—A collection of small hyaline non-ge-

niculate coniform elements with recurved cusps from

the lower St. Peter Sandstone (CQ-775.7) resemble

Drepanoistodiis in general mophology. However, these

forms possess deep flaring subcircular basal cavities of

notably larger proportions than seen in typical Dre-

panoistodus. In addition, the basal cavity extends up-

ward from one-third to over one-half the length of the

cusp. These forms likely represent a previously un-

described taxon, possibly a drepanoistodontid.

Order PANDERODONTIDA Sweet, 1988

Family PANDERODONTIDAE Lindstrom. 1970

Genus PANDERODUS Ethington, 1959

Panderodus species

Plate 4, figure 4

Discussion.—Recurved coniform elements bearing

a longitudinal furrow from the Glenwood Shale of
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eastern Iowa (Loc. GN) and equivalent strata in eastern

Nebrasiva (Loc. SM) are identified as Paiulerodus sp.

Order PRIONIODONTIDA Dzik. 1976

Family OISTODONTIDAE? Lindstrom. 1970

Genus OISTODUS Pander. 1 856

Oistodus? venustus Stauffer, 1935

Discussion.—Rare squat geniculate coniform ele-

ments from the Glenwood Shale in the CQ core (SUl

99486) are identical to the form species Oistodus ven-

ustus described from the Glenwood Shale of Minne-

.sota by Stauffer (1935) and Webers (1966). The ge-

neric assignment is queried following Bauer (1994, p.

363). This form species may be associated with the

apparatus of one or more species of Dapsilodus (ibid.)

or some other taxon (Bergstrom and Sweet. 1966). but

no Dapsilodus or other species association has been

recognized in the Iowa samples.

Indeterminate Genus and species B
Plate 1. figure 2: Text-figure 5

Discussion.—A single broken denticulated blade

from the lower St. Peter Sandstone of western Iowa

(CQ-762) does not resemble any other conodont re-

covered from the formation. The specimen is albid

(hyaline base) and bears eight subequal erect to slight-

ly reclined denticles that are fused for half or more of

their length. The blade is thin and possesses a narrow

basal trough that runs the length of the specimen. The

denticles and upper part of the blade are marked by

numerous fine microstriations (Text-fig. 5). The overall

morphologic details of this specimen most closely re-

semble those described for some species included in

the genus Histiodella (see McHargue. 1982). including

the thin blade-shaped form, the nanow basal trough,

and the finely striated aspect of the upper margins.

Although differences are noted in the denticulation and

basal margin, the St. Peter specimen shares many mor-

phologic features in common with the anterior process

of the "bladelike element" of H. holodentala Ething-

ton and Clark, 1981, and the late-stage "denticulate

morphotype" of Histiodella (McHargue, 1982). The

broken aspect of the single St. Peter specimen and the

relatively late stratigraphic occuirence of this form

make assignment to Histiodella ill advised at present,

and it is left in indeterminate status for this report. For

the most part. Histiodella is not known to co-occur

with Phragmodus flexuosus in most stratigraphic sec-

tions. However, serrate Histiodella are noted by Harris

et al. (1979, p. 13, figs. 4, 17) to overlap with the range

of P. flexuosus in the upper Antelope Valley Limestone

in the Monitor Range of Nevada. Moskalenko (1973)

also reported the co-occurrence of P. flexuosus and an

undescribed species of Histiodella in Siberia. A single

specimen of a serrate Histiodella (H. n. sp. 2, Hairis

et al., 1979) was noted from the lower McLish For-

mation of Oklahoma, although Bauer ( 1987, p. 9) con-

sidered the conodonts from that interval to be re-

worked. Sweet ( 1995) revised the composited range of

Histiodella to extend well into the Chazyan (overlap-

ping with the ranges of P. flexuosus and Cahabagna-

thus friendsvillensis). It is proposed that the St. Peter

specimen may represent a late surviving member with-

in the serrate Histiodella clade.

Family BALOGNATHIDAE? Hass, 1959

Indeterminate balognathid? species

Discussion.—A small indeterminate pastinate ele-

ment from the Glenwood Shale (CQ-721) displays a

Y-shaped finely denticulated upper margin All pro-

cesses are thin (same width as the denticles). The

slightly curved lateral process is subequal in length to

the anterior process. The central cusp is small, roughly

equal in size to the adjoining denticles. This element

does not resemble any described Ordovician taxon, but

its pastinate morphology may suggest inclusion within

the Balognathidae or Polyplacognathidae.

Family POLYPLACOGNATHIDAE
Bergstrom. 1981

Genus CAHABAGNATHUS Bergstrom, 1983

Cahabagnathus species

Plate 2, figures 1, 2, 7

Discussion.—Small collections of partial to frag-

mentary elements from the lower St. Peter Sandstone

of western Iowa (CQ-776.7. 775.7, 762) and north-

eastern Kansas (C-3387) include distinctive forms as-

signed to Cahabagnathus. although the species assign-

ment is unclean The most complete Iowa specimen is

a small, presumably juvenile, pastiniplanate element

with the anterior process missing (PI. 2, fig. 1); the

broad rounded posterior process resembles that seen in

C. directus Bauer, 1987 (a species named from the

McLish Formation of Oklahoma). It also bears some
resemblance to C. n. sp. B of Leslie and Lehnert

(1999) from the Joachim Dolomite of Arkansas. Ad-

ditional Iowa specimens include broken stelliplanate

elements with straight rows of denticles; these speci-

mens most closely resemble C. directus and C. friends-

villensis (Bergstrom, 1971).

Specimens from Kansas include fragmentary stelli-

planate and pastiniplanate elements displaying ridges

and nodes (PI. 2. figs. 2, 7). The posterior process of

the pastiniplanate elements is broadly rounded; the

denticle row is not in a straight line; a continuous den-

ticle row joins anterior and posterior processes (no gap
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Text-figure 5.—Indeterminate Genus and species B; SEM photomicrograph of denticles

|xm field of view).

showing microstriations (SUI 95016). xBSO (310

Plate 1

All figures (photographs) x40. Specimens lightly coated with ammonium chloride sublimate.

1, 5. Indeterminate Genus and species A
1. Pastinate P element; SUI 9S014. CQ-776.7.

5. Stellate P element: SUI 95015. CQ-776.7.

2. Indeterminate Genus and species B

2. fragmentary blade-like element: SUI 95016. CQ-762.

3. 4. Plectodina sp.

3. Sb element: SUI 95017. SM (S-1 158).

4. Sb element; SUI 95018. SM (S-1 159).

6-17. Phragmodiis flexiiosiis Moskalenko. 1973

6. Sb element: SUI 95019, CQ-762.

7. Sa element; SUI 95020. CQ-762.

8. Sa element; SUI 95021, CQ-762.

9. Sc element; SUI 95022, CQ-762.

10. Sc element; SUI 95023, CQ-762.

11. Pb element; SUI 95024, CQ-762.

12. Pb element; SUI 95025, CQ-762.

13. Pb element; cusp: SUI 95026, CQ-62
14. M element; cusp; SUI 95027, OF (0-1977).

15. M element; SUI 95028. CQ-762.

16. Pa element; SUI 95029. CQ-762.

17. Pa element; SUI 95030. CQ-762.

18-23. Phragmodiis cognitiis Stauffer, 1935

18. Sa element; SUI 95031, CQ-720.3.

19. Pb fragment; SUI 95032, CQ-720.3.

20. Pa, aberrant specimen with incipient dichognathiform process; SUI 95033, CQ-720.3.

21. Pb element: SUI 95034, CQ-720.3.

22. Sb element; SUI 95035. CQ-720.3.

23. Sc element: SUI 95036, CQ-720.3.
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as in C. sweeti). These specimens most closely resem-

ble C. directus and C. friendsvillensis. Sweet (1992)

reported the occunence of C. friendsvillensis from the

same Kansas core (Loc. CT) in a stratigraphic interval

he termed "Subsurface Unit A"; this interval is as-

signed to the St. Peter Sandstone following the strati-

graphic classification of this core section by the Kan-

sas Geological Survey (Watney et ai, 1997).

Genus EOPLACAGNATHUS Hamar. 1966

Eoplacogiiatbiis species

Plate 2, figure 3

Discussion.—Rare elements from the lower St. Pe-

ter Sandstone of western Iowa (CQ-776.7. 775.7) and

northeastern Kansas (C-3386) are assigned to Eopla-

cognathus, although species assignment is precluded

by the fragmentary nature of the specimens. Most

specimens are broken anterior processes that are slight-

ly curved and distally-pointed; the pointed and curved

aspect of these specimens is most similar to that of E.

foliaceus (see Bergstrom, 1971) and E. sp. (of Bauer,

1987). Some of these are not readily distinguishable

from the anterolateral process of stelliplante elements

of Caluihagnathus (see illustrated specimen). Howev-
er, additional Iowa specimens (CQ-775.7) preserve the

central region of the pastiniplanate elements and show
an enlarged denticle (or cusp) at the junction of the

three processes; this character has been observed only

in E. reclinatus (see Bergstrom. 1971). a European

species. Elements informally classified as "f. foli-

aceus-E. reclinatus transition" from Nevada (Harris

et al.. 1979) and the morphologically similar E. sp.

from the McLish Formation (Bauer. 1987) differ from

the St. Peter specimens in possessing a sinuous row of

denticles on the anterior process of the pastiniplanate

elements. Although differing from these Nevada and

Oklahoma specimens, the lower St. Peter occurrences

may also show transitional aspects between E. foli-

Plate 2

All figures (photographs) X4(). Specimens lightly coated with ammonium chloride sublimate.

1, 2, 7. Cahahagnathiis sp.

1. juvenile pastiniplanate element; SUI 95037. CQ-776.7.

2. fragmentary pastiniplanate element; SUI 95038. CT (C-3387).

7. broken process of stelliplanate element; SUI 95039. CT (C-3387).

3. Eoplacognatlms sp.

3. broken process; SUI 95040. CT {C-3386).

4. 5. Chirognathus duodactytiis Branson and Mehl. 1933a

4. Sa element ("C nudtidens" ): SUI 95041. CQ-721.

5. Sb? element; SUI 95042. CQ-721.

6, 11. cf. Chirognathus sp.

6. indeterminate element; SUI 95043. CT (C-3386).

11. indeterminate element; SUI 95044. CT (C-3386).

8. 9. Indeterminate Genus and species C
8. Pa element: SUI 95045. 0-1977.

9. elongate broken process; SUI 95046. 0-1977.

10. cf. Leplochirogualhus sp.

10. fragmentary element with compressed denticles; SUI 95047. SP-L (12-13.5).

12. cf. Coleodus sp.

12. indeterminate bar-like element; SUI 95048. CQ-776.7.

13, 14. 16. 17. Coleodus sp.

13. broken blade; SUI 95049. CQ-776.7.

14. complete element; SUI 95050. CQ-762.

16. nearly complete element; SUI 95051, OF (0-1977).

17. nearly complete element; SUI 95052. OF (0-1977).

15. Erraticodon sp.

15. broken process with reclined denticles (for comparison with Coleodus and Archeognathus): SUI 95053. CQ-762
18. 21, 23. Archeognathus sp.

18. isolated denticle; SUI 95054. CQ-762.

21. conjoined denticles; SUI 95055. SP-U (25.5-27).

23. isolated denticle; SUI 95056. CQ-762.

19, 20, 22. cf. Archeognathus !ip.

19. conjoined denticles, basal groove displayed; SUI 95057, CQ-762.
20. conjoined denticles; SUI 95058. CT (C-3387).

22. panial crown; SUI 95059. CQ-762.
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aceus and E. reclituitus in possessing an enlarged den-

ticle (like E. reclifuiUis) but with a slightly curved an-

terior process (like E. foliaceus). Fragmentary pasti-

niplanate elements from higher in the St. Peter (CQ-

762.8, 757) are tentatively included with E. sp.

Family MULTIOISTODONTIDAE Harris. 1964

Genus LEPTOCHIROGNATHUS Branson and

Mehl. 1943

cf. Leptochirognathus species

Plate 2. figure 10

Discussion.—Two fragmentary specimens from the

lower St. Peter shale unit at St. Paul. Minnesota (Loc.

SP), are tentatively identified as an indeterminate spe-

cies of cf. Leptochirognathus. The illustrated specimen

is hyaline and preserves two large laterally compressed

denticles with relatively sharp upper margins, features

characteristic of the genus. The denticles are relatively

short with rounded margins, and a shallow basal

trough extends the length of the specimen. The spec-

imen bears some resemblance to the graciliform ele-

ment of L. quadratus ( "L. gracilis") described by

Branson and Mehl (1943, p. 377), which includes a

"short, stout, somewhat rounded" first denticle, and a

long trough-like basal cavity. However, most described

elements of Leptochirognathus are characterized by

compressed elongate pointed denticles, aspects not

seen on the St. Peter specimen (although rounded to

blunted denticles are illustrated for an element of L. n.

sp. from Nevada by Harris et al., 1979, pi. 1, fig. 18,

and described for the anterior denticle of the quadra-

tiform element of L?. sp. 1 from the Tyner Fm.,

Oklahoma, Bauer, 1989). The second St. Peter speci-

men preserves one relatively stout compressed pointed

denticle, but its fragmentary nature makes inclusion

here tenuous.

Indeterminate multioistodontid? species

Discussion.—Four indeterminate hyaline elements

from the lower St. Peter of Nebraska (0-1977) are

included here. Two bipennate elements with a long

recurved cusp (posterior process 4 denticles, shortened

anterior process 1 to 2 denticles) resemble the "cyr-

toniodiform" elements of Paraprioniodus costatus il-

lustrated by Rexroad et al. ( 1982, fig. 7) from the Ev-

erton Dolomite. Two pastinate "prioniodiform" ele-

ments display shorter cusps flanked by posterior and

anterior processes with one to two denticles, a short

lateral process with a single denticle, and a broad basal

cavity. Gross morphologic similarities with Paraprion-

iodus suggest tentative relationships with the Multiois-

todontidae. A few fragmentary elements from the low-

er St. Peter of Kansas (C-3387) have compressed cos-

tate cusps similar to some multioistodontid taxa (e.g..

Neomultioistodus )

.

Family PLECTODINIDAE Sweet. 1988

Genus PLECTODINA Stauffer, 1935

Plectodina species

Plate 1, figures 3, 4

Discussion.—Various specimens from the St. Peter

Sandstone and Glenwood Shale of Iowa and Nebraska

are assigned to Plectodina. but, for the most part, these

small and generally fragmentary elements are not eas-

ily identified to species level. These elements are left

in open nomenclature, although morphologic differ-

ences in the length and denticulation of the posterior

process of the Sc elements between the St. Peter sam-

ples and Glenwood samples suggest that more than

one species is probably represented. It is possible that

some small Pa and Pb elements of Plectodina have

been inadvertently included with Phragniodus in Ta-

bles 1 and 2, but the distinctive S elements of Plec-

todina are more easily distinguished, especially the di-

gyrate Sb elements. Plectodina is a rare taxon through-

out the St. Peter Sandstone, but it is locally common
in the some Glenwood Shale samples (e.g., Loc. GN).

Most, if not all, specimens of Plectodina from the

Glenwood Shale are probably assignable to Plectodina

aculeata (Stauffer, 1930). M elements from one St.

Peter sample (CQ-775.7) resemble Plectodina sp. il-

lustrated by Bauer ( 1987) from the McLish Formation

of Oklahoma.

Family CYRTONIODONTIDAE Hass, 1959

Genus BRYANTODINA Stauffer, 1935

Bryantodina typicalis Stauffer, 1935

Discussion.—Distinctive thin blade-like multidenti-

culate pectiniform and ramiform elements of Bryan-

todina typicalis occur in some Glenwood Shale sam-

ples (GN, CQ720.3, J-1021, SS-753). This well-known

species was first described from the Glenwood Shale

of Minnesota (Stauffer, 1935; see also Webers. 1966).

?Bryantodina species

Discussion.—A few fragmentary thin blade-like

multidenticulate carminate pectiniform and ramiform

elements were recovered from two St. Peter samples

(CQ-757, 0-1977). The denticulation and thin blade-

like aspect of these specimens bear resemblance to

Bnantodina typicalis from the Glenwood Shale. How-
ever, their fragmentary nature precludes clear taxo-

noinic assignment, and they are provisionally labeled

as? Bryantodina sp. The best preserved Pa element

(SUI 99487) has 9 erect partially fused denticles on

the posterior process and 3 denticles on the anterior
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process. Ramiform fragments also show erect partially

fused small denticles. Bryantodiniform elements re-

covered from Glenwood Shale equivalents in eastern

Nebraska (S-1158. 1161. 1162) are fragmentary, and

these specimens are tentatively labeled as IBiyanro-

(liiui sp., although they likely represent fragments of

B. typicalis. Specimens provisionally labeled as

"Biycintodina" sp. were reported from the McLish

Formation of Oklahoma by Bauer (1987).

Genus PHRAGMODUS Branson and Mehl, 1933b

Phragmodu.s flexuosus Moskalenko. 1973

Plate 1, figures 6-17

Discussion.—Elements of PIvaginodits ficxiiosus

are the dominant conodonts of the lower to middle St.

Peter Sandstone in western Iowa (Loc. CQ. see Table

1 ). Mature conodont elements in the St. Peter collec-

tions agree in most salient details with the desciiptions

given for the apparatus of P. flexuosus in Klapper et

al. (1981) and Bauer (1987; P. flexuosus morphotype

A). Moskalenko (1972. 1973) apparently included ad-

ditional elements within her apparatus reconstruction

that are not recognized in the St. Peter collections. P

elements are differentiated (Pa, Pb) in the St. Peter

collections, thereby precluding assignment to P. am-

higuus Bauer. 1994. Mature Pa and Pb elements are

dichognathiform in all samples. However, immature Pa

elements (one-fifth to one-half the length of the largest

specimens) are variably dichognathiform to ozarkodi-

niform in a few samples. Small immature elements of

Pliragmodus are abundant in samples CQ-775.7 and

CQ-762.8, and, although the mature Pa elements of P.

flexuosus are indistinguishable in the two samples, the

immature specimens differ between the two samples.

The lower sample (CQ-775.7) contains small Pa ele-

ments dominated by dichognathiform morphologies,

but a few specimens lack the dichognathiform process

(i.e., are ozarkodiniform). By contrast, all small im-

mature Pa elements in the higher sample (CQ-762.8)

are ozarkodiniform with no trace of a dichognathiform

process or "wrinkle." In this respect, these small im-

mature Pa elements are largely indistinguishable from

those of the Midcontinent endemic species P. cognitus

Stauffer, 1935. However, because no larger mature

specimens of P. cognitus are recognized in the St. Pe-

ter samples, and because the small ozarkodiniform Pa

elements grade into the larger dichognathiform Pa el-

ements of P. flexuosus (sample CQ-775.7), it seems

likely that the small ozarkodiniform Pa elements rep-

resent a juvenile ontogenetic stage present within some
populations of P. flexuosus. This interpretation may
explain the subsequent phylogenetic origin of P. cog-

nitus via paedomoiphosis from certain Midcontinent

North American stocks of P. flexuosus.

M elements of P. flexuosus within the St. Peter sam-

ples are generally dolabrate, unlike the exclusively ge-

niculate coniform (oistodontiform) M elements of P.

polystrophos Watson. 1988 (= P. Iiarrisi of Bauer,

1989). Most St. Peter specimens display four denticles

on the posterior process, but some specimens, both

mature and immature, variably display from one to

five denticles. Immature small M elements are com-
mon in samples CQ-775.7 and CQ-762.8. and inter-

esting variations are noted. The lower sample (CQ-
775.7) includes common geniculate coniform elements

(adentidulate posterior process), but some specimens

show one to three denticles on the posterior process.

By contrast, the upper sample (CQ-762.8) contains im-

mature small M elements dominated by dolabrate mor-

phologies with three to four denticles on the posterior

process, but some show reduced denticles (1 to 2) and

a few appear to be geniculate coniform. Variation of

M-element morphology was discussed by Bauer
(1989, p. 103), and he proposed that the apparatus of

P. flexuosus likely "possessed both types of M ele-

ments" (dolabrate and coniform). Likewise, Moska-
lenko ( 1972, 1973) included both dolabrate and genic-

ulate coniform elements within her apparatus recon-

struction of P. flexuosus.

Sc elements in all samples are cordylodontiform and

display a relatively straight posterior process with

faintly sinuous denticles. Mature Sa and Sb elements

are similar in general morphology (phragmodontiform)

and are distinguished from the Sc elements by the

presence of small lateral processes (seen as narrow

ridges or costae) marginal to the cusp and a broadly

arched and sinuous posterior process. Unlike the Sc

elements, which bear relatively uniformly sized small

denticles on the posterior process, the posterior pro-

cesses of the Sa and Sb elements display one or more
(generally two or three) large denticles similar in size

to the cusp. Large numbers of immature Sa and Sb

elements (one-fifth to one-half the size of the larger

specimens) are contained in samples CQ-775.7 and

CQ-762.8, and significant variations are seen between

these samples. The lower sample (CQ-775.7) contains

small Sa and Sb elements similar in general morphol-

ogy to that of the co-occurring larger specimens, each

displaying a broadly arched posterior process with one

or two large denticles (subequal in size to the cusp).

However, the small specimens are notably less sinuous

than the larger mature specimens. Mature Sa and Sb

elements in the higher sample (CQ-762.8) are indistin-

guishable from those in the lower sample. However,

immature small specimens in this sample are markedly

different in two aspects: 1 ) the posterior process is
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arched anteriorly, but the process is straight posteriorly

(and non-sinuous to slightly sinuous); and 2) the pos-

terior process consistently shows only a single large

denticle (at the inflection where the anterior arch

straightens posteriorly). These morphologies are not

generally characteristic of P. ficxiiosits but more close-

ly resemble that seen in P. inflexus Stauffer, 1935 and

P. iindatiis Branson and Mehl. 1933b (see Leslie and

Bergstrom. 1993). It could be argued that these small

specimens should actually be assigned to P. inficxits.

but this assignment is rejected for two reasons: 1 ) no

larger specimens of P. injlcxiis occur within any of the

St. Peter samples; and 2) the co-occuning small Sc

elements (same sizes as the small Sa and Sb elements)

are cordylodontiform (dolabrate). unlike the phrag-

modontiform Sc elements of P. inflexus (see Leslie and

Bergstrom, 1995). If these small Sa and Sb elements

(CQ-762.8) belong within the sample of P. flexuosus.

it seems reasonable to suggest that significant morpho-

logic changes in the phragmodontiform elements first

appeared during juvenile ontogenic development m
certain (St. Peter?) populations of P. flexuosus. It is

proposed that these juvenile morphologies later be-

came incorporated in the mature morphology of the

descendant species (P. inflexus) by paedomoiphosis

(paralleling changes in the Pa elements discussed

above).

If this proposition has any validity, the taxonomic

differentiation of P. flexuosus and P. inflexus may
prove difficult for small (juvenile) elements. The fol-

lowing quote from Klapper et al. (1981, p. 261, un-

derlines added) is of note: "The skeletal apparatus of

Phruiiinodus inflexus Stauffer is closely similar to that

of its predecessor. P. flexuosus Moskalenko, but differs

in being composed of typically much smaller elements

that are laterally compressed and commonly fragile

rather than large and robust." However, such size dis-

tinctions, particularly when co-occurring with larger

elements of Plimgniodus, may conceivably refiect on-

togenetic growth stages of a single species in some
cases. An abundance of small specimens in certain

samples may alternatively reflect two different things;

1) the specimens represent a species that is character-

istically small, or 2) the sample is skewed toward ju-

venile specimens, possibly due to high juvenile mor-

tality in particular depositional settings. When both

small and large elements are present in the same sam-

ple, ontogenetic variation should be considered. Bauer

(1994) reported that the ranges of P. flexuosus and P.

inflexus overlap in the Bromide Formation of

Oklahoma. If the small Sa and Sb elements from the

St. Peter samples discussed above are assigned to P.

inflexus. a similar overlap could also be interpreted.

Nevertheless, an ontogenetic explanation of morpho-

logic variation within a single species {P. flexuosus) is

considered a more likely explanation for the St. Peter

samples. The species-level taxonomic assignment of

small, presumably juvenile, elements of Phragmodus
may inadvertently omit consideration of those distin-

guishing characters that appear in later stages of on-

togenetic development. This is of special concern if

paedomorphic evolution characterizes any portion of

the Phragmodus lineage. It is recommended that spe-

cies of Phragmodus should ideally be defined by char-

acters present in the largest elements of any collection,

as such elements likely were derived from fully mature

individuals.

Phragmodus cognitus Stauffer, 1935

Plate 1. figures 18-23

Discussion.—Elements of Phragmodus cognitus

dominate certain collections from the Glenwood Shale

of Iowa (e.g.. CQ-721, J- 1021, SS-753). and the spe-

cies also occurs in equivalent strata of the uppermost

St. Peter Sandstone or Glenwood Shale in eastern Ne-

braska (S-1 162) and southeastern Minnesota (Stauffer,

1935). Phragjnodus cognitus is apparently endemic to

the continental interior of North America, and it is best

known from the Upper Mississippi Valley area where

it ranges as high as the Decorah Shale (Leslie, 2000).

It is primarily distinguished from other species of

Phragmodus by the presence of an ozarkodiniform Pa

element (Leslie and Bergstrom, 1995; Klapper et al..

1981), unlike the dichognathiform P elements seen in

other species of the genus. The Pb element of P. cog-

nitus. however, is dichognathiform. Collections con-

taining relatively large elements of Phragmodus from

CQ-720.3. CQ-721, and SS-753 agree in most salient

details with the diagnosis of P. cognitus given by

Klapper et al. (1981, p. 251). Most Pa elements are

ozarkodiniform, but a few of the largest specimens are

abenant in showing an incipient dichognathiform an-

terior process and an expanded basal cavity (PI. 1, fig.

20). The occurrence of a dichognathiform-like process

on the largest (presumably gerontic) specimens may
indicate convergence towards the Pa structure of P.

inflexus or P. flexuosus late in the ontogeny of some

populations of P. cognitus. Klapper et al. (1981, p.

251) noted "riblike expansions of outer side [of Pa

element
I
vertically beneath cusp" for P. cognitus that

are reminiscent of a greatly reduced dichognathiform

process. They indicated that the S elements of P. cog-

nitus display a "straight bladelike" process posterior

of the arched anterior region, but noted that some spec-

imens apparently belonging to this species show

"slightly twisted" denticles. Similar twisting is seen

in some specimens from CQ-720.3, CQ-721, and SS-
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753. and a few fragmentary posterior processes are

slightly sinuous (less so than seen in P. fle.xiiosits).

Phragmodus cf. P. ambiguus Bauer, 1994

Discussion.—Collections from the lower St. Peter

Sandstone of eastern Nebraska (0-1977) and northeast

Kansas (C-3387. 3386) include scattered to common
elements of a species of Phraginodiis similar in most

respects to P. flexuosus discussed above. However un-

like the collections of P. fiexiiosiis from the lower St.

Peter of western Iowa, only one type of P element was

noted in the Nebraska and Kansas samples. The P el-

ements from these collections (SUI 99488, SUI 99489)

are not particularly well preserved or abundant, but the

angle formed by the processes is relatively constant in

all specimens (similar to that seen in the Pb elements

of P. flexuosus). Where preserved, the posterior pro-

cess bears 3 denticles. No broad-angled forms resem-

bling the Pa elements of P. flexuosus were noted in

these collections. Bauer (1987. p. 25) originally de-

scribed forms from the McLish of Oklahoma that

lacked differentiated P elements as "R fle.xuosus mor-

photype B," and he subsequently named this taxon P.

ambiguus Bauer, 1994. The Kansas and Nebraska

forms are tentatively allied with this species. Alter-

natively, the absence of differentiated Pa elements

could be a preservational artifact related to the small

collection sizes. The associated M (dolabrate) and S

elements are largely indistinguishable from P. flexu-

osus s.s. P. ambiguus is known from McLish and low-

er Bromide formations in Oklahoma and the Chazy
Group of New York (Bauer, 1994). Sweet (1992) also

reported P. flexuosus morphotype B {= P. ambiguus)

from the St. Peter at Locality CT and elsewhere in the

Kansas subsurface.

Phragmodus cf. P. inflexus Stauffer, 1935

Discussion.—Phragmodus inflexus is primarily dis-

tinguished from P. cognitus by its dichognathiform Pa

element, which may display a denticulate (single den-

ticle) anterior process (Leslie and Bergstrom, 1995;

Klapper et al.. 1981 ). Some specimens of Pliragmodus

from the Glenwood Shale of eastern Iowa (GN) and

eastern Nebraska (S-1158, S-1159, S-1161) are not in-

cluded within P. cognitus because the Pa elements are

dichognathiform, although the anterior process is ad-

enticulate and is not as prominently developed as in

typical P. inflexus. The associated Pliragmodus ele-

ments (Pb, M, S) from these collections are largely

indistinguishable from those of P. cognitus. Because

of the presence of dichognathiform Pa elements,

Phragmodus elements from these collections are pro-

visionally labeled P. sp. cf. P. inflexus. A single Pa

element from CQ-720.3 displays a denticulate anterior

process and is assigned to P. sp. cf. P. inflexus, al-

though this specimen occurs within collections other-

wise dominated by P. cognitus. A denticulate anterior

process on one or both of the P elements is given as

a diagnostic character of P. inflexus by Klapper et al.

( 1981, p. 262), but they acknowledged that "anteriorly

adenticulate dichognathiform elements that are other-

wise closely similar to anteriorly denticulated speci-

mens occur in many collections of P. inflexus."' As
such, it seems probable that the denticulation of the

dichognathiform process displays variation within the

species.

The type specimens of both P. cognitus and P. in-

flexus come from the same locality and stratum in the

Glenwood Shale of southeastern Minnesota (Stauffer,

1935), and, if both species are valid taxa, they are

apparently contemporaneous and sympatric in the

North American Midcontinent. Both species succeed

P. flexuosus stratigraphically, and immature elements

of Phragmodus occur in the underlying St. Peter Sand-

stone that resemble both P. cognitus and P. inflexus.

The apparent difficulty in differenting P. inflexus and

P. cognitus in some Iowa Glenwood collections, and

the co-occurrence of these two species in Minnesota,

raises issues about their taxonomic status. Geographic

and paleo-environmental variations may need to be

considered in a regional stratigraphic evaluation of this

Phragmodus plexus. Although speculative, the possi-

bility that P. inflexus and P. cognitus may be geo-

graphic or ecophenotypic variants of a single species

is raised here.

Phragmodus? species

Discussion.—Rare fragmentary elements (SUI
99490, SUI 99491 ) from the lower St. Peter Sandstone

(CQ-775.7. CQ 762.8) resemble forms from the Bro-

mide, McLish, and Tulip Creek formations of

Oklahoma that Bauer (1994) classified as Phragmo-
dus! arcus Webers, 1966. These St. Peter specimens

include S elements with erect laterally compressed

denticles. Dichognathiform P elements tentatively as-

sociated with this taxon possess denticulate processes

and a compressed cusp. These forms differ from IP.

arcus discussed by Bauer (1994) in the apparent ab-

sence of lateral costae on the S-element cusps, and the

P elements are dichognathiform and lack the sharp an-

gle between posterior and anterior processes. Phrag-

modus arcus was first described by Webers (1966) for

certain distinctive phragmodiform S elements from the

Platteville Formation of Minnesota.

Indeterminate Genus and species C
Plate 2, figures 8, 9

Discussion.—Two indeterminate conodont elements

with multi-denticulated elongate thin processes were
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recovered from the lower St. Peter Sandstone in the

Offutt Air Force Base core. Nebraska (0-1977). The

most complete specimen is carminate, with one long

process (anterior?) bearing 15 erect partially-fused

denticles and the shorter broken process (posterior?)

preserving 6 denticles. A small shallow basal cavity is

seen below the cusp. A second specimen is tentatively

associated with this form, and displays a broken elon-

gate process bearing 13 denticles. The numerous small

denticles seen on these specimens invite comparison

with other highly denticulated Ordovician taxa, espe-

cially Biyantoiliiia and Appalachignathus. However,

the St. Peter forms are more highly denticulate than

any known species of Bryantodimi. and. in addition,

Bryantodina characteristically displays a proportion-

ately larger cusp and a basal groove than the St. Peter

specimens. P elements of Appalachigiuithiis are more

highly denticulate than the St. Peter specimens and

also display a basal groove, and any relationships seein

unlikely. Genus and species C probably represents a

new ta.xon. possibly allied with Biyautodina.

Family RHIPIDOGNATHIDAE? Luidstrom. 1970

Genus APPALACHIGNATHUS Bergstrom, Carnes,

Ethington. Votaw. and Wigley. 1974

cf. Appalachignathus species

Discussion.—A single broken Pb (?) element (SUl

99492) from the St. Peter Sandstone at St. Paul, Min-

nesota, preserves 12 semi-erect partially fused denti-

cles, and a basal groove extends the length of the spec-

imen. The multidenticulate aspect as well as the basal

groove suggest similarities with Appcdachignathus, a

rare but widespread conodont genus from Chazyan and

Blackriveran strata of North America (Bergstrom et

al.. 1974). The fragmentary nature of the specimen,

however, precludes clear assignment. An additional

fragment from the Glenwood Shale (CQ-721) also re-

sembles AppalachignatliHs. but assignment is even

more tenuous. Bergstrom et al. (1974) noted the pos-

sible presence of the genus in the Glenwood Shale of

Minnesota.

Indeterminate rhipidognathid? species

Discussion.—Small elements from the Glenwood
Shale of Iowa (CQ-72().3, 721) share some aspects

with the Rhipidognathidae. Two types of symmetrical

alate elements both display posterior processes re-

duced to a sharp ridge. One type has lateral processes

bearing a single denticle, whereas the other form has

five denticles on each lateral process (the latter grossly

resembles Sa elements of Rliipidognatlnis and Appa-

lachignathus). Associated angulate elements are slight-

ly arched with a prominent cusp and reduced processes

with three or four small denticles; these grossly resem-

ble the M elements of Rhipidognathus illustrated by

Sweet ( 1988, p. 76). These types of conodont elements

have not been previously reported from the Glenwood
Shale, and they likely represent an undescribed taxon.

possibly a rhipidognthid.

Order PRIONIODINIDA Sweet. 1988

Family CHIROGNATHIDAE Branson and

Mehl. 1944

Genus CHIROGNATHUS Branson and

Mehl. 1933a

Chirognathus duodactylus Branson and Mehl,

1933a

Plate 2. figures 4. 5

Discussion.—Elements of Chirognathus duodacty-

lus are common in many samples from the Glenwood
Shale of Minnesota (Stauffer. 1935; Webers. 1966) and

Iowa (this study). The apparatus-based species C. duo-

dactylus was clarified by Sweet (1982). who synony-

mized a plethora of form species originally named
from the Glenwood and Harding formations (Stauffer,

1935; Branson and Mehl, 1933a). The distinctive sym-

metrical Sa element (form species "C. inultidens" ) is

an elongate element in the Iowa Glenwood collections

bearing 6 to 8 denticles on each process (e.g.. PI. 2,

fig. 4; see also Stauffer, 1935, pi. 9, fig. 40, for Min-

nesota Glenwood example). However, additional illus-

trated Sa elements from the Harding, Winnipeg, and

Glenwood formations (Branson and Mehl, 1933a, pi.

2, fig. 43 type "C. inultiden.s" : Sweet, 1955, pi. 27,

fig. 1; Sweet, 1982, pi. 1. fig. 16; Webers, 1966, pi. 5,

fig. 2) are less elongate, bearing 6 or fewer denticles

per process. Such variations were incorporated within

the multi-element species C. duodactylus by Sweet

(1982), as followed here.

cf. Chirognathus species

Plate 2. figures 6. 1 1

Discussion.—A few small hyaline elements from

the St. Peter Sandstone are questionably compared to

Chirognathus. Specimens from northeast Kansas (C-

3386; PI. 2, figs. 6. 1 1 ) and western Iowa (CQ-775.7)

reseinble Chirognathus in size, basal development, and

denticulation. but these may alternatively represent ju-

venile Erisinodus. Three small specimens from the

Iowa St. Peter (CQ-757) are more clearly identifiable

as Chirognathus. including an Sc element and two Sa

elements bearing four to five denticles per process.

These latter specimens resemble C duodactylus. al-

though they are not presently assigned to this species

because of the limited collection. Although Sweet

(1984) considered C duodactylus to be an exclusively
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Mohawkian conodont, a longer range is indicated for

the genus consistent with the St. Peter occurrences.

Klapper et al. (1991, p. 46) noted the co-occurrence

of Chirognathus and Phraginodus flexiiosus in the

"Simpson Group"" of south-central Kansas, which they

considered the oldest known specimens of the genus.

Sweet (1992) subsequently reported C. diiodactyhis

immediately above P. flexiiosus in the Kansas subsur-

face. Bauer ( 1994) listed the co-occurrence of C. duo-

ductyhis and P. amhiguiis in the lower Bromide For-

mation of Oklahoma. Tipnis et al. (1979) noted Clii-

mgiKithus sp. within the range of P. flexuosus in the

Mackenzie Mountains.

Genus CURTOGNATHUS Branson and

Mehl. 1933b

Curtognathus species

Discussion.—Small dominantly hyaline elements

assigned to an indeterminate species of Curtogiuitluis

are noted in only a few samples (Tables 1,2), but they

are moderately common in two lower St. Peter samples

(CQ-775.7, 762.8; collections SUI 99493, SUI 99494).

Following the recommendation of Leslie (2000, p.

1 133) these forms are left in open nomenclature: "Un-
til the apparatus of the genus is established, there is

little point in trying to define apparatus-based species"

of Curtoguathus. The St. Peter elements show a broad

range of morphological intergradation that closely re-

sembles that illustrated for "ICurtognathus typus"

from the Dutchtown Formation of eastern Indiana by

Ethington et al. (1986). Curtognathiform, trucherog-

nathiform, and cardiodelliform elements are recog-

nized, but polycaulodiform elements were not recov-

ered. Although dominantly hyaline, some specimens

preserve traces of white matter in the denticle tips.

Genus ERISMODUS Branson and Mehl, 1933a

Erismodus species

Plate 3, figures 1-3, 7, 9, 10, 12-15, 17-21: Plate 4.

figure 1 1

Discussion.—Hyaline elements included in unas-

signed species of Erismodus are among the most abun-

dant conodonts found in the St. Peter Sandstone and

Glenwood Shale, and a bewildering aiTay of forms are

present. Following the advice of Leslie (2000, p.

1135), until a full revision of Erismodus and its con-

tained species is completed, it is advisable to leave

most forms in open nomenclature, as "assigning ele-

ments of the plexus a formal specific name is not

deemed appropriate." As observed by Andrews ( 1967,

p. 890) in the Joachim Dolomite of Missouri, many
elements of Erismodus show a ""high degree of intra-

specific variability"" and some collections display a

"complete gradation" in morphology between many
previously-defined form species. Elements of Erismo-

dus occur in almost all productive samples used in this

study, and Erismodus is the dominant conodont in

some St. Peter samples (CQ-757, 0-1977, H-3579, SP-

L). Many hundreds of specimens were recovered, and

a representative selection is illustrated on Plate 3.

Sweet (1982) diagnosed Erismodus with a septimem-

brate apparatus, and he synonymized many form taxa

originally described from the Glenwood Shale (Stauf-

fer, 1935; Webers, 1966) within the multi-element spe-

cies E. quadridactylus (Stauffer, 1935). Most speci-

mens recovered from the Glenwood Shale during this

study are probably assignable to E. quadridactylus.

However, many specimens from the St. Peter Sand-

stone collections do not conform to the diagnosis of

E. quadridacVylus. and additional species are probably

represented. In addition to E. quadridacr\'his. several

additional multi-element species of Erismodus have

been proposed from Ordovician strata of the North

America, including E. arbucklensis. E. typus. and E.

radicans (see discussions in Bauer, 1987, 1994; Leslie,

2000). Some St. Peter specimens resemble elements of

these species, but additional forms also seem to be

present.

Several generalized morphologic categories are rec-

ognized in the St. Peter Erismodus collections: 1 ) large

robust forms with relatively thick rounded denticles

and cusps, Sa-Sb elements show a prominent down-
ward-projecting process ("boss") beneath the cusp (PI.

3, figs. 1, 18); 2) gracile forms with slender elongate

pointed denticles and cusps, generally circular in sec-

tion (PI. 3, figs. 2, 3, 15, 20); 3) gracile forms with

variably costate laterally compressed denticles and

cusps (PI. 3, figs. 12, 14); 4) forms with widely spaced

denticles and broadly expanded basal cavities, some
with an aboral "boss" (PI. 3, figs. 10, 21); and 5)

relatively squat forms with short closely-spaced den-

ticles and shortened cusps (PI. 3, fig. 7). Although a

full analysis of the St. Peter collections has not been

undertaken, some of these categories share morpho-

logic similarities with previously recognized species.

including E. typus (category 1), E. radicans. E. asym-

metricus. and E. symmetricus (category 2), and E. ar-

bucklensis and E. quadridactylus (category 3). Collec-

tions from the lower St. Peter include common Eris-

modus elements (PI. 3, figs. 12, 14, 19) that more

closely resemble E. arbucklensis, a species originally

described by Bauer (1987) from the McLish Formation

of Oklahoma, than E. quadridactylus. Additional ele-

ments with widely spaced denticles and broadly ex-

panded basal cavities (category 4) cannot be clearly

associated with any presently-defined multi-element

species, but these share some similarities with the form
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species E. expansus (Branson and Mehl, 1933b; see

also Andrews, 1967). The relatively squat elements

(category 5) do not clearly resemble any named form

species, suggesting that an unnamed taxon likely oc-

curs in the St. Peter faunas. Additional robust forms

W.g., PI. 4, fig. 11) are tentatively included with £/-

isniodus.

Genus ERATICODON Dzik. 1978

Erraticodon species

Plate 2. figure 15; Plate 3. figures 4-6. 8. 11, 16;

Plate 4, figures 12-24

Discussion.—Hyaline elements characterized by

long slender pointed denticles and that differ in mor-

phologic details from those included in Erismodiis are

here assigned to an unnamed species of Erraticodon.

Elements of Erraticodon sp. are scattered to common
in collections from the lower to middle St. Peter Sand-

stone (CQ. 0-1977, CT), and a few specimens from

the upper St. Peter (CQ-739) are tentatively included

as E. sp. However, Erraticodon is absent in all Glen-

wood Shale collections. Post-Lower Ordovician oc-

currences of Erraticodon include E. balticus Dzik

from Europe, Australia, and Arkansas (Dzik, 1978;

Watson, 1988; Leslie et ai. 2000), IE. balticus from

Newfoundland (Stouge, 1984), E. sp. cf. E. balticus

from Oklahoma and Kansas (Bauer, 1987; Sweet,

1992), E. aff. E. balticus from Utah and Alabama (Eth-

ington and Clark, 1981; Shaw et ai. 1990), and E. sp.

from Nevada (Harris et ai, 1979). E. sp. from the St.

Peter does not clearly conform to any of these illus-

trated forms. Pending a complete re-evaluation of the

genus, the St. Peter specimens likely comprise a new

species. Erraticodon apparently possesses a septimem-

brate apparatus (Watson. 1988). In general, the St. Pe-

ter Erraticodon sp. differs from these other occurrenc-

es in showing reduction or loss of the third (lateral or

posterior) processes on the Pa, Sba, Sbb, and Sa ele-

ments and a general expansion of the basal cavity. In

addition, the interpreted M element of the St. Peter

species does not appear to be dolabrate as in the other

occunences. Such contrasting morphologies, as well

as the general moiphologic plasticity of elements dis-

played in the collections, have made homologies of the

St. Peter elements difficult to constrain. Nevertheless,

an attempt has been made to follow the elemental no-

tation of Bauer ( 1987). It is possible that some of the

non-homologous elements here included in the appa-

ratus may belong to other unnamed or unrecognized

taxa.

The interpreted Pa element of the St. Peter species

(PI. 3, fig. 4; PI. 4, figs. 12, 13, 15, 16) resembles that

of Erraticodon cf. E. balticus from the McLish For-

mation (Bauer, 1987), but most specimens lack the

very short, adenticulate lateral process of that form.

However, one specimen (from CQ-775.7) does display

Plate 3

All figures (photographs) x40. Specimens lightly coated with ammonium chloride sublimate.

1-3. 7, 9. 10, 12-15, 17-21. Erismodus spp.

1. Sc element; SUI 95060. OF (0-1977).

Sc element; SUI 95061, CQ-776.7.

Sc element; SUI 95062, CQ-762.

indeterminate robust element; SUI 95063, OF (0-1977).

Sc element; SUI 95064. CQ-762.

robust Sa element; SUI 95065. CQ-776.7.

Sb? element; SUI 95066. CT (C-3387).

Pb? element; SUI 95067, SP-L (9-10.5).

Sba element; SUI 95068, CQ-762.

15. Sba element; SUI 95069, CQ-762.

17. Sa element; SUI 95070, CQ-776.7.

Sa element; SUI 95071. CT (C-3387).

Sbb element; SUI 95072. CQ-762.

Sbb element; SUI 95073. CQ-762.

Sa element; SUI 95074. CQ-776.7.

4-6. 8, 11. 16. Erraticodon sp.

4. Pa element (broken); SUI 95075. CQ-762.

M? element; SUI 95076. CQ-776.7.

cusp. Sba? element; SUI 95077, CT (C-3387).

Sc element; SUI 95078, CQ-762.

Pb element; SUI 95079, CQ-776.7.

Pb element; SUI 95080, CQ-776.7.

2.

3.

7.

9.

10.

12.

13.

14.

IS

19.

20.

21.

5.

6.

8.

11.

16.
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a short adenticulate lateral process. The posterior pro-

cess is long with four to seven slender reclined den-

ticles. The short anterior process bears one to two den-

ticles, and the proximal denticle is costate and sube-

qual in size to the cusp. The Pa element bears a su-

pertical resemblance to the Sc elements of Erismodiis.

but the large anterior denticle and the long posterior

process serve to distinguish them.

Pb elements are tentatively included with the St. Pe-

ter species (PI. 3. figs. II. 16), but these forms also

resemble Pb elements of Ensmodits and may alterna-

tively belong there. Unlike the Pb element of Errati-

codon sp. cf. E. balticiis from the McLish Formation

(Bauer, 1987), the St. Peter form shows a more broadly

developed basal cavity. The element is arched, with

one elongate process (6-9 denticles decreasing in size

distally) and one shorter process (2-4 denticles). The

cusp is slender and round to compressed in cross-sec-

tion.

The M elements included within the genus Errati-

codoii have been described to be dolabrate (""neoprion-

iodiform") in most previous investigations. With the

possible exception of one small fragmentary indeter-

minate specimen, however, no dolabrate elements are

associated with the St. Peter E. sp. Instead, a co-oc-

curring distinctive bipennate or digyrate element (PI.

4. fig. 19; PI. 3, fig. 5) is tentatively interpreted to

represent the M element of the St. Peter species. This

element bears a superficial resemblance to the M ele-

ment of E. quadridactyliis illustrated by Bauer ( 1994),

but it possesses an enlarged basal cavity. The basal

cavity shows a large lateral bulge beneath the cusp. Of

six specimens recovered, only one preserves a small

posterior (?) process that bears four tiny denticles, but

on the other specimens this process is greatly reduced

or broken.

The Sa element is alate (PI. 4, fig. 17) and displays

a distinctive knife-like cusp with a sharp posterior

margin. The cusp is offset posteriorly with respect to

the two lateral processes, and its sharp-edged margin

expands basally to form a short pointed adenticulate

posterior process. The basal cavity is relatively deep

Plate 4

All photographs X40. Specimens lightly coated with ammonium chloride sublimate.

1, 2. 6. 7.

CQ-776.7.

Drepanoistodus suberectus (Branson and Mehl. 1933b)

1. homocurvatiform element; SUI 95081. SM (S-1162).

2. geniculate coniform element (aff. D. angulensis): SUI 95082

6. homocurvatiform element; SUI 95083. CQ-776.7.

7. suberectiform element; SUI 95084. SM (S-1162).

3. Stereoconus sp.

3. coniform element; SUI 95085. CQ-739.

4. Panderodus sp.

4. coniform element; SUI 95086. SM (S-1 162).

5. Oneotodus'^. ovams (Stauffer. 1935)

5. coniform element: SUI 95087. SP-L (10.5-12).

8, 9. Mixoconus sp.

8. sub-erect coniform element; SUI 95088. SP-U (27-28.5).

9. reclined coniform element; SUI 95089. SP-L (9-10.5).

10. Staufferella sp. cf S. falcata (Stauffer. 1935)

10. symmetrical element, broken base; SUI 95090. CQ-776.7.

1 1

.

Erismodus sp.

11. robust Pa? element; SUI 95091. CQ-762.8.

12-24. Erraticodon sp.

12. Pa element; SUI 95092, CQ-762.

13. Pa element; SUI 95093. CQ-762.

14. Sc element; SUI 95094. CQ-776.7.

15. broken Pa;' element with cusp and anterior denticle; SUI 95095. CT (C-3386)

16. broken Pa element with cusp and anterior denticle; SUI 95096. CT (C-3386).

17. Sa element; SUI 95097, CT (C-3387).

18. Sbb-;' element; SUI 95098. CQ-776.7.

19. M? element; SUI 95099. CQ-776.7.

20. Sba? element; SUI 95100. CQ-776.7.

21. Sba? element; SUI 95101. OF (0-1977).

22. Sc? element; SUI 95102, CQ-776.7.

23. Sc? element; SUI 95103. CQ-776.7.

24. Sba? element; SUI 95104. CQ-776.7. •
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and roughly triangular in outline. This Sa element dif-

fers from other species of Erraticodon in lacking den-

ticulation of the posterior process. The sharp-edged

knife-like cusp is distinctive even in broken speci-

mens, and a number of such broken specimens are

identified in the St. Peter collections. The lateral pro-

cesses are short and possess two to three denticles.

Two types of Sb elements (Sba. Sbb) are recognized

in the St. Peter species. The Sba element (Pi. 4. hgs.

20, 21, 24) differs from the homologous element of E.

cf. balticiis from the McLish Formation (Bauer. 1987)

in showing a greatly reduced posterior process. In

some specimens the posterior process is reduced to a

short adenticulate point or node similar to that seen in

the Sa element. However, some specimens from the

lowest samples of the CQ core (CQ-776.7) display one

to two small denticles fused to the lower part of the

cusp. The presence of these posterior denticles clearly

allies the St. Peter form with Enaiicodoii (and not

Erisiuochis). and in this respect resembles the reduced

posterior process of the illustrated "plectospathodi-

form" element of E. balticus and E. aff. E. balticiis

with one or two denticles (see Dzik. 1978; Watson.

1988; Ethington and Clark. 1981). The cusp is laterally

compressed and offset posteriorly with respect to the

adjoining lateral processes. The cusp is costate and

displays a sharp-edged posterior margin (PI. 3, fig. 6)

similar to that of the Sa element. The lateral processes

angle downward from the cusp and are of subequal

length but show asymmetric denticulation. One pro-

cess generally has larger and longer cusps than the

other (PI. 4, fig. 24). Most specimens bear four den-

ticles on each process, but the number of denticles

varies from three to seven in the St. Peter collections.

The inteipreted Sbb element (PI. 4, fig. 18) of the

St. Peter species is digyrate, and displays a long point-

ed costate cusp. The lateral processes are highly asym-

metric, and the longer one is bent outward about 1
30°

from the axial plane of the cusp. The larger lateral

process bears five slender denticles that decrease in

size laterally. The smaller lateral process is greatly re-

duced and includes two small denticles attached di-

rectly to the lower portion of the cusp. The posterior

process is reduced to a pointed nub at the base of the

cusp similar to that of the Sa, Sba elements.

The interpreted Sc elements (PI. 4, figs. 22, 23) of

Erraticodon. sp. from the St. Peter Sandstone are dis-

tinctive bipennate forms generally with a long curved

cusp and a prominent posterior process bearing six to

eight elongate denticles. The cusp is roughly circular

in cross-section, and in one specimen the cusp is re-

duced to a squat rounded knob. The preservation in

many specimens of small relict denticles or nodes

fused along one side of the lower cusp belies the pres-

ence of a greatly reduced anterior (or lateral) process.

Variably one or two relict denticles or nodes are pres-

ent, completely fused their entire length onto the cusp.

Except for the preservation of these relict denticles,

the element would appear dolabrate. A few specimens

show discrete and more elongate anterior denticles

along the cusp margin (PI. 4. fig. 14; PI. 3, fig. 8).

Order UNKNOWN
Family COLEODONTIDAE Branson and

Mehl. 1944

Genus ARCHEOGNATHUS Cullison, 1938

Archeognathus species

Plate 2, figures 18, 21, 23

Discussion.—Fragmentary elements from the St.

Peter Sandstone (CQ-776.7. 77?. 7. 762, 755.5; SP-L,

SP-U, C-3386) characterized by relatively large, robust

suberect to slightly reclined fibrous denticles with a

basal groove are assigned to Archeognathus sp. These

are likely conspecific with A. prinnis Cullison. 1938.

from the Dutchtown Formation of Missouri (described

in detail by Klapper and Bergstrom. 1984). but the

absence of complete specimens that preserve the char-

acteristic basal structure precludes a species-level as-

signment. The denticles of Archeognathus are gener-

ally discrete but are interconnected along the basal

groove by thin laminae (ibid.). This fragile basal in-

terconnection is displayed on the St. Peter specimens,

both broken and multi-denticled specimens (see bases

of PI. 2. figs. 18, 21). Klapper (in Klapper and Bergs-

trom, 1984, p. 968) had previously examined speci-

mens from the CQ core in western Iowa and suggested

that specimens Witzke ( 1980. p. 5) had labeled as Neo-

coleodus (from CQ-762. 721) may repiesenx. Archeog-

nathus.

cf. Archeognathus species

Plate 2, figures 19. 20. 22

Discussion.—Most specimens of Archeognathus

prinnis display a series of discrete unfused denticles

interci)nnected by thin basal laminae (Klapper and

Bergstrom. 1984). Specimens from the St. Peter Sand-

stone and Glenwood Shale that display partially fused

denticles along an expanded basal bar are tentatively

designated as cf. Archeognathus sp. (see Tables 1. 2).

These specimens display denticles of similar size and

structure to those included in A. sp. and possess a basal

groove similar to that seen in Coleodus. The partially

fused denticles of these forms bear resemblance to por-

tions o\ the crown of one specimen of A. primus de-

scribed by Klapper and Bergstrom (1984. p. 956).

which includes a segment with four denticles "fused
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to midlieight." That specimen clearly demonstrates

that Archeogiuitluts can variably display multi-dentic-

ulate segments with partially fused denticles. lending

credence to the inclusion of similar St. Peter and Glen-

wood specimens within the genus.

Genus COLEODUS Branson and Mehl. 1933a

Coleodus species

Plate 2. figures 13, 14, 16. 17

Discussion.—Collections from the St. Peter Sand-

stone of western Iowa (CQ-7765.7, 762.8, 762, 739),

Minnesota (SP-L). and Nebraska (0-1977) contain

scattered distinctive blade-like multi-denticulated hy-

aline elements with a basal trough. These specimens

are included within the genus Coleodus. but species

resolution is hampered by wide moiphological varia-

tions within the collections as well as the lack of a

modern systematic evaluation of previously described

species. A number of form species of Coleodus have

been described from North America and Siberia based

largely on denticulation and profile, but intraspecific

variability within these forms remains largely unstud-

ied and an apparatus-based reconstruction has not been

proposed. However. Ethington et ul. ( 1986, pp. 13-15)

raised the possibility that a variety of forms (including

the form species C siinple.x and C. delicaius) may be

"parts of an apparatus" of a single species. Their pro-

posal seems reasonable, and it is possible that many
of the forms and form species of Coleodus should be

included within a single multi-element species. They

further recognized two distinct types of elements as-

sociated with another species (C? sp. C), suggesting

that Coleodus and related forms contained multi-ele-

ment apparatuses. Klapper and Bergstrom (1984, p.

974) "considered the possibility that [Coleodus and

Archeognathus] were elements of the same appara-

tus," but this idea "requires additional evidence."

Elements included in Coleodus from the St. Peter

Sandstone display moiphologic variations categorized

as follows: 1) long straight-bladed forms for most of

length, relatively uniform denticulation. denticles

fused except at tips, denticles uniformly reclined, rel-

atively deep basal trough (PI. 2. hg. 13): 2) long slight-

ly curved or arched multi-denticled forms, uniform

height for most of length (diminishes posteriorly),

small denticles mostly fused except at tips (may be

completely fused in anterior or posterior regions), den-

ticles reclined at similar angle, basal trough shallow

and narrow (PI. 2, hg. 16); 3) short slightly arched

forms with few denticles (6-9), height and width

varies with length (tapers posteriorly), denticles of

nonuniform size, fused except at tips, denticles vari-

ably reclined (angle decreases posteriorly, i.e.. less

erect), broad shallow basal trough (PI. 2. fig. 14): 4)

similar to category 3 except denticles increase in size

and become more erect posteriorly, denticles variably

fused and discrete (PI. 2, tig. 17); 5) relatively straight

forms with discrete unfused sub-vertical denticles,

prominent basal trough: 6) relatively straight forms

with completely fused denticles (denticles may be in-

distinguishable), upper margin forms ridge or blade,

prominent basal trough; and 7) relatively straight

forms, narrow bar at base bearing large sub-erect to

curved discrete denticles, shallow basal trough (PI. 2,

fig. 12). It remains speculative whether these morpho-

logic variations represent more than one species of Co-

leodus. or whether these forms can all be accommo-
dated within a single multi-element species concept. If

the latter option is followed, most of these forms

should probably be refened to C. simplex Branson and

Mehl.

Some of the moiphologic categories of Coleodus

recognized in the St. Peter collections resemble forms

described from other localities, but the species-level

classification of these previously-described forms re-

mains confusing. Coleodus simplex, the type species

of the genus, was originally described by Branson and

Mehl (1933a) from the Harding Sandstone of Colo-

rado, and their cotypes have broadly arched blades

bearing a completely fused fine vertical denticulation.

However. Branson and Mehl (1933a. pi. 1. figs. 23)

also included straight-bladed forms bearing slightly re-

clined denticles (unfused at tips) within C. simplex

(these forms resemble St. Peter category 1 ). Similar

morphologies were also assigned to C simplex from

the Dutchtown Formation of Missouri (Youngquist and

Cullison. 1946. pi. 90. fig. 16). the St. Peter Sandstone

of Indiana (Rexroad et al.. 1982. pi. 2. fig. 12). and a

queried reference from the Dutchtown Formation of

Indiana (Ethington et al.. 1986. pi. 2. fig. 26). Addi-

tional material referred to C. simplex includes slightly

arched forms with nonuniform reclined denticles (un-

fused at tips) from the Tyner of Oklahoma (Bauer,

1989. fig. 4.5), straight forms with large unfused dis-

crete nonuniform reclined denticles from the St. Peter

Sandstone of Indiana (Rexroad et al.. 1982, pi. 2, fig.

1 1 ). and arched forms with completely fused vertical

denticles from Siberia (Moskalenko. 1970. pi. IX. fig.

8). As a form-species concept, it is clear that C sim-

plex has been used by various authors to encompass a

broad range of morphologic variation.

Branson and Mehl (1933b) described additional

form species of Coleodus from the Joachim Formation

of Missouri, C. delicatus and C? levis. Coleodus de-

licatus has a broadly arched profile with strongly re-
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clined to curved fused denticles (inclination decreases

posteriorly, i.e.. less erect). Similar forms have been

assigned to Coleodiis delicatus trom the Harding. Win-

nipeg, and Dutchtown formations (Sweet, 195.'^, 1982;

Ethington et al., 1986). C. pectiiilfoniiis was proposed

as a new species from the Dutchtown Formation by

Youngquist and Cullison ( 1946) for a fonn similar to

C. delicatus but with a more arched blade and slightly

less fused denticles; synonymy with C. delicatus

seems likely. Similar forms from the Rockcliffe For-

mation of Ontario were assigned to C. pectiiiifoniiis

by Copeland et al. (1989), who also included a spec-

imen with largely unfused discrete curved denticles

within the species. Forms included within Coleodiis

show significant variation in the fusion of the denticles

along the blade: 1) completely fused with indistin-

guishable denticulation (as for C? levis), 2) complete-

ly fused denticles but individual denticles outlined by

shallow funows (like type C. simplex), 3) mostly fused

denticles but with distal margins free (e.g., C. delicatus

and many refened C. simplex), 4) partially fused den-

ticles dominate but blade bears some unfused discrete

denticles (e.g., C.'l sp. C Ethington et al.. 1986). and

5) unfused discrete denticles along most or all of blade

(e.g.. Rexroad et al.. 1982. pi. 2. fig. 11; C. confimis

Moskalenko, 1970). This spectrum of denticular fusion

is also displayed in the St. Peter collections used for

this study.

A fonn with largely discrete denticles "much like

Coleodus" from the Harding Sandstone was designat-

ed a new genus and species by Branson and Mehl
(1933a. p. 24). Neocoleodiis spicatiis. The status of

this taxon remains uncertain, but the holotype is not

congeneric with Archeognatliiis (Klapper and Bergs-

trcim. 1984, p. 968). As originally noted by Branson

and Mehl (1933a). N. spicatiis (holotype) shares sim-

ilarities with Coleodus and conceivably may be syn-

onymous. In particular, some forms included within

categories 4 and 5 above (e.g.. Rexroad et al.. 1982,

pi. 2, fig. 11; this study PI. 2, fig. 17) display dentic-

ulation similar to that seen in N. spicatus. Other forms

assigned to various species of Neocoleodiis (e.g..

Youngquist and Cullison. 1946; Moskalenko, 1970)

are more likely referable to Archeogiiatlius (Klapper

and Bergstrom, 1984, p. 968). An additional form

from the St. Peter Sandstone of western Iowa (PI. 2,

fig. 12) bears discrete denticles above a thin bar. The
specimen displays a shallow basal trough and is ten-

tatively labeled as cf. Coleodus sp.. but it may alter-

natively be allied with Archeogiiatlius or represent a

new taxon. The denticles are smaller and more gracile

than those described for Archeogiiatlius (Klapper and

Ber2.str6m, 1984).

Genus MIXOCONUS Sweet, 195.^

cf. Mixoconus species

Plate 4, figures 8, 9

Discussion.—Erect to reclined or slightly recurved

coniform elements that bear longitudinal grooves and

carinae are the second most abundant type of conodont

elements recognized from the lower St. Peter shale unit

at St. Paul. Minnesota (Loc. SP). The bases are unex-

cavated or show a very shallow excavation. The ele-

ments all flare outward to the basal margin forming

one of two basal outlines. One type displays a circular

or nearly circular basal outline (PI. 4. figs. 8. 9); some
specimens are slightly lobate on the anterior surface.

The other type shows an ovoid basal outline that is

slightly lobate in anterior and posterior directions. The
grooved and carinated character of the cusp and the

slightly lobate aspect of the basal area are features

shared with Mixoconus. and the St. Peter specimens

are provisionally allied with that genus. However, the

type and only described species of Mi.xoconus, M. pri-

niiis Sweet, 1955, is decidedly more lobate than the

St. Peter forms (especially anteriorly) and displays

more prominent rounded carinae. The St. Peter forms

also share similarities with certain coniform Siberian

species included within Stereoconiis (especially 5. cir-

culus, S. turaensis. S. bicostatus) by Moskalenko
(1970). The generic assignment of these Siberian

forms is questionable, however, as the circular to ovoid

basal areas and the circular to broadly ovoid cross sec-

tion of the carinated cusps differ significantly from the

type description of Stereoconiis from the Harding

Sandstone (Branson and Mehl. 1933a). Pending further

study, the St. Peter and Siberian forms should probably

be included within one or more new taxa.

Genus STEREOCONUS Branson and Mehl, 1933a

Stereoconus species

Plate 4, figure 3

Discussion.—A few specimens of fibrous laterally-

compressed recurved coniform elements from the St.

Peter Sandstone of western Iowa (CQ-739) and Min-

nesota (SP-L, SP-U) are considered to belong to an

unassigned species of Stereoconiis. The surfaces are

smooth, and the base displays a shallow basal depres-

sion with rounded to slightly bulbous basal margins.

The St. Peter specimens bear resemblance to the form

species S. robustus Branson and Mehl. 1933a.

Order and Family UNKNOWN
Indeterminate Genus and species A

Plate 1, figures 1, 5

Discussion.—Four pectiniform elements from the

lower St. Peter Sandstone {CQ-77b.l) are not assigned
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to any named taxon pending further comparative

study. All specimens show one or two prominent ad-

enticulate lateral processes extending downward and

outward from the cusp, and all possess a basal groove

under the full length of the element. The elements are

albid. with white matter most abundant in the denticles

and cusps. The largest and most complete specimen

(PI. 1. fig. 1) is a pastinate P element with a slightly

bulbous lateral process. The cusp is proclined with a

short anterior process (3 short denticles) and a more

elongate posterior process (4 large suberect denticles,

3 small distal denticles): the distal region of the pos-

terior process is bent inward forming a hook-like

curve. A second nearly complete specimen (PI. 1. fig.

5) is similar, but it is pastinate with two short adenti-

culate lateral processes. The anteror process possesses

four small denticles, and the broken posterior process

retains three large sub-erect denticles. Although these

elements display many distinctive features, they are

not clearly assignable to any known genus. The short

adenticulate lateral processes bear a superficial resem-

blance to the so-called "anticusps" of some forms of

Erismodits (e.g., "E. typiis." "E. ilutchtowneiisis"; fise

Youngquist and CuUison, 1946; Andrews, 1967), but

the "anticusps" of Eri.sinodii.s are the anterior and pos-

terior processes (cusp of Genus & species A angled in

different plane). In addition, Erismodiis is a hyaline

form, whereas Genus and species A is albid.
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Appendix.—Locality Register, St. Peter-Glenwood

conodont collections.

Loc. CQ. Camp Quest core D-21, Leniars: NW SW
NW SW sec. 2. T92N, R45W, Plymouth Co., Iowa

(stored at Iowa DNR-Geological Survey). See Table

1 and Text-figure 1 for sample depths.

Loc. QM. Quimby core, NW NW NE sec. 34, T90N,
R41W, Cherokee Co., Iowa (stored at Iowa DNR-
Geological Survey). Basal St. Peter sampled by T.

H. Shaw.

Loc. PT. Peterson No. 1 core, Vincent, Northern Nat-

ural Gas; NE NE NE NW sec. 10, T 90 N, R 27 W,

Webster Co., Iowa (stored at Iowa DNR-Geological
Survey). Sample depth 1209 ft, Glenwood Shale.

Loc. DL. Hummel! No. 1 core, Adel, Northern Natural

Gas, NE NW NW sec. 18, T 79 N, R 28 W, Dallas

Co., Iowa (stored at Iowa DNR-Geological Survey).

Sample depth 1747-1749 ft (D-1748), Glenwood
Shale.

Loc. SS. SS-9 core, Millbrook Fanns, Cominco; NW
NE NE sec. 29, T 84 N, R 1 E, Jackson Co., Iowa
(stored at Iowa DNR-Geological Survey). Sample

depth 753 ft (SS-753), Glenwood Shale.

Loc. CC. Cairo-Columbus Junction gas storage struc-

ture, A. Jordan No. 1 core; SW NW NW SW sec.

32, T 75 N, R 4 W, Louisa Co., Iowa (stored at

Iowa DNR-Geological Survey). Sample depth 1021

ft (J- 1021), Glenwood Shale.

Loc. GN. Guttenbeig North, Great River Road X-56
roadcut; NE SW NW sec. 32, T 93 N, R 2 W, Clay-

ton Co., Iowa. Productive sample 1.2 ft below top

of Glenwood Shale.

Loc. SR St. Paul, core 8099. Minnesota Geological

Survey; NE NW NE sec. 6. T 28 N, R 22 W, Ram-
sey Co., Minnesota. Samples collected by Olsen

(1976) from shale unit about 45 ft above base of St.

Peter Sandstone; SP-L includes lower samples (la-

beled to 13.5"); SP-U includes upper samples (la-

beled 19.5-38.5").

Loc. SM. Smith No. I , Northern Natural Gas; SW SE
SW sec. 23, T 13 N, R 1 1 E, Sarpy Co., Nebraska

(stored at Univ. Nebraska, Conservation and Survey

Division). Sample depths 1158.3, 1159, 1161,

1161.8 ft (S-1158, S-1159, S-1161, S-1162), Glen-

wood Shale or upper St. Peter.

Loc. OF. Offutt Air Force Base core, U.S. Army Corps

of Engineers; SE SE NW sec. 11, T 13 N, R 13 E,

Sarpy Co., Nebraska (stored at Univ. Nebraska,

Conservation and Survey Division). Sample depths

1949 ft (0-1949), Glenwood Shale; 1977 ft (O-

1977), St. Peter Sandstone.

Loc. HS. Hustead No. A-1 core; SE NE SE sec, 2, T
2 N, R 16 E, Richardson Co., Nebraska (stored at

Univ. Nebraska, Conservation and Survy Division).

Sample depth 3579 ft (H-3579), St. Peter Sandstone;

barren samples 3562, 3562.7, 3583.2 ft.

Loc. CT. Carter No. 2-A Davis core; sec. 33, T 13 S,

R 10 E, Wabaunsee Co.. Kansas (stored at Kansas

Geological Survey). Sample depths 3323 ft (C-

3323), "Glenwood"; St. Peter samples 3358.2 ft

(barren), 3358.7 ft (barren), 3381-3381.8 ft (bar-

ren); 3386 ft (C-3386), 3387 ft (C-3387). See also

"Unit A" fauna reported by Sweet (1992).
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ABSTRACT

Conodont faunas from the Scotch Grove-LaPorte City formations allow correlation to an interval in the Silurian standard

conodont zonation ranging from the eopennatus Zone to within the Ozarkodina sagitta rhenana Superzone (Llandovery to lower

Wenlock). The relationship between units in this study is complicated by both the presence of lateral facies relationships and

diagenetic controls on the carbonate rocks in the study area. There does not appear to be a lithologic control on sparse conodont

faunas.
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INTRODUCTION
Silurian carbonate rocks of eastern Iowa have been

the subject of extensive lithostratographic study for

over the past 150 years. The study area includes both

outcrop and subsurface samples from eastern Iowa
(Text-fig. 1). Earlier biostratigraphic analysis of the

section has focused on brachiopod faunas, with limited

attention being focused on conodont analysis for the

sequence. The lowest occurrence of the brachiopods

Pentameroides subrectus and Costistricklandia castel-

lanci in Iowa are suggestive of a mid- to late Telychian

(late Llandovery; C, to C^) age (Johnson. 1979). The
graptolite Monograptiis priodon has been reported

from the middle of the Scotch Grove in the Garrison

Core (Witzke. 1981a). Unfortunately, the long range

of this species (Telychian to Homerian) does not allow

a correlation to the Silurian graptolite zonation.

A paucity of conodont work can be attributed to the

dominance of nearshore carbonates and pervasive do-

lomitization. The sample coverage for most sections is

minimal (Text-fig. 2), with the Delhi West Roadcut

(DLH) having the most complete sample coverage for

the section. Average sample sizes for the Delhi (DLH)
section is 4 kilograms (core sample sizes were not

available) and provided yields of, at most, one to two

well-preserved platform elements per kilogram. The
sample coverage includes samples from the lower and

middle section of the LaPorte City Formation, and the

Johns Creek Quarry, Welton, Buck Creek Quarry, and

Waubeek members of the Scotch Grove Formation.

Additionally, a sample from the overlying Gower For-

mation is included. Although conodont yields are min-

imal, the presence of some biostratigraphically diag-

nostic species establishes an age for the Scotch Grove-
LaPorte City sequence of eopennatus Zone through

Ozarkodina sagitta rhenana Superzone of the Silurian

Standard Conodont Zonation (Text-fig. 3). Further, this
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Text-figure L—Locality Map. Locality abbreviations: GR (Garrison Core). H13 (Highway 13 section). BF (Bailey's Ford section). DLH
(Delhi West Section). JCQ (Johns Creek Quarry). WBK (Waubeck section). HNQ (Hanken Quarry), BN (Baldwin Noith). FMQ (Freeman

Quarry) and BSQ ( Beuse Quarry). See appendix for detailed locality information.

Study will allow lor preliminary coirelations to be

made with sections in basins further east that have

been part of continuing work by Kleffner (1987. 1990.

1991, 1994).

STRATIGRAPHY

Study of the Silurian sequence in Iowa dates back

to work by David Dale Owen in the 184()s and 1850s

when he correlated strata to the Clinton and Niagara

groups of New York state. The stratigraphic units con-

tinued to be defined by New York nomenclature until

the late 1890s, with the exception of the LeClaire

Limestone (Hall and Whitney. 1858). During the late

1890s and into the early twentieth century, the Iowa

Geological Survey published new formal and informal

stratigraphic units for the Silurian thereby developing

a regional startigraphy removed from the New York

based nomenclature.

This study focuses on the Scotch Grove Formation

(Text-tig. 4), a unit that was informally introduced by

Witzke (1981a, 1983) and formally introduced by

Wit/ke (1985) for the "cherty dolomite interval above

the Picture Rock Member and below the base of the

laminated and mounded dolomites of the Gower For-

mation." The LaPorte City Formation is dominated by

limestone units in central Iowa that are correlative to
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Subcommision on Silurian Stratigraphy (1 995

)
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Text-figure 4.—Stratigraphic relationship between formations and members for the Iowa Silurian compared to relative sea-level curve

(adapted from Witzke, 1992).
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IBanfooCo

Text-figure 5.—Stratigraphic clo^s-seclion ot Silurian u^it^ in east-central Imva. Control points mclude both core and outcrop sections.

Datum shifts from base of Devonian in the west to base of Scotch Grove Formation in the east (adapted from Witzke, 1992). For lithologic

symbols, see Text-figure 4.
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Plate 1

1. Walliserodiis sp.

1. Coniform element, lateral view. GR-444. SUl 94708.

2-4. Pseudooneotodus hicomis Drygant. 1974

2. Conical element, upper oblique view. BSQ-bb. SUI 94709.

3. Conical element, upper oblique view. BSQ-bb. SUI 94710.

4. Conical element, upper oblique view. DLH-6. SUI 9471 1.

5. 6. Pterospathodus eopennatiis ssp. nov. 2 morphotype 4 Mannik. 1998

5. Pa element, lateral view. H13-I. SUI 94712.

6. Pa element, upper view. H13-1. SUI 94712.

7. Ozarkodina excavara excavatal (Branson and Mehl, 1933)

7. M element, inner lateral view. WBK-5F. SUI 94713.

8, 16, 17. Pterospathodus amorphognathoides aiigidiitus (Walliser. 1964)

8. Pb element, inner lateral view. DLH-6. SUI 94714.

16. Pa element, upper view. DLH-6. SUI 94721.

17. Pa element, upper view. DLH-6. SUI 94722.

9. 10. Ozarkodina excavata excavata (Branson and Mehl. 1933)

9. Pb element, inner lateral view. BN-4. SUI 94715.

10. Pa element, lateral view. BN-4. SUI 94716.

11-14. Ozarkodina sagitta rhenana (Walliser, 1964)

1 1. Pa element, upper view. FMQ-top. SUI 94111.

12. Pa element, lateral view. RvIQ-top. SUI 94717.

13. Sb element, inner lateral view. FMQ-top. SUI 94718.

14. Sa element, inner lateral view. FMQ-top. SLU 94719.

15. Kockelellal sp.

15. Sa element, inner lateral view. WBK-5E SUI 94720.

18-20. Kockelella cf. K. ahruptus (Aldridge, 1972)

18. Pa element, upper view. DLH-4. SUI 94723.

19. Pa element, lateral view. DLH-4. SUI 94723.

20. Pa element, upper view. DLH-8. SUI 94724.

21, 22. Aidacognathiisl bidlatus (Nicoll and Rexroad. 1969)

21. Pa element, upper view. GR-444. SUI 94725.

22. Pa element, lower view. GR-444. SUI 94725.

23. Aidacognathus kiiehni Mostler. 1967

23. Pa element, upper view. GR-444. SUI 94726.

24-26. Ozarkodina polinclinata poUnclinata (Nicoll and Rexroad, 1969;

24. Pa element, inner lateral view. DLH-7. SUI 94727.

25. Pb element, inner lateral view. DLH-5. SUI 94728.

26. Sc element, inner lateral view. DLH-3. SUI 94729.

27. Apsidognothus tuherciilatns Walliser, 1964

27. Pa element, upper view. DLH-1. SUI 947.30.

28. Kockelella ramdiformis (Walliser, 1964)

28. Pa element, upper view. FMQ-3. SUI 94731.

29, 34, 35. Aulacognathus bidlatus (Nicoll and Rexroad, 1969)

29. Sa element, inner lateral view. GR-444. SUI 94732.

34. Pb element, inner lateral view. GR-444. SUI 94736.

35. Pa element, upper view. GR-444. SUI 94737.

30. Distomodus staurognathoides (Walliser, 1964)

30. Pa element, upper view. GR-392.5. SUI 94733.

31-33. Pterospathodus amorphogiuithoides amorphognathoides Walliser, 1964

31. Pa element, upper view. lS-1. SUI 94734.

32. Pb element, inner lateral view. IS- 1. SUI 94735.

33. Pb element, upper view. IS-1. SUI 94735.

Magnifications all x40.
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Delhi West (DLH), Garrison Core (GR). Highway 13

road cut (HI 3). Bailey's Ford (BF) and John's Creek

QuaiTy (JCQ).

Family KOCKELELLIDAE Klapper ;//

Clark et al., 1981

Genus KOCKELELLA Walliser. 1957

Type species.—Kockclellci variahilis Walliser. 1957.

Kockelella cf. K. abruptus (Aldridge, 1972)

Plate 1. figures 18-20

SpathojiiuitliiHhi.s L'f. .S'. nhriipnis Aldridge. 1472, p. 212, pi. 4. fig. 8.

Discussion.—Specimens in this study are similar to

the specimen illustrated as Sparliogiiatliodiis cf. S.

abruptus by Aldridge ( 1972). Specimens may he an-

cestral to Kockelella lanulifonnis. only lacking devel-

opment of large basal cavity.

Collections.—2 Pa elements from the Delhi West

section.

Family PTEROSPATHODONTIDAE Cooper. 1977

Genus PTEROSPATHODUS Walliser. 1964

Type species.—Pterospcithochis aiuoijilH>iinatht>ides

Walliser. 1964.

Pterospathodus amorphognathoides angulatus

(Walliser. 1964)

Plate 1. figures 8. 16, 17

Spathogimtluulus peiimitus ciiiguUitns W;illiser. 1964, p. 79. pi. 14.

figs. 19-22.

Pterospathodus ainorphoiiiuilhoiilcs ain;iilatiis (Walliser). Maiinik

1998, p. 101,5-1019. pi. 2, figs. 1-22, 24-,^l, text-figs. 7-8 (.see

synonymy).

Discussion.—With revision of the PterospatlioJus

lineage, Miinnik ( 1998) identified P. amorphognathoi-

des angulatus as the initial member of the P. cu)ior-

phognathoides lineage. Specimens in this study exhibit

a long blade with platform containing approximately

20 denticles. Specimens in this study are most similar

to the Mannik (1998) moiphotype with tall denticles.

Collections.—5 Pa elements. 3 questionably as-

signed Pa elements. 1 Pb element and 3 questionably

assigned Pb elements, all from the Delhi West section.

Pterospathodu.s eopennatus Mannik. 1998

Plate I . figures 5. 6

l'tcrii.\piirhc>i/iis eopennatus Mannik, 199S. p. 1007-1013. pi. 1. figs.

1

—

\h. pi. 2, figs. 23, 32-41, te.\t-figs. 4-6 (see synonymy).

Discussion.—Specimens in this study are most

closely related to Pterospathodus eopennatus ssp. nov.

2 morphotype 4 of Mannik (1998. pi. 2. figs. 33. 38.

41; text-fig. 6. L, O-P. U). The most characteristic fea-

ture of this moiphotype is a sharp decrease in denticle

height just behind the cusp and posterior denticles be-

ing considerably shorter The short, almost triangular,

Pb element associated with P. eopennatus is also pres-

ent in these faunas.

Collections.—6 Pa elements. 13 and 1 questionably

assigned Pb element. 2 M elements and 8 symmetry
elements from Delhi West, HI 3. and Bailey's Ford.

CONCLUSIONS

Conodont faunas in this study allow assignment of

the LaPorte City/Scotch Grove formations to an inter-

val correlative to the eopeiuiatus Zone through Ozar-

kodina sagitta rhenana Superzone of the Silurian stan-

dard conodont zonation (Text-fig. 3). There is a com-
plicated stratigraphic relationship between the units in

this study, due both to initial facies relationships be-

tween members of the Scotch Grove Formation, and

due to diagenetic alteration of the Scotch Grove com-
pared to the limestones of the LaPorte City Formation.

The conodont faunas are sparse in both lithologies.

The presence of biostratigraphically diagnostic taxa

gives some promise to more intensive study of this

interval in the future, although this will involve the

utilization of large sample sizes to get sufficient co-

nodont faunas.
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APPENDIX

Collecting Localities and Sample Intervals

Abbreviations used for straligraphic units: Maq
(Maquoketa Formation). Bl (Bianding Formation),

Hop (Hopi<inton Formation), SG (Scotch Grove For-

mation), LPC (LaPorte City Formation), Gwr (Gower

Formation), Wap (Wapsipinicon Group); BCQ (Buck

Creek Quarry Member), WL (Welton Member), FC
(Farmers Creek Member), PR (Picture Rock Member),

JCQ (Johns Creek Quany Member), Wbk (Waubeek

Member), An-LC (Anamosa-LeClaire members undif-

ferentiated).

BF: Baileys Ford, Logan Quany, Kuhlman Con-

struction Co.. SE sec. 9, T 88 N. R 5 W. DeL
aware County; sample BF-1 taken 50 cm above

base of LaPorte City Fm.; Hop (FC, PR), LPC.

Ref: unpublished DOT log.

BN: Baldwin North, roadcuts and bluff exposures

along Maquoketa River, NE sec. 3, T 84 N. R
1 E, Jackson County; sample BN-4 from 1.5

meters above the Callipentanienis-bearing bed

in the succession; Hop (FC, PR), SG (WL).

Refs: Witzke (1976, 1981a), Johnson (1977).

BSQ: Beuse Quarry, old quairy workings, NE SW
NW sec. 28. T 80 N, R 5 E, Scott County;

sample BSQ-bb from 1.2 meters above the base

of quany section; Gwr (An-LC). Ref: Witzke

(1981a).

DLH: Delhi West Roadcut, SW SW SW SW sec. 18.

T 88 N, R 4 W, Delaware Co.; Sample intervals

from the base of outcrop in meters are; DLH-
1, 1.50-1.75; DLH-2, 2.47-2.57; DLH-3,
2.67-2.82; DLH-4, 3.30-3.37; DLH-5. 3.71-

3.76; DLH-6. 3.86-3.98; DLH-7, 4.43-4.48;

DLH-8, 5.23-5.38; DLH-9, 5.63-5.68; DLH-
10, 6.41-6.50; DLH-11. 7.07-7.17; DLH-12,
7.72-7.82; DLH-13, 7.97-8.02; SG, (BCQ),

LPC.

FMQ: Freeman Quarry, old quany bordering Plum
River Fault Zone, NE SE SW sec. 20, T 83 N.

R 2 W, Jones County; sample FMQ-3 is from

75 cm below top of quarry, sample FMQ-top
is the uppermost bed exposed at the quairy; SG
(Wbk). Ref: Witzke (1981a).

GR: Ganison core. Carbonate Hydrology Project,

SW NW SW SW sec. 33, T 85 N. R 1 1 W,

Benton County; Sample intervals are indicated

as depth in core (feet) in Text-figure 5; Maq.

Bl, Hop, LPC, Wap. Ref: Witzke (1981a, p.

504-506).

HNQ: Hanken Quarry, abandoned, NW NW NE sec.

6, T 85 N, R 2 W Jones County; sample IS-1

is from the upper 1 meter in the quarry; adja-

cent geest localities (fields and ravines), SW
NE and NE NE sec. 6; SG (BCQ). Refs: Calvin

(1896). Johnson (1977), Witzke (1976, 1981a.

1992).

JCQ: Johns Creek Quany, Kuhlman Construction

Co.. type locality of Johns Creek Quany Mem-
ber, c E Vi SW sec. 36. T 88 N. R 2 W, Du-

buque County; sample JCQ-2 from lower

Scotch Grove Fm.; Hop (FC. PR). SG (JCQ,

WL, BCQ geest). Refs: Johnson (1975, 1977,

p. 140), Witzke (1976), Shaver et al. (1978).

WBK: Waubeek exposures, roadcuts and bluffs along

Wapsipinicon River upstream from Waubeek.

type locality for Waubeek Member, NE sec. 17.

T 85 N, R 5 W Linn County; sample WBK-5f
is from the top of the exposure. Refs: Witzke

(1981a, 1981b).
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ABSTRACT

The Frame Formation (Wristen Group) in soulhern Andrews County, Texas, comprises fine-grained carbonate slope deposits

that span the Silurian-Devonian boundary. Conodont faunas from a core of the upper Frame in the Amoco Three Bar 74 well

range in age from Pridoli Ulclorla Zone) into the middle Lochkovian (onioalpha Zone). The Klonk event of Jeppsson (1998)

may be represented by an extinction or replacement event in the Frame Formation, as well as in equivalent shelf strata in southern

Oklahoma, where diagnostic late Silurian conodont species, mostly coniform ta.xa. are abruptly replaced by characteristic Early

Devonian species. This event precedes the appearance of Icriodus posnvo.schmidu and may coincide with the Silurian-Devonian

boundary.

INTRODUCTION

The Silurian-Devonian stratigraphic section in the

Permian Basin region of West Texas and eastern New
Mexico comprises over 2500 feet (760 m) of carbon-

ates and shales that include prolific reservoirs and

source rocks for hydrocarbons. Despite their economic

importance, the time relations of the complex series of

intergrading lithofacies that constitute this section are

poorly known. The main reason for the paucity of

chronostratigraphic control is the rarity of well cores

froin which well-constrained biostratigraphic data can

he obtained. Previous works utilizing shelly fossils

(Wilson and Majewski. 1960) and graptolites (Decker,

1942, 1952) have placed these strata in a general time

frame (COSUNA Project, Hills and Kottlowski, 1983).

More recent research on conodont faunas has begun to

clarify the ages of some Silurian and Devonian units

(Banick and others, 1993; Barrick, 1995; Meyer and

Banick, 2000; Meyer. 2002), but details of the place-

ment of major chronostratigraphic boundaries, in par-

ticular the Silurian-Devonian boundary, have remained

unclear

Recent studies of depositional and diagenetic facies

in Silurian and Devonian rocks in the Permian Basin

region have developed a new understanding of the spa-

tial distribution of major lithofacies units in the car-

bonate-dominated Silurian to Lower Devonian section

and an improved reconstruction of the depositional

history (Ruppel, 1993; Ruppel and Holtz, 1994; Rup-

pel and Hovorka, 1995; Ruppel and Barnaby, 2001).

As part of a program to characterize hydrocarbons res-

ervoirs on lands owned by the University of Texas,

cores from the Three Bar Field in southern Andrews

County, Texas (Text-fig. 1 ), which produces from the

Lower Devonian Thirtyone Formation, were made

available for study (Ruppel and Hovorka, 1995). In the

course of this research, a core that includes over 150

feet (46 m) of the underlying Frame Formation was

obtained and has been processed for conodonts. Data
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Text-figure. 1.—Locality map showing location of the Amoco
Three Bar 74 well in West Texas. Position of the edge of the Wristen

(Fasken) platform margin from Ruppel and Hollz (1994, fig. 5).

from this core permit resolution of the placement of

the Silurian-Devonian boundary in this region as well

as information on the significant changes in conodont

faunas that occur during the "Klonk event" of Jepps-

son (1998).
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STRATIGRAPHIC SETTING

Ruppel and Holtz (1994) outlined the overall geo-

logical setting and depositional history of upper Silu-

rian and Lower Devonian strata in the Permian Basin

region (Text-fig. 2). During the Wenlock, tectonic sub-

sidence transformed the Llandovery carbonate plat-

form (Fusselman Formation) into a ramp that deep-

ened to the south. In the outer ramp setting, nodular

carbonate wackestones of the Wink Formation are

overlain by the more distal, deeper water carbonates

and shales of the Frame Formation. Continued subsi-

dence during the late Silurian produced a deeper water

basin to the present-day south, which was flanked on

the north by shelf platform to steep ramp that sloped

into the basin. Aggradation of the platform in central

System
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the Fasken Formation are Wenlock in age (Barrick,

1995). but the ages of the Frame Formation in the

basin and the upper part of the Fasken Formation on

the shelf are poorly known. Sparse Ludlow to Pridoli

conodont faunas have been reported from dolostones

assigned to the Fasken Formation well north of the

basin margin (Barrick, 1995). but no Devonian taxa

have been recovered from beds assigned to the Fasken.

No evidence of breaks in deposition and related dia-

genetic alteration have been reported from the Fasken,

and deposition appears to have continued without sig-

nificant interruption from the Silurian into the Early

Devonian on the platform.

Decker (1942, 1952) described Silurian graptolites

from dark shales that we assign to the Frame Forma-

tion from two wells in Crane County. Texas (Text-fig.

1). Finney (//; Barrick et a!.. 1993) restudied Decker's

collections and reported that the graptolites ranged in

age from late Silurian (no older than Ludlow) to as

young as the Early Devonian (Pragian). Fragments of

Icriodus Pa elements were obtained from dark shales

of the Frame just above the Wink Formation in the

Pegasus core in Midland County. Texas (Barrick et al.,

1993). These biostratigraphic data suggest that depo-

sition of dark shales and carbonates of the Frame con-

tinued from the Ludlow into the Early Devonian and

that the Silurian/Devonian boundary should lie within

the Frame Formation in the basin.

Ruppel and Holtz (1994) indicated that a major rise

in sea level took place in West Texas and eastern New
Mexico during the Early Devonian, which is reflected

in the distinctly deeper water character of the basal

deposits of the Thirtyone Formation, especially on the

shelf margin area in Andrews County. There, deeper

water Thirtyone chert deposits overlie Fasken reef de-

posits (F. J. Lucia, cited in Ruppel and Holtz, 1994).

The Thirtyone Formation represents a thick wedge of

cherts and siliceous carbonates that prograded south-

ward into the basin during the Early Devonian (Ruppel

and Holtz. 1994). The timing of the filling of the Thir-

tyone basin is unclear. Shelly faunas suggest that the

unit was deposited during the Early to Middle Devo-

nian (Wilson and Majewski, 1960), but conodont fau-

nas indicate only a Pragian age for the unit (Barrick,

1995: Meyer, 2002).

THE AMOCO THREE BAR 74 CORE

In southern Andrews County (Text-fig. 1). the shelf

facies of the Fasken shelf grade into the outer ramp to

slope facies of the Frame Formation (Ruppel and

Holtz, 1994, fig. 4). The Amoco Three Bar 74 well

lies just south of the transition, where nearly 500 feet

(152 m) of the Frame Formation is recorded by cut-

tings and petrophysical logs. The base of the Thirtyone

Formation is readily identified by its distinctive log

signature (Ruppel and Holtz. 1994. fig. 10) at a depth

of 8051 feet (2454 m) below sea level. Approximately

150 feet (45.7 m) of shale and carbonate assigned to

the Frame Formation were cored in the Amoco Three

Bar 74 (Text-fig. 3). The top of the core lies at 8112

feet (2472.5 m), 61 feet (18.6 m) below the top of the

Frame, and extends down to 8258 feet (2517 m). near-

ly 300 feet (91.4 m) above of the base of the forma-

tion. The lithologic sequence of the cored interval is

shown on Text-figure 3. In subsequent discussions,

depth measurements are presented as feet below sea

level, as this is the convention for subsurface work in

the Permian Basin region of west Texas and eastern

New Mexico.

The lower portion of the cored interval (8258' to

8196') consists of argillaceous and silty, slightly do-

lomitic carbonate mudstones and wackestones. Below
8235' limestones are nodular bedded and interbedded

with minor amounts of calcareous shale. From 8235'

to 8196' the limestones are locally parallel-laminated

or burrowed. At irregular intervals, angular clasts of

skeletal to pelloidal carbonate mudstone occur. In con-

trast to the matrix, the clasts appear to contain little

terrigenous material. The clasts are most prominent in

three intervals (825 1 .5'-8247'; 8224'-8221'; and
8206'-8200'), but clasts occur as thin layers or indi-

vidually at other levels. The clasts appear to represent

lithified carbonate material that was eroded off the

shelf margin and carried deeper onto the slope region

by downslope transport.

Thin crinoid-brachiopod packstone/grainstone beds

appear at 8196' and occur up to 8178'. The poorly

sorted, slightly abraded skeletal grains are dominated

by echinoderm and brachiopod debris and include os-

tracods, trilobite and bryozoan grains, as well as pel-

loids. The grainstone beds are interbedded with the

typical Frame carbonate mudstones and wackestones,

and may represent skeletal sands derived from the

shelf margin. Above 8178', slightly dolomitic lami-

nated carbonate mudstones, wackestones, and rare

packstones constitute the Frame Formation. In the up-

per parts of the core, brachiopods, corals, and bryo-

zoans are more common, and the matrix becomes

more argillaceous and silty. At 8116', a few clasts of

peloidal skeletal grainstone, like those found lower in

the Frame, occur. Log responses indicate no significant

additional change in lithology in the uppermost part of

the Frame Formation in the Three Bar 74 well.

The overall succession of facies in the Three Bar 74

core suggests only a possible slight shallowing upward

pattern for the Frame Formation, probably moderated

by sea-level fluctuations. This could be a result of

moderate progradation of the shelf margin during the
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Text-figure. 4.—Detailed lithologic column and conodont ranges

across the Silurian-Devonian boundary interval in the Amoco Three

Bar 74 core, Andrews County. Texas. See text for details about

faunal changes and placement of the systemic boundary. Lithologic

symbols given on Text-figure 3.

rick and Klapper. 1992). An indetenninate, juvenile Pa

element of Icriodus occurs at 8219'.

The most dramatic shift in conodont faunas occurs

from 8213' to 8207' (Text-fig. 5). The three most char-

acteristic species of the upper detorta Zone, Belodella

coarctata, Dapsilodus sp., and Panderodiis sp. disap-

pear at 82ir-8212'. Only a single specimen of Pan-

derodiis occurs higher in the core (8197'-8200'). The
highest collection with Oulodiis elegaiis detorta

(8213'-8210') includes Sc elements with two small

denticles between some of the large denticles. This

subspecies may disappear at this level, or just higher

(8209'-8210'). where a few poorly preserved rami-

form elements occur. At 8213' Dvorakia philipi? ap-

pears and at 8207' Belodella cf. B. resima appears and

becomes abundant. The low abundance of the ancestral

species, D. amsdeni and B. anfracta, and poor pres-

ervation make the position of the faunal transitions in

Dvorakia and Belodella difficult to locate exactly.

Ozarkodina remscheidensis, which was uncommon in

the underlying beds, becomes a persistent part of the

fauna at 8213' and Ozarkodina? planilingua occurs in

small numbers. Decoriconiis fragilis becomes more
abundant than below, and Pseitdooneotodus heckman-

ni. which occurred sparingly below, rises to moderate

abundance at 8207'. Robust ramiform elements that

inay be referred questionably to Oiilodus cristagalli?

appear in small numbers at 8207' and range higher

Although a few indeterminate Pa elements and con-

iform elements of Icriodus appear lower, the first iden-

tifiable species is /. postwoschwidti. which appears

with the first skeletal grainstone layer at 8195'. Ele-

ments of Icriodus pospivoschmidti are moderately com-
mon through the grainstone interval, but are less com-
mon higher in the core. Associated with Icriodus in

the grainstone interval are variable proportions of Be-

lodella sp. cf. B. resima, Pseudooneotodus beckmanni,

Decoriconus fragilis, Ozarkodina remscheidensis, O.

excavatal. O.l planilinuga, and Oulodus elements.

Barrick and Klapper (1992) interpreted the appear-

ance of Icriodus postwoschmidti in Oklahoma to rep-

resent the level of the Cordilleran eurekaensis Zone,

based on the co-occurrence of this species with Pe-

davis biexoramiis. which is known from the eurekaen-

sis Zone in Nevada (Murphy and Matti, 1983). Icriod-

us woschmidti, the diagnostic species of the wosch-

midti Zone, was not recovered from the core, nor is it

known from Oklahoma (Barrick and Klapper, 1992).

Because of the broad geographic distribution of Icriod-

us postwoschmidti (see synonymy in Barrick and

Klapper, 1992), a zone based on this species has broad-

er application than the Cordilleran eurekaensis Zone
and we employ it here (Text-fig. 3). The base of the

postwoschmidti Zone is well correlated with the grap-

tolite succession, because /. postwoschmidti appears in

the middle of the Monograptus uniformis Zone in the

Barrandian succession in Bohemia (Schonlaub, 1980)

and in the upper range of the M. uniformis Zone in

Podolia (Mashkova, 1970: Drygant, 1984).

The conodont fauna of the skeletal grainstones per-

sists into the carbonate wackestones and mudstones

that lie above it, but Icriodus declines in abundance.

Icriodus eolatericrescensl occurs at only one level, at

8 165 '-8 162'. Lanea omoalpha first appears at 8150'

and recurs in the highest samples from the core,

8117'-81ir. This species is the zonal index for the

omoalpha Zone as used by Murphy and Valenzuela-

Ri'os ( 1999). which lies at the base of the middle Loch-

kovian.

In summary, the conodont fauna of the Frame For-
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Text-figure. 5.—Relative abundance of major conodont taxa across the Silurian-Devonian boundary interval in the Amoco Three Bar 74

core, Andrews County, Texas. Abundances plotted at three-foot intervals. Thin black areas between Pseudooneoiodus and Ozcirkodina represent

the abundance of Dvanikia species. Belodella = B. anfnicta and H. sp. cf. li. rcsinui: coarctata = Belodella coarctara. See text for details

about change in faunal abundance. Intervals without conodonts. SliS6'-SlS3' and X2.^1 '-X22S'. are omitted from text-figure.

matioii in the Three Bar 74 core ranges in age from

the PridiiH (late Silurian) into the middle Lochkovian

(Early Devonian). Appro.ximately 300 feet (91.4 m) of

the Frame Formation lie below the cored section; these

strata should be Ludlow to early Pridoli in age by

stratigraphic position above the Wink Fitrmation and

below the cored interval. The base of the Thirtyone

Formation lies some 60 feet ( 18.6 m) abcwe the cored

interval; the top of the Frame may span the middle

and late Lochkovian and even extend into the Pragian.

THE SILURIAN-DEVONIAN BOUNDARY AND
THE KLONK EVENT

The faunal transition across the Silurian-Devonian

in the Frame Formation is similar to that reported by

Barrick and Klapper ( 1992) from the Henryhouse-Har-

agan formations in southern Oklahoma. Despite a dis-

tinct, sharp faunal change near the inferred position of

the Silurian-Devonian boundary, the exact position of

this boundary is difficult to place. In Oklahoma and

west Texas, at least four steps in the faunal transition

occur in the same order though a thin stratigraphic

interval and may represent steps in the Klonk event of

Jeppsson (1998).

Step 1 ; Acme oi Bcloilclla courcluta in the upper

part of the detortu Zone.

Step 2: Extinctions of BcloilelUi conrctciici. Dapsi-

locliis sp., Paiulerocliis sp.. B. anfractci. and

Dvonikia ciiusileni. Appearance of B. cf. B.

resiiiia and D. plulipi'l. These events occur

so close in the sections that their order has

not been resolved.

Step 3: Extinction of Oiilodiis ele^dns dctorta. A
biofacies shift to Decoricoiuis- and Pseii-

dooncotodiis-iiommMed faunas, with com-

mon Ozcirkodina rcinschcidcnsis group el-

ements. Appearance of Oiilailiis crisru,i;(dli-

like elements.

Step 4: Appearance of Icriodiis postwoschitiidti.
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Barrick and Klapper (1992) found it difficult to lo-

cate the Silurian-Devonian boundary exactly in the

Henryhouse-Haragan section using these faunas, and

the same is true for the Frame Formation in the Three

Bar 74 core. Part of the problem is that the base of

the Devonian cannot be precisely placed using cono-

donts alone. Icriodus woschmidti, which is often used

to help recognize basal Devonian strata, is well doc-

umented to occur in uppermost Silurian strata, perhaps

as low as the Monograptus transi>rediens Interzone

(Jeppsson, 1988). However, in Oklahoma and West

Texas, only the presumed descendent of /. woschmidti,

I. posni'oschinidti is present. It appears just above the

base of the Devonian (middle M. imifonnis Zone).

Oiilodiis elegans detorta. the first appearance of which

defines the highest Silurian conodont zone, appears to

range into the lowest Devonian beds at the Devonian

stratotype section at Klonk and elsewhere (Jeppsson,

1988, 1989). Jeppsson (1988, 1989) indicated that

ramiform elements of O. e. detorta having two to three

small denticles interspaced with major denticles may
serve to distinguish latest Silurian from earliest De-

vonian forms. However, the preservation of ramiform

elements in the uppermost samples of the range of O.

e. detorta in the Frame samples is poor and such el-

ements are known from only one sample (8113'-

8110').

Jeppsson (1998) proposed the "Klonk Secundo

Event" for the oceanic event that affected a variety of

organisms, in particular graptolites and conodonts, at

the end of the Silurian. He did not select a reference

area, but indicated that it is best known in Bohemia,

and that it could be recognized in Oklahoma, using

data of Barrick and Klapper ( 1992). The Klonk event

started at or near the replacement of Oulodiis elegans

elegans by O. e. detorta, based on observations of the

conodont succession at Klonk (Jeppsson, 1988, 1989).

Jeppsson (1998) also noted that Ozarkodina excavata

dominates just before the end of the Silurian at Klonk

and in the first Devonian fauna. He compared the dom-
inance of Ozarkodina excavata in the Klonk Event

with a similar dominance of this species in the last

fauna just before recovery during the severe Mulde
Event (Wenlock), which suggests that the recovery

phase of the Klonk Event spanned the Silurian-De-

vonian boundary.

If the Klonk Event starts near the first appearance

of Oulodus elegans detorta and extends into the ear-

liest Devonian, then strata in the Three Bar 74 core

and the Oklahoma sections span the entire event. No
conodont faunal changes are evident in the lower part

of the range of O. e. detorta in either area; all the

faunal transitions occur in the uppermost part of the

detorta Zone. The short range and acme of Belodella

coarctata is the most conspicuous feature of the upper

part of the detorta Zone in the Three Bar 74 core and

the Oklahoma sections. Jeppsson (1988) records a

comparable acme of this species (B. mira in his pa-

pers) that ranges from the upper part of the Mono-
graptus trangrediens Interzone (Bed 10 at Klonk) and

apparently peaks in the Post-M. trangrediens Interreg-

num (Bed 14). There, the B. coarctata acme lies below

the first occurrence of Oulodus elegans detorta in In-

terbed 16/17, but the latter species occurs at only two

levels, 16/17 and 19 in the Klonk section. The sparse

occurrences of B. mira (B. coarctata) reported in In-

terbed 16/17 and 19 at Klonk by Jeppsson (1988) are

based on very poor material that is not considered to

be diagnostic. At U topolu. Bed 3 (Chlupac et al..

1972: Jeppsson. 1988). B. coarctata does dominate a

sample bearing Oulodus e. detorta within the upper

range of M. transgrediens.

Conodont species comprising coniform elements

from the Cellon section in Austria (Walliser, 1964)

have never been described, but it is possible to make
some observations about the range of Belodella spe-

cies using comparative collections obtained by Jepps-

son and Barrick from Cellon. Belodella coarctata oc-

curs in samples 42A, 43C, and 47, ranging from well

below the first occurrence of Oulodus elegans detorta

(sample 45) as reported by Jeppsson (1988). Belodella

cf. B. resima appears in sample 47 with the acme of

B. coarctata and ranges higher, but the latter species

is absent in samples 47A and 47B. Icriodus wosch-

midti appears in sample 47B, and Monograptus uni-

formis in sample 30.

The data from Klonk, U topolu, and Cellon place

the acme of Belodella coarctata as ranging from the

uppermost part of the Monograptus transgrediens In-

terzone into the lower part of the latest Pridoli Post-

Monograptus transgrediens Interregnum. This may

mark the first major step of the Klonk Event. Jeppsson

(1988, 1989) indicated that Oulodus e. detorta appears

high in the Monograptus transgrediens Interzone.

However, because Oulodus e. detorta ranges well be-

low the Belodella coarctata acme in our sections, we

infer that the base of the detorta Zone lies somewhat

lower, but still within the trangrediens Interzone.

The extinction of Belodella coarctata and the ap-

pearance of B. cf. B. resima occur during the Post-

Monograptus transgrediens Interregnum. Because

Icriodus woschmidti may occur as low as the M. trans-

grediens Interzone in the BaiTandian (Jeppsson. 1988).

the faunal events in West Texas and Oklahoma listed

in Step 2 (above) may lie closer to the base of the

Devonian than the first appearance of /. woschmidti.

Note that juvenile, undiagnostic Pa elements of an

Icriodus species occur at 8216'-8219' in the Three Bar
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74 core and at Highway 77 in Oklahoma (Barrick and

Klapper, 1992, table 3). below the faunal change of

Step 2.

The rise to dominance of Ozarkodina excuvata re-

ported by Jeppsson (1998) to mark the pre-recovery

jihase of the Klonk Event occurs in Bed 19 at Klonk,

just below the base of the Devonian, the middle of

Bed 20. In contrast, elements assigned now to Ozar-

kodina excavata disappear just before the first appear-

ance of Icriodiis woschmidti at Celion (WalHser. 1964.

table 2). In Oklahoma, Ozxirkodiiui excuvata is uncom-

mon in the detorta Zone but becomes moderately

abundant in one sample just before Step 2, but locally

disappears with the extinctions of Step 2. In the Frame

Formation in the Three Bar 74 core, however, Ozar-

kodina excavata is rare both below and above the po-

tential boundary level.

If the faunal transition discussed here is reliable for

detailed biostratigraphic conelation. then the base of

the Devonian should lie just above the faunal events

of Step 2. Faunas characterized by Belodella anfracta.

Dvorakia anisdeni. Dapsilodiis and the acme of B.

coarctata would be latest Pridoli in age. Faunas bear-

ing Belodella sp. cf. B. resinia and Dvorakia philipi

and Oulodiis elegans detorta elements with two or

more small denticles alternating with large denticles

would be earliest Lochkovian in age. Both faunas may
lie within the time represented by the Icriodiis wosch-

midti Zone in the existing conodont zonation. If this

interpretation is correct, then the base of the Devonian

in the Frame Formation in West Texas can be placed

at approximately 8211' in the Three Bar 74 core.

The dramatic biofacies shift to Decohcomis- and

Pseudoonoetodns-dommMQii faunas, which occurs at

about the same level as the extinction of Oulodus ele-

gans detorta (Step 3; at 8209 feet in the Frame), lies

within the time interval represented by the Icriodiis

woschmidti Zone, but above the base of the Devonian.

No change in lithology or evidence of a disconformity

coincides with this biofacies shift, which may repre-

sent some later recovery step in the Klonk event. Step

4 is the appearance of Icriodiis postwoschmidti. the

first occun-ence of which is a definitive indicator for

the earliest Lochkovian (middle of the Monograptus

uniformis Zone; see above).

Application of this argument to sections in

Oklahoma indicates that the placement of the Silurian-

Devonian boundary by Banick and Klapper (1992)

should be changed. These authors placed the base of

the Devonian to coincide with the conodont biofacies

shift of Step 3, which matches approximately the

abrupt turnover in the shelly faunas reported by Ams-

den and Barrick (1988 and references cited therein) to

coincide with the Henryhouse-Haragan formational

boundary. Step 2 occurs slightly lower in their sec-

tions, and using this as the correlated boundary places

the base of the Devonian at sample 2B instead of 2D
at the 1-35 section, or 0.50 m lower (Barrick and Klap-

per, 1992, text-fig. 3; table 1).

SYSTEMATIC PALEONTOLOGY

Most species discussed and illustrated in this paper

have been well described in the literature, in particular

in the paper by Barrick and Klapper (1992) on cono-

dont faunas across the Silurian-Devonian boundary in

Oklahoma. The species discussed below, however, are

ones that have been subsequently described or revised,

or represent forms that are not well known. The re-

visions recommended by Murphy et al. (2004), how-

ever, have not been incoiporated. All illustrated spec-

imens are reposited at the University of Iowa (SLT

numbers).

Plate 1

All specimens are from the Frame Member. Wristen Formation. Amoco Three Bar 74 well. Andrews County. Texas. All illustrations are

60--:.

1. Ozarkodina remscheidensis (Ziegler, I960)?

1. SUI 98144. 8258 feet: lateral view of needle denticle Pa element morphotypc.

2. 9. 10. Ozarkodina remscheidensis (Ziegler, 1960)

2. SUI 98145. 8195-8198 feet, lateral view of Pa element.

9. 10. SUI 98146. 8258 feet. 9. upper view of broken Pa element; 10. lateral view.

3, 4. 11, 12. 0;arA:o(/mo.'' /)/c»i;7;;igK(7 Murphy and Valenzuela-Ri'os. 1999

3. 4. SUI 98147. 8210-8213 feet: 3. upper view of Pa element: 4. lateral view.

II. 12. SUI 98148. 8210-8213 feet. 1 1. upper view of Pa element with broken basal cavity rim: 12. lateral view.

5-8, 13, 14. Lanea omoalplui Murphy and Valenzuela-Rios. 1999

5, 6. SUI 98149. 8117 feet: 5, upper view of Pa element; 6. lateral view (specimen broken during photography).

7, 8. SUI 98150, 8114 feet. 7, upper view of broken Pa element; 8 lateral view.

13, 14. SUI 98151, 8150 feet. 13. upper view of Pa element, 14, lateral view.
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Class CONODONTI Branson, 1938

Order PRIONIODINIDA Sweet, 1988

Family PRIONIODINIDAE Bassler, 1925

Genus OULODUS Branson and Mehl. 1933b

Oulodus elegans detorta (Walliser, 1964)

Plate 3. figures 1-3

Remarks.—The identification of Oulodus elegans

detorta depends on the recognition of the presence of

small denticles interspersed between large denticles on

the processes. This feature appears gradually in pop-

ulations of O. elegans, and alternating denticulation

appears in the Sc elements before in the other ele-

ments. Jeppsson (1988) recommends that if 10% of the

O. elegans elements in a collection possess alternating

denticulation, then the population should be assigned

to O. elegans detorta. The small numbers and variable

preservation of elements of O. elegans from the Three

bar 74 core makes application of the 10% rule prob-

lematic. The first Sc element with alternating dentic-

ulation appears low in the core, 8252-8249 feet, but

collections in which several of the elements clearly

possess alternating denticulation occur much higher, at

8213-8210 feet. The position of the base of the detorta

Zone in the core is placed at 8252 feet, where the first

Sc element with clearly alternating denticulation ap-

pears.

Order OZARKODINIDA Dzik. 1976

Family SPATHOGNATHODONTIDAE, Hass 1959

Genus LANEA Muiphy and Valenzuela-Rios, 1999

Type species.—Ozarkodina eleanorae Lane and Or-

miston, 1979.

Remarks.—Murphy and Valenzuela-Rios (1999)

distinguish Pa elements of Lanea from those of similar

taxa like Ozarkodina. by the presence of a distinct,

broad terrace, a raised area extending from the blade,

flanked by a sulcate brim, on the upper surface of the

relatively large basal platform lobe. Unlike species of

Ancyrodelloides. Pa elements of Lanea typically lack

ridges or tubercules on the basal platform lobes.

Lanea omoalpha Murphy and

Valenzuela-Rios, 1999

Plate 1, figures 5-8. 13, 14

Ancyrodelloides oiniis alpha morph Murphy and Matti, 1983, p. 17,

pi. 2. figs. 18-20 [imprint 1982]: Valenzuela-Rios. 1994. pi. 1.

fig. 10.

Lanea omoalpha Murphy and Valenzuela-Rios. 1999, p. 327. pi. 1,

figs. 10-19. 23. 27-29, pi. 2. figs. 12-14.

Remarks.—The Pa element of Lanea omoalpha has

large basal platform lobes with the area of the platform

terrace equal to greater than that of the brim. The basal

cavity is unrestricted. The four Pa elements assigned

here to this species possess the relatively large tenace

characteristic of the species. Other Pa elements that

Plate 2

All specimens are from the Frame Member, Wristen Formation. Amoco Three Bar 74 well. Andrews County, Texas. All illustrations are

60X.

\arkodina sp. 1

2. SUl 98152, 8195-8198 feet. 1, upper view of Pa element; 2. lateral view.

4. SUI 98153, 8141-8143 feet. 3, upper view of Pa element: 4, lateral view.

SUI 98154, 8141-8143 feet. 7, lateral view of Pa element.

arkodina sp. 1?

6. SUI 98155, 8148 feet. 5, upper view of Pa element: 6. lateral view.

arkodina remscheidensis (Ziegler, I960)?

SUI 98156, 8198 feet. Lateral view of Pa element.

arkodina excavata subspecies C
SUI 98157, 8213-8216 feet. Lateral view of Pa element.

SUI 98158, 8213-8216 feet. Inner lateral view of Pb element.

arkodina excavata subspecies A?
SUI 98159, 8258 feet. Lateral view of Pa element.

arkodina excavata subspecies A
SUI 98160, 8249-8252 feet. Inner view of Pb element.

SUI 98161. 8249-8252 feet. Lateral view of Pa element.

SUI 98162. 8249-8252 feet. Lateral view of Pa element.

arkodina wnrmi (Bischoff and Sannemann. 1958)

SUI 98163, 8116 feet. Lateral view of Pa element.

arkodina excavata subspecies B
SUI 98164, 8228-8231 feet. Lateral view of Pa element.

1-4. 7.
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have a terrace that approaches that of L. omoalplui in

size were placed in the closely related species Ozur-

kiuliiui"! planilingiia. Lcmea oinoulphu appears at 8152

feet in the Three Bar 74 core and occms in the highest

two samples of the core at 81 17-81 14 and 81 14-81 I 1

feet.

Genus OZARKODINA Branson and

Mehl. 1933a

Ozarkodina excavata excavata Branson and

Mehl. 1933a

Remarks.—Elements that can be assigned to Ozar-

kodina excavata in the broadest sense occur sporadi-

cally through the Three Bar 74 core. Despite their rar-

ity, a variety of forms occur that are described here in

open nomenclature. Murphy et al. (2004) discuss the

nomenclatural and taxonomic problems associated

with the O. excavata group. A few Pa and Pb elements

resembling "typical" Ozarkodina excavata excavata

occur only at the base of the core, at 8256'-8259' and

in the postv^'oschmidti Zone (8171 '-8I65').

Ozarkodina excavata subspecies A
Plate 2, figures 12-14

Remarks.—This form includes small compressed Pa

elements in which the lower margin of the element

rises at mid-length and the posterior blade is elevated.

A shallow, open basal cavity underlies entire posterior

half of element. The anterior process bears 3 to 8 dis-

crete, triangular, compressed denticles that are highest

in the middle of the process and decline in height to-

ward the cusp and anteriorly. The cusp is no larger

than, or may be slightly smaller than, the 3 to 3 broad-

ly triangular discrete denticles that lie on the posterior

process. An associated Pb element is similar to Pb el-

ements found with typical Ozarkodina excavata. but

the processes are more widely spaced and denticles are

triangular like those found on the associated Pa ele-

ments. S elements associated with these Pa and Pb

elements are typical for O. e.xcavata. except that den-

ticles are discrete and more widely spaced. These el-

ements occur only in the interval from 8259-8249 feet

in the Three Bar 74 core.

Ozarkodina e.xcavata subspecies B
Plate 2. figure 16

Remarks.—This form has large Pa elements in

which the lower margin of the element rises at mid-

length like that of subspecies A. The open basal cavity,

though, is very shallow, almost flat. Breakage obscures

the nature of the denticulation. but at least the lower

parts of nearly equally sized denticles appear to be

fused together. Subspecies B could represent a larger

version of subspecies A, or a modified somewhat

younger form. This form occurs in samples from

8249-8245 and 8231-8225 feet in the Three Bar 74

core.

Ozarkodina excavata subspecies C
Plate 2, figures 9. 10

Reniarks.—Subspecies C has a small strongly com-

pressed Pa element that possesses a large reclined tri-

angular cusp and a short posterior process. Only three

to five relatively large denticles lie on the anterior pro-

Plate 3

All specimens are from the Frame Memher. Wristeii Fdrmalioii. Amoco Three Bar 74 well, Andrews County. Texas. All illustrations are

60 X.

1-3. Oiilodti.s elegans detorta ('WMi^er. 1964)

1. SUI 98165, 8210-8213 feet. Inner view of Sc element.

2. SUI 98166, 8210-8213 feet. Anterior-lateral view of detoitiform element.

3. SUI 98167, 8249-8252 feet. Inner view of Sc element.

4-6. Oulodiis crisragalU (Ziegler, I960)?

4. SUI 98168, 8178 feet. Inner view of walliseriform element.

5. SUI 98169, 8178 feet. Inner view of Sb element.

6. SUI 98170, 8178 feet. Inner view of M element.

7. Ozarkodina sp. 1?

7. SUI 98171, 8148 feet. Inner view of Pb element.

8. Ozarkodina remsclieidensi.s or O. '.' iilmiiliuiiua

8. SUI 98172. 8210-8213 feet. Inner view of Pb element.

9. 10. 12. Icriodiis postwosclimidti Maf,\\V.ova. 1968

9. SUI 98173, 8192 feet. Upper view of Pa element.

10. SUI 98174, 8192-8195 feet. Upper view of Pa element.

12. SUI 98175, 8192 feet. Upper view of Pa element.

1 1 . Icriodus eolatericre.scens Mashkova, 1 968

1 1. SUI 98176, 8162-8165 feet. Upper view of Pa element.
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cess, and three to four smaller denticles lie on the short

posterior process. An associated Pb element is of the

Ozarkodina excavata type, but is strongly compressed

like the Pa element. S elements occuiring with the Pa

and Pb elements are small, and have delicate, closely

spaced denticles. Subspecies C occurs in samples from

8216 to 8210 feet in the Three Bar 74 core.

Ozarkodina? planilingua Muiphy and Valenzuela-

Ri'os. 1999

Plate 1, figures 3, 4. 11. 12

[''>]0:.arkiHliiHi rcmsclieidcn.si.s icinscheiden.sis (Ziegler. 19f)(l)

Uyeno, lySL pi. 3. tig. 21-23, 29-33.

Ozarkodina! planilingua Murphy and Valenzuela-Rio.s. 1999, p.

326, pi. 1. fig. 1-9.

Remarks.—Ozarkodina! planilingua was erected by

Murphy and Valenzuela-Rios (1999) to include Pa el-

ements that are similar to those of the Ozarkodina reiii-

scheidensis group of species, but differ in the posses-

sion of a small raised area, the tenace, that extends

from the blade. The surface of the brim, the lower area

of the upper surface of the basal cavity, is larger in

area than the tenace. Pa elements assigned here to O.'l

planilingua grade into Pa elements lacking a teiTace/

brim that are placed here in O. remscheidensis, and

confident identification of some specimens is problem-

atic without SEM images. Pa elements assigned to O.l

planilingua range through most of the cored interval,

from the late Pridoli detorta Zone (8233-8231 feet)

through the onioalplia Zone near the top of the Three

Bar 74 core (81 17^81 14 feet).

Ozarkodina remscheidensis (Ziegler, 1960)

Plate 1, figures 2, 9, 10

Remarks.—Pa elements that had formerly been re-

ferred to Ozarkodina remscheidensis can now be as-

signed to a number of species depending on the author.

See Murphy et al. (2004) for discussion about this

group of species. Specimens assigned to this species

in this paper lack the attributes that characterize forms

that have been separated from it. Considerable varia-

tion exists among the Pa elements extracted from the

core, but small size, breakage and poor preservation

inhibits a thorough analysis of the group. Jeppsson

(1988) restricted the use of the name O. r. eosleinhor-

nensis to Pa elements that possess a rectangular basal

cavity, one side of which bears a denticle or short pro-

cess. No Pa elements of this type were recovered from

the Three Bar 74 core.

Most elements assigned to Ozarkodina remschei-

densis have relatively even denticulation and a heart-

shaped to subquadrate basal cavity. The white matter

occupies the denticles and extends down into the blade

as peg-like extensions from the centers of the denti-

cles. Commonly, the white matter extends further

down into the blade in the center of the element than

towards the extremities of the processes. Diagnostic

features of O. remscheidensis. according to Jeppsson

( 1988), are that the denticles on the anterior blade rise

toward the anterior, as does the base of the white mat-

ter below the denticles. The size and position of the

basal cavity varies, but most specimens have a some-

what restricted basal cavity that is located just poste-

rior of midlength. These forms appear to grade into

Ozarkodina"? planilingua, but differ in that they lack

the brim and terrace of that species. Specimens with a

pinch zone on the blade show some constriction of the

upper surface of the basal cavity where it joins the

blade, but it does not extend around the outer margin

of the basal cavity.

Some specimens differ from the typical moiphology

and are included with question. In the lower part of

the core (8258 feet), a few specimens occur with nu-

merous needle-like denticles and a somewhat restricted

basal cavity (PI. 1, fig. 1). At tiie other extreme of

variation are a few specimens that possess arched pro-

cesses and extremely irregular coarse denticulation (PI.

2, fig. 8: 8198 feet).

Ozarkodina species 1

Plate 2, figures 1-4, 7

Remarks.—A group of Pa elements occurs in lower

Lochkovian beds in the Three Bar 74 core that differs

from the typical Ozarkodina remscheidensis moi"phol-

ogy. These Pa elements have a larger, more quadrate

basal cavity that extends further to the posterior and

lacks a brim on the upper basal cavity surface. The

few older examples of this form from the postwosch-

midti Zone (8201-8195 feet) possess the same type of

denticulation and white matter distribution as co-oc-

cuiTing specimens of O. remscheidensis. In younger

beds, from 8171 feet and higher into the omoalpha

Zone (PI. 2, figs. 3, 4, 7), specimens assigned to Ozar-

kodina species 1 are slightly more robust and possess

fewer stout to triangular denticles than O. remschei-

densis. Tiie most obvious difference is that the Pa el-

ement is mostly hyaline and the white matter is re-

stricted to the cores oi' denticles in the middle of the

blade. One specimen bears a short ridge on the pos-

terior surface of the outer basal cavity surface (PI. 2,

figs. 3, 4). However, in the same lower Lochkovian

beds occur a few Pa elements that have a similar re-

striction of white matter, but possess a more O. rem-
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scheidensis-XWic basal cavity iOzarkodina sp. 1?, PI. 2,

figs. 5. 6; 8148 feet). The Pb elements associated with

O. species I. (PI. 3. fig. 7) possess a larger cusp and

lower processes than Pb elements occurring in faunas

with O. remscheidensis and O.'l planilingua (PI. 3, fig.
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ABSTRACT

The name Thornton Creek Member (Flume Formation) is proposed for the mixed clastic-carbonate stratigraphic package that

onlaps Cambrian rocks and is overlain by typical carbonate ramp deposits of the upper Flume Formation beneath the isolated

Ancient Wall reef platform in the Alberta Rocky Mountains of western Alberta. Canada. At Ancient Wall, the Thornton Creek
Member is nearly 10 meters thick, records a single Transgressive-Regressive (T-R) cycle, and consists of three coarsening upward
parasequences. Bioturbated clastic mudstones in parasequence 1 contain a restricted monospecific inner-shelf brachiopod fauna

(Afhyris sp). Middle shelf sediments of parasequence 2 signify deposition during maximum flooding. The lower part of paras-

equence 2 yields a low-diversity Alhyris-dominated assemblage. The middle part of parasequence 2 yields the conodont Icriodus

siibrermimis. associated with a diverse brachiopod fauna consisting of abundant shells of Eleulheiokoinnui. Scliizophoria (S.),

and Athyris. with less common Cyirina. Desqiiainatia (Independoriypa). Psemloaliypti. Cmiiaeim. Stropliodonta. and ichnofossils

suggestive of the Cruziana ichnofacies. Low-angle cross-stratified dolomitic sandstones capping parasequence 3 indicate shallow

inner-shelf conditions and maximum shoaling. Faunal data indicate that deposition of this unit coincided with part of the Slave

Point and lower Waterways formations elsewhere in central and northern Alberta, respectively, and Devonian T-R cycle IIa-2 of

Day et al. (1996). Proposed new species of brachiopods from the Thornton Creek Member at Ancient Wall include Eleiirhero-

komma wendiei n.sp. and Scliizophoria (5.) stelcl<i n.sp.

INTRODUCTION

In this study we document the stratigraphy and fau-

na from late Givetian age deposits of the Thornton

Creek Member (new) of the Flume Formation at the

Ancient Wall reef platform in the Alberta Rocky
Mountains. These deposits yield faunas that suggest a

correlation with the upper part of Devonian T-R cycle

Ila of Johnson et al. (1985), designated as Devonian
T-R cycle IIa-2 by Day et al. (1996) and Uyeno
(1998), and central Alberta subsurface Beaverhill Lake
Group Lower T-R Cycle A of Wendte et al. (1995).

The late Givetian marine onlap of the West Alberta

Arch represented by the Thornton Creek Member pre-

dated the more widespread sea level rise that initiated

upper Flume Formation carbonate ramp deposition in

the Alberta Rocky Mountains and Swan Hills reef de-

velopment in the Beaverhill Lake Group (see Uyeno

and Wendte, this volume) in the subsurface of central

and eastern Alberta during in the late Givetian-early

Frasnian.

Stratigraphic analysis of these previously unnamed
deposits indicates that they make up a single third or-

der depositional sequence comprised of three parase-

quences. Sandy dolomitic mudstones of parasequence

2 yield a moderately diverse brachiopod fauna asso-

ciated with the conodont Icriodus subtenninus which

suggests correlation with the upper part of the Icriodus

subtenninus Fauna (Upper subtenninus Fauna or the

Upper disparilis Zone).

Facies-stacking patterns within the Thornton Creek

Member indicate progradation of mixed carbonate-sil-

iciclastic deposits of middle and inner-shelf environ-

ments prior to a latest Givetian-early Frasnian sea-lev-

el rise that initiated Devonian T-R cycle lib of Johnson
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el al. (1985). The most likely siliciclastic sediment

source for the Thornton Creek Member is the West

Alberta Arch that was ultimately onlapped and buried

during the subsequent late Givetian transgression of

Devonian T-R cycle IIb-1 of Day et al. (1996) that

initiated carbonate ramp development of the upper part

of the Flume Formation, and the Lower T-R cycle A
of the Beaverhill Lake Group of Uyeno and Wendte

(this volume).

Responsibility for the biostratigraphic interpreta-

tions and systematic descriptions and authorship of

new brachiopod taxa rests with J. Day. Other portions

of the text are entirely co-authored.
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REGIONAL GEOLOGIC SETTING OF
WESTERN ALBERTA

During the Middle Devonian, Western Canada was

located at near-equatorial latitudes, within the south-

east trade wind belt, along the meridionally oriented

western margin of Laurussia (Heckel and Witzke,

1979; Witzke and Heckel, 1989; Scotese and Mc-
Kerrow, 1990). Major paleotectonic elements that in-

fluenced patterns of sedimentation in Alberta include

the West Alberta and Peace River Arches (Text-fig. 1 ).

These have been interpreted as passive tectonic fea-

tures after the Middle Devonian but the West Alberta

Arch was apparently tectonically active during the

Late Cambrian and in the Early and Middle Devonian

(Aitken, 1993).

Middle Devonian carbonate sedimentation began

east of the West Alberta Arch during the "Taghanic

onlap event" (Switzer et al.. 1994). A broad open to

restricted marine carbonate ramp represented by the

Slave Point and lower part of the Waterways forma-

tions was deposited across eastern and central Alberta

(Text-fig. 2; Braun et al., 1989; Switzer et al., 1994;

Norris and Uyeno. in Day et al., 1996; Uyeno and

Wendte, this volume). Incised valley fill and sabkha

deposits of the Yahatinda Formation were deposited

on the eastern flank of the West Alberta Arch (Text-

fig. 2; Aitken, 1966; Elliott and Johnson, 1997; Elliott

et al., 2000). The first isolated carbonate platforms, the

Swan Hills reefs, aggraded atop the Slave Point or

Watt Mountain formations and basinal facies (shales

and mixed carbonate-siliciclastics) of the Waterways

Formation filled in around the reefs (Text-fig. 2; Swit-

zer et al.. 1994). Overlying the Swan Hills reefs and

Waterways Formation are deposits of the Cooking

Lake platform and Leduc reefs (Text-fig. 2; Campbell,

1992; Wendte, 1992, 1994; Switzer et al., 1994).

A regionally extensive carbonate ramp first devel-

oped on the west side of the West Alberta Arch during

the latest Givetian (Skeletognathus norrisi Zone) to

early Frasnian and is represented by the overlying

shelf carbonates of the upper Flume Formation above

the Thornton Creek Member at Ancient Wall (Text-fig.

2; Whalen et al., 2000a). The Flume Formation ap-

pears to correlate with the Swan Hills reefs (Cook,

1972; McLean and Klapper, 1998; Whalen et al.,

2000a). Subsequently early-late Frasnian carbonate

platform and reefal facies of the Cooking Lake and

Leduc equivalent Cairn and Southesk formations ac-

cumulated on the Flume Formation ramp (Text-fig. 2;

Weissenberger, 1994; McLean and Klapper, 1998;

Whalen et al., 2000a). These younger units record iso-

lated and attached early-middle Frasnian carbonate

platform development in the vicinity of the West Al-

berta Arch (Text-fig. 1 ).

The isolated Ancient Wall platform is one of the

westernmost detached carbonate platforms in Alberta

(Text-fig. 1) and it experienced greater differential sub-

sidence due to its paleogeographic position on the con-

tinental shelf with respect to the continental margin

hingeline (McLean and Mountjoy, 1993; Whalen et

al.. 2000b). The Thornton Creek Member comprises

the basal Devonian unit underlying the Ancient Wall

platform and constrains the timing of the initial Giv-

etian onlap of the West Alberta Arch in the Canadian

Rocky Mountains of Alberta.

Previous sequence stratigraphic analyses of the
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118° 114° 110°

^ Stratigraphic Cross-
Section Transect

Text-figure 1.—Location maps. A. Detailed location map of the overthrust belt in western Alberta illustrating the locations of the Miette

and Ancient Wall platforms (after Mountjoy, 1965). The thick black line indicates the location of the stratigraphic cross section along the

southeast margin of the Ancient Wall platform (Text-fig. 3). B. Map illustrating the location of Upper Devonian isolated and attached carbonate

platforms in the Alberta basin. Buildups located west of the barbed line (=eastern limit of Laramide thrusting) are exposed in the Canadian

Rocky Mountains. The type section of the Thornton Creek Member of the Flume Formation is located along the southeastern margin of the

Ancient Wall platform (after Mountjoy. 198(J; Geldsetzer, 1989; Switzer et al.. 1994).

Miette and Ancient Wall platforms documented six

Frasnian depositional sequences that were interpreted

as 3rd order cycles (Text-fig. 3; van Buchem ef al..

1996; Whalen et al., 2000a,b). These sequences record

different styles of platform development, from aggrad-

ing ramp to prograding. backstepping and aggrading

isolated platforms, to a prograding ramp phase, that

were controlled by episodic continental margin subsi-

dence and the 2nd order eustatic sea-level trend (van

Buchem er al.. 1996: Whalen et al.. 2000b). Major sea

level rises that initiated deposition of these six se-

quences coincide with Devonian T-R cycle lib, lie and

lid sea-level events of the Johnson curve (Johnson et

al.. 1985, 1991; McLean and Mountjoy, 1993; Whalen
et al.. 2()00a.b). Faunal evidence suggests that depo-

sition of the Thornton Creek Member appears to cor-

relate with the upper subcycle of Johnson et al.'a

(1985, 1991) T-R cycle lla, designated as T-R cycle

lla-2 by Day et al. (1996).

STRATIGRAPHY OF THE THORNTON CREEK
MEMBER AT ANCIENT WALL

The type section of the Thornton Creek Member of

the Flume Formation (Section A in cross-section of

Text-figs. 3 and 4-A) consists of approximately 10 m
of mixed carbonates and siliciclastics overlying the

Cambrian Lynx Formation and underlying ramp car-

bonates typical of the remainder of the lower Flume

Formation on the southeast margin of the Ancient Wall

platform along the western flank of the West Alberta

Arch (Text-figs. 1, 3, 4 and 5). Faunal data outlined

below suggest correlation of this new member with

part of the Slave Point Formation in northern Alberta

and the southern Northwest Territories (NWT) and the

late Givetian lower part of the basin-filling Waterways

Formation in the subsurface of eastern Alberta.

At Ancient Wall, the Thornton Creek Member over-

lies five meters of unfossiliferous dolomitic siltstone
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Texl-tigure 2.—Upper Devonian strallgraphic nomenclature tor

the Rocky Mountains, western Alberta and the central Alberta sub-

surface (after Switzer ei al.. 1994). The Thornton Creek Member of

the Flume Formation in the Alberta Rocky Mountains is equivalent

to the basal Waterways Formation in the central Alberta subsurface

( = Lower T-R cycle A of Wendte ft al., 1995. and L'yeno and

Wendte, this volume).

to fine-sandstone of indeteiminate age that overlays

finely laminated Upper Cambrian dolomitic mudstones

of the Lyn.x Formation (Te.\t-tigs. 4 and 5; Aitken.

1966). The contact between the Devonian and older

Paleozoic rocks, locally a disconformity, is regionally

an angular unconformity with progressively younger

Paleozoic rocks underlying Devonian rocks to the east

and west of the West Alberta Arch (McLaren. 1953;

Pugh. 1973).

Facies

Three major lithofacies comprise the Thornton

Creek Member at its type section (Text-ttgs. 3, 4 and

5). These are: 1) laminated to buiTowed argillaceous

dolo-mudstone and calcareous shale. 2) fossiliferous,

bioturbated. quartzose (silty to sandy) dolo-mud/wack/

packstones, and 3) dolomitic sandstones (Text-figs. 4

and 5). The laminated to burrowed argillaceous dolo-

mudstone and calcareous shale are dark gray to dark

brown, laminated to thin bedded, dominantly unfossil-

SE Thornton Creek

-<^.0 km^

SE Mt. Haultain

1 6 km [

Haultain Cirque

H— 35 km

G
-+0 20 km-f 020km-|— 25 kmH

Q O 0/F F/P
Type Section

Thornton Cr Mbf
Basal to m
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Measured Section

Text-figure 4.

—

A, Outcrop photograph of the type section ol Uic I Imrmon Crock Mciiibci ul ilic I luiiic loraiation (=section A illustrated

in Text-fig. 5). Note the cyclic pattern of three parasequences comprising calcareous shale and argillaceous dolo-mudstones, overlain by

quartzose dolo-mud/wackestones. and capped by dolomitic sandstones. Parasequences thin upward but internally facies coarsen and beds

thicken upward. B. Field photograph of abundant TliallasinoiJes burrows (arrows) observed in argillaceous dolo-mudstones of the second 4th

order parasequence. C. Field photograph of abundant silicitied fossils (arrows) present in the quart/osc dolo-mudstones and wackestones of

the second parasequence.

iferous except for locally abundant trace fossils con-

sisting of simple indeterminate sub-horizontal bunows
and burrow complexes of the ichnogenus Tluillcisliio-

ides. The quartzose dolo-mud/wackestones are medi-

um gray to brown, thin to medium bedded, commonly
thoroughly bioturbated, but locally contain abundant

Tluillasinoides buiTows. Locally, this facies also con-

tains monospecitic to moderately diverse brachiopod

assemblages described below. The dolomitic sandstone

facies is medium to light gray or brown, thick bedded.

well sorted, and either bioturbated or contains low-

angle tabular sets of tangential cross-laminae.

Parasequences

The facies described above comprise three shallow-

ing-upward cycles or parasequences (Text-hgs. 4 and

5). Within each parasequence facies coarsen and beds

thicken upward while individual parasequences thin

upward. Facies grade upward from calcareous shale

and argillaceous dolo-inudstones, to quartzose dolo-
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Increasing Accommodation

Text-figure 5.—Base of stratigmphic section A measured in 1998 (Text-fig. 3) illustrating the type section of the Thornton Creek Member
(new unit) of the Flume Formation. Diagram illustrates thickness, grain-size, and clastic and carbonate lithologies, and third and fourth order

cycle hierarchy. Shaded triangles illustrate variations in accomodation space in third (sequence) and fourth order (parasequence) cycles. Key
to abbreviations in grain si/e/carbonate rock type column: C, St. Sd, G. B indicate clay. silt. sand, gravel, and boulder respectively, where M,
W, P, G, F/R indicate nuidstone. wackcstone. packstone. grainstone, and floalstone/rudstone respectively.

mud/wackestones. to dolomitic sandstones. Facies

stacking within each parasequence is gradational and

thinning-upward shales and argillaceous dolo-niud-

stones are interbedded with quartzose dolo-niud/wack-

estones. Marine flooding surfaces are indicated by the

abrupt Juxtaposition of argillaceous dolo-mudstone or

calcareous shale above one or more parasequence-cap-

ping beds of dolomitic sandstone. The dolomitic sand-

stones increase in thickness and represent a greater

proportion of each parasequence upsection.

Depositional Environments and
Sequence Stratigraphy

The sedimentologic and paleontologic data piovide

criteria for interpretation of depositional environments

and sequence stratigraphy. The laminated to thin-bed-

ded, sparsely fossiliferous, argillaceous dolo-mud-

stones and calcareous shales contain little evidence of

wave and cuiTent activity and record restricted to open

marine conditions. The quartzose dolo-mud/wacke-

stones yield both brachiopods and ichnofossils (Thal-

Uisinoides). and record dominantly open marine con-

ditions. The lack of wave- and current-generated struc-

tures might be attributed to intense bioturbation, there-

fore position with respect to fair-weather wave base is

equivocal. The bioturbated to cross-bedded doloinitic

sandstones are interpreted to indicate deposition above

fair-weather wave base, most likely in the middle to

upper shoreface. The facies-stacking pattern within

each parasequence records a change from restricted
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Biostratigraphy

Brachiopods
Eleuthrokomma wendtei n.sp.

Schizophoria stelcki n.sp.

Pseudoatrypa sp.

Desquamatia (Independatrypa) sp.

Cyrtina triquetra

Cranaena sp.

Strophodonta (S.) sp.

Moderate Diversity Fauna

Conodont
Ichodus subterminus
Upper subterminus Fauna? = Upper
disparilis Zone (Johnson and Klapper,

1990)

vf^

<^^

.0^°

^-^-^

10

Trace Fossil
Thallasinoides

{Cruziana Ichnofacies)

Open Marine Conditions /I
Brachiopod
Athyris vitatta.

Low Diversity (monospecific) Fauna

Restricted Marine Conditions

5
-

-I
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Mill
Sequences 3rd Order

Cambrian
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Text-figure 6.—Faunal data from stratigraphic section A illustrating the stratigraphic positions of the low-diversity restricted-marine Athyris

Fauna {Table 1. samples IF and 2F) and moderate diversity, open marine ElcinlwrokoDiDiii-Schi-nphoria brachiopod Fauna (Table 1. sample

3F), conodont. and trace fossils. Abbreviations as in Text-figure 5.

shallow marine conditions to subtidal open marine

conditions below fair-weather wave base, to shallow

open-marine conditions within fair-weather wave base.

The sedimentologic and faunal data imply that the

three parasequences represent one genetic sequence

(Text-figs. 5 and 6). Parasequence 1 and the lower por-

tion of parasequence 2 are interpreted as a Transgres-

sive System Tract (TST) recording initially restricted

and then open marine conditions (Text-fig. 5). The
low-diversity Atliyris-domina.ted faunas recovered

from those intervals support this interpretation. Max-
imum flooding occurs within the upper part of paras-

equence 2 as indicated by the diverse and open-marine

brachiopod fauna dominated by Eleiirlierokonima.

Athyris, and Schizophoria (Text-hgs. 5 and 6). The up-

permost part of parasequences 2 and all of parasequ-

ence 3 (Text-hg. 5) are interpreted as High-Stand Sys-

tem Tract (HST). The thinning-upward nature of the

parasequences and the increase in thickness and pro-

portion of dolomitic sandstone upsection (Text-figs. 4

and 5) indicate progradation and decreasing accom-

modation space.

CONODONT AND BRACHIOPOD FAUNAS OF
THE THORNTON CREEK MEMBER

CONODONTS

The base of the ramp carbonates of the Flume For-

mation at the Ancient Wall reef complex is correlated

by McLean and Klapper (1998) with the norrisi Zone

(= Lowermost asymmetricits Zone of the older cono-

dont zonation) (Text-fig. 7). Uyeno (1987) recovered
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Text-tigure 7.—Diagruni illustrating the Middle to Late Devonian

conodont zonation. western Alberta lithostratigraphy. and a second

order sea level curve. The second order curve also illustrates a series

of higher-frequency transgressive-regressive (T-R) cycles document-

ed in North America and Europe (Ila-d of Johnson el ai. 1985).

Transgressive-Regressive Cycle Ila was subdivided into T-R cycles

Ua-l and IIa-2 by Day et al. (1996). Conodonts recovered from the

Thornton Creek Member of the Flume Formation suggest correlation

with the Upper sublerminus Fauna was deposited during T-R cycle

lla-2 (after Johnson et ai. 1985; Day et uL. 1996; McLean and

Klapper. 1998).

Paiuloriuellina insita in the basal Flume Formation at

the Cold Sulphur Spring .section (see his fig. 28. GSC
samples 12NBd and 12Nbe) approximately 25 km
southeast of the Ancient Wall reef complex.

At the type section of the Thornton Creek Member,

the conodont Icriodiis siibterminiis was recovered in

sample 3F (parasequence 2) in association with bra-

chiopods of the Eleiitherokommo-Scluzoplioria Fauna

described below. The position of the Thornton Creek

Member (with Icriodiis subtenniniis) below the base

of the ramp carbonate succession of the remainder of

the Flume suggests a pie-norrisi Zone correlation

within the interval of the late Givetian Upper siibter-

iiiiinis Fauna. Paiidoriiielliiia insita or other species of

the late Givetian iiorrisi Zone have not been recovered

in sequence from Flume carbonates overlying the

Thornton Creek Member in our samples from section

A at Thornton Pass.

The Upper subtermimis Fauna is a shallow-water

conodont fauna considered to be equivalent to all or

part of the Upper disparilis Zone of the Devonian co-

nodont zonation (Johnson and Klapper, //; Johnson,

1990). The first occurrence of Polyi>iuithiis aiii>ustidis-

ciis with Icriodiis siibteriiiiiuis. below the first occur-

rence of Paudoriiwlliua insita and/or Skeletognathiis

norrisi, defines the interval of the Upper siibterniinus

Fauna of Witzke et al. (1985).

Brachiopods

At the proposed type section (section A. Text-figs.

3-6) at Thornton Pass south of the Ancient Wall, reef

platform brachiopods were recovered from parasequ-

ences 1 and 2 of the Thornton Creek Member (Text-

fig. 6; Table 1 ). The low-diversity assemblages of sam-

ples IF and 2F (Table 1; Text-fig. 6) consisting of

Atliyris sp. or A. vittata are designated as the Athyris

Fauna. The moderately diverse fauna of sample 3F

(Table 1: Text-fig. 6) from the upper part of parase-

quence 2 is referred to as the Eleiitherokoniina-Sclii-

zoplioria Fauna.

Atliyris Fauna

Mudstones in the lower part of parasequence 1 (Ta-

ble 1. sample IF) yield shells (partially decalcified) of

Atliyris sp. Dark gray dolomitic mudstones in the low-

er part of parasequence 2 (Table 1. sample 2F) yield

a similar low-diversity brachiopod assemblage con-

sisting entirely of Athyris vittata from 4.9-5.1 meters.

This monospecific assemblage suggests restricted ma-

rine conditions during initial transgression, and is sim-

Table 1.—Late Givetian brachiopod faunas in the Thornton Creek Member (samples IF-.^F) and overlying carbonates of the Flume Formation

(sample 4F) at the type section of the Thornton Creek Member. Thornton Pass. Jasper National Park. Alberta.

Sample number IF 3F 4F

Sample elevation (m above base of Devonian)

Athyris sp.

.4. vittata

Eleutherokominu weiidlei n.sp.

Sclii:ophoria (S. ) stelcki n.sp.

Desquamalia ( Independattypa ) sp.

Pseudoatrypa sp. cf P. )>igantea

Cyrtina triquetra

Cranaena sp.

Strophodonta (S.) sp.

Athyris sp. cf. A. simplex

Total specimens per sample

Weight of sample acidized

Parasequence

1.9

29

29

4.9

25

5.2-6.5

210

266

98

3

18

54

7

1

657

8 kg

27

27

1 kg

4
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ilar to other coeval inner-shelf, shallow-water brachio-

pod associations dominated by Arhyris and shallow-

water conodont associations of the Upper siibienninus

Fauna. These include athyroid faunas reported from

the Devils Gate Limestone at Devils Gate (Drake.

1978; Johnson et ciL, 1980. p. 89) in central Nevada,

and the Gizzard Creek Member of the Coralville For-

mation in central Iowa (upper part of the Tecuocyrtina

Fauna of Day. 1992. p. 75).

Eleutherokomma-Schizophoha Fauna

The overlying, moderately diverse brachiopod as-

semblage in the middle and upper parts of parasequ-

ence 2 is referred to as the Eleiiilierokoiiinui-Schizo-

phoria Fauna (Table 1. sample 3F). This fauna occurs

in quartzose dolo-mud/wackestones from 5.2 to 6.5

meters above the base of the type section. Elements of

the Eleutherokomma-Schizophoria Fauna are associ-

ated with the conodont Icriodus subteniiinus and trace

fossils including ThalUisinoides. The Eleiilherokom-

ma-Schizophoria Fauna is dominated by the spiriferid

E. weiuitei n. sp. and the orthoid Schizophoria (5.)

stelcki n. sp.; less abundant are: Athyris vittata Hall

(1850). Cyriina triquetra Hall (1860). the atrypoids

Pseiicloatiypa sp. cf. P. gigantea and Desqiiainatia

{Iiulepeiulali-ypa) sp., the terebratuloid Cnimiena sp.,

and a single poorly preserved specimen of Stropho-

donta (S.) sp. The middle-shelf brachiopod fauna and

ichnofossils in the middle and upper parts of parase-

quence 2. above the sparse faunas of parasequence 1

and lower part of 2. support the interpretation of max-

imum flooding (highstand) during deposition of this

part of parasequence 2.

Our proposed correlation of the Thornton Creek

Member of the Flume Formation with the Upper sub-

terminus Fauna suggests that Eleutherokomiua wendtei

n. sp. is the oldest species of the genus known in west-

ern Canada. The only North American species that is

older than E. wendtei n.sp. is E. extensa described

from the late Givetian Ofiate Formation in the northern

Sacramento Mountains of southern New Mexico by

Cooper and Dutro, 1982). The slightly older clastic

shelf and basinal deposits of the Onate were deposited

during the initial transgression of Devonian T-R cycle

Ila. or T-R cycle lla-1 of Day et ai (1996). based on

data and correlations presented in Day (1988. 1989b.

1992. 1998). All previously described species of genus

Eleutherokomma Crickmay. 1950. in western Canada

are from deposits spanning the interval correlated with

the norrisi Zone (latest Givetian) through Montagne

Noire Zone 9-10 (upper part of middle Frasnian).

The occurrence of Pseudoatiypa sp. aff. P. gigantea

(Webster. 1921 ) in the Thornton Creek Member (Table

1. sample 3F) in western Alberta is slightly younger

than occurrences of P. gigantea in the upper part of

the Little Cedar Formation of central and eastern Iowa.

There it occurs in the interval of the Neatiypa water-

looensis Zone (Day. 1992. 1996) associated with co-

nodonts of the Lower siibtenninus Fauna. Similar

forms reported by Warren and Stelck (1956) and Nor-

ris (1963. in Norris and Uyeno, 1981) are all from the

younger latest Givetian and early Frasnian deposits of

the Waterways Formation in northeastern Alberta (see

below).

The subtidal marine brachiopod fauna of the Thorn-

ton Creek Member indicates development of fully

open marine conditions along the western margin of

the West Alberta Arch, associated with a major trans-

gression in the interval of the Upper subtennimts Fau-

na in the late Givetian, prior to the widespread trans-

gression that initiated Devonian T-R cycle lib of John-

son et al. (1985). The overlying carbonates of the re-

mainder of the Flume were deposited during T-R cycle

lib.

Athyroid. atrypoid. rhynchonellioid and spiriferoid

brachiopods have been described from carbonate fa-

des making up most of the Flume Formation at a va-

riety of locations in the Alberta Rocky Mountains

(McLaren. 1954, 1962; McLaren et ai. 1962), and the

undifferentiated Flume Formation of southeastern Brit-

ish Columbia (Maurin and Raasch, 1972). Brachiopod

assemblages from the lower part of the undifferenti-

ated Flume Formation at the Kawka and Cecelia lakes

areas of eastern British Columbia (illustrated in Maur-

in and Raasch, 1972) are dominated by atrypoid bra-

chiopods and are of similar age to the Thornton Creek

Member whose fauna is dominated by athyrioid. spi-

riferoid. and orthoid brachiopods. and smaller propor-

tion of atrypoids.

North and northeast of the West Alberta Arch.

sparse brachiopod faunas consisting of two to three

species are reported from coeval deposits of the late

Givetian Slave Point Formation in northern Alberta

and the southern N.W.T (Text-fig. 8). The low diver-

sity of the Slave Point brachiopod fauna associated

with conodonts of the subtenninus Fauna indicates

more restricted conditions in those parts of the Western

Canadian Sedimentary basin.

CORRELATION OF THE THORNTON CREEK
MEMBER. FLUME FORMATION

Northeastern British Columbia

The lower part of the Flume Formation in the Kak-

wa-Cecilia lakes area of eastern British Columbia

(B.C.) has been correlated with the Slave Point For-

mation of northeastern Alberta and the Pine Point area

of the southern NWT (Text-fig. 8) by Norris and
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Text-figure 8.—Correlation chart for late Givetian and early Frasnian units in western and central North America showing proposed corre-

lations of the Thornton Creek Member (new unit) of the Flume Formation. See text discussion for references on the stratigraphy and biostra-

tigraphy of units shown. Transgressive-Regressive Cycles Ila and lib after Johnson et al. ( 1985). and subdivisions after Day et al. ( 1996) and

Uyeno (1998). ConLidont zones after Klapper (1989). and Klapper and Johnson, in Johnson (1990). Abbreviations, from left to right: FRASN.
= Frasnian; MN = Frasnian Montagne Noire conodont zones of Klapper (1989); FM. = Formation; Mb. = Member; N.E. = Northeast; S.W.

= Southwest.

Lfyeno (in Braun et al., 1989. see area 8 of their text-

tig. 2), and other coeval late Givetian units in central

Canada and the central and western United States by

Day (1997. 1998). The brachiopod sequence in the

Flume at the Kakwa Lake and Wallbridge Mountain

sections of Maurin and Raasch (1972) indicates that

the faunas that include the brachiopods Tecnucyrtina

missouriensis raaschi, Cyrtina triqiietra. Schizophoha

(S.) '^meeki." with species of Desquamatia (Indepen-

datiypa). Pseudoatiypa. and possibly Desqiianuiiia

(Seratrypa) of their Assemblage II and most of As-

semblage III. are correlative with the Slave Point For-

mation of northern Alberta and the southern NWT. and

the Thornton Creek Member of the Flume Formation

in the Rocky Mountains of western Alberta. The co-

nodont fauna and biostratigraphy and detailed analysis

of the carbonate sedimentology and sequence stratig-

raphy of the Flume Formation in the Kakwa Lake and

Wallbridge Mountain sections of northeastern British

Columbia have yet to be fully documented.

Central Alberta

Based on the conodont and brachiopod faunas, the

Thornton Creek Member can be correlated with strata

making up the basal Waterways Formation in the sub-

surface of central Alberta (Text-fig. 8). There shales

and carbonates make up the basal Beaverhill Lake

Group Transgressive-Regressive (T-R) cycle Lower A
of Wendte et al. (1995. fig. 2) and Uyeno and Wendte
(this volume. Text-fig. 6) that yields conodonts of the

Upper siibtenniinis Fauna. Consequently, deposition of

the Thornton Creek Member and the lower Waterways

Formation in the subsurface of eastern and central Al-

berta (Uyeno and Wendte, this volume. Text-fig. 4)

coincided with the deepening event initiating Devo-

nian T-R cycle IIa-2 of Day et al. (1996). A recent

sequence stratigraphic analysis by Potma et al. (2001)

defined three depositional sequences within the Beav-

erhill Lake Group. Based on the limited biostratigraph-

ic data provided in Potma et al. (2001). the Thornton

Creek Member seems to coirelate with the lower part

of their Beaverhill Lake Group Sequence 1.

Western Alberta Subsurface

Based on information summarized in Elliott and

Johnson (1997. pp. 183-184) and Elliott et al. (2000,

pp. 123-124), it is possible that part of the Yahatinda

Formation in parts of western Alberta may represent

peritidal or terrestrial coastal plain equivalents of the

Thornton Creek Member of the Flume Formation

(Text-fig. 2). Spore and vertebrate data cited in Elliott

et al. (2000) are equivocal and do not permit precise

correlation with the marine conodont sequence, and

hence could be somewhat older than the Flume For-

mation and the basal Waterways Formation in the cen-

tral Alberta subsurface. Recent study of the Yahatinda

Formation in south-central Alberta identified a series

of twelve intertidal-suprutidal dolostone couplets, nine

of which were interpreted as paleosol chronosequences

(Williams and Krause, 2000). The base of the Yaha-

tinda section is a shallow subtidal to intertidal wack-

estone that unconformably overlies the Cambrian El-

don Formation (Williams and Krause. 2000). The low-

er seven Yahatinda couplets display carbon isotopic

signatures that refiect a marine carbon source, but the

signature abruptly changes to a continental source in

couplet eight (Williams and Krause, 2000). Overlying

couplets contain green friable shales interpreted as ma-
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rine or restricted marine mudstones. implying renewed

marine influence and possibly transgression (Williams

and Krause, 2000). The marine succession of the

Thornton Creek Member may correlate with the all or

a portion of the first seven Yahatinda couplets and the

underlying wackestone identified by Williams and

Krause (2000). The continental influence recorded in

couplet eight of Williams and Krause (2000) could

represent either the relative fall of sea level that ter-

minated the Thornton Creek Member {i.e.. T-R cycle

IIa-2) deposition or, perhaps, the early Frasnian ex-

posure surface reported at the top of the Utopia Mem-
ber of the Flume Formation by Noble ( 1970) and Cook

(1972).

Northeastern Alberta

In the Wood Buffalo National Park area in north-

eastern Alberta, conodonts recovered from the Slave

Point Formation include Polygnathus angustidisciis

and Icriodus subterminus ( = Upper subterininus Fau-

na) below strata of the Waterways Formation (Text-

fig. 8) with conodonts of the Pandonnellina insita

Fauna (Norris and Uyeno, 1983; Norris and Uyeno, in

Day et al.. 1996). In outcrop, the Slave Point Forma-

tion of northern Alberta yields a sparse brachiopod

fauna that suggests more restricted conditions in this

region of the northern platform than in western Alberta

and eastern British Columbia. Norris (1965; /;; Norris

and Uyeno, 1981, 1983; /;; Day el al.. 1996) and Day

(1998) reported a sparse megafauna from the Slave

Point Formation in both northern Alberta and equiv-

alents in the southern NWT that includes Desquamatia

(hulepemlatiypa) sp. cf. D. (/.) independensis. Enian-

uella vernilis, and the coral Grypophylliim macken-

zien.se. associated with ostracodes of the late Givetian

DM 9 Biozone of Braun (see discussion of ostracode

faunas and correlations by Braun, //; Braun et al..

1989).

Northwest Territories—Great Slave Lake and

Powell Creek Area

In the Pine Point area along the south shore of Great

Slave Lake, the Amco Member of Slave Point For-

mation unconformably overlies the "Watt Mountain"

Formation (Text-fig. 8) and consists of blue-gray, high-

ly argillaceous skeletal mudstone and wackestones,

and variably fossiliferous sandy mudstones (Braun et

al, 1989; Norris and Uyeno, //) Day et al., 1996; Nor-

ris, 1998). Lantos (1983) reported Polygnathus aff. P.

brevilaminus ( = P. angustidisciis) from the Amco
Member in the Pine Point in the subsurface of the area,

which permits correlation with the Upper subterminus

Fauna (see discussion by Uyeno in Day et a I.. 1996;

Uyeno, 1998). Uyeno's (1998. p. 156) samples from

the undivided Slave Point there did not yield cono-

donts. The Thornton Creek Member would correlate

with the lower part of the Allochthonous Beds in the

Powell Creek area of the central Mackenzie River Val-

ley, based on the occurrence of conodonts of the Low-

er subterminus Fauna by Uyeno (1979, 1998) and Mc-

Lean and Klapper (1998).

Great Basin—Central and Eastern Nevada

Equivalents of the Thornton Creek Member in the

Great Basin of the western United States (Text-fig. 8)

include part of the LIpper Denay Limestone and Guil-

mette Formation of central and eastern Nevada, re-

spectively, and part of the Devils Gate Limestone at

its type section near Eureka. Nevada (not shown in

Text-fig. 8). Brachiopod faunas of the Lower Tecno-

cyrtina Community of Johnson (1990, figs. 2 and 35)

are associated directly with conodonts of the Upper

disparilis Zone in the Upper Denay Limestone in mea-

sured sections III, IV, V, and X in the Antelope Range

of central Nevada (see Johnson et al., 1980, fig. 4;

Johnson et al.. 1996, fig. 3). The associated brachiopod

and conodont faunas above characterize late Givetian

Great Basin Devonian Faunal Interval (F.I.) 27 of

Johnson (1977, 1990), Johnson ef a/. (1980), and John-

son and Trojan (1982). The Devonian (Pragian-Fa-

mennian) succession in the Antelope Range of central

Nevada was selected as the principal reference suc-

cession (Johnson et al., 1996) for global eustatic sea

level cycles (Devonian Transgressive-Regressive Cy-

cles la to lib of Johnson et al., 1985). Although John-

son et al. (1996, p. 8, fig. 3) did not formally subdivide

Devonian T-R cycle Ila of Johnson et al. (1985), they

outlined lithologic evidence for an intra T-R cycle Ila

deepening event coinciding with the first occurrence

of brachiopods and conodonts of Great Basin Devo-

nian F.l. 27 just above bed 1340 in their "Upper V"
section. Day et al. (1996) designated this intra T-R

cycle Ila deepening event as Devonian T-R cycle Ila-

2, based on stratigraphic and biostratigraphic analysis

of cratonic carbonate platform successions in Iowa,

Manitoba, and northern Alberta and the southern NWT
of western Canada.

LaMaskin and Elrick (1997) identified eleven Giv-

etian through early Famennian sequences within the

Guilmette Formation of eastern Nevada and western

Utah. Their analysis suggested that the second se-

quence (sequence 2 of their figs. 2, 10, 11) was de-

posited during the disparilis Zone and may have been

initiated by T-R cycle lla-2 of Day et al. (1996). Cor-

relation of this sequence is equivocal because samples

through that interval are zonally indeterminate. How-
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A. Late Givetian B. Latest Givetian-Early Frasnian

Outline of

Frasnian
Ancient Wall

Platform

C. Mid-Late Frasnian

EZ]

Key

Paleolandmass

Silicilastic Facies

Slope/Basin Facies

Restricted Platform Facies

Mixed Carbonate-
Siliciclastic Facies

Carbonate Ramp Facies

Reef Complexes

^ Approximate
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West Alberta Arch

n

X
Thrust Faults,
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Text-figure 9.—Paleogeographic maps showing facies distributions in western and central Alberta during the upper Middle (late Givetian)

to lower Upper Devonian (Frasnian). Palinspastically restored thrust faults in the Rocky Mountains are shown in southwestern parts of each

map. A. Late Givetian: the West Alberta Arch was emergent and served as a sediment source for the Yahatinda Formation and the Thornton

Creek Member of the Flume Formation. The area underlying the southeast margin of the Ancient Wall platform was inundated by the late

Givetian transgression of T-R cycle IIa-2 of Day et al. { 1996), followed by open marine waters where inixed carbonate-siliciclastic units of

the Thornton Creek Member were deposited. East of the West Alberta Arch initial Swan Hills reefs were deposited surrounded by carbonate
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t

ever, their sequence 2 is bracketed by sequences that

yield diagnostic conodont faunas {LaMaskin and EI-

rick, 1997), and based on its stratigraphic position it

appears to be correlative with the Thornton Creek

Member of the Flume Formation.

Central Canada—Williston Basin of Manitoba

and Saskatchewan

In southwestern Manitoba, equivalents of the Thorn-

ton Creek Member of the Flume Formation are the

argillaceous limestone beds of the Point Wilkins Mem-
ber of the Souris River Formation (Text-fig. 8). The

diagnostic megafossils of the argillaceous limestone

beds of the Point Wilkins Member (see Nonis, in Nor-

ris el cil.. 1982; fig. 5 of Norris, Uyeno. and Day, in

Day et ai, 1996; Day. 1997) include Desquanuitia {In-

dependatnpo) cf. D. (/. ) independensis. Athyris vitta-

ta. Emanitella cf. E. subumbona. Cyrtina triquetra.

Tecnocxrtina missoiiriensis missouhensis. and Cran-

aena sp. cf. C. iowensis. Conodonts of the Upper sub-

terminus Fauna occur with the brachiopod Desqiia-

matia (I.) independensis in Unit B of the Davidson

Member of the Souris River Formation of Saskatche-

wan. The associated conodont and brachiopod faunas

indicate conelation with the Slave Point Formation of

northern Alberta and. by extension, with the Thornton

Creek Member of the Flume Formation of western Al-

berta.

Iowa Basin of the Central United States

The Thornton Creek Member of the Flume Forma-

tion of western Alberta can be correlated with the Cor-

alville Formation and Mineola Limestone of the Cedar

Valley Formation of the central and southern parts of

the Iowa Basin, respectively (Text-fig. 8). The Coral-

ville Formation of the central and northern part of the

Iowa Basin makes up a single carbonate-dominated

depositional .sequence aligned with the upper part of

T-R cycle Ila of Johnson et al. (1985). or T-R cycle

IIa-2 by Day et al. (1996). Transgressive facies of the

Coral ville (Gizzard Creek and lower Cou Falls mem-

bers) yield conodonts of the Upper siibterminus Fauna

(Witzke et ai. 1985; Witzke et ai. 1989; Witzke and

Bunker, 1997; Bunker and Witzke, 1992; Day et ai.

1996; Day, 1996, 1997), and brachiopod faunas of the

Tecnocyrtina jolmsoni Zone (Day, 1997). Equivalent

deposits along the southern margin of the Iowa Basin

in central Missouri are skeletal grainstones and pack-

stones of the Mineola Limestone of the Cedar Valley

Formation (Thompson. 1993; Day, 1997). Day (1997)

reported conodonts of the Upper siibterminus Fauna

from the Mineola, directly associated with a moder-

ately diverse brachiopod fauna that includes Tecno-

cvrtina missoiiriensis missoiiriensis, Cyrtina triquetra.

Tylothvris sp., Athyris sp., Schizophoria sp., Cranaena

sp. cf. C. iowensis, Strophodonta (S.) sp., and Penta-

merella sp.

INITIAL FLUME FORMATION ONLAP OF THE
WESTERN ALBERTA ARCH AND

IMPLICATIONS FOR LATE GIVETIAN SEA
LEVEL HISTORY OF NORTH AMERICA

Previous stratigraphic analyses have documented

deepening events coincident with the timing of sea lev-

el rises initiating eustatic Devonian T-R cycle Ilb-IIf

of Johnson et al. (1985, 1991 ) in the Rocky Mountains

of western Alberta (Moore, 1989; McLean and Mo-
untjoy. 1993; van Buchem et ai, 1996; Whalen et al.,

2000a,b). Correlations and distribution of strata de-

posited during the major eustatic sea level rise of De-

vonian T-R cycle lla-2 are documented in the subsur-

face on the east flank of the West Alberta Arch by

Wendte (1992), Campbell (1992) and Wendte et al..

(1995). and Uyeno and Wendte (this volume); in

northeastern Alberta by Norris and Uyeno (in Day et

al.. 1996). Non-is (1998). and Uyeno (1998); and in

the lower and upper Mackenzie River Valley by Uyeno

(1998). As outlined above, equivalent strata have also

been documented in the Great Basin of the western

U.S. (Johnson et al., 1996; LaMaskin and Elrick,

1997), the U.S. mid-continent and central Canada

(Day, Witzke and Bunker, in Day et al.. 1996; Witzke

and Bunker, 1997). The Thornton Creek Member of

the Flume Formation represents the first documenta-

tion of strata deposited during Devonian T-R cycle Ila-

2 of Day et al. (1996) in the Canadian Rocky Moun-

tains of western Alberta (Text-fig. 8).

Correlations of the Thornton Creek Member out-

lined above (Text-figs. 7 and 8) provide new con-

straints on the timing and pattern of onlap of the West

ramp deposits of tlie Slave Point Formation. B. Latest Givetian to early Frasnian time: the West Alberta Arch was inundated by marine

transgression (T-R cycle lib of Johnson e! ai. 1985. 1991; T-R cycle IIb-1 of Day etal.. 1996) and blanketed by distal deposits of the regionally

extensive upper Flume Formation carbonate ramp. Swan Hills reefs reached their maximum development along the eastern margin of the

submerged West Alberta Arch, central and eastern Alberta were sites of mixed carbonate-siliciclastic shallow marine deposition. C. Remainder

of the Frasnian: western and central Alberta were sites of isolated carbonate platform and associated basinal sedimentation. After Mountjoy

(1980), Moore (1989). Morrow and Geldsetzer (1988), Oldale and Munday (1994), Switzer et al. (1994), and Whalen et al. (2000a.b).
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Alberta Arch (Text-figs. 7-9). Prior biostratigraphic

data indicated that onlap along the western flank of the

Arch began no earlier than the latest Givetian {norrisi

Zone). Our new data indicate a late Givetian age for

the initial onlap during the interval of the Upper sub-

terminus Fauna (Text-figs. 7 and 8). The high silici-

clastic content of the Thornton Creek Member, and the

lack of all but very fine-grained siliciclastics through-

out the Frasnian units in the area, imply that the West

Alberta Arch was partially exposed and probably

served as a source for locally derived siliciclastic sed-

iments of the Thornton Creek Member and its possible

equivalent to the southeast (Yahatinda Formation;

Text-fig. 9). By earliest Frasnian time, this local source

had been onlapped and buried beneath the regionally

extensive Flume ramp (Text-fig. 9).

SYSTEMATIC PALEONTOLOGY

Illustrated specimens and additional material from

samples A98- 1 to 3 from the Thornton Creek Member
of the Flume Formation are housed in the Geological

Survey of Canada (GSC) repository in Ottawa. Ontar-

io. Preparation of standard serial sections of shells was
not possible because all specimens recovered from the

Thornton Creek Member are silicified. The single frag-

mentai specimen (GSC 122846) of StrophoJontii (S.)

sp. Hall, 1852, discussed above (see Table 1) is too

poorly preserved to wanant illustration. The system-

atic classification of the order Orthida follows Wil-

liams and Harper (2000), Alvarez et al. ( 1998) for the

Order Athryida, and Carter et al. (1994) for the spi-

riferid brachiopods.

Phylum BRACHIOPODA Dumeril. 1806

Subphyllum RHYNCHONELLIFORMEA
Williams. Carlson, Brunton, Holmer, and Popov.

1996

Class RHYNCHONELLATA Williams, Carlson,

Brunton, Holmer, and Popov, 1996

Order ORTHIDASchuchert and Cooper, 1932

Suborder DALMANELLIDINA Moore, 1952

Superfamily ENTELETOIDEA Waagen, 1884

Family SCHIZOPHORIIDAE Schuchert and

Levene, 1929

Genus SCHIZOPHORIA King, 1850

Subgenus SCHIZOPHORIA (SCHIZOPHORIA)
King, 1850

Type species.—Conchyliolithus (Anomites) respinu-

atus Martin, 1809, pi. 49, figs. 13-14.

Schizophoria (Schizophoria) stelcki new species

Plate 1, figures 1-10

Dia!^nosis.—Medium to large species of Schizo-

p/iorici (up to 34 mm in width), width exceeds length.

Subcircular shell outline with minor, or lacking, ante-

rior indentation. Anterior commissure unisulcate with

high subangular ventral tongue of sulcus strongly de-

flected at almost 90" relative to commissural plane.

Description.—Medium to large dorsibiconvex shell

(up to 34 mm in width), width greater than length,

anterior commissure broadly unisulcate with relatively

Plate 1

Brachiopods from the Thornton Creek Member of the Flume Formation. All specimens from sample 3F from section A at GSC Thornton

Pass locality. Ancient Wall Reef Platform, Jasper National Park, Alberta. Canada. All specimens X1.5 unless otherwise indicated.

1-10. Schizap/inria (Schizophoria) stelcki new species.

1-4. GSC 122847 (syntype): internal, external (upper), lateral, and anterior views of complete ventral valve.

5, 6. GSC 122848 (syntype): internal and external views of complete dorsal valve.

7. GSC 122849 (paratype): upper view of relatively complete ventral valve embedded in matrix.

8. GSC 122851 (paratype): internal view of ventral valve.

9. GSC 122852 (paratype): internal view of dorsal valve.

10. GSC 122853 (paratype): internal view of dorsal valve.

11. 12. Desqiiamaria (IiidependiUnpa)? f.pei:\efi.

Figured specimen. GSC 122871. External and internal views, respectively of partial dorsal valve showing socket plates and

damaged bases of crura.

13-24. Arhyris vittata Hall, 1860.

\y-\l. GSC 122862.

13. Internal view of dorsal valve.

14. 15. 17. External (normal to commissural plane), standard and oblique internal views, respectively of ventral valve:

16. anterior view of articulated valves showing gape.

18-20. GSC 122863. Right lateral, anterior, and dorsal views, respectively, of complete shell.

21-24. GSC 122864. Dorsal, posterior, anterior, and left-lateral views, respectively of complete shell.
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high subangular ventral tongue strongly deflected at

almost 90° relative to commissural plane. Anterior dor-

sal sulcus deep, originating anterior of midlength.

Shell subcircular in outline, rounded outline along an-

terior margin lacking medial anterior indentation at po-

sition of medial sulcus and tongue, maximum width at

midlength. Dorsal valve highly convex with planocon-

vex ventral valve. Exterior of both valves with poorly

preserved fine radial costellae.

Dorsal valve strongly convex, and in anterior view

maximum lateral convexity at midline with shell sur-

face sloping to lateral margins, in lateral view maxi-

mum longitudinal convexity just posterior of mid-

length. Short triangular anacline dorsal interarea, short

open triangular notothyrium formed by convergence of

the short dental and crural plates of cardinalia. Dental

plates diverge anteriorly at approximately 70° imme-

diately below the beak from medial cardinal margin.

Dorsal interior with poorly preserved cardinal process

consisting of simple short elongate ridge originating

from valve floor immediately below beak. Short socket

plates diverge from cardinal margin below beak at 65-

75°, fulcral plates flooring sockets join socket plates

along postero-lateral forming two shallow lateral cav-

ities as seen in most species of the genus. Stout crura

arise from socket plates and are strongly recurved ven-

trally diverging anteriorly at same angle as dental

plates and bound the notothyrial cavity. Bilobed ad-

ductor muscle scars extending anteriorly from noto-

thyrial cavity approximately along 20% of the arc

length of valve floor, the two adductor lobes separated

by low weakly developed medial ridge or myophragm,

bounded at their lateral and anterior margins by weak-

ly to moderately developed ridges originating as ex-

tensions of bases of socket plates along margins of

muscle field. Four weakly to strongly impressed pallial

trunks extend anterior of forward edge of the ridge

bounding muscle field as is typical for most species of

the genus (see Schuchert and Cooper, 1932, pi. 23).

Ventral valve with open triangular delthyrium;

slightly concave apsacline interarea, width averages

65% of maximum valve width. Gently convex with

maximum convexity at 20% of shell length just ante-

rior of beak. Sulcus originates anterior of midlength

(at 60% length anterior of beak), becomes strongly de-

flected at almost 90° relative to commissural plane

close to anterior margin (75-85% of length anterit)r of

beak), medial anterior tongue subangular in outline,

width of deflected shell margin of tongue 60-65%' of

maximum shell width. Ventral interior with deep del-

thyrial cavity, strong teeth arising from well-developed

dental plates that extend anteriorly on floor of the

valve to along the margins of the muscle field. Ad-
ductor mu.scle field bilobed, divided medially along its

length by strong medial diductor ridge with anterior

end of ridge often thickened and elevated slightly

above ridge bounding muscle field, forward lobate

ridges along margins of adductor scars extend anterior

of shorter diductor ridge. Lacks a medial ridge anterior

of edge of muscle field. Muscle field longer than wide

extending on floor of valve 25-35% of length.

Types.—Syntypes are the isolated ventral valve

GSC 122847 and the dorsal valve GSC 122848. Four

illustrated paratypes including GSC 122849, 122851,

to 122853. Nine unfigured paratypes numbered GSC
122850. 122854 to 122861.

Other materiel! examined.—Includes 87 imnum-

bered valves consisting of 23 partial dorsal valves and

64 partial ventral valves from the type locality.

Type stratum and locality.—The type stratum is the

1.5 meter interval of sample 3, section A, at Thornton

Pass, in Jasper National Park, Alberta Rocky Moun-
tains, with type locality coinciding with the type sec-

tion of the Thornton Creek Member of the Flume For-

mation. GSC Thornton Pass locality.

Etymolofiy.—Named in honor of Dr. Charles Stelck

(Professor of Geology Emeritus, University of Alber-

ta) for his pioneering contributions to the knowledge

and understanding of the Paleozoic and Mesozoic stra-

tigraphy and paleontology of western Canada.

Occurrence.—As cunently known, it is restricted to

the late Givetian Eleiitherokomma-Schizoplunia Fauna

(Table I , sample 3F; Text-fig. 6) of the Thornton Creek

Member of the Flume Formation of the Alberta Rocky
Mountains.

Discussion.—Schizophoria (S.) stelcki is similar to

both S. (S.) athahaskensis Warren, 1944, and S. (5.)

allani Warren, 1944, described from the latest Givetian

and early Frasnian Waterways Formation of northern

Alberta. All three forms have prominent medial ventral

tongues, although S. (S.) stelcki n.sp. differs in that its

tongue is proportionally longer than that of 5. (S.) ath-

ahaskensis. not as angular or V-shaped in outline as

that of S. iS.) allani. and is deflected at the anterior

margin at almost at 90° relative to the commissural

plane. When viewed dorsally, the outline of the ante-

rior margin of S. (S.) stelcki is rounded and is not

indented medially, versus the somewhat lobate-indent-

ed anterior outlines t)f both of the Waterways species.

It also differs from ,S'. (.S. ) allani in its larger adult size.

It differs from S. iS.) athahaskensis by its somewhat

smaller adult shell size, internally in its proportionally

naiTower ventral adductor muscle field and bounding

ridges, and it lacks the medial ridge of the Waterways

form that extends anterior of the ventral muscle plat-

form and medial adductor ridge. The internal shell fea-

tures of S. (.S.) allani are unknown (Nonis, 1983, p.

10).
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Order ATHYRIDIDA Boucot. Johnson and Staton,

1964

Suborder ATHYRIDIDINA Boucot, Johnson and

Staton. 1964

Superfamily ATHYRIDOIDEA Davidson. 1881

Family ATHYRIDIDAE Davidson. 1881

Subfamily ATHYRIDINAE Davidson. 1881

Genus ATHYRIS M^Coy. 1844

Type species.—Terebratiila coiitenrrica Buch. 1834.

p. 123 [see discussion of new lectotype for Atliyris

coiicentrica (Buch. 1834) by Grunt and Racki. 1998.

pp. 365-366]

Athyris vittata Hall. 1860

Plate 1. figures 13-24

Athyris viuala Hall. 1860. pp. 89-90; Hall. 1867. p. 289. pi. 46,

figs. 1-4; Hall and Clark. 1893. p. 90. pi. 2. figs. 62 and 63. pi.

45. figs. 1-4; Branson, 1923, p. 110, pi. 17, figs. 8-10. 15. 16;

Stainbrook. 1942. pp. 616-617. pi. 89, figs. 19-22. [non: A. vit-

rara Nettleroth. 1889, p. 87. pi. 16. figs. 25-32; Savage. 1931,

pi. 30. figs. 4-5].

Athyris fidtonensis (Swallow), Cleland, 1911, pp. 83-84. pi. 14. figs.

1-4 [non A. fiilloiifitsis Savage. 1930, pi. 4. figs. 3—1].

Material examined.—The figured specimens: GSC
122862 to 122864. Additional material includes GSC
122844. 43 unnumbered complete shells, and 1 10 ven-

tral and dorsal valves.

Occurrence.—Athyris vittata occurs in all three sam-

ples (Table 1, samples 1F-3F) taken in parasequences

1 and 2 in section A of the Thornton Creek Member
of the Flume Formation in the Alberta Rocky Moun-
tains. It is a highly variable species and is widespread

in carbonate platform deposits of central and western

North America during the late Givetian (lowest occur-

rences known from the Middle varciis Subzone) to ear-

ly Frasnian (known to range into deposits correlated

with Montagne Noire Zone 4). We have also recovered

this species in subtidal carbonate lagoonal facies of the

upper Flume Formation at the Miette Reef platform,

and it is reported by Maurin and Raasch (1972) from

the "Flume Formation" (undifferentiated) in the in-

terval of their Assemblage 4 (early Frasnian) in their

Wapati Mountain and Kakwa Lake sections. Its occur-

rences in the late Givetian and early Frasnian of Man-
itoba. Iowa, and Missouri are outlined in the discus-

sion of Thornton Creek brachiopod faunas above.

Discussion.—The 160 specimens recovered include

a complete range of growth stages from small juve-

niles to medium sized adults. The Thornton Creek

specimens are closest to the Athyris vittata randalia

moiphotype of Stainbrook (1942. pi. 89. figs. 1-6).

The three varieties of A. vittata described by Stain-

brook (1942. p. 616) are considered to be phenotypic

variants of highly variable populations of one species.

Order ATRYPIDA Rzhonsnitskaya. 1960

Family ATRYPIDAE Gill. 1871

Subfamily ATRYPINAE Gill. 1871

Genus PSEUDOATRYPA Copper. 1973

Type species.—Atrypa devoniana Webster. 1921, p.

15 (see illustrations in Fenton and Fenton. 1935).

Pseudoatrypa aff. P. gigantea (Webster. 1921)

Plate 2. figures 1-13

Atrypa gigantea Webster. 1921, p. 16; Fenton and Fenton. 1935, p.

376; Stainbrook. 1938, p. 233, pi. 30, figs. 5. 13. 17.

Atrypa cf. gigantea Webster. Warren and Stelck. 1956. pi. 11. figs.

16-18.

Pseudoatrypa sp. cf. P. gigantea (Webster), Norris. in Norris and

Uyeno. 1981. pp. 18-19, pi. 7, figs. 28-38.

Material examined.—A partial figured dorsal valve

GSC 122816, two nearly complete figured adult shells

(slightly crushed) GSC 122818 and GSC 122819. and

22 unnumbered fragments of dorsal and ventral valves.

Occurrence.—In the Alberta Rocky Mountains

Pseudoatrypa sp. aff. P. gigantea (Webster. 1921) oc-

curs in the late Givetian Thornton Creek Member of

the Flume Formation at its type section in sample 3

(Table 1; Text-fig. 6) as an element of the Eleuthero-

komma-Schizophoria Fauna. Similar forms are known
from older late Givetian deposits in Iowa and younger

latest Givetian and early Frasnian deposits in north-

eastern Alberta (see below).

Discussion.—The same species, or closely similar

forms, of Pseudoatrypa are widespread in late Givetian

and early Frasnian carbonate platform and basinal de-

posits in central and western North America. Pseu-

doatrypa gigantea (Webster, 1921) was first described

from late Givetian deposits in central and eastern Iowa.

Webster's original types were lost, according to dis-

cussion by Fenton and Fenton (1935. p. 376). In his

description of P. gigantea, Stainbrook (1938) desig-

nated two specimens as hypotypes and mentioned five

additional comparative specimens (one lost, remaining

matei"ial housed at the University of Iowa) from the

upper part of the Rapid Member of the Cedar Valley

Limestone (now Little Cedar Formation, see Witzke et

ai. 1989. pp. 229-232) interval of his "Atiypa wa-

terlooensis Zone." Stainbrook's specimens originate

from the upper Rapid Member of the Little Cedar For-

mation that yields conodonts of the Lowevsubterminus

Fauna (Day. 1992. 1996) and hence those specimens

are slightly older than the material illustrated here

from the Thornton Creek Member of the Flume For-

mation.
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Plate 2

Brachiopods l,o,„ the Thn,nU,n Creek Member of the Flume Formaticv All specimens from sample 3F from section A at GSC Thornton

Pass locality. Ancient Wall Reef Platform, Jasper National Park. Alberta. Canada. All specimens xl.5 unless otherwise indicated.

1-13. Pseudoatrxpa aft. P. ai^anleu (Webster. 1921).

1-5. Figured specimen. GSC 122818: dorsal, anterior, ventral, posterior, and left-lateral views, respectively of damaged shell.

6 P 13 GSC p->816- 6 13 internal view of dorsal valve showing lobate impressed adductor muscle field, oblique ndges and

'

grooves on floor of sockets, and massive crural bases ansing from inner socket ridges. x3 and x 1.5 respectively; 12. external view

showing abraded radial ribs.

7-11. GSC 122819: dorsal, ventral, anterior, right-lateral, and posterior views, respectively of relatively complete shell, showing

damage to left anterior margin resulting from encrusting epibionts (epibionts not preserved).
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Warren and Stelck (1956. pi. 11. figs. 16-18). illus-

trated a similar form under the name "Atrypa" cf. gi-

gantea Webster, from the latest Givetian-early Fras-

nian Waterways Formation at McMurray. Alberta.

NoiTis (/;; Noms and Uyeno. 1981. p. 18) illustrated

P. sp. cf. P. gigautea (Webster, 1921) from the Calu-

met Member of the Waterways Formation on Birch

River and along the Athabasca River near Fort Mc-

Murray. in northeastern Alberta. Norris (1963, text-

figs. 6 and 8) noted "Atiypa" cf. gigautea Webster

from the early Frasnian Calumet and Moberly mem-
bers of the Waterways in the Clearwater-Athabasca

Rivers outcrop belt.

Subfamily VARIATRYPINAE Copper, 1978

Genus DESQUAMATIA Aleskeeva, 1960

Subgenus INDEPENDATRYPA Copper, 1973

Type species.—Atiypa independensis Webster, 1921,

p. 15 (see illustrations in Fenton and Fenton, 1935).

Desquamatia (Independatrypa)? sp.

Plate 1. figures 11.12

Material examined.—The illustrated specimen GSC
122871, and six unnumbered valve fragments.

Occurrence.—This species occurs in the interval of

sample 3F in the type section of the Thornton Creek

Member at the GSC Thornton Pass locality (Text-figs.

3. 4, 6).

Discussion.—The limited material available does

not permit a definitive assignment to any described

species of Desquamatia (Independatrypa).

Suborder DELTHYRIDINA Ivanova. 1972

Superfamily DELTHYRIDOIDEA Phillips. 1841

Family MUCROSPIRIFERIDAE Boucot. 1959

Genus ELEUTHEROKOMMA Crickmay. 1950

Type species.—Eleutherokomma hamiltoni Crick-

may, 1950, pp. 220-222, pi. 36, figs. 1-3. See internal

features in Crickmay, 1953, pi. 3, figs. 6-9.

Eleutherokomma wendtei new species

Plate 3, figures 1-17

Diagnosis.—Medium sized Eleutlwrokoiiima up to

22 mm in width, with inflated subpyramidal ventral

valve with gently concave nearly catacline to apsacline

ventral interarea; eight to 15 simple plications per

flank on adult shells (shells 13 mm and wider): dorsal

and ventral interior with short medial myophragm
(dorsal myophragm variably developed: absent or not

preserved in 20% of specimens).

Description.—Medium sized Eleutlierokoiiima with

greatest width at hinge or at mid length (largest ventral

valve width of 22 mm), width greater than length (Ta-

bles 2 and 3); acute cardinal extremities with very

short mucronate extensions (see Plate 3, figures 7-9);

subpyramidal ventral valve with greatest width along

hinge in juvenile growth stages, in adult shells (width

greater than 1 5 mm) greatest width is anterior of hinge

along rounded flanks 50% to 60% of length anterior

of cardinal margin. Shell ventribiconvex, in profile,

with more inflated ventral valve up to 70%i of shell

thickness, transversely semicircular in outline in early

growth stages (less than 14 mm in width), with great-

est width at midlength at rounded lateral margins an-

terior of acute lateral cardinal margins in larger adult

shells (>14 to 15 mm in width). Shell surface with

simple-rounded radial plica on flanks (up to 15 per

flank). Medially uniplicate with simple fold and sul-

cus. Sulcus broad with nearly flat to slightly concave

lateral profile near anterior margin. Medial anterior

margin of ventral sulcus extended dorsally to form

prominent tongue in large adult shells. Concentric

growth lamellae overlap anteriorly as seen in other

species of the genus. Preserved micro-ornament con-

sists of radial capillae on and parallel to plica and in

intervening grooves.

Ventral valve with open triangular delthyrium ex-

tending from cardinal margin ventrally to just beneath

apex of valve: slightly concave interarea nearly verti-

cal to slightly apsacline in juvenile shells becoming

strongly recurved (apsacline with area inclined up to

60° relative to commissural plane) in some adult shells.

Ventral interior features short low myophragm or ridge

arising at posterior margin of valve interior in the del-

thyrial cavity between and extends up to 50% of valve

length, flanked on either side by weakly to moderately

impressed adductor muscle scars; bases of dental

plates extend anteriorly to form low rimmed margin

around muscle scars where muscle scars moderately

impressed. Short dental plates, extend anteriorly 10-

15% of valve length, bounding and parallel to margin

of delthyrium from posterior margin ventrally approx-

imately 70% of shell depth, then diverge laterally be-

neath the apex away from margin of delthyrial opening

joining floor of ventral valve beneath flanks. Simple

short peg-like teeth.

Dorsal valve with simple fold averaging 37%o of

maximum valve width at anterior margin, with broad

U-shaped lateral outline. Fold bounded by strong

grooves, flanks with simple plica with rounded trans-

verse profiles with simple grooves or interspaces, av-

eraging nine per flank (range is 8 to 15 in shells greater

than 13 mm in width), cardinal margin with extremely

short (less than .06 mm) strongly apsacline dorsal in-

terarea. Cardinalia in dorsal interior consist of siinple

ctenophoridium with up to a dozen vertical lamellae.
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Plate 3

Brachiopods from the Thornlon Creek Member of the Flume Formation. All specimens from sample 3F from section A at GSC Thornton

Pass locality. Ancient Wall Reef Platform, Jasper National Park. Alberta. Canada. All specimens X1.5 unless otherwise indicated.

1-17. Eleiitherokomnni wcnchei new species: 1

—

X, 16. GSC 122823 (syntype), 1, 2. upper views of ventral valve, at X4 and 1.5

respectively; 3. 4. anterior views, at X 1 .5 and X3, respectively; 16. internal view showing dental plates, and medial ventral

niyophragm.

."i, 6. GSC I22S2S (paratype); dorsal and anterior views of complete adult with rounded protile ;ind outline.

7-9. GSC 122S29 (paratype); dorsal, posterior, and ventral views, respectively of large juvenile growth stage.

10, 13. GSC 12283.5 (syntype); external and internal views of dorsal valve. Internal view shows low medial niyophragm. flanked

by impressed adductor scars, sockets, socket ridges, ctenophoridium. and ba.ses of the crus arising from .socket plates.

11, 12. GSC 122823 (paratype); ventral and anterior views of ventral valve.

14, 15. GSC 122830 (paratype); exterior and internal views, respectively of dorsal valve.

17. GSC 122822 (syntype); upper view of ventral valve.

18-22. Cyrtimi ti-iquelra {H-M, 1858).

18. GSC 122839; Oblique view from posterior of partial ventral valve (showing strong medial septum fused to dental plates to

form posterior chamber, delthyrial covering not preserved.

19. 22. GSC 122841: ventral and dorsal views, respectively, of complete shell showing external ornament. Ventral \iew shows

trace of ventral medial septum preserved on surface of specimen.

20. 21. GSC 122840; ventral and dorsal views, respectively, of a relatively complete small adult shell showing external ornament.

23. Cnmacnu species. GSC 122845: internal view of damaged adult ventral valve.
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lamellae rarely preserved in the available material.

Ctenophoridiiim positioned medially on floor of dorsal

valve immediately anterior of and below dorsal beak

in space between socket plates and crural bases. Sock-

ets oriented at approximately 35° relative to cardinal

margin, preserved socket plates simple with angular

edges between socket and cardinal margin. Short

blade-like crura parallel to inner margins of fold, arise

from and fused with bases of socket plates on inner

valve surface just below commissure of medial cardi-

nal margin. Very low medial myophragm extends up

to 50% of valve length on floor of valve, some shells

with impressed adductor muscle pits flanking my-
ophragm near apex of valve interior.

Types.—Three syntypes GSC 122822, 122823
122835, the figured paratypes GSC 122825. 122828 to

122830: and 12 unfigured paratypes GSC 122827,

122831 to 122834. 1^22836 to 122838, 122874 to

122877.

Other material examined.—248 unnumbered whole

and fragments of dorsal and ventral valves from sam-

ple 3F at the type locality.

Type stratum and locality.—The type stratum is the

1.5 meter interval of sample 3, type section of the

Thornton Creek Member of the Flume Formation at

Thornton Pass, in Jasper National Park. Alberta Rocky
Mountains (Text-tigs. 2. 3, 4. 6: GSC Thornton Pass

locality).

Occurrence.—Eleutherokomma uendtei is restricted

to late Givetian age Thornton Creek Member of the

Flume Formation at its type section in the Alberta

Rocky Mountains. In western Alberta, it is the domi-

nant species of the Eleutherokomma-Schizophoria
Fauna of the Thornton Creek Member described

above.

Discussion.—The material on hand displays well-

preserved internal features consistent with the genus

as first defined by Crickmay (1950, pp. 219-220).

These include a cardinal process consisting of simple

ctenophoridium, a low myophragm in the dorsal inte-

rior, and a low myophragm and lack of a delthyrial

plate in the ventral interior. Thus far, no delthyrial cov-

ering (pseudodeltidium or stegidium) is known from

any species described from Givetian-middle Frasnian

strata of western and central North America. The re-

lated genus Mucrospirifer Grabau, 1931, has a well-

developed delthyrial covering as shown in illustrations

of the type species M. mucronatus in Tillman (1964,

pi. 153) and Cowen (1968), and lacks well-developed

dental plates. Those features readily distinguish it from

Eleutherokomma.

The juvenile growth stages of Eleutherokomma
wendtei are closely similar to. although proportionally

thicker than, adult shells of E. impennis Crickmay,

1950 (see: Crickmay, 1950, pi. 2: Warren and Stelck.

1956. pi. 120; McLaren et ai. 1962. pi. 10; Harring-

ton, 1971. pi. 4. figs. 12-16 only; and Norris. in Norris

and Uyeno. 1983. pis. 7, 8). Eleutherokomma wendtei

is easily distinguished from E. impennis by its much
larger (up to 22 mm in width) proportionally thicker

(greater shell thickness) adult shell, more numerous
flank plications, greater range in the angle of inclina-

tion of the nearly catacline to apsacline ventral inter-

area, and its greatest shell width anterior of the hinge.

Nearly all other described species of Eleutherokomma
are distinguished from E. wendtei by their less inflated

ventral valves, and short and highly recurved concave

ventral interareas, with mucronate or extended cardinal

margins.

Order SPIRIFERINIDA Ivanova. 1972

Suborder CYRTINIDINA Carter and Johnson, 1994

(in Carter et at.. 1994)

Superfamily CYRTINOIDEA Frederiks, 1912

Family CYRTINIDAE Frederiks, 1912

Genus CYRTINA Davidson. 1858

Type species.—Calceola heteroclita Defrance. 1828,

p. 306.

Cyrtina triquetra (Hall, 1858)

Plate 3. figures 18-22

Cynia rrii/iii'irii Hull, 1S58. p. 513

Cyrtina irii/in'ria Meek and Worthen. 1868, p. 436. pi. 13, fig. 4;

Hall and Clarke, 1894. pi. 28, figs. 34 and 35;

Cyrtina triquetra (Hall) Stainbrook. 1943. pp. 446-447, pi. 22-29.

Cyrtina cf. triquetra Hall, Maurin and Raasch. 1972, pi. 9, figs. 5-7.

not Cyrtina triquetra Warren and Stelck. 1956. pi. 15. figs. 22-24.

Material examined.—The illustrated specimens
GSC 122839 to 122841; two unfigured shells GSC
122842 and 122843; six unnumbered whole juvenile

and adult shells; and 36 unnumbered fragments of ven-

tral valves.

Occurrence.—The range of this form in the Give-

tian of North America is from the Upper varcus Sub-

zone to norrisi Zone. In western and central Canada,

this species is known from the "Flume" Formation of

northeast British Columbia (Maurin and Raasch,

1972). the Thornton Creek Member of the Flume at

Ancient Wall in the Alberta Rocky Mountains (this

report); and the lower part of the argillaceous lime-

stone beds of the Point Wilkins Member of the Souris

River Formation of southwestern Manitoba (Norris

and Day, ;/; Day et ai. 1996. text-fig. 5). In the central

United States it is known from its type locality in the

Little Cedar Formation in northwestern Illinois and

eastern Iowa, and ranges into the Coralville Formation
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of Iowa and Illinois (Stainbrook. 1943: Day, 1989a,

1992, 1996, 1997).

Discussion.—Cyrtiiui triquetra is widespread in car-

bonate and mixed clastic-carbonate platform deposits

in central and western North America as outlined

above. In northeast British Colinnbia, this form is il-

lustrated from the brachiopod fauna of Assemblage 4

of the Flume Formation by Maurin and Raasch ( 1972).

and was reported by Norris and Day (in Day et al..

1996, fig. 5) from the argillaceous limestone beds of

the Point Wilkins Member of the Souris River For-

mation.

Hall (1858) erected this form based on specimens

from Rapid Member of the Little Cedar Formation and

Cou Falls Member of the Coralville Formation in east-

ern Iowa and western Illinois. Other species of Cyrtina

known from late Givetian deposits in North America

include C. Caroline Johnson (1978) and C. unibonata

(Hall, 1858). Cyrtina Caroline Johnson (1978. p. 131,

pi. 8, figs. 1-31), described from the late Givetian of

the Great Basin, differs from C. tricjuetra (Hall, 1858)

by its more numerous flank plications and angular si-

nus. Cyrtina unil)onara (Hall, 1858) from the late Giv-

etian of the Iowa Basin differs from C. tricjuetra by

its larger adult shell size, fewer flank plications, highly

concave (apsacline to anacline) interarea, and shallow

U-shaped ventral sinus.

Order TEREBRATULIDA Waagen, 1883

Suborder TP:REBRATULIDINA Waagen, 1883

Superfamily DIELASMATATOIDEA Schuchert,

1913

Family CRANAENIDAE Cloud. 1942

Subfamily CRANAENINAE Cloud, 1942

Genus CRANAENA Hall and Clarke, 1893

[ = Eimcltii Hall and Clarke. 1893. and Craiuiciicllii Fenton and Fen-

ton. 14241

Type species.—Tereliratula romingeri Hall, 1863, p.

48. text-figs. 22-23.

Cranaena sp.

Plate 3, figure 23

Material e.\aiuined.—Figured damaged ventral

valve of large adult GSC 122845, unfigured small

adult shell GSC 122863. one unnumbered juvenile

shell, and five unnumbered partial ventral valves.

Occurrence.—Cranaena sp. of this study is known
only from sample 3F from section A (type section of

the Thornton Creek Member) of the Flume Formation

at Thornton Pass (GSC Thornton Pass locality).

Discussion.—The present material on hand—single

juvenile shell, small adult shell (GSC 122863), and

poorly preserved fragments of ventral valves (figured

specimen GSC 122845)—does not permit identifica-

tion of the Thornton Creek species or accurate com-
parisons with other late Givetian species of Cranaena.

The small adult shell is similar in outline and profile

to small adult specimens of C. iowensis (Calvin, 1890)

and C. sp. cf. C iowensis known from coeval deposits

in eastern Iowa and central Missouri (see species listed

in Day. 1996, 1997). and southwestern Manitoba (see

fig. 5 of Nonis, Day, and Uyeno, in Day et al.. 1996),

respectively. The partial ventral valve of the large

adult (GSC 122845) suggests a maximum size similar

to that of C. iowensis.
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CONODONT BIOSTRATIGRAPHY AND PHYSICAL STRATIGRAPHY IN TWO WELLS OF THE
BEAVERHILL LAKE GROUP UPPER MIDDLE TO LOWER UPPER DEVONIAN.

CENTRAL ALBERTA. CANADA

T T Uyeno and J. C. Wendte

Geological Survey of Canada
3303—33'" Street N.W.

Calgary, Alberta T2L 2A7 CANADA

ABSTRACT

An integrated study of conodont biostratigraphy with transgressive-regressive sequence stratigraphy has related genetic suc-

cessions of the Beaverhill Lake Group over a widespread area of south-central Alberta. The study area spans from the Eastern

Shelf in eastern Alberta through an intervening Central Alberta Basin, to the Western Shelf in western Albena. This paper

primarily reports on the conodont biostratigraphy of basinal successions (Waterways Formation) from two wells. 32 km apart,

near the Western Shelf, within a sequence-stratigraphic framework.

In the area of the two wells in central Alberta, the Waterways Formation consists of up to approximately 150 m of interstratified

basinal limestones and calcareous shales. The entire Waterways succession is divided into nine genetic units, which have been

correlated throughout the basin. These genetic successions are assignable to six conodont zones: in ascending order, the Upper

subiermiinis Fauna (approximately equivalent to the Upper disparilis Subzone). the norrisi Zone, and Montagne Noire (MN)

zones 1 to 4. This suggests that sedimentation was continuous across the Givetian-Frasnian (Middle-Late Devonian) boundary.

The standard marker for the base of MN Zone 4. Palmatolepis transitans. makes a late entry within that zone. The base of MN
4 was determined by the first occurrence of Ancyrodella postbinodosa new species, a species that has been demonstrated to be

restricted to that zone through graphic correlation (Klapper. pers. commun.. 20(10). Other new species introduced here include

Mesotaxis keithi, Palmatolepis paiadispaiilis. and Polygnathus tedi.

The correlations made independently from physical sequence stratigraphy and conodont biostratigraphy parallel one another

and thus corroborate each other.

INTRODUCTION

The Beaverhill Lake Group in the subsurface of

south-central Alberta consists of limestones, dolo-

stones, and calcareous shales, up to over 200 m thick.

These strata overlie coastal plain and marginal marine

shales, dolostones. and limestones of the Watt Moun-

tain Formation and are overlain by either platform car-

bonates (Cooking Lake and Leduc formations) or ba-

sinal shales and limestones (Duvernay Formation) of

the Woodbend Group (Text-fig. 1).

Beaverhill Lake strata were examined throughout an

extensive area in south-central Alberta. The area of

investigation extends from the Alberta-Saskatchewan

boundary west to the Cordilleran thrust belt or the

Sixth Meridian and from Township 24 north through

Township 71 (Text-fig. 2). Within this area, the Beav-

erhill Lake Group is divided into two formations

(Text-fig. 1 ). The Swan Hills Formation includes shal-

low-marine limestones and dolostones that occur in the

western part of the study area. These carbonates were

deposited on areally extensive carbonate platforms,

and on both younger, backstepped carbonate platforms,

hereinafter referred to as banks, and areally restricted,

isolated reefs (Text-fig. 2). The Waterways Formation

GSC Contribution No. 2001019

denotes basinal limestones and calcareous shales de-

posited throughout most of the study area, but also

incorporates limestones and dolostones deposited on

areally extensive carbonate platforms and isolated

reefs in the eastern part of the study area.

Scope of Paper

This paper focuses on the results of an integrated

study of the conodont biostratigraphy. physical stratig-

raphy, and sedimentology of the Beaverhill Lake

Group from two wells in the northwestern part of the

area of investigation (Text-fig. 2). The Pan American

Home Archie well (4-1-66-8W5) (hereafter called the

Archie well) lies just basinward of the Swan Hills plat-

form and contains a continuous core through the entire

basinal Waterways succession. The Imperial Forestry

well (1 6-7-64- 10W5) (hereafter called the Forestry

well) occurs along the northeastern flank of the iso-

lated Judy Creek reef complex. A core at this well

penetrates the entire Waterways succession at this lo-

cation, including both distal foreslope deposits shed

from the reef and overlying basinal limestones and cal-

careous shales. Both cores were described in detail and

systematically and extensively sainpled for conodonts.

This paper also incorporates and summarizes as-

pects of both the physical and conodont biostratigra-
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Text-figure 1.—Lilhostratigraphy of Che LIk Point. Bea\erhili Lake, and Woodhend Groups of sonlh-eentral Alberta.
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Text-figure 2.—Map showing Beaverhill Lake domains in subsurface of south-central Alberta. The Pan American Home Archie 4-1-66-

8W3 and Imperial Forestry 1 6-7-64- 10W5 wells occur in the vicinity of the Judy Creek reef complex in the northwestern part of the map

area. The transects at Townships 50-52 and from the Archie well to the Judy Creek reef complex correspond to the position of cross-sections

on Text-figures 4 and 5, respectively. A small index map shows the location of the study area.
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phy from wells throughout the entire area of investi-

gation. The data base includes approximately 1.^00

wells, whose depositional cycles were correlated

throughout a grid of wireline log cross-sections. Cores

from approximately 150 of these wells were described,

enabling a detailed interpretation of the depositional

facies and depositional sequences. Cores from 49 of

these wells were sampled for conodont biostratigraphy.

This synthesis provides a more regional context to the

physical and conodont biostratigraphy for the Archie

and Forestry wells.
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DEPOSITIONAL SETTING

Beaverhill Lake strata coinprise three depositional

domains (Text-fig. 2). A Western Shelf consists of a

succession up to 150 m thick of shallow-marine lime-

stones and dolostones of the Swan Hills Formation.

These carbonates were deposited on the carbonate plat-

foriTis, banks, and isolated reefs situated along the east-

ern flank of the slowly subsiding Western Alberta

Arch. A pronounced embayment at a latitude of ap-

proximately Township 40 separates the Western Shelf

into northern and southern sub-domains.

An Eastern Shelf complex occurs in the eastern half

of the area of investigation. The position of the margin

of this shelf shifts during the deposition of Beaverhill

Lake strata. During transgressive episodes the margin

retreats or backsteps to the southeast. During regres-

sive episodes the shelf margin progrades to the north-

west. The position of the shelf margin depicted on

Text-figure 2 corresponds to its most regressive, bas-

inward position. For geographical reference the area of

the shelf shown on Text-figure 2 is termed the Eastern

Shelf Domain. As a result of these transgressive and

regressive episodes, boreholes throughout most of the

Eastern Shelf Domain encounter an interbedded suc-

cession of basinal limestones or calcareous shales and

shallow-marine limestones and dolostones, deposited

mainly on widespread carbonate platforms and to a

lesser degree on isolated carbonate reefs. This Eastern

Shelf Domain succession thickens to the northeast.

away from the positive Western Alberta Arch, attain-

ing a maximum thickness of approximately 240 m.

The Central Alberta Basin occurs between the east-

ern and western shelves. Deposits in the basin consist

entirely of deep-water calcareous shales and lime-

stones. These deposits vary in thickness from 75 to

210 m.

PHYSICAL STRATIGRAPHY

Eastern Shelf and Central Alberta Basin

Beaverhill Lake strata on the Eastern Shelf and in

the Central Alberta Basin consist of nine transgressive-

regressive (T-R) cycles (termed A to H. with A sub-

divided into lower and upper parts). T-R cycle bound-

aries were determined from both core and wireline log

examination. Text-figure 3 shows the gamma-ray log

and sonic log signatures of these T-R cycles from a

well (6-35-46- 15W4) on the Eastern Shelf Domain. T-

R cycle boundaries correspond to the position, within

a given interval, that marks the change from progres-

sively shallower-water facies to progressively deeper-

water facies. This position is marked by an increase in

argillaceous content. On wireline logs this level cor-

responds to an increase in the radiation count on gam-

ma-ray logs and to decreased acoustic velocities on

sonic logs. In either basinal successions or in succes-

sions that grade from basinal facies up into shallow-

water facies. T-R cycles have a dominantly shoaling-

upward aspect. This aspect corresponds to decreasing

argillaceous content and is recorded by decreasing ra-

diation on the gamma-ray logs and by increased acous-

tic velocities on the sonic logs. In these T-R cycles,

such as cycle B, the transgressive part of the succes-

sion is either absent or thin. Some T-R cycles, how-

ever, may have either a significant transgressive basal

portion (cycle G) or have an overall transgressive as-

pect (Upper A cycle).

On the Eastern Shelf Domain, it is important to rec-

ognize that the top of the Beaverhill Lake Group (top

of succession H) is not a T-R cycle contact. Instead, it

is a facies contact and, as illustrated on Text-figure 3,

marks the position in a shoaling-upward cycle where

shallower-water carbonate facies of the Cooking Lake

Formation prograde over deeper-water, argillaceous fa-

cies of succession H.

Conelation of T-R cycle boundaries allows recog-

nition of the change from regression to transgression.

The cross-section on Text-figure 4 shows the coirela-

tion of the T-R cycle boundaries and the disposition

of depositional facies within these cycles on an east-

west transect across the basin, at the latitude of Town-

ship 50-52. The cross-section also shows the lower

successions of the overlying Woodbend Group. On the

eastern side of the basin, shallow-water lithofacies are
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Text-figure 3.—Gamma-ray and sonic log signatures of the nine T-R cycles of the Beaverhill Lake Group and their lithofacies. These cycles

are combined into two major T-R cycles (1 and 2). each of which is divided into two subdivisions (L and U). Well 6-35-46- 15W4. Eastern

Shelf Domain. Depths correspond to log depths. See Text-fig. 2 for location.

limited to the Eastern Shelf Domain, east of the Fifth

Meridian. Basinal, deeper-water facies form clino-

forms to the west and distally onlap the Swan Hills

platform-bank complex on the Western Shelf.

The T-R cycles on the Eastern Shelf and in the Cen-

tral Alberta Basin are split into two major T-R suc-

cessions. Each of these T-R cycles, in turn, can be

subdivided into two T-R cycle subdivisions. The major

T-R cycles and their subdivisions are marked on the

gamma-ray log and on the sonic log on Text-figure 3

as well as on the cross-section on Text-figure 4.

The lower T-R succession 1 extends from the base

of the group to the top of cycle D. The transgressive

phase of this succession extends up into the calcareous

shales in the basal part of cycle B. The regressive

phase culminates in the progradation of shallow-water
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Text-figure 4.—Stratigraphic cross-section of the Beaverhill Lake Group showing the correlation of T-R cycles and the disposition of

depositional facies, at a latitude of Township 50-52. The major T-R cycles and their subdivisions are labeled at the right end. Vertical ticks

at the base of the cross-section correspond to the position of wells. Sec Text-fig. 2 for location of the transect.

platform carbonates of cycles C and D to approxi-

mately the Fifth Meridian.

T-R succession 1 can be split into two T-R cycle

subdivisions (IL and lU) at the top of cycle B. The

onset of the T-R subdivision IB is not marked by a

significant shift in facies at the top of the cycle B plat-

form, but by the deposition of a thick shale succession

in the basin.

The upper T-R succession 2 extends from the top of

cycle D to the top of cycle H in the Central Alberta

Basin. The top of cycle H in the basin corresponds to

the T-R cycle boundary that separates the Beaverhill

Lake and Woodbend Group successions. Upslope. it

correlates to the top of the lower Cooking Lake suc-

cession on Text-figure 4 (base of cycle 2. middle mem-
ber of the Cooking Lake Formation of Wendte. 1994).

T-R succession 2 includes platform and isolated

reefal carbonates of cycles E and F (cycle E platform

facies occur south of the transect of the cross-section

on Text-figure 4) and the argillaceous limestones and

calcareous shales of cycles G and H. The position of

maximum transgression occurs near the middle of cy-

cle G. Calcareous shales in the upper part of cycle G
and in cycle H signioidally prograde to the west, al-

lowing for the outbuilding of the lower Cooking Lake

platform succession to approximately the Fifth Merid-

ian. The top of cycle F marks the division between the

lower and upper T-R subdivisions (2L and 2U).
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Text-figure 5.—Stratigraphic cross-section of the Beaverhill Lake Group from the Pan American Home Archie 4-1-66-SW5 well into the

Judy Creek reef complex (well 4-35-63-1 1W5). T-R cycle boundaries correspond to the base of radioactive intervals on the gamma ray logs.

The cross-section illustrates the parallelism of the T-R cycle and conodont zone boundaries. See Text-fig. 2 for location of the transect. The

bases of conodont zones, norrisi, and MN 1 through MN 4, are marked. The numbers 1 through 4 mark the only and/or the first occurrences,

of the cited conodont species.

Western Shelf

Swan Hills carbonates on the Western Shelf consist

of cyclic repetitions of shallow-marine limestones and

dolostones. These carbonate successions lack the ar-

gillaceous limestones and calcareous shales that typify

the basal portion of T-R cycles on the Eastern Shelf

and in the Central Alberta Basin. As a result, cycle

boundaries on the Western Shelf have no wireline-log

signature and can only be identified by the examina-

tion of cores. Therefore, the cycle architecture of Swan
Hills carbonates can only be discerned in areas with

good well and core control. Also, lacking the log sig-

nature of T-R cycles on the Eastern Shelf Domain, the

T-R cycle stratigraphy of the Western Shelf is inde-

pendent of that on the Eastern Shelf Domain.
A synthesis of the T-R cycle stratigraphy of Swan

Hills carbonates in the vicinity of the isolated Judy

Creek reef complex is presented on the cross-section

on Text-figure 5, along a transect from the Archie well

southwest through the Forestry well into the Judy

Creek reef complex (well 4-35-63-1 1W5). The T-R cy-

cle stratigraphy of Swan Hills carbonates is a summary
based on previous investigations of the Judy Creek

reef complex (Wendte, 1992, and Wendte and Muir,

1995) as well as aspects from this regional study.

The Swan Hills Formation in the vicinity of the

Judy Creek reef complex consists of four T-R cycles

of growth, each with component sub-cycles, as de-

scribed below.

(I ) A widespread lower platform stage with the po-

sition of its margin depicted on Text-figure 2. Stra-

tal relationships and conodont biostratigraphy sug-

gest that this stage is coeval with the Lower A T-

R cycle.
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(2) A progressively more areally-restricted, upper

platform stage.

(3) A rimmed reef complex stage with a peripheral

reef rim and an interior lagoon (not illustrated on

Text-fig. 5). The basal portion of this stage marks

the change from transgression to progradation (re-

gression) of the reef out over a previously

drowned platform step. The top of this stage cor-

responds to a widespread subaerial unconformity

(Wendte and Muir, 1995), termed R4 because it

caps the top of the fourth reef cycle. Distinctive

aspects of this unconformity have provided a basis

for its widespread correlation, including to the

Eastern Shelf. R4 corresponds to a level approxi-

mately at the middle of cycle C bankward of the

underlying cycle B platform margin (Text-fig. 4).

The position of the margin of isolated reefs and

coeval banks on Text-hgure 2 corresponds to an

initial phase of this stage.

(4) An upper ramp-bounded shoal stage on the isolat-

ed reefs. The top of this stage is time-diachronous.

Cycles of growth younger than that represented at

the 4-35-63-1 1W5 well are present elsewhere on

the Judy Creek reef and other isolated Swan Hills

reefs, as well as on the Swan Hills banks.

CORRELATION OF WATERWAYS
SUCCESSIONS IN THE PAN AMERICAN HOME
ARCHIE AND IMPERIAL FORESTRY WELLS

The Archie and Forestry wells occur on the west

side of the Central Alberta Basin (Text-fig. 2). The
location of these wells is analogous to a distal position

on the basinal clinoforms of the Waterways Formation

on the regional cross-section on Text-figure 4.

The tops of T-R cycles A through H occur at the

base of radioactive, argillaceous successions at the Ar-

chie well on the northeast end of the cross-section on

Text-figure 5. These T-R cycle boundaries clinoform

to the southwest, away from the position of the Archie

well. The tops of cycles A and B onlap the flanks of

the Lower and Upper Swan Hills platforms, respec-

tively, northeast of the position of the Forestry well.

The tops of cycles C and D correlate up into foreslope

successions of the Forestry well before onlapping the

flanks of the Judy Creek reef complex. These T-R cy-

cle boundaries equate to positions in the ramp-bound-

ed shoal above R4 at Judy Creek,

The tops of cycles E and F correlate to analogous

positions in the Forestry well before onlapping against

the flank of the Judy Creek reef complex. The tops of

cycles G and H (top of Beaverhill Lake Group) cor-

relate to analogous positions in the Forestry well and

to the base of Waterways successions in the Imperial

Judy Creek 4-35-63-1 1W5 well that overlie the Swan
Hills Formation.

The close relationship between physical stratigraphy

and conodont biostratigraphy is demonstrated on Text-

figure 5. The positions of the base of the nonisi Zone
and of MN zones 1 to 4 are shown for the Archie and

Forestry wells. The biostratigraphic and T-R cycle

boundaries are remarkably parallel. This close rela-

tionship is reinforced by correlations of the wells

based on the single occurrences of ( 1 ) Ozarkodina san-

nemcmni in MN Zone 2 and of (2) Polygnathus tedi

in MN Zone 3, and on the lowest occurrences of (3)

Mesotaxis bogoslovskyi and of (4) Palmatolepis para-

disparilis and Palmatolepis transitans in MN Zone 4.

These positions are marked on Text-figure 5.

In the Archie well, the base of the norrisi Zone oc-

curs a thin interval (19-19.7 ft; 5.8-6.0 m) above the

top of cycle A. Based on a more regional study, how-
ever, this is considered to be a late entry for this zone,

as elsewhere the base of the norrisi Zone is found

between Lower A cycle and Upper A cycle (Text-

fig. 6).

In the Archie well, the base of MN Zone 1 occurs

about mid-way within the interval of cycle B. This

relationship is found in the more regional coverage as

well. The bases of MN Zones 2 and 3 are within cycle

C in the Archie well, with Zone 3 close to the top of

cycle C interval. In the Forestry well, the bases of both

zones are found between the top of cycle C and the

top of the Swan Hills Platform, and again with Zone
3 close to the cycle top. These relative positions of the

bases of Zones 2 and 3 are also found in our more
regional study.

The base of MN Zone 4 is located high up within

cycle E in both wells. The base of MN Zone 5 is not

found in the successions in these wells, but based on

our regional coverage, it may occur extremely high in

the Beaverhill Lake Group and certainly does so in the

basal part of the overlying Duvernay Formation.

CORRELATION OF THE T-R CYCLES WITH
CONODONT ZONES

Text-figure 6 shows the relationship between the co-

nodont zones, depositional cycles, Euramerican De-
vonian T-R cycles (Johnson et ai. 1985; Johnson and

Klapper, 1992; Day et ai. 1996), and the shift of ba-

sinal facies of the Beaverhill Lake Group in the Al-

berta Basin. The spacing of the conodont zones is

based on values provided by Klapper (1997) from his

work on the Frasnian Composite Standard.

As noted above, the Waterways Formation consists

of two megacycles, with the lower T-R succession 1

ranging from the onset of cycle A to the top of cycle

D. The upper T-R succession 2 ranges from the base
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Zone 5 (=PohnatoIepis punctata Zone) (Klapper,

1989, 1997; Klapper and Becker, 1999). It coincides

with the start of T-R cycle lie, the beginning of the

next major deepening event, and the deposition of the

Woodbend Group. This cycle has been recognized

over a large area (Johnson ct a/.. 1985; Racki, 1993,

1997; Racki and Bultynck. 1993; among others).

CONODONTS
CoNODONT Fauna

The studied conodont faima is generally well pre-

served and has color alteration index (CAI) of 2 (Ep-

stein et al.. 1977). The Archie well was sampled at 75

intervals, with each sample averaging 448 g, whereas

the 5 1 Forestry well samples averaged 702 g. The
sampled intervals are shown on Text-figures 7 and 8,

with listings of selected species only.

Of some interest is the concentration of conodonts

in allochthonous carbonate sands in the foreslope suc-

cession in the Forestry well, from samples number 5

through 13 (interval from 8564.5 ft, 2610.5 m to

8624.5 ft. 2628.7 m). The conodont animals may have

inhabited a more proximal foreslope environment, and

were concentrated when the sand was episodically

shed down the reef foreslope and deposited in and

around the well-site.

Conodont Biostratigraphy

Five, and possibly six, conodont zones are recog-

nized in the Beaverhill Lake Group as represented in

the two wells. In ascending order, they are the Upper
siibtenniiiiis Fauna, the norrisi Zone, and MN (Mon-
tague Noire) zones 1 to 4. The first interval is tenta-

tively recognized in the lowest parts of the Archie

well, and is succeeded by the norrisi Zone in the same
well. Zone MNl may possibly be present in the lowest

parts of the Forestry well. The higher zones are present

in both wells. In the following discussion, refer to

Text-figures 7 and 8. It should be noted that the Archie

well was independently sampled by McLean and Klap-

per ( 1998). and they recognized exactly the same zonal

succession.

The history of the siibtenuiniis Fauna was succinct-

ly summarized by Rogers (1998), so suffice it to say

here that Bunker and Klapper ( 1984) and Witzke et al.

(1985) had proposed the siibterminiis Fauna as the

shallow-water carbonate shelf equivalent of the dis-

parilis Zone of the standard conodont zonation. How-
ever, the exact relationship of the siibtenniniis Fauna
to the standard zonation was found to be not entirely

clear in a study of the Little Cedar and lower Coral-

ville formations of Iowa, by Rogers (1998). The re-

fined definition of the fauna, as subsequently proposed

by Witzke ct al. (1989), is inapplicable to the Beav-

erhill Lake collection in these wells. The Upper .sub-

tenuiniis Fauna has been recognized, however, in some
wells included in the overall study, of which this is a

part (.see Wendte et al.. 1995).

In the Archie well, the lowest interval of 2313.0 to

2320.7 m, below the first occurrence of Pandorlnellina

in.sita (Stauffer), is possibly assignable to the norrisi

Zone (sec below). This is based on our more regional

correlations, where the base of the norrisi Zone occurs

much lower. The following species that appear in this

interval and continue on higher include Polvgiiatluis

angnstidisciis. P. .xyliis .xyliis. P. dnbiiis, P. alatus. and

Icriodus siibterniiniis.

The norrisi Zone, proposed by Klapper and Johnson

(/;; Johnson, 1990), is the youngest Middle Devonian

conodont zone. This zonal interval was previously re-

ferred to the Lowermost asyinnietricits Zone of Ziegler

( 1971 ) (Klapper and Johnson [ibid.]). Although the en-

try of Skeletognathiis norrisi marks the base of the

zone, in its absence the zonal base is approximated

with the entry of Pandorinellina insita. The zone is

recognized in the Archie well, within the interval of

2291.8 to 2310.1 m. Herein, S. norrisi was recovered

only from an interval assigned to MN Zone 2 in the

Forestry well. That this species ranges as high as MN
Zone 2 has been demonstrated by means of graphic

correlation by Klapper (1997).

The Frasnian Stage of the Upper Devonian was di-

vided by Klapper ( 1989) into 13 conodont zones at the

Montague Noire in southern France. Of these, the low-

est four zones, MN zones 1 to 4, are recognized in the

Beaverhill Lake sequence. The interval of MN zones

1 to 4 was previously refened to the Lower asynune-

triciis Zone of Ziegler ( 1971 ). It should also be noted

that the interval, including the norrisi Zone, and MN
zones 1 to 3. was placed in the falsiovalis Zone by

Sandberg et al. ( 1989) (Klapper and Johnson in John-

son, 1990).

The base and the top of MN Zone 1 are at the first

appearances of the early and late forms of Ancyrodella

rotundiloba (Klapper, 1985), respectively. In the Ar-

chie well, MN Zone 1 occurs in the interval of 2253.2

to 2291.3 m. and may be present in the lowest parts

of the Forestry well, in the interval of 2630.1 to 2634.1

m. The only occurrence of A. binodosa is within MN
Zone 1 in the Archie well. Polygnathus incoinpletus

makes its first appearance within this zone and contin-

ues up to MN Zone 2, also in the Archie well.

MN Zone 2 has its base and top at the first appear-

ances of the late form of Ancyrodella rotundiloba and

A. rugosa. respectively (Klapper, 1989). In the Archie

well, it is in the interval of 2236.3 to 2249.1 m, and

in the Forestry well, 2622.3 to 2629.7 m. The only
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gulata. and Polygnathus tedi in both wells, and in the

Forestry well only. Mesoto.xis distinctiis and M. keithi.

The species with their lowest occunences within this

zone include Polygnathus cf. P. decorosus of Uyeno

(1974), A. alata, M. asyniinetrica. and M. ovalis in

both wells, and Playfordia priiiiitiva in the Forestry

well only.

As noted above, the base of MN Zone 4 in the pres-

ent study is at the first occurrence of Ancyrodella post-

binodosa. Using this definition, the zone is present in

the Forestry well within the interval of 2535.8 to

2586.1 m. and in the Archie well. 2165.0 to 2200.7

m. In the Forestry well, Palmaiolepis transitans makes

its first appearance at 2539.6 m. and in the Archie well,

at 2165.5 m. That the occurrences in the Forestry well

are high in MN Zone 4, and approaching MN Zone 5.

is suggested by a form of P. transitans that may be

transitional to P. gutta (see under P. transitans in the

Systematics section). Mesotaxis bogoslovskyi and P.

paradisparilis also occur high within the zone, while

A. africana has a longer range within the zonal inter-

val. No conodonts to suggest the presence of MN Zone

5 were found in either of these wells.

SYSTEMATIC PALEONTOLOGY

All of the genera listed in this section belong to the

Polygnathidae. in the sense used by Klapper, Kuz'min.

and Ovnatanova ( 1996, p. 137). The distribution of the

listed conodonts is given in Text-figures 7 and 8.

The primary type and figured specimens are depos-

ited in the collection of the Geological Survey of Can-

ada (GSC). 601 Booth Street. Ottawa. Ontario.

Family POLYGNATHIDAE Bassler. 1925

Genus ANCYRODELLA Ulrich and Bassler. 1926

Type species.—Ancyrodella nodosa Ulrich and Bas-

sler, 1926, p. 48.

Ancyrodella postbinodosa, new species

Plate 1. figures 16-19

Diagnosis.—Pa element with two distinctly large

nodes on either side of platform; nodes may be accom-

panied by up to three much smaller nodes on one side,

or both sides, of platform. Platform outline asymme-
trical, with straight outer that is parallel with keel, and

a rounded inner. Upper surface may have faint anter-

iorly-pointed ridges running from central node. Free

blade and carina form very gentle curve. Denticles on

free blade and posterior paiT of carina higher than

those on mid-carina. Basal pit moderate-sized, with

traces of laterally- or anteriorly-directed secondary

keels.

Remarks.—Pa element is similar to Ancyrodella

binodosa Uyeno. from which it differs primarily in its

asymmetrical platform outline. The latter has rounded

platform margins on both sides, and also a larger basal

pit at similar growth stages. Based on graphic corre-

lation (Klapper. pers. commun.. 2000). the new species

makes its first appearance in MN Zone 4. In this study,

the lowest occurrence is taken as the base of that zone.

Plate 1

All specimens of Pa elements. All figures x50. All depth intervals have been corrected to logs. "Archie well"" cited below is the Pan

American Home A-1 Archie 4-1-66-8W5 well, GSC locality number C-222352; "'Forestry well"" is the Imperial Forestry 16-7-64-10W5 well,

GSC locality number C-222353.

Ancyrodella rotundiloba (Bryant, 1921). early form of Klapper (1985)

1, 2. GSC 122721: Upper and lower views. Archie well, .sample 15 (7516.0-7517.3 ft; 22yu.fJ-2291.3 m).

Ancyrodella alata Glenister and Klapper (1966)

3. GSC 122722: Lower view. Forestry well sample 12 (8571.5-8574.0 ft: 2612.6-2613.4 m).

8. 9. GSC 122723: Lower and upper views. Archie well, sample 45 (7298.0-7299.8 ft: 2224.4-2225.0 m).

Ancyrodella rotundiloba (Bryant. 1921), late form of Klapper (19851

4. 5. GSC 122724: Upper and lower views. Forestry well, sample 5 (8621.5-8624.5 ft: 2627.8-2628.7 m).

Ancyrodella triangiilara Kralick (1994)

6, 7. GSC 122725: Upper and lower views. Forestry well, sample 8 (8595.5-8598.0 ft: 2619.9-2620.7 m).

Ancyrodella riigosa Branson and Mehl (1934)

10, 1 1. GSC 122726: Upper-lateral and lower views. Archie well, sample 45 (7298.0-7299.8 ft: 2224.4-2225.0 m).

Ancyrodella recta Kralick (1994)

12, 13. GSC 122727: Lower and upper views. Forestry well, sample 13 (8564.5-8567.0 ft: 2610..5-261 1.2 m).

Ancyrodella africana Garci'a-Lopez (1981)

14, 15. GSC 122728: Upper and lower views. Archie well, sample 66 (7169.5-7171.0 ft: 2185.3-2185.7 m).

Ancyrodella postbinodosa. n.sp.

16, 17. GSC 122729 (holotype): Upper and lower views. Archie well, sample 60 (7218.3-7220.3 ft; 2200.1-2200.7 m).

18, 19. GSC 122730 (paratype): Upper and lower views. Forestry well, sample 25 (8468.0-8470.5 ft; 2581.0-2581.8 m).

1.
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Stratum typicum and locus typicus.—Beaverhill

Lake Group, Archie well, sample 60 (7218.3-7220.3

ft; 2200.1-2200.7 m).

Type series.—Holotype. the specimen illustrated in

Plate 1. figures 16, 17 (GSC 122729). Paratype, GSC
122730.

Derivation of name.—In reference to the close sim-

ilarity of the species to Aiicyroclclla hinodosa Uyeno,

1967.

Genus MESOTAXIS Klapper and Philip. 1972

Type species.—Polygnathus asyminctricus Bischoff

and Ziegler. 1957. pp. 88-89.

Mesotaxis distinctus Ovnatanova and Kuz'min.

1991

Plate 2, figures 1, 2

Mesouixis disiiitcnis Ovnatanova and Kuz'min (199L p. 45, 47. pL

1. tigs. I L 12).

Renicirks.—One of the key characteristics of this

species is the carina that terminates before the poste-

rior end of the platform. There are two forms in the

present material, one with a broad platform, and the

other with nanow platform. The latter form may have

adcarinal areas that are free of nodes, and in this re-

spect differs from the holotype specimen. There seems

to be no biostratigraphic significance to the forms

Plate 2

All specimens of Pa elements, unless otherwise indicated. All figures X50. All depth intervals have been corrected to logs. "Archie well"

cited below is the Pan American Home A- 1 Archie 4-1-66-8W5 well. GSC locality number C-222352; "Forestry well" is the Imperial Forestry

1 6-7-64- 10W5 well, GSC locality number C-222?<5i.

1, 2.

3, 4.

Mesotaxis distindns Ovnatanova and Kuz'min ( 1991

)

1. GSC 122731: Upper view. Forestry well, .sample 8 (8595.5-8598.0 ft; 2619.9-2620.7 m).

2. GSC 122732: Upper view. Forestry well, sample 8 (8595.,5-8598.0 ft: 2619.9-2620.7 ml.

Skeletognathiis nonisi (Uyeno. 1967)

3, 4. GSC 122733: Upper and lateral views. Forestry well, sample 7 (8603.5-8605.5 ft; 2622.3-2623.0 m).

5-7. Mesotaxis keithi, n.sp.

5. GSC 122734 (paratype): Lower view. Forestry well, sample 8 (8595.5-8598.0 ft; 2619.9-2620.7 m).

6. GSC 122735 (paratype): Lower view. Forestry well, sample 8 {8595.5-8598.0 ft; 2619.9-2620.7 ml.

7. GSC 122736 (holotype): Upper view. Forestry well, sample 8 (8595.5-8598.0 ft; 2619.9-2620.7 m).

8. Mesotaxis bogoslovskyi Ovnatanova and Kuz'min (1991)

8. GSC 122737: Upper view. Archie well, sample 72 (7122.0-7125.5 ft: 2I70.8-217I.9 m).

9—11. Palniatolepis paradisparilis. n.sp.

9. GSC 122738 (paratype): Upper view. Archie well, sample 75 (7103.0-7104.5 ft: 2165.(J-2165.5 m).

10. GSC 122739 (holotype): Lower view. Forestry well, sample 48 (8329.5-8332.0 ft; 2538.8-2539.6 m).

11. GSC 122740 (paratype). Upper view. Archie well, sample 75 (7103.0-7104.5 ft; 2165.0-2165.5 m).

12, 13. 16-18. Polygnathus tedi, n.sp.

12. 13. GSC 122741 (paratype): Lower and upper views. Archie well, sample 45 (7298.0-7299.8 ft; 2224.4-2225.0 m).

16, 17. GSC 122742 (holotype): Upper and lateral views. Forestry well, sample 13 (8564.5-8567.0 ft; 2610.5-2611.2 m).

18. GSC 122743 (paratype): Lateral view of Ph element. Forestry well, sample 13 (8564. ,5-8567.0 ft; 2610.5-261 1.2 m).

14. MeliUna gradata Youngquist (1945)

14. GSC 122744: Lateral view. Forestry well, sample 12 (8571.5-8574.0 ft: 2612.6-2613.4 m).

15. Playfordia primitiva (Bischoff and Ziegler, 1957)

15. GSC 122745: Lateral view. Forestry well, sample 38 (8384.0-8385.5 ft: 2555.4-2555.9 m).

19. OzarArorfma iannema«n/ (Bischoff and Ziegler, 1957)

19. GSC 122746: Upper view. Forestry well, sample 5 (8621.5-8624.5 ft; 2627.8-2628.7 m).

20, 21. /cWorfui jHiTermmiii Youngquist ( 1947)

20. 21. GSC 122747: Upper and lateral views of 1 element. Forestry well, sample 5 (8621.5-8624.5 ft; 2627.8-2628.7 m).

22, 23. Polygnathus cf. P. decorosus Stauffer (1938) of Uyeno (1974)

22. GSC 122748: Upper view. Archie well, sample 58 (7232.3-7233.3 ft; 2204.4-2204.7 ml.

23. GSC 122749: Upper view. Forestry well, sample 23 (8482.0-8484.5 ft: 2585.3-2586.1 m).

24, 25. Palniatolepis transitans MiiWer (\956)

24. 25. GSC 122750: Upper and lower views. Forestry well, sample 48 (8329.5-8332.0 ft; 2538.8-2539.6 m).

26. Polygnathus incompletus Uyeno {\967)

26. GSC 122751; Upper view. Archie well, sample 15 (7516.0-7517.5 ft; 2290.0-2291.3 m).

27. Polygnathus alatus Huddle (1934)

27. GSC 122752: Upper view. Forestry well, sample 8 (8595.5-8598.0 ft; 2619.9-2620.7 m).
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since they occur in similar intervals. Similar variations

were noted by Klapper ( 1989) in Polygncirhiis dengleri

Bischoff and Ziegler.

Mesotaxis keithi, new species

Plate 2. figures 5-7

Dicii;ii(>sis.—Pa element with symmetrical to slight-

ly asymmetrical platform. Platform upper surface cov-

ered with fine nodes, with free blade and carina form-

ing straight line. Carina extends to posterior end of

platform. Free blade about half of platform length. Pit

small, surrounded by large, symmetrical basal cavity,

located mid-way between mid-length and anterior end

of platform.

Remarks.—In its symmetrical platform outline, the

new species resembles Mesotaxis oralis (Ziegler and

Klapper). although it tends to be more slender. It dif-

fers from the latter primarily in the shape and position

of the basal cavity, in M. ovalis. the basal cavity is

more asymmetrical and located in mid-length of plat-

form.

Stratum t^picum and locus t^piciis.—Beaverhill

Lake Group. Forestry well, sample 8 (8595.5-8598.0

ft; 2619.9-2620.7 m).

Tvpe series.—Holotype. the specimen illustrated in

Plate 2. figure 7 (GSC 122736). Paratypes, GSC
122734 and^ 122735.

Derivation of name.—From proper noun. Keith.

Genus PALMATOLEPIS Ulrich and Bassler. 1926

Type species.—Rcdmatolepis peiio/yalci LUrich mu\

Bassler. 1926. p. 49.

Palmatolepis paradisparilis, new species

Plate 2, figures 9-1 1

Palniatiilepis disparilis Ziegler and Klapper'.'. L'yeiio. 1991, p. 144.

pi. 3. tigs. 20. 21.

Diagnosis.—Pa element with asymmetrical plat-

form, the outer lobe slightly to moderately developed;

lobe oriented laterally to slightly anteriorly. Upper sur-

face smooth to sparsely nodose. Free blade-carina out-

line straight to slightly curved, with carina terminating

before posterior end of platform. Basal pit large, asym-

metrical. L-shaped. and clearly raised above surround-

ing platform.

Remarks.—The basal pit of the present species is

similar in shape and size to that of Palmatolepis dis-

parilis Ziegler and Klapper. The principal difference

is in the outline of the platform, which in P. parad-

isparilis is more slender, with a nan^ow inner side, and

a lobe on the outer. Platform of P. disparilis is also

more robust and its upper surface more nodose.

Stratum typicum and locus typicus.—Beaverhill

Lake Group, Forestry well, sample 48 (8329.5-8332.0

ft; 2538.8-2539.6 m).

Type series.—Holotype, the specimen illustrated in

Plate 2, figure 10 (GSC 122739). Paratypes, GSC
122738 and 122740.

Derivation of name.—In reference to the close sim-

ilarity of the species to Palmatolepis disparilis Ziegler

and Klapper.

Palmatolepis transitans Miiller (1956)

Plate 2. figs. 24, 25

Ftilmalolc'pis trunsilcins Miiller, 1956. pp. 18-19. pi. 1, fig. 1; Klap-

per, Kuz'min, and Ovnutanova, 1996, pp. 149-150. fig. 9.14 [see

for further synonymyl; Kuz'min, 1998. pi. 7, fig. 1. pi. 8. figs.

1. 6. 7: Ding. Jiang, and Bai. 2000. pi. 1, fig. 18.

Remarks.—The specimen in PI. 2. figs. 24. 25 here-

in differs slightly from the holotype in having a small

sinus at the outer margin immediately adjacent to the

posterior end of the platform. Its slightly rounded outer

posterior margin is similar to the specimen illustrated

by Kuz"min (1998. pi. 8. fig. 6). a form which he

considered to be transitional to Palmatolepis gutta

Kuz'min. P. gutta. a name given to a species that was

left in open nomenclature by Uyeno (1991, pi. 3, figs.

24, 25; pi. 4, figs. 1, 2), is associated with Polygnathus

tiinanicus Ovnatanova in the eastern Canadian Cordil-

lera. P. timcmicus has its lowest occurrences within

MN Zone 5 (Klapper. 1997).

Genus POLYGNATHUS Hinde. 1879

Txpe species.—Polygnathus duhius Hinde, 1879,

pp. 361-362.

Polygnathus tedi, new species

Plate 2. figures 12, 13, 16-18

OzartcodiihiC^) aff. proxiina (Polloek. 1968). Racki and Bultynck.

1993. pi. 3. fig. 12.

Diagiu>sis.—Pa element with an extended platform

on either side, reaching to or almost to. the anterior

and posterior ends. Free blade may therefore be ex-

tremely short. Platform widest adjacent to the basal

cavity and main cusp. Upper surface of platform

smooth; the widest part may have a node on one or

both sides. The free/fixed blade-carina outline almost

straight to gently incurved or sinuous. Unit gently

arched as laterally viewed. Anterior of the cusp, the

carina-free/fixed blade outline rises gently or steeply,

with highest point near anterior end. followed by 2 or

3 small denticles. Basal pit moderately large, located

about one-third of unit length from posterior end, with

keels extending to both ends.

Remarks.—Some specimens with sinuous free/fixed

blade-carina outline superficially resemble Tortodus

sp. A of Sparling (1999). The latter differs in several
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aspects, however, including absence of any free blade,

more central position of basal cavity and lack of large

nodes on platform. Polygnathus heckmwiui Bischoff

and Ziegler similarly has fixed blade, but displays

strong ridges on the platform.

The Pa element of the genus Polygiiailicllii.s Ulrich

and Bassler ( 1926). as exemplified by its type species,

P. tvpicalis. differs from Polygiuirhiis ledi in its den-

liculation pattern: as laterally viewed, the outline of

ihe denticles slopes downward from the main cusp,

located over the pit. towards both ends.

The Pa element with hxed blade superficially resem-

bles Ancyrogiuitluis ancyrogiuithoicleiis (Ziegler). The

latter differs from the present species in displaying a

platform that is more uniformly tapering, with no

abrupt widening adjacent to the cusp; also, there are

no nodes on the platform.

A large Pb element was recovered with the Pa ele-

ment of Polygnathus tedi. It is similar to some Pb el-

ements assigned to Ancyrognathus. and illustrated by

Klapper (1990, figs. 7.13 and 8.14). It has moipholog-

ical similarities to the Pa elements in its general ro-

bustness, and large cusp, the wide ledge, and moder-

ately large pit.

Stratum typicuni and locus typicus.—Beaverhill

Lake Group. Forestry well, sample 1.^ (8564..S-8.'S67.0

ft; 2610.5-2611.2 m).

Type series.—Holotype. the specimen illustrated in

Plate 2. figures 16, 17 (GSC 122742). Paratypes, GSC
122741 and 122743.

Distribution.—Found in MN Zone 3. Also in MN
Zone 3 equivalent in the Kielce area. Holy Cross

Mountains of southern Poland (Racki and Bultynck,

1993).

Derivation of lunnc.—From proper noun. Ted. a de-

rivative of Theodore.

Polygnathu.s cf. P. decorosus Stauffer of Uyeno,

1974

Plate 2, figures 22, 23

Polygiiarlius cL P. decorosus Slaiiffei. Llyeno. H)74. p. 38-39. pL

4. figs. 2. 7: pi. ."i, fig. 2.

Dicigiuisis.—The free blade of the Pa element about

half of unit length, and is extremely high at its mid-

point, and abruptly or gradually sloping downward at

anterior end. Unit straight to gently incurved. Lateral

outline shows lower margin of unit gently and contin-

uously arched. Pit narrow, of moderate size, sunound-

ed by inverted basal cavity. Platform saggitate. rimmed

with subdued nodes, or abbreviated, not reaching the

posterior end.

Remarks.—The specimen illustrated by Uyeno
(1974. pi. 4. fig. 7C) displays a wide inverted basal

cavity; its full platform development is similar to the

specimen in Plate 2. figure 23. The specimen in Plate

2. figure 22. with abbreviated platform, is similar to

that in Uyeno (1974, pi. 4, fig. 2).
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APPENDIX

For those species that are illustrated but not dis-

cussed in the Systematic Paleontology section, a brief

synonymy is provided. Unlike conventional synonymy
style, no attempt is made to trace the history of no-

menclatural changes; rather, to conserve space, the

names used in the references are omitted. The name
prefened herein, however, is at the head of each entry.

Ancyrock'lUi cifriccnui Garcia-Lopez (1981 )

Plate 1. Hgures 14, 15

Garcia-Liipez. 1981. pp. 264-265. pi. 1. ligs. 1-14; Klapper. 1985.

pp. 28-29, pi. 8. tigs. 11-22; pi. 9. tigs. 1-16; text-figs. 3S, T,

AA. BB; Garei'a-Lopez. 1987. pp. 57-58. pi. 2. figs. 8-19; Van-

delaer et ai. 1990. p. 329. pi. I. figs. 6. 7.

Aiuyrock'lUi tihita Glenister and Klapper (1966)

Plate 1, tigures 3. 8. 9

Glenister and Klapper. 1966. pp. 799-800. pi. 85. figs. 1-8; Weary
and Harris. 1994. pi. 2. figs. 11-14; Kralick. 1994. p. 1393. pi.

3. figs. I. 2 |?|; pi. 4. figs. 5. 6 [?|; Bai et a/.. 1994. pi. 2. figs.

I. 3; Ding el al.. 2000. pi. 1. figs. 9. 10. 13. 14.

AncyrodelUi mtwuliloba (Bryant, 1921)

Plate 1. tigures 1, 2. 4. 5

Bryant. 1921. pp. 26-27. pi. 12. figs. 1-6; Klapper, 1985. pp. 24.

26-27. pi. I. figs. 1-20; pi. 2, figs. 1-12; pi. 3, figs. 1-12; pi. 4.

figs. 9-12; pi. 8, figs. 9. 10; pi. 11. figs. 3. 4; text-fig. 3 A-J. M.
N [synonymy!; Racki and Bultynck. 1993. pi. 6, fig. 8; Kralick.

1994. p. 1387. figs. 3.15-3.24. 4.7. 4.8. 5.3, 5.4, 5.7-5.11 [syn-

onymy]; Weary and Harris. 1994. pi. 2. figs. I-IO, 19-21; Bai

el ai. 1994. pi. 1. figs. 2. 3. 8.

Aiicyroclella ritgosa Branson and Mehl (1934)

Plate I, Hgures 10, 1 I

Bran.son and Mehl. 1934. p. 239. pi. 19. figs. 15. 17; Racki and

Bultynck. 1993. pi. 8, figs. 10. II; Weary and Harris, 1994. p.

217. pi. 1. figs. 14, 15; ludina, 1995, pi. 1. fig. 10.

AncyrodelUi uiaiiiiiihitci Kraliciv (1994)

Plate 1 , figures 6. 7

Kralick. 1994. pp. 1390. 1393. figs. 3.3. 3.4. 3.9. 3.10. 4.1-4.4, 6.3.

6.4. 6.7. 6.8. 6.1 1. 6.12.

Icriiulits subterminits Youngquist (1947)

Plate 2, figures 20. 21

Young(.|uist. 1947. p. 103. pi. 25. fig. 14; Racki and Bultynck, 1993,

pi. 3, lig. 8; Rogers. 1998. p. 737. figs. 6.2-6.6 [synonymy].

Mclilina iinulahi Youngquist (1945)

Plate 2, figure 14

Youngquist. 1945, p. 363. pi. 56. fig 3; Klapper and Lane. 1985. p.

921, fig. 12.1 [synonymy]; Uyeno. 1991, pi. 5, fig. 27.

Mesotaxis bogoslovskyi Ovnatanova and Kuz'min

(1991)

Plate 2, figure 8

Ovnatanova and Kuz'min. 1991. p. 45. pi. 1, figs. 8-10; Klapper el

al.. 1996. p. 140. pi. 6. figs. 11. 12; Kuz'min et ai. 1997, fig.

IC.

Ozarkodiiiii sdiiiiciminni (Bischoff and Ziegler, 1957)

Plate 2, figure 19

Bi.schoff and Ziegler. 1957, pp. 117-118. pi. 19. figs. 15. 19-23. 25;

Pollock. 1968. p. 439. pi. 63. figs. 22, 24, 25; Bultynck and

Hollard, 1980. pi. 10. figs. 1-3; Perri and Spalletta. 1981, p. 308,

pi. 7. fig. II; Bultynck. 1983. figs. 1,10. 1.11.

Phiyfordiii primiiivci (BischolT and Ziegler, 1957)

Plate 2. figure 15

Bischoff and Ziegler. 1957, p. 83. pi. 21, figs. 5-9; Glenister and

Klapper. 1966. p. 827. pi. 95. figs. 19. 20; Uyeno. 1974. p. 36.

pi. (1. figs. 6, 7; Ziegler and Wang. 1985, pi. 3, fig. 14; Uyeno,

1991, pi. 5, fig. 12.

Alleylodella recta Kralick (1994)

Plate 1, figures 12, 13

Kralick, 1994, pp. 1387. I 39(1, figs. 3.5, 3.6, 3. 1 1 . 3. 1 2, 4. 1 1, 4. 1 2,

6.1, 6.2. 6.5. 6.6. 6.9. 6.10; Racki and Bultynck. 1993. pi. 9. figs.

3, 6.

Polxiincithii.s alarii.s Huddle (1934)

Plate 2. figure 27

Huddle. 1934, p. 10(1, pi. 8, figs. 19, 2(1; Klapper and Lane, 1985.

p. 932. figs. 16.15-16.17 [synonymy]; Metzger, 1989, p. 518,

figs. 15.1, 15.2; Uyeno, 1991, pi. 5, fig. 7; Racki and Bultynck.
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1993, pi. 4, figs. 7, 8; Weary and Harris. 1994. pi. 1. fig. 12;

Ziegler e\ al.. 2000, pi. 6, fig. 3.

PolygiHitluts incoinpletiis Uyeno (1967)

Plate 2, figure 26

Uyeno, 1967, pp. 7, 10, pi. 2. figs. 6, 7; Klapper in Ziegler, ed..

1975. pp. 291-292. Polygnarhus-p]. 5. fig. 4; Baliriski, 1979. p.

80, pi. 23, fig. 11.

Skeletognathus norrisi (Uyeno, 1967)

Plate 2. figures 3, 4

Uyeno, 1967, p. 10. pi. 2, figs. 4, 5; Pern and Spalletta, 1981. pp.

305-306. pi. 7. figs. 5, 6; Uyeno in Norris el al.. 1982. p. 75. pi.

36. figs. 23-30. 34-39; Sandberg el al.. 1989. p. 214. pi. 5. figs.

1-12 [synonymy]); Racki and Bultynck. 1993. pi. 3. figs. 9. 10;

Kirchgas.ser, 1994, pi. 3, figs. C, K, M-O.
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TIME ELAPSED IN THE COURSE OF CONODONT EVOLUTION AFTER THE KELLWASSER MASS
EXTINCTION (EARLY FAMENNIAN. LATE DEVONIAN)

Immo Schulke. Nicola Levy, and Matthias Spiehl

Institut fiir Geologic und Paleontologie der Universitat Hannover

Callinstrasse 30, D—30167 Hannover

email; schuelke@seowi.uni-hannover.de

ABSTRACT

The conodont stratigraphy of the early Famennian sequence of the Montagne Noire is compared with a time series analysis

of sedimentological proxy data. The results of the lime series analysis indicate that deposition of calcareous sediments was mainly

triggered by surface water carbonate productivity. Thus, a cyclical pattern of carbonate sedimentation has been reconstructed that

probably reflects the 0.1 Ma Milankovitch cycle. If correlated with the respective conodont zones, a highly unequal conodont

zonal duration results for the time interval analyzed. Especially, the basal Famennian nianfiularis Zone has a very short duration

which indicates a conodont faunal recovery after the Kellwasser mass extinction much shorter than estimated.

INTRODUCTION

The Late Devonian biotic crisis, which had its cli-

ma.\ with the Kellwasser mass extinction at the Fras-

nian-Fainennian boundary, is regarded as one of the

five major mass extinctions in Phanerozoic life history

(McLaren, 1970). It was named "Kellwasser event"

by Walliser (1980, 1984). Numerous authors have

since focused their investigations on the extinction and

recovery of various faunal elements involved in this

major faunal turnover and on the inechanisms and pro-

cesses that lead to a mass extinction of the magnitude

of the Kellwasser event. Significant articles that con-

sidered these topics include Schindler ( 1990) and Bug-

gisch ( 1991 ). We do not wish to renew the discussion

of all aspects of a global process as complex as the

Kellwasser event, but to focus on an important single

aspect, namely the timing and duration of faunal re-

covery of conodonts after the extinction.

Conodonts provide the best fossil record to justify

such an analysis because they range continuously

through the event horizon and are by far the most

abundant fossil group below and above the tnass ex-

tinction layer. In addition, their behaviour and faunal

development across the Kellwasser event is extraor-

dinarily well documented throughout the world (e.g..

Ziegler and Lane, 1987: Sandberg et al.. 1988: Ziegler

and Sandberg, 1990: Schindler. 1990: Klapper et al..

1993; Schulke, 1995. 1996. 1998, 1999a,b: Monow
and Sandberg. 1996: Morrow. 2000: Schindler et al..

1998 and many others). Nevertheless, in only a few

articles are estimates on the duration and timing of the

faunal recovery given (e.g.. Sandberg and Ziegler,

1992; Morrow and Sandberg. 1996; Schiilke 1998.

I999a,b).

These estimates are based chiefly on assumptions of

average conodont zonal duration in the Late Devonian

(e.g.. Sandberg et a I.. 1988: Ziegler and Sandberg,

1990, 1998; Morrow and Sandberg. 1996; Sandberg

and Ziegler. 1996: Schulke. 1998). The equal time in-

tervals of Famennian conodont biozones (0.5 Ma)
have been calculated by Sandberg and Ziegler (1996)

by the division of the (possible) duration of the Fa-

mennian (10 Ma) by the number of conodont zones

(20). These assumptions provide only a crude tool for

time calibration—possibly the best exclusively based

on biostratigraphy. but may not be used without further

testing (Weddige, 1997). Such testing can be achieved

by comparing conodont zones with small-scale chro-

nological and periodical signals that are produced by

cyclical or sequence stratigraphical approaches. In this

study, we analyzed two early Famennian sections in

the Montagne Noire: (1) Upper Coumiac quany. the

GSSP for the Frasnian-Famennian boundary, and (2)

La Scire Trench C. Apart from the high conodont con-

tent, which allowed a high resolutional conodont bio-

stratigraphy (Schulke 1995. 1997a. 1999a.b). these

sections expose an alternating marl- and limestone se-

quence in the basal Famennian that is highly appro-

priate for cyclostratigraphical approaches based on its

carbonate content. ScMiie preliminary results of the se-

quence stratigraphical analysis presented here have

been included in earlier publications on early Famen-

nian high resolution conodont biostratigraphy (Schulke

1999a,b) and its implications have been discussed

there. Because we now have complete data sets for

both sections and the results of a time series analysis,

the timing of conodont recovery and the duration of

Late Devonian standard conodont zones need to be re-

evaluated. A time series analysis of sedimentological

data as has been realized here, involves the assumption
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that the sedimentation rate is relatively constant and

that tiie se<.|uence is continuous. These assumptions

may be justilied retrospectively by the positive results

(Swan and Sandilands, 1995) which made time series

analysis a standard technique in processing sedimen-

tological proxy data. In our case, the results seem to

justify the application of this method, but they will

nevertheless be treated and their imphcations dis-

cussed with caution.
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GEOLOGICAL SETTING

The Variscan structures of the southern Massif Cen-

tral comprise the Cevennes, the Albigeois, and, most

southward, the Montague Noire. Fossiliferous Paleo-

zoic sedimentary sequences of the southern Massif

Central range from the Lower Cambrian well into the

Carboniferous.

Upper Devonian strata are best exposed in the

southwestern and southeastern parts of the Montague
Noire area and belong to two tectonically separated

units {e.g.. Feist, 1983, 1990). the "nappe unit"" from

the Mont Peyroux area and the "klippen unit"" from

the ""Cabrieres klippen."" Both tectonic units represent

slightly different facics conditions and are claimed to

have been transported southward (Engel et ul.. 1982),

but paleogeographic reconstruction of Variscan depo-

sitional basins is far from settled and is beyond the

scope of this paper (e.g.. Scotese, 1986; Young, 1987;

Morzadec et ai. 1988; Schindler. 1990; Feist and

Schindler, 1994).

The early Famennian sedimentary sequences of the

Montagne Noire comprise alternating marlstones and

limestones, mostly mud- to wackestones, with a main-

ly pelagic fossil content. They were deposited in an

outer shelf environment that generally lacked large-

scale siliciclastic influx or bottom currents, presumably

on a widespread drowned carbonate platform. The
bathymetric position of this carbonate platform is yet

unsettled, but is assumed to have been bek>w storm-

wave base and above the base of the photic zone (Feist

and Schindler, 1994). Our analysis of microfacies pat-

terns and conodont faunas indicates a water depth be-

tween 100 and 200 m.

Locality 1 : Abandoned Coumiac Quarry
(Boundary Stratotype of the Frasnian/Famennian

Stage Boundary)

Geographic Position

The abandoned Coumiac quarry is situated in the

southeastern Montagne Noire. Departement Herault,

about 1.5 km NE of Cessenon village and 0.175 kjn

WSW of the Les Granges farmhouse near the road D
136 between Cessenon and Gausses et Veyran (topo-

graphic mapsheet 1:25 000 Murviel les Beziers) (Text-

hg. I).

The Frasnian part of the boundary stratotype section

is exposed in the upper quarry (the northernmost of a

series of three abandoned marble quarries) followed

by the Frasnian/Famennian boundary above its eastern

wall. The Famennian part of the section extends on the

slope in a NE direction where it is exposed in natural

outcrops and artificial trenches.

Tectonics and Lithology

Probably known to, but not reported by. former

workers (e.g.. Klapper el uL. 1993). the most recent

measuring of the Coumiac section during a held cam-

paign late in 1997 revealed a small wrench fault that

crosses the Famennian part of the section in a north-

ward direction. The displacement amounts to about

0.80 m (Schiilke. 1999b).

The early Famennian part of the section that is as-

signed to the Coumiac Formation consists mainly of

reddish, marly, nodular cephalopod limestones with in-

tercalated marls. The basal Famennian part of the sec-

tion exposes evenly bedded, reddish strata. Subse-

quently, bed character changes to yellowish-red strata

with knobby bedding planes. In the lowermost middle

Famennian, the Coumiac Formation is overlain by the

transgressive, red and partly yellow nodular limestones

oi the Griotte Formation.
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for Frasnian goniatites since De Rouville (1887). The
importance of this sectiiMi for trilobite. goniatite and
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Chemostratigraphic investigations on this section have
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Text-figure 1.—Locality map of the studied sections. A: Abandoned Coumiac quarry. B: La Serre Trench C.

been canied out by Joachimski and Biiggi.scli. 1993.

Grandjean et al.. 1993. and Girard and Albarede. 1996.

Locality 2: La Serre Trench C

Geographic Position

Trench C at La Serre hill is situated in the south-

eastern Montagne Noire. Departement Herault (Text-

fig. 1 ). about 2.5 km S of Cabrieres village and 450

m E of the farmhouse "La Rouquette" on the southern

slope of the hill (topographic mapsheet 1:25 000 Pe-

zenas).

Middle Devonian to Carboniferous rocks on the

southern slope of La Serre hill are barely covered by

soil and are frequently exposed in small natural out-

crops. The section of La Sene trench C was dug under

the direction of R. Feist (Montpellier) in the late 1970s

and early 1 980s. It extends from the upper Frasnian to

strata as young as Mississippian. with well-developed

Frasnian/Famennian and Devonian/Carboniferous

boundary intervals.

Lithology

The deposits of the La Sene trench C section consist

of well-bedded grey limestone, dark grey shales,

marls, nodular limestones, and partly black laminated

limestone beds that belong to the La Sene Formation.

The lithology differs strikingly from the sequence of

the Coumiac quany both in its higher amount of in-

tercalated shales and marls and the typically light to

medium grey colors of calcilutite beds. The black Kell-

wasser facies (black laminated limestones) is contin-

uous across the Frasnian/Famennian boundary and ex-

tends into middle Famennian strata. In addition, large

parts of these rocks have been recrystallized to mi-

crospar When compared to Coumiac. significantly

more benthic faunal elements can be recognized at La

Serre (e.g.. Feist and Schindler, 1994).

Facies

The depositional environment of the deposits ex-

posed at La Serre trench C is presumed to have been
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shallower than that of Coumiac {e.ii.. Schindler, 1990:

Feist and Schindler, 1994) because of its higher con-

tent of benthic fauna! elements. This assumption is

sustained by the generally higher content of Icriodus,

a shallow water conodi)nt taxon, although differences

are not significant (Schiilke. 1999a). Schindler (1990)

proposed a middle to deep carbonate ramp environ-

ment, possibly situated in a slight depression.

References

The La Serre section has been analyzed several

times for its goniatite content, beginning late in the

nineteenth century (v. Koenen. 1 883a.b: Freeh, 1887;

Bergeron. 1889; Schindewolf. 1921; Bohm. 1935; v.

Gaertner. 1937). Detailed investigations of the gonia-

tite succession from this locality were published in

House er al. ( 1985) and Becker ( 1993). As is the case

with the abandoned Coimiiac quarry (loc. I), detailed

studies of conodont faunas from La Serre began in the

1980s (Klapper. 1989; Feist. 1990; Klapper and Foster.

1993; Girard. 1994b. 1995; Schiilke. 1996. 1997a.

1999a.b). Mega- and microfaunal content has been de-

.scribed by Flajs and Feist (1988). Schindler (1990).

Feist and Schindler (1994). Derycke ef al. ( 1995). and

Levy (1999).

METHODS

The biostratigraphical conelation of the Coumiac

and La Serre sections, based on the high-resolution

conodont zonation. is presented in Schiilke ( 1 999a. b).

The investigations led to a separate regional conodont

zonation for the Montague Noire early Famennian sec-

tions, which differs slightly from the Late Devonian

"standard" conodont zonation (Ziegler and Sandberg.

1990). For differences and conelation of these zona-

tions see Schiilke (1999a.b).

The new results we discuss in the following para-

graphs are based mainly on the processing of the sed-

imentological proxy data by Spiehl (1999) and Levy

(1999). Apart from an extensive microfacies analysis

of the early Famennian sections, which was aimed to

support or reject the assumption of a continuous sed-

imentological record with no maji>r distortion in the

time dimension, we focused on a time series analysis

of Hne-scale carbtinate content data of the deposits. We
ft)Lmd no clear evidence for corruption of the sedi-

mentological record (('..t,'.. leworking. bottom currents,

high siliciclasic intlux. calciturbidites and so on) and

consequently assumed a depositional regime that was

triggered mainly by carbonate productivity and "pe-

lagic snowing." Otherwise, unequal "thicknesses" of

the resulting cycles (Text-hg. 2) show minor changes

of the sedimentation rate through time or differential

effects of diagenesis on the respective deposits {e.g..

Fourier frequency
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Text-figure 2.—Correlation of conodont biozones with carbonate

content values (crossed hatched lines) and the resulting 0.1 Ma fre-

quency (bold lines) of the measured sections.

pressure solution), but without suppression of the ev-

ident cyclical character of the sequence.

The bulk samples that were analyzed for their car-

bonate content were taken bed by bed. If the thickness

of a single bed exceeded 8 cm. the samples were taken

every five centimeters of rock thickness. Samples were

broken down using standard techniques (jaw breaker,

mortar and pestle). The rock Hour was processed using

the "Carbonate bomb." following Miiller and Gastner

(1971) for calcimetry. All carbonate content samples

(160: Coumiac quarry; 96: La Serre Trench C) were

measured three times, and the determined values of

each sample were averaged. The deviation of the car-

bonate content values was below 5*^ in all samples.

The HCl-insoluble residue varied between 99% and

lO'/f. Since bed-by-bed conodont data exist only for

the early Famennian part of both sections. Early tri-

(iimiilciris Zone to Late crepida Zone, the time series

analysis of carbonate content data was run only for

this interval (Text-Hg. 2).

For time series analysis we chose to use the Fast

Fourier Transform (EFT), which offers a rapid exe-

cution at the expense of the following constraints;

1

.

The data must be regularly spaced through time and

the number of observations must be 2" where /; is

an integer.

2. There should be no trend in the data.
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Text-figure 3.—Power spectra showing the results of the "'Fast

Fourier Transform (FFT)" executed on carbonate proxy data from

the early Famennian sections at Coumiac (A) and La Serre (B).

Arrows indicating "'dominant'" waveform used for inverse Fourier

transformation.

3. Only integer frequencies are calculated.

Fourier methods are aimed to decompose a time se-

ries into a suite of waveforms, the sum of which are

regarded to form the sequence of data. The resulting

power spectra (Text-fig. 3) show the amplitude of each

of the integer frequencies. The cyclicity in a time se-

ries will normally be represented by a significant spike

in the power spectra. As can be seen from Text-figure

3, both power spectra show that the possible cyclicity

in the sections results from a variety of waveforms of

similar and comparatively low amplitude, one of

which has a slightly elevated spike. This means that

even the most influential cyclical process in the sedi-

mentation of the early Famennian deposits produces

only a weak signal. For both sections the highest spike,

indicating the most powerful single waveform, has

been used to carry out an inverse Fourier transform in

order to single out the most dominant cyclicity (Text-

fig. 2) and remove noise from time series data.

POSSIBLE FREQUENCIES AND MISTAKES

The major processes forming marl-limestone alter-

nations and black shale-carbonate alternations were

summarized by Einsele and Ricken (1991) as follows:

1) Productivity cycles that are formed entirely by

changes in organic surface water carbonate produc-

tivity.

2) Dilution cycles that are triggered by oscillating ter-

rigenous input.

3) Dissolution cycles that are produced by rhythmic

oscillation of lysocline and CCD.
4) Calcareous redox cycles indicate fluctuating oxy-

genation of bottom waters, which coincides with

primary organic carbon productivity in surface wa-

ter.

5) Diagenetic overprinting enhances original carbon-

ate-clay differences between beds by carbonate re-

distribution.

The true mechanism, or the combination of mech-

anisms, that formed the early Famennian sequence in

the Montague Noire can only be determined by ex-

cluding or discounting the influence of others. A com-

plete modification of originally homogeneous sedi-

ments exclusively by diagenetic redistribution of car-

bonate is unlikely, although diagenesis definitely

played a role. Existing pressure solution phenomena

(stylolites. clay seams) are significant, but far too ob-

scure to lead to carbonate content values below 1% in

black shale interbeds. Also, the influence of pre-dia-

genetic dissolution of the sediments by oscillations of

the CCD or the lysocline can be excluded in environ-

ments with a water depth above 200 m—even in the

middle Palaeozoic with its possibly different oceano-

graphic conditions. Finally, we think that a fluctuating

input of the detrital phase may have occuned. but car-

bonate content values below detection limits cannot be

produced exclusively by this process. Either primary

productivity of organic carbonate in surface water or

bottom water oxygenation due to surface water organic

carbon production presumably controlled the rate of

pelagic carbonate mud production in this geological

setting.

Most simply, changes in the surface water produc-

tivity are triggered by climatic changes and water tem-

perature (Ricken. 1986; Hering, 1995). These changes

can be caused by orbital forcing and global or region-

al-scale tectonics (Smith, 1994). During the time in-

terval investigated, two large-scale T/R-events are re-

corded that are positioned in the Middle/Late trian-

gularis Zone and the Middle crepida Zone (Johnson

et ai, 1985; Schulke, 1999a,b). Both events are easily

detectable in the early Famennian conodont record by
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a change in faunal composition (Schijlke, 1999a,b), but

do not necessarily represent cyclical processes. They

are presumed to have been caused by gk)bal-scale tec-

tonics and have been interpreted as third-order cycles

with "average" durations of about 1.5 Ma (e.i^.. John-

son et al., 1985). Our cyclical signals show much high-

er frequencies and are, therefore, assumed to be pro-

duced by changes of orbital parameters (Milankovitch

cycles).

In order to extract the maximum frequency resolv-

able (the Nyquist frequency) with the minimum wave-

length, which is double tiie interval between the ob-

servations, we needed at least a crude estimation of

the possible duration of the interval under consider-

ation. The formerly best estimates are based on the

calculations of average conodont zonal length in the

Famennian of Sandberg and Ziegler ( 1996). These au-

thors (and others) presume an average and almost con-

stant conodont zonal duration of about 0.5 Ma during

the whole Famennian. save a few zones with shorter

durations in the middle Famennian. Consequenlly. our

time interval would have lasted about 2.5 to 3 Ma
following these assumptions. Therefore, the Nyquist

frequency is calculated to have a minimum wavelength

of about 30 ka. which corresponds with Milankovitch

cyclicity. Other estimates of the possible duration of

the time interval considered can be based on rock

thickness, for example. The Montague Noire Famen-
nian succession in the Mont Peyroux area where the

abandoned Coumiac quarry is situated (loc. 1 ) is about

70 m thick (Feist, 1990). The measured section has a

thickness of 8 m (Schiilke. 1999b: Spiehl. 1999) which

is about 129^ of the total thickness of the Famennian.

Given a total duration of the Famennian of 10 Ma
(.Sandberg and Ziegler. 1996). the interval considered

would have lasted about 1.2 Ma. Presumably, the

above two estimates (3 and 1.2 Ma) are the limits be-

tween which the timespan may have varied.

Which of the orbital parameters had the highest in-

fluence on carbonate productivity on the Montague
Noire carbonate platform during the early Famennian

can only be assumed. Usually, in areas at low latitudes

between 20° and 30°. which is the paleogeographic po-

sition of the Montague Noire during the early Famen-
nian (Dineley. 1984: Sandberg el al., 1988). the influ-

ence of variations of precession is most intense (De

Boer and Smith. 1994: Schwarzacher. 1993) and is

presumed to dominate the other orbital parameters. But

cycle duration is at least partly below the Nyquist fre-

quency and cannot be singled out in our examples. On
the other hand, the eccentricity cycles do not show any

significant change through time—while others did

—

and are found frequently dominating all other cyclic-

ities throughout the geological record. The major fre-

T;ible I
.—Number of cycles and duration of conodont biozones

under consideration.

Conodont zone Cycles Duration (ka)

Early triaiif-iilaris zone

Middle trianfiulaiis zone

Late trianffiilaris zone

Early crepUla zone

Middle crepida zone

0.5
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of data which may represent a certain interval of non-

deposition. On the other hand, a comparable hiatus has

not been observed in the La Serre Trench C section.

Therefore, we assume this layer does not represent a

considerable amount of time (comp. Klapper, 1997).

although this timespan is extraordinarily important to

the recovery of conodont fauna.

EVOLUTION AND TIME MEASUREMENT

The main question raised by our results is what in-

fluence evolutionary rates exert on the time scale of

biostratigraphical units used for the subdivision of

rock sequences. In this case study, an extraordinary

evolutionary situation with the mass extinction at the

Frasnian/Famennian boundary forms the starting point

of the re-differentiation of conodonts in the early Fa-

mennian. Pcilnuitolepis, which nearly became extinct

during the Keliwasser event save for a single species

{e.g., Sandberg et al.. 1988: Ziegler and Sandberg,

1990; Klapper er al.. 1993: Schulke. 1995). produced

an evolutionary outburst that gave rise to as many as

19 species in the stratigraphical interval under inves-

tigation (Schulke, 1999a). Two major phases of species

differentiation can be differentiated (Schiiike, 1995,

1999b): (1) during Middle and Late triangularis

Zones, and (2) at the beginning of the Middle crepida

Zone. Between these phases only gradual change oc-

curs among the species of Pahnatolepis: this is attri-

buted to subspecific level, because no evident y-

branched speciation process can be singled out (Schul-

ke, 1995, 1999a, 2003). The two intervals with in-

creased evolutionary rates correspond to the T/R pairs

of the third-order cycles following Johnson et al.

(1985) (Schulke, 2003). Other early Famennian co-

nodont genera {Polygnatlm.s. Ancyrognalhus. Icriodiis)

do not show a comparable evolutionary outburst, al-

though transformational (intraspecific) morphological

changes correspond in timing with the diversification

phases in Paliiiatolepis (Schiiike. 2003).

On the basis of the facts above several conclusions

can be drawn:

( 1 ) Large-scale evolutionary change in conodonts,

best shown by an almost complete faunal turnover

in Palmatolepi.^, coincides with times of large-

scale sea level fluctuations.

(2) During the faunal turnover phases, the rate of de-

velopment of new morphologies is extremly high

due to increased selectional stresses (Schiiike,

2003). In addition, new characters do not appear

at precisely the same time in different species, but

at various levels within a short period. Conse-

quently, this period can be subdivided into a va-

riety of zonal units. On the other hand, the "sta-

sis"" phases between faunal turnovers do not pro-

vide the stratigrapher with a wide variety of newly

developed characters and are therefore less well

subdivided, although they may represent longer

time intervals. A respective turnover phase, re-

leased by the faunal recovery after the Keliwasser

mass extinction and the third-order T/R couplet in

the basal Famennian, produces as much as three

zonal boundaries (Early/Middle triangularis Zone,

Middle/Late triangularis Zone. Late triangularis!

Early crepida Zone).

(3) In contrast, large-scale ecological fluctuation phas-

es and the subsequent evolutionary changes can

happen in such a short time interval that several

new morphologies appear at or nearly at the same

time. It would be unreasonable to use this spec-

trum of new forms to create extremely short bio-

zones. In most cases, a single zonal boundary pro-

duced by such circumstances can be recognized by

several species and is consequently very precise.

An example of this is the T/R pair at the beginning

of the Middle crepida Zone, which is marked by

a variety of species having their first appearance

at or near the zonal boundary between the Early

and Middle crepida Zones.

In our study, we focused on the recovery of cono-

donts after the Keliwasser mass extinction, to which

our data are able to contribute new estimates about its

timing. Several authors (e.g.. Morrow and Sandberg,

1996: Schiiike, 1998) have focused on this topic and

came to nearly identical results. The first recovery of

a conodont fauna is presumed by them to be finished

in the middle part of the Late triangularis Zone. Schiii-

ke (1998) subdivided the complete process into two

parts following the terms of Hanies and Kauffman

(1990), Kauffman and Erwin (1995), and Kauffman

and Harries ( 1996). The "survival phase"' is restricted

to the lower two-thirds of the Early triangularis Zone.

The "recovery phase,"" consequently, ranges from the

upper part of the Early triangularis Zone into the mid-

dle of the Late triangularis Zone. Based on estima-

tions of average conodont zonal duration, the time

elapsed in this process amounts to about 1 Ma (Schiii-

ke, 1998) which agrees with the statement of Kauff-

man and Erwin (1995. p. 16), that "recovery intervals

. . . rarely last more than 1-2 Ma."" Our sequence strat-

igraphical results indicate a duration of conodont re-

covery after mass extinction of about 300-350 ka

(compare Table 1) with a survival phase less than 50

ka, which is far more rapid than expected. This fact

makes conodonts remarkable when compared to other

taxa and their recovery intervals, especially those in-

volved in the Keliwasser mass extinction, whose re-
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coveiies were delayed until the beginning (if the Mid-

die cirpula Zone (Schuike. 1997b. 1998. which .see

tor I'urther liteiature).

In tact, estimates on tlie duiation of recovery inter-

vals after mass extinctions are tested against an inde-

pendent chronological time scale for the first time in

this study. Therefore, nothing can be said as to whether

conodonts reveal incomparable high evolutionary rates

or not. since ecologically similar organisms throughout

the Phanerozoic have not yet been studied like cono-

donts. and the contemporaneous basal Famennian

groups surely exhibit different lifetime strategies.

CONCLUSIONS

Carbonate sedimentation on the drowned Montagne

Noire carbonate platform in the basal Famennian was

probably triggered by the 0. 1 Ma precession cycle. The

cyclicity signal retrieved by a time series analysis is

relatively weak, but its amplitude rises distinctively

above all other waveforms. It is most important that.

in both sections under investigation, the same number
of cycles is developed in the respective conodont

zones; this underpins the assumption of orbital forcing.

The cyclicity forms a true and repetitive chronolog-

ical signal that allows a test of conodont zonal dura-

tions within the interval under consideration. This test

shows that zones are not equal in duration, which con-

trasts with earlier estimations. Immediately after the

Kellwasser mass extinction at the Frasnian/Famennian

boundary, evolutionary rates were extremely high, so

that it is possible to gain high zonal resolution. In con-

trast, when syn- and autecological conditions are large-

ly stable, evolutionary rates are comparatively low,

which results in less biostratigraphical resolution. Fur-

ther studies are in progress to analyze the Montagne

Noire sections throughout the whole Famennian to de-

termine whether the abo\e telescoping of conodont

zonal durations demonstrated here is exceptional, due

to the faunal recovery after mass extinction, or wheth-

er all radiations following minor ecological changes

pioduce similar results.
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ABSTRACT

The Osagean Series is one of four divisions of the Mississippian Subsystem in North America. Although first described in the

latter part of the nineteenth century from truncated outcrops along the Osage River in west-central Missouri, the type Osage has

virtually been ignored by stratigraphers, who now define the Osagean on rock and fossil successions exposed in the Mississippi

River Valley. This paper revisits the principal reference sections for the type Osage and describes their lithologies, conodonts

and calcareous foraminifers and algae. Diagnostic conodonts are limited to the mulristrianis Zone (Faunal Unit 3B) that correlates

to the lower part of the Burlington Limestone and facies-equivalent Fern Glen beds in the Mississippi River Valley. Calcareous

microfossils are rare but share elements in common with the type Mississippian. including Rcctoi;niiniliferella godini that is

reported for the first time in North America.

INTRODUCTION

The urgent need for establishing boundary strato-

types within the Carboniferous (e.g., Heckel, 1999,

2001: Sevastopulo et al.. 2001; Villa, 2001; Chuva-

shov, 2002a,b) has led to the reexamination of regional

series and stages to find suitable levels for global cor-

relation. In 2001, the Carboniferous Subcommission

(SCCS) sponsored a field excursion to the Mississippi

River Valley (Heckel, in press) to acquaint the inter-

national geologic community with type sections of the

Mississippian. including the Osagean Series. Although

this series is understood in terms of outcrops in the

Mississippi River Valley, its name and original de-

scription come from an area in west-central Missouri

that has been little studied. This paper describes sec-

tions and microfossils from these latter Osagean beds

and relates them to the better known Mississippi River

Valley and other international standard stratigraphic

successions of the same age. Some of these results

have been summarized previously in an informal Car-

boniferous Subcommission guidebook (Lane and

Brenckle, 1 98 1 ) as part of a meeting of a SCCS/SEPM
Working Group on the Mississippian of the U. S. A.
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Text-ligiire 1.— Lociilily map of the three sections described and

sampled lor this report. Osceola is located in the center of St. Clair

County.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
H. S. Williams (1891, p. 169. 172. 265) introduced

the term "Osage Group" as one of three divisions of

his Mississippian Series and named it for outcrops

along the Osage River in west-central Missouri, al-

though no type section was designated (Text-fig. 1).

He included the Burlington and Keokuk limestones in

the group because he believed faunas from the two

formations were present along the river. Keyes (1893.

p. 60) noted, however, that the Keokuk was absent

along the entire Osage River and proposed (p. 59) the

substitute term "Augusta Limestone" [Group] for the

Burlington and Keokuk limestones of southeastern

Iowa. He (Keyes, 1895) later emended the definition

to include the Warsaw Formation at the top of the Au-
gusta. The inadequacies of the type Osage notwith-

standing, Weller ( 1898) and Van Tuyl ( 1925) promoted

use of the term "Osage" because of its priority. The
name gained wide acceptance throughout North Amer-
ica and has been used as a serial division (Osagean)

of the Mississippian Subsystem since the publication

of Ulrich (1911), even though its definition conforms

more closely to the concept of the Augusta Group than

to the time-stratigraphic interval represented in the

type area along the Osage River. Witzke ct cil. (1990,

p. 15) reintroduced the term Augusta as a lithostrati-

graphic grouping for the Burlington-Warsaw interval

across Iowa and into Nebraska.

Through the years, the concept of the Osagean has

been nuKlified in both west-central Missouri and the

Mississippi River Valley (Text-fig. 2). Ulrich (1911)

lowered the base of the Osagean in the Mississippi

River Valley to include the Fern Glen Formation of

Weller (1906), and the dolomitic limestone beds orig-

inally included in the lower Fern Glen have been re-

named the Meppen Limestone (Willman et ciL. 1975).

Moore (1928) placed his Sedalia Formation of west-

central Missouri at the base of the Osagean and mis-

takenly correlated the lower part of that formation to

the lower Fern Glen ( = Meppen Limestone). Spreng

(1952) and Beveridge and Clark (1952) demonstrated

that the upper part of Moore's Sedalia was equivalent

to the Northview Shale (Weller. 1906) and Pierson

Limestone (Weller. 1906) to the south. They restricted

the Sedalia to beds beneath the Northview and placed

the Kinderhookian-Osagean boundary at the North-

view-Pierson contact. Northview conodonts (Thomp-

son and Fellows, 1970), however, are equivalent to the

earliest Osagean conodont piiuctatiis Zone (Faunal

Unit 2; Text-figs. 2. 3), suggesting that the Kinder-

hookian-Osagean boundary actually lies at the North-

view-Sedalia contact. The dark shales of the North-

view probably represent a basal transgressive unit of

the Osagean Series.

Kaiser (1950) in his review of the type Osage of

west-central Missouri stated that the most complete

section is at the abandoned Bullard-Hunt Quarry (Kai-

ser's Locality 56), about one mile west of the town of

Osceola. This locality now serves as the principal ref-

erence section for the Osage Group. Two of our mea-
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Text-figure 2.—Osagean microfossil zones/assemblages and their relation to North American Midcontineni formations and western European
series. Diagnostic conodonts. belonging to the multistriatus Zone, are limited to the lower part of the Burlington Limestone in the type Osage.

The upper part of the Burlington in this area is placed within the laiitiis and lanei conodont zones (Faunal Units 4A and 4B) by stratigraphic

position. The Gilinore City foraminifers are assumed to fit within the hiatus at the Kinderhookian-Osagean boundary in the Mississippi River

Valley (Brenckle and Groves, 1987). even though this assemblage cannot be correlated directly to either the Mississippi River Valley or the

type Osage because there are no diagnostic foraminifers in common. The Septaglomospiranella-Prochernyshinellal foraminiferal assemblage
comes from occurrences listed in Lane and Brenckle (in press, fig. 8); the Rectogranuliferella godini-Mametella chautauquae assemblage from
occurrences discussed in this paper; and the Endothyra-"Priscella" assemblage is from Witzke et al. (1990) and Lane and Brenckle (in press,

fig. 8).

sured sections are located within the quarry and a third

is nearby (Text-fig. 1).

BIOSTRATIGRAPHY

Conodonts

Although conodonts are rare and low in diversity in

our measured sections, the fauna permits correlation of

the type Osage to the Mississippi River Valley cono-

dont succession (Text-fig. 2). At the Osceola North

Roadcut (see Text-fig. 4), a late Kinderhookian cono-

dont fauna containing Siphoiiodella sp. and Elictog-

nutluis lacercitii.s was recovered in the Sedalia. Be-

cause of poor preservation, the fauna is assigned ques-

tionably to the isosticha-lJpper crenulata Zone of

Sandberg et al. (1978) [
= faunal units IF and IG. Text-

fig. 2]. Samples from the overlying Northview and

Pierson did not yield conodonts. However, in south-

western Missouri, the Northview contains conodonts

(Thompson and Fellows. 1970) indicative of the ear-

liest Osagean punctatus Zone (Faunal Unit 2) and be-

comes as young as the coiuniuuis carinus Zone (Faunal

Unit 3A). In northeastern Oklahoma, the base of the

overlying Pierson is as old as the punctatus Zone and

the top becomes as young as the bulbosus Zone (Fau-

nal Unit 6). At the type Osage, the lower part of the

Burlington Limestone contains conodonts belonging to
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the nuiltistnatiis Zone (Faunal Unit 3B) and. thus is

equivalent to part of the Pierson to the south. The re-

mainder of the Burhngton in the type Osage lacks di-

agnostic conodonts but is placed tentatively within co-

nodont Faunal Unit 4 (Text-fig. 2) on stratigraphic po-

sition. Representative conodonts are illustrated on

Plate 1.

Calcareous Microfossils

Early Osagean foraminifers and algae are sparse in

this study as is typical in most of the North American

Midcontinent (Brenckle and Groves, 1987). Of a total

of 45 samples collected, only five contained calcareous

microfossils—all within the Burlington Limestone

—

and the diversity and total number of specimens are

low. The Burlington, although partly dolomitized. re-

tains its primary crinoidal-bryozoan grain-supported

texture whereas the subjacent Pierson, Northview and

Sedalia formations (see Text-fig. 4) have dolomitic and

siliciclastic lithologies that are unfavorable for recov-

ery of calcareous microfossils. Multilocular foramini-

fers are confined to approximately the same interval

represented by samples 1 7 and 1 8 at the Osceola North

Roadcut (see Text-fig. 4) and samples 8 and 1 1 at the

Bullard-Hunt Quarry Section II (see Text-fig. 6). For-

aminifers in this interval include RectogramiUferella

godiiii, questionable Graimliferella and indeterminate

forms along with the aoujgaliin alga Siacheoidesi sp.

A second microfossiliferous horizon (sample 16. Bul-

lard-Hunt Quany Section II) contains only the simple,

long-ranging foraminifer Eaiiandia.

The Burlington in the Mississippi River Valley has

the same primary lithology as its counterpart in the

type Osage and, along with the underlying Fern Glen

and Meppen formations, also contains few calcareous

microfossils. Specimens of Eaiiandia occur through-

out the early Osagean there but potentially diagnostic

multilocular forms are rare. RectograuuUferella godiiii

has been found only in the Fern Glen at a single lo-

cality, Chautauqua West (Brenckle. 1977). along the

Mississippi River in association with indeterminate en-

dothyrids s. I and aoujgaliin algae (Maiiietella chaii-

taiiquae Brenckle. 1977; Stacheoides sp.). whereas En-

dothyra and "Priscella" spp. appear in the upper Bur-

lington (Witzke et al.. 1990; Lane and Brenckle. in

press). These occunences are the basis for some of the

early Osagean foraminiferal assemblages shown in

Text-figure 2. The meager recoveries contrast mark-

edly with the relatively abundant and diverse Early

Mississippian North American faunas found in north-

central Iowa (Zeller. 1930; Brenckle and Groves. 1987;

Woodson. 1993) and west of the Transcontinental Arch

(Zeller. 1957; McKay and Green. 1963; Skipp. 1969;

Brenckle, 1973; Mamet, 1976; Mamet et al.. 1986).

Plate 1

Specimens are reposited at the University of Iowa Paleontology repository (SUI).

Figure

1, 2. 12. 13.

3.

4. 5.

6.

7. 11.

9.

10.

14.

15, 16.

Polygnarluis communis communis Branson and Mehl. P-elements.

I. 2. Upper (XIOI) and lower (X88) views of SUI-95350, respectively, Burlington Limestone (Bullard-Hunt Quarry II,

Sample 11). 12. 13. Lower (X117) and upper (X103) views of SUI-95351. respectively. Burlington Limestone {Osceola

North Roadcut. Sample 12).

Ozarkodina sp. Lateral view (X89) of SUI-95352 (O-element). Burlington Limestone (Bullard-Hunt Quarry I, Sample 8).

Gnathodus rypicus Cooper. Upper (X68) and lower (X62) views respectively of P element SUI-95353. respectively, Bur-

lington Limestone (Osceola North Roadcut. Sample 9).

Siphonodella sp. Upper view (X89) of P element SUI-95354, Sedalia Formation (Osceola North Roadcut, Sample 2).

Pseudopolygnathus muliistriams Mehl and Thomas (Morphotype 2) (P element). Upper (X75) and lower (X80) views,

respectively, of SUI-95355. Burlington Limestone (Bullard-Hunt Quarry I, Sample 8).

Spathognal/iodiis pnlcher (Branson and Mehl). Lateral view ( X86) of P element SUl-953?6, Burlington Limestone (Bullard-

Hunt Quarry I. Sample 8).

Idioprioniiidus furnishi (Rexroad). Outer lateral view ( x46) of O element SUI-95357, Burlington Limestone (Bullard-Hunt

Quarry II, Sample 3).

EUctognaihus laceiatus (Branson and Mehl). Outer lateral view (X102) of O element SUI-95358, Sedalia Formation

(Osceola North Roadcut. Sample 2).

Unassigned B—element. Inner lateral view (X64) of SLII-95359, Burlington Limestone (Osceola North Roadcut. Sam-

ple 9).

Polygnathus comtnunis suhsp. indet. Lower ( x96) and upper ( X88) views respectively of P element SUI-95360. Burlington

Limestone (Osceola North Roadcut. Sample 15).
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Text-figure 3.—Ranges of important conodonts in the Osagean Series of the North American Midcontinent. The formations shown are from

the Mississippi River Valley where Faunal Units 2 and lower 3A are missing, but these units are found in the Osagean of southwestern

Missouri. Conodonts species are: 1. Siphonodella isoslicha; 2. Gnarhodus punctatiis; 3. Gnathodus deUcaws: 4. Gnathodus praedelicanis;

S.Gnalhodus semiglaher; 6. Gnathodus typicus; 7. Polygnathus communis communis: 8. Polygnathus communis caiinus: 9. Staurognathus
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SYSTEMATIC PALEONTOLOGY

Class FORAMINIFERA d'Orbigny, 1826

Order FUSULINIDA Wedekind, 1 937

Superfamily ENDOTHYRACEA Brady, 1884

Family ENDOTHYRIDAE Brady. 1884

Genus RECTOGRANULIFERELLA Conil and

Lys in Mansy et al. 1989

Type species.—Palaeospiroplectamminal godini

(Conil, 1980).

Rectogranuliferella godini (Conil, 1980)

Plate 2, figures 1-8

Spiroplectamminoides [ = Palaeospiroplectammina} cf. S. parva

(Chemysheva). Skipp. 1969. p. 228, pi. 24, figs. 9, 10. 12.

Palaeospiroplectamminal godini Conil. 1980. pp. 45—16. pi. 1. figs.

19, 20.

Palaeospiroplectammina aff. P. parva (Chernysheva). Lane and Br-

enckle. 1981, pi. 2. figs. 1-5.

Rectogranuliferella godini (Conil). Conil and Lys in Mansy et al.,

1989. p. 139, pi. 6, figs. 10-14; Lane and Brenckle, in press,

fig. 8.

Measurements (n = 9).—Length: 710-865 ixm;

width, biserial chambers: 295-355 ixm; thickness, bis-

erial chambers: 275-300 |xm; diameter, coiled portion:

355-425 |jLm; diameter, coiled portion/length: 0.41-

0.50: number of volutions, coiled portion: about 2;

number of chambers in last volution: 7; number of

chambers in biserial area: 5-7; interior diameter of

proloculus: 55-60 ixm: wall thickness of biserial

chambers: 20-30 |xm.

Description.—Test is composed of a relatively large,

slightly skew-coiled immature stage followed by a lin-

early arranged set of biserial chambers. Volutions in

the coiled portion expand slowly and the chambers are

slightly to moderately inflated with well developed

septation. Biserial chambers inflate very slowly during

growth so that the sides of the test appear nearly

straight-sided in sagittal section. Their septa that ex-

tend about halfway across to the opposite wall are

slightly convex and may be thickened along the ends.

Wall is coarsely granular-agglutinated. Aperture is a

basal slit at the end of the last septum.

Discussion.—Rectogranuliferella is a monotypic

genus, most of whose specimens have formerly been

placed in Palaeospiroplectammina because of obvious

morphologic similarities. Conil and Lys (//; Mansy et

al., 1989) distinguished Rectogranuliferella on the

""endothyrin" chamber shape in the coiled portion of

the test and on the lighter-colored, coarsely granular-

agglutinated wall. They likened the wall structure to

that of Granuliferella in contrast to the darker, finer-

grained test found in typical Palaeospiroplectammina.

The palaeospiroplectamminin wall, however, is not al-

ways homogeneously fine-grained, and the two genera

may be confused in specimens where the coiled por-

tion is not well oriented.

The Midcontinent specimens upon which the above

description is based were originally thought (Lane and

Brenckle, 1981) to be related to Palaeospiroplectam-

mina pana (Chernysheva, 1940) in the size of the

coiled portion relative to the length of the test and in

the number and arrangement of the biserial chambers.

They differed in having larger dimensions and more

numerous chambers in the last volution of the coiled

stage. That assignment is reevaluated in light of the R.

godini specimens illustrated in Conil (1980) and Man-
sy et al. ( 1989) that are similar in size, chamber count

and wall structure to the Midcontinent specimens.

Skipp's (1969) material described as Spiroplectatnmi-

noides cf. 5. par\ri is also herein reassigned to R. god-

ini for the same reasons.

Occurrence.—The R. godini specimens of Conil

( 1980) and Mansy et al. ( 1989) are found in eariy late

Tournaisian beds (Belgian foraminiferal zone Cf2) at

Avesnois, France. North American examples come
from similar age rocks, including the early Osagean

Burlington Limestone of west-central Missouri and

Fern Glen Limestone of western Illinois in the Mid-

continent and the early Osagean upper Whitmore
Wash, Thunder Springs and lower Mooney Falls mem-
bers of the Redwall Limestone in Arizona (Skipp,

1969. foraminiferal zone 2B).

achorarius: 10. Pseudopolygnathiis multistriatus: 11. Gnathodiis hamatus: 12. Pseudopolygnathus o.xypageiis; 13. Pseiidopolygnathiis nudiis;

14. Bactrognathus hamatus: 15. Bactrognathus minutus: 16. Gnathodus anietexanus; 17. Scaliognalhus dockali; 18. Scaliognathus praean-

choralis: 19. Doliognalhus dubius: 20. Staurognathus cruciformis; 21. Doliognathus latus; 22. Pseudopolygnathus pinnatus: 23. Bactrognathus

excavatus; 24. Scaliognathus anchoralis europensis; 25. Scaliognathus anchoralis anchoralis; 26. Bactrognathus distortus; 27. Bactrognathus

lanei; 28. Gnathodus cuneiformis; 29. Polygnathus mehli; 30. Eolaphrus burlingtonensis; 2i\ Gnathodus pseudosemiglaber; 32. Gnathodus

bulbosus; 33. Gnathodus texanus: 34. ^'Spathognathodus" deflexus; 35. Taphrognathus varians: 36. "Spathognathodiis" coalescens: 37. Apa-

tognaihus pinnatus. The faunal unit scheme is a refinement of those proposed in Lane (1974, 1978) and Lane and Ormiston (1982); it will be

published in Lane and Brenckle (in press). Abbreviations: Fm = formation; F.U. = conodont faunal unit. Dolby Ck. (Creek). Haight Creek and

Cedar Fork are members of the Burlington Limestone.
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^i^¥i -

Plail 2

Rectogromdiferetia godini (ConiU 1980), approximately X95. Specimens 3 and 8 are from the Fern Glen Limestone. Chautauqua West

Section. Jersey County. Illinois, described in Brenckle (1977); other specimens are from the Burlington Limestone outcrops described in this

paper Specimens reposited in the National Museum of Natural History. Smithsonian Institution. Washington. DC: repository numbers (USNM)
are in parentheses.

Figure

1. (USNM 519336). near-axial section. BuUard-Hunt Quarry II. Sample 9.

2. (USNM 519337). near-axial section, Osceola North Roadcut. Sample 17.

3. (USNM 519338). sagittal section. Chautauqua West. Sample 9.

4. (USNM 519339). oblique-axial section. Bullard-Hunt Quarry II. Sample 9.

5. (LISNM 519340). near-axial section of juvenarium, Bullard-Hunt Quarry II. Sample 9.

6. (USNM 519341 ). tangential-sagittal section, Bullard-Hunt Quany II. Sample 9.

7. (USNM 519342). tangential-sagittal section, Bullard-Hunt Quarry II. Sample 9.

8. (USNM 519343). sagittal section, Chautauqua West. Sample 10.
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APPENDIX

The following three locahties (Text-rtgs. 4-6) rep-

resent the primary reference sections for the Osage
Group. They were described and sampled in Novem-
ber 1975 by Gilbert Klapper of The University of Iowa

and the authors. Although the Bullard-Hunt Quarry

outcrops were well exposed and accessible at that time,

the Harry S, Truman Reservoir has since flooded all

but the upper part of section II.

The quairy exposes only part of the Burlington

Limestone, which is covered at the base and eroded at

the top, A nearby section (Osceola North Roadcut,

Text-fig, 4). exposes the lower beds of the Burlington

and the underlying Pierson, Northview, and Sedalia

formations. The Keokuk Limestone and younger Mis-

sissippian units are not present in the vicinity of Os-

ceola.

Osceola North Roadcut

This outcrop (Text-fig. 4) is located on the north

side of County Route B, 1.45 km west of Missouri

Highway 13 and just east of the Frisco Railroad tracks

(NWV4, SWi/4. NWW. Sec. 17. T38N. R25W. St. Clair

County. Missouri). The section begins within the Se-

dalia and proceeds through the Northview and Pierson

into the Burliniiton.
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Sedalia Formation

Unit Lilholoiiy

1 Buff, argillaceous, fine-grained.

vuggy dolomite. Sample 1—whole

unit.

2 Recessive, buff, argillaceous, fine-

grained, thin-bedded dolomite.

3 Buff, argillaceous, fine-grained,

vuggy dolomite. Sample 2— 1.10 to

1.25 m above base of unit.

Total exposed Sedalia Formation

Northview Formation

4 Buff, slightly dolomitic, argilla-

ceous, recessive siltstone. Sample

3—lower 0.15 m: Sample 4—0.30
to 0.45 m above base of unit; Sam-
ple 5—upper 0.15 m.

Total Northview Formation

Pierson Formation

5 Buff, tine-grained, silty skelmoldic

dolomite. Sample 6—0.79 to 1.1 m
above base of unit: Sample 7— 1.10

to 1.37 m above base of unit.

6 Brown clay shale

7 Buff, tine-grained, skelmoldic do-

lomite, corals. Sample 8—upper

0.19 m.

Total Pierson Formation

Burlington Limestone

8 Gray, medium-grained, dolomitic,

crinoidal packstone, streaked

brown, abundant spirifers. Sample
9—whole unit.

9 Buff to gray, medium-grained, do-

lomitic crinoidal-bryozoan wacke-

stone, stylolitic in lower part. Sam-
ple 10—0.55 to 0.70 m above base

of unit.

10 Gray, fine- to coarse-grained, mas-

sive dolomitized crinoidal wacke-

stone/packstone. abundant stylolites

and scattered chert nodules. Sample
11—0.30 to 0.45 m above base of

unit: Sample 12—0.61 to 0. 91 m
above base of unit: Sample 13—up-

per 0.12 m.

1

1

Gray, vuggy, rubbly, dolomitized

crinoidal wackestone/packstone,

lenses of le.ss rubbly lithology in

lower half. Equivalent to units 3

Thickness
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BULLARD-HUNT QUARRY
SECTION I
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Text-figure 5.—Columnar section and microfossil distribution at Bullard-Hunt Quarry Section I. Conodonts identified as Spathognathodus

sp. in this section, belong in Spathognathodus pulcher (Branson and Mehl). (P) = P element; (O) = O element.
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BULLARD-HUNT QUARR"! II

This outcrop (Text-fig. 6) exposes the upper part of

the Builington Limestone, the top of which is an ero-

sional surface covered by a regolith. The section

(SWVi. NEV4. SEV4, Sec. 18. T38N, R25W, St. Clair

County, Missouri) starts near the floor of the quaiTy

facing the Osage River and continues up the steep hill-

side to the south. The lowest bed correlates to a po-

sition 1.22 m below the base of Unit 5 at the Quany
I section.

Burlington Limestone

Ui]it Litliology

1 Gray, medium- to coarse-grained.

dok)mitic crinoidal-bryozoan pack-

stone with hne-grained dolomitized

wackestone stringers. Sample 1
—

0.30 m above base of unit.

2 Limestone as below with white

chert nodules. Correlates with top

of Bullard-Hunt Section I.

3 Rubbly, gray, argillaceous, dolomi-

tized crinoidal wackestone. Sample
2—0.15 m above base of unit.

4 Gray, fine- to coarse-grained, dolo-

mitized crinoidal wackestone, sty-

lolitic. Sample 3—lower 0.30 m:

Sample 4—upper 0.30 m.

5 Rubbly, gray, argillaceous, dolomit-

ic, crinoidal wackestone, thickens

and thins laterally.

6 Massive, gray, fine- to coarse-

grained, dolomitic crinoidal-bryo-

zoan wackestone, scattered chert

nodules, brachiopods, abundant sty-

lolitic surfaces. Sample 5—lower

0.30 m; Sample 6— 1.49 m above

base of unit.

Thickness

(meters)

1.20

0.21

0.33

0.84

0.45

2.07

10

12

0.81

4.23

Fine- to coarse-grained, dolomitic 5.43

crinoidal-bryozoan packstone/

wackestone becoming more crinoi-

dal upward. White fossiliferous

chert layer at base and scattered

chert nodules above. Sample 7

—

lower 0.15 m; Sample 8— 1.22 m
above base of unit: Sample 9— 1 .60

to 1 .75 m above base of unit; Sam-

ple 10—2.80 m above base of unit;

Sample I I—upper 0.37 m;

Medium- to coarse-grained, dolo-

mitized crinoidal packstone, scat-

tered brown and buff chert. Sample

12—upper 0.30 m.

Gray, medium- to coarse-grained,

dolomitic crinoidal-bryozoan pack-

stone/wackestone, fine-grained in

places. Buff to white chert layer in

top of lower bed. Sample 1
3— 1.10

m above base of unit; Sample 14

—

1.37 to 1.67 m above base of unit;

Sample 15—3.38 m above base of

unit.

Light gray, recessive, dolomitic cri- 0.45

noidal wackestone/packstone.

Abundant chert.

Coarse-grained, dolomitic crinoi- 0.99

dal-bryozoan packstone, scattered

chert and stylolites. Samples 16 and

17—lower 0.30 m.

Pink, medium- to coarse-grained, 6.99

slightly dolomitic crinoidal pack-

stone, scattered chert clasts, weath-

ers thin-bedded in places. Sample

18—2.44 m above base of unit;

Sample 19—upper 0.30 m.

Total Measured Section: 24.0
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ABSTRACT

The evolutionary transition from Profusiilinella regia to Fusiilinella Uaiwensis is preserved in a 15-m interval of the Marble

Falls Limestone in central Texas. This transition was accomplished by the progressive development of internal epithecal deposits.

By definition, the epitheca in ProfusiiUnella is secreted only on the floors of chambers and septa. In Fusulinella. the epitheca is

secreted also on the ceilings of chambers so that it lines the entire chamber cavity. Intermediate populations from the transition

interval, assigned to F. primaeva. include specimens with profusulinellid walls as well as those in which fusulinellid wall structure

is incompletely developed. The Profiisulinella-FiisiilineUa evolutionary transition also occurred independently, and at about the

same time, in geographically disjunct populations in what are presently Europe (P. ex gr. pseudorhotnhoides-F. ex gr. siihpulclua

lineage) and southeast Asia [P. prisca limanica-Fusulinella n. sp. lineage). Accordingly, the genus Fusulinella is regarded as

polyphyletic. with its multiple origins being the result of synchronous parallelism. The stratigraphic appearance of Fusulinella

characterizes the bases of the informal upper Atokan Series in North America, the upper Kashirian Substage in western Eurasia,

the Akiyoshian Series in Japan, and the upper Dalan Stage in South China. If these levels are roughly age equivalent, as is

widely accepted, then the rapid global dispersal of early Fusulinella spp. from their original loci most likely occurred during an

interglacial highstand that allowed interchange among otherwise separate faunal realms.

DEDICATION

This article is dedicated to Gilbert Klapper Because

Gil's name is associated so indelibly with conodonts

and Middle Paleozoic stratigraphy, it may surprise

some people to learn that he entered the University of

Kansas in 1956 with the intention of conducting his

Master's thesis research on fusulinids under the super-

vision of M. L. Thompson. Thompson was the leading

North Ainerican expert on fusulinids. and it was his

policy to require graduate students to prepare at least

1.600 individually oriented thin sections. By his own
admission Gil is not particularly dexterous, so the task

of orienting and grinding 1.600 fusulinid slides must

have seemed not only arbitrary but overwhelming. Gil

very much liked and respected Thompson, but he nev-

ertheless decided to drop fusulinids in favor of cono-

donts. The rest, as they say. is history.

Gil's more than forty years of research on conodonts

has greatly advanced the understanding of their tax-

onomy, evolution, and biostratigraphic utility. In con-

trast, our knowledge of fusulinid systematics arguably

is not much farther along today than in Thompson's

era. There is no doubt but that "fusulinidology" would

have benefited from Gil's thoughtful work, and 1 won-

der just how differently things might have turned out

had Thompson's magic number been, say, 600 instead

of 1,600.

INTRODUCTION

Fusulinacean wall structure has been studied exten-

sively since the late Nineteenth and early Twentieth

centuries. Early papers focused almost exclusively on

the nature of the keriothecal wall in schwagerinids

(Carpenter et al.. 1862; Schwager. 1887: Schellwien.

1898: Girty. 1904: Volz. 1904: Douville. 1906: Dyh-
renfurth. 1909). An understanding of the less advanced

fusulinid wall began to emerge somewhat later (Lee.

1923. 1924: Dunbar and Condra. 1928: Lee et al..

1930: Dunbar and Skinner, 1937: Rauser-Chernousova

et al.. 1951). Detailed descriptions of fusulinid wall

structure and its ontogenetic development were pub-

lished by Dunbar and Henbest (1942), Thompson
(1948. 1951: Thompson in Loeblich and Tappan.

1964). and Skinner and Wilde (1954a), with those by

Dunbar and Henbest (1942) and Skinner and Wilde

(1954a) being particularly insightful and accurate. An
important feature of those articles was the elucidation

of subtle distinctions between profusulinellid- and fu-

sulinellid-type walls (defined below). More recently.

Douglass (1977) summarized wall structures within

the context of fusulinacean evolution.

Wall structures intermediate between the profusuli-

nellid- and fusulinellid-types were first noted by

Thoinpson (1951). Soon thereafter. Thompson (1953)

described two species from Missouri that he consid-

ered transitional in development between typical Pro-
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fusiiliiu'lla and Fusiilinella. He remarked on the close

similarity of the Missouri specimens to transitional

forms known to him from central Texas, west Texas,

New Mexico. Wyoming, and Russia and. on the basis

of these forms, he conelated the Missouri strata with

rock units in the latter areas. The Profusidinelhi-Fii-

siilinella transition in North America occurred in a

limited interval spanning the boundary between the

informal middle and upper subdivisions of the Atokan

Series (Groves. 1986; Douglass. 1987).

Since then, transitional forms have been recognized

by other specialists. Solov'eva (1986) erected Mocl-

lerites to accommodate relatively large and elongate

morphotypes with variable wall structure. The genus

included two new species along with six species and

three subspecies originally described under Profiisiili-

nella and Fusiilinella. Species and subspecies assigned

to Moellerites are restricted on the eastern European

Platform and in Tian" Shan" to the Kashirian and lower

Podolian substages of the Moscovian Stage. According

to E. Villa (pers. commun.. 1999, 2000), in the Ka-

shirian Substage of western Eurasia, the lineage from

the Profusiiliuella pseudorhoinboides species group to

the Fusidinella siibpiilchro species group exhibits very

gradual development of the fusulinellid-type wall. A
similar lineage has been recognized in the Kashirian

Substage of northern Thailand where Profiisidinella

prisca timauica gave rise to Fusiilinella n. sp. (Ueno
and Igo. 1997). Thus, the existence of transitional

forms is well established; they are widespread geo-

graphically and. by virtue of their short geologic range,

they have considerable biostratigraphic potential. To
my knowledge, however, the progressive modification

of wall structure in the Profnsulinella-Fusiilinella

transition has not been documented rigorously in a

stratigraphically continuous rock sequence.

The purpose of this paper is to record changes in

wall structure in the Profiisiilinella-Fiisulinella evo-

lutionary transition on the basis of closely spaced sam-

ples from an outcrop of the Marble Falls Limestone in

the western Llano Uplift region of central Texas (Text-

lig. 1 ). The Marble Falls Limestone on the western

Hanks of the Llano Uplift formerly was known as the

Big Saline Limestone (Cheney. 1940; Plummer. 1950).

The Pfluger Bluff locality, from which the present

samples were collected, has yielded fusulinaceans that

were described and(or) illustrated by Skinner (1931).

Thomas (1931). Skinner and Wilde (1954a. 1954b).

Thompson (1953). and Groves (1991). Thompson
(1947) discussed the age and taxonomic composition

of fusulinid as.semblages from the Marble Falls Lime-
stone across the eastern, northern, and western flanks

of Llano Uplift, but he did not describe or illustrate

any specimens from the western area.

Text-tigure 1
.—Index map to Pfluger Bluff locality, western Llano

Uplift region, central Texas. See Johnson (198,^) for locality infor-

mation.
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FUSULINID WALL STRUCTURE AND
TERMINOLOGY

The fusulinid wall is very finely perforate and con-

sists of three elements (Text-fig. 2). The primary

chamber wall is two-layered, being made up of an out-

er, thin, dark layer—the tectum—and an inner, thicker,

lighter layer—the diaphanotheca. A dark secondary

deposit—the epitheca (or tectoriuni)—is variably de-

veloped as a lining on the floors, septa, and ceilings

of the chambers. Because they are primary elements
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Text-tiguie 2.—Klemcnts ot tusuliiiid wall stiucture. Primary tuo-

layered wall, or pnitheca, consists of the dark tectum (t) and the

lighter diaphanotheca (d). The dark epitheca (e) secondarily is se-

creted as a lining on the chamber floors and septa (as in Pmfusiili-

lU'lUr. not shown), or as a lining of the entire chamber cavity, in-

cluding the chamber ceiling (as in Fiisulinella; shown here). All wall

elements are perforated by fine mural pores (mp) and septal pores

(sp), normally seen only in exquisitely preserved material. Note that

secretion of the epitheca lags the formation of new chambers, so

that at any stage of ontogeny the final several chambers lack .sec-

ondary deposits. (From Dunbar and Henbest. 1942. fig. 7A; repro-

duced with permission from the Illinois State Geological Survey.)

and were formed essentially simultaneously, the tec-

tum and diaphanotheca together are known as the pro-

theca. The tectum is an organic film that is believed

to have served as a template on which calcite crystals

of the diaphanotheca were secreted. The presence of

organic matter in shell walls was confirmed by Gubler

(1934, 1936), who etched fusulinacean thin sections in

dilute acid to produce an insoluble residue of the chi-

tin-like substance tectine. Subsequently, on the basis

of high voltage transmission electron microscopy of

the wall in Triticites moorei. Green et al. ( 1980) doc-

umented intercrystalline voids and intracrystalline in-

clusions that are most likely filled with organic matter.

The interpretation of the tectum as a substrate for cal-

cification is consistent with observations of chamber

formation in certain modern calcareous foraminifers

(Myers, 1935; Lutze and Wefer. 1980; Angell, 1980;

Hemleben et al.. 1986: Wetmore, 1999). Epitheca! de-

posits are calcific and apparently also contain a fine

meshwork of tectine. The difference in darkness be-

tween the diaphanotheca and epitheca is mainly a

function of crystal size, with the diaphanotheca con-

sisting of relatively large, blocky or columnal crystals

and the epitheca consisting of much smaller crystals

whose many interfaces cause high internal reflection

and refraction of transmitted light.

The epitheca is present in all fusulinids as a contin-

uous layer covering the floors of all but the last few

chambers, with the floor covering of a given volution

being deposited directly on the outer wall (tectum) of

the preceeding volution. The floor covering is thick-

ened in the equatorial region of the test to form a pair

of levee-like ridges, or chomata, on either side of the

sagittal plane. Where the chomata intersect septa, ep-

ithecal deposits may be secreted some distance up both

the front and back sides of the septa. Fusulinids in

which epithecal deposits are limited to the chamber

floors, or to the floors and septa, are characterized as

having a profusulinellid-type wall. In these forms

(e.,ii.. Profiisiilinellu. Eoscliubertella. Pseiidostaff'ella),

the inner volutions exhibit a three-layered wall struc-

ture consisting of the tectum, diaphanotheca, and the

floor deposit of the succeeding volution. Obviously,

the wall of the final volution is two-layered, consisting

only of the primary layers of the protheca. In the fu-

sulinellid-type wall (e.g.. Fusiiliiiella. Beedeina. We-

dekiiulelliiut). epithecal deposits are present not only

on the chamber floors and septa, but also on the cham-

ber ceilings: i.e.. the epitheca completely lines the

chamber cavity. In taxa with fusulinellid-type walls,

the inner volutions exhibit a four-layered structure

consisting of tectum, diaphanotheca, inner epitheca

(ceiling deposit), and outer epitheca (floor deposit of

succeeding volution). The wall of the final volution is

two-layered (protheca only) in the last few chainbers,

and then three-layered in older chambers that contain

the epithecal lining on chamber ceilings.

For historical completeness, it must be noted that

M. L. Thompson, otherwise an authority, consistently

misinterpreted the development of the fusulinid wall

and ignored other, more correct views. Thompson
(1948, 1951; Thompson //; Loeblich and Tappan,

1964) believed that the fusulinid primary wall is sin-

gle-layered, consisting only of the tectum. In the pro-

fusulinellid-type wall, he conectly regarded the floor

covering as a secondary deposit, the "outer tecto-

rium," but erroneously considered the diaphanotheca

also to be a secondary deposit that he termed the "in-

ner tectorium." In the fusulinellid-type wall, he cor-

rectly identified the inner and outer tectoria. but think-

ing that the inner tectorium was homologous with the

incoixectly identified corresponding term in the pro-

fusulinellid-type wall, was then compelled to regard

the fusulinellid diaphanotheca as a novel element that
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Key to histograms

Pfluger Bluff Section

Kimble County

(upper 42 m not shown)

D

C

B

Ellenburger Fm. (Ordovician) A

Text-figure 3.—Stratigraphic columnar section for the Pfluger Bluff locality showing positions of samples and selected sample histograms.

Histograms depict at half-volution increments the percentage of specimens with profusuiineUid-type walls (white bars! and the remaining
percentage with fusulinellid-type walls (black bars). See Johnson (198.3) for locality information and detailed stratigraphic descriptions.
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wall structure can be studied in all conceivable ori-

entations. Sagittal sections are generally most useful

as they allow for the observation of wall structure con-

tinuously throughout spiral growth, but the area of ob-

servation is limited to the equatorial plane. Axial sec-

tions allow for the observation of wall structure lon-

gitudinally, from pole to pole, but the observations can

be made only at half-volution increments. Oblique sec-

tions alk)w for observation continuously throughout

spiral growth, and they particularly reveal the nature

of epithecal deposits where the septa intersect chom-
ata. Tangential sagittal and tangential axial sections al-

low the same kinds of observations as sagittal and ax-

ial sections, respectively, but they do not pass through

the proloculus and therefore preclude examination of

the earliest ontogenetic stages.

Observations

The transition from profusulinellid- to fusulinellid-

type wall structure in sampled populations at Pfluger

Bluff is shown graphically in Text-rtgure 3. Histo-

grams in this figure depict at half-volution increments

the percentage of specimens from a given sample ex-

hibiting profusulinellid-type walls and the remaining

percentage with fusulinellid-type walls (see also Text-

fig. 4). Observations are not reported for the initial 1 .5

volutions because confident determination of wall

structure in the juvenarium generally is not possible.

Neither are observations reported for the final half vo-

lution of complete, unabraded specimens because the

wall in the last several chambers of such specimens

consists of the protheca only. Observations for the fi-

nal half volution of abraded specimens are reported,

however, because these specimens likely possessed

one or more additional volutions during the life of the

individual.

Wall structure was examined only in specimens with

4.5 or more volutions. Accordingly, for a given sam-

ple, statistics for volution 3.5 may include observa-

tions from the penultimate volution of some individ-

uals, the antepenultimate volution of others, and so on.

This undoubtedly skews the statistics because, in all

but the earliest few volutions, secondary deposits tend

to be better developed with increasing spiral distance

from the last chamber. The effect is probably minor,

though, because the majority of examined specimens

possess 5 to 6 volutions and there is therefore a high

degree of developmental uniformity among specimens.

Moreover, the effect should be roughly equal among
samples, so that when considered stratigraphically. the

emerging evolutionary pattern is valid.

At the Pfluger Bluff section, lithologic units 2-14

yielded specimens with exclusively profusulinellid-

type walls (Text-fig. 3. histogram A). Representative

specimens are illustrated on Plates 1 and 2. Of special

importance, certain of the specimens from the lower

part of the Pfluger Bluff section exhibit the rudiments

of a transparent, relatively coarsely crystalline dia-

phanotheca (PI. 2. figs. 1, 3, 5, 6). In other, more typ-

ical profusulinellids, the diaphanotheca is finely crys-

talline and darker (PI. 2. figs. 2, 4).

The stratigraphically lowest occuiTence of fusuli-

nellid-type wall structure was noted in unit 15 (sample

28). which contains only rare specimens. Specimens

occur very abundantly in unit 16 (samples 29-31 ) (Pis.

3 and 4). Most of these exhibit fusulinellid-type wall

structure in at least one volution, although specimens

with only profusulinellid-type walls were observed in

both samples 29 and 30 (Text-fig. 3, histogram B;

Text-fig. 4). The histograms for these samples are rep-

resentative of populations from the unit as a whole.

Among the specimens in samples 29 and 30. those

with fusulinellid-type walls in volutions 4.5 and higher

slightly outnumber those with profusulinellid-type

Plate 1

1-13. Pre
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walls. Profusulinellid-type walls are more prevalent in

volution 4. even more so in volutions 3.5 and 3. Wall

structure in volutions 2.5 and 2 is exclusively profu-

sulinellid. Although the appearance of fusulinellid-

type walls in units 15 and 16 seems abrupt (especially

when comparing histograms A and B in Text-fig. 3),

it is important to note that in most specimens the four-

layered structure is weakly developed. In some cases

the ceiling epitheca is quite thin (PI. 4, figs. 5. 6). In

others it is both thin and discontinuous, being patchily

distributed longitudinally within a given chamber (PI.

4, fig. 1).

Units 17 through 25 contain populations with gen-

erally thicker and more continuously developed ceiling

epithecal deposits. In unit 18, however, there still occur

rare specimens with profusulinellid-type wall structure

throughout growth and several specimens with fusu-

linellid-type wall structure limited to a single volution.

As high as unit 25, most samples contain at least a

few specimens with profusulinellid-type walls in the

mid-volutions, but other specimens from these samples

exhibit fusulinellid-type wall structure as early as vo-

lution 2.5 (Text-fig. 3, histogram D).

Unit 27 is the stratigraphically lowest interval in

which fusulinellid-type walls are well developed in

most volutions of most specimens (Text-fig. 3, histo-

grams E and F) (Pis. 5 and 6). Fusulinellid-type wall

structure was observed as early as volution 2 in some

specimens, and it is prevalent by volution 2.5. The

seeming increase in the relative frequency of profu-

sulinellid-type walls in volutions 5 through 6 in sam-

ples 50 and 53 is real but somewhat misleading. In

these samples, the profusulinellid-type walls were ob-

served among unabraded specimens in which deposi-

tion of the epithecal ceiling deposit lagged formation

of the final chamber by a full volution or more. The

ceiling epitheca in these specimens is well developed

in the antepenultimate and earlier volutions.

Fusulinids from units 28 and higher were not ex-

amined for this study. Previous work indicated that

specimens with fully developed fusulinellid-type wall

structure continue throughout the remainder of the sec-

tion (Groves, 1991). The only exception is sample 84

(unit 35. 40.6 m above the base of the exposure),

which yielded specimens with less well developed fu-

sulinellid-type walls similar to those in units 15-25.

INTERPRETATIONS

Taxonomy and Nomenclature

In a previous study of fusulinaceans from the Mar-

ble Falls Limestone (Groves, 1991 ), I assigned Pfluger

Bluff specimens with typical profusulinellid-type walls

to Profusiilinella regia Thompson, 1948 and those

with well developed fusulinellid-type walls to F. Ilan-

oensis (Thomas, 1931). Specimens from the transition

interval were less easily accommodated by the admit-

tedly typological approach, and this led to the identi-

fication of unnamed species in both Profusiilinella and

Fiisulinella within certain samples (e.g., 28, 31, 33).

In contrast, in the present study all of the fusiform

fusulinids from a given sample are treated as belong-

ing to a single population. This is justifiable because,

although characters other than wall structure may vary

among specimens both within and among samples,

generally within a given sample there is not clear-cut

evidence for discrete morphologic clusters. Popula-

tions with exclusively profusulinellid-type walls still

fit neatly within the concept of P. regia (samples 2—

27), and those with well-developed fusulinellid-type

walls still fit neatly within F. llanoensis (samples 50

and higher). Intervening populations in which some
specimens are profusulinellid and others are variably

fusulinellid now are assigned to Fiisulinella priniaeva

(Skinner, 1931), but with the proviso that the concept

of F. primaeva must accommodate even greater vari-

ation in wall structure than is exhibited by the holotype

and single paratype (cf. Groves and Sanderson, 1990).

When considered in isolation, the present taxonomy of

fusulinids at Pfluger Bluff suggests anagenesis without

overlapping stratigraphic ranges of the constituent spe-

cies.

The typological approach resulted in the pigeonhol-

ing of specimens into two genera without allowances

Plate 2

1-6. Profiisuliiiella regia Thompson. 1948, all xl50.

1. SUI 94760: sagittal section showing light colored, blocky or columnar crystals of "advanced" diaphanotheca. spl. 24.

2. SUI 94751: sagittal section with darker, microgranular diaphanotheca (more typical of profusulinellid-type wall structure),

spl. 16.

3. SUI 94761: axial section showing light colored, blocky or columnar crystals of diaphanotheca, spl. 24.

4. SUI 94762: axial section showing typically profusulinellid diaphanotheca, spl. 16.

5. SUI 94763: axial section showing very slightly blocky crystalline structure in diaphanotheca of outermost volution, spl. 16.

6. SUI 94764: axial section showing light colored, blocky or columnar crystals of diaphanotheca in outermost volution, spl. 24.
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for intra-population variation in a genus-delimiting

character. The population approach, in contrast, allows

for the inclusion within a single variable species {F.

primaeva) of specimens that previously had been as-

signed to separate genera. The population approach

more accurately reflects reality and enables a more

meaningful analysis of the course of evolution.

The foregoing paragraphs illustrate the nomencla-

tural and taxonomic difficulties of parsing an evolu-

tionary continuum. The difficulties arise largely be-

cause paleontologic taxa. especially paleontologic gen-

era, are mental constructs with fixed boundaries whose

purpose is to assist in organization and classification.

The constructs function perfectly well in most cases,

but they do not readily accommodate variation among
individuals in transitional populations. Conveniently,

in this case there existed already a named species (F.

primaeva) to which the transitional forms can be re-

feiTed. On the basis of fusulinellid-type wall structure

in at least some individuals, I prefer to assign the pri-

maeva populations to FiisuUnella, but the generic des-

ignation is immaterial and these transitional popula-

tions could just as easily be retained in Profiisiiliiiella.

Certainly, there is no need to erect a new genus for

the intermediate morphotypes.

The creation of new genera for transitional forms is

a troubling habit among some fusulinacean specialists

(e.g.. Rauser-Chernousova et ai. 1996, in which 14

such genera were established!). Such genera are not

only unnecessary, but they actually promote uncertain-

ty insofar as they themselves are subject to the same

taxonomic limitations as the end-members on either

side of the transition. Specifically, the genus Moeller-

ites Solov'eva 1986 is not a useful receptacle for spec-

imens intermediate between Profiisiilinella and Fiisii-

linella because it presents the taxonomist with two

new dilemmas where previously there was only one;

i.e.. how does one define and apply the taxonomic lim-

its separating Profusiilinella from Moellerites and

those separating Moellerites from Fusiilinella'l

Heterochrony (Acceleration)

The progressive development of fusulinellid-type

wall structure in populations at Pfluger Bluff not only

is an example of anagenesis, but also of the category

of heterochrony termed "acceleration" (de Beer, 1940;

see discussion in Gould, 1977, p. 221-234). In the

stratigraphically oldest populations exhibiting fusuli-

nellid-type wall structure, the ceiling epitheca is not

present before volution 3.0 (Text-fig. 3, histograms B
and C). In these populations, the ceiling epitheca is

present in only a small percentage of specimens in

volution 3.0, and in less than half of the specimens in

volutions 3.5 and 4.0. The earliest ontogenetic ap-

pearance of the ceiling epitheca in successively youn-

ger populations is in volution 2.5 (Text-fig. 3, histo-

grams D and E) and, eventually, in volution 2.0 (Text-

fig. 3, histogram F). In unit 27, a majority of speci-

mens exhibit fusulinellid-type wall structure as early

as volution 2.5. Thus, the ontogenetic appearance of

fusulinellid-type wall structure was accelerated

through time, occurring in progressively earlier devel-

opmental stages in stratigraphically younger popula-

tions.

The adaptive significance of the ceiling epitheca is

unclear, but presumably its presence would have in-

creased shell strength and ballast, both of which would

have been advantageous to organisms living in high

energy environments where mechanical abrasion

might result in injury or death. Developmental accel-

eration is thought to occur when an advantageous ad-

aptation that first appears late in ontogeny subsequent-

ly augments its selective value by appearing earlier

(Stebbins. 1974).

Plate 3

1-L^. Fiisiilineila primaeva (Skinner. 1931). all X30.

1. SUI 94765: axial section, spl. 34.

2. SUI 94766: axial section, spl. 30.

3. SUI 94767: sagittal section, spl. 34.

4. SUI 94768: axial section, spl. 34.

5. SUI 94769: sagittal section, spl. 29.

6. SUI 94770: axial section, spl. 34.

7. SUI 94771: axial section, spl. 34.

8. SUI 94772: sagittal section, spl. 30.

9. SUI 94773: axial section, spl. 30.

10. SUI 94774: sagittal section, spl. 29.

11. SUI 94775: sagittal section, spl. 30.

12. SUI 94776: axial section, spl. 29.

13. SUI 94777: sagittal section, spl. 30.
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Synchronous Parallelism vs. Collateral
Evolution

As noted earlier, specimens transitional between

Profusulinella and Fiisiiliuelki are known from nu-

merous localities in the United States. Europe. Tian"

Shan', and northern Thailand, and still others undoubt-

edly remain to be discovered. Did the Profusulinella-

Fiisiilinella evolutionary transition occur independent-

ly in these widely separated areas, or did it occur only

once in a panmictic. global population?

The overwhelming bulk of evidence argues against

a global population. Fusulinids were benthonic inhab-

itants of shallow marine, tropical to subtropical pa-

leoenvironments. and they are found most commonly
in carbonate or mixed carbonate-siliciclastic litholo-

gies. Because of their mode of life and paleoenviron-

mental preferences. Pennsylvanian paleoclimate and

paleogeography conspired to isolate fusulinid faunas.

By late Atokan/late Kashirian time, most major land

areas had assembled to form Pangaea. resulting in the

closure of the former circumequatorial seaway and the

fragmentation of formerly contiguous shallow marine

biotopes (Rowley et al, 1985: Ross and Ross. 1985).

High latitude land areas were glaciated periodically

(Crowell, 1978), presumably with a concomitant cool-

ing of adjacent marine shallow waters. Consequently,

Pennsylvanian fusulinids were highly provincial. Ma-
rine communication between the Midcontinent-An-

dean and Eurasian-Arctic faunal realms probably was

infrequent and channeled primarily through the mid-

paleolatitude Franklinian Geosyncline (Ross, 1967:

Ross and Ross, 1985). Given these circumstances, it

is remarkable that geographically disjunct populations

of advanced profusulinellids apparently underwent

identical modifications in wall structure at about the

same time. The ProfiisuUneUa-FiisuUuella evolution-

ary transition seems to have occurred independently in

central Texas
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ex gr. siihpiilchra lineage of Europe (E. Villa, personal

communication, 1999, 2000). This interpretation sug-

gests that Fiisiillnellu is a polyphyletic genus and that

its multiple origins are the result of synchronous or

nearly synchronous parallelism. Parallelism of this

type apparently is common, having been documented

in Cretaceous ammonites (Kennedy and Cobban,

1976; Kennedy, 1977), angiosperms (Wolfe et ai,

1975; Doyle. 1977), and other groups of fusulinaceans

(Ginkel and Villa, 1999), to cite just a few examples.

According to Mayr (1963), parallelism occurs when
closely related species (i.e.. organisms with a common
heritage) respond similarly to similar selection pres-

sure.

A related concept—collateral evolution—requires

discussion, but less adequately describes the Profiisii-

linella—Fiisitlmella transition. As conceived by Shaw
(1969), collateral evolution occurs when a geographi-

cally widely distributed ancestral character responds to

selection pressure to produce identical transition series

leading to identical descendant characters. Shaw con-

sidered that a given mutation could arise simultaneous-

ly in multiple places and then be incorporated in all

areas that are subject to a given change in selection

pressure. In this sense, collateral evolution does not

differ substantially from synchronous parallelism. It is

clear from Shaw's discussion, however, that he envi-

sioned collateral evolution as operating in a globally

distributed (mondial) taxon or lineage (see also

Springer and Murphy, 1994), as opposed to closely

related but genetically distinct populations. As dis-

cussed above, it is difficult to accept that a global pop-

ulation of Profusulinella could exist while other fu-

sulinids were so markedly provincial. For example, the

contemporaneous genera Neostaffella. Verella. and

Eofusiiliua occur widely throughout Eurasia, but no

occunences have been documented in the Midconti-

nent-Andean realm. More troubling, if advanced pro-

fusulinellids worldwide did in fact constitute a mon-
dial taxon, then a wholesale rethinking of traditional

species concepts is required. On moiphologic criteria,

most specialists would agree that P. regia is distinct

from P. ex gr. pseiidorhomboides and from P. prisca

Tiiiuiiiicii.

Finally, it is interesting to note that the transition

from profusulinellid-type to fusulinellid-type wall

structure also occuned in an entirely separate clade of

fusulinids, the Pseudostaffellinae, in connection with

the origin of Neostaffella from Pseudostajfella. The
independent acquisition of a ceiling epitheca in the Fu-

sulininae and Pseudostaffellinae was cited by Groves

( 1997) as an example of convergence and one of many
patterns of repetitive evolution among Late Paleozoic

foraminifers. This event in the Pseudostaffellinae oc-

curred in the Early Bashkirian Substage (Askynbash-

ian), significantly earlier than in the Fusulininae.

BlOSTRATIGR.APHY

The stratigraphic appearance of FiisuUiieUa has

been utilized since the 1940"s for conelating upper

Atokan rocks in North America (Dunbar and Henbest,

1942: Thompson, 1945, 1948), and more recently, in

South America (Altiner and Savini, 1995). In western

Eurasia, this event characterizes the base of the upper

division of the Kashirian Substage of the Moscovian

Stage (Solov'eva, 1963, 1977: Ginkel, 1965; Ivanova

et ai. 1979). [Solov'eva (1985, 1986) and Solov'eva

et al. (1985) proposed a revision of the Moscovian

Stage in which the ""Tsninsky Horizon"" was recog-

nized between the Vereisky and Kashirsky horizons.

Subsequent work has shown that the "Tsninsky"" in-

terval is equivalent to the lower Kashirsky. and thus

redundant (A. Alekseev, pers. commun.. 1999). If one

employs "Tsninsky" as a discrete chronostratigraphic

unit, however, then the appearance of Fiisitliiiella

would fall at the base of the upwardly revised Kashi-

rian Substage.] The base of the Zone of FiisulineUa

defines both the base of the Akiyoshian Stage in Japan

(Toriyama, 1967) and the base of the upper substage

of the Dalan Stage in South China (Gao et ai. 1983).

Plate 5

1-10. FusiilmeUa Uanoensis (Thomas, 1931), all X30.

1. SUI 94779: axial section, spl. 53.

2. SUI 94780: sagittal section, spl. 52.

3. SUI 94781: sagittal section, spl. 52.

4. SUI 94782: axial section, spl. 52.

5. SUI 94783: axial section, spl. 50.

6. SUI 94784: sagittal section, spl. 50.

7. SUI 94785: sagittal section, spl. 53.

8. SUI 94786: axial section, spl. 50.

9. SUI 94787: axial section, spl. 50.

10. SUI 94788: sagittal section, spl. 52.
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Historically, specialists have accepted that the bases of

the upper Atokan. upper Kashirian, Akiyoshian. and

upper Dalan are approximately equivalent in age

(Text-fig. 5; Toriyama. 1967: Ivanova et ai. 1979; see

Aisenverg et al.. 1979 for an alternate interpretation).

The appearance of Fusulinella, therefore, implicitly

was bestowed significant weight in intercontinental

correlations, but the actual worldwide timing of this

event needs to be evaluated independently of axiom-

atic fusulinid-based coixelations.

If one accepts that earliest Ftisiillnclla arose inde-

pendently and synchronously (by whatever means) in

at least three widely separated areas, and that the mi-

gratory appearance of Fusulinella throughout the re-

mainder of the paleo-tropics and subtropics followed

soon thereafter, then some mechanism must be in-

voked for the rapid dispersal outward from the original

loci. Given the paleogeographic and paleoclimatic

constraints cited above, such dispersal most likely oc-

curred during an interglacial highstand that would

have flooded low land areas and warmed the shallow

seas in the mid-paleolatitudes. Published coastal onlap

curves for the Pennsylvanian depict glacio-eustatic cy-

clicity. but there are conflicting interpretations regard-

ing the amplitude and frequency of highstands during

late Atokan/late Kashirian time. According to the

curve in Ross and Ross (1987, fig. 3), the appearance

of Fusulinella coincided approximately with a minor

rise in sea level, but in terms of overall second-order

eustacy, this span of Atokan time was characterized by

relatively low sea levels. By comparision. the curve

derived by Alekseev er al. (1996, fig. 10) for the Mos-

cow Syneclise shows higher frequency cycles during

Kashirian time and a relatively more pronounced late

Kashirian flooding event. It is unclear whether or not

the late Kashirian transgression was of a sufficient

magnitude to assist the distribution of Fusulinella.

This, too, must be evaluated in greater detail by inte-

grating sequence stratigraphy with multidisciplinary,

high resolution biostratigraphy.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The evolutionary transition from Profusulinella to

Fusulinella does not involve the acquisition of new
characters, but rather the progressive development

of secondary wall deposits. In the profusulinellid-

type wall the epitheca is restricted to septa and the

floors of chambers. In the fusulinellid-type wall it

is secreted also on the ceilings of chambers so that

it forms a lining of the entire chamber cavity. In

primitive Fusulinella. the ceiling epitheca is thin

and discontinuous, whereas in more advanced

forms it is thicker and more continuously devel-

oped.

2. The diaphanotheca in Fusulinella typically appears

lighter and more transparent than in Profusulinella.

This may be partly illusory: in Fusulinella the dia-

phanotheca appears light because it is underlain by

the darker ceiling epitheca: in Profusulinella it ap-

pears dark because it is in direct contact with clear,

chamber-filling cement. Additionally, the diaphan-

otheca in typical Profusulinella is finely crystalline,

resulting in relatively high internal refraction and

reflection of transmitted light. Crystal size within

the diaphanotheca apparently increased with evo-

lutionary grade, so that advanced Profusulinella

and Fusulinella possess more coarsely crystalline

diaphanothecae that allow greater transmittance of

light.

3. An anagenetic transition from profusulinellid-type

to fully fusulinellid-type wall structure has been

documented in a thin (\5 m) interval of the Marble

Falls Limestone at the Pfluger Bluff locality in cen-

tral Texas. Advanced profusulinellids are assignable

to P. regia. Well developed fusulinellids are as-

signable to F. llanoensis. Transitional populations

assigned to F. primaeva include specimens with

both profusulinellid- and variably developed fusu-

linellid-type walls. Fusulinellid-type wall structure

at Pfluger Bluff occurs in progressively earlier on-

Plate 6

1-6. Fusulinella llanoensis (Thomas. 1931), all XI 50.

1. SUI 94782: axial section, spl. 52.

2. SUI 94789: axial section showing block or columnar crystals of diaphanotheca in ultimate volution (without epitheca on chamber

ceiling) and well-developed epitheca on chamber ceiling of penultimate volution, spl. 50.

3. SUI 94790: sagittal section showing well-developed epitheca on septa and chamber ceiling of outer three volutions, spl. 50.

4. SUI 94785: sagittal section showing very thick epitheca on septa and chamber ceiling of outer three volutions, spl. 53.

5. SUI 94785: sagittal section showing very thick epitheca on septa and chamber ceiling of outer three volutions, spl. 53.

6. SUI 94791: sagittal section showing faint epitheca on septa and chamber ceiling of ultimate volution; and thicker epithecal

deposits in penultimate volution, spl. 50.
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togenetic stages in successively younger popula-

tions, representing a type of heterochrony known as

acceleration. Available evidence suggests that sim-

ilar transitions, involving the P. ex gr. pseiidorliom-

boides-F. ex gr. suhpuklira lineage and the P. pris-

ca tiinanicd-Fiisiilincllci. n. sp, lineage. occuiTed

independently in Europe and southeast Asia, re-

spectively. Thus, Fiisiilinella is a pojyphyletic ge-

nus and its nearly synchronous, multiple origins

represent a striking example of parallelism.

4. The stratigraphic appearance of Fiisulinella char-

acterizes the base of the informal upper part of the

Atokan Series in North and northern South Amer-

ica, the upper part of the Kashirian Substage of the

Moscovian Stage in western Eurasia, the base of

the Akiyoshian Series in Japan, and the base of the

upper part of the Dalan Stage in South China.

These horizons are considered roughly age equiv-

alent by most authors, implying rapid and wide-

spread dispersal of Fiisulinella spp. from their orig-

inal populations. The appearance of Fusulinclla

may prove highly useful in intercontinental biostra-

tigraphy. but this datum hrst must be evaluated in-

dependently through multidisciplinary investiga-

tions that integrate biostratigraphy with sequence

stratigraphy.
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ABSTRACT

A primary goal of contemporary biological systematics is to document patterns of covariation between morphological character.s

and a host of physiochemical variables. These investigations are necessary in order to understand ( 1 ) the origins and maintenance

of discontinuities in the morphological plexus (which form the basis for the "species" concept) and (2) the effect of environmental

variation on species. In paleontology, these two research programs also can serve as the empirical basis through which morpho-

logical data can be used as proxies to estimate a wide range of physiochemical variables for which direct measurement is

impossible. Application of this research program has been especially successful in paleobotany where it has, up to now, rested

on a traditional qualitative approach to morphological analysis. However, by making use of the tools of geometric morphomet-
ries—especially those that pertain to construction of shape models—the power of this approach to systematic investigation can

be extended and enhanced. Morphometric modeling analysis of five leaf-shape characters drawn from the work of Jack Wolfe

(1993) illustrates the techniques involved in this approach to systematic studies and the sorts of improvements in the character-

ization of morphological data that can be expected. In each of the cases examined here, the model-based results represented

character concepts more fully and more accurately than text-based character-state definitions and exemplar illustrations drawn

from real leaves alone. By placing the analysis of morphological variation on a firm quantitative footing, improvements can also

be realized in documenting the nature of the relation between morphological and physiochemical variables.

INTRODUCTION

While biok)gical systematics (the study of the kinds

and diversity of organisms, Simpson. 1961) is both

important and interesting in its own right, its continued

relevance to the larger scienti he enterprise is based on

the value of systematic data as proxies for a wide va-

riety of other natural phenomena. Indeed, it is so com-

monplace to learn that measurements of environmental

quality or relative degrees of environmental perturba-

tion are based on observations of plants and animals

living in particular locations or habitats, that we often

fail to appreciate—or in many cases even to recog-

nize—this link. Nowhere is the importance of proxy-

based analyses more evident than in the earth sciences

where paleontological data are used to estimate a host

of physiochemical variables that would be impossible

to obtain otherwise (e.g.. temperature, salinity, humid-

ity, rainfall, productivity). These proxy-level relations

between biotic information and environmental param-

eters represent value-added adjuncts to the traditional

role of paleontological data in chronostratigraphical

analysis.

Given our increasing dependence on the accuracy of

proxy-based quasi-measurements for understanding

our planet's past, present, and future, it is suiprising

that its basis has not come under closer scrutiny. In

drawing attention to this issue I am. of course, ex-

cepting the excellent work that has gone into docu-

menting, analyzing, and understand the nature of re-

lations between biochemical data and physical vari-

ables. Reaching, perhaps, its acme in the area of iso-

topic paleontology (e.g.. MacFadden and Bryant.

1992), the study of the chemical composition of or-

ganic materials—and how these compositions vary

with a wide variety of local and global environmental

changes—has engendered revolutions in fields such as

paleoceanography. paleoclimatology. and paleoecol-

ogy.

The chemical analysis of organismal structures,

however, does not constitute the basic data of system-

atics. Those data are moiphological. Sadly, efforts to

document relations between moiphological variation

and variations in virtually all physical, chemical, tem-

poral, geographical, ecological, spatial, and evolution-

ary variables remain almost entirely relegated to qual-

itative, almost anecdotal forms of analysis.

There are many explanations for the relative lack of

attention that has been paid to investigating the nature

of these relations. For the most part, these fall into two

categories: the complexity of inferring cause and effect

from historical data, and the complexity of morpho-

logical analysis. With respect to the former, although

it is true that morphological data can be influenced by

multiple external and internal forcing factors (many of

which have strongly random component of variation

that also differs between habitats and species), this

problem is also present in biochemical data, albeit of-
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ten to a somewhat lesser degree. Strategies to deal with

this sort of complexity have been developed through-

out biology (e.i^.. Falconer, 1981; Sokal and Rohlt.

1995). as they have in other branches of science. Con-

sequently, there seems no a priori reason to believe

that the quantitative evaluation of cause-and-effect hy-

potheses cannot be handled successfully in systemat-

ics. Rather, I suspect that the more significant obstacle

to progress in this area lies in the data-analysis chal-

lenges presented by morphological data.

The quantification of morphology has long been a

"holy grail" of sorts in systematics. Attempts to test

hypotheses by appealing to morpht)logicaI measure-

ments are as old as biology itself (Mayr, 1982: Mayr

and Ashlock, 1991). The quantitative study of biolog-

ical proportions informed art as well as anatomy in the

Renaissance (Bookstein. 1993) and modern, statistical

biometry can trace its heritage back over a century to

the founding works of Francis Gallon and Karl Pear-

son (Steigler, 1986). In this historical context the wt)rk

of D'Arcy Wentworth Thompson {e.i^.. Thompson.

1917) deserves special mention as being the first to

propose an elegant graphic—though, until recently,

mathematically intractable—form of morphological

analysis that explicitly embodied the notion of shape

transformation and the implicit idea of shape model-

ing.

More recently, the work of Kendall (1984). Book-

stein (1986, 1991. 1996a.b.c. 1997) Bookstem and

Green (1993). Goodall (1991). MacLeod (1999). as

well as contributions to compendiiun volumes edited

by Rohlf and Bookstein (1990). Marcus et al. (1993).

Marcus et al. ( 1996). and MacLeod and Forey (2002).

have extended, combined, and synthesized the various

strands of modern biological shape analysis into a co-

hesive framework. Within this framework virtually any

structural character used in the systematic description

or diagnosis of any organism (modern or fossil) can

be represented, compared, and contrasted with cone-

sponding structures in other organisms. Using these

methods, the resulting morphological ordinaticins can

then be compared with ordinations of other non-mor-

phological andAir non-biological variables in order to

test and refine hypt)theses of causal relation. Once this

relation is understood, use of the morphological vari-

able as a proxy for the causal environmental variable

is relatively straightforward.

This ability to analyze patterns of covariation be-

tween geometrically complex morphok)gical and non-

morphological variables, along with a realization of

the almost infinite geometrical complexity of biologi-

cal objects (.see Bookstein. 1994: MacLeod. 1999), has

forced a refocusing of the entire field of morphomet-

ries. The classical idea that morphometries is about the

"quantitative study of biological shape" (Hughes,

2001 ). in the holistic sense of attempting to represent

all available shape information contained within a or-

ganism's body, has now been abandoned (Bookstein.

1991. 1994: MacLeod. 1999). Since shape variation is

found at all measurement scales, it is impossible to

summarize holistic shape variation with simple sets t)f

measurements. (Note: this problem has important im-

plications for the study of "shape disparity" between

different organismal groups (e.i^.. Foote, 1991, 1996,

1997): see Wills (2001) for a discussion.) Moreover.

as demonstrated by MacLeod ( 1999). even seemingly

minor changes in the way the same set of structures

are measured (e.g.. two-dimensional versus three-di-

mensional representations of landmark data) can result

in dramatic changes in shape-similarity assessments.

Accordingly, nmrphometric theory has now concen-

trated on the more tractable goal of studying quanti-

tatively patterns t)f covariation with (and only with)

those aspects of organismal morphology deemed rel-

evant to the problem al hand (see Bookstein. 1993;

MacLeod. 1999). Although this localization of the re-

alized targets of morphomelric analysis may strike

some as a semantic difference without practical dis-

tinction, the morphometric literature is replete with ex-

amples where practitioners have mistaken patterns of

localized shape variation in a particular structure (e.g..

the relatively location of an eye or fin. the two-dimen-

sional outline of a shell) with the holistic "shape" of

the entire organism. Whereas the former is a legitimate

target of morphometric investigation, the latter is an

abstract philosophical concept that cannot be assessed

empirically even for relatively simple organisms. This

paradigm shift remains to be fully implemented in

many research programs. Nevertheless, its deep con-

nection with the idea of using character-based mor-

phological data as quantitative proxies for the environ-

mental covariates seems both obvious and natural.

In the development of this new. geometrically fo-

cused approach to morphometric analysis, one aspect

that has received comparatively little attention is the

extent to which these new methods support direct

shape modeling procedures and the utility of such pro-

cedures in systematic contexts. Following from

Thompson's (1917) conceptual work on transforma-

tional morphometries, the ability \.o cieate shape mod-

els that can be related to ordinations of measured

shapes in linear "shape spaces" is implicit in all mod-

ern morphometric methods (see MacLeod. 1999.

200 1 a for examples). MacLeod (2002b) has explored

the use of shape models to create need-specific quali-

tative shape classification systems for use in several

earth-science contexts. The present contribution ap-

plies a refined methodology for creating eigenshape-
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based shape models to a series of five leaf-shape char-

acteristics in order to illustrate: { 1 ) new strategies for

shape-model construction and comparison of unknown
objects with constructed shape models, and (2) the use

and utility of these modeling procedures in an explic-

itly systematic context.
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DICOTYLEDONOUS LEAF PHYSIOGRAPHICAL
CHARACTERS

In order to standardize paleobotanical observations

for use in a proxy-based system of environmental in-

ferences. Wolfe (1993. 1995) established a series of

seven leaf-shape characters and 29 associated character

states. These characters were similar to standard, mod-
em-leaf, descriptive characters (e.g.. Hickey, 1973;

Stearn, 1992). Based on analyses of modern floras,

Wolfe ( 1993, 1995) demonstrated that leaf-shape com-
positional analysis could be employed as a morpho-

logical proxy for mean annual temperature and water

stress.

Wolfe's motivation for undertaking these studies

was to standardize the descriptive leaf-shape nomen-
clature to achieve a better understanding of the quan-

Unlobed
Palmately

Lobe(j

Pinnately

Lobe(j

Text-figure 1.—Outlines for Wolfe's (1993, 1995) leaf lobateness

exemplars (redrawn from Wolfe, 1993). See text for discussion.

titative relation between variations in leaf physiogno-

my and variation in local environmental factors. In

adopting this approach, Wolfe (1995) followed the

strategy of Imbrie and Kipp ( 197 1 ), who used a factor-

analytic approach to inferring sea-surface temperatures

from planktonic foraminiferal assemblages. Although

Wolfe (1993, 1995) substituted conespondence anal-

ysis (Nishisato, 1980; Greenacre, 1984) and canonical

coiTespondence analysis (ter Braak and Prentice, 1988)

for Imbrie and Kipp's ( 1971 ) factor-analysis procedure

(in order to circumvent the latter's restriction to por-

traying linear relationships among variables), the basic

concept was identical: to estimate a series of equations

that could be used to calculate indices of environmen-

tal state from a morphology-based data set.

Wolfe's empiricism and commitment to quantitative

analysis are to be commended. His efforts were re-

warded with interpretations that were in reasonable

agreement with previous studies and consistent among
the modern localities included in his datasets (Wolfe,

1995). Nonetheless, it is somewhat ironic to realize in

hindsight that his desire to standardize the identifica-

tion of his character-state inorphologies went largely

unfulfilled. For example, Wolfe's "lobed" leaf-shape

character (Text-fig. 1 ) was defined as follows:

A species receives a score of if no leaves are

lobed, a score of 0.5 if some leaves are lobed and

some are unlobed. and a score of 1 .0 if all leaves

are lobed. Lobing can be either pinnately lobed (for

example, many Querciis) or palmately lobed (for ex-

ample, many Acer). Both pinnately and palmately

lobed [leaves] were scored separately but were later

combined because separate scoring appeared to pro-

duce no refinement. In order to be pinnately lobed,

a lamina must be incised so that a line connecting

the sinuses between the lobes is approximately par-

allel to the midrib. ... In palmately-lobed leaves, the
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lobes are entered by a primary vein that originates

near the base of the leaf. (Wolfe, 1993, p. 21).

On first reading, this seems like a reasonable and

objective subdivision of the possible lobate variation

types. Closer inspection shows that it focuses on the

distinction between pinnate and palmate lobe types

—

a distinction that is not used in scoring the character

for environmental analysis. In the context of this def-

inition, the critical class boundary between "lobed"

and "unlobed" states remained undefined. Moreover,

the definition is both highly technical in the sense of

using many terms that would be understood only by

experienced paleobotanists, and arbitrary in the sense

of failing to demonstrate that the shape-class boundary

definitions represent natural discontinuities in the

structure of leaf-shape variation. For actual users of

Wolfe's scheme—many of whom might not be expe-

rienced paleobotanists, specifically trained in its use

—

the most practical identification aid would be a graph-

ical summary illustrating the range of acceptable intra-

class variational types, perhaps augmented by a written

description of the class-boundary criteria.

The morphometric modeling tools Wolfe needed to

realize his goal of providing more rigorous definitions

of his character states have been available from the

late 1980s, though few understood their potential at

that time. Lohmann and Schweitzer (1990) made a

brief mention of a modeling extension to Lohmann's

(1983) eigenshape technique. This method focused on

the representation of shape as a deformation of the

object's outline in a manner generally suitable for leaf-

shape data. MacLeod and Rose (1993) reformulated

Lohmann and Schweitzer's (1990) method and applied

it to a problem in the inference of functional mor-

phology (see MacLeod, 2001b, for an extension of that

study). Still, owing to the fact that Wolfe's leaf char-

acters combine outline and landmark-based observa-

tions to capture the complex morphologies paleobot-

anists have traditionally used to describe leaves, a

method of morphometric analysis was needed that

combined both observation types in a way that ap-

proximated the sorts of comparisons made by real pa-

leobotanists on real leaves. MacLeod (1999) devel-

oped such an extension for eigenshape analysis.

Shape-modeling procedures based exclusively on land-

marks have also been available since 1990 (see Book-

stein, 1990, 1991) and could, in principle, be used to

analyze and construct models from data such as

Wolfe's. The use of landmark-based models derived

from these procedures in applied systematic contexts,

however, still remains to be fully explored (but see

MacLeod, 2001a, 2002a; Rohlf, 2002).

METHODS

The shape modeling method employed in this in-

vestigation is derived from eigenshape analysis (Loh-

mann, 1983: Lohmann and Schweitzer, 1990: Mac-

Leod. 1999). In its cunent formulation (MacLeod,

1999) eigenshape analysis can be viewed as a special

case of relative warp analysis (Bookstein. 1991) that

is defined over an extraordinary variety of data types

(e.i>.. landmarks, boundary coordinates, mixtures of

both).

Standard eigenshape analysis begins—as do all geo-

metric morphometric procedures—with the reduction

of a complex shape to a set of simple measurements

via collection of two-dimensional or three-dimensional

coordinate positions at corresponding semilandmark

locations on all specimens within a sample (see Book-

stein, 1996b, 1996c or MacLeod, 1999. 2001a for dis-

cussions of semilandmarks). These coordinate posi-

tions are assumed to coiTespond across the sample,

though the nature of this correspondence may vary

(e.i;.. phylogenetic conespondence or homology, func-

tional correspondence, topological coirespondence).

Once the target shapes in a sample have been ab-

stracted via coordinate-point digitization, the coordi-

nate values are transformed into sets of object-specific

shape functions {e.g.. the cf) or <^* functions of Zahn

and Roskies. 1972; the tangent angle function of

Bookstein, 1978; a column vector of raw coordinate

values as in MacLeod, 2001a; see Text-fig. 2A) and

assembled into a data matrix. After these shape func-

tions have been obtained, similarities and differences

among the shapes they represent can be summarized

by comparing their terms.

These comparisons can be made in a number of

ways. For exploratory purposes, it is often convenient

to calculate the R-mode covariance matrix between the

terms of each shape fmiction within the sample. Sub-

mitting this shape-covariance matrix to a multivariate

vector-based analysis procedure—usually singular-val-

ue decomposilion—can help identify major trends of

shape covariation existing among the measured spec-

imens. This procedure employs eigenanalysis to align

a series of multivariate vectors parallel to the predttm-

inant shape-variation trends and at right angles to one

another The alignment is organized such that the lon-

gest vector corresponds to the trend that accounts for

the greatest proportion of shape covariation within the

sample, tiie second longest vector corresponds to the

trend that accounts for the second greatest proportion

of shape covariation, and so on. The resulting vector

array summarizes contrasting patterns of shape varia-

tion in a generalized, sample-specific, linear, geomet-

rical space.
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One interesting by-product of this analytic strategy

is that the resuhant vectors are themselves shape func-

tions. These shape functions represent sample-based

theoretical shapes in that they do not correspond to

any known object. Using the conventions of multivar-

iate analysis, these latent-shape vectors are typically

used to form the axes of a mutually orthogonal coor-

dinate system within which the shape-similarity rela-

tions may be portrayed. This is possible because each

vector joins the shape function (which is a single point

in the shape subspace) to the origin of the coordinate

system in such as way that intermediate positions

along the vector represent linear approaches to the uni-

tary (but hypothetical) morphological state represented

by the vector. A shape's position along any singular

vector can be represented by the covariance between

a specimen's shape function and the latent shape func-

tion represented by the vector axis. By inverting this

logic, however, it becomes obvious that, in a system

of orthogonal shape vectors so defined, any position

within the shape hyperspace also corresponds to a

unique shape, either realized or theoretical.

Using the same logic, it can be appreciated that the

representation of the set of shape vectors as continuous

axes, along which intermediate positions are possible,

means that the chord between the coordinate system's

origin and any of the sample-defined latent shape vec-

tors defines a linear shape-transformation series. One
way this series can be modeled is by altering the am-

plitude of the latent-shape function via multiplication

of each term by a constant value (Text-fig. 2B).

MacLeod (1999) shows that this constant can be re-

lated directly to the coordinate location (covariance

value) of actual or theoretical objects within the mul-

tivariate shape space.

Consequently, specific models of shape states con-

sistent with any location within the shape space can

be calculated by appropriately scaling the various sin-

gular shape vectors by specific covariance values (rep-

resenting coordinate positions within the shape space)

and then summing these scaled values as variables

across all vectors involved in model construction

(Text-fig. .^). This procedure is analogous to the man-

ner in which radial Fourier harmonic series (amplitude

and phase-angle spectra) can be combined to recon-

struct closed-form shapes (see Christopher and Waters,

1974: Kaesler, 1997).

The procedure outlined above defines a family of

shape functions that can be used, for example, to

graphically represent the shape contrasts specified by

each latent shape vector. Of course, if an incomplete

coordinate location is specified {e.i>.. a model is con-

structed using only first few latent shape vectors), the

resultant model will only represent one of a number
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Eigenshape 1

(^ = 88.76%)
Eigenshupe I +
Eisenshape 2

a = 96.99%)

Eigenshape 1 +
Eigenshape 2 +

Eicenshape 3

(>.= 100.00%)

Text-figure 3.—Details of Cartesian shape models corresponding

to each of the reconstructed shape vectors shown in Text-tigure 2B.

A. Cartesian shape model corresponding to the scaled eigenshape 1

vector. B. Cartesian shape model corresponding to the scaled eigen-

shape 1 plus eigenshape 2 vectors. C. Carte.sian shape model cor-

responding to the scaled eigenshape I plus eigenshape 2 plus eigen-

shape 3 vectors. Note that each scaled eigenshape vector adds a

unique component of shape variation to the reconstruction. The pro-

gressive increase in the observed shape variance represented on the

successive models means that, even in more complex cases (e.g..

analyses based on samples containing more than three objects), the

reconstructed shape can almost always be made to converge on a

reasonably accurate approximation of the original object's morphol-

ogy by concatenating only the first few scaled shape vectors. This

dimensionality reduction is one of the primary purposes of eigen-

shape analysis.

be quite useful in inteipreting morphological data and

testing systematic hypotheses.

EXAMPLES AND RESULTS

Wolfe (1993) illustrated six morphological charac-

ters (other than size) that served as the basis of his

physiographical system: leaf lobateness. marginal-

tooth spacing, marginal-tooth shape, apex shape, base

shape, and leaf shape. Of these, marginal-tooth spacing

was excluded from consideration in this study because

it is not a shape-based characteristic. Eigenshape-based

shape models were calculated for the five remaining

characters using Wolfe's (1993) drawings (Text-fig. 4)

as the reference exemplars for each modeling proce-

dure.

In order to take advantage of as much relevant geo-

metrical information as possible, the extended eigen-

shape method (MacLeod. 1999) was employed in the

creation of each shape model sequence. Extended ei-

genshape analysis takes advantage of landmark point

locations along the boundary outline to subdivide the

overall outline into corresponding outline segments

(Text-fig. 5). Once these segments have been recog-

nized, the spatial resolution of each outline segment is

adjusted such that all corresponding segments in the

sample meet a common representational quality crite-

rion. This procedure has the added advantage of

weighting the subsequent analysis by the complexity

of each segment's shape.

Each shape was originally sampled at a resolution

of 250 equally spaced points, and then back inteipo-

lated such that each landmark-defined segment was

represented by a set of equally spaced boundary co-

ordinate points. This interpolation procedure proceed-

ed iteratively until the interpolated perimeter of each

segment on each object was at least 99.0 percent the

length of the original (digitized) perimeter Text-figure

5 also shows the boundary coordinate point counts for

each shape segment on a representation of the mean

shape of each analyzed character

Leaf Shape

Leaf shape is the simplest of the five analyzed char-

acters. Wolfe (1993) illustrates three exemplar shapes

(Text-fig. 4) representing the obovate (widest chord

perpendicular to the central axis located in apical third

of leaf), elliptical (widest chord located in median third

of leaf), and ovate (widest chord located in basal third

of leaf) conditions. The three vector axes of the eigen-

shape decomposition of these data (Text-fig. 6) show

that these exemplar shapes are not evenly distributed

in the shape subspace. Rather, the obovate and ellip-

tical exemplars are more similar to each other than

either is to the ovate exemplar The reason for this

somewhat counterintuitive result is readily apparent

from detailed inspection of the elliptical exemplar (see

Text-fig. 4) whose asymmetries give it a slightly ob-

ovate character.

Modeling the shapes that exist on the plane joining

Wolfe's three leaf-shape exemplars, and slightly de-

forming the implied triangle of shape intermediacy to

conform to a ternary diagram (Text-fig. 7). shape mod-

els can be reconstructed at convenient nodal positions.

Comparison of these intermediate shapes to Wolfe's

leaf-shape character-state definitions suggests that

models I—I. 6. 7. and possibly 8 of Text-figure 7 all

exhibit the obovate condition. In contrast, shape mod-

els 13-15 are ovate. The reinaining shape models (3,

9-12 of Text-fig. 7) all match the qualitative elliptical

leaf-shape definition.

This simple exploration of the leaf-shape subspace

constructed via reference to Wolfe's leaf-shape exem-

plars, in turn, allows a pattern of chords to be drawn

within an intermediacy plane (Text-fig. 8). Geometri-

cal exploralit)n of this shape-intermediacy plane en-

ables the approximate boundaries of Wolfe's leaf shape

character-state classes to be lecognized and mapped.

These boundaries represent results of a continuously

variable, quantitative assessment of morphiilogical

variation that eliminates the need for rhetorical de-

scriptions-definitit)ns in an analytical context. Such
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Obovate Elliptical Ovate

Leaf Shape

Non-lobate Palmate Pinnate

Leaf Lobateness

Emarginate Rounded Acute Rounded

Acute Attenuate Attenuate

Apex Shape

Attenuate

Cordate Cordate Rounded Rounded

Acute Acute Acute

Base Shape

Simple
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c

Text-tigure 5.—Cartesian representations of mean shape models)

tor each of the five character-state sets shown in Text-tigure 4: A.

leaf shape. B. leaf lobateness. C. marginal tooth shape, D. leaf-base

shape. E. leaf-apex shape. In addition to the mean forms these dia-

grams illustrate the positions of boundary landmarks used to sub-

divide the outline into corresponding segments (and so ensure seg-

ment correspondence) and the number of outline points necessary

to represent each outline segment to at least the 99% tolerance cri-

terion. See text for discussion.

[6 1.7

Eigenshape I

0.2 0,0 0.2

Eigenshape 3

Text-figure 6.—Ordination of the three leaf shape exemplars in

ihc space of the three eigenshape axes; X, = 97.54%. \, = 2.06%;

\, = 0.40%). In order to visualize the ordination in three-dimen-

sional space imagine that, relative to plot A, plot B is rotated 90°.

Note that this ordination delimils a triangular space within a plane

that is inclined at an angle lo the three eigenshape vectors. This

space contains the coordinate positions for all shapes that can be

considered intermediate to the exemplar shapes. Regions of shape

variation whose boundaries represent the boundaries of shape vari-

ation characteristic of each character state will be foinid within this

triangular space.

Text-figure 7.—Shape models for a regular grid of positions with-

in the leaf-shape character intermediacy plane. These models were

obtained by scaling the three eigenshape vectors resulting from the

analysis of the exemplar shape functions by the coordinate positions

of locations within the intermediacy plane (Text-fig. 6) and then

summing the scaled vectors together in the manner shown in Text-

figure 2B. Coordinate positions for each model as follows. (1) 1.583,

0.230, 0.112; (2l 1.597. 0.200. 0.049; (3) 1.611. 0.171. -0.014: (4)

1.625. 0.141. -0.077; (5) 1.639, 0.111, -0.140; (6) 1.609, 0.092,

0.092; (7) 1.623. 0.062. 0.029; (8) 1.637. 0.032. -0.034; (9) 1.651,

0.002, -0.097; (10) 1.636, -0.047. 0.071; (11) 1.650. -0.077.

0.008; (12) 1.664, -0.107. -0.055; (13) 1.662, -0.186, 0.051: (14)

1.676, -0.215, -0.012; (15) 1.688, -0.324. 0.031. See text for a

discussion of the shape models relative to the definitions of the ex-

emplar states. Shape model series such as these can be used to ex-

plore the geometric spaces within which these forms exist and map

Ihc limits of morphological character-state variation.

models can usefully supplement te.xtual descriptions of

the character-state class boundaries, as well as becom-

ing the subjects of further analysis in their own right.

Leaf Lobatene.ss

Application of extended eigenshape analysis to

Wolfe's (1993) three leaf-lobateness character exem-

plars (Text-fig. 4) shows that non-lobate. pinnately lo-

bate, and palmately lobate leaves form an approxi-

mately equilateral triangular distribution in the shape

subspace formed by the first three multivariate shape

vectors (Text-fig. 9). This arrangement suggests that

pinnately lobate and palmately lobate leaves are as dis-

tinct from one another as either are from non-lobate

leaves. Note also that the ordination of these end-mem-

bers shapes in the subspace is such that neither the

distinction between non-lobate and pinnately lobate
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tance between leaf margin and the leaf's long axis as

the criterion for lobe-recognition. Under Hickey's

(1973) definition, models 1. 2, 6. and possibly 7 of

Text-hgure 10 would described as non-lobed leaves.

This would imply that the remaining shape models all

exhibit some aspect of the lobate condition (see also

Stearn. 1992).

Within this larger group. Wolfe's (1993) definition

of pinnate lobation (a line joining the sulci lies ap-

proximately parallel to the midrib, or central axis) is

similarly restrictive. Only models 10, 13, and 15 of

Text-figure 10 are strictly consistent with this defini-

tion of the pinnate condition. If Wolfe's (1993) defi-

nition is broadened slightly to admit leaves whose in-

tersulcus lines lie at angles between 0° and 30° of the

central axis, however, models 1 1 and 14 might he add-

ed to this group.

As mentioned above, the definition of palmate lo-

bation (lobes supported by radial midribs that meet at

a common basal point, see Stearn, 1992; Wolfe, 1993)

suffers from being based on a different criterion than

pinnate lobation. It is therefore possible, in principle,

for a leaf to be both palmate and pinnate simultaneous-

ly. The resultant ambiguity might be remedied by fo-

cusing on the radially directed character of the lobes

themselves rather than the nature of their support. Re-

gardless, any reasonably specific geometric definition

of the palmate character state imposes another set of

higiily restrictive conditions on the realizable shape

range. Results presented in Text-figure 10 suggest that

only shapes 4, 5, and 9 meet the palmate criteria. The

remaining models (3, 8, 9, and 12) specify a broad

boundary area between pinnate and palmate lobation

that, at least under Wolfe's ( 1993) classification, would

be conectly assigned to an undifferentiated lobate sen-

sii lata category.

Taking these results into consideration, an estimate

of the boundaries between Wolfe's (1993) leaf loba-

teness shape classes—including the pinnate-palmate

distinction—can be quantitatively related to the mod-

eled shape plane (Text-fig. 11). By combining text-

figures 10 and 11. a table of leaf lobateness can be

constructed to guide those wishing to consistently

score leaves according to Wolfe's (1993) leaf-lobate-

ness classes. In addition, the data derived from such

an exercise could be used to further develop and refine

the relation between leaf lobateness and environmental

state.

There are at least two general points worth noting

about this example. First, without the geometric for-

malism and ability to explore shape transitions that

underlies the modeling approach, it seems unlikely that

shape-class boundary definitit)ns could be sharpened

as quickly as they were in this analysis. The character
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Eigenshape 1 Eigenshape 3

Texl-tigure 12.—Ordination of tine three leaf-base shape exem-

plars in the space of the three eigenshape vectors; k, = S\J69c. \,

= 15.07%; \, = 2.43%). In order to visualize the ordination in three-

dimensional space imagine that, relative to plot A. plot B is rotated

90°. Note that this ordination delimits a roughly quadrilateral space

within a plane that is inclined at an angle to the three eigenshape

vectors. This space contains the coordinate positions for all shapes

that can be considered intermediate to the exemplar shapes. Regions

of shape variation whose boundaries represent the boundaries of

shape variation characteristic of each character state will be found

within this quadrate space.

[Note: for this analysis Wolfe's (1993) figures were

assumed to represent the entire basal region.] Within

this space most of the non-extreme exemplars are ar-

rayed along, and slightly above, the line that joints the

narrowest and deepest acute and cordate shapes.

Using this inclined plane joining the extreme shapes

as the most representative shape modeling surface, and

deforming that plane slightly into a rectilinear grid, the

character of shapes representing linear intermediates

between those extremes at known locations within the

space of the first three eigenshape vectors can be de-

termined. These are shown in Text-figure 13.

The inteipretation of the modeled shape-transfor-

mation plane is both natural and relatively obvious

—

much more so than the somewhat abstract shape-sub-

space scattergrams of Text-figure 12. The most striking

shape-related results revealed by these models are dif-

ferences in the spatial scope of Wolfe's (1993) three

basal-shape character states. Shape models 1-10 of

Text-figure 1 3 correspond to his definition of acute leaf

base morphologies. Hickey's (1973) classification

would distinguish three states within this complex: de-

current bases (concave sides, models 1-5 of Text-fig.

13). cuneate bases (straight sides, presumably cone-

sponding to models intermediate between rows 1—5

and 6-10 of Text-fig. 13). and acute bases (convex

sides, models 6-10).

In a similar vein. Hickey's (1973) and Wolfe's

(1993) cordate state is consistent with shape models

16-25 of Text-figure 13. Hickey's (1973) additional

cordate-type basal character states (lobate. sagittate)

could easily be represented on a similar shape decom-

position diagram.

The broad regions of shape variation that character-

ize the acute and cordate leaf-base morphologies in

Text-figure 13 stand in marked contrast to the rounded-

base state (angle formed by tangents to the basal mar-

gin, joined at the midrib base are < 1 80°. but > 90°)

that, in this analysis, is restricted to models 11-15.

[Note: the '"squared off" nature of model 15 is such

that it could possibly be allied with Hickey's (1973)

truncate basal state.) This distinction may be more ap-

parent than real, however Certainly Hickey's (1973)

leaf-character classification would recognize a greater

number of states in this model set than Wolfe's ( 1993).

Of perhaps more importance from a systematic point

of view though, is the observation that the difference

between the acute (model sets 1-5 and 6—7. Text-fig.

13) and the rounded states (model set 1 1-15) appears

qualitatively greater than the difference between the

two cordate states (model sets 16-20 and 21-25), de-

spite the fact that, in terms of measured shape differ-

ence, the intervals these model sets represent are

equivalent. Based on these interpretations the modeled

shape subspace can be subdivided geometrically in

such as way as to render the boundaries of Wolfe's

( 1993) character-state definitions much less ambiguous

(Text-fig. 14).

Leaf Apices

Like Wolfe's leaf-base exemplars, his leaf-apex ex-

emplars (Text-fig. 4) represent a family of alternative

shapes. In the subspace of the first three eigenshape

vectors (representing 98.47% of total shape variance),

these define a twisted, trapezoidal plane formed by

four outlying shapes (Text-fig. 15). These outliers rep-

resent the most attenuate and rounded morphologies.

Interpretation of this shape space also mirrors that of

the leaf-base analysis. The first eigenshape vector ex-

presses differences in the relative width of the apex

region, the second expresses the contrast between ex-

pansion and contraction of the leaf tip. and the third

represents differences in the smoothness of the apex

margin.

As before, the inclined plane delimited by the shape

outliers can serve to define a surface on which to re-

construct a series of shape-deformation models useful

for understanding the nature of shape transitions with-

in this character (Text-fig. 16). After correcting for dif-

ferent orientations, the range of leaf-apex shape mod-

els is seen to be virtually identical to those of the leaf-

base shape subspace (compare Text-figures 13 and 16).

In both cases the upper model range is occupied by

forms with either straight or concave sides converging

to a tip. These forms are consistent with the acute con-
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phological variation becomes much more difficult than

it otherwise need be.

Finally, a word about technology. Even though the

mathematical methods necessary for the construction

of generalized geometrical shape models from eigen-

vector data have been available for several decades

now. part of the reason why these methods have not

been better integrated into contemporary systematic

practice is technological. The easy, quick, efficient,

and flexible quantitative analysis of morphological

variation in systematics presupposes ready access to

computers powerful enough to collect, process, and

manage high-resolution digital images, in addition to

the software necessary to access, segment, and extract

spatial data from these images. Fortunately, recent de-

velopments in the consumer photography and com-
puter markets have brought sophisticated digital im-

aging and image processing-measurement within the

budgets of virtually all serious systematists. Currently

available digital cameras with circa three-million-pixel

resolutions produce images of moiphological struc-

tures at a level of detail well above that needed for

routine shape analysis. For example, the data used in

this study were collected from images whose basal res-

olutions were 262,144 pixels. Even these relatively

low-resolution images (by photographic standards)

contained more data points than were needed to con-

strain the outline segments of all the analyzed char-

acters.

More limiting is the range and user-friendliness of

the software used by morphometricians to segment

these images and extract quantitative information from

outlines and landmarks. Whereas up until the last few

years it could be argued that such technological thresh-

olds prevented most systematists from taking advan-

tage of morphometric methods in general, and shape

modeling methods in particular, those issues have now
been addressed. Commercial products have long been

available to fulfill this need. In the last few years, how-
ever, a number of public-domain software packages

have appeared—some programmed by systematists for

systematists—that fulfill the basic needs of morpho-

metric data collection as well as the available com-
mercial software. In this context, Wayne Rasband"s

NIH Image Package for Apple Macintosh® computers

(http://rsb.info.nih.gov/nih-image/, the equivalent Sci-

on Image package for Window's PCs (http://

www.scioncorp.com/), and Jim Rohlf's collection of

morphometries software (http://life.bio.sunysb.edu/

morph/) deserve special mention. These applications

are all available via free download from publicly ac-

cessible web sites. When combined with a digital cam-

era and the eigenshape data analysis-modeling routines

used herein (the latter also freely available via public

website, see Acknowledgments), these systems effec-

tively remove the technological impediment from
those interested in pursuing shape-model analyses.

SUMMARY
In order to realize its potential as an indispensable

source of information about the natural enviroimient

—

past, present, and possibly future—systematics must
improve its capacity to summarize patterns in morpho-
logical data and relate those patterns to a wide range

of other variables. At present, morphological analyses

are largely undertaken in the same way they have been

undertaken for centuries, via visual inspection by
trained taxonomists whose conclusions are influenced

by the number and quality of moiphological exemplars

(or representations thereof) they have seen during the

course of their careers. The problems arising from this

approach are manifested in the breathtakingly low ob-

served reproducibilities of systematic studies {e.g.. Za-

chariasse el ciL. 1978; Lipps, 1997; MacLeod, 1998).

While efforts are continually undertaken to better de-

fine and systematize the state of morphological knowl-

edge for virtually all organismal groups, these efforts

are hampered by the enormous scope of the task which
grows larger with each passing year (see Kaesler,

1993).

Recent developments in the field of morphometries

may provide aspects of a solution to this problem.

With the adoption of a more geometrically focused

paradigm, refinement in practitioners" appreciation of

appropriate analytic targets, and the development of

new analytic and graphical tools, morphometries has

reached the level of sophistication necessary to make
positive contributions to routine morphological anal-

ysis in systematics. In particular, the ability of geo-

metric morphometries to express its results in terms of

shape models that can be interpreted in a manner nat-

ural to qualitatively trained systematists suggests that

these devices can be of use in providing the range of

shape exemplars needed by systematists to improve

their diagnoses. Exemplar datasets assembled with the

aid of these shape models can help refocus the system-

atics community on a structured exploration of the

moiphological discontinuities that can be used to un-

ambiguously define taxa instead of the endless search

for more or better moiphological exemplars that mere-

ly represent them.

In order to make a preliminary evaluation of the

potential t)f shape models to improve morphological

analyses, a morphometric investigation of five dicot-

yledonous leaf characters used by Wolfe (1993. 1995)

to infer Tertiary climatic parameters was undertaken.

In each case, the range of exemplars used by Wolfe

(1993) to illustrate his character states was analyzed
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using the extended eigenshape method. The shape

spaces thus created were used to detine shape-inter-

mediacy surfaces tlial (.|uantitatively represented the

limits of exemplar-based shape variation for major as-

pects of the character's variational modes. Shape mod-

eling procedures (described herein) were then used to

explore these shape intermediacy subspaces within

each character. The goals of these explorations were

to identify and illustrate the boundaries between char-

acter states. Once the character-state system had been

geometrically defined, the morphometric representa-

tion of each shape system was then compared to equiv-

alent graphic and definitional representations taken

from the paleobotanical literature. In each case the

morphometric models represented the character con-

cepts accurately and provided a range of alternative

morphologies that was a least as great—in some in-

stances greater—than was immediately obvious using

the textual character-state definitions and exemplar il-

lustrations drawn from real leaves alone. In those cases

where apparent discrepancies between the moipho-

metric results went beyond the descriptive-exemplar

formulations, improvements were indicated in both the

formulation of definitions and the recognition of ad-

ditional character states.

As a consequence of these results, and owing to the

widespread availability of hardware-software systems

that can be obtained at very moderate cost, the follow-

ing recommends are made: ( 1 ) additional explorations

of the potential of geometric morphometries to con-

tribute to systematic analyses in all contexts be under-

taken; (2) students receive increased exposure to and

training in morphometric methods of data analysis and

representation; (3) efforts continue to improve the

quality and user-friendliness of the morphometries

software, especially the provision of web-based data

analysis tools; (4) attempts be made to rehabilitate the

image of morphometric analyses in the systematics

community and better integrate moiphometrics into the

corpus of systematic theory (see Macleod, 2001a.

2002a.b; MacLeod and Forey, 2002, for examples).

Since the basic data of systematics is moiphology, and

the language of morphology is geometry, it is neces-

sary that systematics becomes more geometric in the-

ory and in |iractice.

Bintham. G.
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